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Reverend Lancelot E. Threlkeld 

PREFACE 

T HE REMINISCENCES AND ETHNOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS of missionaries provide rich source 
material for etlmohistorical reconstruction, particularly if the missionaries concemed possessed 
any degree of scientific perception. The 'new breed' of missionaries sent to infuse life into the 

Pacific mission stations of the London Missionary Society immediately following the declaration of 
peace in Europe in 1815, were supposedly better trained than their predecessors, more practical and 
less pietistic, more appreciative of knowledge for its own sake, more imbued with a sense of their 
own destiny. Lancelot Edward Threlkeld may have been trained initially as a play actor, but it 
was not merely love of acclaim that led him to compare his own missionary role with that of 
such great pioneer missionaries as Swartz, Brainerd and Vanderkemp. He and his colleagues were 
perhaps more famous, and their contributions to humanity of wider application: John Williams 
with his boundless curiosity, a dynamic part scientific, part emotional, combined with a revivalist's 
zeal to save souls; William Ellis channelling much of his energy into the writing of books, including 
the ethnological Polynesian Researches; John Muggridge Orsmond, also impelled by curiosity, 
seeking to delineate the depths and subtleties of Polynesian language and culture; and Threlkeld 
himself making his major contribution in similar studies regarding the Australian Aboriginals. 
To discover the writings of these men is to discover, as it were, the birtl1 of new pririciples in the 
human sciences. Whereas in the past men had postulated philosophical questions and sought to 
answer them, the new school of missionaries commenced with their observations, shed their 
preconceptions and philosophical concepts as borrowed cloaks, and while acknowledging an 
overruling and frequently severe providence, made no attempts to expound what tl1ey acknow
ledged to be inscrutable and beyond comprehension. If they still used the old framework of natural 
law it was only useful for pious argument. What was important was the true delineation of the 
observable, not the selection of facts to prove a theory. It was this school of missionaries, influenced 
by Scottish pedagogy, the Calvinistic rationalism of the Dissenting academies, and early forms 
of utilitarian thinking who present us with data collected and collated according to principles 
usually associated with the more secular traditions. 

Threlkeld's methods of enquiry derived from his island experience. His thirst for indigenous 
words and concepts arose from his desire to translate Christian belief and teaching into the language 
of another people, and experience showed that the best way of acquiring this information was to 
mix with the people in their daily occupations. In tl1e Australian experience Threlkeld soon tire<! 
of keeping up with his itinerant informants, though he periodically mixed with large groups of 
Aboriginals. Most of his material was written down after witnessing and questioning but the bulk 
derived from a trust relationship which he established with a single knowledgeable informant, 
a koradji or tribal 'medicine-man'. While Threlkeld completely accepted the veracity of his principal 
informant it is also obvious that the linguistic information was exposed to a number of checks, 
and he appears to have frequently questioned other Aboriginals about the material he gathered. 
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The text here published should assist researchers in several disciplines but it stands in its own 
right as a document in the history of culture change. It is hoped that it will encourage further 
studies of an ethnohistorical kind. Source material is perhaps not as plentiful as in other fields. 
Apart from the. chants collected by Mrs Dunlop ofWollombi there appear to be few significant 
vernacular sources in 19th century Aboriginal history. Most of the detailed historical material 
relating to the Aboriginals must be gleaned from the journals and papers of the missionaries and 
protectors. 

There is a real possibility that Threlkeld's most exciting text, the Reminiscences, which forms the 
basis of this collection, would have been lost to science had not Sir John Ferguson, long distinguished 
in the field of bibliography, assiduously built up his collection of Presbyterian periodicals and 
newspapers. Though a few cuttings survived in miscellaneous collections the Reminiscences have 
remained unknown to serious students of the Aboriginals for over a hundred years. Finding them 
already in antique print in 1963 was an experience similar to discovering an unknown, unpublished 
manuscript. 

Care has been taken to keep the text as described in the Introduction. However, in the 
Memoranda section several significant extracts from various journals kept by Threlkeld, Sir 
Edward Parry, the Quaker deputation, and the American visitors Hale and Agate, have been 
interpolated. Being of a diurnal nature these extracts help fill out the biographical element in the 
narrative and provide interesting glimpses of the missionary and his work. Every effort has been 
made to preserve the text in its original form, including eccentricities of punctuation. No attempt 
has been made to normalise the spelling, and such old forms as shew, expence, trowsers, indepen
dant, publick, honor and others have been retained. Threlkeld placed considerable reliance on 
Dr Johnson's Dictionary, but was often careless in his correspondence. Square brackets have been 
used for editorial insertions. Although Threlkeld's usc of the term Aborigine is retained in his own 
writings the form Aboriginal has been preferred for the general context. 

The bulk of the letters selected from Threlkeld's voluminous correspondence have never before 
been published. Others appeared in the Sydney press. Those interested in reading letters not 
appearing in the Memoranda relating to Threlkeld's quarrel with the London Missionary Society 
and Samuel Marsden, may do so in Threlkeld's Statement, privately printed in 1828. 

The appendices consist of little known published and manuscript accounts which contain either 
interesting comparative material or opinions concerning the practicability of 'civilising' the 
Aboriginals. These documents also further amplify matters discussed in the Introduction. In order to 
reduce the number of annotations usual in a work of this nature it has been thought advisable 
to incorporate as much explanatory and historical material in the Introduction as possible. This 
means that-_many annotations can be replaced by cross referencing, and repetition is avoided. 
Similarly most of the persons mentioned in Threlkeld's text have been arranged in a series of 
biographical notes in alphabetical order. 

The notes are mainly of an historical kind intended to relate the missionary and his ideas to the 
context of his times. Thus no systematic attempt has been made to interpret what Threlkeld 
recorded in the light of modem theories or even to identify Aboriginal sites which he described. 
This is left for the prehistorian and the physical anthropologist in studies of another dimension. 

One further editorial point needs to be made. How much reliance can be placed on Threlkeld's 
accounu Although the main text, the Reminiscences, was written as late as the early 1850s, it is 
supported substantially by the correspondence and journal entries. These tend to show that the 
bulk of the material was gathered very early in Threlkeld's missionary career and developed 
through his linguistic studies. The arrangement of the text enables the reader to check many of the 
incidents in the Reminiscences against Threlkeld's earliest accounts. While his own observation 
was careful and critical it would probably be fair to say that he was less critical about accepting 
hearsay-accounts ofinlmman acts and massacres perpetrated by Europeans. He was almost certainly 
guilty of exaggerating the details and frequency of unsavoury episodes, although now this is 
difficult to prove. 

In assessing Threlkeld's observations the reader need not be deterred by the missionary's pessi
mistic view of 'the Australian race'. Threlkeld's many references to Aboriginal intelligence, his 
almost rhapsodic description of his 'sable friends' John and Patty M'Gill, and his constant com
parison of Aboriginal beliefs with those of classical Greece and papal Rome, show that his pessimism 
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was more a matter of religious belief in the fallen state of man than a view of racial inequality. 
Thus, towards the end of his life, when displaying obvious nostalgia for his old dark cronies, he 
could still write of the Aboriginals representing mankind 'in its last stage of humanity sinking into 
mere Animalism'. Though his limited theological outlook undoubtedly affected his relations with 
the Aboriginal people it did not prevent him from becoming their trusted friend and hence someone 
privileged to take down a little of 'the Tradition of the Elders' (seep. 48), though this was only 
incidental to his role amongst them. 

The preparation of the manuscript of this book was completed in 1966. My first acknowledg
ments must go to the officers or trustees of the following organisations: the Congregational Council 
for World Mission (formerly the London Missionary Society); the Mitchell Library, Public 
Library of New South Wales; the Archives Office of New South Wales; the Royal Australian 
Historical Society; the Auckland Public Library; and the National Library of Australia, for per
mission to publish the Threlkeld material in their possession. Of the many librarians who assisted, 
Miss Irene Fletcher of the London Missionary Society and Mrs Pauline Fanning of the National 
Library were able to share with me their own knowledge of Threlkeld references. 

Of Threlkeld's family in New Soutl1 Wales I received helpful assistance from Mrs D. V. 
Threlkeld of Bexley, Mr G. A. Lloyd of Hunter's Hill, Mr Clive Amdell of Pennant Hills, and 
the late Mrs Pamela Fitzgerald of Greenwich. Others who have helped in looking for material 
in their custody include Mr Arthur E. Barker; Public Relations Officer of the Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, the ReverenP. Colin Craven-Sands of the Mission to Seamen 
(formerly the Sydney Bethel Union), and Miss Eunice Wilson of London, authority on the 
Threlkeld family lineage. 

I am particularly grateful to Mrs Diane Dickson whose assistance in extracting Threlkeld 
material from the Archives was indispensable, and who gave me valuable assistance during the 
early stages of the project. Mrs Annemarie Jubb and Mrs Norah Forster have also helped in checking 
and locating references. Professor Stephen A. Wurm, Dr D. C. Laycock and Mr R. J. Lampert have 
all a~sisted with professional advice when called upon; other scholars in the field of Aboriginal 
studies such as Professor Jolm Mulvaney, Dr Marie Reay and Dr Diane Barwick have all encouraged 
me to make the Threlkeld material available. In this regard I am under a special obligation to 
Mr F. D. McCarthy of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, whose knowledge of the 
Aboriginals of New South Wales is tmrivalled, for his generous encouragement. Other members 
of the Institute staff have provided their willing assistance, particularly Mrs Shirley Andrew 
whose task it has been to sec the manuscript through the press. 

My acknowledgments would not be complete without referring to the initial encouragement of 
the late Mr Kenneth Binns, O.B.E., who early impressed me with the importance of Threlkeld 
in the. ~story ?f A??riginal Missions, and who was pleased to know that I intended publishing 
the nnsstonary s wntmgs. ' 

I must also thank Professor J. W. Davidson, head of the Department of Pacific History at the 
Austr~an National University, for recognising the worth of the project though only marginal 
to the mterests of the Department. My thanks, too, are extended to Mrs Jennifer Terrell who 
has always been a helpful critic. Mrs Anvida Lamberts typed most of the draft - her patient and 
in~elligen~ handling of the manuscript was much appreciated. Mrs Rita Mathews completed 
thts exactmg task. Mr Hans Gtmther of the Department of Human Geography drew the maps 
with his usual efficiency and generally assisted in cartographic matters. 

Australian National University 

Canberra 

October, 1970 NIELGUNSON 
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ERRATA 
Vol. I p. vii, 1. 35. For O.B.E. read C.B.E. 

p. x, last line. Against S.P.C.K. read 
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. 
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! 

BUNGAREE 

L
ANCELOT EDWARD THRELKELD (1788-1859) must ever have pride of 
place in the history of European attempts to show the Aboriginal 
people of Australia how to cope with the complexities of European 

civilisation. Though neither the first missionary appointed to the 
Aboriginals nor the first European to extend any real degree of sympathy 
to the problems of adjustment, Threlkeld was the first person to get 
practical . results, and that in a time when prevailing views regarding 
Aboriginal mission work were negative in the extreme. In reducing the 
'barbaric sounds' of the Lake Maequarie tribe to a written language and 
by writing down all he could find out about Aboriginal culture Threlkeld 
was essentially a pioneer. Though he was a failure in regard to his 
missionary vocation it was not a failure of which he felt ashamed. 
Undoubtedly he believed he had shed some light in great darkness. 
His actual achievements were a legacy which future generations would 
come to appreciate more and more. 

Most of Threlkeld's linguistic work has been published. Those works 
which had not been printed in his lifetime were published by Dr John 
Fraser with a reissue of the earlier works in 1892 (see p. 376). An 
ethnologist devoted to linguistic studies, Dr Fraser of Maitland was 
also a great champion of Christian missions. Though his work was 
hampered by his peculiar theories of racial and linguistic origin, the 
volume at least has kept Threlkeld's memory alive.l In itself Threlkeld's 
linguistic achievement was outstanding. According to modern linguists 
Threlkeld compiled his grammar 'along lines that were surprisingly 
modern for his day'. 

In the first place, his use of phonetic spelling was well in advance 
of much later work in Australia. This he had learnt from his 
sojourn in Tahiti, but he was able to apply his principles acquired 
there to the much more phonemic system of an Aboriginal 
language. Consequently his work, even in these days of structural 
and phonological analyses, is not to be despised by the pro
fessional linguist. In addition, Threlkeld was able to analyse some 
of the general principles involved in the grammatical system of 
the language he studied .... Taken as a whole, tills first formal 
grammar of an Australian language was quite an outstanding 
piece of work.2 

There are, of course, some deficiencies in the work.3 In spite of his 
own statement that his approach was new, Threlkeld leaned heavily on 
traditional grammars, especially of Latin and Greek. Willie he was 
advanced in not trying to force Awabakal into their mould his whole 
grammar was based on parallels with these languages. In phonology 
tl1ere were a number of weaknesses. While he recognised tlut tl1ere is 
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little or no distinction between t and d, and g and k, he 
continued to write both. The general oversimplification 
makes his spelling4 hard to interpret. In regard to nouns, 
the elaborate classical paradigms given by Threlkeld have 
no basis in reality. His verbs fared better as it is much more 
difficult to treat them in the classical fashion. The labels 
arc all classical, but here Threlkeld seems to have had a 
better idea of what he was doing. Tills is as it should be, 
as the verbs arc at the heart of Aboriginal languages and 
are their most complex feature. While the translation of 
the Gospel of St Luke suffers from the deficiencies men
tioned, it is not likely to be more than about fifty per 
cent. inaccurate otherwise. It is doubtful if Threlkeld spoke 
Awabakal well, but he would certainly have been able to 
make lllmself understood (with some inevitable misunder
standing), and patient labour would enable him to complete 
a Gospel whose obscurities would be regarded by the 
Aboriginals as due to the unfamiliarity of the material, 
rather than insufficient command of the language. The 
'Key' to the grammar, published in 1850, showed a great 
deal more insight into Awabakal grammatical structure, 
the obvious result of sixteen years continued study. The 
information confained in this work is virtually essential 
to a modern linguist trying to interpret Threlkeld's 
material. 

Threlkeld's ethnological observations have hitherto 
received little attention, the more remarkable since this 
material was published during his lifetime. A short essay, 
originally published in the Christia11 Keepsake in 1835, serves 
as an introduction to the subject. The Reminiscences of the 
Aborigines of New South Wales were published in serial 
form in a short-lived Presbyterian newspaper, The Christia11 
Herald, a11d Record of Missio11ary and Religious Intelligence 
... , published in Sydney. The instalments were fortnightly 
commencing in February 1853 and ending in April 1855. 
These reminiscences cover tl1e entire period of Threlkeld's 
missionary service. The first part, not included in this 
collection, deals with his missionary life in the Society 
Islands and yields considerable information only hinted at 
elsewhere. The second part, republished here in full, is 
mainly an account of .the Aboriginals as he found them 
during his first years amongst them, approximately 1824-
1826, when he was employed as a missionary by the 
London Missionary Society. 

Tills account contains many interesting and valuable 
descriptions of the latest phase of Aboriginal material 
culture in the Lake Macquaric district of the New South 
Wales coast.S This culture does not appear to differ from 
that described by First Fleet and later diarists in the Port 
Jackson area. However, unlike most writers who merely 
observed and recorded curiosities from a detached view
point, Threlkeld lived in close contact with Aboriginals 
for a considerable period. His sympathetic observations of 
their activities have thus allowed him to integrate the 
artefacts described with their raw materials, manufacturing 
methods and subsequent functions. Dy the time ethno
graphy became established in Australia as a serious study, 
most of the ctilture of coastal New South Wales Aboriginals 
had disappeared. Even when Threlkeld came to write up 
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Ills observations at Lake Macquarie, the native culture had 
almost disappeared from a major part of the New South 
Wales coast, certainly from the Port Jackson-Port Hacking 
region,6 and probably most of the south coast.? While 
Threlkeld did not have the encyclopaedic aim of later 
nineteenth century etlmographers,8 most of his descriptions 
of artefacts and the processes in their manufacture are 
nevertheless equal to the best in their detail and accuracy. 

Although his purely descriptive observations on many 
of the arte£--tcts themselves can today be repeated with 
extant museum specimens, it is not so easy to determine 
exactly the raw materials used, tl1e details of manufacturing 
techniques or the precise function of the finished product. 
In describing the manufacture of spears, for example, 
Threlkeld records the types of wood used for various parts, 
the sources of the gum and fibre for holding the shaft 
sections togetl1er, the method of joining the sections and 
the means by which the point of the spear was sharpened 
and hardened. We learn tl1at multi-pronged spears were 
used for fislllng, while single spears were either for fighting 
or land hunting (sec p. 67). Descriptions of spears in the 
Port Jackson area by White (1790), Bradley (1786-92), 
Dclessert (1847)9 and others, though generally accurate, do 
not equal Threlkeld's precise and detailed record. On the 
other hand, his description of shell fish hook manufacture 
(sec p. 54) falls short of Bradlcy's.IO Threlkeld appears to 
be the only writer who records the practice of 'mutton 
birding' by Aboriginals (see p. 65}, while his descriptions 
of the manu£--tcture and repair (see p. 54) of bark canoes 
is unparalleled, at least for the New South Wales coast. 
In his account of an Aboriginal burial (sec p. 47), Threlkeld 
records some interesting aspects, including the wrapping 
of the body in tea-tree bark, a practice substantiated by 
archaeological evidence from the Blaxlands Flat site in the 
Clarence Valley, New South Wales.ll 

In addition to the Reminiscences, Threlkeld compiled a 
valuable memorandum for Judge Burton 12 in 1838 which 
is published here for the fust time.l3 This memorandum 
was drawn up wid1 a speciftc object in view, to expose the 
gross injustices perpetrated by the lawless elements in the 
community. There is an emphasis on that side of the 
mission most concerned with racial dashes, and only 
passing references are made to d1e dispute with the L.M. S. 
and the more routine events of the mission. Despite this, 
however, much information regarding the Aboriginals is 
given which both supplements the Reminiscences and gives 
a lively context to the whole. 

Finally, with the additional material provided in the 
correspondence (mainly official) and the reports, we can 
carry the story of Threlkeld's Aboriginal studies through 
to its conclusion. Threlkeld's Australian Papers, in this 
wise, provide an important source book both for the 
anthropologist and the lllstorian of cultural change. From 
a study of these papers much can be learnt both of d1e 
particular tribe with which Threlkeld worked and the 
pattern of race relations during the first fifty years of 
Australian settlement. 

I 

THE AWABAKAL, or people of the 'plain surface' or Lake 
Macquarie, were one of a nexus of tribes in the Newcastle 
and Hunter River district. Recent linguistic research 
suggests that the Awabakal had most in common with 
the Wanarua or Hunter River tribe.l4 Threlkeld himself 
was never in ignorance of the intertribal relationships. As 
he wrote to the Attorney General during the first months 
of the mission, 'The natives here are connected in a kind of 
circle extending to the Hawkesbury and Port Stevens' (seep. 
186). Like the other tribes, the Awabakal had carefully 
defined boundaries, its peculiar cicatrisation marks, and its 
local ritual. In certain broad features it had much in 
common with the other coastal tribes stretching south 
from Moreton Bay to Anderson's Inlet in Victoria, tribes 
separated from tl10se of the interior by the natural barrier 
of mountain ranges. HowittlS and other pioneer anthro
pologists suggested that these coastal tribes either had an 
anomalous class system or were without a class system, 
and observed male descent. 

There was also considerable similarity in the material 
culture ?f the coastal tribes; bark huts were generally more 
substantial than those inland and fishing and trading took 
on similar characteristics. Fishing was a particularly im
portant factor in shaping coastal society, and shell fish were 
extremely important in the diet of the people. Generally 
the coastal tribes were looked upon as a more robust 
people than those inland, and it has even been assumed by 
some anthropologists tl1at they represented a race of 
Aboriginals distinct from those of central and northern 
Australia, and that the intermediate tribes were the result 
of a greater admixture of these races.16 Those who hold 
this belief assume that the coastal tribes had in part absorbed 
a more primitive negrito people, indigenous to the rain 
forests, identical with the original inhabitants of Tasmatlla. 
Besides appearing more robust, the tribes of south-eastern 
Australia were noticeably more Caucasian in type than 
th?se of northern and central Australia, had more body 
hatr, and had some distinctive religious and social beliefs. 
In particular, the south-eastern tribes did not practise the 
rite of subincision. 

It is difficult to know the extent to which the differences 
between the coastal tribes mentioned have been exagger
ated. Certainly the tribes immediately south of Moreton 
Bay were radically distinguished from those in the Macleay 
and. Macquarie regions. Similarly, those south of Appin, 
particularly in the vicinity of Shoalhaven River, were 
regarded as being particularly fierce and of a different 
cultural nexus. Again, it has been assumed that the Gipps
land tribes, the Kumai people, were an offshoot of the 
Victorian tribes wlllch had come south from the Murray 
reg~on and which met the arm of coastal occupation in the 
regton of Twofold Bay. Traditions of some of the coastal 
tribes suggest that autochthonous people were reinforced 
by other people moving south. I? 
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Besides that which they had in common with the other 
coastal Aboriginals, the tribes between Appin and the 
Macleay, whom we shall designate Kuri from their word 
for. 'man', also had similarities with the two great inland 
nat~ons of tribes, th~ Kamilaroi and tl1e Wiradjuri. These 
natiOns, together wtth the coastal Yuin, had pronounced 
sky hero cults. Baiame of the Kamilaroi was only equalled 
by Daramulun of the Yuin, and the intervening Wiradjuri 
peoples compromised by distributing honours to both 
heroes .. The~e w~re similar and even more impressive sky 
heroes m V tctona, South Australia and southern Queens
land. The Gippsland Kurnai, tl1e Brisbane tribes, and some 
of the inland sub-tribes, however, appear to have been 
devoid of any marked sky hero cult, though it appears 
tl1C::Y were. very much in awe of some vague supernatural 
bemg which they translated into Aboriginal 'English' as 
'devil-devil'. The Kuri tribes appear to have held beliefs 
falling between the sky hero type and the undefmed 
animistic atheism of some of the other coastal tribes. For 
instance, Kon, who resembles Baiame in many ways, seems 
~uch less powerful than his female evil counterpart, who 
ts one of several 'devil-devils'. Yet the initiates sought some 
sort of protection from Kon, and he had other character
istics of an all-father god. In appearance, for instance, like 
~aia?Ie and Punjil, 18 he looked like an Aboriginal though 
m fhght through the air he more closely resembled an 
caglehawk. 

Another point of similarity between all the tribes of 
south-eastern Australia was the peculiar veneration and 
pride of place given to the eagle or eaglehawk in legend, 
astronomy and social structure.l9 Most of the sky heroes 
had a metamorphic relationslllp with the eaglehawk; the 
totem of the dominant class in the tribal structure of most 
of_ the:: southern tribes was the eagle or eaglehawk; and the 
prmctpal constellations in the Aboriginal celestial cos
mogony were identified with the eagle. Similarly the 
subsidiary class in most of tl1ese tribes was identified with 
the crow. In tradition and mythology the crow was 
usually seen as the loser in the struggle with the eagle, 
but a~so ~s a benefactor particularly in fue legends. Although 
the st~~;ntfi~ance of these birds appears to be satisfactorily 
explamed m the general context of totcmism early observers 
looked for more historical explanations. Indeed, so pro
nounced were these divisions and associations in parts of 
south-eastern Australia that one pioneer anthropologist, 
the Reverend John Mathew, was convinced that the 
eaglehawk represented a superior conquering racial group 
who subdued and absorbed a darker people associated with 
or named 'the crows'. Certainly, many of the traditions 
could be interpreted in the light of such an analysis. The 
importance and ritual significance of the eaglehawk 
'ancestors' to the Awabakal is apparent from Threlkeld's 
account, typified by his parody of the 'knights of the holy 
eagle stones' (see p. 66). The eaglehawk ancestors appear 
to have been closely associated with the sky hero cult thus 
further linking the Kuri tribes with the inland ones. 

Although considerable work has been done on the 
distribution and character of the coastal tribes the overall 



picture is still far from clear. Most anthropologists are only 
prepared to work on known tribes without relating them 
too closely to each other. Thus N. B. Tindale's map of 
New South Wales tribes is extremely useful in setting the 
boundaries of individual tribes but tells us little of con
federational or 'national' boundaries. In tllls regard Dr 
Fraser's map of 1892 is quite useful. In tills map the Yuin 
tribes are labelled Murrin-jari, the Macleay River tribes are 
called Waci-gari and the tribes south of Brisbane, Paikal
yug. The coastal nation embracing the Sydney-Macquarie 
tribes he calls the Kurig-gai or Kuringgai. This nation 
extended from the Macleay to the Hawkesbury and 
embraced several sub-tribes southward from Sydney. A 
similar map based on linguistic divisions was published 
by Schmidt in 1919, in- wlllch Fraser's Kuringgai are 
simply called Kuri. 

More recent linguistic research shows that the Kuri 
constitute one of the sub-groups of the Yuin-Kuric 
language group and can be broken down into a number 
of groups of tribes. Thus south of the Bandjalang-speaking 
tribes on the northern coast of New South Wales was a 
pocket speaking the Danggadi language (Dainggati, Ngaku 
and Ngamba tribes); then a smaller pocket embracing the 
Kattang-speaking tribes (W orimi and Birpai). The 
Wanarua and Awabakallanguages were similar and were 
possibly related to that spoken by the Darkinung. W. J. 
Enright, who made a life's study of the north-eastern 
tribes, believed that the Wanarua and Awabakal tribes 
were merely hordes of the Worimi who spoke dialects of 
the Kattang language, and used as evidence the ease with 
wlllch Threlkeld was able to commmllcate with the Port 
Stephens tribe (seep. 118) besides his own familiarity with 
the W orimi. Threlkeld, however, was very conscious of 
the differences between Ills own people and those of Port 
Stephens. Researchers are less certain about the languages 
once spoken in the early settled areas around Sydney, and 
disdnct languages, such as the Darawal spoken south of 
Sydney, do not belong to the Kuri sub-group, but to 
another sub-group fairly closely related to the Kuri sub
group. Languages spoken south of Sydney belonged 
largely to the Yuin· sub-group except Gundangara which 
seemed to belong to the Kuri sub-group. The Victorian 
languages appear to have been quite distinct from those 
in the Yuin-Kuric group.20 

If the coastal tribes had much in common as a result 
of their geographical position between the ranges and the 
ocean and their dependence on a predominantly fish diet, 
they were even more closely ideritified during the first 
fifty years of settlement. The pacification of the coastal 
tribes was achieved with comparatively little bloodshed. 
The first governors of the colony were well schooled in 
the current humanitarian doctrines, and even if they were 
disillusioned of their noble savage ideals by customs and 
matmers which were repugnant to them, they were still 
influenced by ideals of human brotherhood and the natural 
dignity of the species; as epitomised in Dr Oldfield's story 
of Macquarie and 'Kogee' (seep. 353). 
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There was, nevertheless, a foreshadowing of the un
fortunate relationships that were to develop eventually. 
Incidents with settlers, particularly in the Hawkesbury 
district, did occur, and punitive parties were mustered as 
early as the first year of the settlement at Sydney. Those 
incidents involving convicts are not easy to analyse. 
Threlkeld's later revelations suggest that convict im
morality was perhaps the most important factor in bad 
race relations from the first. A story told by Lieutenant 
Breton21 that a convict servant was slain by an Aboriginal 
from the Shoalhaven tribe who ate his tongue in order 
to be able to speak English has a singularly Polynesian 
flavour, and is not out of keeping with tl1e reputation of 
some of the coastal warriors south of Wollongong, in 
1821, as being 'fierce cannibals'. In the main, however, 
the quarrel between convicts and Aboriginals was over 
Aboriginal women. The quarrel witl1 the settlers was 
largely one of misunderstanding. Having been introduced 
to Indian corn by the Europeans, the Aboriginals soon 
developed a taste for corn meal. In helping themselves to 
corn, they were soon in conflict with the farm servants. 
The first significant fray with predatory Aboriginals took 
place in 1802 when the Parramatta and Toongabbie tribes 
killed four wlllte men. The Aboriginal chiefPemulwy was 
shot and Governor King sent his head to Sir Joseph Banks. 

The only otl1er serious disturbance with the coastal 
tribes took place following an incident in March 1816 
when several Europeans crossed the Nepean to recover 
some goods which the Aboriginals had appropriated. A 
notable tribal chief of heroic mould, Catmabayagal, who 
led the 'rebel' Aboriginals was killed near Appin. 

By about 1820 many of the coastal tribes had been so 
reduced in numbers tl1at their extinction was viewed as 
inevitable. The first serious decimation of the Aboriginal 
population had followed the introduction of smallpox in 
1788. Not only were the tribes in the vicinity of Sydney 
seriously affected but also those of the interior. Indeed, the 
disease worked overland until it reached the southern 
coasts, and its ravages were not complete until about 1845.22 
The Kurnai tribes of Gippsland, cut off by certain natural 
barriers, appear to have been one of the groups which 
were bypassed.23 

Also, in the Nineteen Counties, other diseases and the 
vices of physical contact with the European population had 
sadly reduced the numbers and demoralised the Aboriginal 
population. In 1821 William Walker, the Wesleyan 
missionary,listed nine tribes in the Sydney area.24 Of these, 
only three tribes could be described as 'numerous', the 
Broken Bay tribe under the notorious Dungaree, the Cow 
Pasture tribe m1der 'Boodberrie' and the supposedly savage 
Five Islands tribe. The other tribes listed were at Kissing 
Point, ut1der Bidgee Bidgce; Windsor; Hawkesbury, 
under Jemmy; Mulgoa, under Mary Mary; and Liverpool, 
under Cogie.25 The tribe at Liverpool was reduced to 
fifteen or twenty persons. 

With the commencement of settlement at Bathurst and 
beyond the ranges the whole pattern of racial relationships 

changed. Misunderstandings with the pastoral settlers were 
much more serious and more frequent. Convict servants 
were freer to practice brutalities upon an 'inferior class' 
and convict shepherds frequently gave great offence to the 
tribesmen simply by not understanding tribal custom. 
Bret?n'~ story26 of Aboriginals tying a shepherd to an 
anthill IS less. su~gestive of an original punishment than 
revenge for stmtlar brutalities practised by the stockmen 
thems~lves when they had apprehended Aboriginals who 
had ~tl!ed a_ sheep: Th~ failure of the law to protect the 
Abongmals m the mtenor meant that the law of retaliation 
an~ savage warfare prevailed except where particularly 
enhghtened settlers had taken considerable pains to establish 
good relationships. Even with the best intentions many 
such settlers could not answer for the conduct of their 
servants. In 1824, the year in which Threlkeld arrived in 
the colony from the islands, the situation in the interior 
w~s critical, and martial law prevailed.27 The 'myalls' or 
wtld blacks, unlike their sadly decimated and diseased 
coa_stal ~reth~en, '":ere outlawed and viewed as savages. 
This pohcz dtd not m~p~~ve _the conditions of tl10se already 
on the fnngcs of civilisation. Men who thought like 
Threlkeld were generally held to be deluded and a threat 
to. tl~e good order of the community. The failure of earlier 
mlSSI~n.s and attempts to civilise only increased the 
opposttton to humane experiments. 

II 

THE AWABAKAL TRIBE was bordered by three main tribes, 
the Kattang-speaking Worimi to the north, tl1e inland 
Wanarua_or Hunter River tribe, and the Darkinung, and 
was ~onttguous on the coast to the Broken Bay tribe 
(?Kangal). Of these, the Worimi or Port Stephens tribe 
appears to have been most unlike the others, but all shared 
ctiltural features common to the other Kuri tribes. The 
most_no~ceabl~ ~e~t":re w_as the importance given to tooth 
evuls~on Ill the rmttatlon ntes or kuringal ceremonies, which 
Howitt noted extended from the Y uin tribes as far north 
as Newcastle or Port Macquarie.28 David Collins was the 
~rst person to give a detailed report of these ceremonies 
Ill the Sydney district, and Ills description makes an 
interesting parallel with those recorded by later observers 
including Threlkeld.29 ' 

It seems also there was either no class system or an 
anomalous one, and that the Kuri reckoned lineage by 
male descent. A superstitious dread of Kon or Coen the 
'de:il devil', also prevailed amongst the Kuri whose' cult 
behefs appeared generally less sophisticated than those of 
tl1e Yuin or the tribes of the interior. 30 Indeed, the sky 
hero cult was so relegated to mystery that most observers 
assumed the Kuri tribes had no religious beliefs.31 But one 
feature of the cult prevailed, at least amongst the Awabakal, 
and that was the necessity for propitiation of the eaglchawks, 
or eaglehawk ancestors. 

Kora1jis, or those whom Professor Elkin has termed 
~boriginal 'm~n of high dewcc'32 were also of supreme 
tmportance, as Ill most Australian tribes. Closely cmmected 
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with the po~er of tJ:e kor~djis o~ doctors was the mysterious 
power assoCiated wah talismamc quartz, 33 described as the 
~xcreta_ of the sky hero,34 which played a prominent part 
rn all ntual. 

The distinguishing incision marks and ceremonial 
markings of the Awabakal do not appear to have been 
recorded. However, those of the Sydney tribes have been 
carefully recorded in the charming and sympathetic studies 
of the 'Port Jackson Painter' ,35 

Acquaintance with the Kuri tribes north of the Hawkes
bury appears to have been quite sporadic. The first 
Europeans to live amongst them were probably four 
convtct~ :who escaped from Sydney in 1790 and were 
found hvmg amongst the Worimi at Port Stephens about 
five years afterwards. These convicts found that the 
Aboriginals identified them with their ancestors who had 
fallen in battle, and one was so 'convinced that he had 
identified Ills father in the person in one of the runaways' 
that ~c conducted the convict to the place where his 
fathers _body ha~ been burnt.36 Mrs Dunlop, the wife of 
the police magtstrate and protector at Wollombi, also 
recorded a song purporting to represent the emotions of 
the first Aboriginals to see wlllte men whom they believed 
were ancestral ghosts.37 The convicts further spoke 'in 
high terms' of the 'pacific and gentle manners' of the Port 
Stephens tribe. 

Ensign Barrallier was amongst the first to report on the 
culture of the Hunter River tribes. He assumed there were 
great. numbers of Aboriginals from the different canoes he 
saw rn 1802, but regretted that they took to flight im
mediately they perceived the Europeans. 

I have seen ~1em, to Escape faster, quit their 
Kenous and swtm, tho I was a mile distant with my 
boat & only had 2 Soldiers with me. - They 
navigate thetr Skiffs along the river by a long pole, 
& make them go well against the Stream. Their 
arn~s are tl1e same as at Sidney - but longer -
thetr Wumams are 3 f 10 Inches & their Lances 
18 to 22 feet Long. They consequently must be 
more robust than our natives tho in appearance 
~hey arc not la~ger nor t~eir limbs more supple, 
tf I am not mistaken thetr arms are exceedingly 
long-. 
Their nourishment is Fish - the roots of Fern and 
a sort of root or yam, which when only touched 
by the Tongue occasions a Burning pain on the 
palate of the mouth difficult to describe but ex
pcr_ience made me detest even the sight of it. I 
believe the only mode of making it palatable to 
them is roasting them. 
The Natives are not more advanced in arts than 
those of Sidney, unless it is in making Lines to fish, 
& sacks 3 fe~t circumference & one deep netted, 
of a ne~ species of Coregean - which they prepare 
by soaking the Bark & afterwards beating it with 
a wooden ~allet. They only employ the right hand 
to twist their Lme, pressing the thread very light 
against their thighs.38 



Barrallier observed that they traded with the Hawkesbury 
and Broken Bay tribes, and that their pass was near Mount 
York. A young Aboriginal, looking for fern roots, and 
apprehended by his party, showed the greatest fear. He 
came to Barrallier 'and rubbing my left shoulder softly 
with his right hand he repeated several times the word 
Cambai Cambai - I know not whether he sollicited my 
protection, or indicated his alarm'. Though he attached 
himself to the party he took occasion to slip away un
noticed on entering scrub country. 

A boy from the Awabakal tribe was taken quite early 
to Sydney. This was the celebrated Biraban (the name 
itself meant eaglehawk), who was brought up at the 
military barracks and acted as personal servant to one of 
the officers.39 He learnt to speak English fluently and was 
known by the English name of Johnny M'Gill. Though 
he returned to the tribe and was duly initiated he was 
firmly attached to his European friends and was found 
invaluable in dealing with troublesome Aboriginals and 
Europeans alike. Macquarie recognised him as chief or 
king of the Awabakal tribe and he remained their leader 
for over twenty years. About 1819 his likeness was taken 
by the popular convict artist, R. Browne, who had ample 
opportunity to study the Aboriginals of the Awabakal 
and W orimi tribes when serving his sentence at Newcastle. 
Browne's caricature study of 'Magill' shows the robust 
chief in a somewhat unflattering corroboree posture.40 

When Captain Francis Allman received instructions to 
establish a penal settlement at Port Macquarie in March 
1821 he took with him M'Gill and two other members 
of the Newcastle tribe, Jemmy Jackass and Bob Barret. 
There, as Surgeon Cunningham records, 'they proved of 
eminent service to him as bush-constables in tracing and 
apprehending runaways'. 

Certainly three more powerful intelligent men he 
could not have selected, and such good marksmen 
were they, that every living thing would drop 
before the muzzles of their pieces, nothing dug
rining them more than missing their aim. Bob 
Barret pathetically laments to this day the snapping 
of his fusee at a desperate bush-ranger, at Port 
Macquarie, long a pest to the settlement, who 
through that mishap 'escaped for a time. Their 
names having been given to these three men by the 
whites, they, like all our blacks, are proud to be 
known thereby, - the first request they make of 
a white, being to 1/at//e them. A brass or tin plate, 
with an inscription, is also a great desideratum in 
their eyes, to hang round their necks, giving them 
much additional consequence in the estimation of 
their tribes; but, as I have already said, no one 
possesses authority farther than what his own ann 
or greater intelligence can command.4l 

M'Gill was an outstanding personality, a 'chief' of 
heroic mould like Cannabayagal, who earned himself the 
admiration of the Europeans. Though he became addicted 
to rum he always displayed nobility in his relations with 
well-intending Europeans, who were quick to perceive his 
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intellectual capacities. When Threlkeld commenced his 
mission at Lake Macquarie it was Biraban or M'Gill who 
did more than anyone to convince the missionary that 
Aboriginals, no less than Polynesians, were equal to the 
experiment of Christian civilisation. It was Biraban who 
gave Threlkeld most encouragement and patient instruc
tion. Even his willingness to work belied contemporary 
opinion that Aboriginals were incapable of completing 
a manual job as well as Europeans. To Cunningham, 
M'Gill and Jemmy Jackass were 'a remarkable exception 
to the general body, as these individuals cleared ten acres 
of heavy-wooded land for the missionary at Reid's 
Mistake, as well and as quickly as could be done by white 
people'. 

The assistance given to Threlkeld in his linguistic 
studies by M'Gill was early rewarded by public honour. 
At the Annual Conference with the Aboriginals at Parra
matta in 1830 Governor Sir Ralph Darling presented 
Biraban with a brass plate inscribed: 

Darabahn, or MacGil, Chief of the Tribe at 
Bartabah, on Lake Macquarie; a Reward for his 
assistance in reducing his Native Tongue to a 
written Language.42 

As Threlkeld's principal informant, Biraban figures largely 
in the pages of the Reminiscences and in the preface to 
his A Key to the Structure of the Abor('?inal Langua._i?c ... 
(Sydney, 1850). Not only were the Quaker missioners, 
Backhouse and Walker, convinced ofBiraban's intelligence 
(seep. 124) but he impressed most Europeans who met him. 
Horatio Hale, one of the scientists accompanying Wilkes' 
United States Exploring Expedition, visited the mission 
and 'saw M'Gill, who was reputed to be one of the most 
intelligent natives; and his portrait was taken by Mr. 
Agate'. 

His physiognomy was more agreeable than that of 
the other blacks, being less strongly marked with 
the peculiarities of his race. He was about the middle 
size, of a dark chocolate colour, with fine glossy 
black hair and whiskers, a good forehead, eyes not 
deeply set, a nose that might be described as aquiline, 
although depressed and broad at the base. It was 
very evident that M'Gill was accustomed to teach 
his native language, for when he was asked the 
name of any thing, he pronounced the word very 
distinctly, syllable by syllable, so that it was im
possible to mistake it. Though acquainted with the 
doctrines of Christianity, and all the comforts and 
advantages of civilization, it was impossible for him 
to overcome his attachment to the customs of his 
people, and he is always a prominent leader in the 
corrobories and other assemblies.43 

There is little to indicate that Biraban regarded the 
'civilisation' of the European settlers as representing a 
superior way of life, though witl10ut that civilisation he 
would not have had the rum and tobacco of which he 
grew increasingly more fond. 

Biraban did not long survive the termination of the 
mission. One of the last glimpses we have of him is 
provided by the explorer Leichhardt in October 1842. 
He describes a meeting thus: 

The two blacks who had pitched their camp 
opposite the hut during the night were Jolm McGill, 
king of the Lake Macquarie clan, and Gorman, 
king of another clan. McGill came into the hut and 
asked for some embers and a kettle. Calvert gave 
him some flour [which] he knew quite well how to 
usc to make doughboys, though it was hardly 
edifying to see him kneeding the dough and 
smoking his pipe at the same time. He used the 
kettle, which still contained the water in which 
Calvert had boiled two fowls, for cooking the 
doughboys. The two noble savages then went over 
to the small fire they had lit under a Eucalyptus 
tree, stretched themselves out lazily beside it until 
their meal was ready, ate without stopping until 
they swallowed the last scraps, and then slept until 
late the next morning, regardless of the somewhat 
showery night, but putting more wood in their 
little fire whenever they felt the cold.44 

The 'mateship' which developed between Threlkeld and 
M'Gill could have done much in establishing a better 
understanding between the two peoples had there been a 
sufficient number of Aboriginals to make the continuance 
of the mission worthwhile. 

About the same time that the mission was commenced 
at Lake Macquarie, Robert Dawson was appointed chief 
agent of the Australian Agricultural Company at Port 
Stephens. He arrived in Sydney in November 1825, and 
went shortly afterwards to the Company's station. His 
observations regarding the Worimi, whose beliefs and 
customs were similar to tl10se of the Awabakal, make an 
interesting comparison to those of Threlkeld.45 A man of 
humane principle, he attempted to help the Aboriginals. 
The prejudice which men such as Dawson and Threlkeld 
had to face in such towns as Newcastle is illustrated by a 
story told by Dawson, who rewarded his Aboriginal 
guides with bread brought from an inn despite the protes
tations of the landlady.46 In the morning at breakfast 
Dawson and James Busby, also a friend to the Aboriginals, 
were provided with poor quality bread. On complaining 
they were told that Dawson had 'ordered all her best 
bread for the blacks last night', but it transpired there was 
no shortage and she simply wished to make Dawson 
appear foolish. Although Dawson's account of the 
Aboriginals is extremely useful it is clear that he was not 
able to obtain as much detailed knowledge of the people 
as Threlkeld. 

Lieutenant Breton was another observer whose remarks 
on the Aboriginals mostly relate to the tribes between the 
Wollombi and Liverpool Plains. Less tolerant and more 
partial to tl1e arguments of his fellow Europeans than 
Dawson, Breton's account is not very comprehensive.47 
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Mrs Eliza Hamilton Dunlop, whose husband, David 
Dunlop, was police magistrate and protector of Aboriginals 
at Wollombi and Macdonald River, was more thoroughly 
acquainted with the Aboriginals in the region south of 
the Hunter than the others mentioned but even she was 
limited by the very £-.ct of her womanhood. Despite the 
confidence placed in her by the tribal elders, particularly 
the 'chief' Boni, she was unable to penetrate the mysteries. 
Only a little of the tribal literature she recorded appears 
to have survived. 

A certain amount of information concerning the coastal 
tribes, and those immediately beyond the ranges, can be 
gleaned from a number of other sources. Important 
accotmts belonging to the period of initial contact include 
the manuscript Journal of William Bradley (1786-92), the 
published accounts of John White (1790), Watkin Tench48 
(1789) and David Collins (1798). The Aboriginal studies of 
the artist William Westall display a realism, useful to the 
scientist, not found in the work of local artists. 49 The 
Reverend Samuel Leigh, first Wesleyan missionary in 
New South Wales, collected as much information as he 
could regarding the Sydney tribes in the hope that his 
own society would do something for these people. It was 
he who apparently employed the artist Browne to make 
furtl1er likenesses of the Aboriginals in Sydney. 50 Although 
Browne's work shows tribal markings we can be less sure 
of their authenticity than the markings copied by the 'Port 
Jackson Painter' who was obviously interested in recording 
something of Aboriginal culture. Browne was more 
interested in caricature studies which would amuse as much 
as inform. Leigh and the other Wesleyan missionaries were 
similarly unsympathetic in their portrayal of Aboriginal life. 
Other early published accounts are useful. That by 'Dr 
Roger Oldfield', editor of the South-Asian Register, is an 
interesting survey of race relations in tl1e colony (see p. 
351). Others include Peter Cunningham's chapter on the 
Aboriginals in Two Years in New South Wales (London, 
1828), II, 1-45; J. 0. Balfour's chapter in A Sketch of Nero 
South Wales (London, 1845), 1-21; George French Angas, 
Savage Life a~~d Scenes in Australia and New Zealand (London, 
1847), II, 210-233; and Mrs Charles Meredith, Notes and 
Sketches of New South Wales during a residence itt the Colony 

from 1839 to 1844 (London, 1844), 90-113. 

Although relating almost exclusively to the Wiradjuri, 
John Henderson's little known ObsertJatiolls 011 the Colonies 
of Nerv South Wales ami Van Dicmcn's Laud (Calcutta, 
1832), 143-153, contains an objective account of a people 
closely resembling the coastal tribes, and further in
formation relating to traditions of Baiame and the eagle
hawks. It can be supplemented by the still unpublished 
material relating to the Wellington mission. 

Roderick J. Flanagan's The Abor~qines ~f Australia 
(Sydney, 1888) was originally published in serial form in 
the Sydney Empire, 1853-4, at the same time as Threlkeld's 
Reminiscences were being serialiscd in the Christian Herald. 
Its principal defect is that it generalises for all Aboriginals. 
Some information can be gleaned from Travels in New 



South Wales (London, 1847) by Alexander Marjoribanks, 
and Colonel Mundy's Our Antipodes or Residence and 
Rambles itl A11stralia (London, 1855). Of more importance 
are some of the manuscript accounts collected by Judge 
Burton.Sl Of course much more detailed material was 
collected between 1850 and 1900 and published in the new 
scientific periodicals but by this time most of the Awabakal 
and Sydney tribesmen had gone to their fathers. 

In the context of the early observations Threlkeld's 
writing is outstanding. There were, it is true, serious 
limitations to his work. His theological world view, in 
itself, made no allowance for any intrinsic worth in the 
Aboriginal system of values or philosophy. His thought 
was conditioned by the Calvinist belief in natural depravity 
and its corollary that all heathen religions were a debased 
form of the original patriarchal religion practised before 
Moses received the Law. The highest compliment which 
he cOuld pay to Aboriginal religious beliefs was to compare 
them to 'Roman superstitions' (see pp. 64, 66) and even that 
was elevating them to a higher level of rationality than one 
would expect from him. These views were not unlike those 
of Threlkeld's other missionary colleague at Raiatea, John 
Muggridge Orsmond,52 whose etlmological and linguistic 
studies of Tahitian culture provide the basis for most 
-modern studies and show tl1at Orsmond had a defmite 
appreciation of classical Tahitian culture. 

On the credit side it can be said that Threlkeld's study 
of the Aboriginals of New South Wales has an enduring 
quality. Ifhe was not as exact as an historian or ethnographer 
trained in modern scientific method he nevertheless antici
pates tills method by his objectiveness and his careful 
observation. It is a sad commentary on our own historical 
method that Threlkeld has been omitted from most surveys 
of Aboriginal studies simply because he was nOt obsessed 
With the desire to prove any theory of Aboriginal-origins. 53 
Missionary theories ranging from crude versions of the 
diaspora to elaborate multi-racial beliefs were a common
place in the missionary literature of Polynesia and Aus
tralia. Threlkeld never allowed himself the freedom of 
speculation, except in relation to linguistic similarities. He 
was certainly not prepared to stake his reputation on a 
theory. He observed and he wrote down. Not only as a 
missionary, but as a pioneer o( Aboriginal studies, Threlkeld 
deserves a place beside the other great missionary eth
nologists concerned with tl1e Aboriginals in the nineteenth 
century, William Ridley, John Mathew and Lorimer 
Fison.54 It is because he was the first that Ills achievement 
is the more praiseworthy. 

III 

WHEN JAMES BACKHOUSE, eminent Quaker visitor, re
marked in 1836 that among the- persons whose prejudices 
had 'operated upon the public mind most detrimentally' 
in respect to the Australian Aboriginals were 'the benevolent 
Captain Cook and the pious Samuel Marsden' (seep. 128), 
he was voicing Threlkeld's sentiments. It was no rash, ill
considered statement. Threlkeld knew full well the climate 
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of ideas concerning both the 'civilisation' and the 
evangelisation of the Aboriginals. Cook was obviously 
selected as having been the first to fire upon them 
suggesting that if noble in appearance they were perfidious 
in character.SS Marsden was selected for his well known 
pessimism concerning the capacity of the Aboriginal to 
change his ways. 

Unfortunate as it was, the breakdown in Aboriginal
European relationships was probably unavoidable con
sidering the totally dissimilar cultures involved. But 
certainly the attitudes of those anxious to ameliorate the 
conditions of the Aboriginals were important especially 
in the light of our knowledge that most of the attempts 
between 1788 and 1838, indeed well into the century, 
constitute a record of apparent failure. 

Yet in this period one should have expected a maximum 
of outward success. Australia was discovered and first 
settled at a time when the impact of the Evangelical 
Revival was a force to be reckoned with at all levels of 
British society; it was the age of missionary societies and 
every type of benevolent organisation. At the same time 
there was a wide acceptance of the humanitarian and 
egalitarian doctrines preached by the French philosophers. 
The interaction of Evangelical and humanitarian beliefs 
should have boded well for the indigenous inhabitants of 
the Australian bush. 

But what happened? Most members of the official classes 
in the colony of New South Wales from the governors 
down, particularly the irreligious, subscribed to the 
humanitarian approach. They sought to be kind; they 
patronised. They quickly decided that the Aboriginal, if 
he had some of the natural graces and attributes of 
Rousseau's noble savage, was far inferior to the noble 
savage ideal. Indeed, the Australian Aboriginal suffered 
considerably through comparison with the various peoples 
of Polynesia. The nomadic, apparently scavenging 
existence of the Aboriginals contrasted unfavourably with 
the more ordered tribal way of life of the Polynesians. 
Aesthetically also the Aboriginals suffered in comparison. 
The European, though he sometimes praised a male 
warrior stance, did not fmd them attractive. On European 
moral grounds there was little to choose between them. 
Of course both Aboriginals and Polynesians had very 
strong etlllcal codes of tl1eir own based on their own 
traditional experience and response to the challenges of 
nature. In some fields of responsibility to their societies 
these people were more uniformly 'moral' than Europeans. 
At least they adhered more conscientiously to the rules laid 
down by their societies. But by European ethical standards, 
particularly by Christian standards, both Polynesians and 
Aboriginals fell into the category of unnatural savages. 
Practices such as cannibalism, abortion, infanticide and 
various strange sexual customs were widespread and 
accepted in these tribal societies. 

The Polynesians were the first to attract the evangelising 
labours of English missionaries, the (London) Missionary 
Society sending out a shipload of missionaries on the Duff 
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in 1797. These missionaries were forced to abandon Tonga 
and the Marquesas and had great difficulty in converting 
the Tahitians: When Tahiti officially became Christian in 
1815 it was largely a political event, and apart from the 
abandonment of human sacrifice and several other customs 
repugnant to the Europeans, the old way of life continued. 
Nevertheless, the Tahitians and other Polynesians quickly 
adopted tl1e veneer of western civilisation and the m~ority 
paid lip-service to British Christianity. 

Not so the Aboriginal. If it was difficult to make an 
impression on the Polynesian without outside help it 
seemed impossible to make an impression on the 
Aboriginal. At this point we can isolate some of the 
reasons. Firstly, the non-religious motives for embracing 
Christianity so noticeable in the South Seas were absent 
amongst the Aboriginals. It was not necessary to embrace 
Christianity to obtain the white man's goods: they were 
doled out anyway. Nor was the white man's religion of 
any political relevance. 

Secondly, Christianity as preached to the Aboriginals 
was simply a new mythology which seemed to have less 
bearing on their environment than their own traditional 
religion. In Polynesia the Calvinistic pantheon of Jesus and 
Jehovah could be put to the test against the Polynesian 
pantheon ofTa'aroa and Tane, and if the old gods visibly 
failed, the new ones could be proved superior. Naturally, 
as in all such cases, the new gods triumphed. The 
missionaries took over from that point. Such tests could 
only be made in a polytheistic society. It was impossible 
to shift the Aboriginals from their. almost mystical sense 
of their own religious existence. They possessed their own 
spiritual values, and the white man's religion as presented 
to them in Evangelical terms did not make much sense. 
Christianity, in its traditional form, was only significant 
to the Aboriginal when he had lost the 'old faith' of his 
ancestors. This is in part a judgement on Evangelical 
doctrines as they usually postulate a cosmology which is 
both arbitrary and improbable. Christianity could only be 
relevant to the Aboriginal when he came face to face with 
a Christian spirit in the context of his own traditional 
religion. With the Polynesians it was easier to make a 
clean sw€ep - demolish all the old gods by the methods 
used by Elijah with the priests of Baal. With the Aboriginals, 
their awareness of the universe was too real to withstand 
the arbitrary claims of Western Christianity. It was not 
necessarily Christianity which had failed, but the 
missionaries because of their limited vision. 

Thirdly, from the beginnings of contact, the missionaries 
were affected by their own pessimistic beliefs regarding the 
Aboriginals. Tills pessimism was closely related to the 
theological views prevailing in the early nineteenth 
century, particularly among the Calvinists and the 
W csleyans. There was a strong belief, founded on a 
literal acceptance of everything in the Old Testament, 
that some tribes lay outside the scheme of salvation. One 
of the reasons for Protestants neglecting missio:qary 
enterprise in the Reformation period had been the belief 
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that the primitive races of South America were given over 
to damnation because of the sins of their ancestors. 56 The 
same suspicions were held of the Aboriginals. Thu~ the 
Reverend William Walker, who had been appomted 
missionary to the Aboriginals by the Wesleyans, wrote 
pessimistically to 'the Reverend R. Watson, in October 
1821, that the Aboriginals were 'the progeny of him who 
was cursed to be "a servant of servants to his brethren"', 
and he listed reasons why he believed them to be 'emigrants 
from the same stock that shall soo11 stretch out its hands unto 
God'. 57 Similar statements could be collected from the 
correspondence of other early religious leaders in the 
colony. Even the most successful missionaries seemed to 
be tainted by these views. 

Fourthly, we might list the demoralisation ?f. the 
Aboriginal through contact with Europeans. TillS 1~ a 
more difficult one to assess, as usually Evangelical 
Christianity is able to take root in a demoralised environ
ment simply because it provides something to hang on to. 
Nor was demoralisation peculiar to the Aboriginals. 
There was probably more vice and dnmkenness in the 
islands where Evangelical Christianity was relatively 
successful. Furthermore, the gins who- lived with the 
convict stockmen and overseers, or with the coastal 
sealers, probably made fairly loyal wives and were hOt as 
debased as European prostitutes. On the other hand, the 
Aboriginals probably lost much of their will to live or 
to compete in a white man's world. This spiritual 
disillusionment, coupled with misunderstandings with the 
pastoral settlers, inevitably led to poor race relations. 

In the knowledge of these difficulties, the hi~t?ry ~f 
the attempts to 'civilise' and evangelise the Abong~al~ IS 

by far from being an indifferent record .. T~e ear~1cst 
experiments were largely of a humamt~nan . kind. 
Governor Phillip came prepared to establish fnendly 
relations. He believed that the Aboriginals would respond 
to reason; he also believed that the Europeans' law and 
civilisation were a benefit which would be appreciated 
by the indigenous population. Unlike Cook, he was 
reluctant to fire upon them even under provocatiOn. His 
positive policy was stated by himself: 

Every precaution that was possible has been taken 
to prevent their receiving any insults and when I 
shall have time to mix more with them, every 
means shall be used to reconcile them to live 
amongst us, and to teach them the advantages they 
will reap from cultivating land.58 · . 

Finding it difficult to have any influence on t_he 
Aboriginals, Phillip ordered his men to captur~ one V.:Ith 
tl1e view of learning his language or teaching him English, 
and as an experiment in civilisation. The one man _secured, 
Arabanoo, was about thirty years old, 'not tall but well 
made alert and vigorous'. In some ways the experiment 
was ; success as Arabanoo acquired some manners, dined 
at the Governor's side-table, though at first handcuffed to 
a guard, and became a sort of celebrity. How-eve:, the 
experiment was also a failure in that Arabanoo was rejected 



by his own people, and of little use in negotiating with 
the tribes. Then on 18 May 1789 he died from the pre
vailing smallpox. 

This epidemic allowed for a further experiment. Two 
of the orphaned children were adopted into pious homes. 
A girl named Aharoo or Boorong was adopted by the 
chaplain.59 A boy, duly christened Andrew Sneap 
Hammond Douglass White, was cared for by John 
White, the surgeon. This boy was perhaps the first of a 
great many 'failures' in the domestic experiment. Though 
he proved a good seaman on the Reliance, and with 
Flinders on the lllvesf(iJafor, he early took to the bush, 
thus disappointing those who believed the ways of the 
Aboriginals could be changed. Though he died at the home 
of a European friend on 12 August 1821 he was cited as 
proof that the Aboriginal preferred the wild state to 
'civilisation'. 60 

Phillip's second experiment resulted in a similar 
'failure', though at first it showed more promise than the 
taming of Arabanoo. At the end of 1789, two 'fine young 
men', Bancclon or Bennelong and Colbce, were captured 
at different times, though Colbee escaped, despite his leg 
iron, within a week.61 Bennclong quickly became a greater 
celebrity than Arabanoo and was the only Aboriginal 
known to the infant white community 'who immediately 
showed a fondness for spirits'. Although he escaped some 
time afterwards Phillip was able to persuade him to 
return to Sydney, which he did from time to time. The 
historic parley between the Governor and his erstwhile 
captive is the subject of one of the 'Port Jackson Painter's' 
works. Bennelong was given a room in the Governor's 
residence, and with another tribesman named 
'Yemmerrawannie' actually accompanied Phillip to 
England, where they were much lionised. When Bennelong 
was returned to Sydney by Htmter to set an example in 
civilised behaviour for his own people he soon disappointed 
the authorities. He became addicted to rum, relapsed into 
his old tribal ways and confirmed the opinions of the 
pessimists. Other 'civilised' tribal leaders, such as 
Bungarcc63 further strengthened growing scepticism 
regarding the capacity of· the Aboriginal to absorb 
European values. 

Those Evangelicals who secured the appointment of the 
Reverend Richard Jolmson to the first colonial chaplaincy 
of New South Wales, 1788-1800, expected that their 
representative would do much to evangelise the 
Aboriginals. Johnson only had limited success. The girl, 
Boorong, was aged about eleven when the Jolmsons 
accepted her. After eleven months she 'had so far improved 
in speaking English, that she could nnderstand almost 
anything she was bid to do'. 

Her master had taught her a prayer or two, which 
she repeats to him morning and evening. He has 
also taught her the letters, and she begins to make 
some progress in rcading.64 
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The Johnsons then took in another Aboriginal girl, but 
were disappointed in that both she and Boorong displayed 
'want of attachment'. The only other Evangelical in 
Phillip's time to concern himself with the Aboriginals was 
the pious Lieutenant Dawes who earned the ill-feeling of 
the Governor particularly when he refused duty with a 
punitive expedition against the Aboriginals in 1790.65 

It was Samuel Marsden, however, Johnson's successor, 
who pronounced irrevocably on the domestic experiment 
and whose pessimism not only deflected natural Evan
gelical enthusiasm but proved a formidable stumbling 
block for Threlkeld. It had not always been so. Anxious 
to make a success of the venture Marsden also attempted 
to 'civilise' two boys, actually taking one from his 
mother's breast. These boys were brought up with 
Marsden's own children over a period of twelve years. 
In March 1801 it looked as if the experiment was a great 
success. Visiting missionaries had nothing but praise. 

Today Samuel Christian, a Native Boy, came to 
see us, he lives with Revd. Mr. Marsden, who took 
him by the consent of his Parents, when he was 
very young, he has been brought up in Mr 
Marsden's £·unily, has learned to speak English 
fluently, sometimes he runs to the Bush, for the 
purpose of seeing his parents, as he says, but he 
cannot converse with them, being ignorant of his 
Mother tongue, he can read well, and now begins 
to write, Mr. Marsdens example here is worthy of 
imitation, this Boy is a proof of what may be done 
in respect to the Natives, the Generality of them 
would give their children to be educated by the 
English. 66 

But Samuel Christian proved a bitter disappointment. 
According to the chaplain he 'retained his instinctive 
taste for native food; and he wanted that attachment to 
me and my family that we had just reason to look for; 
and always seemed deficient in those feelings of affection 
which arc the very bonds of sociallife'.67 Indeed, he ran 
away from Marsden at Rio, when the family was returning 
from England in 1810, and was brought back by Captain 
Piper. Even by Marsden's standards he was not altogether 
a £--1ilure as when he died in the Sydney hospital he 
exhibited 'Christian faith and penitence'. One wonders 
if Samuel Christian gave Marsden any cause for his almost 
unreasonable attitude to civilisation schemes in the ensuing 
years. The other boy simply went the way of Dennclong 
and many others. 

More than twenty years ago, a native lived with me 
at Paramatta, and for a while I thought I could make 
something of him; but at length he got tired, and no 
inducement could prevail upon him to continue in 
my house; he took to the bush again, where he has 
continued ever since. One of my colleagues, the 
Rev. R. Johnstone, took two native girls into his 
house, for the express purpose of educating them; 
they were fed and clothed like Europeans; but in 
a short time they went into the woods again. 

Another native, named Daniel, was taken when a 
boy into the family of Mrs C[aley]; he was taken 
to England; mixed there with the best society, 
and could speak English well; but on his return 
from England he reverted to his former wild 
pursuits. 68 

These stories became powerful excuses for leaving the 
Aboriginals to their own ways. 

Although Marsden refused to continue the domestic 
experiment in his own family his pessimism did not 
necessarily mean that he withdrew his support from more 
public experiments. Thus he wrote as late as May 1827 
further confirming his prejudice: 

I may here notice, that we received a native Child 
into the Male Orphan School, in which he lived 
for several years - we lately found him an 
Apprentice to a Trade, with some other European 
Boys, at this very time he is run from his service, 
and has been some weeks, and not yet found -
The natives however young when taken by the 
Europeans, will not submit to any Restraint, as 
soon as they can range the woods - 69 

His overall views were given to the Archdeacon and the 
Secretary of the Church Missionary Society in the same 
year (see p. 347). 

In the early years of settlement there were other 
Evangelicals in the colony. In 1798 a number of refugee 
missionaries from Tahiti arrived in Sydney. Several of 
them assisted the chaplain and commenced a preaching 
ministry. Samuel High Clade, assisted the surgeon and 
was one of the few to attempt missionary work amongst 
the Aboriginals. His promising career was cut short when 
he was murdered in 1799 by a soldier and his wife with 
whom he had formed an acquaintance. But these 
missionaries were even more pessimistic than Marsden 
was at that time- William Henry's attitude would have 
been typical. 

In our letters by the Barwcll: we, expressed some 
hopes of being able to do something here among 
the Natives; but at that time we knew but little 
about their mam1er of life, customs, & dispositions, 
& a variety of circumstances which render our 
being useful to them impracticable, yea I might 
say almost impossible at present.70 

He described the Aboriginals as 'trudy the most writched 
& Deploreable beings my eyes ever yet beheld'. 

I tl1ink tl1e Greenlanders, Labradorians, or the 
inhabitants of Terra del Fuego, cannot be much 
more sunk to a level with the Brit Creation than 
they. 0! Jesus, when shall thy Kingdom come with 
power amongst them~ When shall the rays of thine 
Eternal gospel penitrate the gross darkness of their 
minds (well represented by their faces) & illumine 
their benighted souls. 71 

It was a doctrinally-inspired attitude anticipatory of the 
missionary gloom of William Walker, already mentioned. 
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Despite the gloom, the domestic experiments continued 
and it was from one of them that the first serious attempt 
at civilising through education emerged. In 1814 the 
veteran missionary and trader, William Shelley, settled at 
Parramatta. He took some children into his large family, 
and attempted to learn the language of the local tribe. 
Although he had ceased to be a missionary of the (London) 
Missionary Society, Shelley had never lost his enthusiasm. 
He addressed Macquarie 'on the practicability of civilizing' 
the Aboriginals, and the Governor invited him to draw 
up plans.72 In December 1814 he was appointed Superin
tendent and Principal Instructor of the Native Institution 
at Parramatta. However, shortly after establishing this 
school he died on 6 July 1815. His widow continued to 
manage the school until1823. She taught eleven boys and 
twelve girls, aged from three to fifteen. In a report she 
stated that 'she found their dispositions and their capacity 
for learning to vary very much' ,73 They were taught the 
alphabet and Catechism, and learnt to read and write. 

Monthly visitations were made to the school by a 
committee appointed for the purpose. Marsden's pessi
mistic attitude to the school soon brought him into 
dis£wour. 

I was a member of the Committee for the manage
ment of this Institution in Compliance with the 
wishes of the Colonial Governt. tho' I gave the same 
opinion always to the Government, and the Com
mittee - From expressing my opinion candidly 
and honestly, I gave offence to the Governor for 
the time Being [Macquaric], and for which I was 
excluded from the Committee, for I believe about 
five years - and considered as an Enemy to the 
Institution. Afterwards I was solicited by the Govt. 
to join the Committee again which I did, about 
6 years ago. After several Thousands of pounds 
have been expended by the Govt. the opinion I 
first have has been found correct, viz., that nothing 
can be done.74 

Certainly the history of the school tended to confirm 
Marsden's attitude. In 1823 the school was moved to 
Blacktown and placed under the care of George Clarke 
of the Church Missionary Society until 1824 when he 
moved to New Zealand. For a while the Wesleyan 
missionary Walker took charge of the students but the 
school soon disbanded. Following the creation (1825) of 
the Corporation of the Clergy and School Lands, the New 
Zealand missionary William Hall was appointed to the 
school. In January 1827 he had four Maoris and nine 
Aboriginals in his charge.75 

It was generally held that the experiment was not 
successful, as most of the scholars 'relapsed into all the 
bad habits of the untaught natives'. 

Several of the girls had married black men, but 
instead of having the effect intended of reclaiming 
them, they eventually fo1lowed their husbands 
into the bush, after having given away and destroyed 



all the supplies with which they had been furnished 
by the government .... Most of the girls have 
turned out very bad, but there is one exception in 
a half-caste girl, who was married to a white man, 
and was very_ industrious, taking in needlework, 
&c.76 

The pupils Were taken regularly to church, but when Mrs 
Shelley spoke with them in after years they laughed about 
religious matters 'and said they had forgotten all about it'. 
Several of the boys had gone to sea but -little was known 
about them. 

A few of the clergy, notably the Reverend Robert 
Cartwright, refused to accept Marsden's pessimism. 
Cartwright's concern also arose out of the domestic 
experiment. Lieutenant Richard Sadleir, R.N., his son
in-law, later reported on the success of this method. 

The late Mrs Cartwright educated six girls, one of 
whom was brought a perfect savage from Port 
Raffles; I had frequent opportunities of hearing 
these girls read, and seeing them sew, and can certify 
that they read fluently, and much better than most 
whites of the lower class of society. 

The girl from Port Raffies was lately [1838] in the 
service of the Rev. Thomas Reddall; another 
resided in Sydney; and of the others, I can give no 
corfect account, but fear that there being no male 
natives to marry them to, one or two of them may 
be liying with white men. One or two of the girls 
were halfcaSte. 

There is at Liverpool, a native married to a white 
man, -to whom a grant of land was given, secured 
on his .wife. If these girls had been allowed small 
grants of land, they might probably have also been 
married to whites, and been now mothers of 
families. 77 

Although always interested in the welfare of the 
Aboriginals it was not until December 1819, about the 
time of his removal from the Hawkesbury to Liverpool, 
that Cartwright put his elaborate plans for Aboriginal 
civilisation before Macquarie. The Governor, motivated 
by humanitarian rather than by Evangelical sentiment, 
had long been interested in Aboriginal welfare. In 1816 
his civilising schemes had included the issue of red coloured 
clothing to the tribespeople at the annual gathering. 
Unfortunately most of his secular ventures met with little 
success. The Reverend William Cowper described 
Macquarie's attempt to establish an Aboriginal reserve at 
George's Head as a failure. 

On 31 July 1815 an attempt was made to induce a 
number of the Adult Blacks to locate and settle 
themselves at "George's Head". Here were Huts 
erected, and small patches of Garden Ground were 
prepared for them; Rations and Clothing were 
provided for tl1em, and a boat was given to them. 
A European man was appointed to assist the 
Natives, but this plan was not attended with success. 
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But the European, feeling little, if any, interest in 
the welfare of the natives, did not protect the 
property rhus appropriated for them, and in a 
short period the Huts and Gardens, &c. were 
destroyed, and the Boat was lost; and this attempt 
failed.78 

Cartwright's schemes were much more elaborate. He 
suggested that the Native Institution (then still at Parra
matta) should be removed to the Cow Pastures and that 
a number of villages or towns should be established, the 
largest being called Macquarie City. His systematic 
Benthamite plan was to include workrooms, public 
kitchen and a library for the chaplain, and he himself 
offered to be the first manager of the settlement. 79 
Macquarie appeared pleased with the scheme which he 
forwarded to Lord Bathurst, but funds were not available 
for the venture. Whilst waiting, however, Cartwright 
opened a second school for Aboriginals at Liverpool prior 
to his appointment as master of the male orphan school 
there. In 1824, he had seven boys under instruction. That 
his opinion of the Aboriginals was somewhat reserved 
might be assumed from these lines from a letter to 
Macquarie: 

Buried as is the intellect of these Savages in Augean 
filth, we may yet find Gems of the first Magnitude 
and brilliance. 80 

Although the scheme to move the government school 
at Parramatta to the Cow Pastures proved abortive 
Macquarie decided to implement the agricultural scheme 
on a small scale. The plan was attributed to Mrs Macquarie. 
Cowper later reported on this second venture. 

At Elizabeth Bay, Huts were erected, and some 
ground was prepared for their cultivation. But this 
place was too near to Sydney, for while there was 
none to protect the property, there were many to 
destroy. 
In those attempts to settle and civilize the adult 
natives there was no Missionary employed to 
instruct them, nor any person of rank, intelligence, 
or influence, or of integrity, to encourage them 
in their new condition, or to show them by his 
own example the advantages of Christianity.81 

Thus Mrs Macquaric's model village at Elizabeth Bay 
failed to attract Aboriginal tenants, the 'gunyah' remaining 
preferable to the 'home of taste'. 

The W esleyans were also interested in promoting 
civilising schemes. Although they entered the Australian 
field quite late they very quickly established themselves. 
The Reverend Samuel Leigh and his colleagues virtually 
stepped into the itinerant ministry established by the 
(London) Missionary Society missionaries and approved 
by the Church. Marsden, himself an ex-Methodist, found 
in Leigh a man of similar faith, and it was assumed that 
the Church and the Methodist society could work in 
harmony. The Wesleyans who arrived shortly after Leigh 
were less Church-minded and tended to unite with the 
Chapel interests.82 

Leigh was particularly concerned about the Aboriginals 
and made several attempts to interest his society in com
mencing a mission. As we have seen, he collected informa
tion about the customs of the New South Wales tribes 
which he sent back to London (see p. 333). Though he 
had little contact with them himself he was successful in 
obtaining the services of a special missionary to the 
Aboriginals, the Reverend William Walker, who arrived 
in 1821. Walker completely lacked Leigh's enthusiasm and 
his rather doleful acceptance of his missionary role was no 
great asset. Leigh himself moved to New Zealand in 1822 
being more interested in what seemed to him a more 
important work, the conversion of the Maoris. 

It is noteworthy that Leigh's biographer in referring to 
tills mission appears to have shared Walker's convictions 
regarding the inferiority of the Aboriginal. 

To those barbarians, whom it was proposed, for 
the first time, to raise, by evangelical training, to 
the dignity and freedom of men, had been assigned 
the lowest place in the scale of intellect. This 
opinion has been supported by some of the highest . 
scientific authorities.83 

He then goes on, like William Henry, to describe the 
'ugly faces' of the Aboriginals as if these were some kind 
of proof of a taint within. 

For a while Walker attempted to draw the Aboriginals 
together in the Parramatta area. He then sent an assistant 
to Wellington Valley in the interior,84 while he took 
charge in 1824 of the girls at the government school, at 
Blacktown. His lack of success there was noted by the 
Deputation of the London Missionary Society. 

The barbarians, young as well as old, appear to be 
irreclaimable from their vagabond habits by the 
ordinary means of bettering their circumstances. 
The girls under the care of Mr. Walker ... have 
lately all made their escape from his house, and run 
unto the forest, where they prefer living upon 
vermin and worms, opossums or wild cats, when 
they can catch them, to the restraint of a com
fortable home, with plenty of wholesome pro
visions.85 

The net result of experiments drawn up on either 
Benthamite or Evangelical plans was to give substance 
to the pessimistic. views held by Marsden and others. 
Already by 1822 these views predominated in the colony 
and were given pseudo-scientific status by the learned but 
over-bookish Judge Field in his address to the Philosoplllcal 
Society of Australia (see p. 346). Such views admirably 
suited the times and the new settlers, pushing out beyond 
Bathurst, eagerly subscribed to the view that the native 
inhabitants were doomed to extinction and were bound 
to make way for a superior race. There were fewer scruples 
about shooting predatory Aboriginals. The Bathurst 
proclamation was in full force when the London Missionary 
Society deputation arrived in the colony. 
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The Reverend Daniel Tyerman and George Be1met, 
a Sheffield businessman, were official representatives of the 
L.M.S. to enquire into the state of that society's missions. 
They had spent considerable time in the Society Islands as 
the relations between the mission there and the parent body 
had been somewhat strained. After restoring a good liaison 
the deputation sailed to Sydney, taking with them 
Threlkeld who had recently lost his wife and who intended 
returning to England to fmd another partner. The main 
purpose of the Australian visit was to reship for the 
Society's stations in the East Indies, though it was also 
essential for them to discuss mission policy with their 
fellow director, and the Society's agent in the colony, 
Samuel Marsden. 

On arrival the gentlemen received an invitation to go 
to Parramatta as soon as it was convenient. In the meantime 
they were received by the leading Evangelicals in the 
colony: the three 'Methodist' chaplains, Cowper, Hill and 
Thomas Hassall; the Wesleyan missionaries Erskine and 
Hutchinson; the L.M.S. missionary Hayward; and the 
Wemyss family, Scottish Evangelical Dissenters. Shortly 
afterwards, at Parramatta, Marsden presented them to 
Governor Sir Thomas Brisbane, and they began an in
spection of the various workhouses and kindred institutions. 
By 30 August, ten days after their landing, it is dear that 
they had begun to consider rl1e possibility of doing some
thing for the Aboriginals. They had met Cunningham, 
the government botanist who had recently returned from 
the Five Islands district where the Aboriginals were still 
comparatively untouched by vicious influences. Cowper, 
anxious to see something positive commenced, had told 
them that there must have been about three • million 
Aboriginals in the whole continent. In reviewing the 
various attempts to civilise them, the deputation felt that 
they had been 'few and feeble'. They recalled that the 
same pessimism had existed forty years before in regard 
to the Hottentots, many of whom had since been converted 
to Christianity, and more again had been transformed into 
'clever mechanics, industrious labourers, and useful 
members of civil society'. They accepted -the view, how
ever, that the Aboriginals were 'indeed the lowest class 
of human beings'.86 

By 4 September they had become convinced that the 
same metl1ods used in the Society Islands could be success
fully employed with the Aboriginals. 

On rl1e face of the matter, it must be more rational 
for a few Missionaries to learn their language, and 
teach them knowledge of every kind in it, than to 
expect that, in mere common-place intercourse with 
Englishmen, three millions of barbari:ms, of the 
lowest order of intelligence, scattered over a 
wilderness, nearly as large as Europe, should learn 
one language, and listen to hidden mysteries in it, 
without a motive to do so that can be supposed 
for a moment to weigh with beings in the grossest 
ignorance, and of habits the most indolent. It is 
true that some of the vagabonds from the forest, 



who haunt these settlements, and for the sake of the 
rinsings of a rum-cask, or the offal of the shambles, 
do the basest drudgery, - pick up a few phrases 
of English, sufficient to communicate backward and 
forward with their employers; but the domestic 
animals in our own country, if they could com
municate by any signs which their organs can utter 
what they actually do understand of the words 
continually addressed to them, of command, 
menace, or endearment, would be quite as accom
plished linguists as these poor creatures, of our 
own species, are in our vernacular tongue.87 

They could not see any hope for the spread of civilised 
views until they were instructed in their own tongue, 
and felt that if something was not soon attempted the 
whole race would be exterminated by 'the progress of 
colonization'. Though tl1ey approved of the government 
schools under Cartwright and Walker they believed them 
totally inadequate considering the very few individuals 
affected. They deplored the fact that no one in the colony 
had made any attempt to compile a vocabulary, and they 
wrote off Walker's appointment as missionary to the 
Aboriginals as negligible. On 13 September they recorded 
their disgust at meeting a party of Sydney natives. 

Botl1 men and women were in a state of absolute 
and shameless nudity, and several of them were 
stupidly intoxicated. One woman had an infant on 
her back, swung in a bag of kangaroo skin. They 
were all of low stature, witl1 meagre limbs; their 
hair black, but not curly; in their complexions as 
dark almost as Guinea Negroes, and their persons 
loathsome with filth.88 

Yet, they urged, these 'abject creatures' had souls. On 
16 September Marsden held a ditmer party in honour of 
the visitors inviting Brisbane and the other leading civil 
officers. The Governor made it known that he was prepared 
to 'patronize any prudent measure which might be adopted 
for ameliorating the condition of the aborigines'. Although 
Brisbane appears to have had a genuine philanthropic 
interest in the Aboriginals as well as a pious regard for 
missions, his policy was largely governed by utilitarian 
principles. His willingness to support the L.M.S. venture 
was probably dictated by his sense of public image rather 
than by any serious belief in its ultimate success. A nephew 
of tl1e Methodist 'saint', Dame Darcy Brisbane, Lady 
Maxwell of Pollok, 89 the Governor showed greater 
partiality to the Wesleyan Methodists in the colony than 
to other groups, and probably believed that since his 
own Methodist protegees had failed, there was little hope 
of any other venture succeeding.90 In the public light of a 
deputationary visit from the most famous of the missionary 
societies at that time, Brisbane was not in a position to 
be obstructive. On 23 September he reciprocated Marsden's 
hospitality by giving a dirmer himself in honour of the 
L.M.S. at which the chief officers of the colony were 
present. 
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Of the public men in the colony the one most interested 
in doing something positive for the Aboriginals was the 
Attorney-General, Saxe Bannister, the first person to hold 
that office in the colony, and who had only arrived in 
Sydney earlier that year. An Evangelical and a humani
tarian he gave his full support to the deputation's schemes. 
At the end of September he invited them to accompany 
him across tl1e harbour to sec something of the Aboriginals 
there but unfortunately they had decamped. It is obvious 
that they discussed the prevailing pessimism and growing 
indifference in the colony. 

We take every opportunity to urge, upon persons 
of wealth and influence here, the necessity of 
attempting to civilize tl1ese miserable beings by the 
only prompt and infallible means which modern 
experience, as well as scripture authority, prove to 
be so -namely, by Christian teaching and Christian 
living. Other expedients, we find, have been tried, 
but tried in vain, and many people who ought to 
know better arc incurably convinced that the New 
Hollanders are incurably stupid; in short, that they 
are as untractable as the kangaroos and opossums 
that hold divided possession with them of the forests 
and deserts of tills strange country.9l 

Bannister informed tl1em of the known sentiments of one 
of the richer Bathurst settlers, William Cox, who had 
declared at a public meeting that the best use wlllch 
could be made of 'the black fellows' was to manure the 
ground with their carcases. It was an anecdote wlllch was 
to haunt Threlkeld in his long appeal for Aboriginal rights 
(see pp. 49, 178). Bannister was to prove a good friend 
to Threlkeld. He was quick to see through tl1e equivoca
tions of Brisbane and early came into conflict with him. 
Brisbane's successor also complained of his 'injudicious 
zeal' but testified that he was 'indefatigable, conscientious 
and honourable in the highest degree' .92 Though he 
returned to England as early as 1826 Bannister continued 
to interest lllmself in the rights of aboriginal people, 
particularly in Africa, his two most influential works 
being Huma11e Policy; or Justice to the Aborigi11es (London, 
1830) and British Colonization and Coloured Tribes (London, 
1838) (sec p. 358). 

As the weeks passed the deputation gathered considerable 
information concerning the various tribes. The description 
given to them of the Awabakal (sec p. 338) is an interesting 
anticipation of Threlkeld's work. Particular interest was 
shown in the newly opened up Moreton Bay district. 
Lieutenant John Oxley had explored Moreton Bay and 
discovered the Brisbane River in November-December 
1823. On his favourable recommendation it was decided 
to establish a penal colony there for the worst offenders. 
In September 1824 Oxley had made his second voyage 
to the projected site; the prisoners were shifted from 
Stradbroke Island to Redcliffe Point following his survey, 
and then again shifted to the site of Brisbane. One of the 
main reasons for the fmal shift was fear of the depredations 
of the Aboriginals who appeared to be there in great 
numbers. All the buildings at Redcliffe were left for the 

use of the Aboriginals who simply declared them 'Umpie 
bong' or dead houses. Three castaways, Pamphlett and 
Finnegan (rescued on Oxley's first voyage) and Parsons 
(rescued on the second), were able to supply information 
concerning the Aboriginals with whom they had lived.93 
Both Oxley and Finnegan were definitely consulted. The 
figures regarding the number of Aboriginals supplied by 
the convicts were obviously exaggerated. In the light of 
possible trouble with them the usefulness of a missionary 
as a guarantor of peace was greatly appreciated by the 
authorities, and no doubt favourably disposed Brisbane 
towards a mission at that place. 

Accordingly, on 6 October, the deputation received a 
note from the Governor suggesting that he was prepared 
to hear their views. The interview took place on the 19th 
when Threlkeld was officially recommended as the 
society's missionary to be stationed at Moreton Bay. By 
the end of December, however, Moreton Bay was declared 
to be 'ineligible on further investigation'. Obviously a 
chaplain was not wanted at the penal establishment. 
Cunningham recommended 'tl1e neighbourhood of 
Bathurst, or Wellington Valley' as the best position. 
Others suggested the Five Islands. T awards the end of 
January the site at Reid's Mistake was selected following 
a visit to Newcastle by the deputation. This site seemed 
to have the approbation of most, and at tl1e Governor's 
bidding ten tl10usand acres were reserved (but not granted) 
for the mission at Reid's Mistake.94 

The deputation was aware of the prior claims of the 
Wesleyans and sought their co-operation. They had already 
established good relations with them, having taken part 
in tl1e anniversary meetings of tl1e local Missionary 
Society.95 They had conferred with Leigh and Erskine 
regarding Moreton Bay saying that if they were inclined 
to take up tl1e work they 'would at once yield the preference 
to them.96 Although the W eslcyans appeared anxious to 
co-operate Walker at least sought to vindicate his weakened 
reputation by re-opening the Wellington Valley mission 
under his assistant, Harper, thus forestalling the L.M.S. 
from taking up what was regarded as the most protnising 
field for missionary work. Marsden appears to have kept 
comparatively silent on the question of the mission 
allowing the deputation to give full rein to their schemes. 
His own inflexible attitude was to remain an obstacle to 
Aboriginal mission work in the years ahead. Some of the 
Evangelical clergy felt the sting of having the first major 
missionary project to the Aboriginals in the hands of a 
Dissenter, but could do little about it.97 

Before tl1e deputation sailed early in June 1825 they left 
an open letter to Threlkeld to serve as a blueprint for the 
mission (sec p. 178). Both had personal misgivings about 
the missionary, especially Betmet, but believed that he was 
capable of fulfilling his task. The doubts related chiefly to 
the dissidence of Threlkeld's dissent, and his capacity to 
involve himself in party issues. They believed that, in the 
wilds of the Lake Macquarie region at least, he would be 
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sufficiently isolated to pursue his work without becoming 
involved in controversy. In this they were to be unhappily 
mistaken, although the quality and sincerity of his 
missionary labours was ultimately to justify their 
confidence. 

IV 

LANCELOT EDWARD THRELKELD's devotion to a Career of 
missionary service commenced with his conversion to 
Evangelical religion, not with any pious dedication from 
boyhood to a vocation favoured by his parents. His 
ancestry was one of wlllch he was reasonably proud, 
deriving Ills first name from Sir Lancelot Threlkeld, who 
distinguished himself during the Wars of the Roses. The 
pedigree of his ancestors linking the family with the manor 
and village of Threlkeld in Cumberland wlllch gave them 
their name had been compiled in the eighteenth century 
by a son of the Reverend Dr Caleb Threlkeld, physician 
and botanist, who had been Congregational minister at 
Huddlescough in Kirkoswald, Cumberland, and after
wards in Dublin.98 This genealogy is of particular signi
ficance as it includes 'a Dissertation on the Genius and 
Temper of the Threlkelds' which remarkably anticipates 
the missionary's character. Written in 1767 it probably 
had considerable indoctrinational value in shaping the 
scions of tl1e family. 

The Genius or Disposition of this Familly is truly 
Heroick There never was one of that Familly who 
would pocket up a personal abuse, Tho no virtue can 
be detlled to them yet some of them are more 
degenerate than others; They can fight in their 
youth, & councill in old age; Generally loVers of 
learning, & knowledge converseable; Great lovers 
of some, but not lovers of many; Steady in their 
Resolution & true to their principalls, Not vainly 
popular; A Familly that would be rather primus in 
Villa than Secundas in Rom5.; who would be rather 
Master of a Cottage than cringe to a great Man for 
a Palace. Stout of Heart, Rather extenuating than 
magnifying their possessions; Good neighbours if 
you grant them their Rights, Men of a Self denied 
Humour, and will not put to their strength unless 
urged thereunto, Much more might be said but 
this sufficeth .... 99 

Some of the descendants of Sir Lancelot, however, had 
traded Cumbrian independence for a petty bourgeois 
existence in the south of England, and the father of the 
missionary, Samuel Joseph Threlkeld, was a brushmaker,lOO 

Born in comparatively humble circumstances, on 20 
October 1788, and christened 'Lancclot Edward'lOl at 
St Mary Overy, London (Soutl1wark Cathedral) on 25 
December, Threlkeld's early educational opportunities 
were few. One instance of his childhood he afterwards 
recorded as an example of the 'preserving care' of God. 
When playing on the road he was 'run over by a pair of 
horses in a Gentleman's carriage, and taken up from under 
the forewheel apparently dead' ,1 02 



When he was aboi.lt seven he was taken to live with an 
aunt who had undertaken to provide for his education and 
'future employment in life'. 'By her', wrote Threlkeld, 
'I was taught the first principles of Religion and the duty 
of prayer'. His parents, who were obviously unable to do 
much for their son, lived well into his maturity, Samuel 
Joseph dying in 1820 and his wife, Mary, in 1831. 

While living with his aunt it was decided that he should 
~sail with a relation to the East Indies', presumably with a 
view to a mercantile or naval career. He was then fourteen, 
and it was thought that a preliminary voyage to the 
West Indies in company with a family friend would be 
go<?d experience in preparing him for the sea. However, 
a severe fall on board the ship, after only having been on 
board a few days, discouraged him. 

.Shortly after this abortive attempt to find him a career 
his aunt died leaving him some property, and directing 
her trustees to put Threlkeld apprentice to any business 
he might choose. Before anything could be done he went 
down with a violent fever, his life was 'despaired of' 
and he had his first convictions of sin. 'I had run to a 
greater excess of sin and folly than most of my age', he 
afterwards confessed. On recovering he was bound appren
tice (possibly to an apothecary) and for about three years 
resigned himself to his work. A ncar escape from drowning 
while bathing on a Sabbath morning with his fellow 
apprentice was to help convince him tl1at he was in the 
particular care of Providence. However, he was then 
unsettled, 'felt a strong inclination to go on the stage', 
and so purchased the remainder of his time. For a short 
while he was engaged in theatrical work at the Royal 
Circus and afterwards the Royalty Theatre. 

He was unable to secure regular work in his new 
profession so returned to business and at the same time 
(1808) married Martha Goss, a young woman from 
Hatherleigh, near -Exeter in Devonshire, at St George's 
Church, Southwark.103 Because of his want of experience 
in commercial undertakings he lost 'a good deal of 
property'. He decided that the only way to make the 
business pay was for Martha to attend to it while he 
performed at -the summer theatre. His attempts to get a 
job at the Circus were frustrated, and the only thing left 
seemed for him to close the business. He afterwards wrote 
that 'a mere trifling casual omission to call at a Theatre 
betwixt Good-Friday and Easter-Sunday, in the year 1808, 
disarranged all my plans for future life, to my then most 
sad. mortification, and deep vexation', but it was really 
'the providence of God ... disappointing our movements, 
and thus guiding us into God's own right way'.l04 

Being still under age (he was 19 when he married) the 
Threlkelds moved to Hatherleigh to wait until he came 
into full possession of his aunt's estate, living in the mean
time with Martha's family. Whilst unemployed at Bather
leigh Threlkeld was quietly exposed to powerful Evan
gelical influences. After they had been in the village a few 
weeks, the vicar, the Reverend Cradock Glascott; formerly 
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one of Lady Huntingdon's itinerant chaplains, visited 
Threlkeld, and 'when walking out with him he introduced 
religious subjects in such a pleasing way that it removed 
the prejudice I had previously entertained against religion'. 
Under his new mentor's instructions he began to fit the 
events of his life into a pattern. His own words provide 
a telling record of the state of his mind. 

I then began to reflect, and thought within myself 
that God was angry with me, and that this was tl1e 
reason that my affairs did not prosper; my con
science also accused me of sin; of my continued 
rebellion against God, and my mind was filled with 
horror lest God should cut me off in this state and 
bring me to Judgement - I was so much afraid of 
this that my dreams were terrific and I was altogether 
miserable. I thought it was impossible for a just 
and holy God to have mercy upon such a wicked 
sinner as I saw myself to bc.I 05 

At first he thought to resist the religious influences and 
drive away 'these gloomy notions' by returning to London 
and resuming his theatrical career. However he was fully 
converted under Glascott's preaching ministry. He accepted 
the doctrine of the Atonement seeking Christ as 'the 
fountain opened for sin and uncleanness'. So fully did he 
enter the spirit of his conversion that at once he wished 
to share his experience in a missionary way. 

Itinerancy was a special need in Hatherleigh parish as 
Glascott had declared on oath, at the demand of his 
bishop in 1781, that he would never go outside his parochial 
boundaries once he had entered them,l06 Threlkeld im
mediately joined forces with the Reverend G. Moase, an 
itinerant field preacher, and acted as his assistant, occasion
ally speaking to the villagers in different parts of Devon. 
So enthusiastic did he become for preaching the gospel 
of the Atonement that he talked of going to the mission 
field, to areas unevangelised. His wife, however, objected 
to their leaving England. He then decided that if he were 
to go into 'some of the dark parts of Devon' he could 
keep a school and itinerate at the same time. When his 
wife became ill he was afraid tl1at she was being removed 
so that tl1ere would be 'no obstacle' to his going abroad. 
He prayed that she would share his mind, and on her 
recovery stated that it was his desire to be a missionary 
and that his mind 'was much occupied upon that work'. 
Mrs Threlkeld had been converted two or three years 
earlier but did not share her husband's enthusiasm.107 
Together they read the Life of Brainerd and other missionary 
publications which tl1ey could procure. After much 
discussion and prayer Mrs Threlkeld at length consented. 
'The more we considered our circumstances, being without 
a family, and having but few relations, the more we saw 
it our duty to say "Send us".' 

This decision was reached in 1813. The Evangelical 
circle in the Hatherleigh district was convinced that tl1e 
path of Providence was clear, and after considering the 
question for a few months wrote to the directors of the 
(London) Missionary Society suggesting their suitability. 

Threlkeld's application considered by the directors in 
May 1814 was supported by letters from Glascott and 
Moase. In July it was decided that Glascott and other 
ministers meeting at North Tawton should examine the 
Threlkelds.l 08 Their report was accepted, though there 
was the problem of supporting Mrs Threlkeld while her 
husband attended the academy for missionaries and 
Dissenting ministers kept by Dr David Bogue at Gosport 
in the vicinity ofPortsmouth,l09 Threlkeld was requested 
to come to London in October 1814 so that the Committee 
of Examination could determine whether it was 'absolutely 
necessary' for him to go to Gosport. As he already wrote 
a good hand and expressed himself 'in a satisfactory 
manner on the different Doctrines of tl1e Gospel', the 
Committee felt he could be better employed in London.liO 
It was expected that he would be sent to Africa as a 
schoolmaster, to work at the dangerously situated station 
of Theopolis founded by Hottentots from Bethclsdorp 
in 1813. 

The Thrclkelds were soon in London, residing with 
Mrs Smith who kept a kind of hostel for missionaries 
~.t 54, Britamlla Row, Islington. At the meeting of the 
committee in November it was decided that Threlkeld 
should be sent to the school in North Street, Moorfields, 
'to obtain a knowledge of the [British) system of Education', 
and tl1at Mrs Threlkeld should 'attend where she may 
obtain some knowledge of Midwifery' ,111 The latter 
could be done at the Lying-in Hospital in City Road. 

Like other students not sent to Gosport, Threlkeld's 
education was placed in the hands of the Reverend 
Matthew Wilks, the popular preacher of Whitefield's 
Tabernacle, whose classes in exegesis and English grammar 
provided the basic training for teachers and preachers in 
the London Itinerant Society. Most of the missionaries 
residing in London came under his watchful eye, and some, 
such as John Williams, knew no other instructor. Certainly 
Wilks' instruction laid the foundations for Threlkeld's 
later language studies. He afterwards recorded his indebted
ness to Wilks for providing him with the requisite 
grammatical knowledge to acquire other languages.ll2 

Early in December another candidate, William Ellis, 
was examined and accepted to accompany the Threlkelds 
to Theopolis. A brilliant natural student, though deprived 
of formal educational opportunities, Ellis was sent at once 
to Gosport for several months' intensive study. However, 
before the year was out, it was decided to cancel the 
African plans and send Threlkeld and Ellis to Tahiti 
instead. Wilks, in his capacity as tutor, was authorised to 
purchase 'such Books for Mr Threlkeld as may be needed 
by him for Taheite'.l13 In March 1815 it was decided to 
send two more married missionaries in addition to 
Threlkeld and Ellis. The arbitrary change of destination 
came as a great disappointment to Threlkeld who regarded 
the South Seas as an insignificant field compared to the 
magnificent potentials of Africa. 
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In April, Ellis returned to London where he was given 
instruction_ in printing and bookbinding. At the same 
time, Threlkeld was instructed to attend Dr Clutterbuck' s 
lectures on 'the tl1eory & practice of physic', and gain 
some knowledge of surgery at St Bartholomew's Hos
pital.114 Although they had been due to sail to New 
South Wales on the Dawson this arrangement was can
celled considering the 'essential Importance' of their new 
studies to the mission. The various deferments rankled in 
Threlkeld's breast, and the 'genius and temper' of his 
family began to show. In July 1815, he wrote to the 
directors 'expressing a wish to be informed of the Accuracy 
of a Sentence in the Small Edition of the Report respecting 
his being intended to go to the South Seas only with a 
view to benefit the Natives by what little medical know
ledge he had acquired and not for the purpose of their 
Religious Instruction'. Mr Tracy, the secretary, was 
asked 'to refer Mr T. to the octavo report in which the 
sentence alluded to had been altered to meet Mr T' s 
views'.ll5 

In October 1815, the learned Dr -Pye Smith, principal 
of Homerton Academy, who had taken over Ellis's studies 
in London, offered to 'afford some Theological Instruction 
to Mr Threlkeld' ,116 The missionary was accordingly 
asked to remove his lodgings as near to -Dr Pye Smith 
as possible. Not only did he read such standard authors 
as Josephus, Whitefield's Sermons and Paley's Evidences, 
but Pye Smith recommended Blair's Universal Preceptor 
and Grammar of Philosophy. · 

Still reluctant to go to the islands Threlkeld asked the 
directors to reconsider the appointment. He mentioned 
'the smallness of the Islands, the inconsiderable number 
of the prospective Inhabitants & the large number of 
Missionaries at that Station'. 'My Constience- asks me 
whether I am doing the most possible good.'ll7 He had 
heard that the directors were intending to begin a mission 
to the Afghans and Tartars, and suggested himself for 
that field. But it was a case oC rather be primus in villa 
than secondus in Rom a; he wished to preach Christ crucified 
'not upon Man's foundation'. He was called before the 
board. 

... after a free conversation He confessed his opinion 
was not altered, but that he felt it his duty to comply" 
with the determination of the Directors and that he 
could not conscientiously decline to go; and that 
he went cheerfully.ll8 · 

Before the month was out he wrote again to the directors 
stating that his opinion was the same, and requested that 
if it 'should be confirmed when he arrives the Directors 
would remove him to another Station'. The directors 
were no longer amenable. Threlkeld was called in and 
asked to sign a formal agreement: 'Do you agree to go 
out on the same conditions and subject to the same 
authority of the Directors as other Missionaries'. It is 
recorded that he very readily signed.l19 But already. the
' genius and temper' of the Threlkelds was aroused. The 
path ahead would not be plain_going. 



On 8 November Threlkeld and Ellis were ordained, 
preparatory to their departure, in Mr Leifchild's chapel at 
Kensington where the venerable Dr Waugh led the 
imposition of hands and the missionary charge was 
delivered by the Reverend John Hyatt from the text 
'None of these things move me' (Acts XV, 22). On the 
following day Ellis was married. The mission party did 
not leave London until 8 December, and though they 
first embarked on the Atlas, a convict transport, at Gosport 
on the 19th, they did not actually sail until23 January 1816. 

From their arrival on board Threlkeld and Ellis preached 
amongst the convicts 'when the weather is calm enough 
to allow of it' ,120 The passage was comparatively smooth 
and uneventful except for the birth of the Threlkeld's 
first child, a boy. The Atlas reached Rio de Janeiro on 
21 March, and the missionaries sought accommodation 
ashore. Owing to the lengthy delay in sailing, the 
missionary party accepted the hospitality of John Scurr, 
a prosperous merchant, who invited them to his country 
residence. Mrs Ellis almost immediately succumbed to 
fever but had recovered before the ship sailed. Mrs 
Threlkeld and the baby were ill at the time of departure 
so that Threlkeld refused to leave. As it was, the child 
did not survive. Threlkeld's independent action vexed the 
directors and was viewed with less sympathy than might 
have been expected in such human circumstances. 

You should have gone on with the ship. The ilh1ess 
of the babe was a flimsy pretext for staying. I 
believe the child was not then at all likely to live 
and whether it died on shore or on board was a 
matter of very little moment compared with the 
souls of the men on account of which you were 
sent.l21 

There was, all considered, a modicum of truth in these 
callous-seeming remarks. Threlkeld had been approached 
by members of the English Protestant community to 
minister to them, and during the remaining nine months 
he was to spend in Brazil he gathered the first Protestant 
church formed in Rio. He reljshed the independence of 
action and was indeed primus in villa. He was highly 
acceptable to the English community and was prepared 
to continue tl1ere if the society at home was agreeable. 
To what extent Threlkeld benefited as a missionary from 
his stay in Brazil is open to question. His acquaintance with 
Portuguese no doubt helped him in his understanding of 
language. On the other hand the Catholic 'image-worship' 
of a South American city was to give him an unhealthy 
preoccupation with the 'evils of Catholicism'. 

The sojourn at Rio did much to weaken Threlkeld's 
position in the eyes of the directors. Rather like the boy 
who cried 'wolf' too often, his excuse for staying seemed 
less urgent in the light of his known reluctance to join 
the South Seas mission. On the other hand, it seems fairly 
clear that Threlkeld was already an adept at rationalising 
his own desires as the dictates of a benevolent Providence. 
He was, at times, carried away by the sense of his own 
individual mission. 
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... if Missionaries arc to follow the example of a 
Paul, a Swartz, a Brainard, or a Vanderkemp, they 
must be allowed to follow the leadings of Provi
dence, - they must be allowed to exert themselves 
to the utmost of their abilities during the short 
period of their existence, and they must not be 
turned into mere Machines under pain of being 
Cashiered and Disgraced! 122 

In London, however, the directors interpreted Threlkeld's 
justification of himself as contrariness. Their knowledge of 
him in the islands was not to dispel this view, and the 
relationship already existing was later to affect all decisions 
concerning the Aboriginal mission in Australia. L. E. 
Threlkeld was, in their experience, a difficult person. 

When the missionaries Orsmond and Darff arrived in 
Rio in September 1816 they found Threlkeld in the full 
exercise of his new ministry without any intention of 
proceeding with them. At first Orsmond's impressions 
were £wourable. 

Mr. Threlkeld came on board to welcome us 
ashore. He has a hous[e] comfortably furnished 
and pleasantly situated. After breakfast and prayer 
he read to us the duplicates of his proceedings. 
[within) this city. The conviction left on my mind 
then was that the work is of God. We form our 
opinions but we alter them or arc confirmed in 
them as we sec more dearly.l23 

As anticipated, both Orsmond and Barff modified their 
views. Orsmond's letter to the directors was even more 
critical than his journal entries. 

Bitterness against the Directors still flows from his 
lips and the convictions of my conscienc[e] are that 
he is more suitable to enervate a missionary's arms 
than to hold up his hands. He says that it is of no 
importance where he dies but it is where he lives.l24 

In his journal he added: 'He fon[d)ly hopes that here God 
has driven him by the concurrent events of his Providence 
and he is sanguine enough to think that he will effect great 
things',l25 On this Orsmond commented to Burder: 
'The designs of God arc developed by passing events but 
if I were asked is it suitable for Mr. T. to tarry at this 
place from what I have seen a negative would dose the 
whole'.l26 Threlkeld's work was then outlined: a sermon 
on Wednesday evening (five English residents when 
Orsmond preached), a Sunday morning sermon (eight 
residents), a slaves' class on Sunday afternoons (about 
eight, the property of English merchants), and a Sunday 
evening sermon (twelve residents) - 'The rest of the 
week he spends at home'. It also transpired that the 
Reverend Benjamin Vale, formerly chaplain at Sydney, 
had been asked to stay by another group of merchants. 
Orsmond concluded that it was the opinion of himself 
and Barff that 'it is quite unsuitable for him to stay here, 
Because he studied the usc of Midwifery & surgery for 
the express advantage of the Tahetian Mission, because 
his knowledge is not competent to the station[,) because 
there is a division among the Merchants .. .' ,127 

When another contingent of missionaries bound for the 
South Seas, Messrs. Bourne, Darling, Platt and Williams 
and their wives, arrived at Rio on board the Harriet in 
January 1817, the instructions from the directors made it 
plain that Threlkeld was to leave Brazil. Threlkeld's 
merchant friends took up a collection and he left with 
some sense of achievement. The Harriet sailed from Rio 
on 21 January arriving at Hobart on 20 March. 

It was at Hobart that the missionaries first encountered 
the callous attitudes of some of the settlers towards the 
Aboriginals. Threlkeld wrote in his journal that a man 
came on board the Harriet who 'boasted of shooting 
Blacks like Birds off the branches of trees on which they 
had climbed for refuge'. He gathered that the slaughter 
was completely pointless, the European regarding the 
Aboriginals as no more tl1an 'a race of Monkeys' _128 His 
indignation increased rather than lessened during his later 
experience in New South Wales. While at Hobart the 
missionaries met Thomas Hassall on his way to England 
to study for the ministry. He informed them of the 'mass 
conversion' of Tahiti. The missionaries did what preaching 
they could before leaving for Sydney where they arrived 
on 11 May. In Sydney they found their colleague Barff, 
and were welcomed by the society's agent, Samuel Marsden. 

Conscientious but authoritarian, Evangelical but not 
enthusiastic, Marsden was cautious in his dealings with the 
missionaries. His long experience of the discrepancy 
between the actual state of the mission fields and the views 
entertained of it by the directors in England as well as his 
keen awareness of the many dissensions connected with 
the Tahitian mission, were responsible for this caution. 
With the assistance of a small Sydney committee he 
discussed the missionary affairs with the new arrivals at 
meetings in May and July. If dissatisfaction was expressed 
with the policy of the directors towards the widows of 
missionaries, the financial arrangements of the committee, 
subsequently repudiated by the society in London, were 
to become the grounds of even further embitterment. 

The missionaries sailed in the Acti11e via New Zealand 
in September 1817 arriving at Mo'orea on 17 November. 
If they had been led to expect great things from the news 
of Tahiti's 'conversion' they were not a little chagrined at 
what they found. They were disgusted by the complete 
control which the Tahitian king exercised over mission 
affairs as well as by his antinomian approach to Christian 
morality. Their resentment at the directors was further 
increased by the complaints of the older missionaries who 
told of years of neglect and misunderstandings. They were 
appalled at the wretched appearance of the missionary 
families, particularly the children 'running about the sea 
shore without hats, shoes, or stockings, sometimes naked, 
boys and girls 6 or 7 years old who mixing together with 
the naked native children learn all those practices which 
stop the peace of a parent's breast'.l29 

Already, too, the older missionaries were resentful of 
the newcomers who had received greater educational 
opportunities and who were inclined to regard them as 
'preparers of the way'. Orsmond, the first Gosport graduate 
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to go amongst them, had already stirred up a hornet's 
nest by attempting to relieve the older men of their 
translation work. Further, Orsmond, Ellis and the new 
arrivals belonged, in principle, to a different school of 
religious thought. The old D11jj' and Royal Admiral 
missionaries were Evangelicals to whom Church and 
Chapel were immaterial considerations. The new 
missionaries, if committed to Evangelical doctrine, were 
almost politically conscious of Dissent. They were, in the 
main, a generation further removed from Whitefield and 
his colleagues. Two camps were quickly formed. 

It was John Davies, the undisputed leader of the old 
guard, who recorded most of the complaints. The older 
brethren, in particular, were angered at the 'impetuous 
and imperfect use of language' by their new colleagues,l30 
Orsmond gave particular offence to Nott in this regard. 
Similarly Ellis proved the bete uoire of Davies. Both the 
older men felt they were being superceded. Threlkeld 
quickly became the spokesman for the new group, and 
affairs came to a head at a public meeting in January 1818. 
The first issue discussed (the proposed Code of laws for 
Tahiti) had to be deferred as 'br. Threlkeld and some 
others caviled'.l3l The second issue, the personnel of the 
new station in the Leeward Islands, raised a furore. The 
old brethren were for deciding the number to remain at 
Tahiti by a majority of votes and selecting the names by 
placing those of the new brethren in a hat. It was also 
proposed that Threlkeld should be expected to go to the 
Leeward Islands. This Threlkeld 'strenuously opposed, 
saying the Society had not sent him out as a Doctor, but 
as a l\1issionary, and he was not going to submit to in
conveniencies because he happened to have a little medical 
knowledge'. Indeed, Threlkeld and his colleagues, Bourne 
and Darling, 'declared that submitting to a majority was 
tyranical' .132 

Threlkeld further demanded that the older brethren 
should place all their propositions on the table despite 

, their reluctance to continue the meeting. Davies then 
produced a set q_f rules for their guidance which he had 
drawn up at Nott's request and which were designed to 
give a degree of unity to the proceedings of the mission. 
The Dissenters were at once in arms. 

br. Threlkeld declared he was a freeman, and wd 
never consent to put the yoke of bondage on his 
neck, he wd have no rules or regulations, nor wd 
he ever submit to a majority nor could he think of 
ever joining himself to men that held such principles. 
Others said the same, particularly Btn. Darling and 
Bourne, they wd have no rules, the Bible was their 
rule, and they wd act notwithstanding 'rules and 
majorities' every one as he thought proper.l33 

Needless to say the meeting broke up. Relations continued 
to be strained and even assumed an unpleasant character 
when Davies' moral character came under fire. Threlkeld's 
exultation was undisguised when investigations in Tahiti 
reveale.d that the senior missionary had lain with Tahitian 
women on his bed and taken 'improper liberties with 
them' _134 He urged that a deputation should be sent out 
to look into the affairs of the mission. 



In July 1818 the first party of missionaries had removed 
to the Leeward Islands where they commenced work at 
Huahine. The new brethren appeared 'very fickle and 
unsteady in their proceedings' to Davies: 

br. Threlkeld after getting a piece of ground from 
the natives, and setting them to work to build him 
a house, is now he says resolved to go to Raiatea 
as he does not like this isld., but he can be of no use 
to the natives there, and what usc he might be to 
the families here as to his medical knowledge, he 
voluntarily and unnecessarily deprives them of 
it .... 135 

However on 11 September Threlkeld and John Williams 
sailed for Raiatea on the Active 'a step that we could neither 
approve of nor consistently prevent'. Orsmond later 
moved to Borabora. It was quite obvious that these 
missionaries intended to make a fresh start shaping the 
incipient church on more congregational lines, removing 
the authority of the high chiefs in church matters where 
possible, and at the same time cancelling the political (and 
ecclesiastical) influence of Pomare in the group. 

The mercurial Threlkeld and the somewhat stolid 
Williams appear to have got on very well together despite 
the fact that each displayed similar traits of obstinacy and 
independence. Their colleague, William Ellis, who knew 
them both intimately, wrote of their association as a 
particularly beneficial influence on the more famous 
'Martyr of Eromanga'. 

Mr Threlkeld, the senior of the two, was an 
intelligent observer of men and things, and 
possessed a considerable amount of general in
formation; he was also decided and determined in 
purpose, as well as prompt and vigorous in ~c~ion. 
On the judgement of his colleague, Mr W1ll1ams 
placed implicit reliance, and paid the utmost 
deference to his opinion. In natural disposition and 
peculiar talents there was scarcely any resemblance 
between them, yet their confidence in each other 
was entire, their co-operation uniformly har
monious, and their intercourse most affectionate 
and cordial. And it would not perhaps be an error 
to regard the period they spent together as the 
most important in its influence on the then but 
partially formed character of our brother 
[Williams] ; and as one that afforded as large a 
measure of pure and hallowed enjoyment, as he 
ever shared during his short but eventful career .136 

In JWle 1819, letters arrived from the directors, written 
in the previous November, censuring the ~ew missionaries 
for their financial arrangements and refusmg to allow the 
small salary which the Sydney committee had decided 
upon. The Sydney committee itself was dissolved. This 
was an even greater blow than the orders which came at 
the same time to sell the Haweis, the small ship which had 
been built in Tahiti to procure supplies from the colony, 
and in which most of the missionaries and Pomare had 
shares. All the missionaries were indignant, none more so 

than Threlkeld and Williams. James Hayward, one of the 
older missionaries, was delegated to go to London and 
air their grievances to the directors. 

Williams' outburst to his father shows that Threlkeld 
may even have been restrained in his own reaction. 
Williams poured scorn on the idea that the missionaries 
could live 'of their own' from the tropical plants, saying 
that one meal of fernroot 'would kill a Director'. He 
accused them of treating the missionaries 'as they please' 
because they were so far away, and said that in order to 
live decently they would be forced to engage in 'the 
disgraceful trade' of pork salting, already followed by 
some of the older missionaries. 

The Directors have not a poor cowed down 
company to deal with now and they will find so 
very soon unless they materially alter their conduct 
towards us - The Great Mr. Platt - known in 
the South Sea Mission by Alexander the Copper
smith (from whence it arose I don't know) -
has written to Mr. Barff- saying he supposes we 
are so accustomed to the Native food - that we 
could live on it now - provided it were possible 
to live on native food- where are we to get it.137 

Threlkeld's lengthy reply to the censure, dated 28 July 
1820, made eleven points. The sixth point is worth noticing 
in view of the charges which were to be made against 
him after assuming the Aboriginal mission. 
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Your Missionary is convinced that it would be 
doing himself an act of injustice in the highest 
degree to offer the smallest apology to the Directors, 
and therefore refuses to make such apology, he also 
refuse~ to acknowledge that he has in any instance 
acted extravagantly since his connections with the 
Society: But that he has, when opportunity occurred 
availed himself of it, and moreover that he ever will, 
whenever opportunity offers, embrace it, in order 
to lessen the burthen on the Society's funds.138 

There is no doubt that the directors had an unrealistic 
approach to the affairs of the mission: ign?rant of ~cal 
conditions and inheritors of the false doctnne that the 
Lord would provide' quite independently of t?eir own 
effort, they visualised islands where all matenal wants 
grew on trees and were accessible to ~11 .. The_re is also 
little doubt that most of the young nusstonanes would 
have left the mission had not the challenge to their vocation 
been so dramatic. As Threlkeld himself wrote, 'God was 
prospering our work, and this alone prevented our re
nouncing all connection with the Directors' _139 

The miraculous-seeming 'conversion' of the people of 
Rurutu, in the Austral chain, and the subsequent missionary 
activity of the Raiatean church was heralded abroad by 
Threlkeld and his colleague as a great Christian victory.l40 
Williams felt a strong call to take the Christian gospel 
to as many islands as possible in the vicinity of Raiatea 
and was to rediscover Rarotonga and leave teachers on 
islands as far afield as Rotuma and Eromanga. 

In domestic af£1irs Threlkeld influenced Tamatoa, the 
king of Raiatea, to act independently of Pomare of 
Tahiti who, according to custom, was his suzerain through 
their family relationship. A separate Law Code was drawn 
up ~nd th~ :egal proclamations of Pomare were ignored. 
Wlulc Williams was away in Sydney, Threlkeld intro
du_ced trial by jury in order to minimise the power of tht. 
chtef~. A _further reform brought Threlkeld again into 
confltct w1th the older missionaries and also reached the 
ears of the directors, further evidence to them that their 
missionary was over-obstinate and a trouble-maker. The 
reform, the alteration of the Tahitian calendar to conform 
with ~he more generally accepted dating of the ships 
travelling round the Horn, was much needed, but it 
required the general agreement of all the islands involved. 
Raiatea ':as the o~y government to proclaim the change 
thus causmg constderable confusion in the two groups. 
Threlkeld defended his action on the ground that the older 
missionaries had previously agreed to make the change
over, but he certainly had made no attempt to remind 
them, and his action appeared high-handed in the 
extreme.l41 

This affair occurred during the visit of the L.M.S. 
de_p~tation to the islands. Though sent to the society's 
mtsston fields to act as a sort of commission to report 
back on the state of the missions and recommend effective 
policy changes, the gentlemen of the deputation had 
several limitations. Both Tyerman and Bennet, like the 
newer missionar_ies, were Dissenters first and Evangelicals 
second. They dtd not know enough about the previous 
state of the islands to appreciate the great changes which 
had been effected by the older missionaries and their 
objectivity was blurred by their prejudices. Moreover, 
their effectiveness was cancelled out by their own personal 
quarrels, and Tyerman's death, before the deputation was 
over, meant that Bennet's more reactionary views pre
dominated.142 

Threlkeld's disagreements with the older missionaries 
led the deputation to confirm the assessment already made 
by the directors, though Tyerman was probably more 
prepared to accept Threlkeld's point of view. 

. On 7 March 1824, whilst the deputation was still in the 
Islands, Martha Threlkeld died at Raiatea, leaving one 
son and three daughters, the youngest only six months old. 
Threlkeld had. no intention of abandoning his missionary 
~areer, and dcctded t? return to London with the deputation 
m order to fmd a SUitable partner and thus provide a home 
for his young children. He took his son, Joseph Thomas, 
aged 7, leaving his daughters Martha and Tabitha with 
Mrs Williams at Raiatea, and the baby Mary with the 
Platts at Borabora. 

The Mission party arrived in Sydney on 19 August 182;4. 
As was customary for visiting missionaries, Threlkeld took 
part. ~n tl1e itinerant ministry in the cout1try which his 
Tahltlan colleagues had helped to establish. By 1824 most 
of the country preaching stations had become part of the 
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regular Wesleyan plan. One of the stations, however, 
Ebenezer Chapel on the Cattai Creek at Portland Head 
ncar Windsor, although the Wesleyans occasionally 
preached there, stood out as a land mark of Calvinistic 
Dissent. In the very month of Threlkeld's arrival this 
chapel was constituted on a Presbyterian basis by the 
Reverend John Dunmore Lang.l43 The missionary 
associations with this church were of long standing. The 
Reverend Jolm Youl, formerly a missionary in Tahiti, 
~ad actually been minister of the church as an Independent 
m 1809-13. Another ex-missionary, Rowland Hassall, had 
frequently preached there and the Reverend Charles Barff 
had ministered there in 1817. 

One of the founders of the little stone Ebenezer church 
had been Thomas Arndell, surgeon with the First Fleet, 
a Calvinistic Methodist like Threlkeld, who had united 
:Vith a number of Presbyterian settlers on the Hawkesbury 
m t?e. Portland Head Society for the Propagation of 
Chnsoan Knowledge and the Instruction of Youth.144 
Amdell's family were esteemed for their godly deportment 
as well as for their position of social eminence in the 
Windsor district. When preaching at Ebenezer (he may 
have been locum tenem) Threlkeld was invited to Caddei, 
the Arndell estate. It is probable that he _first met the 
family in 1817. Sarah, the late surgeon's fourth daughter 
w~s still unmarried and obviously regarded the missionary 
Wlth ~avour. He had no difficulty proposing, .and on the 
mornmg of 20 October they were married in St Jolm's 
Church, Parramatta, by the Reverend Samuel Marsden. 
Threlkeld recorded in his public journal: 

This day brings me to the 36th year of my l,ife and 
unit~s me to another partner trusting that the 
blessmg of the most high may be upon us making 
us helpmeets to each other in our Missionary 
employment.l45 

The plans for the Aboriginal mission only then unfolded. 

v 
THE WORK OF THE MissiON at Lake Macquarie last~d for 
fifteen years. Its story is told in Threlkeld.'s published 
Statement (see below), the Reminiscences, the Memoranda 
an~ the Reports, and also in the missionary's public and 
pnvate correspondence. Throughout its history con
troversr raged. The first major crisis developed frqm the 
complamts of the directors of the L.M.S. on being com
mitted to what they regarded as unnecessary and extrava
ga?t expenditure. The whole issue was complicated by 
n~tsundcrstandings, recriminations, personalities and preju
d~ces, all thrown out of proportion by the problem of 
distance and the crossing of commmllcations. For refusing 
to accept the conditions of the society and for his in
temperate language Threlkeld was finally dismissed in 
1829. Although he was eventually vindicated in the eyes 
of the L.M.S. his tendency to improvidence and theatrical 
gesture was real enough. 



In defence of his actions Threlkeld published A Statement 
Chiefly Relati11g to the Formatio11 a11d AbatJdotmJel1f of a 
Missiou to the Abor{~ines of New South Wales ... (Sydney, 
1828). A copy of this work once in the possession of 
George Bennet and containing his marginal gloss, is 
preserved, and provides some balance to Threlkeld's 
polemic.I46 

Although the expenditure was the initial cause of 
disagreement much of the trouble centred around 
Threlkeld's refusal to place himself under the authority 
of Marsden. The interpretation which was put on this 
by Betmet, and which was accepted by the directors was 
that Threlkeld was perversely obstinate and dictatorial. 
Of the Statement itself Bennet wrote: 

This publication is an impotent attempt at vengeance 
on those who opposed in the least his determined 
design at arbitrary government of the Mission.147 

Of Threlkeld himself he wrote: 

He is one of the most obstinate & self-sufficient men 
among Missionaries - if not allowed to be dictator 
he will be nothing.148 

Bennet also insinuated that Threlkeld, as well as his 
colleague in the deputation, was opposed to Marsden on 
party grounds. 

I wished much that some reference shd. be made to 
the tried and disinterested friend of the Society 
Revd. Mr. Marsden, but Mr. Threlkeld said he 
would be under no control, and mtother said he 
would not consent, that a Church-of-Engd man 
should have any power to spoil a good work.149 

And again: 

It was pressed upon Mr. T. that he should in every 
important & pecuniary measure consult with Mr. 
Marsden - but this he rejected with disdain; he 
would have no control but the Directors. One of 
the Deput" also disapproved of a Churchmans 
having any control, lest he should injure the 
Mission .... It was I am persuaded an egregious 
fault of the Dep" not to insist upon Mr. Th.'s 
being obliged to take the opinion of so worthy & 
experienced & disinterested friend of the Society as 
Mr. Marsden. . . . he deprecated Mr. Marsden's 
having any thing to do with the Mission; or he 
with Marsden as he elegantly called him.l50 

Bennet further vindicated Marsden's character suggesting 
that he had suffered many 'acts of ingratitude and of 
injustice' at the hands of missionaries. lSI 

It seems fairly evident, however, that Threlkeld's 
antipathy to Marsden was not based solely on his Church 
connexions; indeed Threlkeld was to work in full co
operation with Archdeacons Scott and Broughton, as in 
the past he had co-operated with the vicar of Hatherleigh. 
Marsden was persona 11011 grata for at least three reasons: 
his unpopularity with some of the missionaries in New 
South Wales who questioned his handling of affairs; his 
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prejudices against Threlkeld and the other younger 
missionaries from his friendship with the older ones at 
Tahiti; and his well-known pessimistic attitude towards 
Aboriginal evangelisation. There is every reason to believe 
that Threlkeld was justified in trying to prevent Marsden 
from having any control over the mission through the 
sheer apprehension that his attitude would bring about 
the speedy termination of the venture. The only hint 
which Bennet gives for possible animosity between them 
was that Marsden himself had 'frequently suggested the 
great Hazard of committing so much to the discretion 
of one who had never shewn himself to be possessed 
of any'.l52 

Although Threlkeld was able to continue his missionary 
work with government support the change-over had 
tragic implications. The experiment was nipped in the 
bud when it showed most promise, and Threlkeld was 
never able to repair the damage done in the interim. 

In all fairness to Marsden it should be stated that in so 
far as he allowed himself to become involved his actions 
were highly honourable. Though represented by many of 
his contemporaries as a hypocritical parson with his hands 
grasping trade profits Marsden needed a reasonable income 
from secular pursuits to maintain solvency. His generous 
hospitality to the missionaries of both the London and 
Church Societies reduced the costs of both societies 
considerably. During the visit of the L.M.S. deputation 
he was acutely conscious of the fmancial side of the mission 
having involved himself (though the Society reimbursed 
him) in considerable loss through the charter of the 
Westmoreland and the purchase of the Queen Charlotte for 
the mission) 53 He felt it his duty to caution the directors 
regarding the risk in entrusting Threlkeld with power 
over his own purse, and appears to have done so without 
any malice. In the affair of Threlkeld's returned -bills 
Marsden appears to have acted consistently in the best 
interests of the society and Threlkeld's construction of the 
affair does not appear to have been justified. 

If Marsden showed any reluctance in attending to the 
Society's interests it was his desire to wash his hands 
completely regarding Threlkeld's affairs. His account of 
the missionary's activities helps to fill out our picture. 

I am very unwilling to interfere with him, he is so 
very violent in his temper: in consequence of this 
both the directors and myself are from time to time 
censured, and misrespresented to the Public, thro. 
the medium of the Sydney Gazette, which is very 
injurious to the Cause of Religion in this corrupt 
part of the world - Mr. Threlkeld will not submit 
to any Controul .. )54 

At the same time he wrote to Hankey. 

It is not a Country for a religious man of Mr. 
Threlkeld['s] hot temper - I am much vexed that 
he should condescend to have anything to do with 
the public newspapers - Dr. Lang and Mr. 
Threlkeld cannot agree .. _155 

When the Statement was published Marsden felt that he 
had been most unfairly treated, especially as Threlkeld 
had sent three copies of the work to Archdeacon Scott. I 56 
The High Churchmen in the colony were not likely to 
remain silent concerning Marsden's conncxion with 
Dissenters, and his liberty was likely to be curtailed. 

While Threlkeld suggested to the world that he was 
the victim of unfair treatment (Marsden even suggested 
that the missionary wished to go to prison in order that 
others might extol his hardships)157 Marsden appears to 
have set in motion the initial negotiations with government 
which were to result in actual government patronage of 
the mission. In March 1828 he induced the Governor to 
allow Threlkeld four convicts 'victualled and clothed at 
the Expense of the Crown.'158 However at that time 
Threlkeld spumed any idea of such assistance. 

But it was easy to convince Marsden that the mission 
was not a sound prospect. He had always felt that Threlkeld 
would have been better employed at Raiatea. Early in 
1829 he wrote: 

A few days ago a Gentleman visited Lake Macquarie, 
and on his return to the Colony he called upon me, 
and gave me a very unfavourable Account of the 
Mission, and informed me, there was not the most 
distant Prospect of benefiting the Natives. Perhaps 
it would be advisable for the directors to appoint 
three impartial Gentlemen at Hunter's River, or 
in Sydney, to examine into the concerns of the 
Mission, and to report to the directors their opinion 
upon any points it may be deemed necessary to 
submit to their Consideration - As your mind has 
long been made upon this Subject, and you are in 
possession of my opinion, and so are my Colleagues 
and the Colonial Secretary, as well as the Wesleyan 
missionaries who have spent very considerable 
Sums on the Aborigines, without the smallest 
Advantage to the Aborigines - I think it my duty, 
as a friend, to mention the above - If tl1e directors 
think proper to continue the mission, anything that 
I state need not prevent them - The Church 
Corporation have given up their Establishment for 
the Civilization of the Aborigines, which has been 
in existence more than ten years . . . 
It is now determined by the Corporation to place 
a few young Children of the natives, under the 
Charge of one of my Colleagues at his own House 
allowing him £25 per annum per Head for their 
clothing and Support - If tills Plan does not 
answer I believe the attempt will then be dropt for 
a time - my opinion of the natural disposition and 
Habits of the natives is formed upon more than 
thirty years Experience. Experience confounds all 
Speculative Reasonings of the wisest and best of 
men. I have a wish for their Civilization - I made 
the attempt long as a private individual, but my 
Hopes were always disappointed.l59 

It was an implacable attitude which Threlkeld had to face. 
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After Threlkeld's formal dismissal by the L.M.S. in 
1829 Marsden wrote that he was 'under the same bad 
Influence'. 

I am informed he has written to our New Arch
deacon, the Revd. Mr. Broughton, to gain his 
Influence, and some in the Colony are moving on 
his behalf- Perhaps he may get some Support for 
a time - Some from various motives will espouse 
Ills Cause - I am happy that I have done with a 
man of such a violent Temper, and who is ready to 
catch at any Circumstance to indulge that Temper 
in .... Our present Archdeacon is a kind man, and 
a Friend to the Gospel; but as yet ignorant of the 
Spirit that exists in N.S.Wales against true 
Religion . . . The Archdeacon mentioned his 
[Threlkeld's] good Intentions to me- I did not think 
it prudent to say much more, than that I shd. 
decline any Communication with Mr. Threlkeld 
& that if I did give him any Assistance my name 
should not be known - The Governor has given 
him 1,000 Acres of Land upon which he can feed 
his Cattle, and raise his Food - togetl1er with four 
convict servants supported by the Crown to assist 
in Cultivation - He may provide well for his 
Family, and having no one to quarrel with he may 
be quiet. Had he been continued in the Society his 
Expenses would have been great with the Prospect 
of little good - Government have spent many 
thousands of pounds upon the aborigines to civilize 
them, but to no point as yet - and have given it 
all up excepting Aid they have been induced to 
afford Mr. Threlkeld - The Church Corporation 
have expended considerable Sums, but have now 
relinquished the object, as well as tl1e Wesleyan 
Society.160 

Marsden shook his head at Broughton's missionary zeal. 

Archdeacon Broughton is an excellent man, and is 
anxious to do good to the Aborigines if he can and 
from his wish to benefit them, he will countenance 
Mr. Threlkeld or any other person who may be 
likely in his opinion to promote this object- when 
the Archdeacon mentioned tills subject to me I 
told him what attempts had formerly been made 
- and what little Success had attended these 
attempts .. )61 

He further observed that there were individuals in the 
colony who were prepared to raise funds by subscription 
to support the mission if the government declined action. 

Apart from Broughton, Marsden believed that most of 
Threlkeld's supporters were not genuinely interested in the 
Aboriginal mission but simply wished to discredit Marsden 
himself. But some of Threlkeld's supporters appear to have 
been activated by nobler motives. Much assistance came 
from Deputy Commissary Wemyss and his family who 
fully supported the venture.l62 Jolm Busby, mineral 
surveyor and civil engineer, also appreciated Threlkeld's 
work. His letter to Alers Hankey sought to be impartial 



but clearly supported Threlkeld's proceedings. In fact he 
admitted to being one of those prepared to carry on the 
mission by subscription. 

I would remark also, that I cannot well conceive 
how it is possible for any missionary to labour in 
the spiritual concerns of the Aborigines of this 
country without providing in the first place, for 
their temporal wants .... They must have fixed 
habitations before they can receive the aid of a 
missionary - before there are schools for the 
children there must be homes for their parents, 
and before they arc confined to one spot - that 
spot must yield the means of subsistence. Instruction 
and support in Agriculture must then be of 
necessity a part of a Missionary Establishment, 
without it the missionary might preach to the 
Trees, and he might succeed in translating the 
Scriptures - but in what school could he teach 
them? ... On tills subject it is only necessary to 
add that no person who has not made the experiment 
would believe that founding an establishment in 
this country, on any scale, is so expensive as it 
turns out to be, and that this remark is universal 
among those who have tried it.163 

If Bennet and Marsden were critical of Threlkeld's 
handling of the Aboriginal mission, die Reverend Dr 
Jolm Dunmore Lang easily outstripped them in slanderous 
vituperation. Bennet and Marsden were prejudiced but 
told the truth: one wonders if Lang honestly accepted the 
meanest hearsay about Threlkeld or if he deliberately 
garbled the facts and allowed Ills imagination to pervert 
the truth. 

Whereas Marsden was forced to become involved 
in Threlkeld's proceedings thmugh his missionary agency, 
Lang appears to have entered the arena largely to effect a 
personal revenge. His declared motive, that of disinterested 
concern for the good name of the L.M.S., was only 
partly true. As Marsden had forecast there were men in 
the colony only too willing to stand by Threlkeld merely 
to have an opportunity of jibing at religious causes. Many 
viewed the defence of Threlkeld in the press in this light. 

In March 1828 a controversy commenced between Lang 
and Threlkeld in the Sydney press, and in both the 
Monitor and the Australian Lang made public statements 
showing that he fully supported Marsden and the 
directors. Threlkeld replied in the Australian (see p. 240). 
~arig explained his part in a long letter to the directors: 

Mr Marsden informed me that upwards of £2,000 
have been expended already on the Mission in 
which Mr. Threlkeld is engaged to the Aborigines. 
I ventured to hint that this expenditure must have 
been very injudicious for it appears to myself & 
to all persons I have consulted on the subject, beyond 
all idea, excessive. The circumstance however has 
got me into Mr. T's black books! he has rated me 
rather strangely for the opinion I had expressed. 
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Had Mr. T. not interfered with my private aff.1irs 
I should certainly not have expressed any opinion 
in regard to his expenditure of the public money 
at the time I did; but I certainly do tlllnk that if the 
money expended by Mr. T. had been expended on 
the South Sea Mission & on the Tahitian 
Missionaries' children there would have been a 
much better account of it than there is likely to be. 
I do not know what Mr. T. was in the islands. 
Here at all events he has been a source of discord 
among brethren, and he has been the means, in a 
manner I think altogether uncalled for, of bringing 
both the Directors & the Society into general 
disrepute.l64 

But Lang was less concerned over the Society's good 
name than the private affairs and discord among brethren 
which he hinted at and which lay at the root of the paper 
war. No friend of Wemyss, who was Lang's most bitter 
critic, could expect to remain unscathed by his barbs. 
That the personal quarrel was a natural consequence of 
existing loyalitics seems clear even from Lang's own 
account. He recalled how, on one occasion, when one of 
his relations entered the house of the former missionary 
Hayward, 'one of the two elders of the Scots Church', 
she found Threlkeld 'inveighing in the bitterest language 
against Dr. L. as a person utterly unfit for the ministerial 
office'. 

Within a month of this occurrence, Mr. Hayward, 
who was not in the house at the time we allude to, 
although Ills wife was, threw up his eldership and 
left the Scots Church, assigning as his only reason 
for doing so, the following question. "What right 
had Dr. Lang to interfere with poor Mr. Threlkeld, 
and to take part with Mr. Marsden against him?" 
Two other families, with whom Dr. L. had 
previously been on the best terms, left the Scots 
Church at the same time, and through a Missionary's 
son, who is now in the South Sea Islands, Dr. L. 
was enabled to trace the circumstance to the influence 
either direct or indirect, of Mr. Threlkeld,I65 

The voluntary exiles from Scots Church formed the 
nucleus of the revived Congregational cause in Sydney. 

A further attack was made on Threlkeld in the Narrative 
of the Scots Church which Lang published in 1828. Therein 
Wemyss was expressly named as the person who poisoned 
Threlkeld's mind against Lang, and Threlkeld was blamed 
for making pointed remarks against Lang at a public 
meeting and in a public controversy with a Roman 
Catholic priest in the Sydney prcss.166 Threlkeld defended 
himself in the Sydney Gazette (see p. 243) to which Lang 
replied in the Australiall on 24 September 1828 further 
pressing the charge of extravagance against the missionary. 
He also stated, which was not altogether true, that he had 
'never made any representations to the Directors of the 
London Missionary Society respecting Mr. Threlkeld on 
the Mission to the aborigines, either directly or indirectly' .167 

-·· 

In March 1829 Lang wrote a lengthy letter to Alers 
Hankey recapitulating the history of the mission, his style 
suggesting that he envisaged its publication as a pamphlet. 
He absolved all those co1mected with the Aboriginal 
mission from blame except Threlkeld. 

In short, in everything relative to the outlay of 
money, there were abundant precedents for Mr. T's 
guidance in the formation of a Missionary settle
ment at Reid's Mistake. Common observation, 
common sense & common honesty were all that 
he required to effect that settlement in a way & 
mamier creditable to himself, beneficial to the 
public & satis£1ctory to his constituents.l68 

Threlkeld's dismissal from the Society no doubt gave him 
considerable satisfaction. It was not until 1835 tliat he 
renewed the attack in his serial account of "Missions to 
the Aborigines" published in his own newspaper, The 
Colo11ist. Commencing the series on 5 November 1835 
he reviewed what had hitherto been done, his principal 
thesis being that previous attempts had been based on 
wrong principles. The plans of Cartwright and Macquarie 
had failed because they had adopted the policy of civilising 
first before preaching die gospel. Similarly, the Reverend 
William Walker had failed being 'converted ... into a 
settler of the fifth or sixth magnitude'. He then commenced 
to tell Threlkeld's story which was elaborated in the article 
of the 12th. The theme of the second article was the 
general unfitness of Threlkeld for his task, and the in
calculable damage done by (in Jolm Newton's words) 
'taking Tom, Dick and Harry from their benches, their 
lasts, and their looms, and transferring them all at once 
into the Rev. Mr. Thomas, and the Rev. Mr. Richard, 
and the Rev. Mr. Henry, &c, and sending them forth 
into the field of the world as Christian Missionaries, 
forsooth, to occupy a station in society, for which, for 
the most part they have no suitable qualifications, and to 
exert an influence which they are so apt - even unin
tentionally and unconsciously - to abuse'. There were 
further reflections on Threlkeld's missionary character in 
the article on the 19th. 

Threlkeld at once sent a letter to Lang as the presumed 
author of die articles demanding an apology. This provoked 
a further article from Lang in The Colo11ist for 31 December 
1835 in which Threlkeld's defence, contained in seven 
charges against Lang, was used against him. To clear his 
name Threlkeld felt bound to take Lang to Court on a 
libel charge. Threlkeld's own account of proceedings can 
be compared with the accounts in the press.169 Though 
the case went in Threlkeld's favour it was almost a triumph 
for Lang as he appeared to be in his element. Unfortunately 
for Threlkeld, Lang's principal witiiess was Marsden who 
somewhat reluctantly stuck to his original position though 
he charitably attributed Threlkeld's 'extravagance' to 
'want of experience' and still maintained that Aboriginal 
missions were doomed to failure. It was a stalemate also 
in that Threlkeld did not press damages and a token fee 
of !d. was all that Lang had to pay. Neither man felt his 
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position greatly worsened by the case though obviously 
the trial further discredited Aboriginal missions in the 
eyes of government. 

If Lang was helping to discredit the type of mission 
conducted by Threlkeld he was also planning to show the 
world how a successful Aboriginal mission could be 
organised. Though he preferred the L.M.S. type missions 
which emphasised preaching to the civilising type of 
mission favoured by Marsden and some of the humani
tarians, he himself was influenced by the 'Moravian ideal' 
whereby a community was formed of self-supporting 
pious laymen under the pastoral guidance of soundly 
trained clergy .170 Godly mechanics were indispensable 
but they must never be ordained ! Lang believed he had 
every reason to succeed. Little advancement in the 
missionary approach had been made since Threlkeld 
opened Ills Lake Macquarie station. 

In 1825 the Corporation of the Clergy and School 
Lands had been established by the British Government, 
and one of Archdeacon Scott's first duties had been to 
engage Lieutenant Richard Sadleir, R.N., to enquire into 
the state of the Aboriginals in New South Wales and 
prepare them if possible for civilisation and Christianity.l71 
An ardent Evangelical, Sadleir was full of good intentions 
and together with his father-in-law, the Rever~nd Robert 
Cartwright, sought to overcome the obstacles m the way 
of carrying out civilisation plans. Though Sadl~ir' s own 
plans were not implemented, the results of h1s survey 
were a useful guide to the Church Missionary Society 
wlllch fuully had decided to conduct a mission on similar 
lines to Threlkeld. As early as 1827 two missionaries (James 
Lisk and R. Hill) were appointed to commence work 
among the Aboriginals at 'Bon Bon' and_ Limestone 
Plains, but they did not go.l72 The Corporation had also 
taken over the management of the school at Blacktown. 

Despite Marsden's pessimism the Church Missionary 
Society went ahead with its plans173 and in 1831_ ~o 
missionaries, the Reverends J. C. S. Handt and Wdham 
Watson, were appointed to Wellington Valley and 
moved there in 1832 taking with them the scholars who 
had been living in the family of Cartwright. Missionary 
work had been carried out at Wellington Valley by die 
Wesleyan Harper since 1825. Harper had also attempted 
to open a station at Bateman's Bay in 1827-28 a.fter 
exploring the Twofold Bay area, but the Wesleyan Soclety 
had failed to support him, and tliey even withdrew support 
from the Wellington mission.I74 The mission at Welling
ton Valley had limited success. In May 1837 Handt moved 
to Moreton Bay as missionary and accepted the post of 
government chaplain there.l75 Watson was reinforced by 
the Reverend J. Gunther who also proved himself an 
indefatigable missionary. 

In the 1830s Aboriginal missionary activity in Australia 
reached its first peak. There was a definite conviction that 
something could be done not only to ameliorate primitive 
conditions but to introduce some measures of civilisation. 
Experiments were the order of the day and educational 



theories supplemented the prevailing humanitarian drive. 
In 1836 the Reverend Joseph Orton visited the newly 
opened up Port Phillip area to initiate mission work on 
behalf of the Wesleyans. The resultant mission at Bunting
dale near Geelong under Hurst and Tuckfield gave every 
indication of proving successful. Similarly George Lang
horne - like Sadleir, married to one of Cartwright's 
daughters - was engaged to establish a government 
mission, commencing work at Port Phillip in 1837.176 
Also in 1837, Lang himself engaged a large party of 
German missionaries for Port Phillip ultimately changing 
their destination to Moreton Bay. This was his oppor
tunity to organise a mission on 'Moravian' lines. In 1838 
The Aboriginal Protectorate was established, most of the 
Protectors engaged being men of known Evangelical and 
humanitarian principles, bringing to their new work a 
missionary zeal if few other qualifications. Also, in 1838, 
the first orthodox Lutheran missions were commenced 
in South Australia. The Lutherans, alone of the pioneers, 
were to sustain their missions under difficult 'outback' 
conditions throughout the century. 

But despite the impetus to missions in the thirties and 
almost because of it, the difficulties and opposition in
creased. The celebrated Myall Creek Massacre in 1838 
was but one of many atrocities perpetrated against the 
Aboriginals.177 This was balanced by stories of Aboriginal 
crimes some of which could be traced to European provo
cation but many of which simply arose from misunder
standings and ignorance. The law was of little relevance 
in the clashes on the frontiers of expansion, and local 
stories, mostly unconfirmed by writing, tell of callous 
acts of extermination, mainly by poisoning natural springs 
and flour rations. A general hostility to the Protectorate 
system and to Christian missions in general pervaded 
pastoral society, and even the more humane squatters 
referred to the Protectorate as the result of the impracticable 
idealism of a distant government.178 Also, in this period 
of the late thirties, the numbers of the Aboriginals seriously 
declined and those not decimated by disease, internecine 
tribal frays or in European prisons had mostly moved to 
the bigger towns to take casual jobs and spend their wages 
on spirits. Few remained at the stations. · 

.Withdrawal of interest' and Support was at first gradual. 
Btshop Broughton, a known 'Friend to Missions', whose 
first visitation charge as Archdeacon in 1829 had a 
missionary theme,l79 and who had given his full support 
to Threlkeld in maintaining the Lake Macquarie station, 
lost much of his entlmsiasm for the Aboriginal cause and, 
like Marsden, increasingly turned his attention to the 
needs of foreign missions. It is on record that his pessimistic 
views. were rebutted by one of the C. M.S. missionaries 
before the Select Committee of the House of Commons 
in 1836.180 Langhorne's mission was the first to be 
abandoned in 1839. Although he had been thwarted in 
his desire to move the station to French Island he had also 
adopted the prevailing attitude,181 

The general economic situation of the colony did not 
help and the early forties saw the rapid withdrawal of 
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government support from all the attempts to civilise and 
ameliorate the conditions of the Aboriginals. Both 
Governor Gipps and Superintendent La Trobe at Port 
Phillip viewed the government scheme with pessimism 
and by 1842-3 had successfully undermined it. Their 
views on the difficulties of civilising largely reflected those 
of Marsden. So pessimistic was Gipps that he read into 
the unenthusiastic reports of the missionaries a virtual 
admission of failure, and conveniently terminated all those 
missions depending on government support. Despite 
Threlkeld's desire to work on at Newcastle, support was 
witl1drawn and the missionary was forced to vacate the 
mission. In June 1842 the C. M.S. missionaries at Wellington 
Valley and Moreton Bay were similarly abandoned.l82 
In October 1843 Lang's German missionaries at Moreton 
Bay were also forced on their own resources, though the 
lay missionaries there decided to keep up the mission and 
even opened a branch station after being reinforced in 
1844. The Protectorate itself fell on evil days though it 
was not fmally terminated until the end of 1849.183 

Almost simultaneously with the end of the first mission 
era, and almost as if to justify it in the eyes of the 
authorities, there were widespread incidents of Aboriginal 
hostility. Flanagan, a contemporary observer, referred to 
these incidents of1842-1844 as 'The Aboriginal Rising'.184 
Throughout south-eastern Australia the last of the 
Aboriginals relived the defiant triumph of Cannabayagal. 
Those who did not die virtually lived to shame the race. 

To outward appearances Threlkeld's mission, like the 
others, had failed. Lady Franklin, who was introduced to 
Threlkeld by his squatter acquaintance, Timothy Nowlan, 
in May 1839, noted that the missionary's labours were 
'having less & less fruits' and that 'at first, he had 160 
blacks - now only 30 come to him, & then not domiciled 
- had only 1 living with him constantly' ,185 There were 
no congregations or choirs of Aboriginal converts, of the 
type Threlkeld had rejoiced in when missionary at Raiatea. 
Indeed it is debatable if he had made any converts, 
certainly none in whom he felt complete confidence. His 
favourite M' Gill appeared to have accepted a considerable 
amount of Christian teaching but failed to conform to the 
high standards demanded by the missionary. The only 
real success the missionary could look back on was his 
linguistic work and even in his own lifetime this was little 
more than a record of a defunct language to interest and 
inform rather than to aid his missionary purpose. 

If the results of the Lake Macquarie mission seemed 
negative to Threlkeld there is evidence that many of his 
teachings were disseminated through the countryside. So 
much so, in fact, that one school of nineteenth century 
anthropologists actually believed that mission teaching 
was responsible for introducing ideas concerning a creator 
or all-father God into the cosmology of the Aboriginal 
tribes of south-eastern Australia. Tills school was particularly 
anxious to believe that the Australian Aboriginal had no 
traditional concept of a supreme being. Their suspicions 
were particularly aroused by a paper presented by James 
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Manning to the Royal Society of New South Wales in 
which his description of tl1e cult of Baiame, as described 
to him by an Aboriginal of Yass, read like passages from 
tl1e Apocalypse.l86 Certainly it seems that Matming used 
scriptural overtones in his literary account. Edward Tyler 
went so far as to suggest that Threlkeld's teaching was 
undoubtedly tl1e source of these notions.187 Such sceptics 
were particularly influenced by the atheistic sentiments 
of Aboriginals on the fringe of the sky hero territories. 
Breton was doubtful if the Aboriginals had any religious 
beliefs and was certain none were held by the Moreton 
Bay tribes.l88 Dawson was equally scepticaL He attempted 
to instruct the Aboriginals at Port Stephens that tl1ere 
was a supreme being. 

Dungaree had been a good deal at Newcastle, and 
observed that Mr. Threlkeld (the missionary in that 
neighbourhood) had told the blacks there the same 
tlllng, and that they had told him so; but it did not 
appear that it had made the least impression upon 
him, nor was it likely it should, surrounded as he 
was by a population whose practices every day and 
almost every hour were in opposition to precepts. 
Mr Threlkeld had the character of being a sensible, 
zealous, and very amiable man; but he could not 
perform impossibilities .. ,189 

We have also Threlkeld's own testimony that M'Gill 
and others discussed religious topics with members of 
other tribes and that strange tribes were often quite well 
informed on the subject as a result (see pp. 135, 140). 

Dut it would be idle to suppose that the sky hero cults 
owed anything to the infiltration of Christian teaching. 
The rituals themselves were so much involved in the 
actions of the sky hero that they do not allow such an 
analysis. Our knowledge of the religious ideas of the 
Kolin 'nation' in central and southern Victoria with their 
developed astronomical and fertility beliefs further dis
credits any attempt to assign Aboriginal theism to 
Christian influence.190 Besides, modem studies of 
Aboriginal religion, however defined, show that, for the 
initiated, the cosmic and the eternal have human applica
tion.191 

There were critics of Threlkeld's mission who supposed 
that it had been successful in a speculative sense. Lang, 
who had referred to the Methodist missionary Walker 
as the 'Wesleyan Stockfarmer' at Parramatta,I92 similarly 
charged Threlkeld. 

It is well known that that individual came to this 
colony a very poor man; will he deny that he is 
anything but a poor man now, with his flocks and 
herds, and his comfortable grant of land of his own, 
and his four convict men rationed by tl1e Govern
ment to work iu Will he deny that his sheep and 
cattle have been running somewhere up the Hunter, 
along with his brother-in-law's, in the direction 
of Liverpool Plains~ Will he deny that he too is 
a wool-grower, and that he has sheep and rams to 
sell occasionally, like his neighbours~193 
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The missionary had learnt from bitter experience in tl1e 
islands, and also at the original mission site, that ends could 
only be met by living as much as possible 'of one's own'. 
The island missionaries had defended themselves against 
the charge of being 'trading priests' by saying that tl1ey 
had to resort to barter and other commercial dealings in 
order to feed and clothe their large families. Threlkeld's 
family was large and stock was necessary, not only to 
feed his extensive establishment, but to provide meat and 
some employment, for the Aboriginals. It is possible, 
however, that the missionary's desire to establish his sons 
as successful pastoralists led him to take a greater interest 
in stockraising than he would otherwise have done, and 
it is obvious that as the prospects of the mission declined 
he turned his attention more to the means of making an 
independent livelihood, such as the exploitation of the 
coal seams on his run. 

Not least among Threlkeld's worries were the difficulties 
arising from the transportation system and its possible 
effects on the mission. From the beginnings of his work 
he had protested against the brutalising influence of many 
of the convicts in the Newcastle district (see particularly 
p. 91 ). Even his own ticket-of-leave servants gave him 
considerable concern. He appears to have taken a paternal 
influence in their welfare, but many of those assigned to 
him were sufficiently hardened by the system to confirm 
his beliefs in the utter depravity of human nature. 

Throughout tl1e thirties, Threlkeld was in constant fear 
of the depredations of bushrangers and the possibility that 
his own servants would assist them. On one occasion one 
of his daughters was threatened by a demented convict 
(seep. 261). At other times, when the servants 'combined', 
he was greatly inconvenienced by their behaviour (see 
p. 268). While Threlkeld believed that the Aboriginals 
should be employed in apprehending 'bushranging' and 
other escaped convicts he was reluctant to see the establish.:. 
ment of an Aboriginal police force as such (see p. 264). 

As early as 1827 (see p. 97), but especially from 1835 
onwards,194 Threlkeld was actively engaged as interpreter 
at the Supreme Court, and during the spa,te of Aboriginal 
outrages in the late tlllrties was constantly being summoned 
to Sydney. Though seldom able to affect the course of 
'justice' he was able to render a useful service to those on 
trial. Amongst otl1ers, he was interpreter for Hobby, 
Maitland Paddy, Charley, Jack Congo Murrall, George 
Bummary and Wombarty .195 

There are suggestions in Threlkeld's writings that his 
own ideas for 'advancing' the Aboriginals were more 
enlightened than those of most of his contemporaries. 
His early plea for Aboriginal settlers (see p. 106), idealised 
in his romantic story of the young Aboriginal lover and 
his European bride farming their own block of land (see 
p. 300), suggests that he grasped the importance of making 
land available to Aboriginal applicants, despite their 
reputation for wandering (see also p. 246). His desire to 
see them employed in responsible positions showed his 
confidence in their natural abilities. 



During the thirties the missionary appears to have aged 
prematurely. His features, reflecting as they- did the many 
worries and frustrations of the mission, seemed to illustrate 
the popular notion of 'Calvinist gloom'. Lady Franklin, 
though her vision was impaired by the light on shipboard, 
discerned him as 'a dingy elderly, plain man' in May 1839, 
an observation which would have been supported by his 
somewhat pessimistic account of the mission.I96 

Though he was forced to abandon an active missionary 
life in 1841, Threlkeld was to continue as the Aboriginals' 
champion. He furthered his linguistic studies and continued 
to interpret on behalf of Aboriginals involved in court 
cases. In June 1842 he was appointed to the committee of 
voluntaryist churchmen in Sydney who had the manage
ment of Lang's German mission at Moreton Bay.197 He 
also wrote out his observations on customs, the basis of 
the Reminiscences.l98 

VI 

LANCELOT EDWARD THRELKELD and his family removed 
to Sydney in· 1841, and in 1842 he was offered the pastorate 
of the South Head Congregational Church (Watson's 
Bay) which had been gathered by his former missionary 
colleague from Tahiti, William Pascoe Crook. As part of 
his ministry he conducted a day school at South Head. 

Before he left the mission Threlkeld had defied the 
monopoly of the Australian Agricultural Company, in 
1840, opening the 'Cardiff' seam of'catmel' coal at Belmont 
which he had discovered in 1834.199 

It was the best scam found up to that time, and the 
reverend gentleman expressed his intention of 
working it in spite of the A.A. Company. Indeed, 
he opened a pit, and for several years he carried on 
mining at the Lake on a small scale. Only the 
smallest vessels could, however, coal there, and 
the company took no notice of his operations. The 
old gentleman had the greatest faith in the future 
of the Lake Macquarie coal measures, and he 
frequently held tl1at the Lake was the fmest harbour 
in the world, and would one day have around its 
shores the greatest manufacturing city in Australia, 
if the entrance was only deepened sufficiently to 
admit the largest ships.200 

Threlkeld kept up the Ebenezer Coal Works until 
December 1844 when the entire property was sold.201 
Its management appears to have been in the hands of his 
son-in-law, G. A. Lloyd. 

In 1845 Threlkeld left South Head to become chaplain 
of seamen, an appointment made by the Sydney Bethel 
Union. He succeeded the Reverend Matthew Adam, a 
Presbyterian. In this organisation he worked in close co
operation with the secretary, Sadleir, his friend through 
missionary endeavour for many years. In 1851 the Union 
head-quarters were moved from Darling Harbour to 
Circular Quay, and finally in 1859 tl1e substantial Mariner's 
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Church was opened. It had been erected largely through 
his exertions. Though he enjoyed this type of work 
Threlkeld was disappointed in the number of seamen 
who attended his services and found the pastorate a 
difficult one. On the other hand, he was active on many 
committees, particularly those associated with his re
forming and 'Reformed' colleagues, the Reverend Dr 
James Fullerton (Presbyterian) and the Reverend John 
Saunders (Baptist). 

On 20 December 1853 his second wife died, and several 
grandchildren died in the following year, victims of an 
epidemic. Cared for by his unmarried daughters he con
tinued his ministry, devoting more time to writing, and 
to this period belong the Reminiscences. 

Besides his ethnological and linguistic writings Threlkeld 
engaged in a number of public controversies. His principal 
interests were the 'exposure' of 'popery', the national 
independence of the Leeward Islands, national education 
and the postal system, on all of which subjects he was 
prepared to write at length. His anti-Catholic bias partly 
stemmed from his experiences as a Protestant pastor at 
Rio. His first encounter with a Roman Catholic priest 
in the pages of the Sydney Gazette had earned him the 
humiliating instructions of Lang to return to his mission 
at Lake Macquarie and leave the Roman Catholic con
troversy to those who could manage it. Apparently this 
had little effect for in 1841 he boldly published a polemic 
tract, printed in London, entitled An Appeal to common 
sense: being a comparison of Mohammed and the Pope with 
the Messiah: addressed to Christiaus. He contributed polemical 
snippets to the various Presbyterian newspapers, and wrote 
a ·series of articles on "The Roman Papacy"202 published 
by his friend and fellow Calvinist, Dr Fullerton, in The 
Christian Herald in 1853. He evidently took occasion to 
enlarge on this theme on his hospital visitations for the 
Catholic Freemat~'s journal, in November 1854, carried a 
letter complaining of Threlkeld's 'ranting and canting' at 
the Sydney Infirmary.203 

Undoubtedly this anti-Catholic fervour was intensified 
by Threlkeld's hostility to French expansion in the Pacific 
Islands. In the 1840s he and his former colleague, the 
Reverend Robert Bourne, then in business in Sydney, 
sought to move public opinion in the colony and actually 
produced documents which were forwarded to Britain 
and helped considerably in determining the outcome of 
the Jarnac Convention which guaranteed the independence 
of the Leeward Islands.204 Shortly before his death 
Threlkeld was urging for a British coaling station to be 
set up at Raiatea obviously in the hope that British 
interests would be established there at the expense of the 
French (see p. 302). 

In the matter of national education Threlkeld hotly 
contested what he regarded as dogmatic influence in the 
scripture syllabus.20S With his principal Low Church ally 
in the Church of England, Richard Sadleir, Threlkeld 
opposed the influence of the Tractarian movement and 
Bishop Broughton's attempts to introduce synodical 
government. Both he and Sadleir worked together on a 
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number of committees, one of which was the 'Union of 
Christians, without reference to Denominational dis
tinctions, or compromise of principle', founded in 1846. 
Threlkeld's attitude to the Church of England hierarchy 
was summed up in his confidence to Sadleir in February 
1859 that 'both Bishop (Barker] and Dean' were 'too 
High low-churchmen to condescend to men of low 
estate'.206 Threlkeld's somewhat eccentric interest in 
postal efficiency was in keeping with his abundant re
forming zeal.207 

Undoubtedly one of the highlights of his later life was 
the recognition he received for his continuing work on 
the Aboriginal language, and in particular the honour he 
received as Member of the Ethnological Society of London 
in 1851. For him the most pleasing feature was probably 
the correspondence which he had with another distin
guished student of indigenous cultures, Sir George Grey. 
It was to Grey that Threlkeld's fmallinguistic work was 
offered, and had he lived longer the final draft of the 
translation of St Luke's Gospel into Awabakal would 
have been completed and presented to him. 

Threlkeld probably did not expect to finish his work. 
Almost one year before death came he wrote in his diary 
(for 20 October 1858): 

This is the 70th anniversary of my birthday, and the 
wedding day of myself and my dear departed Sarah, 
now in Heaven, where days and years are swallowed 
up in one "eternal now". Five years will have 
elapsed of her sleep of death on the 20th day of 
December next, and I am waiting for the summons 
to call me to that rest that remaineth for the people 
of God, but until that period arrives, my motto 
must be "Occupy till I come" .208 

He continued with the translation work and went about 
the affairs of his ministry actively resisting attempts to 
convert his Mariner's Church into a rest home for 
sailors.209 On the day of his death (9 October 1859) he 
preached two sermons strangely prognostic of his end. 
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He complained of a pain in the chest, a doctor was con
sulted but could discern no change, and he retired to bed. 
About midnight he expired. An account of the death was 
given in The Australian Home Compa11ion & Band of Hope 
journal: 

A daughter of the rev. gentleman who was watching, 
was alarmed by a groan, and reached her fatl1er's 
side to fmd him insensible and receive his last sigh. 
His loss will be severely felt, for he spent his time 
amongst those who from their lonely positions will 
miss him much - the sick in the hospital, and the 
prisoner in his cell, were the objects of his constant 
attention.210 

The same periodical, also added, as if to atone for his 
polemical writings: 

His principles were most liberal; he would speak in 
the highest terms of the Sisters of Charity, and 
always asserted the civil rights of the Roman 
Catholic citizens. 

This was in truth the measure of his tolerance. 

The funeral oration was delivered by his friend Fullerton. 
Another funeral sermon, The Faithji1l Servant, and his 
reward, preached by the Reverend Samuel Humphreys at 
Ebenezer Chapel, Riley Street, Sydney on 23 October 
1859, was published by request, and his death was widely 
noted. The Home Companion reported that he left behind 
a numerous family, and 'an undying fame'. 

To his family, however, despite their hopes to publish 
a biography, the fame must have seemed short lived. 
Only Sir George Grey persisted until he retrieved the 
Lexicon which Threlkeld had bequeathed to him. Not 
until 1892 did Fraser reinstate Threlkeld into the hierarchy 
of pioneer Australian linguists. The writings of Elkin, 
Champion, Capell and others have helped to preserve 
Threlkeld's standing in pioneer linguistics and local 
history. It is hoped that Threlkeld's own writings will 
ultimately justify the 'undying fame' forecast at the close 
of his own life. 
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of Australia, 

193 The Colonist, Vol. II (1836), 102. For a similar attack in 1838 
and Threlkeld's defence see the text at p. 140. 

194 Sec Threlkeld to M'Leay, 4 February 1835 - Archives, 
C.S.I.L. 24/1163, 16 Feb, 1835. Enclosed in letter from John 
Kirkeld, Att. General's Office, 12 March 1835, explaining 
situation. With 35/5032. 

195 The official correspondence regarding these trials has not been 
included. Threlkeld was detained for long periods in Sydney. 
From 3-5 August 1835 he was interpreter at the trial of 
Hobby and Maitland Paddy, He was then requested by the 
Crown officers to remain, although he was not required in 
court until the 22nd. In the trial of Katera Jackey and Jemmy 
(6 May 1836) he received £5, in that ofJack Congo Morral and 
George Bummary (13 May 1836), £2.10.0. He was allowed 
£5 above his allowance for travelling expenses as a witness. 

196 See note 185, 

197 See "Minute Book of the Committee for the German 
Mission" in Papers of J. D. Lang, Vol. XX, M.L. In con
formity with his reconciliation with the L.M.S. Threlkeld 
had already accepted appointment to the committee of the 
Australian Auxiliary to that society in 1838. For further 
detail concerning the post mission period see Champion, 
op. cit., 393-403. 

198 The Reminiscences were partly compiled from material in 
Threlkeld's diaries. As the first Aboriginal sections seem to 
derive their framework from Threlkeld's 1825 Report (see 
pp. 189-94), it is possible that he expanded his material from 
memory without the use of notebooks. 

199 S.G., 3 April 1834. For an account of the Ebenezer Coal 
Works see the chapter by Keith H. Clouten, Reid's Mistake: 
The Story of Lake Macq11arie from its Dlscovery until 1890, 
Lake Macquarie Shire Council, 1967, 93-103. See also 
Threlkeld's examination before the Select Committee on 
Coal Inquiry, 8 June 1847, in N.S.W, Leg. Council, Notes 
& Proceedings 1847, II, 355-362. 

200 Quoted Champion, op. cit., 410. 

201 According to Champion (op. cit., 359-60) the reason for the 
sale was 'the financial failure of Threlkeld's eldest son ... 
Quite a number of Threlkeld's friends were involved in this 
failure, these included Thomas Amdell ... Robert Campbell 
of The Wharf, and other prominent business men of Sydney 
and Newcastle'. The trustees to whom the property was 
assigned by Threlkeld were John Campbell, T. W. Smart (of 
the Commercial Banking Co. of Sydney) and R. Bourne of 
Pitt Street. See Advertisement in the Sydney Momi11g Herald, 
19 December 1844. The estimated value of the Ebenezer 
Coal Estate, based on the extent and thickness of the seams, 
and given to the trustees in 1844 was £34,416.13.4. Threlkeld 
reported to the Committee on Coal Enquiry (see note 199) : 
'Respecting the real value of this property, it was sold by the 
Trustees at public auction, to the mortgagee, December, 
1844, including the farms, on which improvements had been 
made in buildings, &c., to the amount of £1,132 together 
with five acres of land at the Heads of the Lake, implements 
of husbandry, carpenters', smiths', and shipwrights' tools, 
farm horses, cows and bullocks. Also, three horses, two 
drays, one cart, one gig, &c., in Sydney; likewise, two 
schooners fifty tons each, one schooner sixteen tons, one 
barge thirty tons, two ten ton boats, besides other articles, 
all in one lump, for the sum of £3,450.' 

202 These articles included such subtitles as "More Delusions", 
"More Games among the Popes", and "The Black Book" . 
Another series of articles was entitled "The Mystery of the 
Jews", 

203 'I have been for ten days an inmate of the Sydney Infirmary 
.. , One afternoon I was much surprised to see the table, 
which stands in the centre of No, 4 Ward cleared and a 
Bible placed upon it, and a chair at its head; and presently 
in came a man, calling himself a minister, with tracts in his 
hand, who, after going round to the several patients, and 
enquiring into their physical and spiritual condition, and 
leaving his tracts as he thought they suited, he sat down, 
read a chapter in the Bible, and ranted for about twenty-five 
minutes, during which part he made a most unprovoked 
attack on the Sacrament of Penance as held by the Catholic 
Church, and then he summed up with what lte termed a 
prayer. Finding I was a Catholic, he placed in my hand a 
tract entitled, "Forty-two reasons, why I am not a Catholic." 
On enquiry I found that the same scene is repeated weekly. 
By what authority or permission I could not ascertain. I 
trust this statement will speak for itself. Why are Catholics 
(and not only Catholics, but all persons who differ in religious 
opinion from the Rev. L. E. Threlkeld, for so he styles 
himself) - I say, why are they to be annoyed - why are 
their ears to be pained with the rantings and cantings of 
such an extravagant expounder of Inspired Writ - I might 
say illiterate, for grammatical errors were far from scarce!' 
The Freeman's Joumal, Sydney, 11 November 1854. For a 
comment in defence of Threlkeld see The Chdstia11 Herald 
, , ., Vol. II, 324 (18 November 1854). 

204 The intervention of the French at Tahiti in 1842 produced 
considerable agitation in Britain and Australia. Public meetings 
were held, the first in Exeter Hall by an inter-denominational 
gathering in April1843. A similar public meeting was convened 
in the City Theatre, Sydney, on 6 June 1844, with the Mayor 
of Sydney in the chair. Threlkeld was one of the speakers who 
included Dr Lang, Dr Robert Ross, the W esleyans Mansfield 
and Draper, the Rev, John Saunders and a number of 
politicians. Duplicates of the documents drawn up by 
Threlkeld and Bourne are held by the Congregational 
Historical Society of N.S.W., Sydney. These documents 
were accepted as evidence, and in June 1847 Palmerston and 
the Comte de Jarnac signed a convention recognising the 
independence of the Leeward Islands. 
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See Threlkeld to E. Deas Thomson, 9 February 1846, C.O' 
201, N.S.W. Governor's Despatches, No. 5, 7 March 1846; 
Threlkeld to Tidman, 26 February~ 7 March and 1 . May 
1846 with enclosures, L.M.S., Australia Letters; also duplicates 
held,by Camden College, The Glebe, N.S.W. 

205 For Threlkeld's open letter to the "Memb~rs of the Legisl~tiv;c; 
Council of New South Wales, and the Fnends ofEducatton 
and his correspondence with W. C. Wills a~~ the Board of 
National Education, Sydney, see The Clmstwn Herald, 11 
June 1853, pp. 139-41. 

206 Threlkeld to Sadleir, 5 February 1859, Dixson Library, Add. 
3 'Momentos of Old Sydney', p. 205. 

207 See his petition to Governor Gipps dated 26 February 1841 
(Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2539-1) 41/2691 enclosed with 41/3348), 
Letter to S.M.H., 5 September 1851, and his printed circular 
on Universal Petmy Postage (C.S.I.L. (4/3360), Reg. no. 
57/2711). 

208 Quoted Champion, op. cit., 401. The original of this diary 
is now held by the Mission to Seamen, Sydney. 

209 See Champion, loc. cit. Until the. day. of ~s death Threlkeld 
continued to preach. A marked Btble mhented ?Y Mr R. <?· 
Arndell contains the cue marks to the preaching places m 
his long Sydney ministry - South Hea~ Chapel,. Mr 
Saunder's Baptist, Parramatta Street, Mr Quadfe Parralll:atta, 
Mariner's Church, Mr Allen's Church, Congregattonal 
Church Pitt Street, private house Pitt Street. 

210 The AustraUan Home Companiott & Band of Hope ]oumal, 
Sydney 1859 Vol. IV, 461. For other obituaries see Sydney 
Moming Herald, 13 October. 1~59; The .Christian Cabinet with 
which ls i11corporated tire Clmstwn Chromcle: A Weekly News
paper {or tl1e Clmrclres, London, 29 February 1860, Vol. V- 243, 
469-70· Tire Fdend, a Semi-Montlily ]oumal, devoted to 
Tempe;ance, Seamen, Marine & General Imelligence, Honolulu, 
1860, Vol. XVII (IX), 38. 



Reverend Lancelot E. Threlkeld 

c. 1815 

Sir Thomas Brisbane 
c. 1823 
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Biraban (John M'Gill) 
1839 

Reverend Samuel Marsden 
c. 1835 

George Bennet 
c. 1831 

Bishop William Grant Broughton 
c. 1850 
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Reverend Daniel Tyerman 

c. 1820 

Sir William Westbrook Burton 
c. 1858 



'The Sugar Loaf Mountain, near New Castle, New South Wales' by J. Lycett, 1827. 
Rex Nan Kivell Collection, National Library of Australia. 

'Corroboree' at Newcastle by Captain James Wallis. 
Rex Nan Kivell Collection, National Library of Australia. 
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Reminiscences of the Aborigines of 
New South Wales 
Traits rif the Aborigines 
rif New South Wales 

JEMMY 

T HE ABORIGINES OF NEW SoUTH WALES, like most ignorant savage 
tribes, are remarkably superstitious. The most hardy and daring 
of these deluded men, as well as the most timid, dread some invisible 

being, whom, in this part of the colony, they call Kon (pronounced 
Cone), but called by different names in other districts [seep. 62). One 
of their old men, the chief of a tribe, when conversing on the subject, 
observed that no one had ever seen Kon, although he could always see 
them; that he was more swift than a horse, and glided like the rainbow; 
that he made every thing; that he !Vas a man; that he is a spirit. The people 
attach a great regard to the efficacy of fire as a propitiatory offering; and 
when travelling, frequently place a firebrand in a tree adjacent to the 
spot selected for their resting-place during the night, with a view to 
excite the attention and propitiate the favour of Kon [seep. 125]. 

Physicians, or more properly sorcerers, are common amongst them, 
and are applied to by persons affiicted with disease, the cause of which 
is generally imputed to the incantations of some distant wizard. In such 
instances a messenger is despatched to some reputed skilful native doctor, 
who, on his arrival, waits at a respectful distance until the eldest of their 
tribe invites him to their fire. After taking some food, he examines his 
patient, and then retires into a wood, where he professes to discover the 
cause of the indisposition complained o£ It is generally ascribed to a 
boue, which magical art dexterously contrives to insert wherever the 
seat of the pain is described [seep. 53]. In order to extract this bone, no 
small degree of gravity is assumed, while, at the same time, an equal 
degree of artifice is employed. The physician feels roughly the part 
affected; he then breathes on it, and, after other usages, deposits in the 
grass what he pretends to have extracted from the part affected. A light 
is then procured, and a diligent search commenced, when bones are 
sure to be discovered, which, it is said, were extracted from the seat of 
the pain. These pieces of bone are triumphantly and carefully arranged 
on the boughs of some adjacent tree, and are exhibited as certain proofs 
of the skill of the practitioner, and of the cure of the patient. The practice 
of the art of healing, or, if we may be allowed the term, the profession 
of surgery amongst the aborigines of New South Wales, is nevertheless 
a dangerous one; for should the sufferer not recover, or especially should 
death ensue, the doctor is then charged with having killed the patient, 
and must submit to consequences, sanctioned by usages, which with 
them have all the force oflaw. The punishment prescribed to be inflicted 
on the individual who undertakes the cure of the deceased person, but 
fails, is as follows: The person thus accused, is required to stand with 
only a wooden shield to protect him, whilst the disappointed and
infuriated relatives of the deceased hurl their spears at his person with 
all that strength and skill for which they are so peculiarly distinguished; 
yet it is a remarkable fact, that a wound is seldom given excepting when 
the shield and grasping hand are transfixed by the penetrating spear [see 
p. 61}. With these people, as with the generality of savage and un
civ:ilized tribes, war is one of the chief pursuits of life; the principal 
weapons employed by them are, the spear, the shield, and occasionally 
the club; and they are commonly remarkable for their skill and dexterity 
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in the use of these implements of war. They throw their 
spears with great precision and force, but ward them off 
or receive them on their shields with astonishing dexterity. 
So quick-sighted are they, that they not unfrequently arrest 
two spears, coming in different directions at nearly the 
same time, and receive them in their shield. The spear is 
generally from six to seven feet in length, the point is 
formed of hard iron-wood, and is frequently barbed; 
the other part is of a light bulrush substance, sometimes 
of the stalk of the gigantic lily, but more commonly of 
the grass tree. This being thrown by a lever three feet 
long, impels it witl1 a force sufficient to penetrate the 
ordinary kinds of wood nearly an inch, which is the usual 
thickness of the shield. Their shields are made of wood, 
they are oval, and pointed, about three feet long, and 
eighteen inches wide at the broadest part; they are variously 
painted with a white-coloured earth resembling pipe-clay, 
and are crossed with two red bands or stripeS [sec p. 68]. 

The aborigines have also what they designate their 
ceremonies of initiation into certain brotherhoods: the 
knocking out of a front tooth [sec p. 50] constitutes a 
leading part of this ceremony, the preparations for which 
occupy many days. A particular change in selected terms 
in their language gives the sign to an initiated brother 
which, if he answers aright, shows that he is one of their 
order. The metaphorical term used is Yarro, the literal 
import of which is "an egg", which the individual initiated 
demands: should the person addressed say in reply, he 
has no eggs, this proves his not belonging to the fraternity; 
but if he answer, "Which do you require, fire or waten" 
the true token is thus given, and they immediately join 
the company at the fire. Communications between distant 
tribes, although, perhaps, hundreds of miles may intervene, 
are much more frequent than is commonly imagined by 
Europeans. The grass-tree, which furnishes material for 
their spears, grows on the sea coast, whence large bundles 
of manufactured spears are sent into the interior; those 
who send them receiving in return hanks of line, spun 
by hand from the fur of animals of the oppossum tribe.2 

A great variety of languages, differing from each otl1er 
in some particulars, and peculiar to each tribe in the 
neighbouring districts, is, almost universally believed to 
exist, and is consequently urged as an impediment to any 
successful efforts for their instruction. It is true, that there 
are dialects; but, radically considered, the language of very 
many tribes is the same. 

Obtaining a knowledge of this language appears to be 
attended with much greater difficulty tl1an was experienced 
in the acquisition of the language of the South Sea Islanders, 
arising from the impracticability of associating with the 
natives, in consequence of their habits of life being such 
as to preclude all intercourse;-while the employments of 
the natives, viz. hunting and fishing necessarily lead them 
to frequent change of place in search of sustenance. The 
language is also much more complicated in its structure 
and peculiar in its idioms than that of the South Sea 
Islanders; it possesses more extensive dual numbers, and 
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cot~ oint dual cases of the nominative and accusative cases, 
expressed in one pronoun; a peculiarity unknown in any 
other language.3 Desides tills, it contains a number of 
declensions, and cases indefinite and definite, tenses, &c., 
together with various conjugations of verbs. What has 
llltherto been considered as the mere chatter of babboons, 
is found to possess a completeness and extent, by the most 
simple combinations, that must eventually combat and 
defeat the bold yet groundless assertions of many who 
maintain, "that the blacks of New South Wales are 
incapable of receiving instruction." [seep. 69). A grammar 
of tl1eir language is now in progress, and will, it is hoped, 
soon be completed. 

The means at present employed for the instruction of 
the aborigines, are tl1e existing establishment at Ebenezer, 
Lake Macquarie, commenced originally on the opposite 
side of the Lake, under the auspices of the London 
Missionary Society, whose patronage was withdrawn some 
years ago. Since this period, the venerable the Archdeacon 
Broughton has kindly fostered the attempt, in obtaining 
an allowance of £150 per annum for the support of the 
missionary, together with the maintenance of four con
victs, as labourers, from the Government. The specific 
object in tills undertaking is to impart to the aborigines 
every kind of valuable information, especially instruction, 
through the medium, of their own language, in the gospel 
of God our Saviour, which, being the power of God to 
salvation, can, and we trust will, effectually produce in 
their minds and manners a holy reform, lasting as eternity. 
The Gospel of St. Luke has undergone tluee revisals, and 
waits only for the completion of the grammar to decide 
the orthography previous to its being sent to the prcss.4 
An excellent selection of prayers, and passages from holy 
writ, by the Archdeacon, is also awaiting a similar correc
tion.S A small place of worship is about to be erected, 
in which it is most earnestly hoped that our slender means 
will allow us, before long, to teach the natives, in their 
own tongue, from the unerring word of God. 

About three hundred miles in the interior, at Wellington 
Valley, another establishment was formed during the year 
1832, by the Church Missionary Society, in which there 
are two missionaries engaged [seep. 25]. To tllls establish
ment, also, Government allows an atmual support. The 
efforts made for the conversion of the heathen in New 
South Wales, appear to be confmed to the resources of 
these two establishments. In this field for missionary 
labour, there is nothing that is calculated to produce the 
mere excitement of feeling; nor must we presume to hope 
for victory, unless in dependence on that omnipotent 
Holy Spirit, who alone can change the heart of man, 
whether civilized or savage; who alone can make him a new 
creature, and consequently a sincere Christian, and a useful 
member of society, wherever the providence of God may 
place lllm. But in the use of appointed means, and in humble 
faitl1 depending on the Divine promises, we may expect 
the fulfilment of tl1at prophecy which declares, that "the 
wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad for them, and 
the desert shall rejoice, and blosSom as the rose". 

Reminiscences I82J-I826 

MICKIE 

HAVING ENTERED AGAlN into God's holy ordinance of marriage [sec 
p. 21], we were about to return witl1 all speed to my coadjutor at 
Raiatea [Reverend John Williams], when I was requested by the 

Deputation from the London Missionary Society, at the suggestion of 
His Excellency the Governor, Sir Thomas Brisbane, and Saxe Bannister, 
Esq., the tl1en Attorney-General, to undertake -and immediately com
mence a mission to the Aborigines of New South Wales.6 A lively 
interest had just sprung up on this subject, and the Governor, with many 
others, appeared very anxious that something should be attempted on 
their behalf. Reports of an extraordinary nature had been circulated 
by a certain party, that at Moreton Bay the Blacks were in thousands; 
-that they were far more advanced in civilized life than the Aborigines 
about Sydney; -that they dwelt in regular built huts, forming a sort 
of village, and tl1at an open field appeared for ministerial labour amongst 
them [see p. 15]. The numbers of the Natives were represented, by 
common report, as being about two million in Australia,? and, after 
a careful consideration of the subject, I consented to make tl1e experi
ment. It was suggested by the Governor that I should he placed on the 
commission of the peace, but this was declined on the grotmd of the 
unseemliness of being a messenger of peace and of wrath at the same 
time.8 But no objection was made to my officiating to our unfortunate 
fellow-creatures who were under the sentence of the Law as convicts 
at Moretot;t Bay.9 On the part of the Government it was determined· 
that a free passage for myself and family should be provided thither; 
that a home should be granted rent-free; we were to be placed upon 
the stores for provisions with such government indulgences as were 
usual in those days; but no salary was to be allowed by the Government. 
The Deputation on the part of the London Missionary Society engaged 
to provide for all other wants from the ftmds of the Society without 
specifying any particular sum.lO The Governor was about to pay a 
visit to Moreton Bay and thought it advisable that I should accompany 
him in the vessel to examine for myself the locality and I was directed 
to hold myself in readiness for the intended trip. I confess that I was 
simple enough to believe all tills, but circumstances soon undeceived me, 
soon convinced me that the Psalmist's caution to "put not your trust in 
princes nor in the son of man" is as equally applicable in these days as 
in those of the Royal Singer of Israel. An intimation was thereafter 
received that there would not be accommodation for me in the vessel, 
whilst a tub of a boat was tendered[,] the "Mars", which was wrecked 
shortly afterwards, and further information through the Attorney 
Gelleral on the return of the Governor stated that there had been grea~ 
exaggeration respecting the Aborigines, and tl1at tl1e Government 
declined all further assistance save a free passage to Moreton Bay! 
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The Attorney General expressed his deep regret that 
matters should so suddenly take such an untoward turn; 
but there was an under-current at work which effectually 
prevent~d the attempt being made at Moreton Bay. A 
consultation was held by the Deputation and Saxe 
Bannister Esq., the Attorney General, when it was 
determined to carry on the mission independently of the 
Government at a place called "Reid's Mistake," the name 
of the entrance to Lake Macquarie, near Newcastle, a 
place of considerable resort for the Aborigines of that 
district and represented as suitable for a missionary station, 
the whole expense of this institution to be borne by the 
London Missionary Society. As such my instructions were 
to proceed immediately and commence operations with 
all speed [seep. 178]. Such is the substance of the formation 
of the Mission to the Aborigines at Lake Macquarie, New 
South Wales in 1824. It is proper to state that Sir Thomas 
Brisbane expressed himself in a letter to the deputation 
"as happy to afford protection to the Rev. Mr. Threlkeld 
during tl1e period of his valuable and important experi
ment to civilize them,"ll (the Aborigines) and 10,000 acres 
of land were subsequently set apart in trust by His 
Excellency for the Aborigines at Lake Macquarie. It was 
deemed expedient that I should visit that part of the 
country in the first instance before our final removal from 
Sydney and on March 4th, 1825, the "Lord Liverpool," 
the then only packet, Captain Alexander Livingston, 
conveyed myself and my wife's brother [James Arndcll] 
to Newcastle in order to examine the site for the intended 
mission [see p. 85]. Newcastle at this time was in a 
transition state from a penal settlement to that of a free 
one. The Aborigines were seen here in their native habits, 
lowered a few grades by intercourse with Europeans. 
A good feeling existed betwixt the free inhabitants amount
ing to only about thirty persons, of this all but deserted 
village and the blacks, who were treated, generally 
speaking, more like spoiled pets than with any thing of 
a hostile feeling. The Clergyman, the Surgeon, the Officer, 
and the Magistrate all took a lively interest on their behalf 
and expressed themselves pleased with the contemplated 
mission.12 

It was the custom at this time for the Aborigines both 
male and female to parade the streets without a particle 
of clothing, and it struck me very forcibly, on my first 
landing in Sydney in 1817, to observe such scenes in the 
midst of what was called a civilized community, and 
when walking one day with some colonial Ladies, and 
meeting a mixed party of undressed natives of both 
sexes, no slight embarrassment was felt as how dexterously 
to avoid the unseemly meeting, but this was speedily 
removed by their claiming old acquaintance privileges, 
and entering into a friendly conversation with our friends. 
It is astonishing how soon custom forms habits the most 
opposite to those esteemed in our native land. Amongst 
the naked Sons and Daughters of nature who visited us 
at Newcastle, for it was soon rumoured amongst the 
tribes that one had come down amongst them to seek to 
do them good, we observed some of the women with a 
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large scar burned on the outside of the right thigh, so 
much so, in some instances, as to raise a large welt of 
flesh some 3 or 4 inches long and nearly an inch and a 
half wide [see p. 183]. Inquiring the cause of such marks, 
we were informed that it was a sign of mourning, that 
on the death of a relative, the female herself with heroic 
firnmess applies a fire-brand to her own thigh and bums 
the requisite length and breadth according to the feeling 
of grief for the departed! Such was the fashion of mourning 
for the dead.13 Other rites and ceremonies were observed 
which will be hereafter noticed. Another circumstance 
attracted our attention, namely: we perceived that several 
of the women and young girls too, one of about five years 
of age, had lost their little fingers on the right-hand at 
the second joint [see p. 86]. We ascertained that this 
practice of amputation at the joint was customary amongst 
the fisher-women in order, as it was supposed, to facilitate, 
the throwing of the fishing-line from the hand on which 
it is coiled, without entanglement with the little finger.l4 
The mode of separation at the joint was by ligature. The 
women themselves twisted a cord made of hair around 
the joint tightening it daily until inflammation and 
mortification had separated the joint. It is astonishing how 
they could bear so lengthened and painful an operation 
as tl1e one described: Custom however sanctions many 
strange things. We were detained by the inclemency of 
the weather for several days the rain fell in torrents and 
the River Hunter rose 24 feet flooding many parts in the 
neighbourhood [see p. 86]. At this period the March 
rains were looked for periodically and the floods anticipated; 
now, 1854, we have had for some years, our periodical 
rains in June and July, so altered arc the seasons in New 
South Wales. Our Sable brethren felt keenly the severity 
of the weather, and shivering, begged for bread and 
tobacco, retiring at night to their bush encampments where 
they Stmg their dismal ditties to wile away the time. We 
gave some tobacco to a black who shortly afterwards 
returned complaining that a croppylS (for they so termed 
the prisoners), had called to him to take some biscuit and 
that when he went to him he snatched the tobacco out of 
his hand and kept it. It was one of tl1e Jail gang working 
in irons who thus acted towards the aborigine. There was 
a more serious evil to which the Black men were subject 
namely - the taking away of their wives which often 
caused serious disturbances. 

The weather breaking up for a few hours we formed a 
party and travelled about 9 miles towards Lake Macquarie, 
where we found a large fresh water marsh surrounded by 
hills and literally covered with wild geese [see p. 86). 
Our blacks shot seven, secured three, and the multitude 
of wild fow 1 resembled a well stocked rookery as they 
soared above us when disturbed by our guns.l6 We 
ascended a high mountain and surveyed at a few miles 
distance Lake Macquarie some 20 miles, in extent from 
North to South. The weather again became threatening 
and torrents of rain compelled our return to Newcastle 
which we reached in the evening completely drenched. 
On the following day the chaplain of the settlement, the 

Rev. Mr. Middleton accompanied us to Lake Macquarie, 
but it was impossible to choose a site until more of the 
Lake could be examined, which was necessary to defer 
until myself and family should return to Newcastle to 
reside for a season. In the evening the blacks assembled, 
had a dance, enquired how long it would be before I 
returned from Sydney, and on two moons being mentioned 
they shouted in approbation [see pp. 87, 181]. It was 
considered by the chaplain, the commandant, the oflicer 
in command, the surgeon, and others friendly to tl1e cause 
at Newcastle, that Lake Macquarie appeared to be the 
most eligible situation for a Missionary station for the 
Aborigines of the district of Hunter River. It was stated 
that about three hundred natives would assemble there 
when the mission should become cstablished.l7 The 
Commandant kindly offered the use of the government 
cottage which was unoccupied should it be sanctioned at 
head quarters, the which was subsequently granted, and 
after being detained several days longer through gales of 
wind, we returned to Sydney. 

On my return to our cottage in Sydney, we fmmd that 
robbers had taken advantage of our absence and plundered 
us of £25 cash, besides articles of value, leaving my 
writing desk and papers scattered upon the race course.l8 
Suspicion fell upon a convict servant left in charge, but 
the actual thief was not discovered. 

We reported progress to the Governor who issued the 
order for reserving 10,000 acres of land at Lake Macquarie 
in trust for the Aborigines and we made the necessary 
preparations to return to Newcastle and reside for a 
season until a habitation could be erected at Lake Macquarie 
for our residence on the site of the intended Mission. 

* * * * * 

WE LEFT SYDNEY on the 7th of May, 1825 for Newcastle 
to commence operations at Lake Macquarie, as soon as 
circumstances would permit.19 The Government cottage 
was granted for our temporary place of residence, and 
directly we had entered therein the tribe of blacks belonging 
to Newcastle took up their abode outside our house witllln 
the enclosed premises where I erected my tent in order to 
have them with me in the daytime for the purpose of 
obtaining a knowledge of their language. It was impossible 
to permit the blacks to have that free access to any room 
in the house for the purpose of conversation, as was our 
practice in the Islands,20 in consequence of their filthy 
habits and disgusting appearance, being often in a state 
of nudity. But the tent, furnished me by the kind wn
sideration of His Honor, Chief Justice Forbes [sec p. 229], 
obviated the difficulty, so far as respected the annoyance 
consequent on my intended intercourse with the natives 
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in regard to my family; personally I had to put up with 
and bear, as patiently as I could, with much that caru10t 
be stated in a publication. 

Part of our goods came down in the "Eclipse;" a small 
vessel, which sailed from Sydney to Newcastle for a 
cargo of coals.21 We landed all, but the trifling iron work 
belonging to a dray. At dinner time the gang of convicts, 
employed according to the custom, to load the vessels 
with coals took advantage of the crew being below 
fastened them down, hove up tl1e anchor, made sail and 
got safely out to sea [sec p. 88]; they then put the crew 
into the boat and sent them ashore with their very respect
ful compliments to the Commandant Captain Allman J22 
The Village was in an uproar, there was rmming hither 
and thither, but nothing could be done, for there was no 
other vessel in the harbour to go after them, and all that 
the powers that were, and the Inhabitants of Newcastle 
could do, was to go up to the signal station, and look at 
the Vessel crowding sail steering due east until she went 
out of sight! The Native camp which surrounded our 
habitation gave a cheerfulness to the scene at night in 
consequence of the number of fires kept up by tl1e families 
at the front of their respective sleeping places, which were 
mere erections of boughs of trees, or sheets of bark placed 
upright supported by stakes. The blacks chose our place 
of residence for tl1eir new encampment they having been 
so frequently molested by many of the prisoners of the 
crown who perambulated the settlement in the night for 
purposes that would not bear the light of day. Our sable 
friends determined to celebrate our arrival amongst them 
with a ball and supper, and when all was prepared, late 
in the evening, messengers came to invite us to the enter
tainment in due form. About 40 natives were assembled 
and the music commenced, two sticks knocked together 
by one of the eldest of the men, which kept good time to 
the intonation of both male and female performers who 
chaunted the tune for the dancers, some joining in both 
exercises keeping the most exact time with the music of 
the sticks, tl1e strains of the voice, the contortions of the 
body, and stamping of the feet [see p. 88]. The first set 
too of the dance was indescribable, the second part consisted 
of the Kangaroo dance,23 in which the blacks place their 
waddies, so as to resemble the tail of a kangaroo, and 
stooping forward in a bending posture, as though they 
were on all fours, each one placed his hands on the one 
before him ncar the sham tail, when they all jumped 
together, going round in a circle, like kangaroos, making 
a peculiar noise to imitate the cry of the animal, grunting 
- "Wa! Wa! Wa!" and making the ground resound 
with the stamping of their feet. 

In regard to the supper, it consisted of Kangaroo, 
Wollabi,24 a small species of the same, and fish cooked 
by being thrown on the fire, when after the fur and skin 
of the animals were thorough[ly] scorched, black as 
charcoa 1, the carcasc was carved with a small hatchet into 
small portions, and pieces were thrown to the company 
who squatted on the grass.25 The fish underwent a similar 



process and the entrails were given to the famished dogs 
who were howling and fighting for their share of the 
feast. The supper preceded the ball. No native will engage 
in any amusement, save hunting, with an empty stomach. 
And the reply, 'very hungry' is deemed quite a sufficient 
excuse for declining to engage in any enterprise whatsoever. 
It was near midnight when the dance was concluded and 
on our retiring the Aborigines thanked us for our visit. 
It was a fortunate circumstance that about 4 or 5 of the 
adult aborigines and one a boy about 6 or 7 years old 
named Brown,26 who since accompanied the lamented 
Liechart [Ludwig Leichhardt], and but recently died, spoke 
a little of broken English. There were no other means of 
acquiring the language, but direct from the natives, and 
it was maintained by many in the colony tlut the Blacks 
had no language at all but were only a race of the monkey 
tribe !27 Tills was a convenient assumption, for if it could 
be proved that the Aborigines of New South Wales 
were only a species of wild beasts, there could be no guilt 
attributed to those who shot them off or poisoned them 
as cumberers of the earth. Conversing with an interesting 
Black, named Jemmy,28 I endeavoured to ascertain their 
ideas respecting the creation of the Sun, Moon and Stars 
[see p. 88]. The answer was that a black fellow, a long 
time ago, made them by throwing the vermin from his 
head into the fire wlllch became a black fellow who 
made them !29 In order to obtain a knowledge of the 
language it was necessary to be amongst the natives as 
much as possible, the tent drew many who s[a]t smoking 
their pipes around a charcoal fire answering such questions 
as I proposed, until the fumes of the fire, the everlasting 
stench of Tobacco, and the disagreable smell of their own 
persons would compel me frequently to take refuge in 
the open air. A boat, became the most agreable way of 
obtaining words for a vocabulary. And by supplying the 
Blacks with fish-hooks, tobacco, and other little articles 
I could secure a party at any time when the weather was 
favourable for fishing. Sometimes I accompanied them in 
their hunting excursions, but this caused more bodily 
fatigue than could be well sustained without the advantage 
contemplated in obtaining phrases in their language. For 
when the sun is fully up, the whole tribe prepares for the 
hunt by taking their spears, throwing-sticks, hatchets, and 
fire-brands, proceeding to the hills, they scatter themselves 
so as to surround a valley, leaving the entrance guarded 
by several good marksmen armed with spears. The 
surrounding party then begin to enclose shouting with 
all their might, but still in regular time. The Kangaroos 
and other animals become alarmed and make towards the 
entrance of the valley, where a shower of spears transfix 
them in their endeavour to escape. 

It is a most picturesque sight to see a naked well-formed 
aborigine standing on the left leg with spear poised, and 
the other drawn up resting the sole of the right foot on 
the inside of the knee joint of the standing limb. Not a 
muscle moves, his bright black eyes glance, under the 
arched eyebrows, piercing as it were the bush, to observe 
the slightest motion and dart his spear, generally with an 
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unerring aim, into the unsuspecting victim [see p. 90]. 
Having obtained a sufficiency for their craving appetite, 
a fire is kindled on the spot and the animals are 
grilled, and as the flesh becomes partially cooked it 
is torn off, and eaten, whilst the blood streams down the 
arm of the hunter whether Male or Female in a most 
disgusting manner. The residue is thrown in the fire to 
repeat the process and when the whole is devoured and 
the party gorged, they have a smoke[,] lie down and go 
to sleep. 

It was quite sufficient to accompany two or three such 
hunting excursions to be convinced that no practical good 
would result from a continuance of the witnessing of such 
filthy sports. Much more knowledge as to their language 
was obtained by providing the natives with a fowling
piece and ammunition to shoot birds or other animals 
as came in the way. Whilst I with note book in hand 
alphabetically paged put down in order such words as 
could be obtained whilst walking and talking with them 
in the bush. The first difficulty in the obtaining a know
ledge of the language was to ascertain the natural sounds 
of their tongue; then, how their sounds be represented, 
by what character, - the Roman, or by characters cast 
expressly for the purpose. It was decided to adopt the 
Roman with the continental sound of the Vowels as used 
in the neighbouring Islands.30 It was suggested to use the 
English sounds31 but I found that it would be very in
convenient to do so, botl1 in printing and writing as well 
as in the appearance of the language when it should be 
forth-coming from the press:- Example:- Bataba, the 
name of a place,32 written according to the continent[al] 
sound of the vowels would have to be printed Bah-tah-bah, 
according to the English sound of the vowels. So, also, 
Bi-[ra]-ban, an Eagle Hawk, also the name of a favorite 
Black, my valuable assistant in obtaitllng a knowledge of 
the language, would be thus:- Be-rah-bah11, causing an 
unnecessary lengthening of the word in all instances. No 
one, but those engaged in similar engagements, can 
conceive the difficulty there is to obtain the natural sounds 
of a language to form an Alphabet where none already 
exists. It is comparatively a very easy task to obtain an 
insight to a written language, whether European or Asiatic, 
not excluding the Chinese itsel£ The Aborigines soon 
ascertained my wish to be able to converse with them 
in their own tongue, and it afforded them much amusement 
to correct my blunders, point out my errors, not un
frequently ending with the unclassical reprimand of -
"What for you so stupid, you very stupid fellow." The 
women and children were the most patient in hearing 
and answering questions, tl1e females especially in per
severing to make me understand the meaning of a phrase. 
I was soon looked upon as a friend, and nothing of im
portance could transpire without their brit1ging me 
intelligence, so far as they knew themselves, of the various 
reports of wars, rumours of wars amongst themselves, 
or outrages committed against them by the invaders of 
their country, the powerful tribes of the numberless 
Whites. 

Death and Buria/33 
How CERTAIN IT IS that the Gentiles whilst strangers to 
the covenants of promise have no hope and arc without 
God in this world, living in bondage under the fear of 
death all their life long. How strongly is this manifested 
in the Aborigines of this colony. They cannot bear to 
speak of death, or of a dead person; they will not even 
mention his name. It is very painful to behold a death 
amongst them. 

Returning home one evening, we heard a most melan
choly cry amidst the tribe assembled around us, and on 
going amongst them, to ascertain tl1e cause, found t_hat it 
arose in consequence of a little girl being at the pomt of 
death [see p. 89]. On the following day I _went and ad
ministered medicine to some tl1at were stck. A female 
physician was engaged using her skill to cure the dyi~g 
girl. Her practice, would not be quickly adopted b~ whtte 
male or female doctors of medicine, whether the dtploma 
were obtained from London or America, where women 
physicians practice with better success than did tl1eir sister 
the female Aboriginal medical wom{a]n of New South 
Wales. The process of cure was very mysterious:- an 
old woman, whose skill was said to be never failing, sat 
by the side of the patient lying on the ground upon sheets 
of bark in the open air. Beside the practitioner, was a 
piece of bark tied up at each end so as to form a ~d of 
oblong bowl, in which was fresh water. She held 111 her 
hand a long cord made of oppossum hair, spun by the 
hand, one end of which was fastened like a girdle around 
the sick girl's waist. The other end was held by the woman 
with her hands about one foot apart from each other, the 
which portion of the cord she dipped into the water in 
the vessel now placed before her. The wetted string she 
placed inside her under lip and kept drawing it backwards 
and forwards, repeatedly dipping it in the water, until 
the skin was completely abraded, and the inside of the 
lip bled profusely, which she spat into the dish, tl1e more 
it bled, the more frequently it was dipped in the bowl 
until the water was completely coloured with blood! 
She then rested awhile, awaiting the effects of tills mode 
of operation. It was very evident that such physicians 
could not have many patients to attend to each day. This 
however, did not arise from the consideration that they 
were physicians of no value, for great faith was placed in 
such modes of proceeding. It was supposed that the one 
end of the cord fastened round the body of the patient, 
the other end of which passed through the mouth of the 
female doctor, and the blood being seen to descend into 
the bowl of water, conveyed the disease out of the body 
into the liquid by some process unknown to any but the 
practitioner.34 And thus the imaginatio~ was played upon 
by a deception, which, like the fallactes of the present 
day, make fools of many who esteem themselves as wise. 
On explaining to them that the blood came ~r?m 'the 
inside of the lip of the female, who was exerctsmg her 
skill, the compliment of "stupid" was unceremoniously 
applied to my perceptive powers. "What for you so 
stupid, look at the blood!" was all the reply I got, save 
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a rather contemptible ·glance from the female physician 
for my extreme ignorance; not without an express~on of 
anger at my interference with her gentle craft, m her 
professional duties. However, the girl died in a few days 
afterwards, and it was well that her death was not latd 
to my charge. Many a time have Missionaries been openly 
charged as being the cause of the sicknesses which appeared 
amongst those with whom they sojourned, and often there 
is a seenllng cause to sanction the idea amongst minds 
which do not reason correctly.35 For instance, hardly a 
vessel visits an Island without bringing some new com
plaint, and even in this colony, how many diseases of the 
old country have been known to be brought hither, 
and which diseases were not known before in New South 
Wales. The Aborigines had great faith in the skill of an 
old man in the mountains, who occasionally visited 
Newcastle, but in the present instance there was nO 
opportunity to procure him for a consultation. Fees were 
out of the question, nothing of the kind existed amongst 
them, except a good feed of snakes, dogs, fish or kangaroos, 
provided for the visitor, might be classed under that head. 
A terrible howl amongst the natives announced the death 
of one of them [see pp. 89, 190]. I went and found that it 
was occasioned by the decease of the little girl. All noW 
was bustle and activity to bury tl1e dead out of their sight. 
About thirty men and women were sitting in groups. The 
dead body was stretched out lying upon tl1e turf, and 
wrapped up carefully in the soft ~ark of the tea t_ree. of 
New South Wales.36 This bark ts of a soft, satrn-like 
feel, and, being so, is used for tl1e swaddling clothes of 
the infant, as well as for the winding sheet of the dead. 
In tl1eir medical department it is also used as lint for all 
bruises, cuts, and wheresoever a soft substance is required. 
The mother sat, together with two women, close_ to the 
corpse, and she presented a most horrid frightful spectacle. 
She, as well as the other two women, was completely 
naked, but smeared all over with a thick plaister of pipeclay. 
Their faces, hands, breasts and back, were one mass of 
white, save the dark holes tluough which the eyes gleamed 
making the face to appear most horrible, t~en the blood 
was streaming down over the white pipe clay ~n the 
mother's back from a self-inflicted deep wound m the 
head, with a tommy-hawk, whence issued the florid 
stream. Four women were engaged digging a grave in the 
soft sand on wlllch they were encamped; whilst the men 
sat smoking, viewing the scene with perfect indifference. 
One only appeared affected, he was her brother, known by 
the name of Dismal, a fme athletic native, prone to deeds 
of violence, and consequently a leader of the ·tribe. He 
squatted crying, and in reply to enquiry said that he was 
very sorry for her. The crying from the surrounding 
party was performed in perfect mllson, upon an .a~ce~ding 
and descending scale. Even the very dOgs would JO~~ m the 
performance of tills funeral dirge and howl most pttto_usly, 
when the human voice ascended or descended and m Its 
course touched the key note of a dog-like howl. Tills 
solemn dirge continued until the hole in which the body 
was to be deposited was made ready by the women
grave-diggers. Four other females brought boughs of 



shrubs and made a soft bed with them in the hole spreading 
them carefully at the bottom of the grave [see p. 337]. 
An old man, who from a remarkable physiognomy 
resembled a son of Abraham, was named Moses, descended 
into the pit, and the four women took most carefully up 
~he ~ead body, gave_ it into his arms, who then deposited 
It, With every attentiOn to its position, on the soft bed of 
branches on the bottom of the grave. The women then 
be~an to fill in the hole wi~h the surrounding sand, using 
their hands as shovels, whilst the old man remained in 
the grave trampling down with his feet the sand around 
the body and on the body as the soil increased until the 
grave was filled, when the surface was smoothed over 
level, upon which was spread a few branches, in order 
that the place might not be readily noticed. During the 
fun~ral obser:vances my attention was roused by the 
crymg of a": mfant at t?e breast of its mother [sec p. 89]. 
It screamed m a most violent manner purely from passion, 
for it was ~ndeavouring to get hold of a dirty pipe of 
tobacco wluch the mother was smoking. The mother 
ga~e it the pipe_, but it had not sense to put it properly 
to Its mouth, bemg so very young. The indulgent mother 
placed the lighted pipe in a scientific manner in the mouth 
of the babe and it actually took a whiff or two, the smoke 
coming out of its mouth at each inhalation! Thus the 
despised aborigine, in this natural system of education, 
as regards smoking, are far before their white brethren 
in this fashionable habit. After it had satisfied its whim 
it turned to the breast and satisfied its thirst with its mother'~ 
milk. When the ceremony was over, one came to me and 
requested, in broken English, that I would not disclose 
where the_ body was laid. Upon enquiring why I should 
be so particular, they answered that they were afraid lest 
"white fellow should come and take the head away!" 
One of the reasons which caused this fear arose from the 
circumstance of several human heads having been recently 
brought from New Zealand, prepared for exportation 
by the New Zealanders, so as to exhibit all the tatooing 
of ~he skin on the face in the greatest perfection,37 and 
havmg been exposed for sale in Sydney as a marketable 
commodity, this became soon known to the blacks in 
N~wcastle through . thei~ living News-mongers who 
qmckly conveyed mtelhgence from tribe to tribe. 
Phrenologists likewise wished to obtain skulls, and many 
a ~rave h~d been opened for the purpose, which, together 
with a fnghtful stew of human heads of the Aborigines 
at Bathurst, naturally aroused the fears of the natives. 
I assured them of my silence, and the tribe scattered off 
and returned to, what was technically called, their camp. 

* * * * * 
SPEAKING ONCE TO A BLACK on the alleged stupidity of 
their race, and pointing out certain courses which they 
pursued as evidence thereof, he very indignantly retorted 
that "black fellows when hungry in the bush do not cast 
lots for one of themselves to be killed and eaten by the 
rest of his companions, as white fellows do when hungry 
in boats at sea."38 In another instance [see p. 99], an 
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old woman died, and instead of burying her as was the 
usual custom, I was informed that the tribe burned her 
in the bush.39 I requested a lad to guide me to the place 
where I found the smoking embers and remains of the 
body. The skull, and thigh bones were partly consumed, 
by the side of which was lying purified and made white 
by the fiery ordeal her tobacco-pipe, mocking, as it were, 
~e. feeble?ess of human nature when passing through a 
Simllar ~nal of conflagration, and claiming the victory 
o~er arumated day, and which would be ultimately 
trmmphant but for the mind, which ascending to its 
C:eator ":aits ,~mtil its dust shall arise and then exultingly 
will exclaim, 0 Grave! where is thy Victory~ 0 Death! 
where is thy sting~" It was the widow's son that accom
panied me and bought me to the smoking ashes of his 
mother. I enquired of him why the tribe burned her~ 
the reply was, "that she might become food for the 
Eagle-hawk." [see p. 3]. I then asked whether the Blacks 
had eaten any portion of hen "Oh no!" was the answer 
"it would have made them sick." 

Some considerable time after tills circumstance took 
pl~ce, on my making further enquiry respecting the 
existence of Cannibalism, 40 I was informed by McGill, a 
very intelligent Aborigine, that the custom did exist 
amongst some tribes to the northward on certain special 
occasions, for instance:- When a young man in good 
condition had to fight a duel, as a punishment for some 
real or supposed crime, and if in the fight with his opponent 
he should chance to be killed by one blow of the club of 
his antagonist, that in such a case only the spectators would 
apply to his mother, if present, and demand of her what 
should be done with the body? to wlllch she must reply, 
"Do what you like." When the tribes assembled they 
would proceed to make a large fire, roast the body, and 
all present partake of the feast [see pp. 99, 165]. But 
McGtll stated that he had never witnessed such an 
occurrence himself, he had derived his information from 
"the Tradition of the Elders." 

* * * * * 
IT IS WRITTEN THAT:- "the dark places of the earth are 
full of the habitations of cruelty;" consequently it may 
be supposed that the places in which moral light has 
shined will be full of mercy, and, if not, it may be fairly 
presumed that divine light shines in vain, and that men 
love darkness rather than light because their deeds are 
evil. 41 Cruelty is not the less sinful, whether tl1e individual 
be dressed up in scarlet and gold lace, or in the more 
sombre habit of a deep Black; nor does tl1e colour of the 
skin in the least excuse the individual who has no bowels 
of compassion, but all of cast iron; nor will all the Gold 
of Ophir, or cattle, or sheep, roaming upon a thousand 
hills, bribe Eternal Justice in the day when God shall 
judge every man according to his deeds. The alarm of tl1e 
Aborigines not only for the heads of their deceased friends 
and relations, but also for the personal safety of the living, 
was not without good reason. There were many European 

stock-holders who had suffered severely from the 
depredations of the Aborigines, and consequently were 
infuriated against the Blacks. One of tl1e largest holders 
of Sheep in the Colony,42 maintained at a public meeting 
at Bathurst, that the best thing that could be done, would 
be to shoot all the Blacks and manure the ground with 
their carcases, which was all the good they were fit for! 
It was recommended likewise that the Women and 
Children should especially be shot as the most certain 
method of getting rid of the race. Shortly after dlls 
declaration, martial law was proclaimed, and sad was the 
havoc made upon the tribes at Bathurst. A large number 
were driven into a swamp, and mounted police rode 
round and round and shot them off indiscriminately tmtil 
they were all destroyed! When one of the police enquired 
of the Officer if a return should be made of the killed, 
wounded there were none, all were destroyed, Men 
Women and Children! the reply was; -that there was 
no necessity for a return. But forty-jive heads were collected 
and boiled down for the sake of the skulls !43 My informant, 
a Magistrate, saw the skulls packed for exportation in a 
case at Bathurst ready for shipment to accompany the 
commanding Officer on his voyage shortly afterwards 
taken to England. Nor were other districts exempt from 
such atrocious acts of cruelty. Not far from Newcastle, 
in one of the upper districts, a Settler saw a black steahng 
his growing corn in the open day, he caught the culprit, 
hung him by tl1e neck, on the limb of a tree, stuffed a cob 
of corn into his mouth, and left his body to putrify as a 
scare-crow for tl1e Aborigines to keep them away from 
his standing corn! My black tutor saw the suspended 
body and informed me of the circumstances as having 
recently occurred [see p. 93]. No wonder that the Blacks 
were horribly afraid and most cordially hated the white 
population, and yet they discriminated very quickly those 
who were disposed to act kindly towards the Aborigines, 
and related to such their troubles. It was a sad mistake of 
tl1e first settlers in this country not to employ tl1e natives 
and hold out encouragement to them for industry, but the 
convict system destroyed all feeling of regard towards 
the black in the generality of instances. Convict labour 
cost no wages, convicts could be coersed with the lash[,] 
convicts could not change their employments, convicts 
were strictly slaves, and convictism, like slaverism 
destroyed the fmer feelings of humanity, blasted the 
lovely spirit of Christianity and degraded the white to a 
lower degree than that of the despised aborigine of New 
South Wales. The conduct of the convicts towards the 
aborigines tended much likewise to keep up a hostile 
feeling. Many times it was necessary to interfere in order 
to protect the blacks against the personal violence of the 
prisoners. Sometimes their daughters, and often their 
wives were either decoyed away, or, as I have witnessed, 
would have been taken by violence but for timely assistance 
[see p. 92]. In the interior, the desolate Shepherd was 
glad to obtain by any means a female, irrespective of colOur, 
to be his companion in Ills isolated position. This occassioned 
a reluctance in the frail dark-one to return to her sable 
lord, her treatment as a concubine being generally speaking 
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far more humane than that which the Aboriginal wife 
received from her legal husband. The assigned servant 
thus placed lllmself in an awkward position, for the 
whole tribe would frequently visit his hut and expect 
entertainment, which pressed hard on the rations allowed 
for subsistance and quarrels were frequently the con
sequence of such intercourse. At one station the Stockmen 
were attacked, and one was killed. The soldiers were sent 
for, caught one of the blacks, tied him to a tree and shot 
him dead. Many an instance occurred at this time of a 
very sanguinary nature and had it not been for the fewness 
and ignorance of the aborigines, the military might have 
found it a much more difficult task than it was to destroy 
them like wild beasts. A certain officer on his return from 
one of these cruel exploits, made Ills boast that it was fine 
sport, for it was only to draw his pistols from the holster, 
and he dropped the blacks down like partridges ! 

One case was made known to me as follows:- A 
Black, who was supposed to have committed a murder 
up the country, was taken and brought down at night to 
the new Jail at Wallis' Plains, now called Maitland, a 
distance of upwards of forty miles [see p. 92]. The next 
morning he was brought out[.] tied to two saplings and 
the Officer commanded the Soldiers to shoot him. One 
fired at lllm, the ball lllt lllm in the back of the neck, 
the black turned round his head and looked at the Soldier 
who fired. The next fired and the bullet cut along the 
jaw and broke the bone. The black turning round his 
head again, another Soldier stepped up[,] fired and blew 
Ills head to pieces ! Then they buried the carcase close to 
Government house, whence the body was afterwards 
privately removed to prevent evidence of the fact of a 
murder having taken place when an inquiry was instituted 
by the authorities. The case having been brought before 
the British Parliament caused enquiry, but little could be 
done, save the Officer [Lowe] was removed from the 
Colony on account of the horrible proceeding. About the 
same time the horse police brought down two blacks roped 
together, and in consequence of the very heavy rain they 
took shelter under my verandah rsee p. 95]. The Sergeant 
informed me that he had another black, but in consequence 
of the Black biting his rope and running away, that just 
as he descended down the bank of the river he shot him 
dead through the head! [sec p. 93]. Another case was 
related to me thus: when the shepherd was wounded by 
a spear at a certain station, a black, one of the tribe, was 
taken and brought to the Shepherd's hut. A rope was 
borrowed, tied round the black's neck, and he was marched 
nearly a mile to a suitable tree, he was then ordered to 
climb it, he did so, he was directed to crawl to the 
extremity of a bough of the Tree, when he had done this, 
he was commanded to tie the rope tight to the branch; 
the other end being fast round his neck, this he did, and 
sat crouched and trembling on the tree:- One tl1en fired 
at him, wounded him; another fired and wounded him 
again; a volley was then discharged at him which knocked 
him off and left him suspended by the neck on the tree ! 
[see p. 95]. Numerous cases of a similar description 



occurred about this time, all calculated to drive the 
Aborigines to madness, who retaliating upon the un
fortunate unprotected settlers, created a bitter animosity, 
which increased the mischief Our house was surrounded 
by blacks as a place of safety. And about sixty of them 
belonging to two distinct tribes were at this period 
e_mployed by me in cutting down and burning off the 
umber of about five and twenty acres of land, which was 
ultimately cultivated with the assistance of an excellent 
overseer and his two sons, lads, who worked with and 
directed the operations of the blacks. The blacks assembled 
to fight, we employed them, and the waging of battle 
was postponed. ·We had calculated on having the blacks 
from Port Stevens, but the Australian Agricultural Com
pany44 settling in that district with a grant of one million 
of acres of land and liberally rewarding the blacks for their 
labor, induced them to remain in their own locality [sec 
p. 96]. Our blacks were taunted by those of Port Stevens 
which almost produced a strike amongst our tribe:
"You," said the Port Stevens black operatives, "work for 
rations of cornmeal, but we have wheaten flour 1" "Massa" 
said one of our Aborigines, "You must give us. flour too:" 
Th:y were. informed how they might turn the laugh 
agamst t_het~ opponents by planting their own ground 
and culuvatmg wheat upon their own respective small 
farms, for which purpose every assistance would be given. 
One of the blacks sagaciously remarked that if they did 
so, that unless the Governor protected them by the 
Soldiers, when their corn and wheat became ripe, the 
neighbouring tribes would come from the motmtains and 
tak~ it all from them- a remark that showed no deficiency 
of mtellectual power, from whatever opinions Phrenolo
gists may have formed of the shape of their skulls,45 that 
there is an innate deficiency of intellect a11d that the 
Aborigines of New South Wales were incapable of 
instruction! At this time we had about a dozen youths 
learning to read and write the Roman Alphabet which 
they frequently cut with their hatchets in the bark of the 
trees, shewing the march of intellect in the very bush, 
by those who were stigmatized as possessing no under
standing and consequently were declared incapable of 
instruction ! 

The Mystic Circle, Tooth-Rapping46 

OF THE HEATHEN IT IS WRITTEN, "The customs of the 
people are vain," and of Christians, in too many instances, 
tt may truly be said, even in this present boasted enlightened 
age, that many of their customs are worse than vain, for 
instance, table-turning, spirit-rapping, and such like 
childish practices, imposing upon the credulitY of tl1e 
sim~le, and in some. instances to the serious damage of 
the mtellectual powers of minds which one would think 
v:e:e formed of ~terner stuff than to be influenced by such 
silliness. As an Illustration, take the following case and 
compare it with the Aboriginal belief of the mystic circle, 
and then decide whether an "innate deficiency of 
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intellect["] can be fairly charged against the Blacks of 
New South Wales alone: "Spirit-rapping("]. From a 
postscript to the second article in the Zoist for the new 
quarter we extract the following:- "We have given 
examples of insanity produced by those ignorant fancies, 
and now we have to record another, in the person of a 
well-known authoress, who always indulged in such 
superstitions, and has of course, adopted all the recent 
spirit £·mcies. She has gone stark mad, and stark naked on 
the spirit-rapping. She was found the other day in the 
open street as her mother bore her, except that she had 
a pocket-handkerchief in one hand and a card in the 
other, she said tl1e spirits had informed her that if she 
walked out so prepared she would be invisible. She is 
now in a madhouse".47 The aborigines of New Holland 
have firm £1ith in not more wonderful things than the 
spirit-rappings of the nineteenth enlightened century in 
which some christians, to their shame be it spoken, likewise 
give credence. It was in November 1825, when, just as 
the sun was sinking behind the Sugar-loaf Mountain near 
Newcastle, some natives came to guide me to the place 
where a. ceremony was to be performed preparatory to 
the rappmg out of a tooth from the mouth of certain 
youths, ~ho by ~uch a process were declared capable 
of marrymg a wtfe [sec p. 5]. Besides this they were 
supposed to be protected from the anger of an imaginary 
being, that travelled the bush who whenever he meets 
a black, looks to see if the upper front tooth be removed 
if so, the person escapes unhurt, if the tooth has not been 
extracted tl1e unfortunate mall becomes a victim to the 
anger of this terrible being. The name of this fancied 
supernatural person is "PUT-TI-KAN,"48 in shape he is 
like a horse, having a large mane, and tail sharp like a 
cutlass: whenever he meets the blacks tl1ey go towards 
him and draw up their lips to shew that the tooth is rapped 
out, when he will not injure them; but should the tooth 
be left in, he runs after, kills, and eats them. He does not 
walk, but bounds like a kangaroo, the noise of which on 
the ground is as the report of a gun, calling out as he 
advances Pi-ro-l6ng! Pi-ro-long! The doctor, or rather 
sorcerer,49 who was to perform the operation on the lads 
was pointed out to me, and I was very gravely informed 
that there was a bone neatly carved and about eighteen 
inches long within his bclly,SO which bone was to have 
come out of him that night, but all the men had not 
assembled, and so the mystical instrument for rapping at 
the tooth was not forthcoming. My informant stated that 
the s?rccrcr had many bones within him, a fresh one being 
reqmred on every ceremony, that he had been in the 
Sky, having come down in a fiery meteor, and tl1at 
altogether he was a wonderful man. I enquired if any 
one ever saw the bone come out of him, the answer was 
no, for no person was allowed to see that part of the 
process, the sorcerer going into the bush where the "Devil 
devil"Sl helped him in the delivery of the hone. The 
ceremony I witnessed was as follows:- about twenty 
b~acks of the male sex, stood up at tl1e extremity of a 
ctrcle formed on the grass thirty-eight feet in diameter. 
Every particle of vegetation was pulled up within the 

ring, and in the centre a small hillock was raised where 
the magic bone was to be used when all the previous 
observances necessary for the tooth-rapping ceremony 
were complied with, so as to insure no pain to the 
sufferer. The natives stood at nearly equal distances around 
the extremity of the circle, and, singing, wheeled round 
on their right heel to each other, right and left, with their 
elbows close to their sides, the lower part of the arms 
extended horizontally from them. Their left legs they 
swung over their right which were acted upon as a pivot 
during the movements of their solemn dance. They then 
shouted aloud and ran to each other, meeting in the centre 
of the circle with a loud shout, and shrill scream. Their 
running in this manner appeared by the action of their 
toes in the sand to encrease the hillock in the midst. They 
then ran upon all fours from the extremity of the ring, 
barking like dogs and finishing with a genuine howl that 
would not have disgraced any dog. They next pretended 
to eat something, and met again in the centre, they tl1en 
ran out of the circle and gathered, each one, some a long 
stalk of grass, others, a very small crooked twig and 
taking post at the extremity of the circle prepared for 
a sham fight witl1 their sham weapons. This afforded them 
much amusement, indeed the whole proceeding seemed 
to be nothing else than a sort of pastime to afford mirth 
for the evening. The blades of grass were poised, the 
crooked min[i]ature boomarangs were held in a menacing 
position, and the combatants advanced in double quick 
time to the centre of the magic circle and discharged 
their min[i]ature weapons in each others faces, shouting 
and laughing as they pursued the enemy to every part 
of the ring shouting and exulting in the supposed victory. 
The sorcerer stood calmly by as a spectator, and I was 
requested to look at him carefully, but the bone had not 
made its appearance yet, nor would it for two or three 
nights more when other ceremonies were to be engaged 
in, within the magic ring. The last ray of the setting sun, 
now ceased to be visible, and full of jocose remarks and 
frolicsome antiCs, tl1e party moved off to their respective 
evening fires in the bush, where the wonderful tales of 
the comical rites of the magic circle afforded occasion for 
bursts of laughter both from male and female until tired 
out they fell asleep. There were many mysteries into which 
none but the males were initiated. The initiated were 
known by using different names when asking for certain 
things by which the person spoken to knew at once that 
they were of the fellowship with themselves, 52 and into 
this brotherhood none of the sisterhood were admitted, 
nor permitted to pry into the secrets of the craft; any 
woman found to have exercised her curiosity and to have 
obtained an insight into any such mystic matters would 
be instantly put to death. One instance was brought under 
my notice in which the white man witl1 whom the female 
lived was murdered by the party sent to destroy the black 
woman, who narrowly escaped. It appeared that the 
unfortunate shepherd had got the black woman to obtain 
surreptitiously a magic ball about the size of a criCket 
ball, called by the aborigines "Mtlr-ra-mai," tllls the male 
aborigines wear about their persons in a small net suspended 
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from their girdles of oppossum yarn. The women are 
never allowed to see the internal part, though they may 
handle it at pleasure.S3 It is used as a talisman against 
sickness, and it is sent from tribe to tribe for hundreds of 
miles on the sea coast, and in the interior. One from 
Moreton Day I examined, by permission of its owner, 
privately, in my study who betrayed, after locking the 
door, considerable anxiety lest any female should acci
dentally come in, or peep through the key-hole, and see 
its contents. After unrolling many yards of woollen 
cords, made from the fur of the Oppossum, the contents 
proved to be a quarts-like substance of tl1e size of a 
pigeon's egg. He allowed me to break it and retain a part. 
They swallow the small crystaline particles, which crumble 
off, as a preventive of sickness. It scratched glass, and did 
not [e]ffervesce with acids. From another specimen the 
stone appears to be agate of a milky hue, semi-pelucid 
and strikes fue. The vein from which it appears broken 
off, is one inch and a quarter thick. A tlllrd specimen 
contained a portion of cornelian partially crystalized, a 
fragment of chalcedony, together with a portion of a 
crystal of white quartz. The unfortunate white man when 
he obtained the sacred talisman amused himself and his 
black concubine by unraveling this mystery and satisfied 
her curiosity as well as his own. By some means tl1e affair 
became known amongst the tribe and one of the blacks 
[Charley] was appointed to kill the woman and man too 
for transgressing their customs. The tribe assembled, 
surrounded the hut at night, the appointed executioner 
entered the dwelling[,] murdered the man and nearly 
killed the woman, the tribe plundered the hut and de
camped. The murderer was afterwards tried, found 
guilty and hung at Dungog near which place the murder 
was committed [seep. 122]. Every three or four years the 
mystic rings are made in order to provide bones to be 
used in tl1e operation of displacing the tooth from the 
young men as they arrive at the age of puberty. The 
bone obtained from within the old practitioner is used as 
a punch and by three blows the tooth is struck out. The 
first is a mere rap, the second a harder rap, and the third 
rap sends tl1e tooth out flying from its socket into the 
mouth of the thus initiated youth who may now seize 
a woman for his wife, or engage in battle as occasion may 
serve. The name of their Mystic Ring is P6r-ro-but~g,S4 
so called because the parties engaged in dancing therein 
fall down at certain periods of the dance. The word P6r 
is the root of the verb, to drop down, to fall, to be born, 
ro denotes instrumental agency and bu11g compulsive 
power. My black tutor M'Gill informed me that he and 
two other blacks slept on the grave of the recently buried 
girl, whose funeral obsequies have bee11 described, and 
remained there from sun-set to sun-rise for the purpose 
of obtaining the mysterious bone preparatory to the 
ceremony of knocking out the tooth in the mystic ring; 
and tl1at one of the party had had the bone given to him 
in his sleep by the spirit of the girl ! More ceremonies 
were to be observed on the next evening and I was invited 
to be present to wimess further mysteries connected with 
the tooth-rapping exploits of the wonderful sorcerers. 



The Mysterious Boness 
"LEARN NOT THE WAY OF THE HEATHEN," is a COllltnand

ment not sufficiently attended to by Christians in the 
present age. "Go not after them," is equally imperative; 
and if we profess to be the followers of Jesus, we are bound 
to obedience in this as well as in every other commandment 
of the Lord God Almighty our Saviour Jesus the Messiah. 
We pity the deep ignorance of the aborigines in their, 
to us, ~illy practices; but arc their practices more con
temptible than the pretended fmding of the golden-plates 
and the magic spectacles, through which alone the book 
of Mormon could be read by the imposter Joe Smith !56 

and can it be possible that thousands of persons professing 
to be christians, can submit to become the victims of such 
imposture! We should hardly have credited the possibility 
of such a vain imagination becoming a reality were it 
not for the divine intimation that God would in anger 
give men up to believe a lie, because they receive not the 
truth in the love thereof, when it is so faithfully presented 
to them before their eyes not only in the written word of 
God but by the tongue of the living preachers of the 
Gospel of Christ. Let a nation reject the light of the 
Gospel, and how gradually would it sink deeper and 
deeper into the darkness of the most wretched ignorance, 
until like the aborigines of New South Wales, it would 
ultimately become extinct. 

it was about 10 o'clock at night on the 16th of :November 
1825, that one of the Blacks came to see me, saying, that 
if I would go with him to their sleeping place I should 
see the two Sorcerers out of whom the wonderful bones 
were to come that evening and to be exhibited in the 
mystic-ring [see page 193). I urged a postponement of 
the feat until the next day in the day-light. The reply 
was "No, Massa, it must be done in the dark," most 
certainly, was my answer, lest their tricks should be 
discovered in the light of day. My black friend retorted:
"Well massa, you no believe, what for you so stupid, 
you come and see, and then you know all about it." We 
started towards the mystic-ring, around which the 
aborigines had- assembled and slept there for the last few 
nights. The moon shone in all its splendour, now and 
then slightly darkened by the passing clouds. The wind 
whistled mournfully through the fir-like trees, and the 
roaring of the ocean wave sounded like distant thunder 
as it dashed itself on the sandy beach, or spent its fury 
amongst the scraggy rocks on the coast. The sensations 
produced, as we wended our way through the bush, were 
of a pleasing melancholy nature, every thing appeared 
highly romantic, but deeply deplorable, when viewed by 
divine light, as shewing the degradation of poor humanity 
in consequence of the fall. A few fires blazed briskly 
amongst the crackling thorns, and figures of a strange 
appearance glided hither and thither, whilst some were 
standing like statues, fixed as though by enchantment in 
picturesque attitudes, whilst others were lying, or squatting 
around the devouring clement awaiting the birth of the 
mysterious bone. Men, women, and children, together 
with their numerous half-starved dogs, raised their loud 
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voices in one simultaneous cry as they discerned my 
approach with my black conductor, and after the usual 
compliments had passed, and silence was restored, 
preparations were made for the commencement of the 
midnight orgies.57 Both men and women were naked, 
but this was nothing uncommon, as it was customary 
to behold them in a state of nudity both in, or, out of 
town at all times and seasons, much to the annoyance of 
new comers, who were sure to be pestered with 
applications for something, by their unadorned sable 
brethren and sisters bowing and courtesying until they 
obtained their request. At length the men arose, went 
into the mystic-ring, shouting and singing whilst an old 
man beat time with a stick on a wooden shield intoning 
an unknown chatmt. It is impossible to describe the figure 
of their dance. It was not the polka, nor the waltz, and 
yet they turned about and jumped about and stamped 
just so, as to keep exact time with the aged musician, who 
beat time on the wooden shield with a stick, leading the 
performers in all their movements and song. Suddenly 
the two Sorcerers sprang into the ring amongst the 
dancers, one running on all fours, the other on all threes, 
a stick held by both hands being the support upon which 
he leaned. They capered round the ring several times just 
as a monkey does when running on all fours. After a few 
turns, amidst the increased clatter of the music, louder 
shouting of the chaunt and general exclamation of all the 
by-standers, one of the two dropped down in the centre 
of the mystic-ring, stretched himself out upon his back 
and lay as though he were dead. The magician with the 
prop, who ran upon all threes, took up his position at the 
head of the extended sorcerer and appeared to be bending 
over him contemplating his visage. The other performers 
grouped themselves around the apparently dead man, and 
silently stood for a few minutes. The old man who led 
the band with his shield began to beat his wooden instru
ment, the chaunt began to be lowly intoned, the chorus 
burst forth as loud as lungs and beating of the shield could 
make it, the dead man revived, jumped up, ran about on 
all fours, and the dance proceeded with the utmost exertion. 
At length a second swoon took place, the same position 
was resumed by all the parties, the gentle tap on the shield 
roused him, and again they all tripped around the mystic 
circle, until the third paroxysm prostrated the practitioner 
and his brother in art rested over him in silent observation. 
My guide said, "now massa the bone coming out of him." 
The repeated tapping of the shield roused the assistants 
to resume their dance, whilst the two Sorcerers darted 
off into a thicket close at hand and were lost to our view. 
The dancing party ceased and sat down to rest around the 
outside of the ring, and the dry grass and bushes, which 
had been accumulated for the purpose around the mystic 
ring was set on fire making a cheerful blaze and gave 
abundance of light to all assembled. After waiting a 
few minutes, a loud hollow sound of a blow upon the 
ground was heard a little way off in the bush, this was an 
intimation, to those now resting, that the magicians were 
coming, and was answered by the party beating the 
ground one blow in answer, and shouting loudly in a 

sort of trilling huzzah. Again the sound in the bush was 
heard, and received a similar reply from those without the 
mystic-ring. The sounds became nearer every time, and 
each eye was turned looking towards the place whence 
the noise proceeded, all were on the tip-toe of expectation 
looking out for the appearance of the two wonderful 
beings. The children screamed, the dogs they barked, the 
women seemed anxious to obtain a sight, at length the 
two magicians bounded into the ring jumping like ~rogs. 
The noise we heard as a blow on the earcl1 was occasioned 
by their leaping like frogs and making the sound with 
their feet. The two jumped round the ring and the blacks 
pointed to the bone proceeding out of the mouth of each 
of the magicians. When they came near to the blaze where 
I stood, I could perceive that they held what was called 
the MYSTERIOUS BONE58 between their teeth pro
truding from the mouth some 10 or 12 inches long the 
one, and three feet long the other. They both had the 
appearance of ozier twigs peeled so as to form a black 
and white serpentine appearance, like the painted fillet 
on a barber's pole. The two beings jumped in a frog-like 
manner after the women, and men too, and then going 
the rotmd for some little time they both darted off with a 
loud shout into cl1e thickest part of the dark bush, which 
was close at hand; immediately the whole party jumped 
and capered, sung and danced, laughed and shouted, a~d 
ran rejoicing from one side of the ring to the other wtth 
a view, apparently to drive a something from them. 
They then ceased, and thus ended the ceremony. The 
whole had cl1e appearance of a sport, rather than of a 
religious observance. 

I wished to see and examine the bones in my own hands, 
but this could not be complied with, as they said that the 
bones went again into the Magician's belly, and on enquir
ing how they got them there, the fcply was that the 
Devil-devil in the bush put them there. It was long after 
midnight before the scene was closed, which, howe:er 
highly interesting to behold, conveyed a lcsso~ of m
struction, not to boast of human reason unatded by 
divine revelation; for in the despised aborigines of New 
Holland we have a truthful picture of our fate if left by 
God to our own carnal propensities. And of cl1e necessity 
of proselyt[iz]ing all nations to the Christianity of Christ, 
lest they be dashed in pieces like a potter's vessel when 
his wrath is kindled but a little, or like the formerly vast 
nation of the Aborigines of this land, they may be left 
to follow their own devices until they also be consumed 
from the face of the Earth. 

Employments of the Aborigines 59 

MucH IS SAID by European, civilized, subjects of society, 
respecting the indolence of uncivilized nations, without 
due consideration of their circumstances and wantS. 
Where is the polished gentleman of independent fortune 
that would sit down and break stones to macadamize the 
highway on purpose to shew to barbarians their love of 
industrious habits; or [what] accomplished ladies would 
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relinquish the drawing room and engage in culinary 
pursuits to show tl1eir Black Sisters an apostolic example 
how "younger women should guide the house!" -
forgetting that it is our wants only that compel us to be 
industrious, according to the punishment of sin in the 
sentence, "In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread, 
till thou return unto the ground; for out of it thou wast 
taken; for dust thou art and to dust shalt cl10u return." 
The Aborigines have few wants[,] food and clothing being 
all that they require, the first, obtained by fishing and 
hunting; the second, from the skins of the animals slain 
for their food.60 When hungered, One will say, like the 
Galilean apostles of old:- "I go a fishing," and the rest 
of his tribe will likewise reply:- "We go also," Or, like 
the mighty hunters of old, they will pursue their prey 
to procure "savory food," or, if a still more delicate morsel 
be required, they would satisfy the privileged class with 
a feast from a native dog! If a gale of wind arise, and 
pouring rain descends upon their forms, they will then 
seek for shelter, or, raise up sheets of bark to cover tl1em 
from the storm: but, when the sun bursts forth dispelling 
the clouds and darts his warm rays upon the temporary 
habitation of these sons of the wilderness, then will they 
abandon their apologies for huts, 61 and bask in the genial 
beams of God's bright Orb, upon the green carpet of 
nature provided by our heavenly father for the service 
and comfort of man. Ask one of these sable lords of God's 
creation to take the axe, the saw, tl1e hoe, and work, and 
slave, and toil, from morn to night, for your pleasure, 
to shew that he is not lazy, and if the reward you offer 
be not according to his taste, he will mock at your offer, 
and laugh your philosophy to scorn when you upbraid 
him with his indolence, "Baal me hungry; me merry 
tired," or some other reasons according to the case would 
be cl1e reply to your importunity. Hence, Rtmz, as the 
strongest inducement that could be offered to the 
aborigines used to be the temptation held out as the most 
likely to prevail. It must however be remembered that 
formerly this was a Rum-colony, however much we ~ave 
accidentally obtained, at present, a golden reputation. 
Rum in former times was the order of the day. Rum 
built our hospitals, Rum built our palaces, Rum erected 
churches, and Rum was the circulating medium, which 
even paid preachers to teach men "to live soberly 
righteously, and godly, in this present evil world." It was 
indeed a Rum-national-education to reform criminals by 
Rum and stripes. The Aborigines became adept scholars, 
and if there had been Rum-academical honors decreed 
for high attainments it would have been a grave question 
to determine whether cl1e black aborigines of New South 
Wales, or their more favoured white brethren of the 
Anglo-Saxon race, were most entitled to the Ivy Crown 
of Bachus. Drunkenness seemed to be considered by the 
Aborigines as a sort of accomplishment, as the following 
instance will illustrate: Some brine was being boiled one 
day out of doors, in a large iron pot, and as usual a number 
of natives were around, amongst whom was one from the 
mountains, a black that we had never before seen. Looking 
very earnestly into the boiling pot, he said to my son -



"Massa, that Rum[tl"- "Taste and sec," was the reply 
and taking up a tin pannikin full of the boiling hot brine, 
the aborigine took it, tasted it, kept drinking it, tmtil he had 
drank the whole! The Blacks laughed at his simplicity, 
and enjoyed the ignorance of their friend from the moun
tains. Presently he began to say smacking his lip:- "Rum 
merry good, me mer[r]y drunk," and cut all manner of 
capers, on being asked how he liked it, "Oh! merry good, 
merry good, make me merry drunk, me drunk like a 
gemmem !" (gentleman,) and danced about to the great 
amusement of his cotmtrymen. It was a fact that he did 
not know what rum was, but had only heard of its 
wonderful effects upon those who drank it. 62 

One day the tribe became hungry and went out to 
hunt the Bandicoot. As it afforded an opportunity of 
obtaining a knowledge of their language I accompanied 
them. Eight or ten with their waddies, a short stick like 
a constable's staff only tapering from the handle to the 
end: with the[ir] weapon of warfare they beat about every 
high grassy bushy place. The dogs hunting around likewise. 
The moment an animal appeared they threw their waddies 
at it and generally killed it at one blow. One man stood 
on the stump of a tree, and threw a spear with the greatest 
precision transfixing a Bandicoot to the ground although 
not larger than a common rabbit [seep. 90]. 

Their canoes were made of the bark of a tree about 
12 or 14 feet long, and from 3 to 4 feet in width. The 
blacks are always upon the look out in their travelling 
through the bush, and when they fmd a strait trunk suitable 
for the purpose, they chop round the bark, at about a 
couple of feet from the root, a space of three or four 
inches. They procure the limb of a tree and set it up 
against the standing trunk, as a ladder, on which they 
ascend and cut around tl1e whole circumference of the 
tree in the same manner as done at the bottom. They 
then chop down a perpendicular line, when they insert 
tl1eir throwing-stick,63 which is of a wedgelike make at 
one end, betwixt the bark and tl1e tree, and choosing tl1e 
season when the sap is either ascending or descending, of 
which they are as ignorant as of the circulation of the 
blood in their own bodies, they proceed to separate the 
sheet of bark from the tree whilst it is most carefully 
allowed to slide down and then is laid flat on the ground 
the rough outside of the bark being upward. A fire is 
then made upon the bark and being heated the steam of 
the sap softens it so as they can crumble up each end like 
a folded fan, the which they tie securely with vines from 
tl1e bush. Sticks arc placed across one at the one end, 
another at the other, for both ends are alike, they having 
no head and stern to their vessels. A cord made of the 
vine, is tied across the middle which, whilst the two cross 
sticks press out the sides of the canoe, confin[e]s the edges 
and prevents its spreading open. In the centre, a hearth 
is made of earth upon which a fire is always kindled when 
they go upon the water.64 When fishing it not only 
serves to warm their feet and hands, but is principally 
used to roast the bait, whether cockles, or the flesh of the 
star - or any other fish, besides which the fire is useful 
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to cook the fish as soon as caught, the fisherwomen being 
generally hungry when they begin their employment. A 
few bits of bark, one upon the otl1er form a seat for the 
dark-sex on their frail vessel, whilst gliding across the 
silvery stream, paddling with short battlcdor like paddles 
one in each hand. Naked and shivering with cold the 
women, used to be seen, in the winter seasons suffering 
severely from the effects of the bleak wind tmtil a sufficient 
supply of fish was obtained, when they returned on shore 
to supply their Lords with a hearty meal. A black man 
was supplied with an English fish-hook, which they 
highly prized, the[ir] own native ones being made of a 
shell grotmd down on a stone tmtil it became the shape 
they wished, but was very inferior to our steel ones. 65 
He went to the canoe which was sadly out of repair and 
the wonder was how it could be repaired. Tills was soon 
manifested. There were two large rents in the side. Our 
black operative took two soft pieces of Tea-tree-bark, 
one for each rent, formed it into a bolster like shape, 
applied one bolster to the rent, as a pad, over the leak, 
and then sewed it to the canoe, through and through, 
applying the end of the thread to a stick of fire, burning 
the end to charcoal in order to harden it and thus form a 
substitute for a needle. The shank bone of a Kangaroo, 
ground to a point, pierced tl1e bark, and was used in the 
stead of an awl. The grass tree gum was melted by the 
application of the fire-stick, and smeared over the holes 
and stiches, and the vessel was again launched, sound, 
and fit for service. It was a pleasing sight on a calm 
summer's evening to see a number of the native canoes on 
the glass-like surface of the Lake, sending up their strait 
columns of smoke from the centre of tl1e barques, shewing 
an appearance of a fleet of small steamers at anchor in 
the stream. The wild vines of the bush formed their cables 
and a heavy stone was the substitute for an anchor. But 
the blacks where are they, and tl1e aborigines do they live 
for even No, like the Hittites and the Jebusites, and the 
Aboriginal Canaanites, they have been left to the natural 
consequences of the effects of not retaining the knowledge 
of God. The Aborigines of New South Wales will soon 
all have passed away, like the tribes I have outlived, and 
their remembrance will be no more; but, "blessed is that 
nation whose God is THE LORD." 

FooJ66 

AT THIS TIME (1825) we had several natives employed at a 
place in the aboriginal tongue called Pi-to-ba, situated on 
the borders of Lake Macquarie. Pi-to, pipe-clay; ba, to be, 
literally pipe-clayed place [see p. 63]. One European was 
employed to direct their labours, and about ten acres of 
land were being cleared for a plantation by the Blacks 
themselves [see pp. 196, 201}. As a matter of course, whilst 
employed in such labour, they could not procure thi:ir 
own daily food, by hunting and fishing, their usual modes 
of obtaining their livelihood. The nllssion had to provide 
for the gang of aborigines whilst thus engaged at work 

for the missionary station. It appeared desirable, that the 
mission should, if possible, after it was once established, 
become self-supporting, or, as in tl1e Soutl1-sea-Islands, 
after the Islanders had embraced christianity, they gave 
their aid to the general fimd for the promulgation of the 
Gospel, to that Institution, from which they had derived 
their spiritual benefit. 67 On the side of a creek, we sowed 
a large bed with orange pips, intending to plant an orangry 
of several acres, the which could be attended to with ease 
by one or two Europeans, assisted by the tribe of blacks 
belonging to the locality. The pips came up, and tl1e 
seedlings grew, most prosperously, but, or ever the plan 
could be carried into effect, the mission was broken up, 
and the trees formed a valuable source of profit to a 
settler, who chose the spot after its abandonment, even 
to the present day. We often wonder how it is that 
Europeans, lost in the bush, are so soon starved to deatl1; 
where the blacks arc never at a loss for a meal. I was out 
one day with a black in a most scrubby part of the country, 
and my guide complained of tl1e want of a breakfast. 
I urged patience until we returned home, believing that 
nothing could be obtained for food in the desert spot which 
we were travelling. Not so with the black son of the 
soil. To my astonishment, he went to a grass-tree-stump, 
kicked with Ills naked foot, broke it in two, and from 
the middle of the vegetable substance picked out several 
fme large maggots, commonly called cobra,68 and ate them 
with all the enjoyment of a fme delicacy of the season! 
On expressing surprise at his eating such nasty looking 
grubs, "Oh !" says my guide. "all the same a~ oyster to 
you, and just as nice!". It is astonishing the various sub
stances they find in the bush, which they use as food. The 
fern root they roast, and beat it with a stone upon a larger 
one, when they use it for bread. There is a pine-apple 
looking cone that grows from a stem, which, at first I 
took for a yotmg cocoa-nut-tree. Each cone is larger than 
a walnut, of a yellowish red colour, very pretty to look 
at, but of a most acrimonious nature in its wild state. To 
render it eatable, the blacks soak the seeds in a swamp for 
a week or fortnight, they then roast the kernels and the 
food might be a good substitute for beans for a horse, but 
to a civilised being they would be only "eatable not 
palatable." There are also at certain seasons a sort of wild 
plum fotmd in the scrubs, a very pretty tree, in shape 
like the blue English plum, and contains an oblong kernel, 
something like a kidney, of a chesnut color and shape. 
The flesh of this fruit, directly it has arrived at maturity, 
becomes filled with maggots, and it is no small disappoint
ment to an Englishman when he fmds a beautiful tree 
loaded with this sort of fruit, tempting to the eye, pleasant 
to the smell, and good for food, to find on the first bite 
large filthy looking maggots crawling in your mouth! 
The only way to escape such a nuisance, is to choose the 
fruit which is barely ripe. The aborigines retort, very 
truly, when expostulated with for their voracious appetites, 
"Why Massa you eat plenty maggots in cheese." How 
truly might our sable brethren in many things apply the 
poet's censure to us, when we so fastidiously speak of the 
beastly blacks, and savage barbarians:-
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''The faults of our neighbour, with freedom we blame, 
But attack not our own, though we practice the same." 

Large lizards are a favourite article of food, for the 
privileged class of society, amongst the aborigines. When 
roasted the flesh is very sightly, and they say in taste, like 
the flesh of a chicken. In South America they are sold in 
the market and esteemed as much as a fowl. I have seen 
them exlllbited for sale. in the market, at Rio-de-Janeiro. 

Snakes form another tit-bit, when roasted, for a certain 
description of Elders among the tribes; and as for the 
flesh of the wild dog, that is a dainty dish fit to set before 
their king! No uninitiated person dare presume to taste 
tl1e forbidden food under the penalty of "standing punish
ment" for the "breach of privilege." Cockles were the 
every day dish on the lake, not because they are the 
favourite food, but, because they can be at all seasons, 
most easily obtained. These are roasted and eaten, squeezing 
them first in the hand to press out the superfluous liquor 
contained within them, but they are a tough morsel. The 
mutton bird, at a certain season is highly esteemed, they 
are found on Nobby's Island at the entrance of Lake 
Macquarie, where you may tread upon their nests, wlllch 
are in small holes, nearly buried in a snuff-like-substance
soil, perhaps guano, covered with a particular sort of sea 
weed. A Whale, cast on shore, is quite a feast, and 
messengers are despatched to all the neighbouring tribes, 
who assemble and feast upon the monster of the deep so 
long as the treat lasts. Porpoises are never refused. We shot 
one or two, once, in the lake, and tl1e blacks drew the 
dead fish on shore, but, as Queen Elizabeth had such fish 
on her royal table, we must not think too unfavourably 
of the aborigines of N.S. Wales, because they love a 
similar dish to that of the maiden-Queen. The blacks had 
not as yet arrived to that high state of civilized luxury as 
to devour frogs. When they shall have become "the great 
nation" of the Southern Hemisphere, no doubt they will 
improve in their taste and culinary department. The 
natives are fond of our food whether bread, or meat, 
in all its forms. They would readily part with wild ducks, 
geese, swans, pigeons, kangaroos, and other game, for 
flour, which they like to make up into cakes themselves; 
kneading the dough upon a piece of bark previously licked 
clean by the dogs, and baking their unleavened bread 
upon the hot hearth where they make their fire. 69 They 
are fond of fat, and the suet surrounding the kidney of 
the large kangaroo is highly prized. In the interior, where 
the aborigines have frequently speared cattle and sheep 
for slaughter, the dead carcases have been found with only 
the suet taken out of the anima[l]s, leaving the body for the 
wild dogs.70 The craw-fish is a favourite food, and much 
hazard was often undergone by the aborigines in en
deavouring to obtain them. Their general mode was to 
go out, choosing a calm day at sea, in one of their frail 
canoes, and dive along side of the rocks, and pull the fish 
out of tl1e holes in the rock under water, by their long 
horns, sometimes a shark would make its appearance, when 
the utmost agility would be required to escape the monster, 
who would, as readily seize the legs of the biped animal 



and devour him as that animal would the tail of the 
cretacious one. The aborigines do occasionally lose their 
lives by sharks, but not near so frequently as might be 
supposed, considering, the hazards they run. Two instances 
occurred in the lake:- A young man and his wife were 
upset, the canoe, as is always the case, under such circum
stances, sunk - they swam, but, the shore was two or 
three miles distant, presently a scream! the wife disappeared, 
and the blood upon the wave showed that she had become 
a prey to a shark! The bereaved young husband swam for 
his life, and just as he reached the shore, the ravenous fish 
having followed, made a dart at him, lacerated his legs, 
but the ill-fated black escaped to land. Poor fellow! there 
he made the place echo with his loud cry for tl1e loss of 
his love. Blacks do love their wives. I have seen M'Gill, 
and Patty his wife, in all the playfulness of pure affection, 
like Abraham sporting with Sarah in the even-tide, and 
Patty like Sarah too, be as much displeased when another 
hand-maiden usurped her legitimate place in the affections 
of her lord [cf. A.L., 89]. In general, the wives were what 
we call degraded, though themselves had no idea of such 
degradation. It is tl1e gospel alone which raises woman, 
not only in her own estimation, but in that of the other 
sex, to her proper sphere, one with her husband:- One 
in the sight of God, for they two shall be one flesh; -
One in Christ, for in Christ Jesus tl1ere is neither male 
nor female, for all are one in him, even as he is one with 
the father; and nothing, but death, or sinful adultery, can 
dissolve the tic. How pitiable was tl1e condition of the 
aborigines when the equinoctial gales, or other stormy 
weather set in, for days then were they found sleeping 
around their fires in any bushy spot as a shelter from the 
storm, suffering hunger, and drawing their oppossum cords 
tighter and tighter around their waists, as hunger increased 
until, their waists would be the very model of perfection 
for a fine accomplished young lady dressed for the ball. 
To work with their hands would have saved them much 
suffering, nor are they, or any other of the human race, 
whatsoever may be the colour of tl1eir skin, exempt from 
the law of Christ, which says:- "Work with your own 
hands," and "if any would not work, neither should he 
eat.["] 

Amusementsn 

THE ABORIGINES OF NEW SOUTH WALES were not that 
stupid race, which many persons wished to persuade 
themselves, and the public, that the Blacks were:- though 
for certain purposes, it was expedient, to endeavour to 
make it appear that the natives were but a superior class 
of the Ourang-Outang species. True that they had not 
pieces of painted paste-board with a goodly company of 
kings and queens, and knaves with which to amuse them
selves; but tl1ey had the kernel of the wild plum upon 
which they scratched, in an Egyptian Hieroglyphical stile, 
the rude representation of some fish or animal, the which 
they held concealed in the hollow of the closed hand, and 
the party engaged at the game, sat around, and guessed 
what was represented therein, without seeing it, and 
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when one happened to find it out, a loud shout of merry 
laughter made the woods ring again with the echo of 
their voices. Another amusement was to cut a piece of the 
red-gum-tree bark, into a circular shape, and about 18 
inches diameter. Tills they would throw upon the ground, 
upon its edge, when it would trundle like a hoop, and 
whilst thus rolling along they would send a shower of 
spears at it, and the one that transfixed it in the centre was 
complimented with a loud shout of applause from the 
spectators. This amusement was very common as they 
proceeded on a hunting expedition and served to while 
away the tediousness of the journey to the place of sport. 
Singing and Dancing were favourite pastimes. Their Poets 
were looked upon with much honour, and a new song 
set to music, especially that of the instrumental sort, 
namely two sticks, beaten one against the other, the only 
instruments of music amongst them ever used to accompany 
the voice, were sure to enrapture the evening parties which 
assembled to hear the enchanting strains. The words were 
often unintelligible to the singers themselves as well as to 
the auditors, through the difference of the dialects of the 
language whence the poets sprung. But no more in
convenience arose to them than does to their more civilized 
English brethren listening to an Italian Opera, sung by 
English performers before a British Audience, the majority 
of which do not understand a word of the song. It is 
remarkable however that such a similarity of taste should 
exist, betwixt the savage black and the polished white. 
The poets often make a song extempore, and if it happens 
to suit the humor of the tribe, its popularity is stamped, 
the snarling critic would not dare to offer an opinion 
adverse to the subject, and messengers would be despatched 
from tribe to tribe to teach the melody to others, who, 
in their turn, convey the new song set to music, without 
variation to the most distant tribes in N.S. Wales.72 Very 
often a dance accompanied the vocal strains. Once a 
number of the natives from Port Stephens, a noble looking 
race [the Worimi]. but of a slightly different dialect to our 
tribes, came to instruct our blacks in a new song and 
dance. By what I ascertained from the messengers, it 
appeared that a black, when nigh at the point of death, 
had given them a song, and commanded them, when he 
was dead, to go and sing it to the neighboring tribes, for 
which purpose they had come on a visit to the tribe at 
Newcastle [seep. 191 ]. In the evening as the twilight ended, 
I went to their camp to witness the rehearsal. After the 
evening meal was fmished, and all their affairs of the toilet 
were despatched, the Black Beaus dis-robed themselves of 
all the trammels of European habiliments, and decorated 
their hair according to custom; the Sable-Belles appeared 
disencumbered likewise, of all foreign apparel, but painted, 
as fancy dictated, to heighten their charms; and red and 
white pigments were applied as cosmetics to the cheeks, 
forehead, breast, and other parts of the body, just as it 
happened to be the fashion at the time. Nine of the 
Aborigines formed a semicircle, before a large fire. It was 
dark night by the time they were ready. Each one held 
their musical instruments, one in each hand, a mere dry 
piece of hard stick, the broken branch of some dead tree. 

Steadily they waited the movement of the leader of the 
band, who at length gave the signal; tl1e performers then 
bowed tl1eir heads, slowly, and gracefully swung their 
arms, backwards and forwards, striking their instruments 
together in time with their leader and bending forward, 
whilst singing a melancholy cadence, over the fire. The 
chorus clapped togetl1er pieces of bark, instead of cymbals, 
and some of tl1e females smote the calf of the leg of the 
man, sitting next to them with a piece of cloth instead of 
a kettle drum. The words chanted were monotonous, 
and appeared to be used more for sound than sense, some
thing of the "high diddle diddle", "Jol, de, rollol" description, 
only in a lower note, and deeper strain of intonation. 
At tl1e termination of the cadence, each performer turned 
round sharply on his heel, throwing up the arm and 
striking it with a loud shout. After a little time, they began 
again, but with a different movement. Green boughs were 
woven together, and each one of the choristers held a 
portion, as a garland, at arms length one from the other. 
The leader of the choir, stood in front chanting a very 
solenm dirge-like-ditty. The performers slowly raised the 
garland on a level with their heads, and then slowly and 
reverentially brought it steadily down, bowing with their 
heads until it reached the ground; in which position they 
remained in a sorrowful manner, all the chorus joining in 
the melancholy song. There was a pause; then silence for 
a short space; in a moment they threw upwards the 
garland, gave a loud shout and all ended in a universal 
burst of laughter. Many of the women were employed 
during the performance in making up the fires to illuminate 
the scene. After some considerable discussion on tl1e merits 
of the song, and accompaniment, the party broke up and 
retired to rest around their respective ftres in the bush. 
It would have been discourteous to have permitted the 
messengers to depart without some acknowledgement 
from the tribe, and on the following day or two, a 
Testimonial was presented in due form consisting of a few 
spears, and some_ oppossum cord. The Aborigines, like 
their European neighbours, were subject to strange 
vicissitudes. Many a fair daughter of Eve, whose heart 
beat strongly in the pleasure of the ball, has returned to 
her habitation, but only to spend the rest of the hours, 
which should have been appropriated to the service of 
nature's restorer[,] balmy sleep, in sorrow and alarm from 
some tmexpected catastrophe. So, likewise, these darker 
daughters of our erring parent, together with ourselves, 
were scarcely sunk in the midnight slumber, when the 
dogs gave an alarm, the blacks came crying out: ["]Massa! 
Massa! white fellows here!" Myself and servant arose, 
armed ourselves, and went out in search of the disturbers 
of our peace, saw two, who ran off on our making our 
appearance. There were three or four armed with muskets. 
They had commanded the men to go away, and threatened 
to shoot them if they did not. One of them struck a black 
on the head with the butt-end of his gun, their object 
was abduction of the females. We searched about f<;>r the 
culprits, at last one of the blacks came running saying the 
white fellows were hid in a little scrub. A black fired at 
them and the men ran away. One was recognized by the 
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aborigines, so a watch was set-for the night, and the next 
day a formal complaint was made by me to tl1e police 
office, and every assistance was rendered to secure the 
offenders and prevent a future recurrence. At this time 
the bushrangers were about, and exceedingly daring. The 
Commandant made two of our best Blacks 73 a sort of 
special constables, to assist the police in their pursuit of 
the unfortunate convicts who disliking their punishment 
had taken to the bush and lived on plunder. A band of 
these robbers were committing the most atrocious acts 
of rape and robbery. The military were employed, pursued, 
and took them prisoners; but, whilst the soldiers were 
sleeping the convicts knocked down the sentry, seized 
their arms, ammunition and accoutrements, stripped them 
of their clothes, and went away leaving the Soldiers in a 
state of nudity, in captivity! The banditti were im
mediately joined by other prisoners of the crown, and 
they attacked and plundered several settlers immediately 
after their escape from custody. They broke into one house, 
where a reputable female had been only confmed a fortnight 
or so before, and behaved towards her with the greatest 
brutality. Providentially for the colony, the aborigines were 
as much opposed to the prisoners of the crown, in con
sequence of their bad conduct towards the wives and 
daughters of the blacks, so tl1at whenever the police, or 
military, required a guide to direct them, or to trace the 
footsteps of the Crappies, as the Aborigines termed the 
runaway convicts, the blacks were ever ready for service. 
Had the aborigines and the bushrangers, at that time, 
united, not all the government force, then in existence, 
could have prevented the mischief that might have been 
done by such a combination. Much has been said of our 
dispossessing the blacks of their land, but this did not 
inflame tl1eir minds against Europeans, generally speaking 
they were glad of Settlers residing amongst them, for the 
sake of obtaining bread, tea, sugar, rum, tobacco, and 
clothing, which were procurable, in exchange for game, 
going on messages, for postage departments in the bush, 
and various other employments for which they were 
admirably adapted. How much innocent blood would 
have been spared, had such a policy been always acted 
upon, from the foundation of the colony, then the 
aborigines of New South Wales would not have to be 
spoken of, as a people that once we~e in existence, but 
are now no more! 

The Muses - Poetry 74 

THERE ARE POETS among the Aborigines of New South 
Wales, who compose songs, which are sung and danced 
to, by their own tribe, in the first instance, after which, 
other tribes learn the song and dance, being taught by 
itinerant professors, who go from tribe to tribe, throughout 
the country, until from the change of dialect, the -very 
words are not understood correctly by distant blacks. 



. A lady, Mrs. E. H. Dunlop, published, some years ago, 
m one ,of the Sydney papers, a specimen of "Native 
Poetry: and states thus: ----: "There is a god of Poesy, 
W~llati, who composes mustc, and who, without temple, 
shrme, or statue, is as universally acknowledged as if his 
oracles were breathed by Bel us or Osiris: he comes in 
dreams, an~ ~ran~ports ~he individual to some sunny hill, 
wher~ h~ ~s msptre~ WI.th the supernatural gift."75 Tills 
very mdiVtdual, Wullatl, or as the white folks used to 
call_ hi~, _Woolaje, always confounding the smmd of 
t :Vtth a J, lived near to our establishment, he was esteemed 
htghly . by the tribes: and in an increasing ratio as they 
were rugh or more dtstant from this individual. No doubt 
he formed the delightful subject of their evening Soirees 
a_nd also_ of 0-eir midnight dreams. He favored me severai 
Urnes wtth his company, and perhaps thought it an honor 
w~en he made proposals to me for a matrimonial alliance 
wtth one of the members of my family, much to the 
amusement of us all. He was a very old, thin, small headed, 
bald man, o~ a most cheerful disposition, with a smile 
always on his countenance, except in the presence of 
strangers; and_whenever he came to our tribe, his company 
was mu_ch enJ_oyed, an evening feast was provided, and 
the chotees~ ttt~bits were set before the toothless guest. 
Oft v.:ere his gtbes wont to set their table, on the green 
grass, m a roar oflaughter, a~d their festive board, generally 
th~ b~rk of a tree, was enlivened before it ended in the 
nudmgh~ hour with his song and dance, assisted with his 
ow~ vo~ce and musical accompaniment of two sticks 
beatmg Urn~ to the divine inspiration of the sacred muse. 16 
The _followmg song composed by Wllllati, translated and 
published, some years ago by Mrs. E. H. Dtmlop is an 
excellent specimen of the Poetry of the Aborigin~s. and 
ought not to be lost though the Poet and his tribe is 
now no more. 

"NATIVE POETRY" 

"Nung-Ngmm 
Nge a ruuba wonung bulkirra umbilinto bulwarraf 
Pita! burra kultan wirripang buntoa . 

Nung-Ngnun 
Nge a runba turrama berrambo, burra kilkoa · 
Kurri wi, raratoa yella walliko, > 

Yulo Moane, woinyo, binmg poro bulliko, 

Nung-Ngmm 
Ng_e a rtm~a kan wull1mg, Makoro, kokein, 
M1p-pa-rat, kekul, wimbi murr ring kirrikaj 
Nge a runba mura kl-en kulbtm kulbun mummg." 

Thus "Translated and Versified by Mrs. B. H. Dunlop" of 
Mulla Villa, New South Wales. (In a Newspaper.) ' 

"Our home is the gibber-gunyah, 
Where hill joins hill on high; 

Where the turruma and berrambo 
Like sleeping serpents lie;- ' 

And the rushing of,win~s, as the wangas pass, 
Sweeps the wallaby s prmt from the glistening grass. 
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Ours are the makoro gliding, 
Deep in the shady pool; 
For our spear is sure, and the prey secure .. 

Kanin, or the bright gherool. 
Our lubras sleep by the bato clear, 
That the Amygest's track hath never been near. 

~urs is the koolema flowing 
Wtth precious kirrika stored; 
For fleet the foot, and keen the eye, 

That seeks the nukktmg's hoard;-
And the glancess are bright, and the footsteps are free 
When we dance in the shade of the karakon tree. ' 

Gibber-g1mya - Cave in the rock. Turru11a [sic] and 
Berrambo -_War arms. Wanga .- A species of pigeon. 
Makoro - F1sh. Amygest - White-fellow. Kanim - Eel. 
Gheerool - Mt~llet. Bato - Water. Kirrika - Honey. 
NHkkung - Wtld bee. Kurrakfl1t - The oak tree". 

S~ch is_ a fair specimen of Song, translated, with a little 
poetical licence. The orthography, although different from 
t~e system laid down in my Australian Grammar, suffi
Ciently conveys the sound to enable me at once to discover 
th~ dtalect of W Ullati the Poet who resided, near our 
r~stdence on the sea shore, dose to moon Island, until he 
dted. The word "N,mg-ngnUn"71 means a song, and when 
attached to the verbalizing affix wit-til-li-ko becomes 
Nung-ngUn-wit-til-ti-ko, according to the idiom of the 
language, For to song a song, - English, to sing a song. 

It ':as on a L_ord's day 1825 that delegates were sent to 
the d~fferent tnbes fr?m our tribe, requesting them to 
meet m order to pumsh a black who had killed another 
one, some time before. The flat, in which we resided near 
N~wcastle,_ was the spot chosen for the place of punishment 
bemg a plam clear of trees. The tribes from the Hawkesbury 
had delivered up the culprit to our tribe, who was in his 
parol of honour, until the appointed time. The Messengers 
accompan[y]ing him brought a new song as a present from 
the_ m~ses, t? enchant the hearts of the judges and soften 
thetr ngor m regard to the criminal [see p. 191]. The 
blacks seem to have an instinctive knowledge that:-

"Music has charms to sooth the savage beast rend rocks'' . . 
And, as I have been told, "To bend the knotted Oak " 
Be that as it may, or whether they intuitively are awar~. 
that:-

"He that hath no music in his soul is fit for treason ·~ 
is not clearly known. Any how, however, the matter 'was 
~ushed up. _My intercourse with the blacks, and at that 
time very Imperfect knowledge of their language, was 
such that I could not ascertain whether the vocal powers 
of the Songsters and Songstresses captivated their "most 
potent, grave, and reverend seignors" so as to cause them 
to l?se all sense of their proprieties, and forget their highest 
d_ut~es, or whether_ a flaw in the indictment, or the par
ttahty of pa~ty feeling, - or any vulgar process of bribery 
and corruptiOn, such as their civilized neighbours would 
scorn to acknowledge, I could never ascertain but the 
punishment did not take place. ' 

About this time the popular feeling amongst the 
Aborigines was in the highest state of excitement in 
consequence of the arrival of a black Songstress, who 
warbled forth to tl1e delight and astonishment of the 
natives the following Rondo, and such was the enthusiasm 
with which it was received, and the hold it had on their 
feelings, that the mere saying of the first line would cause 
a whole tribe of Men, women and children to cast away 
their garments, start up and join in the following fascin
ating Song and Dance:-

RONDO. 

Nga ba ya! 
Kore womumg ke ? 
Kore yo! 
Kore wonmmg ke ? 
Nga ba ya ! &c.&c.&c. 

A literal translation would not sufficiently explain; 
Poetic imagination must supply the Ellipsis; It runs thus:

Ah, is it so ! 
Where is the man ? 

Man away! 
Where is the man ~ 
Ah, is it so ! &c. &c. &c. 

A Scotch poetical Lassie would no doubt be led to 
suppose that the song was an imitation of:-

"Oh, where ! and Oh where ! 
Is my highland Laddie gone~·· 

and very likely something of the same sort of poetical 
feeling induced the Rondo in remembrance of some 
favorite absentee [cf. p. 194]. Human nature is just the 
same, whether clothed with the most delicate alabaster 
skin, or comely, but black exterior of the Image of God. 
Accidental circumstances may make individual difference, 
but it is "of one blood, God hath made all nations of 
men for to dwell on all the face of the earth." The mind 
of man is the same, whether of Saint, or Savage, or of 
Sage, darkness itself, until the divine light shines within 
the soul, opens the eyes of the tmderstanding to see the 
glory of God in the face of the Lord Jesus Christ, and then 
every faculty of the soul becomes devoted unto God. The 
harp will be ttmed to the song of Moses and the Lamb, 
and the voice will sing the new song, and in fellowship, 
the worshippers of God and the Lamb, will speak to 
themselves in psalms, and hymns, and spiritual songs, 
singing and making melody in the heart to the Lord. 

The Fine Arts. Drawing- Engraving78 

"0 that my words were now writteu ! 
0 that they were eugrm,ed 011 a tablet ! 
That with atl irou graver, aud with lead, 
They were eugraved 11po11 a rock for ever." 

Harne's translation of Job xix 23.24. 
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SucH WAS THE LANGUAGE of the Venerable Patriarch some 
thousand years ago. "It was common at an early period, 
to make inscriptions on the smooth surface of a rock, 
and numerous inscriptions of tills kind are fOtmd by 
travellers in the east, on tombs, and on rocks in Arabia, 
as would render it probable that they existed in the time 
of Job, or such as indicate great antiquity. Happily we are 
at no loss for such inscriptions on rocks in the country 
where Job lived."79 Now it is a remarkable fact that the 
aborigines of New South Wales, have in former times, 
engraved upon the rock in various parts of this colony 
and which engravings exist to the present day. In one 
place, where a battery has recently been erected, on the 
North side of Sydney harbour, near the entrance at the 
heads, the late W. A. Miles, Esq., informed me of some 
engravings on the rock wlllch he had observed there. 
So, likewise, at the South extrenllty of the South-head. SO 

I went with that gentleman and examined most carefully 
the tracings out engraved upon the horizontal flat surface 
of the high rocks, various emblems of fishes, as the Whale, 
the Porpoise, and the Snapper. So also upon the rock on 
which the light-house stands and a little to the Southward, 
there are engravings of a man nearly twenty feet long, 
circles and more recent outlines of ships which latter must 
have been done since the discovery of the Colony. Thirty 
years ago I was shown on a high place on the banks of the 
Hawkesbury, by Thomas Amdell, Esq.,81 on his estate, 
Cattie, where it still remains, the engraving upon the face 
of the flat horizontal rock being a rude representation of the 
Kangaroo, a drawing of which I took at the time. The 
stile ofengraving is similar to that of the ancient Egyptians. 
The aborigines have a taste for the fme arts, drawing 
especially. M'Gill, a noble specimen of his race, my 
companion and teacher in the language for many years, 
but now no more, could take a very good drawing of 
vessels especially. When the first steamboat arrived in the 
colony, the "Sophia Jane," I requested him to give me a 
description of it. This he did verbally, and when I required 
of him a representation, he drew with a pencil on a sheet 
of paper an excellent sketch of the vessel. The late Bishop 
of Sydney, the Rev. W. G. Broughton, who took a lively 
interest in the welfare of the aborigines, requested me to 
procure from M'Gill a specimen of his ability in drawing, 
the which I did and the Bishop forwarded it, a represen
tation of the steamer "Sophia Jane," to one of the societies 
in London,82 as a proof of the capabilities of the aborigines 
of New South Wales. It is evident from these very 
engravings upon the rocks that the aborigines have 
degenerated, and will continue so to do, until the few 
remaining individuals shall have become extinct, like 
many other portions of the human family, who are now 
no more. Philosophers of a certain stamp may argue as 
much as they please, that "Man is but the development 
of a monkey, that the monkey is the embryo man, so that 
if you keep a baboon long enough it will develop itself 
into a man."!! But I confess that I am strongly inclined to 
believe the very reverse, namely:- tl1at the most scientific 
man in the world, if deprived of the knowledge of God, 
and were [he] left to associate witl1 none other than persons 



of like dispositions with his own, that he would soon 
devel?P himself, even worse than a monkey, and be 
counted of God as a Fool! It is remarkable that all the 
engravings upon the rock by the Aborigines are found on 
the top of high places, and if a diligent search were made 
by those who have a taste for such things, as well as the 
opportunity, many curious relics might yet be discovered. 
There may possibly be ruins of very ancient buildings 
lying hid in Australia, which remains to be discovered by 
some future traveller, who, if unprejudiced against the 
aborigines, may fmd- out many remnants of an ancient 
people now absolutely becoming, all but totally extinct.83 
When a few lads were being taught by me to write the 
letters of the Roman Alphabet, they used to practice by 
chopping them out on the bark of the standing trees, and 
on the soft paper-like bark of the tea-tree, scratch with a 
nail the .letters they had been taught to form. In the South 
Sea Islands, being short of paper the natives used to write 
with the spike of the star-fish using it as a style upon the 
leaf of the palm.84 Many a swain "popped the question" 
to his lady-love, in the most simple form upon the fragile 
delicate unroled leaf of the Bananna, or the damsel to him 
on whom she had fixed her affections, contrary to all rule 
of modern civilized etiquette in such matters. The following 
is the copy submitted to me for advice on the subject, and 
not being under the "seal of confession," no secret is 
betrayed in stating its contents. For want of a Dual number 
the English language falls short of the original which runs 
thus:- "Dear Friend, this is my little speech to thee, if 
it be agreeable to thee we two will be married. Write me 
thy speech. Mayest thou have every blessing through 
Jesus Christ our Lord." Some times there is a signature, 
some times not, according as it may so happen that the 
messenger who takes the leaf-love-letter may be desired, 
or not, to say who tl1e sender is. The Aborigines of New 
South Wales had not arrived at the knowledge of writing, 
further, than to form the letters, when they died off. Had 
the tribes lived and become proficient in the art, no 
doubt their ingenuity would, like the islanders, have found 
a substitute in the Tea-tree bark, or some other like 
substitute, until paper became plentiful amongst them. 

Punishment85 

IT IS ASTONISIDNG the great influence that trifling acts of 
kindness have over the mind of savages; Barbarians shewed 
no small kindness to a prisoner, supposed to be a murderer, 
but when he exercised his power to heal many how 
different their conduct. It so happened that a regular battle 
took place an10ngst the aborigines, and as in all such cases 
there is much noise and danger, we were not a little 
alarmed at the proximity of the field of battle, which 
extended to our cottage, and took place close to our bed 
room window just as Mrs. T. was giving birth to a 
daughter, her first-bom.86 Alarmed at the shouting and 
screaming it was necessary to endeavour if possible to 
obtain quietness [sec p. 191]. Three men had been wounded 
by the spears, and the weapons were flying about to the 
no small danger of the spectators who had assembled to 
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see the fray. To add to tl1e difficulty, the natives had been 
supplied with rum, by persons in the town, and many 
were very much intoxicated and infuriated with drink. 
However I ventured amongst them and by a sudden shout 
caught their attention when I appealed to their feelings as 
men, and to the women, for they are always the exciters 
in the broil, stating the circumstances in where we were 
placed, and to their credit be it spoken they retired to a 
distant part where peace was soon restored. Painfully 
disgusting as such scenes always were to witness amongst 
the blacks, they were not more so than to notice christian 
gentlemen vaunting their high intellectual powers as so 
much superior to those of the degraded sons of the soil, 
yet could furnish them with spirits for the very purpose 
of exciting the passions of the savage, and induce them to 
get up a fight for the mere amusement of idlers! At this 
time, 1825, we had one tribe about us consisting of about 
50 persons, 87 a miserable disappointment, having been led 
to suppose that 500 were nearer the number that usually 
resided in tl1e locality. Some of these appeared disposed to 
domicile within our fence, the which we encouraged, and 
they put up, with our assistance, two small huts in which 
to reside, their stay was very transient. A few days after 
the fight had taken place, the natives from the Sugar-loaf 
Mountain,88 and Main-River, assembled around us, in 
order, to prepare for a punishment, as it was called, of a 
black, who was supposed to have killed a patient in the 
exercise of his skill as a Doctor. The affair passed off very 
quietly, as only a few spears were thrown, which damaged 
no one, and I was happy to sec them depart in peace. 
The honour of the profession had been vindicated, and the 
Doctor retired amidst much applause. One circumstance 
occurred, nnfortunately for one of the weaker black sex, 
she had forsaken her paramour and by accident met him 
in the assembly, the consequence was it afforded him an 
opportunity of revenge, and he smote her on the head so 
severely witl1 his waddy that her head was broken and she 
was covered with blood. Justice though tardy is sure, so 
it is affirmed by the learned in law, and this man for thus 
taking vengeance himself had to stand punishment amongst 
another tribe at Port Stevens, when the matter would be 
suffered to rest. It is not impossible however that something 
else may transpire when that tribe meets, as has been often 
the case, and tl1en broils and feuds are continually excited 
and kept up. I cannot describe accurately the scene, for I 
refused, when the natives solicited me to be present, and 
expressed my utmost abhorence at such practices, and did 
my utmost to prevent a general battle. Whether it had any 
effect or not, it is difficult to say, but very little execution 
was done. Punishments, seem to be amongst the aborigines 
a sort of retribution, arising from the natural feeling of self 
protection, you protect me and I will protect you, is their 
principle of action. 89 In a certain sense they are like our 
ancient tournaments, where the accuser and the accused 
fight to prove their innocence by victory. But, there is this 
difference amongst the aborigines, the accused sta11ds 
punishment, literally, and does not fight in return, except 
a general engagement ensues. The alleged guilty one stands 
naked some little distant from the injured party who 

throws at him a certain number of spears, befo~e agreed 
upon by tl1e tribes assembled in conclave, the which spears 
he wards off by a wooden shield held by the left hand, 
with a waddy in the right, and it is astom.slung to see ~he 
agility and cleverness manifested in evadm~ or ward~g 
off every spear. His own tribe, as well as the t~be belongmg 
to the aggrieved party stand around to see fatr play. Some
times the spears although nothing but grass tree ste~s 
pointed with the hard wood of the iron~bark t~ee will 
pierce through the wooden shield, fully an ~ch thic~, and 
penetrate the hand of the black who holds It, such ts ~he 
force, with which the spears are hurled from the throwmg 
stick used on the occasion. !he spears. a~e. fro9~ 6 to 7 
feet long, generally made wah three divisions ----: t_wo 
of the grass tree and one of the ~ardw?od. The JOllltS 
are cemented together with gum resm :vhlC~ ~xudes from 
the grass-tree, and when dissolved ~n spmts makes a 
varnish very much like the common ppan. The. ends of 
the grass-tree are charred. in_ the fire, fit~e~ o~e !nto t_he 
other with the melted rosm mfused, the JOlllt IS tied wtth 
a filament of bark, and a lump of the gum is wrapped, round 
the joint having the appearance of a ball of ~o?ler s wax 
on the joint. It is roasted over the fire, and as It IS softened 
by the heat the softened gum is put into shape by the 
wetted fingers of the artizan. The ha~d wooden s~ewer 
like end is sharpened to a very fmc pomt, charre~ m the 
fire and covered whilst hot with melted g~m, ~d m some 
instances a bone barb is fastened at the pomt, m the same 
manner as the joints are made to adhere together. These 
sort of spears are principally made on the sea-coast, and 
are exchanged in the interior for opposum rugs and ~ails 
of cord made from the opposum fur, spnn by hand mto 
a sort of cord. 

Demons and Demouesses91 

IT MATTERS NOT how simple soever the act may be which 
is done as a testimony of acknowledgement of the P?wer 
of a superior being whether that Being be the Alrrughty 
true and only God, or the mere imaginary Demon of 0-e 
Gentiles; whether the child be sacrificed as a ~urnt ~ffermg 
to Devils, or a tooth knocked out as a sccunty aga~st the 
anger of PuttikJn an imaginary supernatural Bemg ?f 
whom the aborigines in these parts of th~ colony stan~ 111 
dread; or whether the evidence ofbelongmg_to the ~nCient 
people of God under the Old '!'estam~nt dispe_nsatton. be 
the circumcision of the fore-skin, or 111 the dispensation 
of the New Covenant, the holy people use water as 0e 
witness of the external purification of the flesh, symbolical 
of the internal baptism by the holy spirit of God, or ever 
we can enter into the kingdom of heave~. The b~ead 
which we break, the cup of blessing of which we drink, 
the table of which we partake, may become either of_ the 
Lord or of Devils, by the mere simple act of th~ mn~d. 
Hence the apostle urges not to have fellowshtp with 
Devils, not to cat that which is offered to Idols, wh~n 
such a simple act as the mere eatin~ of food, otherwise 
innocent would be construed as a Witness of the ackn?w
ledgeme~t of the power of the supposed Divine Be111g. 
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The aborigines of New Hollan~ ~ave. their imagina:y 
supernatural beings, of whom It Is. difficult to obtam 
anything like a satisfactory systematic acco~t-~2 It was 
in the month of November, 1825, some natives mform~d 
me of a certain imaginary being of whom they s~ood m 
great dread. The ~ame of tills ~emon is PuttikJn ~terally. 
the being who bttes, from Putt1 the root of to bite, and 
kJ11 the present tense of the s~bstantivc forr.n of the verb 
to be in existence. The favounte hatmt of this sup~rnatural 
person was said to be in the Sugar-loaf-mountam, West 
of Newcastle [seep. 194]. In person he_was described as a 
man in stature, having arms, feet, walking erect, but very 
tall having long hair on the head, the body also covered 
wi;h hair. The feet were reversed the contrary way to 
his face so that no one could trace him except they fir~t 
saw Ills' person, and were aware of this circumstance. H1s 
flesh was so hard that no bullet could penetrate any part 
of his body, save one particular spot betw~t the ~egs -
He was said to be often heard in the mountams durmg the 

d h "P' 'I' l I summer evenings uttering a lou cry, t us; - 1m or-o. 
Pirril6rl!" The Blacks say that a Soldier of the 46th, heard 
him as well as themselves, but that tl1ere are not m~y 
of these sort- of beings. Other aboriginal natives de~cr~be 
the appearance of this being a~ like unto a horse! havmg 
a large mane and tail sharp hke a cutlass; whenever ~e 
meets the blacks they go towards him and draw up thetr 
upper lip to shew that the tooth is kn~cke~ out as a homa!?e 
to him when it is affirmed by thetr wise men, he will 
not inj~re the~, but should the tooth be ~eft in. th~ 1!-pper 
jaw, he will then run after the nnsanctified mdtvtdual, 
kill and cat him! Tills Being does not walk, but boun~s 
like the kangaroo, the noise of which on the ground ts 
as the report of a gun, he calling out as he advances 
Pirrolong! Pirrolongf93 There is another Demon tl1at haunts 
the woods, he is said to have appeared to one of our 
natives who w~s employed marking a road for us through 
the bush to our intended site on the borders of La~e 
Macquarie. The Black ran away dreadfully alar~ed,_ so ~t 
was currently reported amongst the Blacks. This hem~ IS 
represented as a wild man of wonderful pow~rs, havmp 
a wife of a most extraordinary character, _hts .name IS 
"Koyorowin" when he travels in tl1e bush which IS always 
by night, he utters _a loud n?ise like a certain !'ill of the 
voice which the natives occasiOnally make, but ts perfectly 
indescribable by the pen. I never heard the trill, but once, 
and that was when the tribes assembled to welcome 
Governor Bourke at Newcastle, when the blacks ·were 
assembled in a line, as the Governor pass:d the~ bent down 
their spears and bowed down their b~dies until th~ spears 
touched the ground, uttering all the time a loud tnll on a 
descending scale. This. said Koyorowin, when he ~v_erta~: 
a native, commands htm to exchange cudge~, gtvmg 
own which is extremely large, and then destres the black 
to take a first blow at his head which he holds down for 
the purpose of receiving the blow! This wonderful person 
then returns the compliment and by or~e blo:V on the skull 
kills the unfortunate victim, skewers htm wtth the c~d~~~ 
carries him off into the woods, roasts and eats him. 
KurriwilbJn is the name of his wife; she has a- long horn 



on each shoulder growing upward, with which she pierces 
the aboriginal children, and then shakes herself until they 
are firmly impaled on her shoulders, when she carries 
them to the deep valley, roasts and cats them [sec p. 194). 
She docs not kill the women, they being always taken by 
her husband for himself, she choosing children and male 
adults for her prey. By some unaccountable means 
Yarhoo95 has been given as a name to this Demoness, 
most likely introduced by some way from Dean Swift's 
travels of Gulliver, just as pickanitmey, another barbarism, 
has been introduced by Europeans amongst the aborigines, 
for a little child, or infant in arms, and which term the 
blacks often use under the impression that they are speaking 
elegantly and correctly, unconscious that they are murdering 
the Queen's English.96 The aborigines are dreadfully afraid 
of being out after dark, and should they happen to be 
overtaken by the evening shades, they instantly furnish 
themselves with a fire stick97 which they carry in their 
hands during the remainder of their journey until they 
arrive at the encampment to which they may be going 
[see p. 125]. 

The Unknown Being9s 

"THE WORLD BY WISDOM knew not God." It matters not 
whether in Athens, or Australia, the fact is still the same, 
an unmistakable evidence of the truth of holy writ as 
declared by the Apostle Paul. And "if at Athens, the 
eye of the world, the Mistress of learning, the school of 
wisdom and of nature, they were totally ignorant of the 
true God, it cannot be expected that other nations should 
be acquainted with him; or that the light of nature, 
philosophy, or the disquisitions of the most elevated minds, 
should be sufficient for these things: if God was unknown 
to them, who were most capable (without a divine aid) 
of knowing him yet they continued blind, and groping 
in the dark to no purpose." In that classical region called 
"the shop of the Gods", "a city crammed with temples, 
a cotmtry so filled with deities that you may easier fmd a 
god than a man, a pantheon of the world having one 
temple in common to all the gods," and one altar with 
tlus inscription: - "TO THE UNKNOWN GOD" 
whom they ignorantly worshipped until the despised 
babbler, the Apostle Paul, declared him unto the men of 
Athens: - What, then, could be expected from men 
sunk into the lowest scale of degradation in regard to the 
knowledge of the Almighty as the Aborigines of Australia 
were and are even at the present time ! The Blacks of 
Australia and tl1e men of Athens, stand on a perfect 
equality in regard to the knowledge of God, and of both, 
it may truly be said that they are without God in this 
world. The firestick placed in the fork of a tree by the 
Aborigines of New Holland to influence the mind of the 
unknown Being, and the altar inscribed by the Athenians 
to the Unknown God, both evidence their equal ignorance 
of the truth, and shew that the knowledge of divine things 
is obtained from Revelation and not from nature or 
reason uninfluenced by the Holy Spirit of God. The 
Aborigines of New Holland, in this part of the Colony, 
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have no priesthood, no altar, no sacrifice, nor any religious 
service, strictly so called; their superstitious observances 
can scarcely be designated as divine rites, being only 
mysterious works of darkness, revellings and such like. 
Nevertheless, they are not left without some instinctive 
feeling of dependence on the great "Unknown Being" 
on whom they call when in danger. This I ascertained, by 
accident, one day when crossing the Lake in a gale of wind, 
and the sea was running very high so that we made little 
progress in our boat, and a canoe could not have lived 
in the storm. Speaking to M'Gill, the aborigine who was 
with me in the boat, on the subject, and supposing that 
he were in a canoe and overtaken with such a gale of 
wind as was then blowing, and if he were sinking, on 
enquiring of him was there any being to whom he would 
cry? He said. "yes, there was Koun." On asking him what 
he would say, his reply was, "Koun tia;" - literally, 
"Kolln," the name of the Being, tia "to me", meaning 
look to me, or save me, just whatever the mind intended 
in the understood ellipsis. Tills led to further enquiry and 
the description given to me was that he had three names; 
- Koun, Tippakcil, and Por-rang, that he was a male being, 
who was always as he is now; in appearance like a Black, 
that he resides in the thick bushes or jungles, occasionally 
appearing by day, but mostly by night. In general he 
precedes the coming of the natives from distant parts, 
when they assemble to celebrate certain mysteries, as 
knocking out the tooth in the mystic ring, or when 
performing some dance. He appears painted with pipe 
clay, and carries a fire-stick in his hand; but, generally 
it is the Doctors, a kind of Magicians, who alone perceive 
him, and to whom he says,- "fear not, come and talk."99 
At other times he comes when the blacks arc asleep, takes 
them up, as an eagle does his prey, and carries them away! 
The shout of the surrounding party often causes him to 
drop his burthcn; otherwise, he conveys them to his 
fireplace in the bush, where dose to the fire he deposits 
carefully his load. The person carried tries to cry out, but 
cannot, feeling almost choaked: at daylight, Kowt dis
appears, and the black fmds himself conveyed safely to 
his own fire-side !100 This mysterious being has a wife 
and she likewise has three names:- Mailkan, Tippakalleen, 
and Bimpoin.IOI It appears that the second name is but the 
feminine form of the second name of Kotm:- Tippakdl, 
the masculine form of the name, Tippa, the root whence 
the name is derived, Tippakcil the name of the male being, 
kdl the masculine termination. Tippa-kdlleen the name of 
the female being, kaliin the feminine termination of the 
name. Kotm is a name remarkable from its singular con
struction, the word is pronounced so as to rhyme with 
the English word cone. According to the structure of the 
language K denotes Being; 0, purpose; U, power; 
N, presentiality, which combined forms, the name of the 
mysterious unknown Being, KOUN. His wife TippakalliCtt 
is a much more terrific being than her husband whom 
the blacks do not dread because he does not kill them; 
but this female being, not only carries off the natives in a 
large bag-net underneath the earth, but she spears the 
children through the temple dead, and no one ever sees 

gain those whom she obtains. It is not improbable that 
~outl has much to do with the mystic ring named 
POrrobung [see below], in which the aborigines dance and 
fall down at certain periods; the third name of Komi 
being Porrang taken from P6rr, the root of to fall dowi~, 
to drop, to be born, and no doubt has reference. to ~s 
drop[p]ing his prey by the fire-side unhurt. Something like 
the felling of nightmare, as It ts termed by us, ha~ no do~bt 
caused the imagination of the blacks to suppose It a reahty 
caused by the power of the weat _and pow~~ful unkno;m 
being. But no stretch of imagmatton nor dtltgent enqmry 
can shew any act of adoration to tills supreme unknown 
being. Some of other tribes and people may adopt the 
lines of the Poet and say:-

"Father of all in every age 
In every clime adored 

By Saint, by Savage, or by Sage, 
Jehovah, Jove, or Lord." 

But for the Aborigines of New South Wales it can only 
be said "they are a nation void of understanding," without 
Christ, having no hope, and without God in the world. 

Remarkable Placesl02 

THERE IS AMONGST ALL PEOPLE a sort of reverence for 
Remarkable Places, and when the mind does not fall into 
the error of attaching undue reverence to such localities, 
as though they were more holy than other parts of this 
habitable globe, no evil can result; but if we conc~ive_that 
the worslllp of God is more acceptable to htm m a 
Cathedral than a Barn; or, in the splendidly decorated 
Gothic nonconformist structure, IOJ with all its meretricious 
mockeries, than in an upper room, we are yet ignorant of 
the Spirit of Christianity, and babes in th~ do_ctrine of 
Christ. God is a spirit, and they that worshtp him, must 
worship him in spirit and in truth, and the Father seeketh 
such in every place to worslllp him. Christ Jesus has con
secrated every place by his presence whether the Temple, 
or the private house; - the Mountain or the plain; -
the City or the Village; - the River, or the Sea; even the 
very grave itself has been sweetened by his presence, and 
in every place upon all who call upon Ills holy name, 
grace, mercy, and peace, descend like the dew from 
heaven, wheresoever his disciples may be found, whether 
collected as the Churches of Christ in any province, or 
how much soever tl1ey may be individually scattered abroad 
in all places of the Earth, or amidst the Islands of the Sea. 
The Aborigines have a few consecrated places, temporally 
used as occasion serves. Into such places no woman may 
enter under pain of death, during the period in which 
certain mysteries are celebrated therein. The bark of the 
trees are marked for a certain space around the spot chosen 
for the ceremonies and none but the initiated Males dare 
venture therein. I never had an opportunity of seeing any 
one of the places described, nor had I ever any intimation 
given of the assembling of their lodge, or of the secret 
of their free-masonery, which was pretended to be carefully 
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concealed in the breast of the Brotherhood, like many 
otl1er shams to impose upon the credulity of Mankind. 
The following are the names of remarkable places, some 
of which arc sacred. 

P6r-ro-bung, the name of a Mystic Sacred Ring, ~n 
which the aborigines dance and fall down at certam 
periods. The trees are marked near the Ring with rude 
representations of locusts, serpents, &c. on the ~ark 
chopped with an axe, and similitudes of the nests of vanous 
quadrupeds, are formed on the ground ne~r the spot. ~he 
natives dance for several days, every morlllllg and everung 
continuing the whole of the night; no wome~ ar~ allo:wed 
to join in the ceremony. The name of the nng tmplies a 
forcible falling down, so that it may be presumed that the 
dance is continued until by exhaustion the performers fall 
down on the earth.l04 

Yu-lung, the name of the ring, wheresoever it may be 
made in which the tooth is knocked out. I 05 Women are 
not e~cluded here, but, if single, are subject to be demanded 
by the initiated youths, after the ceremony of knocking 
out the tootl1 has been performed, as wives for the res
pective parties requiring them. T~1e w?m~n are :very fond 
of these rings. Whether our weddmg rmg ts a relic of some 
such customs amongst the "Stupid Aborigines of Briton", 
is a question that must be determined by a conclave of 
Druids. 

K.in-ti-ir-ra-bin, the name of a small Volcano on the 
sea-coast near Red-head; Situate seven or eight miles S of 
Newcastle, and five or six miles N E of the entrance to 
Lake Macquarie. This has often been mistaken for a bush
fire. There is another Volcano up the River Hunter, 
Ko-pur-ra-ba, tl1e name of the place from which the 
Blacks obtain the Ko-pur-ra, a reddish Earth, which they 
wet, mould up into balls, and then burn them in a strong 
fire, in wlllch tl1e balls change into a brilliant red pigJ?~nt, 
something like red-ochre, with which the el~te. Ab~ngn_Ial 
Ladies and Gentlemen paint themselves, nuxmg lt With 
'the kidney fat of the kangaroo, or not, just as the fashion 
may prevail, whenever they assemble either t~ dane~, o:r 
to fight. The kidney fat of the Kangaroo bemg sohd IS 
preferable to Bear's grease; the oil of Snakes to that of 
macaSSar; 106 and the bright red pigment is far before 
Roughe, as a cosmetic, to set off the dark skin of the 
Aborigines of New Holland. 

Pit-to-ba, A place of pipe-day; from Pit-to, pip~clay, 
wlllch is used to give a delicate shade of pure whiteness 
on the black skin of the dark native both male and female. 
When decorating for the dance, the skin is slightly tint~d 
with tllls substance instead of the celebrated pearl-white 
of the British fair ones:- but on ftmeral occasions the 
head is plaistered thickly with pipe-day, especi_ally by the 
women, as mourning for the deceased. Nothmg c~ be 
more hideous than to see a black woman in deep mourrung, 
having no otl1er clothing than a tlllck plaister of pipe-day 
on the head, covered with streams of blood floWing from 
cuts made purposely in the scalp, and daubed from head 



to foot, with pipe-day, save where burning on the thigh, 
and clots of blood cover the skin. Some Black females 
have gladly availed themselves of the cast off widow's
weeds, as they are technically called by Europeans, instead 
of the layer of plaistered pipe-day round the head and 
face, as being much more cleanly and becoming. 

Ko-na-ko-na-ba, the name of a place where the stone 
called Ko-na-ko-na is found. There are veins in the stone, 
which contain a yellow substance, used for paint in warlike 
expeditions. The name of a large mountain, the north 
extremity of Lake Macquarie. There is another place where 
a yellow substance is found in the Ant's nests, called 
Pur-ri-bang-ba, the Ants' nest place; from within which 
a yellow dusty substance is found, and used by the Blacks 
as a paint for their bodies, called Pur-ro-b:ing. The ants 
collect the substance for some unknown purpose. When 
a black warrior goes to battle, he strips himself of every 
encumbrance, decorates his person with various paints, 
his head with the white down, taken from the eagle-hawk 
or the . Black-swan, and with weapons in the oppossum 
cord gudle of his loins, the shield in one hand together 
with spears, and the tl1rowing stick and spear in the other 
he is completely equipped for the war. 

On the Northern extremity107 of the Eastern side of 
Lake Macquarie there is a bluff, at the foot of which are 
two upright rocks of the conglomerate kind, which the 
Aborigines have named, Mul-ltmg-bu-la; so called from 
Mullung, a proper name, and bula, the pronominal dual 
postfix, referring to a traditionary circumstance, that took 
place 'a long time ago.' To call in question the truthfulness 
of the tradition, would at once rank you amongst the 
.. Stupid fellows," as the Aborigines term all heterodox 
persons who have not implicit faith in, and do not hold 
the tradition of, their fathers. The tradition believed in by 
the Orthodox Blacks in regard to the two rocks is that a 
certain Black-man, from causes unknown to posterity, 
but supposed to be trivial, if any at all existed on the part 
of the dark sex, beat them most unmercifully to death! 
~n conseqUence of such shameful treatment, they were 
instantly transformed into the two upright rocky pillars 
about 9 feet high [seep. 127]. On my carefully examining 
them I found that tl1ey were decomposing very fast, the 
action of the sea air causing the pudding stone to crumble, 
and the separated parts at the base of the pillars shew the 
rapidity witl1 which the process is being carried on. The 
Saline air has also a remarkable effect on the Sand-stone 
rock; for close to my former residence, at the Lake, there 
was a small cavern forming, owing to the particles of sand 
which composed the solid rock falling down from the side 
and roof. handfuls of Carbonate of Soda I gathered on the 
spot, and it appeared that this was combined witl1 the 
particles of sand, which composed the rock, and as it 
became affected by the sea air it effloresced. Nothing of the 
kind however exists in the two pudding stone black ladies. 
No imagination can create any likeness to the human form, 
eyes they have not, arms they have not, and as for legs, 
the· blacks would tell you they have no need of any as the 
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pillars were not intended to run away. Query, -has this 
tradition any reference to the transformation of Lot's wife 
into a pillar of salt, and which tradition like all otl1er 
traditions when merely committed to memory, from 
generation to generation, become fabulous, like tl1e silly 
traditions of the "Roman Papacy?''l08 The Aborigines have 
also a tradition that a great flood covered all the neighbour
ing mountains, that but one family escaped in a canoe, 
and the blacks told me as a proof of the flood, that cockle 
and other shells were found on the mountain tops. You 
would be counted an unbeliever if you suggested that the 
shells being recent, must have been carried thither. Beneath 
the mountain, on which, at the base, the two pillars stand, 
there is a projecting seam of excellent coal of the caking 
description, and not like the seam in other parts of the 
Lake, which is technically called open burning coal, from 
not having tl1e quality of caking so as to form a cinder but 
burning with a bright flame, throwing out great heat, and 
burning to a greyish ash, without clinker, and when 
"prejudice, which has neither eyes nor ears," shall be 
sufficiently mesmerised to permit common sense to test 
many things, the Lake Macquarie coal, with its millions 
and millions of tons approachable on the surface level may 
be found of some use as an auxiliary to the Steam Naviga
tion in these colonies. Having no landed interest at Lake 
Macquarie, this observation is made merely for general 
information. The blacks call Lake Macquarie Nik-kin-ba,109 
from Nikkin, Coal, and ba place of, meaning a place of 
coal. The lake upwards of twenty miles from North to 
South, and in some places eight miles from East to West 
abounds with both description of coal. It is improperly 
called a Lake, it is in reality a Lagoon having a shallow 
entrance from the sea, and which was mistaken, by a 
Captain Reid, for Newcastle, when that place, then called 
the coal river, was first discovered. It is self-evident that 
our rivers and harbours since that time have become much 
shallower, including Sydney harbour, which at the bar, 
ncar the Sow and Pigs, has become not so deep by several 
feet that it was when first laid down in tl1e Maps. It was 
at the foot of the two figures the coal cropped out, and 
there Captain Reid made a wharf of stones, which remain, 
and on which I landed to see the pillars, and there he took 
in a cargo of coal, and sailed to Sydney, stating to the 
Governor that Newcastle was abandoned, that all the 
prisoners must have escaped, and what had become of the 
officials he could not say, but the most fearful suspicions 
were entertained as to their fate. The next vessel discovered 
the mistake, and from that day to this, the entrance to 
Lake Macquarie has been called "REID'S MISTAKE.'' 
Three or four miles by water from this place there is 
another point called by the Aborigines Mtln-nu-kJn a 
proper name; Etymology unknown. Underneath this 
point there crops out a seam of canal coal, beneath which 
there is a seam of superior common coal, both jet into 
the sea in three or four fathoms of water. The then 
Government Surveyor, Mr. Busby, together with the late 
Mr. Henderson, of the Australian Agricultural Company, 
found on examination, that the two veins were nearly 
nine feet thick and the coal of an excellent quality. 

At the entrance of the Lake there is a small island 
commonly called Nobby's Island, similar to the one at 
Newcastle, but not so large, tl1e which caused Captain 
Reid to mistake the entrance. The natives call the island 
Nir-rit-ti-ba, the place of Mutton-birds, from Nirritti, 
Mutton-bird, and ba, place of; because that bird aboun~[s] 
thereon and burrows its nest in tl1e guano substance wluch 
covers the small rock that forms the island. At one time 
of the year the blacks go to this island and feast on the eggs 
and young ones of the Mutton-bird, which they esteem 
as highly as my Lord Duke does his pheasant, and which 
Mutton-birds are guarded by certain laws, perhaps more 
stringent than those of the game in England, where 
transportation is the statute penalty, whilst death is the 
punishment amongst the blacks for those ~h<:' transgress 
their common law. On the shore close to thts tsland there 
is a vein of Iron ore, not mere iron stone, which runs from 
the East in a north-west direction across the Lake. It is 
in a sort of Dyke some ten or twelve feet broad and looks 
like a mass of melted metal that has been poured in and 
cooled in the chasm of rock which it has filled up. The 
surface undulates something like a batch of penny rolls 
and the undulations are about the same size. The iron-stone 
abounds also, and is called by the Aborigines, Nul-ka-mtl-ka. 
A hard stone. 

In the vicinity of Lake Macquarie,llO betwixt it and the 
mountains to the west, called the Sugar Loaf range, there 
is a hole of fresh water, said by the blacks to be bottomless, 
and named by them Wau-wa-nln from wau-wai, the name 
of a monster fish, much larger than any shark, and which 
it is said inhabits the contiguous swamps, and occasionally 
kills the Aborigines. There is also another similar place 
ncar a small Island in the Lake. It is reported, by the blacks, 
that if stones be thrown down from the cliffs on the main 
land into the resort of these monsters, in that part of the 
Lake called Boroyer6ng, where the water is very deep, 
portions of the bark of the tea-tree would be soon observed 
floating upwards, and the monster would shortly afterwards 
be seen gradually arising out of the deep. Should any natives 
happen to be at hand, the horrid monster would overturn 
their canoe, and swallow alive the ill-fated crew, then the 
canoe itself after which he would descend to his resort in 
the supposed unfathomable water! If you heave the lead, 
and show the bottom to be only two or three fathoms deep, 
the blacks will refer you to the tradition of their Elders 
and express their belief that it must be true, at least in the 
days of tl1eir fathers! conversing once with Sir Richard 
Bourke, one of the late Governors of New South Wales 
on their tradition, he suggested that the Hippopotamus 
might perhaps have existed in former times, from which 
circumstance their tradition might have arisen.lll Since 
that remark was made the Alligator has been discovered 
to abmmd in some of the rivers to tl1e Northward. If 
such animals as the Hippopotamus existed formerly in 
these parts, it is evident that there arc none at the pres~nt 
time, but there can be no more objection taken as to 
certain races of animals becoming extinct than nations and 
tribes of the human race, as the Ammorites, Hittites and 
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Jebusites &c. the nations of old devoted to destruction 
because the cup of their iniquity was full, and as the 
Aborigines of this vast continent, as well as tl10se of the 
neighbouring Islands, are either amalgamating with the 
Anglo-Saxon race, or dying off, as the census clearly shows 
in the Georgian, Society and Sandwich Islands,l12 where 
the accounts of births and deaths have been for years, and 
are now, still, carefully registered, clearly show. The Rev. 
C. Pitman informed me, but a day or two since, that 
when he first went to Rarotonga, some thirty years since, 
that the inhabitants of the Island numbered upwards of 
seven thousand, but that now they scarcely amount to 
three thousand. Natural causes, as diseases, some of which 
have been introduced by ships, as meazles, Influenza &c. 
account for the extinction of the race. 

There is a sort of sacred place ncar Newcastle on the 
sea-beach, beneath a high cliff, named Yi-ran-na-li, where, 
it is said, that if any person speak, the stones will fall down 
upon them, from the high arched rocks above, the crumbl
ing state of which is such as to render it extremely probable, 
that the mere concussion of air from the voice would 
cause the effect to take place. I was once walking beneath 
the projecting rock and called loudly to M'Gill, who with 
other blacks, were with me, he instantly beckoned me to 
be silent, at which I wondered, a few small stones fell down 
from the crumbling overshadowing cliff at that moment, 
and they urged me on. When we had passed out of the 
precincts of the fearful place, I asked what they meant 
by commanding my silence, and pushing on so quickly, 
without speaking? Tills elicited the tradition of the place 
as being a very fearful one, for if any one speak w~ilst 
passing beneath the overhanging rocks, stones would 
invariably fall as we had just witnessed.113 At the entrance 
of Newcastle there is a small high Island, called by the 
English Nobby's Island. The blacks have a tradition that 
it is the abode of an immensely large Kangaroo which 
resides within the centre of the high rock, that occasionally 
he shakes himself which causes the Island to tremble and 

' large pieces fall down, as any one can perceive has been, 
and still continues to be the case, on the eastern side of the 
Island. It is evident on the slightest inspection, that at some 
early period the Island formed part of the main land, the 
strata correspond with the similar ones of coal, sand, and 
other stone to those on the opposite shore, nothing but a 
general convulsion of nature could have affected such a 
change. Manual labour is now employed to fill up tl1e 
space betwixt the Island and the main land so as to form 
a breakwater for the protection of the harbour at New
castle, and great part of the top of Nobby's Island has 
been taken down without reaching the monster kangaroo 
said to dwell within the rock! 

High places have always been distinguished as sacred, 
whether by Moabites or Israelites, and the Aborigines of 
New South Wales appear to have distinguished high places 
by symbolical engravings on the rocks which remain to 
the present day, but no altars, however rude, remain to 
give any clue as to religious rites, or ceremonies. The only 
tiling I have ever noticed, as rather puzzling. to account 



for on a high hill, or rather range of hills, was a circular 
erection of stones, of about 5 or 6 feet diameter, and two 
or three feet high, evidently built, but not cemented with 
anything. At first I thought it was a burying place, and 
searching a little distance on, say a quarter of a mile, 
another mound, and afterwards several more were dis
covered. I took two or three heaps to pieces and dug 
expecting to find the remains of a human body, but there 
was nothing of the kind. On enquiry of my Black tutor, 
M' Gill, he informed me that the tradition was, tl1at the 
Eagle-Hawks brought these stones and placed them 
together in the form in which they were found.l14 But 
no reason could be given why or wherefore the Eagles 
took so much pains. No doubt the Eagles found in their 
flight, no more difficulty in carrying the large stones, some 
of which I could not lift, than the angels did when carrying 
the house of the Lady of Lorretto through the air 115 and 
were so fatigued as to be compelled to rest once on their 
journey according to the tradition held by the Roman 
Papacy and which like the tradition of the blacks it would 
be most heretical to disbelieve! "Pope Sixtus v. had, or 
pretended to have, a firm belief in the miracle of the house 
of Loret~o, .which was stated to have occurred shortly 
before hts time. Now many persons, with tl1e Bishop of 
Recanati, a town a little way from Lorretto, at their head, 
absolutely denied that such an event as that the house 
should have flown through the air, from Nazareth to 
Dalmatia, and finally to Loretto, had ever taken place. 
But the Pope was determined to uphold the truth of the 
miracle, and created an order of knights expressly to 
maintain and defend its authenticity! tills was in the year 
1586, and the order was named after the town of Loretto. 
Every knight, therefore was bound to draw Ills sword in 
its defence and to challenge to single combat whoever 
should venture to impugn its veracity." As the Aborigine, 
M~Gill whose native name [Biraban] was "Eagle-hawk," 
might have been, for aught I know, a knight of the ancient 
order of the holy Eagle-stones, and being a very valient 
athletic man, might have taken umbrage, and have deemed 
it as most heretical to dispute his testimony of the truth 
of the Sacred Legend of the wonderful Eagles flying with 
the holy stones in their claws, as it would be counted 
preposterous to doubt the veracity of Pope's flying-angels 
with the stone built ho~se of Loretto in their arms, resting 
only once during their journey through the air! The 
French philosophers,ll6 when in Sydney, some years back, 
on a scientific voyage, made a very careful examination of 
the Skulls of the living, as well as of the dead aborigines, 
and solemnly gave it as their decided opinion, after a most 
profound investigation of the various protuberances of the 
Cranium, that:- "the blacks of New Holland were 
incapable of instruction arising from an innate deficiency 
of intellect!" (seep. 186]. Whether the sconces of the 
Popes of Rome, if subjected to an impartial manipulation, 
by these sages would manifest a similar result, must remain 
a question; but if common sense were to handle the subject, 
and reason draw the conclusion from the conduct of both 
parties making every allowance for the advantages each 
have enjoyed, it would not require the wisdom of a 
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Solomon to discover the sheer ignorance of the one 
deeply to be deplored, and the wicked villainous knavery 
of the other purposely to deceive mankind, against which 
every true Christian should lift up Ills voice, act the con
sistant Protestant, have no fellowship, with the works of 
darkness, come out from amongst them, and touch not 
the unclean thing, but ratl1er reprove them. 

Domestic Utensi/sl17 

THE ABORIGINES have no emplements of husbandry, the 
art of husbandry having been utterly lost amongst them, 
nor did they ever manifest any desire, when pressed to 
cultivate portions of ground in the Government reserve 
of 10,000 acres of land near Reid's Mistake, Lake 
Macquarie, to become settlers in our sense of the term. 
They were very fond of Indian-corn,ll8 flour, pumpkins, 
melons, and every description of fruit introduced by the 
Colonists, and seemed to say:- "You work, we will eat 
of your labor," and practically they did so, for they 
~ould plunder ga~dens, fields, &c. of the produce, by 
mght or by day, JUSt as opportunity was afforded, and 
their inclination prompted. The most destructive 
devastators of a field of Indian corn to a settler were the 
white cockatoos and the black aborigines, and in many 
instances nothing but a constant watch, and free use of 
tl1e gun, would keep the spoilers away.ll9 As a body, the 
Colonists treated the Blacks with considerable forbearance 
whilst some individuals, who ought to have set a bette; 
example, considered the life of a Black man, or a white 
cockatoo of equal value; Others availed themselves of the 
services of the blacks to gather and husk the Indian-corn 
at the proper season, and it was a cheerful sight to see men, 
women, and children, all engaged in that which was 
technically called "shelling-corn." In the evening when 
the labor of the day was over, the tribes would repair to 
their respective camps, and, seated round the fires, each 
family would prepare the corn for the evening meal. We 
read in the scriptures of the parched com brought to David. 
No doubt it was the Indian corn, and not wheat, as in 
England we term wheat-fields, corn-fields, and so suppose 
wheat was the parched grain brought to the sweet psalmist 
of Israel. The mode of parching corn by the blacks is 
very simple; a cob of corn being stripped of its external 
husk, is laid upon the embers of their wood fire, and turned 
occasionally round until it is browned, the corn swells and 
becomes softened by the heat, and whilst smoking hot it 
is devoured by the hungry natives. Another plan was to 
take away the logs of wood burning in a heap, lay them 
aside, and on the hot hearth amidst the embers and ashes, 
throw the grains of Indian corn stirring them about in the 
hot ashes &c, in a very little time they swell, burst with a 
small report and jump out of the hot embers, and a white 
flour like substance is seen emitted from the heart of the 
grain through the crack, caused by the parching heat, and 
being very sweet to the taste, the blacks are very fond of 
this description of parched corn called jumpers. It afford.s 

much amusement to the evetllng party to watch the leaps 
of the grain, and listen to the pops of the plump Indian 
corn. The corn, when ground into meal, is much esteemed 
and in a borrowed iron pot, the aborigines boil the corn
meal in water until it becomes, in colonial phraseology, 
"Homini," which, served out with a little sugar, on 
portions of the bark of the tea tree instead of plates, makes 
a favourite supper for the party. When flour fro~n w?e~t 
is obtained for any services rendered to the whttcs, tt IS 

made into what is called a damper, which is much liked 
by the blacks. To make this colon~a~-cake, requires not 
much skill on the part of the abongmes, who generally 
get a large sheet of bark[,} put ~he ~our t?ereon, then ~x 
it with a little water,I20 kncadmg It up mto a good sized 
lump of dough, forming it into a flat, ~ie-crust .looking 
cake, perhaps an inch and a half or two mches thtc_k, and 
twelve or fourteen inches diameter. The fire-place ts then 
cleared of the burning wood and on the hot hearth is 
placed the cake, damper as i~ is called, ~nd hot ~shes an~ 
live embers strewed over tt, where It remams, unttl 
perfectly done, when the ashes are brushed off with a 
bush, the dogs lick the kneading bark-table clean, and tl1e 
smoking hot cake is divided to all who sit around. For 
drink, if they have not been supplied with tea for their 
labor, they have the stream from the brook,I21 or more 
frequently the water from the neighbouring swamp brought 
in sheets of bark, which are tied up at each end, and a 
bent twig forms the handle, like a basket, from wh_ich 
each one drinks, as out of a bucket, and thus they satiate 
their thirst (sec p. 156]. Fish, or flesh of the various animals 
killed in hunting is generally on the ground to compl~te 
the substantial meal generally prepared at sun-set. Like 
their wlllte neighbours, the blacks generally appear in their 
best tempers after they have .e~joyed .a meal. Sm~etimes 
their drink is varied by mtxmg wild-honey wtth the 
water, and the flowing-bowl is handed around, out of 
wlllch each individual sucks and slabbers in turn according 
to the aboriginal fashion, namely: - a small quantity of 
the bark of a tree called stringy-bark, is carefully pulled 
to pieces until it is like tow, when a handful of this is 
dipped into the contents of the wooden bowl and sucke~ 
until dry, it is then again saturated, and so the process Is 
repeated until the bowl is drained dry. The bowl Is formed 
from some large protuberance of a growing tree, the 
which they chop rotmd, formerly with stone, but now 
with iron hatchets, and disengage it from the trunk on 
which it grew. These wooden bowls they carry about 
with much care, together with tl1e few other domestic 
utensils used in their camps or resting places. The honey 
spoken of is collected by a stingless bee, not so large as a 
common fly [see p. 124]; the English bee flourishes well 
in this colony and now swarms wild in the woods, and 
English honey as it is designated is plentiful._ The wild 
aboriginal bee is named Nuk-lmug. The honey It procures, 
a white sort - Ki-ri-ka, a coarser sort granulated -
Ko-rung-ndng, the honey-comb - Mip-pa-rai, the honey 
in the blossoms of the wild honey-suckle tree - Mi-kdl, 
and that in the grass-tree blossom - Ka-rd-ka. Thus 
there are four names for honey. 
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Warlike Implements122 
WAR IS ONE of the four sore plagues which the Almighty 
God inflicts upon tlte nations of tlte earth, for their national 
sins meriting national punishments. War began in heaven, 
nor was there sin in Michael the Arch-Angel and his 
angels, when he and Ills fought with tlte devil and his 
angels and hurled them out of heaven. The sin of war was 
with the aggressor and not with those who resisted his 
arrogance. So on earth, when the unclean spirits of devils 
deceive the kings and nations of the earth to the great 
battle, the sin rests with the aggressors not with those who 
have to oppose their power. Whatever might have been 
the practice of the aborigines of New South Wales in 
former times in regard to war, as we understand the term, 
it is difficult, nay impossible to surmise. In the present 
generation we are often misled by the use of warlike 
terms which convey a very different idea in regard to the 
aborigines than tlte facts themselves authorize. Setting the 
battle in array, drawing up army against army, the material 
of war, are so many phrases perfectly miscalculated to 
convey the idea of an aboriginal fight. The blacks are in 
constant dread one of the other, whether as tribes, or 
individuals, consequently, they arm themselves with such 
implements as tl1eir ingenuity can make out of the material 
most ready at hand. Spears are used more for hunting and 
fishing than for war, though they do battle with them in a 
fearful manner. The fish-spear Kul-M-ra, and Mo-ting,l23 
two names, is made from the stem of the grass-tree, at the 
end there are four pieces of hard wood, about two feet long, 
[which) are fastened with a bark-thread covered with the 
grass-tree gum, heated in the fire until a.t a ~elting point, 
when it is worked round the thread fasterung It, as we would 
use sealing wax for a similar purpose. The three or four 
shorter spears thus fastened to the long stem of the grass 
tree, of about six feet length, becomes dms somewhere 
nigh eight feet in the total length of the weapon. Small 
wooden wedges are inserted betwixt the attached short 
spears just at their base where they are tied, and likewise 
gummed over firmly. These serve to spread out the three 
or four attached short spears, so that if one miss the fish 
in striking, the fish may be caught betwixt the exp~nded 
hard-wood skewers. The points of each skewer is haracned 
in the fire, by charring; and when hot, covering it with a 
coating of the grass-tree gum, fastening at the same time 
a barb of bone at the point. The hunting spear, wa-rai,124 
is likewise made from the stem of the grass-tree, but having 
only one hardened joint of wood inserted at the end, as 
already described. The battle-spear is made of the same 
material, but often with the addition of pieces of sharp 
quartz stuck along the hard wood joint on one side so as 
to -~esemble tl1e teeth of a saw. The march of intellect 
directed the blacks, latterly, to use fragments of broken 
glass-bottles instead of quartz, thus inflicting fearfully 
lacerated wounds with the deadly weapon, when thrown 
against their enemy. The war-spear, called by the same 
name as the hunting spear, is alike thrown, as all the 
spears arc, by a throwing stick, made of hard wood and 
named, wom-mur-rur)25 This instrument is generally 
about four feet long, half an inch thick, and tapers to a 



point at one end, where is fixed a sort of barb, about 
three-eighths of an inch long, tied and gummed firmly 
to the small end of the instrument; the other end of the 
wom-mur-mr is made flat and wedge-like, about an inch 
and a half wide, and is used, to open an oyster, split up a 
cray-fish, embowel an opposum, or split a piece of rotten 
wood in order to obtain the large grubs therein for a 
lunch. The t~om-mur-rur they hold in their right hand 
about one-tiurd up, and inserting the barb into the end 
of ti1e spear, which has a small hole for its reception, and 
is carefully tied round and gummed, so as to form a sort 
of ferrule, to prevent the weak reed-like substance of the 
grass-tree stem from splitting. The warrior grasps the 
spear and throwing stick in the right hand, and poising 
the spear until his aim is sure, when he hurls it with all 
the force of the four feet lever, in addition to that of his 
own muscular arm. Seldom does the marksman miss his 
aim. Such is the force with which the spear is thrown, 
that it often pierces through the wooden shield held in 
defence by the opponent, and has been frequently known 
to. transfix the hand and shield together, although the 
shteld may be at the part held full an inch thick. In the 
preparation of war-spears the utmost pains are taken, and 
each person engaged carries at least half-a-dozen with him 
beside other weapons of warfare. Spears are never used: 
as we use them to thrust at ti1e enemy, they would be 
broken as easily as a bulrush, but when thrown, as their 
~ustom is, they become a most powerful and deadly 
Instrument of war. The shield, Ko-reil,126 is usually about 
three feet l?ng by eighteen inches, or so; at most lozenge
shaped, pomted at top and bottom, and pigeon-breasted 
~ather than flat. The ~hickness in the centre may be an 
mch, not more, and thins off to about a quarter of an inch 
to the edge. On the inside of the shield, in the centre, a 
piece of tough wood is bent and inserted like the handle 
o~ a basket, just suffi~iently large t? hold by, and a soft 
ptece of tea-tree-bark ts fixed on whtch to rest the knuckles 
and preserve them from abrasion. The shield is made 
from one o~ the buttresses of the nettle-tree, or the great 
fig-tree, wluch the blacks select of size and thickness as 
be_st suits. their purp~se. It is astonishing to see the agility 
wtth wluch they wtll cover their whole body with so 
small a shield from the continued steady assault of their 
opponents. From infancy the children practise, in sport, 
the attack and defence, using a piece of the bark of the 
gum-tree for a shield, and small grass-tree stems for spears. 
The defendant holds the upper point of the shield level 
with his nose, looks over it at his assailant, lOwers or 
raises, shifts to the right or left, the shield, just as occasion 
requires. The shields are always painted white with pipe
clay, and generally are ornamented with a. St George's 
Cross, formed by two bands two or three inches wide 
one vertical the other horizontal, colored red, with th~ 
pigment with which they paint their bodies for the dance 
or_ the fi~ht. A~mour, the aborigines have not any; the 
shteld bemg thetr only protection against the spears of the 
enemy. It is singular that they have no knowledge of bows 
and arrows, although such weapons would be admirablv 
adapted for their use. ' 
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Warlike Implements, 
the Tur-rur-ma, or Boomerangl27 

THERE IS A GOOD TIME COMING, when men shall learn war 
no more. If the question be asked, when ~ - the word of 
God answers in phraseology which cannot be misunder
stood, when "the kingdoms of tills world shall have 
become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ." 
Some might perhaps reply, 0, yes, in the time of the 
!''1i~enniu~; now tills is not a scriptural term, it is equivocal 
m Its meamng, and too often very fancifully represented: 
Even as ~ m~re tec?nical expression, the term is open to 
ma~y objections, like too many of the dogmatic theo
logi~al phrases introd~c~d into man's theology, often 
detnmental to the obtammg of a scriptural knowledge of 
the Doctrines of Christ. We pray, daily, "Let thy kingdom 
come." How strange it would sound to substitute- "thy 
Millennium come!" It is our duty to hold fast "the form 
of sound words," and where shall we fmd them more 
clearly expressed than in the word of God~ "The nations 
shall beat their swords into plough-shares, their spears into 
pruning-hooks;" but, the aborigines of Australia have no 
iron implements of any description, their swords were 
made of wood, and their spears of the slender stalk of the 
grass-tree, and both alike, with the warriors who used 
them, will have been turned into dust, except a very small 
portion be reserved in the providence of God, like the 
five-thousand of Israel in the times of Elijah, as "a 
remnant according to the election of grace," or, ever, the 
kingdom shall come. The aborigines of N.S.W. had 
formerly an instrument of warfare called Yir-ra, in reality, 
a very simple wooden sword. At first, when I saw one, 
I mistook it for a Boommerang, the shape in the blade 
being very much like that weapon. There was, however, 
this difference, the Boommerang is alike at both ends, 
the wooden sword has a handle at one end with a bend 
contrary to the blade, there is a very good representation 
of such a sword in the uplifted arm of Fig 37, Egyptian 
Bommereng, ~age 135, of "Nineveh and its Palaces," by 
J~seph Bonomt, F. R. S. L. together with a similar one, 
Ftg 38, Bommereng in Nimrod's hand; so also, Fig 42 
is not the Australian Bommereng, but the Australian 
wooden sword. The difference of shape appears to be only 
an accidental circumstance arising from the natural growth 
of the tree whence tl1e wooden sword was taken. Just 
as the curve of all scymitars though made of the best 
Damascus steel, are not alike; so, likewise, the curve of 
the Australian Aboriginal wooden sword, or the more 
for~nidable weapon, the Australian Boommerang in regard 
to Its curved shape. The orthography of this barbarism, 
for it is not an aboriginal term, but, like many others, is 
a pure invention palmed upon the Blacks, as belonging to 
their classic lore.l28 

The proper aboriginal name of the instrument about to 
be_ ~escrib:d, i~ Tur-rur-ma, mis-called by the English, 
ongmally, m thts Colony, Boomering: - then in England 
in the work alluded to, Bommercng, and now fmally 
settled by the Colonial Press, - Boomerang, being the 

name of a steam-vessel employed to and from Moreton 
Bay. Sir Thomas Mitchell, the Surveyor General of this 
colony, has very ingeniously adapted the form of the 
native instrument, Turrurma or Boomerang to the propeller 
for a steamboat, but, like most other important discoveries, 
it has met with much undeserved discouragement. This 
curious instrument is seldom more than three feet from 
point to point in its crescent form. It has two curves, one 
like the moon in its first quarter, the other on the surface, 
just as the concave shell of an oyster would appear if cut 
into the shape of a half-moon. It is this peculiar formation 
that causes the remarkable, circular motion, whilst re
volving upon its own centre, retunllng the Boomerang to 
the thrower, after it has made its circular flight through 
the air. But, there is a secret in the act of throwing, not 
generally known, if it be required to return to ncar the 
spot where the thrower stands, namely; - he must face 
the wind and throw the instrument directly against it 
slantingly upwards through the air. The Boomerang 
revolves rapidly upon its own axis, and thus forms a 
resisting power to the air, similar to the concave oyster 
shell when thrown by boys on the surface of the water 
to make what arc termed by juvenile philosophers, ducks 
and drakes, and, exactly, upon the same principle, the 
air, like the water resists the convex form which the 
instrument assumes in its rapid involving rotatory motion, 
and the wind blowing towards the thrower, the stronger 
the better, returns the Boomerang in its course to the 
point whence it was thrown. As to any scientific knowledge 
in the aborigines, or there [sic] forefathers, respecting pro
jectiles, or the theory of the centripetal or centrifugal forces 
in the formation of the Turrurma or Boomerang, the 
blacks had no more knowledge of such powers than our 
boys have when they make ducks and drakes with oyster
shells on a pond of water. The instrument is only used, in 
the manner described, by way of amusement; when thrown 
for the purpose of destruction, whether at man or beast, 
it is sent forward so as to strike one of its points upon the 
ground at some distance from the thrower, and the object 
intended to be hit, when the Boomerang, rebounds, 
apparently with accelerated velocity, and strikes with 
astonishing force the victim, inflicting a most serious 
wound with tl1e sharp edge of the weapon at tl1e flat 
points. A bomb-shell thrown amongst a company of 
soldiers cannot create a greater consternation than the 
flight of a Boomerang towards a group of the naked 
blacks. They instantly scatter, and assemble together again 
the moment the dreaded instrument is seen to have fmished 
its eccentric course. It is thrown in every possible way to 
damage the enemy; sometimes directly at them, striking 
the ground first, as described; sometimes it is thrown so 
as to skim horizontally along close to the ground, or high 
in the air to take its chance at a venture, but in all instances 
the Boomerang is held witl1 the points towards the object 
when hurled from the thrower, and happy are they 
considered who escape from its destructive range. It rips 
up the individual when it strikes, as though done witl1 'a 
knife, as I witnessed once in my own marc which was 
accidentally most seriously wounded by the Boomerang. 
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Erroneous Impressions129 

HOW MANY ERRONEOUS IMPRESSIONS were cherished by the 
colonists in 1825, partly arising from sheer ignorance of 
the habits and customs of the aborigines, partly from self
interest, and partly from mere prejudice. It has always 
been the custom of those who determine to effect a purpose, 
disregarding the righteousness, or injustice of the measure 
when they wish determinately to carry a point, first to 
brand with obloquy their intended victim and then 
destroy him. "Thou didst blaspheme God and the King," 
wrote the wicked Jezebel, and they stoned the innocent 
Naboth to death and took his coveted vineyard, as a 
possession for the king." "He hatl1 a devil and is mad," 
was said of "Him," who "spake as never man spake," 
and "these are the men who tum the world upside down" 
was slanderously affirmed of the Apostles of peace and 
good will to men. "Men-stealers" endeavour to cover 
their iniquity by glossing over their crime under the' 
specious term of"bwohmtary Scrviwde," and the murderers 
of the blacks boldly maintained that the blacks were only 
a specie of the baboon, that might be shot down with 
impunity, like an Ourang Outang! Had slavery_ been 
tolerated by Great Britain at this time how many cargoes 
would have been shipped off to other countries for the 
sale of such living goods and chattels, whilst others would 
have been brought under the involuntary servitude 
system amongst tl1e settlers themselves within the colony. 
Providentially, for the aborigines, slavery was abolished 
in the British Dominions, whilst tl1e convict system 
furnished a better class of involuntary servants, leaving 
the blacks to their liberty and fate. 

About this time Mr. Bar[r]on Field, an Australian Judge, 
wrote, in a work published by himself, thus: - "We 
have now lived among the aborigines more ti1an thirty 
years; and yet, like the North American Indians, or the 
Negroes of the Phillipine Islands, they have adopted none 
of our arts of life, with the exception of exchanging their 
stone hatchets and shell fish-hooks for our iron ones. They 
·never will become builders, or cultivators, or mechanics, 
or mariners, like the New Zealanders or -South-Sea
Islanders, nor indeed till they cease to be at all, will they 
ever be other tl1an they arc." 130 Tills prophecy of the 
learned Judge of New Soutl1 Wales was written in·error. 
Tlllrty years have now elapsed (1855), and several blacks 
have been profitably engaged in maritime pursuits, and 
others have been employed in husbandry, and shepherding~ 
some instances have occurred in which the blacks have 
become meohanics, quite sufficient to show the folly of 
those who had tl1e boldness to make such assertions 
respecting a portion of the human race. One establishment, 
to the southward [Imlay brothers), employed a number of 
blacks in whale-boats, in the whale-fishery on the coast at 
Two-fold bay. At the present moment a friend of mine, 
in tl1e interior, has a number of black families regularly 
employed as shepherds, to whom he pays wages, and 
supplies them witl1 rations, tl1ey minding several thousand 
sheep in separate flocks. The men abide at the huts, shift 
the hurdles, clean the yards, and attend to the home 



department, whilst their wive~ are the dark shepherdesses 
to the flocks which they tend most carefully, and have 
done so, now, for several years. For stockmen the blacks 
are invaluable, they being exceedingly fond of riding on 
horseback, and as guides through the bush, none else are 
so well adapted as they. One of the name of Brown [see 
p. 46] accompanied the unfortunate Leichhardt in his 
travels in the interior, and I regret that in the last attempt 
Bra~, the ?lack, was not with the heroic explorer. This 
abongme nught have proved of the greatest use in ex
tr_icating_ the party from local difficulties, or in quickly 
dtscovermg any ambush of hostile blacks. Both are now 
counted :With the dead. Leichhardt in the pursuit of science, 
B~own m following up his evil propensity for strong 
dnnk. From childhood Brown exhibited all the smartness 
of an intellectual youth, equal to any white lad and when 
teaching him and other aboriginal youngsters to write 
the English alphabet, at our establishment on the borders 
of Lake Macquarie, their ingenuity and quickness of 
apprehension were exhibited, in chopping with their 
ha_tchets on the smooth bark of the standing trees in the 
wilderness, the Roman characters, thus exhibiting their 
capacity for learning. Judge Field, like many others, 
labored under an erroneous impression in regard to the 
c~pabilities of the aborigines of New Holland, but, like 
Str Walter Raleigh, was misled by the reports of others, 
and gave credence to common fame without a due regard 
to the admonition of him who says:- ''Judge not by 
appearances, but judge righteous judgement.'' Sir Walter 
Raleigh, in his travels, 1595, A. D. relates his own im
pressions, ~ounded, like Mr Bar[r]on Field, on merely 
hearsay evtdence respecting the aborigines on the west of 
Caroli whom he described thus:- "Next unto Arvi, there 
are two rivers Atoica and Caora; and on that branch which 
is called Cao~a, arc a nation of people whose heads appear 
not above thetr shoulder~: which, though it may be thought 
a mere fable, yet, for nune own part, I am resolved it is tme; 
because every child in the provinces of Arromaia and 
Cauuri affirm the same. They are called Ewaipm10marvs, 
they are reported to have their Eyes in their Shoulders, 
and their .lviouths in the middle of their Breasts. It was not 
my chance to hear of them, till I came away; and if I 
had but spoken one word of it while I was there, I might 
have brought one of them with me, to put the matter out 
of doubt. Such a nation was written of by Mandeville 
whos~ reports were holden for fables for many years; and 
yet smce the East lt1dies were discovered, we find his 
relations tme of such things as heretofore were held 
i11credible. Whether it be true, or no, the matter is not great; 
for mine own part, I saw them not; but I am resolved, 
that so many people did not all combine, or jorethi11k to 
make the report. To the west of Caroli are diverse nations 
of Crmibals, and of those Ewaipauomarvs without heads."Bl 
So much for erroneous impressions respecting aborigines, 
whether of Caroli or Australia;- whether of the traveller 
or the judge; - whether of the sixteenth or nineteenth 
century; such are alike mistaken, for God "has made of 
one blood all the nations of the earth," all have souls to 
be saved, all men are equal and capable of instruction 
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whether the black, or white, or swarthy, or why should 
the Lord God, command to teach all nations, and preach 
the gospel to every creature, if those very creatures were 
not endowed with sufficient intellectual powers to receive 
~he sa~e. "The a~origines of Australia, incapable of 
mstructton from an mnate deficiency of intellect!" 132 So 
were counted the sons of Albion, by the proud haughty 
Roman, but we have been preserved by the good provi
~e~ce of God to s~ew the fo1ly of foreigners and the 
ndiCulou.s~ess of thetr erroneous impressions in regard to 
the abongmes of whom they could know but little. 

"Blood for Blood"l33 

IT IS A REMARKABLE FACT, that however much human nature 
may have become _degraded, God seems to have indelibly 
stamped on the mmds of men the impression of that law 
-"Blood for blood". Nor does it appear that the reception 
of the gospel, or, even the possession of heaven itself 
obliterates it from the soul! - .. 'Surely your blood of 
your ~ve~ will I require, at the hand of every beast will 
I re~mre tt; and a~ the hand. of man; at the hand of every 
mans brother wtll I reqmre the life of man. Whoso 
sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed· 
for in cl~e image of God made he man"[.] Such is th~ 
reason gtven by God himself for the shedding of the 
blood of the Murderer by the hand of every man's brother; 
not for th.e reformatioll of the criminal, but for the ptmishment 
of the evtl doer, who has, so far, as in him lies, destroyed 
the image of God. This attached penalty to the covenant 
of grace established by God with Noah and his seed for 
perpetual generations, remains to the present day; and the 
token of which covenant is exhibited in the cloud whenever 
the radient bow appears in cite day of rain, to remind, 
and assure us of the continued everlasting mercy of our 
covenanted God. It is true that the types and shadows of 
good things that were to come, have all been }i1ljilled, and 
the hand writing of Mosaic ordi11a11ces taken away, when 
they were nailed to the cross of Christ;- but, the covenant 
of God established with Noah and his seed, with all its 
permissions, penalties, and promises, continues unrevoked, 
for perpetual generations, whilst the earth remains, and no 
man may annul it, though many dispute its existence. 
S~me however do attempt, in the present day, to set aside 
thts law of God, written as it were by nature in the con
sciences of all mankind, whether of the civilized nations 
of the earth, or of cl1e barbarous tribes as those of New 
South Wales. 

A special pleading has been set up by some as to the 
corr~c~ess o~ the r_endering of the passage in question, 
that It 1s not m the Imperative mood in the Hebrew text 
but in the future tense of the indicative: - "his blood wili 
be shed." That is, the text merely foretels! - but, cllls 
interpretation does not alter the declaration, for the 
question must still be asked by whom will his blood be 
shed? and no other answer can be given than that of cl1e 
Divine Revelation. God says: - ["]I will require it at the 
hand of man, at the hand of every mafl' s brother will I require 

the life of man." Take the indicative presumption and let 
us suppose a case:- A murders B, God will then require 
the life of A, for shedding the blood of B, at the hand of 
C, for "whoso sheddeth man's blood by man will his blood 
be shed". The blood of the murderer would thus be shed 
as certainly, and as sinlessly, as though the translation were 
rendered in the imperative:- "by man shall his blood 
be shed." There is too great a disposition in the present 
age to set aside the commandments of God for the doctrines 
of fallible men, forgetting that the law of God is beyond 
the province of human legislation.l34 

The gospel assures that "ministers cif wrath" are 
appointed of God, for cllls very thing; what thing, but 
the punishment of evil doers, for he beareth not the sword 
in vain, wllllst ministers of the gospel, as angels of mercy, 
are not called upon to inflict the penalty, or it would 
most certainly be their bounden duty so to do. Ministers 
of Christ are to urge - "let none of you suffer as a 
murderer." Now, what pmllshment for murder did 
murderers suffer, when the gospel was first promulgated, 
but that of death, in various forms, and thus fulfiling the 
divine decree - "Blood for blood." The untaught 
barbarians on the Island of Melita, when they saw the 
venomous beast hang on the hand of the Apostle Paul, 
said among themselves: "No doubt this man is a murderer, 
whom, though he has escaped the sea, yet vengeance 
suffereth not to live." The aborigines ofN. S. Wales view 
likewise with abhorrence a murderer, and whenever a 
murder was reported, made very necessary enquiry for 
the purpose of vengeance in punishing the offender by 
requiring "Blood for blood." [see p.136]. 

It was in 1826, when intelligence was brought to our 
tribes, by a special messenger, that a murder had been 
perpetrated, up the River Hunter, by a certain black, who, 
it was alleged had murdered his wife in a most cruel mam1er. 
From some cause, he had beaten her on the head with his 
K6t-tir-rir, a weapon of warfare, a sort of cudgel, usually 
called a waddy by the colonists, he then bent her backwards, 
until he had broken her back, after which, he threw her 
into the Sea [see p. 206]. Our blacks went to enquire of 
the tribe to which the alleged murderer belonged, as to 
the merits of the case, and to make arrangements for the 
punishment of the offender. But, in consequence of having 
no "Ministers of wrath" appointed for the punishment of 
evil-doers, they quarrelled amongst themselves which 
ended in a regular fight. One man was wormded in cite 
foot with a spear, but, as so many spears were thrown, he 
could not tell who wounded lllm, he drew Ills K6t..::fir-rir 
from the oppossum girdle of his loins, and broke the head 
of the nearest man in two places, and would have killed 
him outright had he not been prevented. Not long after 
tills affair, several aborigines came to me complaining that 
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one of their number had been murdered by two Englishmen 
at the wreck of the "Australia", on the north shore, 
opposite Newcastle rsee p. 91]. The blacks stated that the 
body could not be fOund, but was supposed to have been 
chopped into pieces and hidden in some part of the wreck. 
Application was immediately made to the magistrates who 
promptly sent two constables to make enquiry. It was 
clearly ascertained that n6 murder had been committed, 
but that the person who had bought the remains of a 
cargo of rum in the wreck, had employed the Blacks to 
assist in getting the casks of spirits out of the hull of the 
vessel, and had too liberally supplied the natives with 
liquor. The unfortunate deceased had drank to excess, and 
having fallen asleep on the beach, it was the general 
opinion, that, the tide had risen and the surf washed the 
helpless black into the sea. Several of the natives, relatives 
of the deceased, went into the usual mourning, by smearing 
themselves with pipe-day, until another investigation 
should take place at Port Stevens respecting their loss of 
one of their tribe, when a general battle was expected 
would be the result. It is the common law of the Aborigines 
to enquire into the occasion of every death,l3S and to 
punish the relatives, if there should appear any reason to 
suppose that proper care had not been taken of the deceased 
person. In the case of a woman who was killed, a man who 
happened to be present, but could not prevent the murder, 
had three spears thrown at lllm, wlllch he warded off with 
his shield, and was then permitted to withdraw without 
further molestation; their idea of justice being satisfied. 
Thus the Aborigines who have not the revealed law, do 
by nature the things contained in the law, and shew the 
work of the Jaw written on their hearts, their conscience 
bearing witness, and their thoughts the mean while 
accusing or else excusing one anotl1er; nor, does tl1e 
reception of the gospel, here on earth, nor the enjoyment 
of heavenly bliss itself, appear to abrogate this law, for 
in the abode of blessedness, beneath tl1e altar of God, the 
voice of the souls of them that were slain cry aloud, 
"How long, 0 Lord, holy, and true, dost thou not aveuge 
our blood on them that dwell upon the earth!" They rest, 
but for a season, rmtil, even under the gospel dispensation, 
God shall require at the hand ·of every man - "Blood for 
Blood." The blessed Jesus, whilst he saves Ills people 
from their sins, permits none to live in sin with impunity. 
The measure yc mete unto others shall be measured unto 
you again, "Blood for Blood," and such has ever 
appeared to be the case in the moral government of God; 
mllversally, rmder every dispensation; and whether in the 
all but lowest scale of degraded humanity, as in the 
Aborigines of N. S. Wales, or in the highest state of 
exhaltation of the human soul in Heaven itself, even under 
the altar of God, tl1e Divine decree remains in both instances 
indelibly impressed, and unchanged, and demanding -
"BLOOD FOR BLOOD." 



NOTES 

1 Published Christian Keepsake, London, 1835, 301-6. 

2 For Aboriginal trade routes see F. D. McCarthy, "'Trade' 
in Aboriginal Australia, and 'Trade' Relationships with 
Torres Strait, New Guinea and Malaya", Oceania, 1938-9, 
Vol. IX, 405-38; 1939-40, Vol. X, 80-104, 171-95. A map 
showing 'barter and exchange in south-eastern Australia' is 
at Vol. IX, 407. See also Introduction above p. 6. 

Threlkeld's statements regarding the language were only 
true within the limits of his own experience, Thus Awabakal 
appeared to be a dialect of a common language spoken by 
the New South Wales tribes which he encountered, and it 
was more complicated than the Polynesian 'dialects' with 
which he was familiar. Threlkeld was obviously not aware 
of the great variety of languages in New Guinea, and his 
understanding of linguistic differences was limited by his 
traditional approach (see p. 1). 

4 See the original MS "Gospel of St. Luke in Awabakal 
Language, 1831" in the M.L., A1325. Threlkeld began the 
second revision on 10 January 1831 and finished it in August. 
On p. 159 he wrote 'Revised and copied by press for Sir 
George Grey, Governor of Cape of Good Hope at his request 
as pr letter and finished Saturday November 7th. 1857', On 
the title page he wrote that a copy had been sent to Sir George 
Grey 'at his request and dated June 26th 1858'. 

5 See the original MS., M.L., A1446: "A Selection of Prayers 
For the Morning and Evening From the Service of the Church 
of England Intended For the introduction ofpublick Worship 
Amongst the Aborigines of Australia By The Venerable 
W. G. Broughton M.A. Arch Deacon of New South Wales 
and its Dependencies Translated Into the Northumberland 
Dialect By L. E. Threlkeld 1834". This was signed on 4 
August 1834, and is bound with the English selection. This 
was published by Dr Fraser in the 1892 edition of Threlkeld's 
works, part IV, 120-7, and incorrectly dated 1835. 

6 This section of the Reminiscences commenced in The Cl1rislian 
Hfrafd on 24 June 1854, under the heading "New Engage
ments in New South Wales, 1824", Vol. II, 158-9. 

7 Cowper had reckoned to the deputation that there were 
almost three million Aboriginals. 

8 Threlkeld's decision was probably a wise one. Brisbane had 
previously appointed Threijc_eld's colleague, the Rev. John 
Williams, a magistrate for the islands, but this was largely 
to enable him to apprehend British subjects: it gave him no 
authority over the Society Islanders, In South Australia, the 
Lutheran missionaries at Port Lincoln were later (1841) to 
realise the difficulties of combining an official position with 
the missionary office, their endeavours to 'protect' the 
Aboriginals being misrepresented by the police authorities. 
See A. Brauer, Under the Southem Cross. History of Evangelical 
Lutheran Church of Australia, Adelaide, 1956, 173-4. 

9 Worst offenders were sent to Moreton Bay following Oxley's 
favourable report. Previously they had been transported to 
Port Macquarie where the Rev. Thomas Hassall, first chaplain 
to the settlement, had protested against the severity of the 
prison discipline. Brisbane's reluctance ro continue with the 
Moreton Bay scheme may well have been conditioned by 
military feeling towards a chaplaincy appointment. As it 
was no clergyman was appointed to Moreton Bay until 1837 
when the Rev. J. C. S. Handt, of the government sponsored 
Church mission at Wellington Valley, commenced an 
Aboriginal mission there and also accepted the position of 
convict chaplain. Handt's relations with the commandant 
were far from satisfactory. 
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10 On this point Bennet annotated Threlkeld's Statement, p. 19: 
'The Depn. never did nor could mean to give a latitude to 
expence beyond the most prudent and moderate sum -
having no doubt our Brethren in the Direction would approve 
of such sums being economically employed - but as Mr. 
Th: would not consent to a fixed sum, the Depn, did & 
must leave it to the Directors at home to determine everything 
in future when they should see the expences &c.'. 

11 Sir Thos. Brisbane to Tyerman and Bennet, 26 January 1825, 
Statement, p. 5 (slightly altered). 

12 See the biographical notes on G. A. Middleton (clergyman), 
George Brooks (surgeon), T. H. Owen (officer), Francis 
Allman (commandant), 

13 In an earlier section of the Reminiscences Threlkeld had 
written of the Aboriginals: 'They cut themselves and burn 
their thighs with fire to mark their grief indelibly on their 
persons and show their sorrow was sincere, their love without 
dissimulation, their mourning, not the mere fashion of the 
day. They congregate around the surviving members of the 
family and make the woods echo with their wailing deep 
and loud.' Threlkeld does not allude to cicatrices made at 
initiation ceremonies. 

14 Amputation of the little finger joints of the females was 
something noted by all the early observers- Phillip, Hunter, 
White and others, who could not account for it. Collins was 
the first to explain that the custom arose because 'these joints 
are in the way when they wind their fishing lines over the 
hand'. Walter R. Harper, however, wrote in 1897 that 
several of the Aboriginal women he had seen fishing 'always 
held the line over the forefmger exactly as a white would 
do' and suggested that the custom was probably introduced 
into Australia from Asia from whence it had also been 
introduced into Tonga, Fiji and parts of Melanesia, everywhere 
recognised as 'a sacrifice to a mighty deity to avert disease, 
disaster or death'. The Australasian Allfhropofogical Jormzal, 
March 1897, No.4, 94. Angas also commented on the custom, 
known as malgrm: 'Whilst still infants the females undergo 
amputation of the two first joints of the little finger of the 
left hand. This operation is called "Malgun", and is effected 
by tying a hair, or some fmc ligature, round the joint; the 
flesh soon swells, and in a few days the finger mortifies and 
drops off', Savage Life, Vol. II, 225. 

15 Applied originally in the colony to Irish rebels. See Niel 
Gunson, ' "Bushranger" and "Crappy": A Footnote to 
"Convict Jargon and Euphemism" ', Australian Literary 
Studies, June 1966, Vol. II - 3, 214-6. 

16 Game was then plentiful in the Lake Macquarie region, 
Captain John Bingle had accompanied Middleton there 
several years before. 'We enjoyed all the wild sports of 
Australian bush life in its primitive state, as the aborigines 
of that day (before they were contaminated with our vices) 
were accustomed to enjoy them. Shooting, fishing, 
kangarooing, and hunting - our game was ample for ns 
all'. Past and Present Records of Newcastle, N.S. W., Newcastle, 
1873. 

17 See S.C., 24 March 1825. This figure was obviously meant 
to include all the neighbouring tribes in the Hunter district, 
not simply that which was localised at the Lake. The more 
closely related dans were based on Pambalong (Swamps), 
Kurungbong, Ash Island, Sugar Loaf, and Tuggerah Beach, 
not to mention the more distinct tribes inland and at Port 
Stephens. The colonial authorities did not always realise that 
each small tribe or clan had its own lands, carefully marked 
out for ceremonial purposes and for game, and were deceived 
by the large gatherings of the tribes for intertribal occasions, 
such as the annual Christmas assembly at Parramatta or the 
gathering of six tribes at Wellington Valley in September 
1825 (S.C., 29 September 1825). 

18 See S.C., 31 March 1825. The articles of value included 'about 
£15 in Portuguese gold coin and guineas' and initialled salt 
and tea spoons. 

19 This instalment was published Christian Herald, 8 July 1854, 
174-5. See S.C., 26 May 1825: 'The Reverend Gentleman 
seems to be in high spirits, and is determined sedulously to 
devote himself anew to that work, in which he has already 
expended the best years of his life.' 

20 It was not always so. J. M. Orsmond was forced to restrict 
access to his house at Tahiti on the grounds that his daughters 
would be contaminated. 

21 John Bingle records the history of the coaling ships after the 
loss of the Eclipse: ' ... the English cutter Lord Liverpool was 
employed under the c?mmand. of Captain ~ivin.gstone, ~o 
continue the trade, unttl the arnval of Captam B1ddulph. m 
the steamer Soplzia Jane at Newcastle, June 28th, 1831, whJCh 
with the steamer Tamar, arrived from Tasmania and com
menced a daily trade between Sydney, Newcastle, and 
Morpeth.' Past and Present Records of Newcastle, New Sor1th 
Wales, Newcastle, 1873, 8. 

22 According to Bingle, the Eclipse was 'runaw~y ':"ith, ?nd 
nothing was ever more heard of her, or her crew. It IS posstble 
that the Eclipse reached one of the Pacific Islands. 

23 A similar corroborree was witnessed by William Walker 
several years earlier. His reaction was less sympathetic than 
Threlkeld's, though his description was a little more detaile~. 
'I went on Saturday Evening, Nov 24th 1821, to one of thetr 
festivities known by the name of c_orrobbaraa. Many of ~he 
surrounding tribes were encamped m the woods. The Ftve 
Island blacks, when darkness had shrouded nature in her 
mantle, began to undress; and immediately to paint th.emselves 
with a kind of white earth, that resembles our ptpe clay. 
The figures displayed neither taste nor inge~uity. Longi
tudinal lines on the legs and arms, and curved lines from the 
breast· to the arms, and a spheroidical figure on . the breas~, 
intersected without the least display of art, constttuted thetr 
principal pencil display. Some were disfigured with a soft 
excrescence of iron ore which made them red; and around 
the eye they struck a circle with the pipe day. Before the 
men were prepared for the Corrobbaraa dance, the females 
assembled at the order of one of the songsters, who muttered 
the song, beating time with two waddies, to sing. This was 
the invitation to commence the dance. And, presently, was 
heard the imitatory snorting and stamping of t~e ~angaroos 
. .. The dance was introduced by the louder smgmg of ~he 
man, and females. The females continuing to beat time wtt.h 
their hands on a bundle which they held before them. The1r 
motions did not display great agility: and, as for thegraajitfness 
of the scene, it was of too shocking a nature too unseemly 
-too disgraciful to describe- ~ere not my duty conc~rned, 
my curiosity could never preva1~ on my sense .of de~cacr, 
to visit a Corrobbaraa. To a senstble and susceptible nund tt 
is sufficient to say, they were naked, For the sustenance of the 
indelicate I have no descriptive food.' Walker to Rev. R. 
Watson, Parramatta 26 November 1821, M.L., B.T.M., 
Box 52, 1040. . 
Other observers, including Threlkeld himself, were suffinently 
influenced by romantic notions, to relate Aboriginal dancing 
to the cult of the picturesque. Of M'Gill and his wife 
Threlkeld wrote: 'It was a romantic scene to behold the 
happy pair, together with many others, on a. moonlight 
night, under the blue canopy of heaven, prepa~mg for the 
midnight ball to be held on the green sward, With no other 
covert than a growing bush, with none other blaz~ t~an 
that from the numerous fires kindled around the mystiC nng 
in which to trip the light fantastic toe, Then they might be 
seen reciprocally rouging each other's c~eek with p!gment 
of their own preparing, and imparting fauness to thetr sabl.e 
skin on the neck and forehead with the purest pipeclay, until 
their countenances beamed with rapturous delight at each 
other's charms. The cumbrous garments of the day were 
laid aside, and in all the majesty of nature they danced as 
Britons did in days of old.' A.L., The Key (1850), 88-9. 
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24 Wallaby had been appropriated from the P.ort Jackson 
language which had at least four names for ammals of the 
Kangaroo variety: Wal-li-bah, Wal-lar-roo, Barro-melon 
and Wy-rung. 

25 The democratic distribution of food on all occasions was 
noted frequently by early observers. Thus Protector Thomas: 
', , , at night the men all brought in what fish they had 
collected, and brought them to a large fire by side of tent 
w[h]ere the Men to the Number of 20 were seated, the ~sh 
were all counted & 3 Old men distributed the whole accordmg 
to their families not a murmur or word of disapprobation 
was but retired to their separate Miams - I was so pleased 
& delighted with their ~quity, ~_Pleased :"'ith ~he Scene 
for the fish laid in lumps hke at B1lhnsgatc [~IC].w~le the old 
men took them up, & Examined before D1stnbut10n that I 
gave them all some Rice & Sugar.' 8 February 1840, Journal, 
M.L., William Thomas Papers, Box 2. 

26 Also called Harry Brown. Sec Biographical note. He was 
given as being 8 years old by Threlkeld in the 1828 Returns. 

27 J. D. Lang also commented on the philosophists of Port 
Jackson who contrasted the merits of the our.a~g-outa~gs of 
Borneo and Sumatra with those of the Abongmals, V1ew of 
tl1e Origin aud Migrations of tl1e Polynesian Nation, London, 
1834, 247. Also the Rev. David Mackenzie, The Emigrant's 
Guide ... , London, 1845, 232-3. 'Lieut. - says, that "he can 
discover no great difference between the aborigines of New 
Holland and the ourang-outang.'' ... For my own part, 
I was not aware that ourang-outangs have, like the blacks 
of Australia, been taught reading, writing, and the common 
rules of arithmetic, and otherwise so improved as to be 
employed as policemen, bullock-drivers, shepherds, cooks, 
and nurses and some, with the approbation of clergymen 
of the Ch~rch of England, to enter into the "estate of holy 
matrimony."' 

28 Jemmy was a popular name amongst the Aboriginals. There 
were at least two at Lake Macquarie in 1828. Jemmy Jackass 
was headman in that year. 

29 Apart from oblique references to the eagle-hawk 'ance9:tors' 
and an account of the principal spirits, Threlkeld recorde~ 
very little mythology relating to the Awab~kal. Th~re IS 

some fragmentary detail in his grammar rclatmg to T!lmrm, 
'a small bird of the size of a thrush', who took part m the 
creation story. 'It is supposed by the women to be the first 
maker of women· or to be a woman transformed after death 
into the bird; it r~ns up trees like a woodpecker. These birds 
are held in veneration by the women only. The bat, Kolug
ko/ug, is held in veneration on the same grou~d by the man, 
who suppose the animal a mere transformatwn, A.L., 49. 
However, W. A. Miles, who acknowledged Threlkeld as the 
source of his information, was more specific: 'At Lake 
Macquarie on the eastern coast it is believed that old ~len 
become flying foxes, and that women become small btrds 
of the woodpecker kind: to kill either would be a great 
offence to the natives. They also occasionally burn the dead 
in order to feed and propitiate the eagle-hawk, which they 
suppose to be animated by the departed spirits of their 
countrymen. These tribes believe that the world was c~eate~ 
by the diamond-tailed eagle, and that he brought m his 
beak, and deposited the, stones which form the mystic stone 

-circles on many of the hill tops.' Joumal of tl1e Ethnological 
Society of London, 1854, Vol. III, 23. 

30 The Tahitian orthography had been fixed about 1822 when 
Threlkeld was still in the islands. The basic principles had 
been laid down as early as 1805. 'Mr D[avies] and several 
others thought simplicity and uniformity (neither of which 
is characteristic of the English Alphabet) ought to be aimed 
at, so that the natives might easily learn to spell their own 
words, and a m;:Uority of the brethren seemed to be of. t.he 
same mind.' C. W. Newbury (ed.), Tile History of tile Talut1a11 
-Mission 1799-1830 written by Jolin Davies ••. , Cambridge, 
1961 (Hakluyt Society II, Vol. CXVI), 77. 



31 Marsden had urged that the English sounds be used in setting 
the orthography for the Maori language, and was critical of 
Thomas Kendall's Grammar of 1820, He seemed to believe 
that spoken Maori could be made to approximate more 
closely to the English symbols to facilitate learning the 
language. For Threlkeld's earliest attempts in an English type 
orthography see The Orthography and Orthoepy of a 
Dialect of the Aborigines of New South Wales, unpublished, 
Newcastle, September 1825, in The Brisbane Documents, 
1825, Vol. III, National Library of Australia. 

32 Databa was the name of the mission station, 
33 Instalment, Christian Herald, 22 July 1854, 187-8. 
34 According toW. Scott: 'At Port Stephens the Kormlji treated 

a sick person by winding round him a cord of opossum fur, 
and then round the body of some female relative or friend, 
who held the end of it with her hands, and passed the cord 
to and fro between her lips, until the blood dropped into a 
bowl, over which she held her head. It was believed that 
the evil magic which caused the disease passed up the cord 
into the body of the operator, and thence with the blood 
into the bowl.' A. W. Howitt, The Native Tribes of Sorlfii
East A11stralia, London, 1904, 383. 

35 In many instances disease had been connected with the prayers 
and religious ceremonies of the missionaries, as in Tonga. 
Missionaries were just as culpable as any other European group 
in introducing diseases though those with medical training, 
such as Threlkeld, also brought remedies. Threlkeld inocu
lated his parishioitcrs at Raiatea and such as were living there 
in 1842 escaped the smallpox epidemic. However, in Threlkeld's 
view, the major inroads on population in the islands were 
due to 'wickedness' rather than disease, 

36 The use of bark as a burial shroud appears to have been fairly 
general in the region. Howitt's informants recorded it for 
the Gringai and Port Stephens tribes. According to Dr 
M'Kinlay, at Dungog, about 1830, the body was 'doubled 
up, heels to hips and face to knees, and the arms folded. It 
was then wrapped up in sheets of Ti-trec bark secured by 
cords of string-bark fibre.' A. W. Howitt, op. cit., 464-5. 
In other areas nets and possum skin rugs were used. It was 
also customary to bury material possessions. This was done 
at Lake Macquarie, sec below p. 100. 

37 Prepared Maori heads were highly prized for their intricate 
tatoo designs. These were smoke dried and sold to traders. 
According to the Rev. John Butler, C.M.S. Superintendent 
in New Zealand, Marsden was supposed to have traded a 
small camp kettle full of gunpowder for one as he had been 
commissioned to send some to his friends in England, This 
story was retailed by Lang. 

38 This section is taken from an earlier instalment of the 
Reminiscences dealing with cannibalism in the South Sea 
Islands, The Voice in tlw Wilderness, 19 June 1852, 106. 

39 It was fairly general amongst the coastal tribes to bury the 
young but to burn those who died in middle and old age. 
Also see R. J. Flanagan, The Aborigines of Australia, Sydney, 
1888, 87-8. 

40 Many early observers doubted the existence of cannibalism 
believing the charge to be a common malignment of neighbour
ing tribes. However European witnesses have not been 
wanting. Ensign Rawson at Western Port saw human flesh 
which had been brought back to his station after a retaliatory 
raid on the Gippsland tribes in 1840, and the missionary 
William Walker reported to the General Secretaries on 26 
January 1824: 'At the Cowpastures the Blacks have been 
fighting: a few were killed, several dangerously wounded, 
and many slightly hurt, Four were eaten!! The Blacks sent a 
piece of one to the Governor! by the hands of Major Ovens! 
To two Brothers of mine, these monsters exposed several 
pieces of human flesh, exclaiming as they smacked their lips, 
and stroked their breasts, "boodjerry patta! murry boodjerry ! 
-fat asjumbuck"!! i.e. good food, very good, fat as mutton. 
There is no doubt of their cannibalism.' M.L., D.T.M., Box 
53, 1372. 
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41 Opening of instalment, Clm'stian Herald, 5 August 1854, 205-6. 

42 Identified below, as William Cox (see p. 178). It should be 
remembered that martial law was in force from 19 August 
1824 and many of the settlers had suffered considerably at 
the hands of Aboriginal attackers. 

43 Both the story of the heads and the corncob related to events 
before Threlkeld arrived in the area. His informants were a 
local magistrate and his Aboriginal 'tutor' M'Gill. Apparently 
the events were questioned for in the Cllfistian Herald on 
14 October 1854 the following note appeared: 'A wish 
having been expressed for more definite data respecting 
certain acts related therein in regard to the parties concerned, 
it is only necessary to state that investigations did take place 
both by the Colonial Government and the Imperial Parliament 
at the proper time, and that now such atrocities can only be 
referred to as matters of history. (signed) L. E. Threlkeld.' 

44 The A.A. Co. did not select their site at Port Stephens until 
Robert Dawson's visit there in January 1826. Headquarters 
at Carrington were established by June. 

45 From the systems of Dr Gall and Dr Spurzheim, the pseudo 
science of phrenology or craniology developed rapidly during 
the first quarter of the nineteenth century. In 1826 Lord 
Jeffrey published a witty expose of phrenology and the 
Dissenting journals read by Threlkeld printed similar articles. 
Whilst in some respects phrenology anticipated psychology 
in recording behaviour patterns, it was regressive in its 
application to race. The shape and measurement of 
Aboriginal skulls convinced confirmed phrenologists that 
the Aboriginals were the lowest of living creatures, Until 
well into the twentieth century even reputable scientists were 
influenced by these measurements and other findings of 
craniometry. 

46 Instalment, Cl1ristiat1 Herald, 19 August 1854, 220. 

47 Zoist, April1854, Vol. XII, 33. 

48 Puttikan, presumably the same as Potoyan, described by 
P. Cunningham, Sec note 94. 

49 Called karakal by the Awabakal, but known more widely 
by Europeans as koraje or koradji. The most general and 
detailed account is A. P. Elkin, Aboriginal Men of Higl1 Degree, 
Sydney, 1945. See also A. W. Howitt, op. cit., 355-425, 
for his discussion of 'medicine-men and magic', 

so The bone was called murrkrm. See A.L., 48. 

51 'Devil devil' was used very generally for Aboriginal spirits, 
but more particularly for those of a predatory and horrific 
kind. Mrs Meredith identified 'Devil devil' with a spirit 
known as Yahoo in the Bathurst region. In the Newcastle 
area 'Devil devil' was more generally identified with Potoyan 
or Koyorowen. Lieut. Breton once 'asked a "wild man" 
why they so much dreaded the devil-devil (as they term him) 
and the place to which he would convey them. His answer 
was - "Because he would carry them to a very cold place, 
where they would never see the sun, and be detained in a 
state of hunger and cold, from whence there would be no 
release." Exwrsions, 182. 

52 Threlkeld amplified this in his account of the term Yarra, 
an egg (A.L., 50) 'But, used in a mystic sense, to the initiated 
ones it means "fire or water", And by the use of this term 
in asking for either element,· the fraternity can discover 
themselves to each other. The men, after the tooth is knocked 
out in the Bora rites, call women kwmaikara, and themselves 
virabai; previous to which the men are styled, koromun, The 
ceremony of initiation takes place every three or four years 
as young lads arrive at the age of puberty; mystic rings are 
made in the woods, and numerous ceremonies are gone 
through before the operation of displacing a tooth from the 
upper jaw; this is effected by three steady blows with a stout 
piece of hard wood, in shape like a punch, from the hand 
of the karakal; after that, the youth may seize a woman; he 
becomes a member of the tribe and engages in their fights.' 

53 In a note to her poem, "The Eagle Chief", Mrs Dunlop 
recorded her own attempts to see a murraimai. 'The Braves, 
Kings, or b()/dest fighters of a Tribe amongst the various 
aborigines wear in a secret nook of their girdle a piece of 
crystal on which none of their females are ever permitted to 
look, it has been described to me as "one bit of the sun's 
eye" same as "make every body shut eyes when it looks at 
them." I have pray'd for a peep at one, worn by the Old 
W ollombi King Bani, who not refusing absolutely yet 
evaded compliance, by sundry "wreathed smiles" and 
mysterious sentences, implying a secret and indefinable 
affinity between "Ladies eyes" and "bad luck, belong it." 
To my hibernian car that single phrase comprised a host 
of argument quite powerful in detering from any farther 
effort to obtain view of the magic gem, which is I believe 
either a symbol of right to govern; or an object of reverence, 
as being to the privileged holder, a mean of communication 
with a great mysterious Power whose anger they dread.' 
The Vase Comprising Songs for Music and Poems, M.L., 
B1541. 

54 Porobung or Porobug was obviously the name of the place 
where Threlkeld witnessed the tooth evulsion rite. It is 
described at greater detail at p. 63. Elsewhere he tells us that 
Yulung or Yulug was the name of 'the ring in which the 
tooth is knocked out'. However in A.L., 50, his description 
under Yulug is almost word for word the description he 
gives for Porobung at p. 63, below. See notes 104, 105. For 
other tooth evulsion ceremonies see pp. 333, 343; also 'Des
cription of the "Gaboora" As seen By Philip Cohen, Esq., 
in the Hastings River District in the Year 1838', The 
A11stralasian Anthropological Jormwl, Sydney, 1897, Vol. I, 
83-4, 97-8, 115-7. 

When night arrives I shall be on the mountain 
And I will whistle for Wittarproo; 
He will answer and come near me, 
Then I will make him glad, 
For he shall know that the young men's teeth 
Shall soon be given to him. 
Then will he make them strong, 
And deliver their enemies over to them 
So that they may rip them up with their 

boomerangs, 
And brain them with their nulla nullas. (p. 98) 

ss Instalment, Christian Herald, 2 September 1854, 236-7. 

56 Joseph Smith (1805-1844) claimed to have deciphered the 
Book of Mormon from plates of shining gold with the 
assist~mce of an angel between December 1827 and June 1829. 
Th=: subsequent trials of his sect or following led to the 
establishment of Salt Lake City in the far west of America 
in 1848. However, even before that time Mormon missionaries 
had been sent to the Pacific Islands and Threlkeld was aware 
of their threat to Protestant Missions. He may have been the 
author of several anti-Mormon articles which appeared in 
The Volce in the Wilderness and its successor The Cl11istian 
Herald. 

57 i.e. mad rites ofDacchus; frantick revels (Dr Johnson). 

58 Elsewhere (A.L., 48) Threlkeld gave Murrokun as the name 
of the 'mysterious magical bone, which is obtained by the 
karakals.' 'Three of these sleep on the grave of a recently 
interred corpse; in the night, during their sleep, the dead 
person inserts a mysterious bone into each thigh of the three 
"doctors", who feel the puncture not more severe than that 
of the sting of an ant. The bones remain in the flesh of the 
doctors, without any inconvenience to them, until they wish 
to kill any person, when by magical power, it is said and 
believed, they destroy their ill-fated victim, causing' the 
mysterious bone to enter into his body, and so occasion death.' 

59 Instalment, Cllristiatl Herald, 16 September 1854, 252-3. 
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60 Perhaps because of his- emphasis on their nudity, Threlkeld 
wrote very little about the clothing of the Aboriginals. Some 
detail has been preserved by G. F. Angas: 'In the bush, the 
natives of New South Wales may be said to go naked: both 
men and women, however, bind a small fillet round the 
head; the men also wear a narrow band about the waist, 
and the women sometimes throw a strip of kangaroo skin 
over their shoulders.' Savage Life, Vol. II, 211. 

61 Of their huts, Angas had this to say: 'The inhabitants of the 
woods make huts of the bark of a single tree, bent in the 
middle, and placed on its two ends on the ground, affording 
shelter to only one person. Upon the sea-coast, the huts are 
larger, and formed of several pieces of bark put together 
in the form of an oven; the entrance being on one side; 
these are of sufficient dimensions to hold six or eight persons. 
The fire is always made near the mouth of the hut, rather 
within it; and the interior, of course, is filthy and smoke
dried.' op. cit., Vol. II, 212-3. Peter Cumllngham remarked 
that the tribes between Newcastle and Port Jackson were the 
least progressive in respect to bark huts. To the north from 
Port Stephens and to the south and at Western Port com
fortable huts accommodating a number of persons were 
built, but those south of the Hunter contented themselves 
'with the shelter afforded by the enchanted mansion of 
Hudibras, "With roof of air and walls of wind," - a good 
fire, and a slip of bark, or bough, placed to windward for 
shelter, gratifying their most exalted wishes.' Two Years, 
Vol. II, 18. 

62 This story was first retailed by Backhouse. According to 
Bellingshausen bull consisted of the scourings of brandy casks. 
A common practice was to steep an empty Indian sugar bag 
in water to produce bull, According to Dawson: 'They 
drink this liquor till they sometimes become intoxicated, and 
till they are fairly blown out, like an ox in clover, and can 
take no more.' Prese/11 State of Australia, 60. Threlkeld told a 
Temperance Meeting in Sydney in 1838 that he had refused 
to give the Aboriginals any sugar bags, but 'was informed 
by one of the natives that after drinking of the liquid they 
only affected drunkenness in consequence of a desire to 
appear like white men.' S.G., 6 October 1838. W. Mann, 
who encountered a party of Aboriginals on their way to 
Maitland at Nowlan's property on the Hunter, observed that 
bull was generally made of honey and water, and that sugar 
was a substitute. 'This they drank with great glee, which 
excited them almost as much as the same quantity of wine 
would affect Europeans.' Six Years' Residence in ti!C Ar1stralia11 
Provinces, ending in 1839 , , ., London, 1839, 152-3. 

63 For Threlkeld's account of the womm11mlf or woomera, see 
p. 67 and note 125. 

64 Threlkeld abbreviated this description in his account of the 
nmnvai or canoe, A.L., 48. The hearth on the floor of the 
canoe is well illustrated by Browne's drawing, "Natives 
Fishing", M.L., D.G.A3. Similar fishing methods were used 
throughout south eastern Australia, except that canoes tended 
to be larger in the Gippsland Lakes area where much of the 
fishing was done at night and the fires were necessary for 
supplying torches to attract the fish. See Leigh's account, 
p. 337. 

65 In most tribes it was only the women who used lines, the 
men preferring the 'fish gig' or barbed spear. According to 
Rev. John Bulmer, the Kurnai of Gippsland made their fish 
hooks from bone. Howitt, op. cit., 761. 

66 Instalment, Cl1ristian Herald, 30 September 1854, 268-9. 

67 Local auxiliary missionary societies were established in the 
islands and the members made regular contributions, usually 
in the form of coconut oil. Because of the chiefly system the 
'voluntary contributions' often appeared to be a head tax, 
and the 'offering' was regarded as 'tribute'. 

68 Cobra is often confused with cobbra, the Port Jackson word 
for head. 



69 Dawson remarked on their fondness for certain foods - 'but 
the article of food which appears most delicious to them, is 
the boiled meal of Indian corn, and next to it the corn roasted 
in the ashes, like chestnuts: of sugar too they are inordinately 
fond, as well as everything sweet.' Present State of Australia, 
59-60. 

70 The most prized kidney fat was that taken from human beings 
which was used for magical purposes. See Howitt, op. cit., 
367ff. 

71 Instalment, Christian Herald, 21 October 1854, 291. 

72 Various authors testify to the wide reception of a popular 
song. G. F. Angas believed that 'all their new songs, dances, 
&c., come from the north to the south, which tends to prove 
their migration from the Asiatic Islands', Savage L!fe, Vol. II, 
216. James Backhouse encountered men of three tribes on 
their way to the Cowpastures in October 1836 in order 'to 
learn a new song, that has been invented by some of their 
country people there. For an object of this kind they often 
travel great distances.' Extracts (rom the Letters of James 
Backlwuse ... , Fourth Part, LondOn, 1837, 14. · 

73 They would have been M'Gill and Jenuny Jackass who with 
Bob Barrett had served as special constables at Port Macquarie 
under Allman. 

74 Instalment, Christian Herald, 11 November 1854, 315-6. This 
section w.as also published in Waugh's Australian Almanac, 
for the year 1858, Sydney, 1858, pp. 70-2. 

75 The original reads: 'There is a god of Poesy, Wallati, who 
~ompos~s music, and who, without temple, shrine, or statue, 
IS as uruversally acknowledged as if his oracles were breathed 
by Del us or Osiris; he comes in dreams, and transports the 
favoured individual wrapped in visioned slumber to some 
bright warm hill, where he is inspired with the rare and 
supernatural gift.' For Mrs Dunlop's verse sec her MS 
voh.nne, The Vase (above quoted). She also published in the 
Mart/and Merwry and the Australian. One of her poems, 
The Aboriginal Mother, was suggested by the Myall Creek 
massacre. 

76 Robert Brothers records the talents of another famous songster 
and customs associated with the position: 'the poet, or man 
'":ho composes th.eir songs often becomes famous by having 
his tooth and han sent round, of course, that is when his 
songs are much better than the usual class of songs, some 
son~s are only a repetition of a short sentence, but others 
agam compose very humorous songs quite in the ballad style. 
S~ch a one is old Merriman upon the South Coast, and he is 
satd to be known throughout the tribes of New South Wales, 
his voice is cracked now, but he sings his own songs still, 
and all the South Coast natives agree that he is a very clever 
man. At gatherings of different kinds he is always in request, 
and he composes to suit the occasion. What merit there is in 
these songs would be hard to say; probably little according 
to the .cultured tastes that devour Browning, Tennyson, and 
such hke, but to the natives Merriman is a great man', 
"Travelling Teeth - An Aboriginal Custom", The Austral
asian Antl1ropological Journal, February 1897, Vol. I- 3, 9. 

77 Rendered as Nug-gun, A.L., 49. According to G. F. Angas 
particular attention was given to 'time and cadence· and in 
their little bark canoes they keep time with their 'paddles, 
responsive to the words of a song', Smltlge LijC, Vol. II, 216. 

78 Instalment, Cl1ristian Herald, 25 November 1854, 333-4, 

79 Threlkeld was quoting from the works of the American 
Presbyterian theologian, Albert Barnes (1798-1870). 

80 See the copies of rock inscriptions made by W. A. Miles in 
M.L., "Aborigines", A610c. Since Miles' pioneer work there 
have been several studies including the monumental work of 
W. D. Campbell at the end of nineteenth century and the 
more recent and authoritative work of F. D. McCarthy. 

81 Not the ·surgeon, but his son, Threlkeld's brother-in-law. 
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82 The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. Attempts 
by Mr Arthur E. Barker, Public Relations Officer of the 
Library and Archives, and his staff, S.P .C.K., London, to 
locate the original drawing have proved unsuccessful. 

83 The view of progressive degeneration was a corollary of 
Evangelical doctrine. Because of their literal acceptance of the 
Old Testament chronology most Evangelical theologians 
believed that in the patriarchal era all people had the ad
vantages of natural religion by which they could live satis
factory lives which would eventually be redeemed. However, 
by following their corrupt desires, men lost sight of the truths 
of natural religion, and grew increasingly degenerate, This 
view was sometimes urged against missions in that some 
peoples were believed beyond redemption on account of the 
sins of their forefathers. Not accepting any evolutional concepts 
(such as were held before Darwin's momentous development 
of a prevailing view) Threlkeld found it difficult to account 
for a state of physical existence which he found unattractive 
and far removed from his idealised concept of the creation of 
man in Eden. The cave discoveries of Sir George Grey gave 
some credence to Threlkeld's views of a lost civilisation, 
though it was never very seriously held. Flanagan also believed 
that the Aboriginals represented a degenerate civilisation. 

84 Ellis records that many of the islanders learned to write 'on 
the broad smooth leaves of the plantain-tree, using a bluntly 
pointed stick, instead of a pen or pencil. The delicate fibres 
of the leaf, being bruised by the pen, become brown, while 
the other parts remain green.' Polynesian Researches, London, 
1831, Vol. III, 263. 

85 Instalment, Cl~ristian Herald, 9 December 1854, 347. 

86 Elizabeth Sophia, Threlkeld's fourth daughter, afterwards 
Mrs John Fairfax, 

87 Although most of the tribes in the Hunter River-Port Stephens 
districts frequented Lake Macquarie, the tribe at the mission 
station was localised to the area between Newcastle and the 
lake. Sec note 14 to Introduction. The particular tribe at the 
mission was known first as Old Jackey's tribe and then as 
King Ben's tribe, from the English designation of the tribal 
headman or elder. M'Gill was apparently a leader of a clan 
of this tribe. The smallness of the 'tribes' or clans was early 
commented on by William Walker. In December 1821 he 
wrote, 'That which is called a tribe probably never meets 
in one place once in six months. This statement requires a 
little explanation. Some tribes are so small, that the aggregate 
is not more than ten. Such a tribe is less frequently separated. 
Wandering families is the most proper characteristic name 
their habits can sustain. Large companies are to be met in 
the neighbourhood of the towns; but these are intoxicated, 
and quarrelling from morning till evening.' Walker to 
R. Watson, 5 December 1821, M.L., B.T.M., Box 52. The 
Tribes in 'the interior' were thought to be larger. 'How 
large these tribes [MUrrylong, NUry, Bendjang, Mudjee, 
and Myawl] may be, it is hazardous to conjecture, a whole 
tribe having perhaps never been seen together. They are 
generally divided into groups of 60 or 70; the largest company 
Mr. Harper met with, was about 200', S.C., 29 September 
1825. 

88 Also called Cobbera's tribe by Threlkeld. 

89 The Rev. James Elder recorded a 'test of 100 spears' near 
Sydney following the murder of a woman by 'Beni Long'. 
24 March 1801, L.M.S., South Seas Journals, No. 9. At the 
funeral of 'Baggarra' in November 1813 (see note 135) the 
attendants of the deceased prepared for retribution by the 
Broken Bay tribe to which 'Baggarra' belonged though he 
had died a natural death. The elaborate nature of the ordeals 
by expiation or trials is illustrated by the account given to 
Howitt of an affair between the Bunurong (Western Port) 
and Maymet (Murray) tribes. Howitt, op. cit., 338-40. 

• 

90 This description might be compared with that of Captain 
Bellingshausen for the Sydney district: 'When the stem [of 
the grass tree] is too short for a spear, another piece, similar 
to it, is fitted to it with a splice and strengthened by binding 
with a fine cord made of plaited fibre, obtained from a tree 
called stringybark by the English, which grows everywhere, 
and the bark of which when stripped off is rather like bast. 
To strengthen them still further these spears are covered with 
resin, obtained from different woods, but more especially 
from the mimosa. In the sharp end a painted serrated piece 
of bone is sometimes inserted to make it more effective as a 
weapon.' Frank Debenham (cd.), The Voyage of Captain 
Bellingslwusen to tl1e Antarctk Seas, 1819-1821, London, 1945 
(Hakluyt Society, II, Vol. XCIO, Vol. II, 333. Debenham 
remarks that the spears were made of the flowering stem of 
the grass-tree, 'a type of yucca, which does in fact contain 
a resin,' 

91 Instalment, Cl~ristian Herald, 23 December 1854, 362-3. 

92 Few accounts dealing with the subsidiary spirits of the New 
South Wales sky hero cults survive. However the scholarly 
Mrs Dunlop of Wollombi took down a list of 'Gods and 
Goddesses' in the 'Murrecgwalda' language of the 'Comileroi' 
[Kamilaroi] which makes an interesting comparison with 
Threlkeld's list. The spirits appear to have had the same 
characteristics: 
'Buggee - an Evil Spirit - an old fellow - bald headed 
with the exception of a few greyhairs, his stature short -
ventre protuberant; He comes to the Camps and eats all 
the blacks meat without cooking. [Buggcen was the 'Evil 
Spirit' of the Wiradgery tribe]. 
Yarree yarwoo, another Spirit with 4 eyes, he takes a large 
bag (Gooli) and gets into it when cold; all sickness is attributed 
to him. 
Milegun, a Spirit destitute of hair, with immense nails which 
he meets in the bodies of the blacks. 
Wabbooee. The greatest spirit of all; he commands the 
seasons and weather, his residence is in the North, and water 
springs up all round him of a blood color; when he wishes 
the rain to cease, he calls out Currea yalloo Colly yarrea, his 
stature is immense, and so great a veneration have the Blacks 
for him that if another tribe or black speaks irreverently of 
him, the punishment of death ensues, he changes his residence 
to the Skies, and whenever he dies the world will be destroyed 
by large rocks which fall from Heaven. 
Mulla Mulla his wife lives in the South, a gin defaming her 
is punished as the blackman for his disrespect to her husband 
- she is punished at the hands of the other gins - when 
Mulla Mulla dies - darkness rests upon the earth till her 
husband removes it - She presides over the night. He over 
the day - She- is very large of pers011 - no - spirituality 
-yes. 
Murree a Spirit residing in trees - emits fire.' Kamilaroi 
Vocabulary, M.L., A1668. Harper reported in 1825 that the 
'Supreme Being' of the Bathurst tribes at Wellington Valley 
was Murrooberrai, spirit of thunder and lightning. S.G., 29 
September 1825. 

93 This latter description coincides with that given in A.L., 49. 

94 Peter Cunningham only mentioned one evil spirit, Potoyan, 
who could have been either Puttikin or KoyorowCn. 
Certainly his distinctive whistle suggests the latter. 'Potoyan 
strolls about after dark seeking for his prey, but is afraid to 
approach a fire, which serves as a protection against him; 
therefore they are neither fond of travelling after dark, nor 
of sleeping without a fire beside them. The Sydney blacks 
make a large fire, and sleep around it; but in the interior 
they coil themselves singly round one which you might put 
in the crown of your hat. Potoyan is provoked, however, if 
you swing a fiery stick round! "Don't, don't!" the timid 
ones will say, "Devil-devil come!" his usual mm\_e of 
announcing his approach being by a low continuous whistle, 
like a gentle breeze singing through the branches of a tree, 
which Potoyan's whistle doubtless is, A gentleman at 
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Newcastle took advantage once of this circumstance to clear 
his veranda of a group of these believers in the powers of 
Potoyan, who had huddled together in it for the night, but 
were keeping both themselves and the proprietor in sleepless 
purgatory by the incessant and discordant clacking of their 
tongues. Seeing no likelihood of getting rid of this annoyance, 
he slipped gently to the window, opened it quietly, and 
quavered forth Potoyan's portentous whistle. A confused low 
muttering was fust heard, then followed a deadly silence, 
as if all ears were eagerly listening to make out the sound; 
- when again tuning his pipe, up they started and bolted 
nimbly off, never making a bed-chamber of the same veranda 
again!' Two Years, Vol. II, 41-2. 

95 Given as Yaho, A.L., 48. Mrs Meredith, who was acquainted 
with the Bathurst tribes in 1839-1844, identified Yaho or 
Yahoo with a male spirit with reversed feet similar to 
Threlkeld's Puttikan. She hinted that the spirit was the 
invention of the women 'who often dislike the trouble of 
taking care of their babies, and destroy them immediately 
after birth, saying that "Yahoo", or "Devil-devil", took 
them.' 'I never could make out anything of their religious 
ideas, or even if they had a comprehension of a beneficent 
Supreme Being; but they have an evil spirit, which causes 
them great terror, whom they call "Yahoo", or "De':'il
devil": he lives in the tops of the steepest and rocktest 
mountains, which arc totally inaccessible to all human beings, 
and comes down at night to seize and run away with men, 
women, or children, whom he eats up, children being his 
favourite food; and this superstition is used doubtless as a 
cloak to many a horrid and revolting crime committed by 
the wretched and unnatural mothers, who nearly always, 
when their infants disappear, say "Yahoo" took them. They 
never can tell which way he goes by his tracks, because he 
has the power of turning his feet in any direction he pleases, 
but usually wears them heels first, or, as they express it, 
"Mundoey that-a-way, cobbra that-a-way" (feet going one 
way, and head or face pointing the other). The name Devil
devil is of course borrowed from our vocabulary, and the 
doubling of the phrase denotes how terrible or intens~. a 
devil he is; that of Yahoo, being used to express a bad spmt, 
or "Bugaboo", was common also with the aborigines. of 
Van Diemen's Land, and is as likely to be a coincidence With, 
as a loan from, Dean Swift; just as their word "coolar", for 
anger, very nearly approaches in sound our word choler, 
with a like meaning.' Notes attd Sketches, 95. Threlkeld, how
ever, suspected a borrowing. 

96 A word of Iberian origin pickanitmy was originally applied 
to Negro children and was probably introduced 11ia South 
Africa as other words arising from the colonial experience. 

97 Threlkeld appears to ignore the connexion between the fire 
brand and the whistling spirit, 

98 Instalment, Cl~risfiatt Herald, 6 January 1855, 379. 

99 The dose connexion between the doctors or koradjis and the 
'good spirit' appears to have been a feature of the sky hero 
cults. See Howitt, op. cit., 404ff. 

100 This account is substantially the same as given under Koin 
in A.L., 47. Cunningham's version of Koin suggests a much 
more manichaean role. 'They believe in a good spirit, which 
they call Koyan, and in an evil spirit named Potoyan. The 
former is held to watch over and protect them from the 
machinations of the latter, and to assist in restoring the 
children which the other decoys, to devour. They first 
propitiate Koyan by an offering of spears, then set out in 
quest of the lost child; which, if they discover, Koyan of 
course obtains the credit, but if it is not to be found; they 
infer that something has been done to incur his displeasure,' 
Two Years, Vol. II, 34-5. 
In his paper, "How did the Natives of Australia become 
acquainted with the Demigods and Daemonia, and with the 
Superstitions of the Ancient Races?", W. A. Miles attempted 
to prove that Aboriginal religion was a degenerate form of 



sun worship (the 'Baal mysteries') pointing to 'a Cushitc 
visitation' in remote times. His claims as to the wide know
le~ge ofKoi? are not documented. 'There is another mysterious 
bemg held m dread and terror by the natives namely the 
"Kocfol". He is known north-west of Moretod Bay, al;o at 
Adelatde and Swan River; but he is also known to the 
Chinese as the deity "Kuan-Yi[n]" and, I believe, to the 
Bedas or _Yedahs, the aboriginal race at Ceylon. Among the 
eastern tnbes of Australia "Koen" is one of the names of the 
sun.' !-Je th_en proceeded to trace Koin's ancestry to an 
Egypttan detty. ]oumal of the Ethnological Society of London, 
1854, Vol. III, 15. For a MS account see M.L., A857, 
Pamp/Jlets mainly collected by Mr. Justice Wise, 137ff. 

101 A similar account is- given under Tippakalin, A.L., 49. 
102 Instalment, Christian Herafd, 20 January 1855, 395. For place 

names generally see A.L., 50-52. 
103 This was a valid point in the gold rush age and Threlkeld no 

doubt distrusted the move to substantial Gothic edifices. His 
colleague from the islands, Aaron Buzacott, was so impressed 
by a chapel built for the Rev. T. Odell in Melbourne in 1854 
that he obtained the plans and erected the first Gothic church 
in the islands at Rarotonga, complete with buttresses tower 
and Gothic windows. ' 

104 !he above description is given under Yulug, A.L., 50, and 
IS almost identical even to the statement that 'no women are 
allowed to join in the ceremony ' See also Porobug A L 49. . ' .. , 

lOS Yultmg approximates to the Yoohlang recorded by Collins 
at Farm Cove. For Yoohlang ceremonies see Howitt op. cit. 
566![ ' ' 

106 Fish oil, on the other hand, was used as an unguent only. 
Angas remarked very generally: 'Both sexes use fish-oil as 
an unguent, which they rub into their skins in order to protect 
them from the effects of the air, and the stings of musquitoes 
and other. ve~wmous flies. The smell of the oil, together with 
the persptratwn from their bodies, produces in hot weather 
an odout t?at is far fro~ agreeable; and they may occasionally 
be seen ~1th the entrads of fish upon their heads, frying in 
the burmng sun until the oil runs down over their foreheads 
and shoulders.' Savage Life, Vol. II, 211. 

107 The following section was published, Christian Herald, 3 
February 1855, 412-3. 

108 This is one of the few places where Threlkeld hints at a 
connexion between the ancient world and the Aboriginals, 
and he never develops this. 

109 i.e. as distinct from their tribal name, Awaba, which also 
alluded to the lake, meaning smooth surface. 

llO The following section was published, Cltrisfiatr Herald, 17 
February 1855, Vol. III, 5-6. 

111 Dum~:n~t D'Urville! who took a great interest in the 
Abon_gmals, was mformed by Allan Cunningham, the 
~otamst: about two mysterious beings in the Bathurst district. 
Dans 1 eau, le YJ:'ar-rvi, monstre amphibie qu'ils decrivent 
com~e un crocodtle pour Ia longueur, et qu'ils disent habiter 
les ~~ihcs d'eau douce, ?'oll il sort quand illui plait, pour 
se, samr des enfants, et qm r~tourne ensuite sous l'eau pour Ies 
dev?rcr. Sur terre, le Couptr, monstre a forme humaine, qui 
habtte I:s. cavernes_ des cc;>llincs rocailleuses. II a le pouvoir 
de se saiSlr des nmrs, ma1s laisse passer les blancs sans leur 
faire de mal.' Voyage de fa Corvette L'Astrolabe E.·dwte par 
Ordre du Roi, pettdant les am1tfes 1826-1827-1828-1829 sous le 
com!nandement de M.J. Dumont D'Ut~1ille, Capitaine de Vaissea11, 
Pans, 1830, Vol. I, 465. W. A. Miles, also comments on the 

· Wm_nvai_of~oroyirong, but adds nothing, op. ci~ .• 31. Bunyip 
stones nvallmg those of the Loch Ness Monster were a 
commonplace of Aboriginal lore in the coastal regions of 
s<?utheastern ~.ustralia. In some swamps it is possible that 
disappearances due to quicksand were linked with other 
unusual natural phenonema such as the barking of a seal 
which had wandered in from the sea. See Brough Smyth 
op. cit., Vol. I, 435-44. ' 
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112 i.e. the Society (Tahitian), Leeward and Hawaiian Islands. 

113 Thus W. A. Miles: 'There are Caves in Australia now held 
in great terror - Moreover if a white Man should whistle 
shout or sing in a Cave or any hollow in a rock the Natives 
will rush from under it in the greatest alarm fearing that the 
superincumbent mass would fall and crush them ' M L 
A857, 137. . .. , 
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Miles was able to supply some additional notes on the stone 
circles. 'The Rev. L. Threlkeld informs me that he has seen 
them on the very summits of the mountains at Lake Mac
quarrie [sic]; and the legend is, that they were brought there 
by the eagle-hawk, a bird of mysterious omen, and much 
reverenced by the blacks. Mr. Alfred Denison informed me 
that these circles are, in the Paterson district, confirmed also 
by Mr. Commissioner Fry, who has seen them, and considers 
them to be aerolites, no similar stone being known in the 
district. The circles are not above twenty feet in diameter: 
~he stones are ~eldom n~ore than a foot above the ground, and 
m !he centre IS an U_~?nght stone about three feet high. The 
nattvcs are very tenacious of any of these stones being moved 
especially the centre one. The only reply the blacks made t~ 
any inquiry on this subject, and on which they arc loth to 
speak, is, "Don't know: black fellow make it so long time 
ago." ... Capt. Hunter, in his work "New South Wales," 
1788, states, p. 46, that he went from Port Jackson on a visit 
~~ th~ unfortunate La Perouse, then at Botany Bay, and, 

walkmg on the north shore of the bay with some of the 
o~cers, they shewed him a little mount which they h:ld 
dtscovered, and thought a curiosity." He says, "It was quite 
rocky ?n the top: the sto~es were all standing perpendicularly 
on their ends, and were m long but narrow pieces; some of 
them three, four, or five sides, exactly (in miniature) resembling 
the Giant's Causeway in the north of Ireland." It is very 
probab~e that other stone circles may be in different parts of 
Austraba, but have not yet attracted any notice.' Joumal of 
the Etllnological Society of London, 1854; Vol. III, 25-6. 
An. event sai~ to ha~e taken place in the year 1291 (from 
Galilee _to Fnl:me), m December 1294 (from Fiume to 
Recanat9 and m 1295 to Loretto, the seat of the bishop of 
Re~anat1. The Casa Santa, the object of pilgrimage, was 
believed to be the house of the Holy Family at Nazareth, 
Threlk_eld deli&:htcd in anecdotes which helped to display the 
creduhty and Ignorance of Roman Catholics, and there was 
always an outlet for a thrust at Rome in the Christian Herald. 

116 This no doubt refers to the researches of 'the French medical 
gentleman' referred to in September 1825 (sec pp. 91 187) 
and t~e visit of _the_ Tllbis and the Esptfrance to Sydney 'under 
Captams Bougamville and du Campcir between June and 
September 1825. 

117 Instalment, Christian Herald, 3 March 1855, 21. 
118 Dawson has testified to their liking for Indian corn, see note 69. 
119 Breton remarked in 1833 that many of the quarrels between 

the settlers and the Aboriginals arose from the latter having 
been 'taught to eat corn, to which they become extremely 
partial'. I-;Iavin_g been int~~duced to the new food they 'began 
to take lt Without wattmg for permission.' Exwrsions in 
N.S.W., 219. The settlers, on the other hand, tended to view 
their voracious visitors as little more than predatory animals. 
Flour. ~or damper~ was also eagerly appropriated by the 
Abongmals, and wtse settlers found it best to let their visitors 
t~ke what they could carry. However there were frequent 
disturbances and even missionaries were forced to make 
armed resistance. 

120 They were not always fussy whether the water was fresh or 
not. See, for instance, Leichhardt's story of M'Gill, above, 
p. 7. Dampers and doughboys belonged to the general 
vocabulary of the colonial bush experience. 

121 It is_dear from Dr Jo~nson's u_sage that stream as frequently 
applied to the water Itself while brook or rivulet was used 
where modern Australian speech would prefer stream. 

122 Instalment, Cl~ristian Herald, 17 March 1855, 38-9. 

123 Called mootin or fish gig by Samuel Leigh. See p. 336. 
Browne's illustration No. 1 to Skottowc's manuscript, 
"Specimens from Nature", M.L., A555, is also labelled 
"Mooting or Fish Gig". 

124 Skottowe and Browne referred to all non-fishing spears as 
Camoy, and Leigh merely noted that there were four different 
kinds of spear or lance. See p. 336. 

125 Called by Skottowc and Browne, Womra, and by Leigh, 
Wamra. See p. 336. 

126 Called Illaman by Leigh and Hylliman by Skottowe and 
Browne, probably from its designation in the Sydney district, 
although Skottowe's manuscript was drawn up at the Hunter, 
and Browne's illustration fits Threlkeld's description. The 
account given by Flanagan is similar to Threlkeld's. 'The 
shield, or, as it is called in aboriginal parlance, the "eleman", 
is an important article in the armour of the New Hollander. 
It is formed of wood, sometimes of bark, and is for the most 
part of an oval shape. The shield varies as to size, being found 
from a foot in length to an extent sufficiently capacious to 
conceal the whole person, and, so far as construction and 
ornament are concerned, might have belonged to a knight
errant or crusader of the twelfth century instead of a savage 
of the Australian wilds. The mark which more particularly 
calls to mind the similarity mentioned, is a cross formed by 
two parallel lines drawn from top to bottom, and two more 
from side to side, on the face of the shield. Sometimes the 
eleman is decorated with a representation of a hand, formed 
by placing that member on its surface while the paint or 
gum with which it is coated is yet moist. A handle, formed 
of thongs of hide, is fastened on the inner side, and a layer 
of soft bark, fixed to the shield, saves the knuckles from the 
effects of friction.' Tile Aborigines of Aastralia, 83-4. 

127 Instalment, Christian Herald, 31 March 1855, 54. 

128 See Nine11e11 and its Palaces. Tlle discoveries of Botta and Layard 
applied to tiJe elacidation of Holy Writ. Illustrated London 
Library, London, [1852], 2nd Edition, revised. With numerous 
additional engravings and the results of the most recent 
discoveries. London, [1853]. Threlkeld was probably correct 
in assuming that the word boomerang was a European form, 
though unlike some of the other 'barbarisms' which he listed 
it was based on the actual word for the weapon used in the 
Sydney district. As Threlkeld himself pointed out there was 
little difference between the returning stick and the short 
'wooden sword', and early observers who did not understand 
the purpose of the boomerang invariably listed it as a sword 
or dub-like instrument. Surgeon White's illustration of a 
boomerang is unquestionable but he described it as 'A kind 
of blunt Sword, of hard wood'. Collins actually used the 
word wom11111rang, defined as a club, in his Port Jackson 
vocabulary, and tlie wamarem mentioned by Leigh (sec p. 336) 
is clearly a boomerang. So also is the Wamering illustrated by 
Browne, in his "Native Arms" as early as 1813 and described 
by Skottowe as an instrument 'thrown to disperse a Crowd', 
Skottowe wrote that he had 'adhered as ncar to the Sounds 
as possible.' J. F. Uniacke, sheriff and provost-marshal of 
N.S.W., drew the attention of Dumont D'Urville, during 
his first visit to Sydney, to the womerang, which although 
called 'une espCce de cassc-t~te' was clearly the boomerang. 
Voyage de la Corvette ... , Vol. I, 450-1. In Oldfield's list of 
1828 (see p. 357) the Bummerung is called a wooden sword. 
It is clear that there were a great variety of boomerangs in 
use throughout the continent ranging from the thin leaf-like 
kyUes of Western Australia to the lil-lil used in northern 
Victoria which was more normally used as a striking instru
ment in battle. The boomerang illustrated by the Russian 
artists on Bellingshausen's voyage, for the Port Jackson area 
(Vol. I, Plate XIV, facing 161), was particularly clublike 
though there was no doubt about its uses. 'They also make 
use of a smooth piece of wood about 3 feet in length and 
2! inches broad, bent rather like a sickle. This they throw 
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skilfully and accurately, obtaining a ricochet when it strikes 
the ground.' Vol. II, 333. 

Although boomarring is listed in one of the northern vocabularies 
once in Threlkeld's possession it is very probable that these lists 
did not come into Threlkeld's hands until much later, and that 
they were collected by such interested persons as Mrs Dunlop 
ofWollombi, the C.M.S. missionaries, and other scholars, and 
sent to Threlkeld for his use after his own grainmar had been 
published. Some of this material is certainly not in his hand
writing. The appearance of such a word may have meant 
simply that it had already been adopted by the tribes using 
it in preference to their traditional word. It is almost certain 
that M'Gill would have known enough about the languages 
in the vicinity of Sydney to be able to inform Threlkeld if 
the word was genuine or not as he had grown up in the 
Sydney barracks. 

Bonomi's claims were also taken up by Brough Smyth• 
Vol. I, 324. However, various attempts were made to give 
an Egyptian or even classical origin to the boomerang, for 
instance, Samuel Ferguson's paper "On the Antiquity of the 
Kilicc or Boomerang" read before the Royal Irish Academy 
on 22 January and 12 February 1838. SUch theories were 
favoured by those who held that the Aboriginals represented 
a degenerate civilisation. Ferguson believed he had established 
a connexion between the curved dubs of antiquity (club of 
Hercules, Thor's hammer, the alcys and the cateia) and the 
boomerang and 'that some relationship might be looked for 
between the Germanic nations, who still call the dub keile 
or kiele, a name properly descriptive of a crooked weapon, 
and the Australian tribes who call the cognate instrument 
kiUee'! However, the origin most favoured was that the 
Aboriginals were influenced by the fall of the gumleaf. This 
view was put forward by Hubert de Castella (Brough Smyth, 
Vol. I, 316) and W. D. Campbell, Transactions & Proceedings 
of the N.Z. Institute 1882, Wellington, 1883, Vol. XV, 459-60. 

During the thirties 'some specimens were imported into 
Dublin, and there soon became such a demand for them, that 
they have since been manufactured there. They are used by 
the students at Oxford and Cambridge, to throw for 
recreation'. Charles Fox, "Some Notice of the Kilee or 
Boomerang, a weapon used by the natives of Australia". 
Tile American ]o11mal of Science m1d Arts, Newhaven, .July 
1839, Vol. XXXVI, 164-5. See also B.D. (Belfast), "On the 
path of the projectile Weapon of the Native Australians called 
the 'Boomerang' or 'K ylee' , " Pllilosopllical Magazine, 
London & Edinburgh, 1838, Vol. XII, 329-35; J. E. Gray 
"The Bomerang", P!Jilosopl!ical Magazine, London, 1852 
(IV) Vol. IV, 79. 
Various attempts were made to apply the boomerang 
principle in the construction of screw-steamers. Sir Thomas 
Mitchell's findings were outlined in his "Lecture on the 
Bomareng-Propeller" read before the Australian Society on 
30 December 1850 (S.M.H., 11 January 1851) and his paper 
"Origin, History, and Description of the Boomerang
Propeller'', a lecture delivered at the United Service 
Institution in 1853. 

129 Instalment, Christian Herald, 14 April 1855, 69-70. 

130 Condensed from Barron Field (ed.), Geographical Memoirs 
. .. , 224-5. 

131 Adapted and modernised from Sir W. Raleigh, The Discovery 
of tile Large, Riel!, and Beaatiful Empire of G11iana, with a relation 
of tl1e great and goldm city of Manoa ... performed in tile year 
1595 (origin. pub. 1596), probably from the Hakluyt Society 
edition, first published in 1848 and edited by Sir Robert 
H. Schomburgk (First Series, Vol. III) reprinted New York, 
ri.d., 85-6. The punctuation is Threlkeld's own. 

132 The pronouncement of the French visitors in 1825 on the 
basis of craniometric and phrenological examination. See 
note 116. 



133 This final instalment was published, Christian Herald, 28 
April1855, 84-5. It is conceivable that there would have been 
further instalments had the journal continued, 

134 So the Evangelical and the humanitarian often parted com
pany. Although Threlkeld obviously supported capital 
punishment on the basis of revelation and the patriarchial 
covenant, he was equally pleased to argue the case from what 
he believed to be the law of nature. 

135 This is amply illustrated by the account accompanying the 
engraving by Absolem West (1814) entitled "The Funeral 
Procession of Baggarra a Native of New South Wales" 
-'A native Named BAGGARA, died on the 20th of Novr. 
1813, and was intered within the confines ofWoolloomoloo, 
the ceremony was attended with curious anticks the head of 
the deceased was bruised with waddies until it had almost 
lost the form of a human head the eyes were taken out, and 
the body, then closely wrapped in bark, carried on men's 
Heads ascending hills and rocks, and was at length taken to 

.. 
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the grave and deposited. Here the funeral attendants, who 
were numerous, took up their abode till the following day 
when the men poised their spears and grasped their shields 
as if preparing for a general combat. The deceased was a 
native of Broken Bay, from whence a formidable party were 
in attendance to avenge his death although by human hands 
he Fel not. The grand ordeal of the Sydney natives at length 
arrived, and two aged Seers - with solemn action, descended 
into the grave, which had been dug with the bony end of 
a WAMMERO in preference to any iron utensil, for the 
purpose of enquiring of the deceased how he came by his 
death, and thus imposing on him the office of coroner in his 
own particular case During this inquisition Numbers stood 
ready for action unconscious of the verdict which the dead 
body shoud return; Happily for these poor creatures, the 
commissioners re-ascended to the level of the soil with the 
gratifying information that he was killed "by no man", and 
a peaceful separation followed.' 
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The first page of the Gospel of St Luke translated into the Awabakal 
language by L. E. Threlkeld and illuminated by Annie Layard. 
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Memoranda of Events at 
Lake Macquarie 
Journal Extracts and Annual Reports to 1841 

Memoranda, 1824-18J8 
and Annual Reports, 

I8J2-I84I 

BOARDMAN 

16 October 1824 

T
HE DEPUTATION requested me to take charge of a proposed 
Mission to the Aborigines at Moreton Bay, instead of returning 
to Raiatea as I intended after my marriage in this Colony had 

taken place. The Deputation informed me that Government was to 
bear all the expcnces, and provide rations and servants for myself and 
£·unily. On this representation, I consented knowing that the extra 
expcnces not allowed by Government, would be trilling for the funds 
of the Society. Had it been otherwise, I should not for a moment have 
entertained the proposition, after so much experience in the Islands of 
the unhandsome conduct of the Directors in pecuniary affairs, nor would 
I have relinquished our flourishing station at Raiatea, where my usual 
congregation was from 700 to 1200 persons, besides a school of upwards 
of 300 children and several Islands dependant on us for instruction, 
having recently embraced the Faith in Christ; neither was it a small 
sacrifice to relinquish all my arrangements for Domestic comforts, as 
house, garden &c &c &c provided by much personal labor, and at my 
own cost. We received a joint letter of commendation from the Depu
tation, at their departure, of all our proceedings at Raiatea; I acted upon 
the same principle in this mission, but because the expence fell upon the 
Society, I was censured, condemned, and punished most unjustly, being 
unheard in defence by any one but my accusers. Had circumstances 
admitted of my personal presence in England to explain matters to the 
Society at large, or should Providence so order it, that such an event 
should hereafter take place very different would be the judgement of 
Many. 

18 October 1824 
Visited the Governor Sir Thomas Drisbane in company with the 

Deputation and Saxe Dannister Esquire the then Attorney Geheral who 
took a lively interest in the welfare of the Dlacks. We had a long interview 
with Sir Thomas, who gave his unqualified approbation to the measures 
proposed, promised the support and protection of Government, a house 
was to be built for myself and family at Moreton Day, Assigned servants 
were to be allowed, rationed from the stores, from which also myself 
and family were to be supplied. A free passage to Moreton Day, together 
with subsequent conveyance of supplies in Government vessels from 
Sydney and all at the cost of Government. His Excellency further 
prdposed that I should be made a Magistrate, but we submitted that it 
would not be desirable. The Governor then proposed that as he was 
going to Moreton Day, that I should also accompany him to see the place, 
natives &c &c. The duties I was to perform were primarily towards 
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the Blacks, and secondarily to act as a Christian Minister 
in the penal settlement towards the prisoners, he was made 
acquainted at that time that I was not a Minister of the 
Church of England, and thus our interview terminated 
with feelings highly gratified at a prospect of usefuh1ess in 
the contemplated mission: Preparations were immediately 
made for the voyage and mission to the Aborigines &c. 
Shortly after my preparing for the Voyage to Moreton 
Bay, intimation was given by the Attorney General that 
the Governor found that the Vessel could not accommodate 
me with a passage in company with his suite, but that the 
Mars, a very small sloop, which accompanied as a tender 
was at my service. This vessel being a mere tub of a thing, 
I declined hazarding my life in her, she was subsequently 
lost in a voyage to that settlement. At ·about this time I 
was informed by the Attorney General that we had strong 
enemies behind the curtain. Shortly afterwards a note from 
our friend Saxe Bannister Esquire dated Decemr 2Pt 1824 
to which I immediately replied and forwarded the contents 
of both to the Deputation of which the following is a 
copy: 

"To the Revd D Tyerman and 
George Bermett Esquire 

"My Dear Brethren 
"Sydney, Decem 2Jd. 1824" 

Having heard that you will not be in Sydney for some 
days, I take the opportunity of informing you of my 
official communication from Government respecting 
what may be expected towards our intended Mission 
at Moreton Bay. The Attorney General's letter will give 
you the real state of the case, a copy of which I now 
hand you: 

"Mr Datmister presents his compliments to Mr 
Threlkeld and begs to inform him that a vessel is 
expected to go to Moreton Bay within the next six 
weeks in which a passage for him and his family and 
totmage is allowed for such conveniences as it may 
be wished to take - But Mr Bannister thinks that the 
Government will support the Mission no further than 
by assigning convicts if required, and a mechanic on 
the usual terms. Mr Bannister frankly confesses to 
Mr Threlkeld that he is himself disappointed by the 
Government doing so little, but he trusts that this 
will not occasion a failure in the intended establish
ment." "York Street 21st Deer. 1824." 

As govenunent declines putting me up the house the 
only method is for me to take one with me, the expence 
of which will fall on the Society in the new arrangement. 
I have seen Mr Oxley and Finnegan and find that notlllng 
can be done there, but by a boat- these things must be 
ordered next week to be ready in time, as I have no 
doubt of my being ready, with the children from the 
Islands in the six weeks. - I should have ordered the 
house {in frame) and boat this week but expecting to 
see you on Friday arising from the possibility that some 
arrangement may take place with respect to the local 
situation of the Mission on accotmt of the Government 
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communication; however, in my reply to the Attorney 
General, thanking him and Govenunent through him, 
I ventured to affirm: "That we shall pursue the object, 
namely, the Mission to Moreton Bay." thus the matter 
stands at the present moment. In £1.ct we ca1mot expect 
more from Government especially when we have 
nothing yet to shew that a real effort is made. I apprehend 
you will be at the native feast in Parramatta on Tuesday 
next, where I hope to have the pleasure of meeting you; 
After which I must return and prepare for our departure, 
for I am quite tired of doing nothing. Mrs T mlltes in 
joint respects hoping you enjoy health and every 
blessing, and with the best of wishes 

I am Dear Brethren 
Yours most sincerely 

L. E. Threlkeld." 

The Deputation promised to the Attorney General to 
take the whole of the responsibility of the Mission on the 
Society. From this period I date all the annoyances with 
which I have been unjustly visited, through the breach of 
promise on the part of Government in the person of Sir 
Thomas Brisbane the then Governor, and to wlllch I must 
endeavour patiently to submit until it shall please God to 
remove me from this present Evil World: But, for my 
friends whom I had faithfully served for years in the cause 
of Christ, to turn round upon me, was a refmement of 
cruelty little anticipated when accepting this Mission. 

January 1825 
In an interview with Sir Thomas, he observed that if he 

might offer an opinion, he thought that Moreton Bay was 
not so suitable as other places more immediately under 
British protection, and where he could give more assistance 
in conveyance than he could at that new settlement, which 
being newly formed required much to be done for 
Government there. 

The next place proposed was Wellington Valley, the 
Wesleyan Missionaries being first consulted and who 
distinctly stated that they had totally given up all thoughts 
of the Aboriginal Mission in consequence of the heavy 
expence. The Reverend William Walker having ceased to 
be their Missionary to the Blacks, and being at that time 
engaged as Master of the Female Orphan School at Parra
matta. The Deputation [made] preparation to visit tllls 
place with myself, Mr Marsden was invited, but declined, 
when to our surprise we found that the Revd W. Walker 
instantly sent a person of the name of Harper to Wellington 
Valley in order to preoccupy the station. Percy Simpson 
Esquire was then Commandant of tl1e Settlement at 
Wellington Valley, being a sort of Sinecure place of 
punishment for Right Honorable Rogues. P. Simpson 
Esqr. now resides at Parramatta and is well acquainted with 
the proceedings of Harpur [sic) during the short period of 
his mission there. It was subsequently abandoned. In conse
quence of this movement of Mr Walker, our attention 
was turned to another part of the Colony, being anxious 
to avoid every appearance of opposition in our endeavours, 

and a place a few miles north of Reid's Mistake near 
Newcastle, where the natives were numerous, and where 
the fislllng tribes could obtain a plentiful supply of fish 
from Lake Macquarie, was the site ultimately chosen. 
Properly speaking it is a misnomer to call it Lake, there 

being an entrance from the sea at Reid's Mistake of 3! 
feet water low tide, tl1e Lake is about 21 miles long and 
varies in breadth from 2 to seven miles. A vast sheet of 
coal, canal,2 joins a seam of superior common coal and 
spreads throughout the boundary. 

From Threlkeld's Public Journaf3 
14 January 1825 

Sailed for Hunter's River or Newcastle in company 
with the Deputation that by occular demonstration the 
most suitable situation might be found either there or 
somewhere beyond the Blue Mountains. 

15 January 1825 
Arrived at Newcastle, waited on the Revd G. A. Middle

ton the chaplain of this Settlement[.] (Though not Evan
gelical) he takes a lively interest in the Aborigines. Reid's 
Mistake or Macquarie Lake was a place strongly recom
mended by him as there the natives can procure an 
abundance of fish and Kangaroo which with the little 
assistance we could render in furnishing them with corn 
meal would induce them to reside there permanently. 
We fully acquiesed in Ills opinion. The Natives do not 
appear so vitiated here as at Sydney but only from the 
fact that there are so few opportunities here in c_omparison 
to what is afforded them at Sydney. The town has more 
the appearance of a deserted Village than any thing else 
and there are not more than tlllrty four persons resident 
in it if our information be correct. There is a confidence 
manifested in the Europeans by the natives which it is to 
be wished may never be violated. We gave some tobacco 
to a Native, a little time elapsed when he returned com-

plaining that a white man called him to fetch a bit of 
buiscuit and that when he went to him for it he snatched 
the tobacco out of Ills hand and kept it. Suffice it to say 
it was one of the jail Gang. It is pleasing to observe the 
interest tl1at many take here in the aborigines although 
that interest is manifested not in the most beneficial way 
to them for instance supplying them with spirits &c. &c. 
We came to the conclusion of forming our station in 
some part of the vicinity of Reid's Mistake. 

18January 
We embarked for Sydney and arrived in safety on the 

same evening rather late gratified with the prospect of 
our voyage proving successful, sea sickness was the only 
drawback with which I am at all times much troubled. 

21 January 
Waited on the Governor with a letter respecting being 

allowed to occupy that part of the colony on behalf of 
the natives to which he replied that after he had co,nsulted 
the Attorney General an answer should be given but was 
pleased to observe that he had no doubt but that it would 
be favourable and that about ten thousand acres would 
perhaps be sufficient to try the experiment. The documents 
etc of this correspondence are with the Deputation. 

Threlkeld's Memoranda Resumed 

26 January 1825 
The Governor wrote to the Deputation, see Statement 

page 5, and subsequently set apart 10,000 acres of land in 
trust for the Aborigines at Lake Macquaric, but no peClmiary 
aid nor assigned servants were granted. I confess, at this 
time I had many misgivings of heart, arising from past 
bitter experience in pecmriary matters with the Directors 
in tl1e Islands, and therefore felt anxioUS--to obtain specific 

instructions from the representatives of the Society the 
, Deputation now in the Colony. I therefore wrote to them 
on the subject as pr letter page 5 of the printed statement 
to which I must now refer and which contains the Whole 
account of the mission together with the painful dis
sention which arose therefrom unto the first abandonment 
of the mission and its reassumprion under their own 
arrangement, their final abandonment and correspondence 
thereof will be recorded in due course of proceeding. 

From Threlkeld's Public Journal 
24 February 

Received Instructions from the Deputation to engage 
in the Mission at Reid's Mistake recommending also that 
a voyage should be taken for me to search out the most 
eligible situation for the erection of the house and for 
agricultural purposes. Not being a good judge of land 'it 
was deemed necessary to have a person witl1 me in whose 
judgement we could confide. 
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4 March 
Sailed from Sydney to Newcastle in company with 

Mr J. Arndell Mrs T' s brother in whom we could place 
confidence respecting the Land he being an Agriculturist 
on one of the most fertile parts of the Colony. It requiring 
much care in the choice of good land to prevent future 
expence in removal and economies that must necessarily 
occur. The Revd G. A. Middleton kindly offered to 



accompany us on the following Monday; Lieutenant 
Owen in the absence of the Commandant Captain Allman 
rendered every assistance. It is pleasing to observe some
thing like a kind feeling towards the blacks. 

Sunday 6 March 
Attended divine service in the forenoon, there was not 

half a dozen free persons there; there being no other 
service, in the afternoon we visited the jail distributing 
some few tracts, which we happened by mere chance to 
have, to the prisoners: they appeared thankful for them 
and promised not to destroy them. There is but one bible 
for the jail and that very old and very much tom. Have 
made an application to the Bible and tract societies for a 
small grant from each for gratuitous distribution. 

Monday 7 March 
Steady rain, waited in hopes of its clearing up but the 

rain increased. The natives on the preceding evening were 
dancing and singing; enquired the cause; was informed 
it was in consequence of our coming among them. 

8 March 
Rain increasing, heavy squally weather, no appearance 

of amendment; all the natives went into the bush for 
shelter. 

9 March 
Slight cessation of Rain, made application for horses 

but none could be obtained save one which Lieut. Owen 
kindly offered; prepared to go early in the morning. We 
intend to sleep out in the woods and supply ourselves 
with animal food by our fowling pieces. We expect to 
?e out a week or ten days at least. 

10 March 
The Rain fell in torrents - thick hazy stormy weather; 

could not see for a mile before us; felt not a little thankful 
were not out in the woods as the floods might have 
prevented our return. We are informed that up the river 
it has risen twenty four feet above the usual height. Two 
women completely naked and shivering with cold and 
wet came and asked for a piece of tobacco. Supplied their 
wants, they went away well pleased. Many of the women 
have lost the first joint of their little fmger on the left 
hand. Some girls nOt above five years old had undergone 
t}:Ie operation. Upon enquiring the males told me, it was 
because they were fisherwomen. No dependance can be 
placed on their account as they speak broken English. 
Many of the women have a scar on the outside of their 
thigh halfway between the knee and hip, it is about three 
inches long and is occasioned by the application of a fire 
brand at several times on the death of a brother or other 
relation. 
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11 March 
We intended to go very early this morning but it turned 

out the most rainy day of any. We were again most 
reluctantly con£ned to the Inn. It appeared to break up a 
little in the afternoon but very heavy rain set in at night. 

Saturday 12 March 
The Lord Liverpool packet from Sydney arrived having 

Captain Allman and family on board. He takes the charge 
of Commandant of Newcastle. Two other small Govern
ment vessels put in, one in distress. The rain cleared off 
at about 1 Oclock when we proposed to walk as far as 
we could to have some view though but distant of Reid's 
Mistake. Lieu'. Owen accompanied us, we went about 
9 miles to a place some distance beyond a Mountain 
called Red head. The walk was very fatiguing as we had 
to travel over a very rocky part of the sea shore on_e part, 
and a deep sand the other part on the level, and steep hills 
to encounter before we got to the place proposed to visit. 
At length we were gratified with a very extensive view of 
Macquarie Lake. In appearance about 5 or 6 miles off we 
judged it to be full 16 miles long having a bar of sand at 
the entrance from the sea allowing 4 feet water only for 
boats to enter. The Sugar loaf a large Mountain forms a 
western boundary but the land is generally very indifferent. 
Three days would hardly be a sufficient time to peram
bulate the vast cove or Lake. We saw a large lagoon which 
was literally covered with wild geese and a water fowl 
called Redbills. The natives took our guns and shot swan, 
three of which they secured; when the flock arose, the 
place had the appearance, as to numbers, of a well stocked 
rookery. We returned in the evening completely wet 
being overtaken with the rain which fell in torrents. 
Kangaroos were very abundant from the numberless tracks 
we saw of tl1em. 

Sunday 13 March 
Morning fmc and kept fair all the day. We have again 

made arrangements to proceed on the morrow at an 
early hour. We have also obtained two horses. We hope 
the waters will have subsided and allow us to cross the 
creeks, a thing we were informed could not be accomplished 
yesterday. The Aborigines are singing in different parts of 
the settlement in small groups, their tune is rather dismal; 
they begin high and end in about an octave below the 
pitch. Some have attempted with no bad effect to imitate 
the sacred music of the church but how different this 
state to that of their sable brethren in the South Seas, 
how striking to me the contrast. 4 There the pleasing Song 
to our Redeemer enlivens the shades of the evening the 
very remembrance of which kindles a hope that these 
Gentiles shall also stretch forth their hands unto God. The 
General opinion witl1 respect to the Mission to the 
Aborigines is that the attempt is utopian. Some few and 
very few individuals view the subject in a proper light 
knowing that omnipotent power must be expected or 
all our attempts will fail. 

14 March 
The Revd. G. A. Middleton accompanied us on our 

journey to Reid's Mistake. We had but two horses between 
three persons. We were accompanied by some natives. 
We walked about three or four hours when we had a fine 
view of part of the bay. The situation appears very eligible 
for a native settlement; there is abundance of fish and wild 
animals, tl1is will tend to localize the natives. There were 
a few natives not more than twenty on the spot who 
appeared pleased with the Idea of my settling among them. 
Their appearance is most disgusting. Massa when you 
come~ how many moons~ one fmger was up, two fmgers 
were up as an enquiry. Two moons were to die they were 
given to understand and then Massa would come and stop 
with tl1em. Indeed my three dear little girls being expected 
daily from the Islands is the only reason of not embarking 
immediately. It is impossible to choose a spot until a more 
particular examination takes place: this part is too swampy 
and too difficult to arrive at to form the settlement here. 
When I remove to Newcastle a more close scrutiny can 
take place. 

15 March 
Waited on the Commandant in order to obtain the loan 

of a Government cottage tmtil one can be built for me at 
the Missionary Station. Captain Allman very readily 
granted the use of one and the only one that c9uld at all 
be obtained until ours is finished, at the same time ex
pressing every good will toward the undertaking. The 
vessel sails today for Sydney, this occasions our return 
sooner than we otherwise should from surveying the Lake. 
The wind shifted south, the night appeared stormy, the 
Captain deemed it prudent not to put to sea. 

16 March 
A heavy Gale from the Southward accompanied with 

heavy rain proved the correct judgement of our obliging 
Captain Livingstone for the sea ran so high that had we 
sailed last night we could not have contended against it 
but must have returned. This month is generally tem
pestuous and may be expected the more so now on account 
of the long draught no rain having fallen here for these 
14 weeks past. 

19 March 
The Gale continued until this day when supposing the 

wind favourable we set sail for Sydney. Arrived in perfect 
health and safety save the sea sickness which always annoys 
me most grievously. Had the mortification to find that 
during my absence our house had been entered into, only 
on the preceding evening, and robbed of articles to the 
amount of upwards of twenty five pounds and a draft 
for forty five pounds which fortunately was a duplicate 
to Mr Hankey. My writing desk was taken away but 
found broken upon and all papers scattered to the winds 
on the race course the next morning. Our servant man, 
a prisoner, who was left in charge is strongly suspected 
of being accessary to the Robbery. Mrs T. was up' the 
country with her friends during my absence for the benefit 
of her health having been seriously ill for several weeks past. 
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5 April 
Mr Tyerman called on us and surprised us with intro

ducing Mrs Pitman from England. We felt much pleasure 
and were exceedingly glad to have an opportunity of 
hearing from England. Mr Pitman not knowing of our 
being here had gone up to Parramatta to Mr Marsden. 
We had the pleasure of his company in the evening. That 
they will prove missionaries highly acceptable to the 
Natives in the South Seas I feel no hesitation whatever in 
asserting accompanied by the wish that blessings of the 
most high may be upon them in their work. 

8 April 
The Bmtus arrived from Tahiti the vessel so long expected 

with my children, went immediately on board when to 
my great disappointment found that they had not touched 
at Raiatea although they sailed past the Island. Mr Nott 
was on board on his voyage to England and Mr Sam 1• 

Henry Junr. The Lynx is now the only chance for my 
children to come up and she will be many months yet 
before she comes. In consequence of tills disappointment 
have made up my mind to embark for Newcastle and 
begin the mission at once as it would be a waste of time 
and money to remain longer at Sydney on their account. 
Two kind friends have also engaged to take charge of 
them until I fetch them - this eases the mind on their 
account and leaves me at liberty to pursue my Missionary 
pursuits. The Minerva was another vessel by which I wrote 
for my children to be sent up by her, but she was un
fortunately upset in a hurricane a few degrees from Tahiti 
tl1e captain of which returned in the Bmtus. Another 
perplexing care arises respecting a house, which would 
prove the most economical plan of putting one up. One 
method is to apply for prisoners, carpenters, and employ 
them, the other is to employ Carpenters free men either 
by day work or contract for the job. I waited on his 
Excellency, stated my wants, but he was pleased to observe 
he was very sorry that no assistance could be afforded 
from Government as they had not hands enough to carry 
on their own works but were obliged to contract them
selves. 

Sunday 10 April 
Visited a Man of the name of Bates in jail who is cast 

for death for the murder of his wife, whom he chopped 
to pieces with an axe. I knocked at the jail door[,] was 
admitted[,] and requested to see the unfortunate man. 
The jailor observed that he did not know what to do as 
Bates had said he did not wish to see anyone but the two 
Clergymen Messrs Cowper and Hill; however he would 
send and ask him. The under jailor went and returned 
saying, If I had a word of good advice he, the prisoner, 
would hear it. Passing through the yard the usual scene 
of drinking beer made it have more the appearance, but 
for the fetters, of a publick house than a prison. In the 
condemned cell Bates stood up at my approach. I am 
sorry to see you in this situation was my address to him. 
With rather a peculiar look he replied: "It cannot be 



helped Sir." A thrill ran through me. I proceeded; To 
point out the way in which a repentant sinner may be 
saved through faith in the Blood of Christ, is the purport 
of my visit. "0 I know all that" replied the criminal 
without the least appearance of feeling the awfulness of 
his situation although tomorrow's sun would be the last 
that would rise on him. I am not come under the sup
position of your ignorance but hoping to speak a word 
of comfort to a suffering fellow creature. "0 Sir there is 
no harm done was the reply." Shocked at the Man I 
knew not what to say. At last I asked him, Well but how 
is the state of your mind in the sight of God as a con
denmed sinnen "0 I am quite happy and comfortable, 
never more so in all my life." A Cold perspiration seized 
my ~hole fran:e and by a complete effort I could but just 
enqmre, What IS the ground of your comfort and happiness. 
"My belief" was his answer. Urging him to look to the 
atoning blood ~f Christ and praying that God would 
make him really so happy as he professed to be I withdrew 
perceiving that Such was his state of mind that my con
versation was only injurious. The impreSsion on my mind 
was that the Man was not free from the effects of intoxi
cation. As I went out Beer was being carried towards his 
cell. He suffered on the following morning and went to 
the Gallow's steps with the same expression to the Chaplain, 
"never more happy in all my life!" 

Saturday 7 May 
Took leave of the Deputation and other friends and 

Sailed from Sydney for Newcastle. Myself, Wife, Son, 
a Man and Woman which constitutes our Mission family 
at present. The vessel obtained her lading sooner than 
usual and could not take all the passengers' luggage with 
her, part was therefore to be brought in the Eclipse another 
ves.sel on the following day. We had a smooth passage and 
arnved at Newcastle on the following day, Sunday, took 
up our abode at the Inn. 

Monday 9 May 
Waited on the Commandant who informed me that 

the cottage was at my service. Sent up part of our Goods 
and entered the cottage on Tuesday evening. It is in a very 
lonely situation a mile and a half from the town and our 
greatest danger is from Robbers; Newcastle having but 
just immerged fro in being a penal settlement the most 
choice rogues are of course here. 

Wednesday 11 May 
The Eclipse had partly unloaded. The Government Gang 

were at work in Irons on board loading her witl1 coals. 
They took the advantage of the man being below, covered 
up the hatches, raised the anchor or shpt it, made sail and 
the tide and wind serving was out to sea in ten minutes 
or less, when safely out they ordered the captain and crew 
into a boat sending them on shore with their compliments 
to the Commandant and to say that they would not 
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trouble him for a pilot. No other Vessel was in the harbour 
to pm:sue t?em, of course they got safely away. It was 
their rntentlon they say to take the Lord Li11erpool the 
Vessel we .came down in. A few trifling articles belonging 
to us was m the Vessel when they went off with her. This 
is the third time we have lost by Robbers since we have 
been in the Colony: first was a box of Mrs T. clothes 
taken out of a cart on the Road. The second was when 
they broke into the house, and lastly the few articles in the 
Eclipse. We are now in perils of Robbers every night. 
We have been in perils by Sea, we have been in perils 
by land. Our lives have been several times in jeopardy but 
hitherto the Lord has helped us. 

Wednesday Evening, the natives assembled to the 
nm?ber of about 40 persons round our house cooking 
the1r kangaroo; after they had satisfied their hunger they 
came requesting us to see their dance which was on 
account of our arrival among them. Their dance was 
p:rformed in exact time to the beating of two pieces of 
st1c~ one upon the other by an old man who sings also 
dunng the performance. The whole unite in the tune which 
~egins high and sinks gradually raising again, the compass 
Is perhaps two octaves. The women join in the dance and 
song but all are naked not in consequence of the dance 
but because they are allways so. My mind turned upon 
Paul and the o~ject of my residence among them forcibly 
stn~ck my mind in the language of the Apostle. "To open 
theu eyes and to tum them from darkness to light and 
from the power of Satan unto God, that they may receive 
forgiveness of sins and inheritance among them which 
are sanctified by faith that is in me" and that "they should 
tum from their vanities to serve the true and living God". 
When they had concluded they thanked us for our visit 
and wished us a good night. 

Sunday 15 May 
Had some conversation witl1 4 or 5 Natives who could 

speak a little broken English, questioned them concerning 
who made the Sun, moon, stars &c. One of them replied 
that long while ago one Black fellow threw the vermin 
from his head into the fire and they jumped up (for 
became) these things. When they were informed God 
made them, Me dont sec was the reply for I do not know. 
Endeavoured to make tl1em understand the object of my 
mission. They appeared pleased and asked where we 
should reside in the interiour. 

20May 
Went part of the way to the place where we expect to 

reside until we came to a creek. Here it was necessary to 
make a bridge and Our Servant man with the assistance 
of cluee natives cut down trees and we accomplished one 
in two days so that we could go over on horseback. A 
Government stock keeper informed us of a situation which 
was superior to what we had already seen. We intend to 
visit it. 

21 May 
Took with us a trusty native who speaks good English 

and went in search of the situation described; after a five 
hours and a half journey, passing through bogs, round 
lagoons over steep and ahnost inaccessable hills we arrived 
at the place described. The situation is hilly but very 
swampy, there is fresh water and it can be approached by 
a boat going out to sea but there must be a cart road to 
the settlement the weather on the coast being so very 
uncertain to trust to water conveyance. We returned in 
the evening but in a more direct line which saved us an 
hour. We intend to examine if a road can be obtained by 
going a different rout - We heard in the evening a most 
melancholy noise among the natives; upon enquiry found 
it was owing to a poor girl being ill and on the point of 
death. 

Sunday 22 May 
Went among the natives who encampt arotmd our 

dwelhng, saw two who were ill, administered to their 
wants. Perceived an old woman busily employed in dipping 
the end of a cord into a vessel of water - the vessel is 
simply a piece of bark tied up at both ends -went nearer 
to ascertain the nature of this performance, observed a 
young girl very ill lying on the ground, round her waist 
was twisted a cord made of oppossum hair one end of 
which was what the old woman had in her hand dipping 
it into the water and rubbing the part she held between 
both hands stretched upon her under lip, the friction 
abraded the skin and blood appeared to flow rather 
copiously from her mouth into the vessel of water before 
her. The water imbibed by the cord made the blood appear 
more copious than it really was. They suppose that the 
illness or the cause of it passes through the cord from the 
sick person in the blood which is spit from the operator's 
mouth. Surely "the customs of the Heathen are vain". 
Supposing Gypsies miserable dirty and starved in appear
ance lying naked both men and women before a few 
lighted sticks with the canopy of heaven for their covering 
would give a fair idea of the wretchedness of the natives 
allowing for the difference of colour, the Aborigines being 

' quite black. 

26May 
Went out this day to Reid's Mistake to a flace called 

Bad debah; we were 4 hours t going out and 32 returning. 
We found it very difficult in going there but not so much 
so on our return; apprehend that it is possible and but 
barely so to get a cart out that way. On my return in 
crossing a creek my horse plunged in an unperceived hole 
and threw me off on the apposite side but providentially 
without any hurt although in recovering himself he came 
nearly over me. The situation appears very suitable as it 
respects water but the land is so marshy and hilly together 
with the necessity of making at least three bridges over 
creeks to get at the place that if another more suitable 
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could be found it would be better - It is a most perplex.ing 
thing to decide on the precise spot for the missionary 
station - when a road is found the choice will not be so 
difficult. 

Sunday 29 May 
The natives have removed their camp a third time to a 

place a little more distant from our house; the reason why 
they are so continually on the shift is not easily assigned. 
One gave for a reason the quantity of fleas that accumulate 
when they continue long at one place. I have no reason 
to doubt the man's word both from the number of dogs 
which they have sleeping with them and from personal 
inconvenience when standing among them. 

3 June 
A terrible howl among tl1e natives announced the death 

of one of them. A native female came and asked me if I 
would go and see her buried who was deceased. She led 
me to a spot in the bushes where we fotmd about thirty 
natives men and women sitting in little groups of three 
or four in a group with a small fue to each party; it was 
midday on a barren sand hill covered with bushy scrub, 
there lay the dead body over which leant in a squat position 
the mother and grandmother weeping. The body was 
wrapt up in the bark of a tree which forms either their 
home, canoe, or coffm. The Mother's appearance was truly 
horrid - perfectly naked. covered from the forehead to 
the breast with a thick coat of pipe day reaching over the 
back [which] presented a white mass in contrast to her 
black skin save a broad stream of Blood partly coagulating 
and partly flowing tremulously down between her shoulders 
from a large gash she had inflicted on her own head. Her 
eyes presented two dark spaces where her black skin gave 
the white pipe clay the appearance of a mask upon her 
face. Four naked women were employed digging a hole 
in the sand. The men sat smoking with apparant indifference 
save one Dismal who was brother to the deceased. He sat 
pensive and observed to me that he was very sorry for her. 
The crying appeared to be performed in unison at intervals. 
After the completion of the grave 4 other women came 
with boughs and strewed them at the bottom of the pit. 
An Old man then descended into it and four other women 
took up the corps and gave it into his arms who endeavoured 
but for the weight to lay it down carefully. Still standing 
in the grave he put the sand in it which was thrown in 
by the four women between the feet which protruded 
out of the bark and was very particular in placing it all 
round the body until the grave was filled. A child crying 
took my attention, and to my surprise it was an infant 
at cl1e breast screaming for a pipe of tobacco which cl1e 
mother was smoking. It obtained the pipe but owing to 
its infancy was not able to convey it to its mouth. The 
mother aided it and the little infant actually whiffed it, 
the smoke coming out of its mouth and then as though 
exhausted by the effect of the tobacco fell back on the 
breast and washed it down with its mother's milk. 



After the ceremony of interment was over one came to 
me and in broken english begged I would not disclose 
where the body was laid. On enquiring for the reason of 
this injunction they told me they were afraid that white 
fellow come and take her head away. They were assured 
it should not be disclosed by me and apparantly satisfied 
they departed to their camp. The exposure of New 
Zealander's heads for sale at Sydney no doubt is one of 
the causes of their fear [see p. 190). 

6 june 
Being informed of a more suitable situation for our 

missionary Station it determined me to go and examine 
the spot. After a three hours and a half ride through the 
woods. we arrivc:d at the place described and it certainly 
is the most desirable of any we have yet seen both from the 
compactness of the land, its levelness, extent and access
ability no bridges being needed to go to it nor yet any 
swamps in the rear of it which was the case with all the 
other places we have seen. We were three hours in returning 
home. The Aborigines call the place Biddobar. 

7 june 
Went out to mark out the road to be able to fmd the 

place again; this is done by chipping the bark of the trees 
as we proceed. Find that by going on the mountains all 
the way a cart can be got out by a team of Bullocks. Two 
days were occupied in marking the way through the forest. 

Thursday 9 june 
Our workman accompanied with the natives Mac' gill 

Dismal and another one went to fall the trees to mak~ 
room for ~he erection of our house and prepare for planting 
some Indtan com. The natives appear anxious for our 
settling out there. 

11 june 
Made an application to the Commandant for a carpenter 

but the reply was that government hands were so few here 
that not orie could be spared. This being a fact and no free 
persons being here to employ as carpenters to put up a 
house for us renders it necessary that a contract should be 
entered into with some person to build a cottage com
plete for myself and family at Biddobar. The Commandant 
observed that he thought that would be by far the most 
safe plan as thus the expenses would be known at once and 
I sho~ld not be subject to the impositions which are usually 
practised. 
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28 june 
Received an estimate of the building of a cottage of 

four rooms with four small ones under the verandah two 
on each side. The estimate is given at three hundred and 
twenty two pounds, the house would be shingled on the 
roof(,] weather board outside[,] bricked and plastered inside. 
The measure of the house would be forty by thirty feet. 
Have sent up the estimate to Sydney in order that the 
correctness of it might be ascertained. 

30 june 
Went out with a party of natives who were going a 

htmting of the Bandicoot; by this means an opportunity 
is affor~ed of hearing them converse and thus a knowledge 
of thetr language may be obtained. Intercourse is the 
p~incipal means of learning it on any correct principle. 
Etght or ten natives with their waddies (a short stick) 
~urrounded ~ high grassy place, their dogs beating about 
m the meantime; the moment one of the animals appeared 
they threw their waddies at it and generally killed it at 
one blow. One man stood on tl1e stump of a tree and 
threw his spear with the greatest precision, transfixing one 
to the ground through its back, although not much larger 
than a young rabbit [seep. 190]. 

2]uly 
Yesterday went out to Biddobar. The two natives 

M' gill and Dismal continue with our man falling trees. 
There are several more there who remain witl1 them but 
the whole are there who frequent the settlement at New
castle. On my return my little boy Joseph was on the 
horse and turning on one side to avoid a large tree that 
had ~allen the horse trotted off and threw him; he pitched 
o~ his head and right hand which was strained very much, 
his forehead and cheek were also cut. It was a merciful 
interference of providence that preserved his life. We had 
to carry him home sometimes the natives and sometimes 
myself. We trust that a few days will restore him to healtl1. 

Our Establishment consists at present of three Europeans 
and three natives besides the natives who are always 
coming for something or other. The number of natives 
at present do not exceed forty and it is well there are not 
more yet for they would expect some thing either food 
or clothing for their employment and until our house is 
put up we cannot get out to the spot where their employ
ment would be to their own advantage. It is winter season 
at present which throws us also behind but hope to be on 
the spot as soon as ever circumstances will allow it. It 
would be far better for the advancement of the mission 
to put up a house by contract even if it costs more than 
by engaging workmen from the consideration, the 
necessity of pushing forward the natives at the precise 
moment they take it into their consideration to adopt any 
plan. They are at present very anxious and [it] would 
grieve me exceedingly to loiter out their expectations. 
May he who has the heathen for his inheritance work 
effectual on their minds to bring them to himsel£ Amen. 

Threlkeld's Memoranda Resumed 
The following are extracts respecting acts of violence during the period 
the Mission was under the auspices of the London Missionary Society. 

Monday 12 December 1825 
A shout amongst the Aborigines attracted my attention, 

on looking I saw an Englishman beating the Blacks. They 
called out to me and I ran and demanded the reason of his 
thus acting. He replied that the Blacks insulted him, but 
I found that a little girl about 10 years of age had hid 
herself in the water from his violence and that it was the 
father of the Girl the man was beating because he would 
not consent to his little daughter being taken away by the 
fellow. The father's head was cut and the blood flowed 
plentifully from another wound in his back. I told the 
Englishman that [ should have him to the Police Office 
for his offence, as no one should wantonly insult the 
Blacks, with my knowledge with impunity. It is not at 
all surprising that men arc murdered in the Interior, when 
even in the vicinity of a town they are grossly maltreated 
by the prisoners on accotmt of the Black women. 

Tuesday 13 December 1825 
Lodged the complaint against the Overseer of the road 

gang for assaulting the Blacks. I argued witl1 bench of 
three Magistrates, two were against me, and one viewed 
the matter as I did: At length they agreed to my request, 
viz: That the Overseer should be reproved and informed 
that the Aborigines arc under British protection, and 
cannot be assaulted with impunity; The man was ordered 
to appear on the following day. 

Wednesday 14 December 1825 
The Overseer of the Road gang appeared at court to 

answer the charge of assault and after a reprimand was 
discharged. I mentioned several cases of assault and 
violence towards the Blacks to shew the necessity of my 
interference. 

At this period the general opinion in the Colony respect-
' ing the Blacks, was that they were incapable of instruction, 

this Mr Marsden frequently avowed. Others supposed that 
they were a species of Baboon, and had no regular language. 
A French man of war arrived, and the Medical Philosopher, 
(falsely so called) endeavoured to confirm the opinion. 
Saxe Bannister Esquire in a postscript to a note sent me at 
this time states, that: "The French medical Gentleman has 
confirmed my opinion of the innate deficiency of these 
poor people by a careful examination of many heads." 
[see p. 186]. I ventured my opinion in the following 
postscript to that Gentleman: "Perhaps the Aborigines 
tlllnk that there is an innate deficiency in the bulk of white 
men's skulls, which prevents their attainment of the native 
language. [ feel exceedingly happy that the French 
examination ended in the head, for my business lies wholly 
with an organ that has escaped their notice, namely: 
The Heart; but, had they even searched, and found an 
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innate deficiency in that organ, I would then have smiled, 
and retorted, my trust is in him who has said: "A new 
heart will I create within them." [see p. 187}. May the 
heads of the French be more dear to see the state of their 
hearts, at present ignorant of the need of the Divine 
influence of the Spirit of Christ to bring men from nature's 
darkness into his glorious light." 

I have no reason to alter my opinion of the capabilities 
of the Blacks at this date 1838 nor of the perfectness of 
their Language: See the printed Grammar. 

November 301h. 1825. Received the following from the 
Attorney General: "I should be glad to know what is 
your opinion as to the present violences by the Black 
natives in Hunter's River." [sec p. 197] - To which I 
replied dated Decemr 51h: "In reply to your letter dated 
Novr 301h respecting the present violences &c. &c." No 
intelligence have I received of any save that which was 
in the Australian,S which evidently was not stated in full. 
It ought to have said, that the man who was killed struck 
the Black first, and endeavoured by force to drive them 
away, a measure frequently resorted to. I have not yet 
had but one tangible instance of assault, although I am 
convinced of many, and have heard at night the shrieks 
of Girls, about 8 or 9 years of age, taken by force by the 
vile men of Newcastle. One man came to me with his 
head broken by the butt-end of a musket because he 
would not give up his wife. There are now two government 
stockmen, that are every night annoying the Blacks by 
taking their little Girls, and I am now waiting to be in
formed, when they are in the native camp to get tl1em 
apprehended, but then, as was the case once before, the 
evidence of the Black cannot be admitted, 6 and indeed 
they are really terrified to speak. My wonder is, that more 
Whites arc not speared than there are considering the gross 
provocation given.'' 

At this time we resided at the Government Farm 
Cottage about a mile, or so, from Newcastle. 

16 May 1826 
Last night the natives came to me complaining that one 

of them had been murdered by two Englishmen at the 
wreck of the Australia on the North shore of Newcastle.? 
They said that the body could not be found, but they 
supposed that it was hid in the wreck after having beCn 
chopped up with a hatchet. Information was given to one 
of the Magistrates at Newcastle and two constables were 
despatched with the natives to examine into the matter. 
It appears that the person who h3.s bought the Rum at 
the wreck has been employing the natives to assist in 
getting the casks conveyed away, and having supplied the 
Aborigines bountifully with rum, the poor man had drunk 
to excess, fallen down on the shore, and that as the tide 



arose, the surf must have carried him away. The drunken
ness of all classes here, as well as the Aborigines, is most 
disgraceful. We have been continually annoyed with the 
most horrid disgusting scenes of drunkenness ever since 
the wreck of the Vessel to an enormous·degree, too beastly 
to state circumstantially. It is sufficient to say that the scene 
beggars description, where three men and as many young 
girls raving mad with intoxication and utterly without 
clothing, screanling, jumping, fighting, singing, and 
uttering the most horrid expressions amidst a camp from 
9 o' dock until midnight, forms a statement too polluted 
for publication. We have been roused from our midnight 
slumbers by the natives to protect them from the attacks 
of white persons who in a state of intoxication sally into 
their camps and behave unruly. 

18 July 1826 
Returning last night from Newcastle at about 7 0' clock 

with Mrs T. and a woman carrying our child, we heard 
a screaming amongst the blacks who were encamped at 
about a i of a mile distance from Newcastle, supposing it 
was an usual drunken quarrel we went up to know the 
cause; The shrieks were louder and the blows distinctly 
heard. The Blacks discovered me by the light of the moon 
and called out to me; we hastened and discovered the 
assaulter to be an Englishman, a prisoner. Using epithets 
against nie, he came up with a cudgel in one hand and 
some other weapon in the other, he swore he would spear 
us, and advancing towards us brandished his weapons and 
defied me, he attempted to resist my taking away the 
cudgel from him, and it was only from the impression that 
I had a pistol in my hand, that induced him to quit his hold: 
It was only a tooth pick, I held firmly to him, I had no 
arms. He then ran back to the poor Black woman whom 
he had knocked on the head and was lying prostrate on the 
ground behind a bush: He then seized a spear and was 
running towards us with it poised, when the black woman 
ran to us screaming and we were obliged to retreat to the 
town, where I gave the alarm at the watchhouse and the 
constables went and secured him with his spears. On the 
following day I appeared against him, when his defence 
was that he found a bottle of rum, that he went to the 
black camp and drank with them and that it overcame him. 
He was sentenced 75 lashes and turned into the Road 
gang for a twelvemonth, he was already in government 
employ, at Newcastle. 

24 July 1826 
M'gill {the Black) informs me that the Soldiers up the 

river have- taken the man who was supposed to have 
murdered the white [Taylor, Dr Bowman's stock-keeper), 
and that after bringing him down from W allises plains 
to the new barracks have there shot him - Also that the 
mountain Blacks say, that: "If the Black man who is now 
in jail {at Newcastle) be liberated, that they will not kill 
any more of tl1e whites. On my informing him that 
murderers would be hung in chains, he replied that he 
once _saw a_ Black man who was shot by a settler's man 
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whilst stealing com,. and who was afterwards hung up in 
a tree with a cob of com in his mouth until he dropped to 
pieces ! I wrote these facts to the Attorney General and as 
follows: 

"To Saxe Bannister Esquire 
Attorney General 

Sydney Newcastle, July 25, 1826. 

Dear Sir 

I have just received the following statement which 
was given by an eye-witness to our man whom I sent 
to ascertain the truth of the report. 

The Black who is supposed to have committed the 
murder was taken at or near M r Bowman's farm and 
brought down at night to the new jail at Wallis's plains 
a distance of upwards of 40 miles. The next morning he 
was brought out, tied to two saplings and the Officer 
commanded the Soldiers to shoot him - One fired at 
him, the ball hit him on the back of the neck, the black 
turned round his head and looked at him, the next fired, 
and the bullet cut along the jaw, and broke the bone; 
the black turned his head round again[,] anotllCr soldier 
stepped up and blew his head to pieces. - They then 
buried him by the privy belonging to Government 
house. The Officer motmted his horse and went in 
pursuit of two other Blacks. 

Such a lawless proceeding committed in such a brutal 
manner fills me with feelings two strong for utterance. 

Copy to the Attorney 

"Dear Sir 

I am Dear Sir, 
Yours truly, 

L. E. Threlkeld." 

General 
August sth 1826 Newcastle 

A Black came to me yesterday saying that a great many 
blacks were coming from the mountains to burn all the 
houses of the Whites and that I must tell about it to the 
Commandant. I did not perfectly understand him until 
my Tutor, M' gill, came, and from lllm I ascertained that 
such is the conversation of the Blacks in the mountains 
in consequence of the Black-man being confined in jail 
at Newcastle. I do not know whetl1er it may be construed 
into a piece of intrusion my interference in the matter by 
Government; But, if hostilities take place and lives are 
lost on either side, I shall have the satisfaction of knowing 
that nothing on my part was wanting to prevent such 
an occurrence taking place through the Government 
being kept ignorant of their feelings on the subject. -
I beg to say that Government is now placing itself in a 
dilemma by keeping that {Black) man in jail until 
retaliation takes place on the part of the natives; When 
should such an event occur his liberation would be 
construed into fear. If he is innocent why keep him in 
jail rotting with filth, {the Itch) and only irritate his 
fellow countrymen: If Guilty let there be some regular 
form of proceeding to ascertain that fact and then 
punish. The blacks suppos_e he is to be shot as the other 
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one was. One Black begged of me to write to the 
Governor about him. But I am as much at a loss to 
answer them on the subject as they are respecting the 
result of his confinement. I have written to you because 
you can avail yourself of my information if you think 
proper, and perhaps meet the case better. than by 
mentioning it in my report, or any other pubhc channel, 
or even by a direct communication to the Governor. 
In all these things whilst I act firmly for the Blacks, 
I wish to act, if possible, without giving needless offence, 
and with prudence a hint from you on this subject will 
always meet with ready attention. 

I am dear Sir yours very truly 
L. E. Threlkeld" 

Extract from a communication to tl1e Attorney General 
dated August 141h 1826, Newcastle. 

"I was yesterday with the Sheriff and Mr Carter to see 
the Black in jail, tomorrow he will be brought up to 
court. I have had no communication with any of the 
presses respecting the natives. There is a letter in the 
Monitor,8 you might suppose mine, but it is not, I know 
not who is the writer - What I wish to be known I 
communi~.ate direct to you, save my own report now in 
the press. 
"P.S." dated "161h." 

"I am sorry to say three other natives have since been 
shot by the same authority. Two reports are current 
here one is that it is in consequence of a letter from a 
Judg'e. -The other is, that it is a private understanding, 
or something to that effect, from the Governor. T~c 
which I rebutted to the person on the ground of Hts 
Excellency's proclamation. - I do not think .t1.lls lat~er 
opinion is at all general, as only one respectable se~tler 
mentioned it.- However I feel it my duty to mentiOn, 
in confidence, the circumstances to you." 

&c. &c. &c. 
L. E. Threlkeld" 

Wednesday 16 August 1826 
The Horse police9 consisting of one sergeant and two 

Rrivates called at our house with two prisoners, Blacks, 
,;.,ho were fastened, witl1 rope round their necks and 
handcuffed togetl1er, they were taken up suspected of 
murder. One Black they shot bringing him down, as he 
endeavoured to escape, he bit the rope in two, and as he 
descended the bank of a river the Soldier shot him through 
the head. This makes the fourth summary execution of 
tl1e Blacks in as many weeks. On Thursday morning I 
went to the jail, one of the Blacks came out and told me 
in Ills own language that he had been beat! and most 
killed by the Prisoners in the room in which . he was 
confmed, we enquired and found that the stx men 
prisoners beat him witl1 a brick-bat on his head, cut 
it and ill used him exceedingly. He shewed us how they 
tied him up to a rail by the throat and had nearly strangled 
him. - His companion charged him with the murder, 
and when brought forward to the police, he said he was 
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asleep, and did not know who beat the man. - A pipe, 
tobacco, and biscuit, I had given tl1em was taken from 
them by these 6 white runaways from the Australian 
Company's service at Port Stevens.lO It appears that the 
magistrates up the river are about soliciting the Governor 
to send Billy the black so long confined in jail to Norfolk 
Island. 

21 August 1826 
Visited the Hospital- with Surgeon Brooks to see a I?-an 

belonging to Mr Bowman who was speared by t~e nauves 
while he was at work. He says that he was choppmg wood 
when he felt a spear through his arm, turning round he 
fotmd himself wounded in the breast, and other parts, he 
ran away, and one of the party followed him and made 
a blow at his head with a cudgel, but, that he escaped. 
- The natives went away, and the next day the Soldiers 
came up to the tribe took one prisoner, brought him to 
the hut, the man recognised him as one of the party, but 
not as one who threw the spears, upon ascertaining this 
fact, tl1e Soldiers tied lllm to a tree and fired twice at him, 
which put a period to his existence. This stateme~t he 
gave me in the presence of Mr Brooks. The Black IS left 
hanging on the tree. 

4 September 1826 
I sent the following communication to the Attorney 

General. 

"My Dear Sir, Newcastle Sepr 41h. 1826 

That which I so much feared has come to pass the 
Blacks went to Mr Ogilvie and demanded the two m~n 
who went out with the Soldiers and shot the Black m 
order to put them to death as a retaliation for that 
murder. Mrs 0. went heroically out amongst them, 
distributed corn and tobacco, and succeeded in diverting 
tl1em from their purpose. The blacks then went to 
another hut, demanded food, were refused, they then 
threw in a volley of spears, killed two men, but .a 
woman had the happiness to escape with her child by 
lllding under the bed. - The Settlers are ~ in arms; 
the Police is out, a detachment is forwarded from 
Newcastle of 9 soldiers, and blood will now be shed 
most profusedly [see p. 213]. The n~tives ~eclare it _is 
in consequence of the (Black) man Billy bemg kept m 
Jail, and the {Black) man being shot at Mr Bowman's. 
-Tardiness in delivering the Black out of Jail wtll only 
increase the Bloodshed. If war takes place, I tremble 
for the event, two hundred natives, my brother in law's 
[i.e. James Amdell'sJ man met on the road to the 
Hawksbury, they did not injure hini, but threatened 
vengeance against Mr Bowman. Seven bushrangers 
were also seen.ll If once the prisoners join the Blacks 
and teach them to fire the corn, and wheat, what will 
be [the] result! The people despise the Blacks, and that 
will be their ruin, they are a formidable enemy. -The 
base, wicked, malicious report spread by a malignant 
being that I will not name; "That it is the Governor's 



private wish to shoot the blacks,12 has been the cause 
of all this bloodshed. There is no business of greater 
importance at the present juncture than this of the 
Blacks: Do not keep them in jail without some decision 
guilty, or, not guilty. If you deem it needful for me to 
come forward, here I am, I will not flinch in the face 
of the whole Colony; Can I move a writ of Habeous 
Corpus to bring the Blacks out of Jail, I know nothing 
of law, but wish to be guided legally, honorably, and 
as a Christian, I will maintain the cause of the oppressed. 
Mr Carter is not yet come up, and war is going on now 
in the interior. A force should go overland to strike a 
terror by appearance only, and convince the settlers 
that they will be protected. Whilst the confined black 
might be liberated on condition of his becoming a 
messenger to them, then the minds of the settlers will 
be at rest on seeing a force coming to assist, and they 
will cease to .be so violent against the Blacks, feeling 
secure under the protection of the Military. The Blacks 
will rejoice and dance when Billy is liberated, and if 
no further retaliations take place, Peace, I hope, may be 
thus restored. I am much very much grieved for both 
parties, I have thus freely given you my humble opinion, 
and I can only hope that God will overrule the minds 
of all for the restoration of Peace." 

To Saxe Bannister Esquire" 
Attorney General 

Sydney." 

I am Dear Sir 
Yours truly 

L. E. Threlkeld" 

26 September 1826 
Left the Government Cottage at Newcastle, for our 

Station on the east side of Lake Macquarie named Ba-ta-ba, 
the house having been built by contract in consequence of 
obtaining no mechanics &c as mentioned in the printed 
Statement. Lieutenant Sadleir, who was subsequently 
employed by Government to make enquiry respecting 
the blacks in the interior, and who can give information 
respecting outrages and hostilities on both sides, sojourned 
with us a few days.13 

He has charge now 1838, of the Orphan school at 
Liverpool. 

7 October 1826 
A party of natives from a place called Tug-ga-ra Beech, 

about 16 or 20 miles distant from us, came with the natives 
who returned hither from a punishment at that place. 
Five Brothers had trespassed respecting a woman, several 
spears were thrown, but, no damage sustained. An outcry 
among the Blacks caught my attention, and I saw two men 
with spears in their hands pulling a women between them, 
one having hold of the right hand, the husband of the 
left. The husband pricked the agressor with his spear in 
the ribs, to make him let go his hold but without any 
avail. Perceiving about 60 or 70 men preparing with spears 
for an engagement, I went and requested the two to let 
go the woman and not fight. They dropped her hands and 
I succeeded in separating the Combatants. A bit of 
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Tobacco, to each, gave time for the passions to cool, and 
after some little anxiety the matter ended. It was ascer
tained afterwards that the woman had eloped from her 
tribe and husband at Port Stevens. The man I thought 
was her husband is only her Paramour, he had thrown a 
spear at the other at Tuggara Beech which was resented 
by threatening to take away his woman if he came into 
this vicinity. The tribe came and he was putting his 
threat into execution when fortunately, I saw and prevented 
Bloodshed. It happened not 20 yards from the back of 
our house; The blacks called out to Mrs Threlkeld to get 
out of the way of the random spears. 

31 October 1826 
Received most discouraging letters from the Directors 

dated March 2d 1826, see the Statement page 13 &c &c &c. 
The Deputy assistant Commissary General Wemyss, and 

his Lady, with Saxe Bannister Esquire[,] Attorney General 
were the only persons in the Colony, without exception, 
who afforded any encouragement in this Mission, and in 
consequence of my intimacy with Mr Wemyss, with whom 
Doctor Lang was at variance, I became obnoxious also. The 
first falsehood published by Doctor Lang against me, was 
shortly after, or about this period, in his Notorious History 
of the Scotch Church in New South Wales.l4 I now hold 
eleven or twelve documents, signed by as many persons, 
some official from the Colonial Secretary's Office, all 
contradicting, whatever he affirmed of, as said by them in 
his Slanderous publication. I have never published them, 
but reserve them as a testimony against Doctor Lang. 
(August 1838). 

Finding there was likely to be a strong attempt, to shew 
that I had acted without due regard to economy, I applied 
to the Wesleyan missionaries to know what their 
missionaries were allowed ,15 and was kindly furnished with 
the following scale of their annual allowances from their 
Society. 

"Ordinary" 
"Board for man and his wife -£25 0 0 pr Quarter 
"Quarterage for clotlllng & books 13 0 0 
"Stationary and private postage 1 0 0 
"Washing 3 0 0 
"Fuel and Candles 3 10 0 
"Servants 2 10 0 
"Each Child 4 10 0 

For Man, wife and one Child pr 
quarter 
pr year 

52 10 0 
- 210 0 0 

"Extraordinary'' 
Travelling expences, furniture, medical attendance, Rent, 
Building and repairs, Official stationary & postage on 
account of the Society - and everything not included 
under the head of Ordinary.'' Memorandum, Were I 
their Missionary my salary would be £282.0.0 pr annum 
having 5 Children: my expcnces have not averaged this 
includi11g heavy rent &c &c. 

6 January 1827 
Received the following communication from W. H. 

Moore acting Attorney General, Saxe Bannister Esquire, 
the late Attorney General having left the Colony. 

"Sir, Smith's Hotel Newcastle 
6'" Jan' 1827. 

I have come to this place by desire of his Excellency the 
Governor for the purpose of inquiring into the report 
of a black native having been shot by some of the 
mounted Police at Wallice's plains- I understood your 
place of residence to be within so short a distance of 
the Town of Newcastle that I expected, I should have 
been able to have seen you during my short stay here 
on the subject, as I have received intimation that you 
could give some circumstantial information respec?ng 
it. -As I presume your knowledge can only be acqmred 
from hearsay, I think there can be no necessity for 
troubling you to come here, but I should feel particularly 
obliged if you would favour me with a letter as early 
as possible, as I am yet entirely in the Dark. The few 
papers that the Governor put into my hands previously 
to my leaving Sydney, not even informing me of the 
names of the man who is said to have been made away 
with - I had intended to have started for Wallis's 
plains on Monday, but I shall now ~ all_ pro~ability 
wait tmtil I hear from you, as I conceive It would be 
useless for me to go tl1ere merely to take fresh depo
sitions from the persons who have already been 
examined, who appear as far as I am able to judge 
from their statements to know nothing of the matter. 

To The Reverend 
L. E. Threlkeld. 

I have the Honor to be 
Your Obt Servant 

W.H. Moore" 

To this I immediately replied. 

"Sir, January 6'" 1827. 
Bahtahbah 

Lake Macquarie 

In reply to yours of this day's date, I can only say 
that I have not been an eye-witness to the shooting of 
'the Blacks, and several having been shot by the Police, 
it is difficult for me to ascertain which of the three 
following cases is the subject of inquiry - One case 
was made known to me as follows: 
'The Black who is supposed to have committed the 
murder was taken at or ncar Mr Bowman's farm and 
brought down at night to the new jail at Wallis's 
plains, a distance of upwards of 40 miles. - The next 
morning he was brought out tied to two saplings and 
the Officer commanded the soldiers to shoot him. -
One fired at him, the ball hit him on the back of the 
neck, the black turned round Ills head and looked at 
him. - The next fired and the bullet cut along the 
jaw and broke the bone. The Black tunllng Ills h~ad 
round again another Soldier stepped up[,] fired and blew 
his head to pieces. They then buried him by the privy 
belonging to government house.' -
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I sent my servant man to the person who saw th~s 
transaction, twice to ascertain the correctness of his 
statement, Jerry Buffy was the man I sent, now residing 
in Newcastle, whom you can see if needful. - During 
the Quarter Sessions at Newcastle, the Police brought 
down two Blacks roped together, and in consequence 
of the heavy rain took shelter under our verandah. -
The Sergeant informed me tl1at he had had another 
black, but that in consequence of the Black biting the 
rope and running away, that just as he descended down 
the bank of the River he shot him dead, through the 
head. The shepherd at Mr Cobb's farm told his master 
that the police wished to shoot the black there, and 
throw him in the River, but that he the Shepherd 
begged them not to do so as they drank of that water. 
Mr Cobb himself informed me of this: But it depends 
on the veracity of the shepherd. 
The third case was related to me as follows: 
'When the man was wounded at Mr Bowman's farm, 
a black, one of the tribe was taken, brought to Mr 
Bowman's hut, a rope was borrowed from a person 
tied round the Black's neck, and he was marched nearly 
a mile to a suitable tree, he was then ordered to climb 
it, he did so, he was ordered to crawl to the extremity 
of a bough of the tree, when he had done this, he was 
ordered to tie the rope tight to the branch, the other 
end being fast round his neck; tills he did and sat 
crouched on the tree: One then fired at him wounded 
him, another fired and wounded him again; A volley 
was then fired which knocked him off and left him 
suspended by the neck on the tree.' The person wl~o lent 
tl1e rope informed the person who told me m the 
presence of Mr Cobb when I was at Sydney. These 
are the distinct cases wlllch have come to my knowledge 
from hearsay and yet from such sources as could not 
be discredited. 

There were three or four police Soldiers with the 
Sergeant when he told me, who were escorting ~e 
three blacks to Newcastle jail; two of which are still 
in confmement at Newcastle, the other was shot as 
before stated. 
ToW. H. Moore 

Attorney General 
I am Sir with respect yOurs truly 

L. E. Threlkeld" 

I never heard more on the subject, save that Lieutenant 
Lowe the officer mentioned was ordered to join his 
regiment at V. D. Land which he did, and that some 
persons removed the body of the murdered Black from 
the place in which it was buried at Wallis's plains, so that 
no body could be found if inquiry were instituted. Thus 
the matter ended in this Colony: But it is alluded to I 
perceive in the evidence given by Saxe Bannister Esq~ire 
before the Committee of the house of Commons respectrng 
the Aborigines, as a "Coldblooded Murder.''l6 

Not very long before these events, it was recommended 
at a public meeting at Windsor that the blacks were only 
f1t to make manure for the ground, and when martial 
law was proclaimed at Bathurst the cry was shoot the 
Women and Children, and it was so done! 



The state of the Mission may be best judged of by the 
following Report, printed as a circular, but abbreviated 
in print. 

(Circular) 

Lake Macquarie April 1827 

After some months disappointment, partly owing 
to my distance from the press, the enclosed specimen 
of the Language of the Aborigines of N.S.Wales is 
finished. It is natural to suppose tl1at by this time some 
opinion may be formed as to the probable result of a 
Missionary Establishment for the Aborigines. - I am 
fully pesuaded that unless means are provided for the 
employment of the natives, no success at all can be 
anticipated. The Blacks will not associate, and continue 
at one place unless they are provided for in flour, 
clothing and the necessaries of life, for which they are 
willing to perform such work as they are capable of, 
when guided by overseers who will condescend to treat 
them with kindness. I have had full proof of this, having 
at one time nearly sixty natives, belonging to two 
distinct tribes, the one from Tuggara Beech, the other 
from Newcastle, at work cutting down, and burning 
off the timber of about five and twenty acres, now in 
cultivation; but being obliged to purchase every article 
for their, and our own, consumption, rendered it 
necessary to check rather than encourage others to join 
in the. labor arising from pecuniary circumstances, and 
communications from home. - It must be rinderstood 
that tills was_ only a temporary circumstance, for when 
the fight was Over, which caused them to assemble, the 
tribes returned to their respective places and for weeks, 
we had not_ six natives about us. Newcastle has attractions 
in dnmkenness and prostitution, which the promise of 
land, and every encouragement to labor, at this station, 
cannot, at present overcome. - The still small voice 
secretly speaking to the conscience, changing the 
ferocious disposition of the savage, can alone effect the 
change, from rriciral principles; but much may be 
effected prior to such a change, if the expence necessary 
to carry on the work can be borne by tl1e Society, or 
be deemed not, a misappropriation of its funds. - In 
a Colony, yo'ung as this is, the changes are quick and 
various. When this station was formed, it was secluded; 
but, as would be the case in any other part of the colony, 
the moment orie person forms an establishment, however 
distant or isolated, others will fix their abode in its 
vicinity. - Thus -the :ittention of the Blacks becomes 
divided, as they frequently are employed at new farms, 
and their wandering habits are more firmly fixed. -
The numbers Of the Blacks are very much overrated, 
for the past few months, we have not had more tl1an 
20 or 30 constantly about us; the remainder of the 
tribe with the boys and girls being at Newcastle or 
Sydney. 

Our expectation of the Blacks from Port Stevens 
joining us, has not been realized; in consequence of the 
Australian Agricultural Society settling in that part, and 
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the liberal encouragement they give to the natives for 
their labor, a most praise-worthy example, fixes the 
Port Steven's Blacks to tl1eir settlement, thus proving 
the practicability of localizing the natives if sufficient 
means are used.- You, says one of the Port Steven Blacks 
to our tribe, work for rations of Com-meal, but We 
have Wheat flour! Massa, says one of our blacks, You 
must give us flour too! They were then informed how 
to rebut the present laugh against them by planting their 
own ground and cultivating wheat upon their own 
respective farms, for wlllch purpose every assistance 
would be given. - This station has cost me much 
anxiety ever since its commencement, and so will con
tinue to cost, tmtil it is decided by the Directors as to 
tl1e probability of its being permanently continued or 
not. - From actual experience I cannot estimate the 
annual expence of this mission at less than £500 pr 
Annum taking out of that sum only £180 pr year for 
the maintenance of myself, wife, six children and 
domestics. - Were I living in a town the expcnces 
of my family would amount at least to £300 a Year 
everything is so expensive in this Colony. I am fully 
convinced that though the expence of £500 pr year 
may be decreased in proportion as produce is raised on 
the spot, yet other expences, if the mission prove 
successful, will increase in proportion as the present 
ones decrease; as school instruction, and other conse
quential occurrences. - I feel it a point of duty to 
state to the friends of Missions the probable cost whilst 
the mission is yet in its infancy, and if continued under 
my superintendence. 

It is a most difficult task to state plainly and faithfully 
the aspect of a Mission to tl1e Public, lest false hopes 
should be excited, or discouragement be given to cl10se, 
without whose aid nothing could be carried into effect. 
- The specimen of the Language is all that can be 
presented for encouragement at tills time, a greater 
knowledge would have been acquired but for the 
difficulty of collecting the natives so as to associate with 
them. - Our opportunities were far more numerous 
whilst residing at Newcastle, than ever they have been 
since we removed to this Station, and but for the em
ploying them at a heavy expence not one of them would 
have remained at this station a week. I have endeavoured 
to persuade them to build themselves huts,I7 more 
substantial than their own screens, and have been out 
with them to encourage and direct them, but they have 
abandoned the two they began, because I would not 
ration them with flour &c for them to build themselves 
huts! About ten acres of land is now lying felled in 
order to plant Com next season on their own farm, 
but only two of the whole tribe work at it, and at 
present this also is foresaken, tmtil their drunken appetite 
is satisfied at Newcastle. One has since returned, and 
continues at work waiting for his companion. Of eight 
native ~lllldren, which have been attempted to be 
taught the Alphabet of their own language, only two 
remain, in the past month, the others are with their 
friends at Newcastle where drunkenness is as common 

witl1 the boys of 7 or 8 years of age, as prostitution is 
with the other sex of the same age, and all young or 
old, or either sex, are alike abandoned to vice. It is 
exceeding harrassing to the mind to perceive such things 
and nothing but time, patience, and a peculiar coincide~ce 
of circumstances ordered by the provtdence of God, w1th 
his secret operations in their hearts will render effectual 
any attempt for the conversion of the Blacks. At prese~t 
they appear most likely to be annihilated through thetr 
own wicked dispositions urging them to Rob and 
Murder, wlllch in many instances bring upon themselves 
a just retribution, whilst drunkenness and disease mark 
them a prey for total destruction. Let us not however 
be weary in well doing, for in due season we shall reap 
if we faint not, and whilst following the examples of 
the inspired writer of the Acts of the Apostles in en
deavouring to present a faithful representation of facts, 
although such statement may have no other recom
mendation to public notice than unadorned Truth. Let 
us also remember, that: "He that observeth the wind 
shall not sow, and he tl1at regardeth the clouds shall 
not reap", for, "We walk by Faith not by Sight." 

L. E. Threlkeld Missionary 

2 August 1827 
Received letters from the Directors stating they can 

allow only £250 pr Annum for the Mission and that 
unless Government will defray the rest, it must be broken 
up and I return to the Islands. Sec printed Statement page 
31 &c. About this time I removed to Sydney as pr letter 
page 37 to W.A. Hankey Esquire &c. 

15 November 1827 
I was arrested tills day for the Bills returned by the 

DIRECTORS. See page 38 of Statement letter to Mr 
Hankey. 

Saturday 24 November 1827, Sydney 
Yesterday the Attorney General Mr Baxter reques~ed 

me \0 attend the criminal court for the purpose of actmg 
as interpreter in the case of a Black who is to be tried for 
the murder of a white man at Bathurst in July last.l8 
I begged to decline on account of my little knowledge 
of the language; but Mr Baxter said that Bungaree19 
would be there also and I must do my best. I attended 
this day, and the Black was found guilty on the clearest 
evidence, and sentenced to be hung on Monday next. 

The affairs of the mission being arranged as mentioned 
in the printed Statement page 72 and prececding pages. 
Mrs Threlkeld myself and family left Sydney April 27" 
1828 in the Lord Liverpool for Newcastle thence to the 
Station at Ba-ta-ba the original establishment to resume 
the mission on the new reduced arrangement of the 
Directors allowing £250 pr year for all expences the 
Colonial Government supplying 4 Convict Servants 
rationed from the stores.20 
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30 April 1828 
Arrived in safety at the Station. 

8 October 1828 
Made up a circular, by way of report containing extracts 

up to July 2d and sent to the Directors, and private friends 
to whom printed copies of the Statement had been 
forwarded last May; of which the following is the copy:-21 

LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY 

MISSION TO THE ABORIGINES 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

(Circular) 
Numerous difficulties, misrepresentations, and severe 
trials have the Mission and myself had to encounter. 
Part are overcome, some are to be rebutted, and others 
for a season must be endured. The occasion and par
ticulars of these circumstances are well understood in 
tills Colony; but it is not the design of this circular to 
dwell upon that topic, but faithfully to display in 
simplicity and godly sincerity the present aspect of the 
Mission, and elucidation of tl1e Character of those 
amongst whom, it is now presumed, the Mission is 
once more permanently established. 

It may be said, with truth, respecting the Aborigines 
of this land, - treat them as savages, and tl1ey will act 
as savages; - treat them as Men and they will act as 
men. We view tl1e conduct of Charactacus, heading the 
Aboriginal Britons and opposing the invading Ro_m.ans 
witl1 applause, and Boadicea, queen of an Abongmal 
tribe, with her eighty thousand English Slaughtered by 
insulting conquercrs with sympathy. But the Aborigines 
of Australia, who have no combined numbers, no 
political power, to render thems~lves respected, or r~ther 
feared, by the invaders of thetr country, are dnven, 
indirectly, from their districts, as other wild beasts_ of 
the deserts, without Sympatl1y, when the civilized hand 
cultivates their soil! Dispassionately speaking, it 
must be so. The Emigrant sinks his capital, pays his 
quit rent, and conforms to rul~s and r~gulati~ns, 
under the firm persuasion of a qmet possemen bemg 
granted [guaranteed] by that Government wlllch has 
granted him the land. To encourage the Blacks about 
estates, would in most instances prove unprofitable, 
and, in many instances, completely ruinous to tl1e in
dustrious emigrant. Wllllst christian· feeling, without 
entering into abstract speculations respecting antecedent 
possession, deplores the evil, it would suggest, if possible, 
a remedy. The existence, as a people, and means of 
existence, of the Aborigines of New South Wales, have 
become translated into the hands of His Majesty the 
King of Great Britain, who could in Parliament, prevent 
their speedy extinction, and induce them to become 
protectors to the Emigrants, by appropriating a moiety 
of the quit-rents and sales of their former hunting and 
fishing districts, from which they are dispossessed by the 
British Crown to the purpose of rationing the Tribes 



within the line of Demarcation merely with a few slops 
and a portion of Indian Com! Every enlargement of 
the Colony might then be hailed by the Aborigines with 
delight, and the deaths of Stockmen and cattle, and 
insults to European females, and abduction of infants, 
might possibly be prevented without the shedding of 
Blood. Perhaps it is not too presumptive to hope, that 
the present feeling of this Colony would accord with 
the equity, and approve of the measure. But their moral 
existence, their Conversion to Christianity, in the 
broadest sense of the term, is committed to other hands, 
and effected by other means. An act of Parliament, or, a 
Glass of rum, or a loaf of Bread, would most probably 
induce every individual to be Baptized, and thus nomi
nated a Christian; But it is for the Minister[s] of Christ 
"To persuade them" to teach them "To think on these 
things," "that they may be able to give a reason of the 
hope that is in. them with meekness," and it is for private 
christians to meet the expence necessary to the accom
plishment of this purpose, not grudgingly, but with 
cheerfulness, for "God loveth a cheerful giver," or they 
cannot become "Fellow workers with God." When a 
squadron takes the post of observation in the day of 
Battle, the Commander watches, with breathless anxiety, 
the cool, long and steady fire of the enemy's line and 
almost despairs of effecting a breach; but when the 
[least) trepidation of the standard, ot the smallest un
steadiness, be discovered, he seizes the favourable oppor
tunity with delight, he encourages the hopes of his men, 
gives the word, and gallops to the charge. Or, to advert 
to the more peaceful similtude of the sacred writer: 
"As I prophesied, there was a uoise among the dry 
bones." - Is it fondness to a beloved object and a most 
ardent desire for the accomplishment of our Christian 
purpose that draws the parallel in the following instances? 
May it though as the distant cloud, little as a Man's 
hand, be the forerunner of the promised blessing. Our 
mornings are generally employed in company with 
M' gill a black who speaks very good English, in writing 
the language &c &c. Our conversations vary, and arise 
from enquiries into their customs and habits. Easy 
sentences, passages from scripture, and information on 
Christian subjects are attempted. A few weeks have 
elapsed since M' gill one morning thus addressed me: 
"Oh I forgot to tell you; I was speaking to the Blacks 
last night about what you tell me, you know, about 
Jehovah, and they would not believe, you know, what 
I tell 'em; so they bid me ax you to let me bring down 
to them to see a picture of Jehovah, to shew it to them, 
tonight; I saw some pictures in your books!" - To 
one who, in these lonesome woods, watches for the least 
sign of intellectual life, in the death-like stillness of their 
barbarous minds, it raised a hope, and became an en
couragement to "Fight the good fight of faith." The 
Apostle's description of "The unknown God" was the 
only picture I could present and M'gill's reply thus: 
"Jehovah is a spirit," convinced me that he understood 
the representation. This subject elicited his coming in 
the flesh, and consequently, some of his acts, and the 
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raising of the widow's son {which is affixed as a specimen 
of the language) was translated to him, as an evidence 
of his power. The Blacks have much and speedy com
munication one with the other from different parts of 
the Colony even where their dialects are supposed to so 
much differ as to prevent conversation, and their 
messengers, always armed, painted red, and adorned 
often with down in their hair, communicate with speed 
to the different tribes.22 Some whales having lately 
been cast on the beech induced our tribe to visit them, a 
day's journey, and partake with others of the bountiful 
feast. Here they met a Black messenger from Sydney, to 
collect the Blacks to punish a Murderer; his tale was 
this: "A Blackwoman, the messenger's own wife, was 
intoxicated, and dose to the bathing house on the 
Government Domain Sydney; a Black, named William 
Munnan, cut her mouth with a knife from Ear to ear, 
split her head with a tomyhawk, and then with other 
Blacks jumped upon her body, until they supposed that 
she was dead! Her husband took her in the black's boat 
to Broken Bay, where she expired, and he buried her at 
Pit[t]-Water." Bunggaree The Chief of the Sydney 
tribe, ordered him to collect all the Blacks he could, 
and come and punish the man. Her daughter a little 
girl urged revenge, and some of every tribe will at some 
favourable opportunity have blood for blood. -
Without vouching for the truth of this statement such 
are the occasions of their public fights. Hereafter, when 
knowledge increases, messengers may as quickly convey 
the conversations of midnight fire-sides, and excite 
distant tribes to seek Him "Whom to know is life 
Eternal." Whilst european Ministers may be as the 
several fountain heads, the Aborigines themselves may 
become the channels to convey "Living streams," into 
the remotest parts of this vast waste and howling wilder
ness, as is now the case in the Islands of the Southern 
Sea.23 Their messengers may be known by their being 
thoroughly equipped, and decorated with red and white 
paint and feathers on their persons; A bone thrust 
through the septum of the nostrils, and their long hair 
tied up into a pyramidical form, add to the natural 
dignity of the Ambassador, and the consciousness of 
security (for their persons arc sacred), enables them to 
appear in the midst of even a hostile tribe with boldness. 
The reception of them is not so courteous. I was amongst 
the tribe when two blacks were going as messengers, to 
meet another from a distant tribe: The Wives were 
painting their husband's persons, and when sufficiently 
adorned, trowsers and other encumbrances were cast 
away, and they prepared for their embassy. However 
they had scarcely proceeded a hundred yards when the 
expected Messenger appeared through the distant wood. 
They broke their spears, gave specimens of a sham 
fight, and as the exalted personage approached their 
camp, they squatted down at their fires, without noticing 
in the least the messenger among them. One person 
told him to sit down, at a respectful distance, by a log, 
where he applied the firebrand which they mostly 
carry with them, and gravely lit his pipe, but spake not 

a word. The oldest man of the tribe rose, took some 
ready roasted fish, went towards the visitor and threw 
the fish at him, which the other condescended to receive 
with the marks of a keen appetite. Had this message 
been of importance, it would first have been communi
cated to an old woman, who would have wispered it 
from hut to hut until every fireside was furnished with 
the means of conversation on the subject of the embassy. 
In the past year, death has under the form of influenza, 
made sad havoc amongst the Aboriginal tribes, nor 
have Europeans much better escaped; Our men, our 
children, my wife, and myself were all at one time 
severely laid up with this pestilence, and the cries of the 
surrounding Blacks in pain, and the howls of the living 
for the Dead, and the circumstances in which myself 
and mission were involved, harrowed up our feelings, 
and painted the surrounding scene with the Blackness 
of despair. But, "There is a friend who sticketh closer 
than a brother." 

When health and strength were in a measure restored, 
I had several opportunities of witnessing the Aborigines' 
mode towards their dead. At that time, I was in the 
habit of weekly visiting my only neighbour, some 
fourteen miles on the Lake, who has since removed, to 
preach on Sundays to his Men. On my return from one 
of these excursions, I was informed that the natiyes had 
burned [a woman who I knew was ill. On the following 
day, accompanied by the deceased's son and the man 
who burnt her], I went about two miles in the bush to 
ascertain the fact. The column of smoke ascending 
from the rem[n}ant of the pile guided us to the spot, 
where under two immense trees, amidst the smoking 
embers, the Skeleton of the woman presented a disgusting 
spectacle; her tobacco pipe, purified by the fire, claimed 
the victory over softer clay in the devouring element. 
The scull, the hip, the thigh, and arm bones were dis
cernible, but so much destroyed by the fire as to fall to 
ashes on the gentle touch of a stick. I asked why did 
you burn hen "The blacks ordered me, was the reply, 
to feed the Eagle hawks, which will come at midnight 
and feast on her roasted flesh. "24 I enquired, why 
hawks should be regarded, and the answer was, that 
fodnerly they were black men, and the Blacks feared 
them." Was she alive when you burned hen "No." 
I then said "Her flesh is consumed, her bones are there, 
but where is her spirit?" He pointed to the East, saying 
"out yonder a long way off." Her own son, a young 
lad, laughed and said in English "She go England." 
The conversation afforded an opportunity of introducing 
the subject of the resurrection and immortality. On my 
return, I endeavoured to ascertain whether any part of 
the body had been eaten: they both observed that it 
would make them sick. But the Blacks have informed 
me, that when a stout plump young fellow is killed in 
punishment, by one blow on the head, that it is a custom 
with the Tribe at Port Stevens to roast and eat the boPy; 
but of this I have no other evidence [sec p. 48]. With 
respect to the woman, my suspicions were strong as to 
the manner of her death, from the following circum-
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stance, which occurred but a few days previously to her 
death. One of her sons a young man, named in English, 
Purcell, was suffering under the prevalent disease: he 
submitted to be blistered and bled, but inflamation of 
the lungs destroyed him. A few hours after his decease, 
his wife came to me, under great alarm, for protection. 
She said that two blacks named Black-boy and 
Bumble-foot, were about to tie her to a tree, spear her 
to death, roast, and afterwards eat her, in revenge for 
the death of her husband. This was corrobcrated by the 
testimony of others, which determined me to adopt 
measures to prevent, if possible, the piece of horrid 
cruelty. I went to the camp and enquired; the blacks 
affirmed the same, saying they were expected very 
shortly. I threatened them, to write to the Governor to 
prevent their supply of Slops in future, and to cease 
employing them if they permitted the deed. A consulta
tion was held; thrice they vociferated, "Let her not be 
killed." and the Eldest man responded, "Let it be so." 
The speaker then addressed me saying she should be 
spared: However, to make assurance doubly sure, we 
kept her under our own protection for a season. She 
died soon afterwards, apparently of the prevalent 
disorder. 

On the following day, one of the blacks came, but 
being informed of my interference, he speedily decamped 
to his comrade Bumble-foot, in the woods. This black 
is so named from a natural deformity, and also Devil
devil on account of his habitual wickedness. He was in 
Gaol for a considerable period, in consequence of his 
attempting and almost carrying into effect the 
decapitation of a White man {Jerry Buffy mentioned in 
a preceeding part in the letter to H. Moore Esquire; 
1838) in the Woods.25 When he the black was returned 
to this district, he attached himself to us, whilst at the 
same time the man whom he had grievously wounded 
was in my employ. I therefore requested Bumble-foot 
to desist from working and return to his own land, 
about 40 miles distant. This gave offence, and he 
tlueatened to the Blacks, that he would kill me also, 
when he met me in the woods. M' gill the Black, from 
whom I principally obtain the Language, very coaly 
requested the loan of a gun, and he would go and shoot 
that fellow for saying so ! Had I acceeded to his request, 
he would have done it, for he is very faithful. Some 
short time since, two of our convict servants went with 
the bullock team to Newcastle for provision. My son 
Joseph, 11 years old, accompanied them on horseback. 
One of the men became intoxicated in town, and on 
his return through the bush, threatened to beat Joseph; 
but M' gill, who happened to be with them stepped up, 
and with horrid imprecations, threatened to smash his 
brains, if the man moved one step towards his young 
master as he called him. That he would have levelled 
him to the ground, I have not the smallest doubt had 
the man persisted, for the faithful black had been 
drinking too! Thrice have we been visited by bush
ranging robbers; two we have captured, and but for 
cl1e blacks one of those had escaped; they tracked and 



recovered one after his escape from us. It unfortm1ately 
happens, often, that our greatest fears are excited when 
there ~s not a black about our station. At this moment, 
there IS not a black within seven miles of us. One man 
died suddenly in the camp, the day before yesterday, 
and every one_ has fled for a short season, and yesterday 
we were appnsed of ~everal bushrangers having escaped 
from Newcastle, bemg now in the woods, against 
whom w~ are obliged to arm to preserve ourselves and 
property m case of attack. It would be well if those who 
are. enjoying the sweets of Society, the comforts of 
Poh~e protecti~n in cities and towns, the snug parlour 
and Its concomitant luxuries, would but take these and 
~any other considerat~ons into their abstract specula
tiOns, and cold ca~culations on the expence of missions, 
whe~ ~hey safely mdulge in the Stoical revery; In that 
case tnjury and error might not be so often the result. 

The Blacks borrowed spades to bury the body of poor 
Purccl, I _went to_ the ceremony. The body, having 
been previously pamted red was wrapped in bark from 
~cad to_ foot. Every spear was broken into short pieces 
tted up mto a bundle, and placed by his side, his hatchets, 
and every other article also which he possessed.26 Two 
old men took the body up placing it on the heads of two 
stout young men, who supported themselves steadily 
with long staves. One of the old men went to the head 
of t~e corpse a~d said in a whisper: "Do you wish to 
see? then tummg round to the Blacks with a smile 
said "He does not." An Old woman came with a 
~riend's hair, which he had just cut off; she thrust it 
mto the bark to the head of the deceased. The two old 
men gath~red a bunch of boughs, came to the corpse, 
made a femt desperate blow, then stepping up one re
peated the question. Each time the blow was struck 
the bearers of _the body voluntarily sunk, as though 
compelled to give place by the violence of the Blow. 
They then turned _rmmd proceeded some yards stopped, 

. turned ro~nd a?am, rep~ated the same ceremony for 
sev~n or eight tm~es, until they reached the grave, into 
which they depoSited the body, amidst the howl of the 
dogs, uniting with the most horrid yells of all the 
assembly. The women smeared themselves with pipe
clay, burned their thighs with fire brands' and then 
limped away with pain, shedding abundan~e of tears. 

The new arrangement of the Directors allowing 
~50£ _pr annum to cover all expences of the Mission, 
mcluding the support of myself, wife and six children, 
together with the kind assistance of four men on the 
stores, rendered by His Excellency the Governor 
(General Darling) has established the mission on a 
sat~sfactory basis, _precludes the necessity of adverting 
to Items of expenditure, and will it is anticipated produce 
general satisfaction. 

M~y He, who alone can render the most prudent 
means effectual to their end, smile upon our united 
endeavours to promote his Glory, and crown our 
endeavours v,:ith abundant success." 

Lake Macquarie Oct 81h 1828. "L. E. Threlkeld" 
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f\N ATTEMPT to render Luke Chap 7th Verses 11 to 16 
mto the native Dialect, as a specimen of their language 
and Idiom. (Attached to the above report.) 

Verse 11. Tahri fa untah Purmmg-ka uwah twah 
Another it was it Day came he 

]esu Nain kolang, kowwol ugekoung kafoah 
Jesus Nain towards, great his with 
wvah, kowwol t~giya kora. 
came, great or many then men. 

12. Uwah twah papi gate-ah-ko kokere-kal 
Came he close or nigh gate the to house-place 
kobah tatte-borahng kurraah wahra 
belonging to dead-man carried was outside 
fa ko, Dunkahn kobah ymahl wahkora 
to be for, Mother belonging to son one only 
koba, mabongwz bountoah; kora yamebo rnvah 
of, widow she; man thereof came 
botllll/01111 kahfoah kokere kahl. 
her with house-place o( 

13. Nahkahlah 11oa Permvol-lo bommoun, minke-kahn 
Saw he Lord-chief-the her, sorrow-being 

noah kahkahlah bommoutl kai, tveah 
he was her on account of, said, 

bommoun ngurran bah11-korah. 
commended her weep, or regret not. 

14. Uwah noah tmmah noah mung-ah; bahrur 
Came he touched her covering the; they 
kurretoahrah ngahrokaah konm. Weah bohn 
carried-who stood still, quiet. Said to him 
noah. Allah! Uhngngabrah-bahn weyahn 
he. Vocative, ha! young-man speak 
bahnuhng, boungku/eah. 
I to thee, (Dual) anse. 

15. Nervtvoah tatte ka-benmg yal/ahrvah, butabiyah 
He dead, was-from sat up, began 
twah weahleahlah. Ngutuah-kahn noah bohn 
he to speak and Gave he him 
bommom1 dunkahn ugeko-amba. 
her mother his. 

16. Kifltah bahmr kahkahlah yahmeyn, petal-mahu 
Fear they was, or were all, joy-made 

bahmr bohn jehovah-mmg, weahleyn bahrur kowwol 
they him. Jehovah-to, saying they great 

ngtirahke noah pibaah-kam1 ngaurrun kin. 
wise-one he appeared-has us among. 

Uwah-kuan Jehovah-ko bahmn-kin nyekoung 
Come-has Jehovah-the them among his 

kata kora kah. 
are that people are. 

This was written in the Orthography first adopted at 
the suggestion of the Deputation,27 but it was found so 
ill adapted, and so much to encumber the language, with 
the letter H especially, that it was subsequently changed 
for reasons assigned in the introductory remarks of the 
Printed Grammar. The following is the same portion 
corrected according to the present Orthography. 1838. 

11. 

12. 

Luoka 
Luke 

Winta 7 
Part 7 

Ngatun yakita purreung-ka yukita, uwJ 
And at that time Day was afterwards, came 

twa kokeroa, ngiakai yitara Nain; 
he into tl1e house place, thus name it Nain; 

ugatwz kauwul mvJ ngikoumba wirrobulli-kan 
ngatun kauwul can1e, his followers, (Disciples,) 

t~gatlltl turai kan 
and other beings 

Ngatmt tuvJ 110a 
And carne he 

kore ngikotmg-katoa. 
men him with. 

ba papai pulungkulli-ngCl-loa 
as nigh the entering-place to 

kokere kolang, nga, tetti kulwon kurrilliella 
house, towards, behold, dead stiff carrying-was 

kore warai kolang, wak6l-bota yendl 
Men outside towards One-only son 

tHnkan-koba, ngikoumba kore. 
mother belonging to his people. 

Sunday 23 November 1828 
This morning one of the blacks came to inform us that 

King Ben was gone to kill Charley a black from Sydney; 
who had remained here some days, and who was in the 
habit of corning frequently, My brother-in-law, my son 
and self went after him, in hopes of reaching him before 
he could accomplish his purpose. Charley was just gone 
to fish, tmanned in a canoe. A creek prevented our course, 
but by the track of his feet on the sand we perceived he 
had just passed. We hallooed several times for them to 
return, and at length we heard one answer. One Black 
soon appeared with his spear then King Ben sullen and 
gloomy came forward with three spears, one of which, 
I examined and found by the print, that it had been 
thrown,~ enquiring of him he frankly owned he had been 
beating Charley's wife- I told him to come back to the 
camp, they came. Presently the poor woman appeared 
staggering and trembling supported by Charley, covered 
with blood. I rebuked him sharply for his conduct before 
all the blacks, took his three spears, and broke them to 
pieces, told him, that had he killed the woman, I would 
have sent bim to the Police office Newcastle, and brought 
out an iron chain to shew him how he would be sent. An 
Old man told him to run, he jumpt over a fallen tree, 
threatening to spear Charley, if ever he came on his side 
of the Lake. I requested him to stop as I only wanted to 
shew him what would be done to all who came hither to 
fight, because this was a place of peace: told him that 
He who was above, was angry at such conduct, he returned 
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and looking dreadfully sulky seated himself whilst I dressed 
the poor woman's head, which was cut dreadfully, besides 
several wounds in her arms and body. I was afterwards 
informed that the three intended to kill her; but our 
appearance prevented. Asking the reason for such conduct 
he replied, the Blacks told me to do it ! So far from being 
the innocent harmless sons of nature. They are the most 
treacherous and cruel, whenever they have the upper hand, 
whether to those of themselves, or, to the Whites. Ben 
has three wives already, and would have added no doubt 
this one if resistance had not been made; unless he had 
killed her in the attempt. 

27 November 1828 
Dismal a black seized Kitty, a black Girl, in the night 

and broke her arm to splinters by two blows of his wad die 
- Her Father pursued him with a hatchet, upon which he 
decamped to Newcastle, The poor girl came to me to 
have her arm set. 

1 December 1828 
This day I received a letter from the Directors dated 

London May 301h 1828, in which they formed two 
resolutions, one to abandon the Mission as no prospect 
of support was expected from Government. The other 
allowing me to take a situation in the Colony, or they will 
pay my passage home! Such is the unfeeling conduct of 
the Directors after fourteen years employ in their 
connection. 

Copy of the Director's letter 
"Dear Sir Mission house Austin Friars 

London May 301h 1828 
We have received your letter of the 19'h of Oct and 
2d and 15th of November, by which we were conc~rned 
to fmd, that you should have sustained the personal 
inconveniences you describe, in consequence of the 
arrangements which we considered it proper to adopt, 
in order to provide the means for retiring the bill . of 
£400 in the Colony; and for terminating the Mission 
at Lake Macquarie, on the supposition that the Government 
at Sydt~ey declined complying with our application to afford 
aid to the sewlar department of the Mission. It is .Proper 
however, that we should remind _you, that the arrange
ments in question arose out of circumstances over which 
you had control, but which we ourselves, unhappily 
for the SOciety, found it impracticable to control to tlie 
extent we desired. 
We might naturally have presumed from what you 
know of the resources of the Society and the wide 
extent of the demands upon it, that you would have 
attempted nothing which would have raised the annual 
expenditure above moderate bounds - but that you 
should have incurred such enormous expences without 
any warrant from us, should resist and disobey our 
regulations, become our accuser, address to us the most 
contemptuous language, place yourself in an attitude of 
hostility and difiance, and actually adopt means with 



the evident design of exposing the Directors of the 
Society to public blame, or animadversion, and all this 
without the smallest ground of provocation whatever, is what 
we could not have imagined to be possible in one 
bearing the name and exercising the calling of a 
Christian, Missionary, had we not witnessed it, and 
which we most deeply lament on your own account 
and that of your family, as well as on account of the 
injury which has been inflicted on the Society by a 
course of conduct altogether unwarrantable. 

Had you been under the influence of just sentiments 
and feelings, you would have discovered nothing in the 
course of proceedings we judged proper to adopt, as 
relates to motives, but an earnest desire to guard against 
excessive and unwarranted expenditure the fnnds of a 
Society dependent, as you are aware, on the contri
butions chiefly raised from the middling and laboring 
classes of the community. As to the manner in which 
we have endeavoured to effect the object in view, we 
mean the measures adopted by us for the purpose of 
restricting the expenditure of your mission within 
moderate limits, we consulted your feelings as Jar as it was 
possible, in the nature of the case, for us to do; while 
the tenor and spirit of the letter which contained the 
resolutions gave evidence of the sympathy we felt personally 
towards you and of the lively itlferest we took in the 
eventual success of what we regarded as a commendable, 
as well as arduous undertaking. After mature deliber
ation and an attentive consideration of the whole of the 
case of the Aboriginal Mission and of the very 
wtwarrantable, unprovoked, and extraordinary line of 
conduct you have pursued, in reference both to the 
expences you have incurred and the improper spirit 
you have evinced, we have deemed it proper to adopt 
the following resolutions. 

"1. That considering the enormous and unlocked for 
expences of the Mission to the Aborigines of New 
South Wales, that the Govemment of the Colony is 
twt likely to a.flOrd aid in the secular department of 
the undertaking - and that the Directors have not 
been able to keep the expenditure within such limits as 
they feel themselves, bound to prescribe, the said 
Mission be finally abandoned. 

2. That from the disposition evinced by Mr Threlkeld 
towards the board in his late correspondence it 
seems very improbable that the Directors and he 
could act together in future with mutual cordiality 
and advantage; and that he be therefore informed 
that should he not find a situation to his mind in 
the Colony, the Directors will defray the expence 
of the return ofhimself and family to this country.'' 

On the supposition you determine to return to England 
we wish you dearly to understand, that our engagement 
to pay the expences of the passage of yourself and family 
proceeds in the full expectation that you will embark 
on your return within a moderate period after the 
receipt of this letter, or an intimation to the same effect 
by the Revd Mr Marsden (to whom we shall transmit 
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copies of the above resolutions by the present oppor
tunity) having previously done whatever may be 
necessary and in your power to do for the realizing of 
the property belonging to the Society at Lake Macquarie. 
In reference to this point it may be requisite for Mr 
Marsden and you to confer together, and we hope you 
will afford him all the information and assistance in your 
power towards effecting the object so that the society's 
interests may suffer in the least possible degree. 

We shall also by this opportunity request Mr Marsden 
to adopt immediate measures for extricating you from 
any difficulties in which you may be involved in con
sequence of Bills drawn by you being dishonored, and 
we hope that you will exert yourself to the utmost to prevent 
any avoidable loss to the Society, resulting from the retum of 
the bill by aiding Mr Marsden in the arrangements he 
may fmd it expedient to make with that view in case 
he should require your assistance. 

We cannot conclude this letter without expressing our 
sincere regret that you should by the indulgence of 
dispositions & feelings not duly under the regulation of 
the meek and self denying principles of your religion 
have placed us under the unpleasant necessity-of writing 
a letter so little in tmisou with our own inclinations, We 
sincerely hope however that what has occurred will lead 
you seriously to examine yourself and to avoid in all 
your future life through grace, that manifestation of 
reprehensible and unhallowed temper, which must ever 
be injurious to yourself as it must be painful to others. 

With best wishes for the welfare of yourself and 
family 

We are Dear Sir 
On behalf of the Directors 

faithfully Yours 
W. A. Hankey, Treasurer, 

W. Orme, Secretary. 

The underlines [i.e. italicised sections] are my own and 
noticed in my reply to them in the following letters: 

"To the Board of Directors December 2d 1828 
of the London Missionary Society Lake Macquarie 

New South Wales. 
"Gentlemen 

Your letter of the 301h May 1828 containing certain 
resolutions, I duly received yesterday, I regret there is 
no pleasure in our mutual correspondence. - If public 
expressions of Brotherly Love are to be without dis
simulation, it caft only be obtained by the allowance of 
free explanations when grievances supposed, or real 
exist. The exertion of mere power to prevent just 
complaints will produce its own destruction. - How is 
it that the mere mention of ills sustained and request 
for a Committee of investigation on the spot to Judge 
of the matter and of my conduct, which you have so 
deeply censured, should so much provoke your anger 
as to form at once a resolution which attaches guilt to 
the individual - Blasts his reputation - and then after 

fourteen years of honest and virtuous service in the 
Society, - Banishes himself and family to the World! 
Will it not be imputed to the intoxicating influence of 
the love of power rather than to the cool display of a 
sacred regard to justice and equity? Providence has 
stepped in and averted the evil by reinstating his un
worthy servant in the mission now conducted agreeably 
to your own conditions. - In the example of him who 
against the accusations of his brethren appealed to 
Ceasar, I feel secure against your imputations of not 
being under the regulation of the meek and self-denying 
principles of religion. Your resolutions do not authorize 
me to break up the mission now Government has 
assisted its reestablishment, nor does it appear to me a 
duty to throw away all the expences which have been 
incurred, nor the progress already made in tl1e perplexing 
language, from the tenor of them. The fmal abandonment 
of the mission must depend on future communications, 
as also the measures necessary for me to adopt in justifi
cation of myself to the world and my future employ
ment, should you persist in your resolutions. I have this 
strong consolation, namely: that the Same God who 
provided for us when we were formerly abandoned by 
the board in the Islands, will still appear on our behalf, 
For "He never leaves nor forsakes" and "Is a Friend 
that sticketh closer than a Brother." 

I am Gentlern,en 
Your exceedingly illtreated 

L. E. Threlkeld 

PS. As the Board has referred to Mr Marsden that he 
should be informed, a duplicate copy of this is forwarded 
through that Gentleman for his perusal. Mr Threlkeld's 
respectful compliments to the Revd S. Marsden and in 
compliance with the wish of the board has forwarded 
the annexed for his intimation." 

Mr Marsden himself informed me Novr 28, 1827. in the 
presence of the Revd Mr Hill that the Society had paid 
him £600 on account of the expences occasioned in the 
Lawsuit and ship business with the celebrated Eager of 
Sydney.28 Through the recommendation of the Depu
tation when here to that effect. This was incurred through 
the Directors abandoning us in the Islands as the following 
letter -frQm Mr Marsden to the body of Missionaries 
written to me in the Islands clearly proves: 

(Copy) 

"To the Revd L. E. Threlkeld 

My Dear Sir, 

Sydney April2" 1819 

I have just a moment to spare to drop you a line before 
the Haweis sails - I received both your letters, they 
gave me pain and pleasure, This we must expect in this 
imperfect state of things. I have been greatly distressed 
in mind about the Haweis.29 The Directors passed a 
resolution to sell her wherever she was, at the same ti»te 
gave me 110 directions how you were to be supplied with 
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necessaries - I cannot tmderstand the conduct of the 
Directors. - Do they know your situatiott? - are they 
aware of your privations; Are they sensible what comforts 
you require? Do they believe that the laborer is worthy of 
his hire? I would wish to know upon what grounds 
you came out - had you no plan? No agreement? 
and did you expect to live like the fowls of the .A.in -
I confess that I have been agettt for almost twenty years, 
I have never understood the nature of that mission. I have 
drawn bills occasionally at my own discretion, when I have 
been convinced of the absolute necessity to do so, but 
in general I have drawn them with fear and trembling, as 
I had 110 regular instructions what I was to do. I have written 
an hasty line to you as a body on the subject - When Mr. 
Heyward returns, 30 or I receive answers from the 
Directors to the letters I sent by him, I shall make up my 
mind what to do. I have written to them as strongly as 
I can about your affairs - your wives - your children 
- The civilization of the natives, and the impossibility 
of this being done without they furnish the necessary means. 
The Directors have nothing to do with the Haweis. 
They will have nothing to do with her. I intend to write 
home to have her insured this Voyage, for if she should 
be lost outfit and other expences would be too heavy 
for me. Had I uot retumed her and fitted her out for the 
voyage with my friends (note Messrs Riley & Eager) you 
would have had no supplies at preselll, and do not know 
when.you would have had any - I feel for your situation 
and would very gladly make you conifortable if it was in 
my power. The business if your mission is ttot regulated as 
it should be. The grand points which I have proposed to 
the Directors, which is what sum they will sanction 
for your mission annually, They take no notice of whateVer 
to me I am still irt the dark, and perhaps they may think 
me impertinent in urging this point, and perhaps I 
ought not to have pressed it so so much unless I had 
clearly understood the nature of your respective agree
ments with the Society. - I would never have had 
anything to have done with the Mission to New Zealand 
unless the Church Missionary Society had consented to 
allow their settlers as they are called, an allowance, 
which has prevented all complaints, and made all parties 
satisfied. - I hope you will be able to bear patiently 
your situation till you again hear from the Directors, 
and not form any hasty resolutions to quit the mission 
- First remonstrate and then if you are not satisfied and 
have just grounds of complaint the Christian World will 
justify you hereafter, if you should resolve upon returnittg to 
Europe. Difficulties, my dear Sir, you must expect -
I have had them these 20 years, and often very great 
ones, there cannot be any rest, while we are in the very 
field of Battle. - We must look for every trial and 
every difficulty, and sometimes the heaviest from our 
Christiatt friends. I have found it so often in this Colony. 
What advice you will give tts about the Haweis I cannot 
tell. You will judge best, In what way the goods seflt out 
from England were to get to you if the Haweis had been 
sold, I know not. They must have remained probably 
till I heard from England, if no vessel had chanced to 



visit you from hence. Give our kindest love to Mrs T 
and all the Brethren and Sisters at .your Station. I have 
sent you a medicine chest and all I could do." 

I remain Dear Sir 
Yours very affectionately 

{Signed) S. Marsden." 

My mind was so harrassed that I could not rest without 
again writing to the Directors the following a few days 
after the former was sent: 

"To the Board of Directors 
of the London Missionary Society" 

"Gentlemen 

Decemr 51h 1828 
Lake Macquarie 

Resolved as I am to make the most determined effort 
in justification of that spirit and conduct which the 
board has thought fit to assume as the ground- of my 
proposed dismissal. I have thought it more honorable 
to apprise you by the accompanying documents that 
my impressions are not singular, - But accords with 
the Revd S. Marsden and Missionaries in the Islands 
also - I feel grateful that the Brethren have not viewed 
my disposition in the late correspondence with the 
board as unworthy of their still considering me a 
brother missionary, but worthy of an invitation to 
return. The Board having intimated that their letter 
was not "In unison with their own inclinatiovs." the 
perusal of these documents may prevent their jarring 
effects by inducing a recission of those resolutions which 
on the present ground is in perfect discordance with 
justice, whatever it may be to the feelings of the Board.'' 

Dowmems 

I am Gentlemen 
Your Injured 

L. E. Threlkeld" 

Extracts from the Missionaries' letter at Tahiti. 
"Dear Brother 

We have received copies of the statement you have 
been so kind as to forward to us for which we thank 
you .... 

We are truly sorry to learn that you have been 
brought to such distress, and it grieves us exceedingly 
tO think, that the Society, should have acted so towards 
you; We certainly think that they ought to have paid 
the bill which has been returned, and then if they had 
anything to say to you about it they might. 

You are taking the sure way of giving them every 
information on the subject. We are glad to hear that 
the bill is likely to be paid, without any further trouble. 
We fear all our bills will be taken very cautiously in 

· future, we shall be happy to see you back to the Islands 
again, if you should not continue to carry on your 
present missiori. . . . 

(signed) "David Darling" 
for the Missionaries of the Windward Station." 

Similar also from the Leeward Station. 
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Extract from a venerable Missionary in the Islands (the 
Revd Mr Nott examined before the committee of the 
House of Commons for the Aborigines31 now in London 
1838.) 

"We have always been kept in a discouraged state 
of mind by the Missionary Society, not only with respect 
to support, but tl1e well being, if I may so speak of the 
Missionaries and Mission. . . . How well this state of 
things is calculated to breed dissatisfaction towards the 
Directors, and envies and jealousies among ourselves 
experience has fully proved." 

Extract from the Reverend S. Marsden Agent to the 
London Missionary Society.32 

"I catmot understand the conduct of the Directors. 
Do they know your situation: are they aware of your 
privationsz Do they believe that the laborer is worthy of 
his hire? ... I confess tho' I have bce11 Agent for almost 
twenty years, I have never understood the nature of that 
mission, I have drawn bills occasionally at my own 
discretion when I have been convinced of the absolute 
necessity to do so. - but in general I have drawn them 
with fear and trembling, as I had no regular instructions 
what I was to do, I have written all hasty li11e to you 
as a body on the subject . ... The business of your 
mission is not regulated as it should be, tl1e grand 
point which I have proposed to the Directors, which 
is what sum they will sanction for your mission 
annually they take no notice of whatever to me, 
I am still in the dark .... We must look for trials 
the heaviest from our Christian Friends" .... 

(Signed) "S. Marsden." 

P.S. Gentlemen you cannot stifle the cry of your 
missionaries against the conduct of the board by dint 
of power. The threat of dismissal, if put into execution, 
will only cause the flame of discord to burst out with 
redoubled violence: act towards your missionaries, as 
you would wish your congregations to act towards 
yourselves for the support of yourselves and families, 
and alway calculate the probable expence of Missions 
before you attempt difficult enter prizes - Correspo11d 
with, and treat your Missioflaries as brethren, which you 
publickly profess, and they in retllm will love you as such. 
When you adopt these principles i11to your practice, mutual 
confidence will be established." 

10 February 1829 
Several Blacks from the other side, and from the Sugar 

loaf mountain, have been stealing our indian com now 
ripe, many bushels have been taken away, A stockman 
met 19 natives loaded with cobs of corn, taken from us. 

2 March 1829 
M' gill has returned from Sydney and from his account 

it appears that a murder took place of one of the natives, 
a poor decrepit Black, called Dirty Dick. A party of natives 
were drinking at a public house in Sydney; first at a 
public house on_ the Rocks, and then at a public house 
dose to the Jail. Frazer's old hou_se on the Rocks, and the 

public house at the corner of the Jail in George Street. 
The Blacks first saw Dirty Dick, lying outside the public 
house like a Dog, when Dismal a black, saw him move. 
Dismal said to Bob Barrett, another Black, and to two or 
three more, "What is tllls moving about:" Dismal then 
went close to him looked at him, and felt lllm by the hand, 
they said it is a black fellow! Bob said carry him away, 
carry him away. Bob told Pre.ntice, Mundiver, and 
Whip-em-up, all blacks, you carry him for me [ will 
kill that fellow. They then took him spell and spell about. 
The people said in the street, is that you Dirty Dick? 
he answered yes. They said where are you going: - he 
said I believe the Blacks are going to kill me. The Black 
called Prentice or Francis, laid him down on the side of 
the rocks, near the step going up to Bennelong's point 
on the Governor's walk when the black put Dirty Dick 
down, Bob Barrett lifted up his waddy and knocked him 
down into the water, Bob then threw the waddy away; 
It was moon light. Francis then took the waddy and hit 
him across the neck, Whip-em-up then carne and beat 
him a good while:- Two little black boys then came and 
lllt him across the nose. Paddy and Bogey were their 
names, they tl1en went away. Then Dismal and Joe came, 
Dismal hit him across the loins once, that was all, but 
Joe did not hit lllm. They all then went to the camp, 
they then made a signal for the Blacks to know at the 
camp, Bungaree then knew it,- and Dungaree said to the 
rest of the Blacks in camp, do you hear that? and the 
blacks said to him, what is that for~ Bungaree said, tl1ey 
have killed one man, that is the way the Newcastle Blacks 
do when they have killed a black. After that when all the 
Blacks were at Bungaree's camp the Constable came, and 
asked them saying, where is Dirty Dick? They said we do 
not know where he is. The Constable had a Cutlass and 
struck each black on the back saying where is Dirty 
Dick? He was very drunk. 

M' gill states that he was sleeping next to Charley at 
the fire beyond Bungaree. The next morning a gentleman 
came to batl1e very early; he saw Dirty Dick dead and 
black fellows in the boat going to the north shore. He 
sung out to the blacks. I say Black fellow, they answered, 
What ! Do you know Dirty Dick? Yes. - Well he is 
dead now. Aye-aye said the Blacks. They then went to 
the north shore. ~ M' gill says that he was in the boat, 
and that they said one to another, It would be a settler this 
with them!" They stayed two nights on the north shore, 
and then came overland here. Such is M'gill's account 
to me. 

The above circumstance making some stir in Sydney 
I enclosed the above account to the Attorney General 
with the following letter: 

"To A.M. Baxter Esquire" 
Attorney General" 

Sir 

May 22• 1829 
Lake Macquarie 

In consequence of the question relative to 'the 
Aborigines being amenable to British laws being brought 
forward in the supreme court, and your stating your 
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intention of investigating further the circumstances 
relative to the Death of "Dirty-Dick", I conceive you 
will not deem it officious in my transmitting to you 
the enclosed account taken from M' gill the Black who 
assists me in obtaining the language, and who was also 
of the party. 

The only case of Battle amongst the Aborigines, is, 
when a person dies, some one is charged with his death, 
and that person must stand in battle having a shield, 
when everyone who has an ill-feeling towards him, 
throws at him with spears, if he escapes, he is deemed 
innocent; should foul play be used to wound the man 
who stands the punishment, his friends take it up and 
the battle becomes general. - Such is the nature of 
what is called by the English "A black standing punish
ment" - Dirty-Dick's case was a deliberate cruel 
murder, cases very frequent amongst the blacks, two 
or three instances of which I have prevented by personal 
interference. 

I am Sir 
Yours respectfully 

L:E: Threlkeld 

The murderers were never taken up in the above case 
though for another crime "Whip-em-up" was confmed 
at Goat Island and worked in Irons [but see p. 371]. 

About this time two or three blacks of both sexes who 
had received education at the public school, but who had 
joined the tribes wandering about &c. visited our Station 
and gave rise to the subject of the annexed letter: 

"To the Venerable the Arch Deacon" 
The Reverend T. Scott "July 18th 1829" 

"Lake Macquarie" 
"Reverend Sir 

''Understanding that you are about to return to Europe, 
It has occurred to my mind to acquaint you with certain 
views respecting the Aborigines, which if they meet with 
your approbation could be brought into action, previous 
to your departure. 

I am not aware that there is a school for the female 
children of the Aborigines on the plan which you have 
adopted for the boys; but will take it for granted that 
such is the case. The grand evil, which has hitherto 
existed respecting the boys who have been educated is 
this: When their education is considered complete, they 
are left at liberty to procure situations, &c. &c. But 
instead of which they attach themselves to their respective 
tribes and then their knowledge, if viciously inclined, 
renders them the more dangerous to society. - To 
obviate this I would beg to suggest the following idea 
which in your intimation of the subject to his Excellency 
the Governor can be easily improved, for I do not offer 
it as complete but rather as an Embryo. 

I would propose therefore, that after the completion 
of the time allowed to the boys and girls at school, that 
they be employed in agriculture, fishing, working the 



Coal mines, navigating the coal craft &c &c &c. 33 on 
this lake at the land appropriated for their benefit under 
the superintendence of some persons appointed for such 
puq~ose. That as the educated boys and Girls marry 
portions o~ land should be apportioned to them, which 
would be m accordance with the deed of trust. 

That civil protectio~ should be afforded to prevent 
plunder from other tnbes, which is the assigned reason 
nov: given by the Blacks why they do not at present 
cultivate. One constable would be quite sufficient on 
the establishment. 

That the girls be employed in boats fishing, whilst 
the boys are employed in the afforesaid engagements, 
t~e .expence ~auld be rendered by such associations very 
tnflmg, an~ tf the person employed to superintend have 
at all. the Interests of the Aborigines at heart, the in
structions they may have received at school would be 
kept in action. 

Sud~ is the. o~tline of what has impressed my mind 
as d~strablc, tf It c<;mld be brought into action. My 
exertions shall at all times be rendered to aid the business. 
It i~ a pity that ~he land should remain for so long a 
per~od unproductive for the benefit of the Aborigines, 
whtch. must be the case, unless some plan be put in 
executiOn, and unless the Aboriginal youths have some 
employment provided for them the moment they leave 
the school, they become exposed to severe temptations. 

Respecting my own employment I am now as far 
as the 8th of St. Luke's Gospel, which gospel I hope to 
r~nder mto their language this year - But I am some
times left for 6 w~eks. together, without a Black, especially 
the ~ne w:ho assists m the language; This precludes any 
certamty m my operations as to time. 

Accept my thanks for the attention you have been 
ple~sed t~ she:V in aiding my attempt during your 
restdence m this Colony, and sincerely wishing you a 
prosperous voyage and happiness. 

I am Reverend Sir 
Yours very respectfully 

L.E. Threlkeld" 

20 October 1829 
~~ceiv7d ~ very kind sympathizing letter from the 

Mtsst~nanes m the East Indies,34 in reply to the "State
ment . Also: very unpleasant letters from Messrs Hankey 
and Orme, one also from Mr Marsden containing Dupli
cates from the Society, viz: 

(Copy from Mr Marsden) "Sydney 17'" Oct 1829" 
"Revd Sir 

I am requested by the committee of the Missionary 
Society to forward the enclosed letter to you, and I 
also send you th,<; foll<;>wing extract from their public 
letter to me - Provtded Mr Threlkeld without any 
authority from us have chosen to return to the Islands 
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instead of settling himself in the Colony, or returning 
to Europe, it will of course be at his own risk, but we 
think it proper to inform you that it is our desire that 
in such case no advance may be made by Mr Campbell, 
or any other person in the Colony on accmmt of Mr 
Threlkeld." 

I am Sir your most Obedient humble Servant 
(Signed) S. Marsden." 

(Copy from the Directors) 

"To the Reverend L.E. Threlkeld" 

"Dear Sir" "London 23d April 1829." 

Understanding that you have returned to Lake Mac
quarie with a view to resume the mission under the 
Idea of the London Missionary Society allowing you 
250£ pr annum towards the support of yourself and 
family; we consider it proper to inform you, that this 
step will not receive the sanction of the Society, and 
that we fully confirm the resolutions transmitted to 
you under date of the 3Q'h of May 1828. The Society 
cannot be responsible for any expence incurred by you 
subsequent to the receipt by you of the letter containing 
those resolutions, except what may be unavoidable on 
account of your return with your family to England. 
They wish you to understand distinctly that we cannot 
authorize your return to the South Sea Islands, that if 
you do so it will be solely at your own risk and expence, 
~nd that should you determine to remain in the Colony 
m preference to availing yourself of the opportunity of 
returning with your family to this Country, in con
formity to the resolutions of the Directors to which we 
have already referred, it must be solely on your own 
account, and not at all on that of the Society. It is proper 
also that you should distinctly understand that if you 
should decline the alternative of returning to England 
at a moderate period after the receipt of the said reso
lutions by you, or an intimation of their purport by the 
Revd S. Marsden, the Society will not be subject to 
the charge of your return at any future time, which 
must be entirely at your own cxpence or that of your 
personal friends." 

We are dear Sir 
Your faithful Servants 

(Signed) wm Alers Hankey. Treasurer 
W. Orme. Secretary." 

Copy of my letter to Mr. Marsden in reply to his of date 
the 17th October: 

"Reverend Sir" "Oct 26th 1829." 
Lake Macquarie 

Your letter of the 171h Instant came duly to hand, in 
reply to which it is only necessary to say, that it is not 
my intention to abandon the object of instructing the 
Aborigines in their own language the truths of Christian
ity - I am at present engaged in a rough translation 
of St Luke, 14 Chapters of which are already rendered. 
When that Gospel is completed it is my intention orally 

to instruct the blacks in their own tongue. I do not 
perceive it to be my duty to abandon the long neglected 
Blacks of this country possessing the knowledge I have 
already attained, and can obtain, if assisted in my 
endeavours. - Whether you, or the Committee think 
fit to render that necessary assistance to my exertions, 
is a subject perfectly distinct, and subject to the judge
ment of another tribtmal. - I therefore shall not avail 
myself of a passage to England, the recent severe indis
position of Mrs. Threlkeld and continued ill health 
totally precludes the idea even were I disposed:- I 
have still faith in Christ to believe that "He will provide", 
and if that channel of which you are the agent, be dried 
up, I trust he will open other sources as soon as the 
matter is made public - Our extremities are God's 
opportunities. - Such is my cool determination on the 
subject. You will therefore be pleased to inform me 
whether I am, or am not, to consider myself discharged 
by the Committee from the Service of the London 
Missionary Society after the conclusion of the current 
year which ends Octr 2P' 1830. and in the mean time 
what steps arc to be taken respecting the land and 
property of the Mission, to which I request an early 
answer; Regretting the necessity of such unpleasant 
correspondence" 

I am Reverend Sir 
Yours Respectfully 

L.E. Threlkeld 

Copy of my letter in reply to Messrs Hankey and Orme 
of date 23• April 1829. 

"Sirs" Oct' 29'" 1829 
Lake Macquarie 

Your letter of the 23d of April last carne duly to hand; 
In reply to which it is only necessary for me to state 
that it is not my intention to abandon the missionary 
work in which I am engaged of instructing the 
Aborigines of N.S. Wales, in this vicinity, in the truths 
of the Gospel in their own tongue. If compelled to leave 
this spot, I shall continue on the Lake, on land which 
the Governor kindly gave me. - I have already trans
lated a first rough translation of St Luke's Gospel as far 
as the 11th Chapter, and when that Gospel is completed 
shall orally instruct them from its contents. Whether 
you intend to persevere in witlU10lding that pecuniary 
aid from the subscriptions, which are obtained from the 
public under the representajion that the money is for 
the decent support of missionaries abroad, or not, must 
be matter of investigation by the Christian Public, to 
whom I shall be obliged to appeal against your measures. 
It affords me much pleasure to receive at this time 
communications from many missionaries in different 
parts of the Globe in reply to my Statement all highly 
expressive of their approbation and their abhorrence of: 
"The unlimited control you have usurped over 
Missionaries and their families to dispose of them as 
you think fit, or to turn them adrift in the wide world 
with some stigma on their character, if they refuse to 
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acknowledge this degrading usurpation.'' Which spidt has 
been experienced in my case to the utmost extent. -
Your refusal to support me to continue the_ mission 
(although I have been fourteen years in your employ in 
the cause of Christ.) compels me to solicit the Christian 
World, through the most public channels for pecuniary 
assistance to aid me in my endeavours. - Your offer 
of a passage to England is perfectly contemptible, and 
your endeavours To Tempt me to abandon the extension 
of the kingdom of Christ among the Aborigines by 
withdrawing support, without the previous investigation 
by a Committee on the spot, is exceedingly oppressive -
But why do I reply to those "Who trust in oppression 
because power is in their hand." I henceforth appeal 
to a generous Christian public, feeling confident of 
having always to the best of my endeavours performed 
my duty with integrity as a Missionary." 

I am Sirs 
Your very ill used 

L.E. Threlkeld" 

P .S. I have written to the Revd S. Marsden to know 
whether I am to consider myself discharged by the 
committee from the service of the Londoll Missionary 
Society after the conclusion of the current year ending 
Oct 2P1 1830, and in the mean time what steps are to 
be taken respecting the land and property of ihe Mission 
- The open duplicate of this is also sent him. -. My 
reason for wishing to ascertain the above from Mr 
Marsden is that when regularly discharged then I shall 
be at full liberty to publish my appeal." 

It now became necessary to acquaint the Governor- with 
the state of the Mission, the following is a ·copy of my 
communication:35 

"To His Excellency The Governor" 
Lieu' Gen1 Ralph Darling "October 26'" 1829" 

&c. &c. &c." Lake Macquarie. 

Sir 

Your Excellency's goodness in assisting me whilst 
endeavouring to obtain a knowledge of the Language 
of the Aborigines during my residence at this place, has 
impressed me with the idea that it is my duty to inform 
you df any change taking place respecting this Mission. 
The annexed copy of letters from the Revd S. Marsden, 
and the secretaries of the Committee will at once inform 
you of their resolutions and my unpleasant situation. 

Upwards of fourteen years have I spent in their 
service abroad, the best years of my life, and such are 
the intimations I have received. - But it is not my 
inclination to abandon the object of instructing the 
Blacks in their own language the truths of Christianity. 
I have proceeded as far as the 14'h Chapter of St Luke 
in a rough translation, which Gospel When completed 
will be the foundation of my oral instructions to. them. 
- As the Committee have determined .to withdraw 
their support to the mission, I would earn,estly solicit 



that your Excellency will be pleased to continue the 
allowance of the four prisoners on the stores to me as 
heretofore. - Should this measure meet your appro
bation, It will materially assist me to continue my 
employment on the land you have permitted me to select 
on the Lake; And I trust that He whom I wish to serve 
wjll incline persons in this Colony and in England to 
a.fford pecuniary assistance in aid of the undertaking 
when the case is made known. 

Apprehending it would be reprehensible my con
tinuing to draw the rations after the reception of the 
communications from the Revd S. Marsden and com
mittee without acquainting your Excellency I have 
presumed to trespass my prolixity on your notice and 
trust to your most favourable consideration on the 
subject. 

I am Sir 
Most respectfully and faithfully 

Your Obedient Servant 
L.E. Threlkeld" 

I never applied for land until I received the communication 
from the Directors directing to abandon the mission and 
seek employment [s·ee p. 246]. When I determined to con
tinue the mission and took a grant of land, two sections, 
on this Lake for this purpose without regard to the quality 
of the land for a farm, and have only cultivated merely 
for my own establishment, so unprofitably that I have 
purchased flour every year to make up our deficiency, and 
the run' is deficiellt of good grass that we carmot procure 
butter for household use! {1838.) 

It is lUlllecessary to copy the whole of the Official 
communications, suffice to say that the answer stated thus: 

''r have the honor by- direction of His Excellency the 
Governor to inform you that you will be allowed to 
retain the four men as at present until some further 
arrangement can be made on the subject." 

Novemr 4th 1829, 
Syduey Colonial 
Secretary's Office 

Signed 

Mr. Marsden wrote to me as follows: 

"To the Rcvd Mr Threlkeld 

&c. &c. &c. 
Alexr M'deay." 

"Revd Sir "Parramatta Novr 3d 1829" 
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter under 

date 26 Octr 1829. In reply I refer you to the resolutions 
of the Directors dated 3Pt May 1828 which were 
formerly transmitted to you. In the 1st the Directors 
resolved that the mission to the Aborigines shall be 
finally abandoned." For your further information I 
herewith transmit to you the following Extract from 
the last letter I received from the Directors dated 23d 
April 1829:-

"Piovided Mr T instead of conforming to the alter
native of these resolutions in either remaining in the 
Colony on his own account, or returning to this 
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cotmtry, should go back to the Islands it is our wish 
that no advance of money may in such case be made 
to him by Mr Campbell, or any other person on 
account of the Society. Whatever means may be 
necessary to prevent any such advance, we leave it 
to your discretion to use. We wish it distinctly to be 
understood that provided Mr Threlkeld does not 
embark for this country in conformity to the reso
lutions referred to above, unless it be from unavoidable 
causes, the Society will not in such case consider itself 
responsible for any debts he may contract in the 
Colony, or elsewhere, nor for the payments of any 
bills he may draw upon the Society." 

I am Reverend Sir 
Your Most Obt Servant 
(Signed) S. Mar.1den" 

"P.S. I am decidedly of opinion that unless you conform 
to the resolutions of the Directors, they will consider all 
connexions between you and the Missionary Society 
finally closed, and as I have no authority, l can approve 
of no bills, nor advance any money, but for the passage 
of you and your family to England." 

Copy of reply to Mr Marsden in answer to the above: 

"To the Reverend S. Marsden" Novr 121b 1829. 

"Reverend Sir Lake Macquarie 

In my letter of the 26th Oct last to which l received 
your reply of the Jd Inst. I stated fully to you and the 
Committee my future intentions, and did not ask for 
your approval of bills on the society, nor for advance 
of passage money to England, there being no existing 
necessity, - but agreeably to the instructions of the 
Directors dated 3P1 May 1828 I communicated with you 
respecting the property. You must have mistaken the 
purport of my letter which was namely: P 1 To know 
whether the current year ending Oct 2151 1830 will be 
the period of my discharge from the Society, and 2dly 
To know what steps are to be taken respecting the land 
and property." - You arc well aware, as one of the 
Trustees, to the land in trust, for the natives, that the 
moment I leave tills place, the ground, house, and 
improvements absolutely revert to the crown, without 
the smallest pecuniary advantage to the Society. Waiting 
your answer to these enquiries." 

l am Reverend Sir 
Yours Respectfully 

L.E. Threlkeld" 

Received the following friendly communication from the 
Venerable Arch Deacon Broughton. 

"To the Reverend L.E. Threlkeld" 

Sir Syduey Nov' 71• 1829" 
My predecessor Arch Deacon Scott previously to 

quitting the Colony transferred to me your letter to 
him dated July 18th in the present year. 

Within these few days the Governor has also favored 
me with the perusal of a letter addressed by you to His 
Excellency wherein you state the termination of your 
connection with the London Missionary Society -
Upon a view of the latter communication I respectfully 
recommended that your request to have the allowance 
for the four men in your employ continued, should be 
complied with at least pro tempore, and until l should 
be enabled to ascertain with greater accuracy what are 
your future views and intentions. l have great pleasure 
in adding that I have reason to hope my recommendation 
will be attended to. With reference to the important 
design in which you have been and still are engaged 
among the native inhabitants of this country, and to 
which your letter to Arch Deacon Scott relates, I can 
only assure you of the strong interest which it excites 
in my mind, and of the importance which I know is 
attached to tl1e cause of their civilization and conversion 
by very many of those who occupy the highest stations 
in the Established Church in England. 

In the event of your visiting Sydney I request you will 
do me the favor to call on me, and I shall have great 
pleasure in conferring with you on the present state and 
future conduct of your Establishment.'' 

I am Sir Your very Obedient Servant 

{Signed) W: G: Broughton" 

P.S. Thinking it might not be displeasing to you to 
see the form of cl1anksgiving which our churches here 
propose to adopt for the late signal instance of the 
Divine mercy, of your devout gratitude for which I 
cannot entertain a doubt, I beg leave to request your 
acceptance of two copies" 

To the above I replied thus: 

"To the Venerable the Arch Deacon" 
The Reverend W.G. Broughton." 

W:G:B." 

"Reverend Sir Novemr 171h 1829" 

l have, with sincere pleasure, to acknowledge your 
very polite favour of the 71h Instant (received yesterday) 
and to express my grateful sense of your most disin
terested recommendation to the Governor on my behalf 
to which I am happy to say His Excellency has been 
pleased to acceed. 

My circumstances are such at present that l cannot 
avail myself of your friendly-invitation personally to 
communicate on the subject of the Mission. But it 
affords me much gratification clms to congratulate you 
on your safe arrival in this extensive field with a mind 
expressing itself not only alive to the best interests of 
our fellow countrymen, but also to those of the 
Aboriginal inhabitants of New South Wales. 

The intimation of your wish to ascertain what' are 
my future views and intentions, precludes the necessity 
of apologizing for entering largely on the subject of 
my movements. 
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My Object in the first instance is to become acquainted 
with the native language, so as to be able to instruct 
them through its medium, in the Gospel of Christ 
without any regard to Forms or Creeds; that is to say 
strictly speaking to become an "Evangelist" to them. 

To tills object if God will indeed enable me, the 
remaining years of my life shall be devoted. - In 
Obtaining the language the translation of the Scripture 
forms suitable exercises and convey instruction to the 
Black I employ in the present engagement. This progress 
is slow arising from numerous interruptions repeatedly 
received, and also from the wandering political move
ments of the Aborigines. It is above a month since I 
have seen the Black on whom I depend for the language. 

In the next place, (not at present attainable,) to instruct 
the natives to read in their own language the scriptures 
which are able to make them wise unto Salvation, this 
includes schooling, and the composition of the necessary 
Elementary books. Some years must elapse before the 
accomplishment of this can be reasonably expected, 
nevertheless in the mean time something m;1.y b_e gained 
by employing them as much as possible in fishing, 
agriculture, &c. &c. reading to them from, and orally 
instructing them in the Gospel of God in thei~; own 
tongue; Thus bringing them to the knowledge that it 
is their duty: "To work with their own hands", and 
"Provide for their own." Which must end in every true 
convert with complete civilization on Gospel principles. 

Such is a faithful outline of my real intentions toWards 
the Aborigines in this vicinity, and I am fully persuaded 
that you will not deem them visionary Enthusiasm. 
The London Missionary Society have withdrawn their 
support, and abandoned this mission; But I do not feel 
it my duty as a responsible individual to the searcher 
of hearts to bury the single talent already obtained in 
the language for the sake of mere pecuniary advantage, 
which would be obtained in other engagements. My 
Eldest son also now in his 131h year is rapidly advancing 
in speaking in their tongue. 

To accomplish this object it is my intention to make 
subservient thereto all I have and am, to reside on my 
own land chosen purposely on the Lake, and as the 
property I possess, (obtained by will, and not from any 
connection with the missionary Society,) is not sufficient 
to supply all the wants of a large family, consisting of 
self, wife, 7 children and a few blacks, who must be 
occasionally supported in order to ensure frequent access 
for the purpose of the language - I must rely on f-Iim 
who can dispose the hearts of his people to assist me 
in the undertaking. 

As soon as the Revd S. Marsden replies directing ine 
what steps arc to be taken respecting the property of 
tl1e mission, on the land which Iiow absolutely reverts 
to the crown, I must prepare a suitable residence, and 
for an ensuing crop on my own land yet uncultivated, 
to which I must remove as soOn as the affairs of the 
mission are wound up: But these tmtoward circumstances 

·will it is hoped be overcome in another twelvemonth. 



Having so fully entered into detail respecting my 
designs, it may be necessary to preclude the charge of 
Vain boasting, to state, that I do not expect that all 
these things can be effected by a single individual; but 
the exertions of one may stimulate many. 

I am much obliged for the copies of the very suitable 
prayers on the occasion, which ought to fill every heart 
with grateful praise, and beg your acceptance of circulars 
from the commencement of and relative alone to the 
Aboriginal mission. 

I am Reverend Sir 
Yours Most truly and sincerely 

L.E. Threlkeld 

Received the following letter from Mr. Marsden, 

(Copy) "To the Rev" L.E. Threlkeld 
"Revd Sir Parramatta Decemr to'h 1829 

By one of the Late vessels I have received a written 
notice, which I am requested to make public from the 
Directors of the Missionary Society, unless you act 
agreeable to the resolutions and instructions they have 
communicated to you. I transmit you the following 
extract from their public letter for your information. 

"Should Mr Threlkeld immediately engage to con
form in all respects to the resolutions and other 
~structions transmitted to him by the Society, that 
IS finally to abandon so far as the Society is concerned 
-the Mission at Lake Macquarie to do what is in his 
power to realize the property of the Society, in 
confOrmity to -the instructions formerly sent him and 
on the supposition he does not settle in the Colony, 
to return together with his family to England, then, 
and in such cases the Advertisement need not be 
inserted, but should he either refuse to make such 
an arrangement, or after having done so unnecessarily 
delay the carrying the same into effect, then and in 
such case we wish it to be inserted. On the supposition 
of Mr Threlkeld forthwith embarking with his 
family to England, we hereby authorize you to 
sanction such bills on the Society as may be necessary 
for ·discharging the unavoidable expences attending 
their passage." 

I am Revd Sir Your Most Obt Hum1 Servant" 

[Ought to have been (signed)- L.E.T.] 

(Signed) S. Marsden" 

P.S. "A:_s the Society have written to you I conclude they 
have forwarded at the same time a copy of the notice 
which they have directed to be made public should you 
not comply with their instructions." 

Copy to the Revd S. Marsden in reply. 

"Reverend Sir." "Decemr 1S1h 1829, 
Lake Macquarie 

"I have twice written unto you, requesting to be 
informed what measures are to be pursued relative to 
the property of the Mission on the .land which reverts 
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to the Crown on my relinquishing possession.36 -To 
which enquiries you have not thought proper to afford 
any direction, nor even to notice my last special request 
for such directions dated Novr 121h - Yesterday I 
received a letter not in your hand writing, and without 
any signature dated Parramatta Decemr 10'h presuming 
from its contents, and the superscription being in your 
hand writing, the letter is official. I reply to its contents. 

The letter only refers to a recent communication from 
the Directors respecting an advertisement, a copy of 
which you conclude is forwarded to me, which is not 
the case. 

I have already informed you and the Directors of my 
determination in letters dated Oct 26'h, namely: that 
it is my intention to carry on the mission independantly 
on the Society. My outstanding debts, encreased con
siderably by the late dearth, contracted not only on the 
faith of the resolutions to carry on the mission at 250£ 
pr Annum Government assisting, but also on the 
construction, you, yourself, as their Agent naturally put 
on the resolutions in your official letter to me as their 
agent dated March 121h 1828 stating: "You are aware 
that if you can carry on the Missiotl at Lake Macquarie for 
£450 pr Annum, you are at liberty to remain there; if twt 
you are to retum to the Islands." - Similar views you 
expressed in another letter dated March 171h 1828 See 
page 57 and 59 of the printed Statement. However it is 
my wish to bring the matter now to a conclusion as 
speedily as possible, arrangements for the removal of my 
family &c cannot be completed until the conclusion of 
the current year ending Octr 2P' 1830. To discharge 
these debts it is necessary that I should draw for the 
remnant of my salary to the end of the current year 
amounting to 125£ Bills for which amount I shall 
immediately negotiate and which will terminate my 
drafts on the Society for the support of this mission. The 
publishing of the advertisement respecting the termin
ation of the mission rests entirely on your own discretion. 

I beg a third time to request your directions as to 
what steps are to be taken respecting the property on 
the Mission. 

I am Sir yours respectfully 
L.E. Threlkeld" 

Copy of letter to the Society in reply to theirs of date 
London August 13'" 1829. 

"To the Revd W. Orme and A. Hankey Esqr" 

"Decemr 16th 1829" 

"Sirs" 
Lake Macquarie" 

Your letter dated 13'h August 1829 came duly to hand 
Decemr 141h 1829. To which perhaps it is only necessary 
to reply that the Revd S. Marsden has been, and your
selves are by this time informed of my determination, 
namely to carry on the mission, on land which the 
Governor has granted me, independantly of your 
support - And I thank God who has enabled me, for 

that he counted me faithful putting me into the ministry, 
from which ye have exerted your utmost to thrust me 
out. I pray God that he may lay not this sin to your 
charge. His good Providence has enabled me to determine 
and to devote a small property obtained by will, and 
not from the funds of the Society, to such a purpose, 
and the Governor at the recommendation of the 
Arch-Deacon has allowed me a continuance of his 
assistance until some further arrangement. 

Your mode of reasoning respecting tl1e assistance of 
Government, and resolving it into a disposition on my 
part to be guided by no will but my own, is perfectly 
childish, and anything but honorable, for who empower
ed me with the option of carrying on the mission for 
250£ per annum if the Government of the colony 
would provide the necessary means beyond such charge 
of 250£ but your resolutions of March 22d 1827 see 
page 31 of the accompanying duplicate statement: Was 
tl1at resolution your will or mine? - How can you 
in the name of Truth tum rmmd with such puerile 
Sophistry! - And what other construction could be 
honestly put on your resolution than the one your 
agent the Revd S. Marsden and myself formed on the 
subject; see the letter page 57 and 59. Your letter boasts 
of regard to my feelings, and laments the want on my 
part of courtesy and respect to yours. - Allow me to 
mention a few, out of many instances of your total 
disregard to the feelings of missionaries in your corres
pondence with and conduct towards them, with which 
the Christian World is yet unacquainted:- When tl1e 
afflictive hand of God visited Mrs. Threlkeld and our 
first born at Rio de Janeiro, and removed it from this 
world, which delayed us on our voyage; What courtesy 
or regard to feeling was manifested in the corresponding 
Secretary in his communications to me stating: -
"You should have gone on in the ship the illness of the 
Babe was a flimsy pretext for staying I believe the child 
was not then at all likely to live, and whether it died 
on shore or on board was a matter of very little moment 
compared with the Souls of Men on account of which you 
were sent ! ! ! Could such a correspondence engender 
feelings of love to such a Committee capable of sporting 
with a parents feelingS? - Again what regard was paid 
to our feelings when we found in this Colony that in 
reply to a request from the Missionaries on behalf of 
Widow Scott,37 the Committee ordered the Revd S. 
Marsden to put her to service in the colony instead of 
allowing widows to return to their friends in England 
~ to which the Reverend Gentleman assured us, to 
quiet our fears that he would not act on such a disgraceful 
resolution. - Ask the survivors of the females whom 
you sent out to the Islands under the solemn promise 
of support, and protection whom you consigned to the 
"Fatherly care" of the Revd S. Marsden, and at the 
same time intimated to him that situations were to be 
provided for them at service in this Colony during their 
stay; Ask them what regard to feeling, or delicacy; or 
courtesy you have ever manifested that you should 
expect it in return!- Enquire of any one at all acquainted 
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witl1 tl1e common courtesiCs oflife, whether the returning 
dishonored a bill of exchange for which I was arrested, 
was calculated to excite in me regard to much courtesy 
in return for your uncourteous deeds ! The which courtesy 
I did regard in not publishing the Statement, but addressed 
it only to the directors and missionaries of the society 
to whom it was sent. Your letter also attempts to charge 
me with "The great waste of the society's property 
which has been consequence of your irregular and 
unwarrantable mode of acting and respecting which 
you have norv become so sensitive." This I retort, and 
with justice on you and your deputation: For what 
detained me at a heavy expence in Sydney for several 
months but the difficulty of bringing the Deputation 
to act in concert, owing to the unhappy quarrel betwixt 
them risen to such a height as to cause the one to be 
at Parramatta when the other was at Sydney. A Quarrel 
began by G. Bennett Esqr on their embarkation from 
England, continued through the voyage, rendered them 
unhappy in the Islands and ridiculed in this Colony; 
We pitied the late Revd D. Tyerman, who had -he 
lived would have endeavoured to establish a better 
feeling betwixt the Committee and Missionaries than 
does at present exist throughout the world. - Who 
chose this Lake so inaccessible at that , time that even 
G. Bennet Esquire when we visited Newcastle for the 
purpose of viewing the spot could not be pe;rsuaded to 
face the difficulty of the journey, but left it for me to 
accomplish at a considerable expence, at an unfavo.urable 
time of the year ! Who consente.d that the property 
should be expended on land revertable to the :Cl-own 
witlt all improvements if given up by the Society, to 
the now great waste of the Society's funds, the deputation 
assurring the then Attorney General that there ,w;ts no 
necessity for a saving clause the mission -being intended 
to be permanent; and indeed had not this been pr9mised, 
I would not have allowed myself to be deprived of my 
station in the Islands for a mere temporary experiment. 
Were these the acts, the deeds of G. Bennett Esquire 
and the Revd D. Tyerman whose names are recorded 
in the deed of trust, as: "The Deputation sent out by 
the Society to visit and establish missionaries in the 
South Seas and the East," or, were they the acts of 
L:E. Threlkeld the missionary that the property is now 
all lost, totally lost to the Society! - I wave further 
remarks on this head, regretting that no Missionary is 
safe either in character or circumstances under your 
control, and that I am also added to the list of innocent 
sufferers to your domineering and uncourteous 
Authority so perfectly inconsistent with honOrable 
feelings much less with Christian Principles. The -period 
is fast approaching when such authority will cease to 
exist. Communications from the missionaries in various 
parts of the Globe in answer to my printed statement 
all complain of your usurpation and disgraceful·line of 
conduct towards them and concur that a change must 
be effected now, or the Society will be ruined. Your 
letter further observes that "It1 not abandoning the missiou 
in compliance with Our positive instructions so to do, 



you have done wrong and that you should immediately 
proceed to adopt the course presented to you by our 
letter of the 30th May 1828 and the resolutions therein 
contained, and which it was your duty to have done 
forthwith &c &c :" The implied course of these resolu
tions, I did adopt, but had I not, do you require 
Missionaries to surrender their consciences into your 
hands, or to leave the Ministry as mere machines at 
your command? - Can your puny resolutions in the 
sight of God dissolve our responsibility to him to bring 
the Heathen to the knowledge of his Son? - Does all 
duty merge in the one Duty you have prescribed as 
due to you? - Is there no duty to ourselves, to our 
families, to the heathen, to God, but all, all must bow 
to your shrine, or Missionaries be stigmatized by you 
with the charge of want of manifesting "A Christian 
temper!" That missionary is really to be pitied, if such 
a one could be· found, servile enough to throw up his 
charge, at the mere intimation of your will, without 
making one effort for· the Heathen whose interests he 
has espoused, and that power which demands so strange 
so costly, and so tmreasonable a sacrifice must be watched 
With the utmost vigilance, resisted with the most 
determined resolution, and treated with the utmost 
abhorrence by every faithful follower of Christ. 

There is another observation in your letter I deem 
for the present necessary just briefly to notice wherein 
you observe: "You yourself had through the same 
channel of communication The Sydney Gazette formerly 
judged it proper though we think there was tiO necessity 
for, nor propriety in such step, to advertize the public at 
Sydney cif the authority given to you by the Deputation as 
to drawing on the Society". Now this is totally untrue, and 
another instance of your rash judgement. The pritlting 
of the instructions as a circular was the act of the Depu
tation, who wished it inserted in the Gazette, but the 

Attorney General with whom I respectfully accorded, 
opposed and overuled the measure ! Had you wished to 
be informed of the truth, and wished to clear my 
character, and for such a purpose formed a committee 
of investigation in this Colony many of your con
clusions would be found equally erroneous; But it 
appears not to be your line of policy to allow yourselves 
to be convinced. 

You have in your letter relinquished the Aboriginal 
Mission New South Wales, and although I do inform 
you of what my intentions arc, namely to carry on the 
Mission to tl1e Aborigines trusting in God to enable 
and support me in my humble endeavours to extend 
his kingdom independant of your aid - It is not to 
elicit your opinion nor subject the measure to your 
control: But the expences of my removal from this 
place and passage to England, I shall claim from your 
agent the Revd Mr Marsden believing that expending 
that money in introducing the Gospel amongst the poor 
heathen Blacks whom you have abandoned, will be 
more pleasing in the sight of God, and more in accord
ance with the object for which the subscribers to the 
Missionary Society pay their subscriptions, than wasting 
it in a useless voyage to England where there are 
abnndance of Ministers, and leaving the Blacks to perish 
in their ignorance. I shall therefore apply for such 
reasonable sum as would be expended in my voyage 
&c to the Revd S. Marsden whom you have authorized 
to pay my expences to England. 

I am Sirs yours respectfully 
L.E. Threlkeld 

Mr. Marsden would not allow me any portion unless I 
engaged to take my passage to England, when he promised 
to pay all my outstanding debts besides if I would leave 
the Colony; the which I declined. 

From the Journal rif Sir Edward Parry 38 

13 October 1830 
Being desirous of seeing the Coal at Lake Macquarie, 

(of which "Reid's Mistake" forms the entrance) I set off 
this morning with MI.-. Threlkeld, whose Missionary 
Establishment is situated close to some of the best coal, 
and on the shores of the Lake, 14 miles (by the road) 
from Newcastle. Arriving at his house at noon, we set 
off in a boat Which had been prepared for us by Mr. T' s 
kindness, and passing by "Coal-point" close to his house, 
rowed down to the entrance of the Lake, thro' a winding, 
and in many parts, very shallow channel, fit only for 
barges to navigate. As you approach the heads, it is still 
more contracted & circuitous, and in the very entrance 
we only found 3 feet at low water. [The width of the 
deepest part of the entrance may be 30 to 50 yardsJ.39 The 
rise of tide is tmcertain, but it is said to be about four 
(say five) feet, making a depth of from 7 to 8 feet at high 
water. Even small as this deptl1 is, I may venture to say 
having myself sounded the whole way) that not so much 
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as this can be commanded in many parts of the Channel 
leading up to the open Lake - I should say that five to 
six feet is the very utmost. [The tide runs from 1 to 2 
knots at, and for a mile above, the entrance]. 

At the Northern headland of the entrance (which is 
called "Reid's Mistake"), the coal crops out in a broad 
scam upon the rocks which are dug at low water. It 
appears a good coal, and dips to the W.N.W .• or nearly 
thereabouts. 

Bird Island forms no shelter whatever for a vessel, so 
that, upon the whole, I do not see how it is practicable 
for any-thing more tl1an a large boat to enter this place. 

I have been thus particular in examining and describing 
tills, since the Coal at Lake Macquarie, (both the Common 
& the Cannel Coal) is of a good kind and in very good 
seams. 

We returned at Sunset, after a pleasant day's excursion, 
and I slept under the hospitable roof of Mr. & Mrs. 
Threlkeld. Only one black was here at this time. 

14 October 1830 
We breakfasted early, and then walked to "Coal Point", 

about half a mile from Mr. Threlkeld's. The scam of 
Common Coal is here 8 feet thick and of good quality, 
close to the beach, indeed upon it. The Cannel Coal, 
which is very compact, and jet-like, occurs close to it. 
It seems to me (and Mr. Henderson is of the same opinion) 
to be a valuable Coal-field; but, unless the navigation of 
the entrance of the Lake were better, I do not see what 
means can render it available to the Colony generally. 

The Lake is a beautiful and extensive expanse, about 
four miles across from Mr. Threlkeld's House, and many 
miles long in its several branches. 

From Coal point we rowed over to Mr. T's own Grant, 
which is on the opposite or South-Western Shore of the 
Lake. He has two sections here. in a pretty situation -
about 25 Acres now bringing under cultivation are of 
middling class forest, but he has a good deal of valuable 
alluvial land bordering a creek which forms his boundary. 
Some fern flat in that neighbourhood appeared to me 
excellent. 

In returning, we landed ·at a point, just intermediate 
between Mr. Threlkeld's house (or rather his intended one) 
& the Missionary Station. This point, which is bluff a~d 
bold, having two to three fathoms of water close to It, 
is remarkable for having upon it the remains of two rough 
jetties which are said to have been made, & used in shippinp 
Coal, by Captain Reid, who mistook the entrance to tlus 

place for Newcastle. There arc now only a few rough 
stones remaining. The Coal at this point is just like that 
at Coal-point, both in appearance and dip - the latter, 
in every place that I observed it at L. Macquarie, was 
between West & W.N.W. 

The water in the Lake generally is several fathoms deep, 
tho' I did not think it necessary, to sound the middle, 
since no vessel of any tonnage can get into it. 

Mr. Threlkeld is shortly about to quit the Missionary 
House (which will probably be sold) and to remove to 
his own Grant, his Society (the London MissY.) having 
protested his Bills, & refused to continue the Mission under 
his Superintendence. The present Arch-deacon, who is 
very anxious about the Blacks, has, since his arrival, raised 
a considerable Sum by Subscription for assisting Mr. T.); 
& this gentleman has, by great labouf and assiduity, 
succeeded in completing the Translation of one of "the 
Gospels into the Native Language. A Black named 
(Anglid) "Mac Gill" is his principal, and a very intelligent 
Instructor, but neither he nor any of these people, can be 
depended on, for two days together. Mac Gill and two or 
three others were here to-day, and. rowed us across. He 
speaks very fair English; and Mr. Threlkeld and his son, 
a lad of14 to 16, speaks the Native language quite fluently. 

Mr. Threlkeld accompanied me back to Newcastle this 
afternoon; and I finished my business with Mr. Henderson, 
in readiness to set out for Port Stephens the next morning. 

Threlkeld's Memoranda Resumed 
1 January 1831 

The following notice appeared in tl1e Sydney Gazette 
of this date and following numbers inserted by the Revd 
S. Marsden from the Directors of the London Missionary 
Society. 

"LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY 

NoncE" 

"The Directors of the London Missionary Society having 
found it expedient to discontinue the Mission at Lake 
Macquarie and the connection between the Society and 
tl1e Reverend Lancclot Edward Threlkeld being dis
solved, and consequently his title to draw bills on the 
society being at an end, the Directors hereby give 
notice, tl1at no further bills of Mr Threlkeld will be 
honored by them." 

By the same conveyance with the Gazette tl1e following 
letters from the Directors and the Reverend S. Marsden 
came. 

"Copy from A Hankey Esq' "London 23• July 1830" 
"The Reverend L.E. Threlkeld" 
"Sir 

We have received your letter of the 20th and 26th 
October, and 161h December last in the first of which 
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you inform us that you have again drawn on ~e Societ~ 
a bill for 125£ which you state to be for SIX months 
allowance for the support of the mission (i.e. as you 
subsequently describe it the aboriginal mission.) from 
that date to April 1830" Although so far back as 
December 1828 you had acknowledged the receipt of 
our letter of the 30th May preceeding which communi
cated to you a copy of our resolution }it~ally abandonit~g 
that mission of course you must be sensible that the 
entire outlay made by you for the support of that 
mission, on the Society's account, since th<:tt time, has 
been in direct resistance to our determination. While 
therefore we have consented to accept this bill, as we 
did the preceeding one for the same amount drawn by 
you under similar circumstances we consid~r it proper 
to inform you, that we have done so not because we 
admit that you were entitled, in these instances to draw 
on the society for the support of that mission, but on 
perfectly distinct grounds. 

The Revd Mr Marsden having informed us that for 
reasons assigned by him in his letter, he had su~pended 
the insertion in the Sydney Gazette of the adverttsemep.t 
which we had sent out to him announcing the dissolution 
of your connexion with the Society we have written 
to him requesting he will forthwith cause the same to 



be -inserted in that paper having been led to consider 
such measures rendered proper by the former publication 
therein of the authority given to you by the Deputation. 
At the same time we cannot but presume that the 
arrangements which Mr Marsden advise us of having 
come to with you on that point will- preclude the 
necessity for any such measure as a preventitive against 
your further drawing in the Society however proper it 
may be on other grounds." 

On behalf of the Directors I am Sir Yours &c &c &c. 

(Signed) W.A. Hankey , 
Treasurer. 

Copy from the Revd S. Marsden. 

"To the Rev• L.E. Threlkeld 
''Revd Sir" "Parramatta 2d Decemr 1830" 

I herewith forward you a letter which I have received 
from the Directors of the Missionary Society. In their 
communications to me they disapprove of my drawing 
upon the Society for the sum of £26.10s.6d. for the 
expences for the printing your Pamphlet - I admit I 
had no authority to pay this sum as the Directors had 
not sanctioned the printing of the pamphlet on this 
ground the Directors have just cause to complain of 
this act. The Directors have also resolved to have the 
notice inserted in the Gazette which they sent out before 
to inform the Public that all connexion with you and 
the Society is at an end - The Directors also notice 
a bill drawn by you for 125£ Salary - I did not sanction 
this bill, I am very certain, when I drew for £26.10s.6d. 
(unless my memory deceives me) it was clearly under
stood that you would draw no more upon the Society 
any more after the protested bill was paid by a bill 
drawn by me. No doubt but the directors have communi
cated their views to you upon these subjects as well as 
to me, and therefore it is unnecessary for me to add 
more." 

I remain Revd Sir 
Your Ob1 Ser1 

{Signed) S. Marsden" 

This was- a second protested bill of which the sum 
of 26.10.6 was a part - L.E.T. 

My reply to the Revd S. Marsden. 

"Reverend Sir '']any 7th 1831 
Lake Macquarie" 

In reply to your letter of Decemr 271h 1830, It is only 
at present necessary to state that no bills have been 
drawn by ine on the Society since your draft on the 
Directors for £26.10s.6d." 

I am Reverend Sir 
Yours respectfully 

L.E. Threlkeld 
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My letter to the Editor of the Sydney Gazette. 

''January 241h 1831" 
["]Sir, Lake Macquarie 

A notice inserted by the Reverend S. Marsden 
purporting to be from the Directors of the London 
Missionary Society stating their abandonment of the 
Aboriginal Mission at Lake Macquarie, their dissolution 
of my connexion with them and of their determination 
not to honor any bills drawn by me, having appeared 
in the Gazette of the f>t Inst and following numbers, 
renders it needful to state for the information of those 
friends whose generous aid enables me to continue my 
exertions to the Aborigines, that no bills have been 
either drawn or proposed for negociation since the 
reception of Mr Hankey and the ReverendS. Marsden's 
letter announcing the final determination of the 
Directors to abandon the mission. My last set of bills 
on the society of which Mr Hankey apprises me of 
having accepted was dated and sent by post Oct 20th 
1829 during the continuance of the mission, renewed 
under the authority of a letter from Mr Marsden and 
previously to my receiving the fmal resolution from 
which time no bills have been either drawn o'r offered 
for negotiation by me to give occasion for such an 
unprecedented advertisement. 

For the information of those persons friendly disposed 
to the instruction of the Aboriginal Inhabitants the 
present opportunity is embraced of stating that it is my 
intention to continue the attempt of bringing the 
Aborigines to the knowledge of Christianity Indepen
dantly of any connexion with the Directors of the 
London Missionary Society" 

L.E. Threlkeld" 
Wrote to Mr Hankey thus: 

"Sir" "March 17th 1831" 
Lake Macquarie 

I have received duly your letter of the 281h July 1830 
Original and in duplicate. It is only for the present 
necessary to refer you to the Gazette for my reply to 
your advertisement -With respect to any arrangement 
which Mr. Marsden, as you affirm, has come to with 
me, I am perfectly unacquainted." 

I am Sir Yours &c &c &c. 
L.E. Threlkeld" 

9 july 1831 
Received official communication from the Government 

appointing a Salary from the Secretary of State as pr copy. 
Thus God has in mercy appeared for me and my numerous 
family. We were enabled to cast ourselves on his providence 
in the wilderness, and he has appeared and provided for us 
in our work, shewing that whosoever putteth his trust 
in him shall never be ashamed. 

During the intermediate state of the Mission Arch 
Deacon Broughton kindly assisted with other Friends in 
a pecuniary donation. Thus terminated my connection 
with the London Missionary Society. Oct 20th 1829. 

I 

I 

I 

,lr 

I 
! 

(Copy) Colonial Secretary's Office 
2• July 1831 

Sir 

Referring to my letter of the 241h August 1830 I am 
directed by His Excellency the Governor to inform you 
that the Secretary of State has approved of an allowance 
being made to you of one hundred and fifty pounds pr 
annum (as also the sum of thirty six pounds a year for 
clothing and rations for four Convicts) as a remuneration 
for your exertions for the civilization of the Aboriginal 
Inhabitants and acquiring a knowledge of the Native 
Language. 

You will be required at the commencement of each 
year to satisfy the Arch Deacon of the progress you 
have made during the previous twelve-months in the 
translation of the Gospel into the native language, and 
you are distinctly to understand that your being continued 
in the employment of the Government, will depend on 
the manner in which you shall be found to acquit and 
conduct yourself. 

I have the honor to be 
Sir 

Your most Obedient Servant 
(Signed) Alex' M' cleay." 

The Reverend L.E. Threlkeld 
Lake Macquaric" 

P.S. The allowance now authorized will be issued from 
the 1st Inst." 

Thursday29 December 1831 
We left the original Station of the London Missionarie 

Society on the East Side of the Lake and removed to my 
Land on the west Side of the Lake. 40 The buildings were 
subsequently pulled down by Government and directed 
to be sold by auction; but no bidders appearing tl1e whole 
is now {1838) a perfect ruin. I suggested to Mr Marsden 
that as agent for the Society he should apply for a section 
of the land on which the premises were and which if sold 
would have covered all the expences of the Mission. This 
measure however he declined. 

Copy of the First Report to the Arch Deacon 

"To the Venerable 
The Arch Deacon" 

"Reverend Sir" 

''January 9th 1832 
Ebenezer Lake Macquarie." 

In accordance with the instructions communicated to 
me of date 2d July 1831 from His Excellency the Governor 
requiring me to satisfy the Arch Deacon of the progress 
made during the previous twelve months in the translation 
of the Gospel into the native language &c." I beg to refer 
you to the translation of the Gospel of St Luke, and to 
an introduction to the Language of the Aborigines now ~r 
in progress, the which works have been my employment 
during the precceding years. The final revision of St 
Luke's Gospel is suspended at your suggestion until a 
manual of selected prayers from the Liturgy, and an 
history from the old testament for the use of the Aborigines 
shall be completed.- It is anticipated that public instruction 
in the native language will be commenced in the course of 
the present year to the tribes in this vicinity as soon as the 
necessary preparations for the purpose shall be finished. 
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Permit me to record in this my first report of progress, 
my grateful sense of your kind interference, and of the 
assistance rendered by government enabling the exertions 
to be continued in this district on behalf of the Aborigines 
of New South Wales. 

I am Reverend Sir 
With every feeling of Respect 

Your Very Obedient Servant 

L.E. Threlkeld" 

(Copy) "To the Venerable The Arch Deacon" 

'july 1610 1832. 
Ebenezer Lake Macquarie" 

"Reverend Sir" 

There is a subject respecting the Blacks and my 
residence amongst them to which I beg permission to 
call your attention. The Horse Police are at this time 



pursuing the Blacks in this vicinity, several have been 
flogged, others have been wounded by shot from the 
Police, their Blankets destroyed and other property 
ta~en aw~y, as a punishment for the destruction of sheep 
w1th which they are charged as being destroyers. -
That the guilty should meet with just punishment no 
upright person would dispute, but would it not be 
desirable that a return should be made to Government 
of the nature and extent of such punishments as arc 
awarded, and of the evidence given in proof of Guilt~ 
-Not for a moment would I wish that this place should 
become a harbor for the determined criminal, and 
knowing the intentions of his Majesty's Government 
that encouragement rather than otherwise should be 
given to induce the Aborigines to remain under my 
charge with the assurance of protection, I would submit 
the propriety of an arrangement being made that no 
Blacks should be forcibly taken away from this place, 
but by warrant on a specific charge, and that the Military 
or Civil powers be not allowed to scour this place, and 
put to the route such Aborigines as may be induced 
to reside peaceably with me. Without some such 
provision is made respecting the Blacks our residence 
will become the most insecure for them, and the most 
subject to interruption whenever any charge is preferred 
against the Aborigines, and the very purpose for which 
this place was chosen, namely as a place of protection 
for them, be completely frustrated. In mentioning the 
circumstance which occasioned these suggestions, I 
request to be distinctly understood as not imputing the 
smallest blame directly or indirectly to the Horse Police, 
but only to shew the effect it has and is likely to have 
on my present engagement, and its tendency to frustrate 
the benevolent intentions of Government towards the 
blacks if repeated. 

Last week I mentioned to three natives who were 
residing here on my arrival, that I wished the neighbour
ing blacks to assemble and remain with me, requesting 
them to give the information. ln a day or two afterwards 
they went away, as I suppose for this purpose. On 
Wednesday last a party of Horse Police came hither 
to enquire if Blacks were here, and on their return met 
with and took- prisoners the three before mentioned 
natives, and led them handcuffed to Maitland. One a 
woman was in the last stage of pregnancy. (about 26 
miles.) I happened to be a very short distance from the 
h~:mse when the Police came, they made no stay, nor 
d1d they state to anyone the nature of the charge against 
any individual, only that they wanted the Blacks. 

Yesterday, Sunday, the woman returned with another 
woman much fatigued with her long journey, and 
crying informed me of the capture, that her husband 
named BooUy [i.e. Bullie] was handcuffed and kept 
prisoner at Maitland, that the other Black, Moses, was 
also detained, but, that they had let her depart. 

At present there are only three women with us, the 
Blacks having concealed themselves in the Mountains 
contiguous, and those at Newcastle being also in dread 
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of the Horse Police. - Might I not be permitted to 
assure the Aborigines from Government of their safety 
and protection if they reside here and that they shall 
not be molested for tl1e misconduct of others? A Black 
messenger could communicate this in a few days, if he 
~e protected by a pass from the Police, and if a par
ticular dress for such messengers communicating from 
Government were provided, the Governor's Messenger 
would soon be recognised and held as sacred as their 
own Ambassadors who pass from tribe to tribe un
molested. 

I trust no apology is necessary in acquamtmg you 
with my apprehensions, though I have presumed to 
make suggestions on the subject." 

I am Reverend Sir 
Yours Respectfully 

L.E. Threlkeld" 

P .S. I ought to have observed that in tills instance, I 
can vouch for every day respecting these Blacks since 
Decemr 28th excepting two days on which they were 
absent. N.B. Just as I am sending this Boolly returned, 
he not being the person wanted ! 

Extract of letter from the Venerable the Arch Deacon 
dated August 6'" 1832 

" The object of my present application is merely to 
request that you will have the goodness to forward to 
me at your earliest convenience a copy of such parts 
of your grammatical Introduction to the Aboriginal 
Language as you may have completed. I wish to place 
it at the service of the Rev Messrs Watson & Handt." 

The manuscript was forwarded and kept until Oct 16th 
1833 when it was returned with the following note dated 
"Sydney Oct 16'" 1833" from the Arch Deacon. 

"Reverend Sir" 

I beg to return to you the sheets of your Introduction 
to the aboriginal language, which had been lent for the 
purpose of having a copy made for the use of the 
Missionaries at Wellington Valley, with this also I send 
the selection of prayers; One sheet of your translation 
of which - pages 1-4, has not been returned to me; 
but I am informed by the Rev Mr Hill that he believes 
it has been detained at Wellington where an immediate 
application shall be made for it." ... 

I remain &c &c (signed) W: G: Broughton". 

2nd Report 
"To the Venerable 

The Arch Deacon" 

"Reverend Sir" 

''January 21st 1833." 
Lake Macquarie" 

"I had the honor to receive your letter of Decemr 3P1 

1832 on the 191h Instant and take the earliest opportunity 
to forward the required statement of progress made in 
translating &c during the past year. The following are 
the works which have occupied my whole attention during 
that period, and which in a very short time, will be 
completed for the press. 

1. The Gospel of St Luke which requires only some slight 
alteration in doubling consonants &c in order to accord 
with the rules which are found to arise in the natural 
construction of the Language. 

2. A Selection of prayers for morning and evening service 
from the Ritual of the Church of England selected by 
yourself. - Unforeseen events have prevented my putting 
up a place of worship, in which those prayers will be 
adopted, during the past year; But arrangements are now 
making for such a measure in the present one: It is 
necessary to remark, previously to its being printed, that 
some trilling alterations, as noticed in the Gospel of St 
Luke, would be desirable in order to accord with the 
Orthographical rules which naturally arise in arranging 
the Grammar. 

3. A Grammar of tl1e Language now under the third and 
last revisal. The peculiarities of the language, and difficulty 
of obtaining personal conversation with the natives to 

illustrate with any degree of satisfaction, have prevented 
the completion of the works, and their accompanying this 
statement as was earnestly hoped for in the latter part of 
the year. It may be necessary to notice that an alphabetical 
arrangement of many hundred words, proceeds in the 
course of these studies, and will ultimately form a 
Dictionary of their language.41 

In consequence of being only one twelvemonth residing 
on previously uncultivated land, my means would not 
allow of employing more natives than were absolutely 
necessary for me to support in order to proceed in the 
attainment of the Language; but it is now arranged to 
clear ten acres of good land for the cultivation of early 
corn to increase my means of inducing them to labor 
next season under the superintendence of my Son, who 
speaks fluently the native tongue, as well as to provide 
at least one meal a day to such children as we hope to 
induce ultimately to attend a native school. 

Such have been my pursuits during tlte past year, and 
are the plans of present operations, depending on the 
Blessing of Him who has said "The wilderness and the 
Solitary place shall be glad for them, and the Desert shall 
rejoice and Blossom as the Rose." Hoping that the 
measures pursued may prove satisfactory to his Excellency 
the Governor, yourself and British Government." 

I am Sir 
With the Highest feeling of respect 

Your Most Obedient Servant 
L.E. Threlkeld 

From the Journal of Sir Edward Parry 42 

6 july 1833 
. The Revd Mr Threlkeld arrived from Newcastle 

on a visit by my invitation. 

7 july 1833 
Two Services as usual. I performed the Services and 

Mr Threlkeld preached the Sermons. 43 

8 july 1833 
. . . Mr Threlkeld visited several of the Indented 

Servants' families with Lady Parry and myself. . . . 

9 july 1833 
... Visited several others of the Indented Servants in 

their houses, accompanied by Mr Threlkeld & Lady 
Parry. In the evening Mr T. held a Prayer-Meeting in 
the usual place of worship, which was attended by 60 or 
70 persons. Reed a mail from Sydney, by which I was 
informed tl1at the Revd Mr Yate intended visiting 'us 
next Saturday. . .. 
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11 july 1833 
We assembled about fifry blacks at Tahlee, & Mr 

Threlkeld spoke to them for half an hour in their own 
language, endeavouring to lead their minds to a knowledge 
of a few of the leading points of religion. They were 
attentive and seemed much interested. 

12july1833 
... At 1 PM I set off in a boat for Booral, accompanied 

by the Revd Mr Threlkeld - Arrived there at ! past 4 -
transacted business with Mr Ebsworth, and stayed there 
aU night. 

13 july 1833 
Breakfasted early & proceeded to Stroud, where the 

horses and jockeys were ready to start for the Maitland 
Races. Mr HY Hall also set off for Maitland in the after
noon. Visited the various works which are going on at 
Stroud, dined at Tellinghary, and attended an eVening 
Prayer-Meeting held by Mr Threlkeld at night. 



14 july 1833 
Two Services at Stroud, as usual.44 I read the Prayers, 

and Mr Threlkeld preached the Sermons. At the close of 
the afternoon Service, we proceeded to Boora'l, where 
Mr Threlkeld held a very gratifying Prayer-Meeting at 
7PM. 

15 july 1833 
At 8 AM left Booral in a boat, and on arriving at Tahlee 

at ! past 11, was much disappointed in fmding that the 

Revd Mr Yate had not arrived, as was expected, the 
Steamer's day having been altered. Mr Threlkeld visited 
one or two families- a little light rain once or twice ... 

18 july 1833 
At daylight, I set off for Newcastle, accompanied by 

Mr Threlkeld, and arrived there in the Wm. IV Steamer 
at 1 P.M .... 

Threlkeld's Memoranda Resumed 

Jrd Report 
"To the Venerable 

The Arch Deacon" 

"Reverend Sir" 

"Ebenezer Lake Macquarie" 
Decemrzgth 1833. N.S. Wales. 

Unexpected difficulties have occurred to prevent the 
completion and forwarding of the Introduction to the 
Language of the Aborigines of New South Wales with 
this report, arising in part from the difficulty of maintaining 
the necessary communication with the natives in 
consequence of my inability to bear the pecmllary burthen 
of sppporting many during their detention with me -
and also in consequence of the many months absence of 
M' gill the Aborigine whose knowledge of the English 
language- renders his services to me of very much value. 
He has however returned to our atmual Christmas feast, 45 
and the work will now it is presumed be completed in 
time for your departure to England. The whole of the 
past year has been devoted exclusively to the Grammar, 
every particularity that appeared in the progress of our 
researches have it is hoped been shewn and explained so 
as to prevent in others much of that labor the natural 
consequence of a first attempt to reduce a foreign Language 
into the English tongue. The work itself when completed 
will it is presumed preclude the necessity of any apology 
for the time it has occupied in its preparation. I have been 
most anxious that this report should state the completion 
of an appropriate building in which Christian Instruction 
could be given to the natives in every possible mode likely 
to improve them; but the carpenter assigned by his 
Excellency to assist me in this department became free in a 
few- months after his assignment and although I hired 
another carpenter to assist it could not be accomplished, my 
means not allowing a continuance of workmen at high 
wages, at that period our crops not being sufficient for our 
consumption. - An application for a Carpenter was made 
early in the present year, and I am now anxiously waiting 
the result to complete my arrangements. - The more I 
advance in capability to converse with the natives, the 
more I feel convinced of their susceptibility of moral 
impressions on their minds. The too prevalent opinion 
of the incapacity of the Aborigines is almost tmdeserving 
of notice; Th_e following instances may prove interesting 
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to those who hope for better things:- Being on a visit 
to Sir Edward Parry at Port Stevens, Lady Parry had the 
Blacks collected and put through my interpretation 
numerous questions of a religious nature, on my asking 
some questions respecting the creator, the men gave no 
reply, but one of the women to our surprise answered 
suitably. On making enquiry she informed me that she 
had obtained her information when she lived with our 
tribe on the Lake. This fact evinces that the ramblings of 
the natives, although at present, an apparent Obstacle to 
their conversion to Christianity will ultimately prove a 
rapid means of spreading the knowledge of God our 
Saviour, in like manner as has occurred in the South Sea 
Islanders. 

In another instance recently conversing with a black 
respecting God, his displeasure at Sin, his compassion to 
all, he a.sked where is the path to go to him, what should 
we say to him, had he a wife~ To which natural questions 
replies were given; but on mentioning the end of the 
wicked, he swore a dreadful Oath that he was very much 
afraid; on rebuking him for this, stating that such language 
provoked God, and was only used by wicked men we 
parted. A few weeks had elapsed when he came again 
and whilst seated at the fire he called to me asking whether 
he who is above was still angry with him for the 
expression he had used~ - However trivial these 
circumstances may appear to some, they are nevertheless 
highly desirable as evidences of motion amongst the dry 
bones in tills wilderness. · 

The commencement of a school for adults & children 
will be attempted as soon as the Indian corn now in 
cultivation is harvested - When the natives are detained 
from their natural resources for sustenance it becomes 
necessary to supply a portion of their wants, the loan of 
my boats to obtain fish is not only an inducement to frequent 
visits, but it also lessens the expences wlllch otherwise 
would be more severely felt, and when the needful 
building is completed in which education and divine 
service will be conducted, other means are in contemplation 
to open a communication with the numerous tribes on 

the sea coast, to enable tl1em to visit this place, so tl1at it 
ultimately may become a rendezvouse for the Aborigines 
and thus afford frequent opporttmities of instructing them 
in the Blessed Gospel of God our Saviour. 

An impediment exists at the present to the assembling 
of the tribes, and their continuance in tills part, of which 
the Government may not be perhaps aware, namely: 
The distribution of the annual slops being made at 
Newcastle, Maitland &c which draws off the natives 
many weeks before the period appointed lest they should 
be amongst the number of tl10se who are usually dis
appointed in consequence of the paucity of the Donation. 
The evil of enticing them to towns where drunkenness 
and prostitution arc the certain consequences might be 
avoided by appointing this station for these districts46 as 
the depot for such donations as the Government may think 
just to bestow on the Natural Lords of that soil now sold 
for the benefit alone of Europeans. 

The Gospel of Luke, a translation from the Authorised 
English Version into the Language of the Aborigines will 
tmdcrgo its fmal correction after the grammar is put to 
the press, and likewise the selection of prayers for public 
worship. It will then be needful to prepare lessons in the 
language from the Alphabet progressively for the use of 
such natives as may be induced to attend for instruction, to 
establish which the whole of my energies will be directed 
in the ensuing year. Thus whilst breaking up the fallow 
ground, the full exercise of patience on our parts is de
manded from on high, the sure word of prophesy declaring 
that: "In due season we shall reap if we faint not." 

That the labors of the past and designs for the future 
year may meet your approbation, and the approval of 
His Majesty's Government, but above all the blessing of 
God Almighty who has given the Heathen for an 
Inheritance to his Son and the uttermost parts of the 
Earth for his possession, is the earnest prayer of 

Reverend Sir 
With Unfeigned respect 

Your Most Obedient Servant 
L. E. Threlkeld. 

Copy from the Colonial Secretary. 

"Colonial Secretary's Office 
"Reverend Sir" Sydney Oct 20'" 1824. [sic] 

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter to the 
private Secretary of the 4th Inst stating "that your object 
in soliciting the assignment of a Carpenter and Sawyer 
to execute certain repairs and to erect a building for the 
instruction of the Aborigines, was to expedite the object 
of your mission among them, and requesting that you 
may be excused in declining to send in specifications 
and Estimates of the work to be performed, as desir~d." 

I am directed by the Governor to acquaint you that 
His Excellency considers it is your duty to furnish 
whatever is necessary for promoting the objects for 
which you receive a Salary from Government. 
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I have at the same time to request that you will report 
what progress you have made in the instruction of the 
Aborigines since the first of January last. 

I have the honor to be 
Reverend Sir 

Your Most Obedient Servant 
(Signed) Alex' M' cleay" 

"To the Reverend L. E. Threlkeld" 
Lake Macquarie". 

(Copy of reply) 
"To the Honorable 

The Colonial Secretary 
Alexr M' cleay Esquire 

&c &c &c. 
"Sir 

"November 71h 1834 
Lake Macquarie 

In accordance with your letter of the 201h Ultimo, I 
have the honor to annex my fourth annual report of 
progress in acquiring a knowledge of the native language 
preparatory to the instruction of the Aborigines in the 
Gospel of God our Saviour, in the hope of their 
becoming Christians, and ultimately civilized subjects 
of the state: And in obedience to His Excellenc"y' s 
command I attach plans and estimates for such things 
as appear necessary in the present stage of the Mission 
to forward the wishes of His Majesty's Government 
towards the Blacks. I have to apologize for misunder
standing His Excellency's letter from the private 
secretary of the 18th Ultimo: It arose from my intention 
if furnished with the needful mechanics of erecting the 
buildings &c. &c. at my own expence; the Site of such 
buildings and of the Missionary Establishment itself 
being private property, of wlllch circumstance perhaps 
His Excellency may not be aware. I had also applied to 
the assignment board for a mechanic for that purpose 
in the usual way, one year and a half since, and on 
application to the office when last in Sydney was 
informed that it would be 18 months more before I 
should be likely to obtain one. This induced me to solicit 
His Excellency the Governor for a special Assignment, 
being anxious to accomplish those designs mentioned 
in my last year's report to the Venerable the Arch 
Deacon, and which have been prevented, solely, through 
my not being provided with effective men." 

I have the Honor to be 
Sir 

Your Most Obedient Humble Servant 
L. E. Threlkeld'' 

His Excellency was pleased to give a special assignment 
of a carJYenter and Sawyer; but to this day it has not been 
attended to by the assignment board, when I apply, the 
answer is Government takes up all the mechanics, an· 
Old-haud of a Carpenter due for his ticket of leave was 
sent some twelvemonth after the above date, but whether 
from the old private application, or the· special order is 
not known, however Ills conduct was so bad as to be 
turned in to Government; and neither Carpenter nor 
Sawyer appears to be forthcoming now in August 1838 !47 



4th Report 

"Fourth Annual Report of the Aboriginal Mission at 
Lake Macquarie New South Wales." 

"To tl1e Honorable 
The Colonial Secretary 
Alexr M' deay Esquire 
&c. &c. &c." 

Sir 

"November 71h 1834 
Ebenezer Lake Macquarie. 

Agreeably to instructions received from the Venerable 
the Arch Deacon previous to his departure for England. I 
have used every exertion to complete the grammar of 
the Australian Language now in tl1e press and composed 
to the last shee_t, which it is presumed will be finally 
accomplished, on my part, in the course of the present 
month. I have then to rewrite, the Gospel of St Luke, 
together with a Selection of prayers by the Arch-Deacon 
from the Ritual of the Church of England for the 
introduction of Public worship among the natives to 
accord with the Orthography now finally adopted. I 
have also to compose such elementary works as may be 
found necessary to instruct the Aborigines to read their 
own language. - During the past year, I have, as 
opportunity offered, read portions of the Gospel of Luke 
and the selection of prayers to small parties of the natives, 
sometimes in the open air, sometimes in my Barn, But 
inconveniences arose and interuptions occurred which 
can be only obviated by erecting a small building suitable 
for such purposes, a plan and estimate of which I attach 
and submit to His Excellency's consideration. Hitherto [ 
have supported such natives as were necessary to converse 
with and refer to, in composing the Grammar, and have 
furnished boats to the Blacks for their use and encourage
ment to assemble and dwell around us. These boats are 
now unserviceable in consequence of which the natives 
do not so frequently visit us: I have therefore to request 
that His Excellency will be pleased to take into 
consideration the necessity of providing a suitable boat 
for the use of the Mission, an estimate of which is 
attached. It appears also desirable to afford some protection 
from the violence of neighboring tribes, a circumstance 
having recently occurred which may yet be attended with 
most serious consequences both to Europeans and to the 
Aborigines themselves [seep. 255]: Two young men who 
for months past have been supported at this establishment, 
for the purpose before mentioned, were attacked by a 
party of Blacks consisting· of about 30 males collected 
from Sydney, Brisbane water, and the neighboring 
parts; The two with a female the wife of one of the two, 
came up to our dwelling house, when the tribe immediately 
plundered our huts, threw their spears, which nearly 
wounded two of our servants and fell in the yard where 
my wife and children were standing. After challenging 
my Son to fire they succeeded in carrying off provisions, 
blankets, and clothing, to a considerable amount.48 
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I was called to attend a relative who appeared in a dying 
state during which the daring and unprovoked assault 
was made. I feel it my duty to state the impression of my 
mind for His Excellency's consideration; that there exists 
a great probability of the coalition of Bushrangers with 
"the Blacks, being informed that there are Europeans, 
termed Squatters, in the vicinity of this Lake who receive 
the produce and have encouraged the Aborigines in their 
several predatory expeditions during the present year, and 
I further submit the propriety of offering to the Blacks a 
sure and certain reward for the capture of Bushrangers, 
the discovery of their haunts, or of the receivers of Stolen 
property, nor will it be deemed, I trust irrevalent [sic) 
to this subject, the intimation that there exists no law of 
evidence by which the Aborigines can be received as 
witnesses in a court of Justice. I am made acquainted with 
a robbery of property by convicts, wherein the Blacks 
alone are witnesses, and consequently no legal measures 
could be taken. 

It is gratifying to be enabled to state that the period is 
now at hand in which, I trust, I shall be enabled to 
commence the instruction of the natives in a r'egular 
marmer: But another consideration arises in consequence 
thereof namely: Those aborigines who may be persuaded 
to attend a school will be deprived of the time usually 
occupied in obtaining food, and it will then become 
necessary to consider how they are to be provided for 
during such attendance, and should my expectation be 
realized of procuring some Aboriginal Youths from 
Liverpool Plains through the agency of my Son,49 who 
speaks fluently the native tongue, in the course of the 
ensuing year, it may ultimately become exceedingly 
advantageous in operating on, and influencing the minds 
of the natives, and is intimately cormected with the above 
consideration. 

Such have been my past pursuits, are my present plans, 
and future designs, in accordance with my report last 
year to the Venerable the Arch Deacon, and his wishes in 
endeavouring to prepare the way in the wilderness for 
the Aborigines to lift up their hands tmto God. 

Sincerely desiring that His Excellency the Governor, 
the Venerable the Arch Deacon in his absence, and His 
Majesty's Government at home, may be pleased with 
what is already attained and that God Almighty may 
bless this and every effort to promulgate the Gospel of 
Peace amongst the Heathen." 

I have the Honor to be 
Sir 

Your Most Ob1 and Humb1• Ser1 

Lancelot Edward Threlkeld" 

(Copy to the Colonial Secretary) 
"To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary" 

Alexr M' cleay Esquire "May 22d 1835" 
Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

"Sir 

"I do myself the Honor of acquainting you with a 
circumstance which has occurred at my residence which 
has occasioned me extreme vexation. - On My return 
from Sydney, I informed the B~acks of the pu~slu~ents 
which had taken place, and desired them to brmg m all 
the Aborigines who had not received blankets, ~ithout 
fear of apprehension, assuring them, that If they 
continued peaceable, they would not be proceeded 
against. On the faith of my promise the messenger went 
brought in upwards of sixty Blacks with a number of 
women and children. I had occasion to be at Newcastle, 
and when there the day before yesterday, my overseer 
a Man of the name of William Clarke, and my assigned 
servant named Michael Riley took the advantage of 
my assurance to the Aborigines, pretended friendship 
to a lad named Emu, for whom a reward is offered, 50 
attempted to seize him, he r~, the Overse_er fi~ed ~t 
him, and severely wotmded lum, he then tted lum _m 
my boat, compelled him to row, and then lod~ed him 
in Newcastle Jail. - [ visited him requested the trons to 
be removed, and he was received into the Jail Hospital. 
Such is the unvarnished state of the case: But I protest 
against the whole conduct of the Overseer, tbus taking 
advantage of the confide~ce . reposed i~ me by ~he 
Aborigines and thus hazardmg Its destruction, fm which 
I this day dismissed him from my service. 

Feeling extremely grieved that such an act of 
abominable treachery should have occurred, apparJ.ntly 
under my sanction, I have the honor to request that you 
will be pleased to lay the matter before His Excellency 
the Governor for his consideration, for the speedy relea!:>;:
of the Aborigine, Emu, against whom there is no 
aggravated charge." 

On behalf of the Aborigine I have the Honor to be 
&c. &c. &c. 

L.E. Threlkeld" 

Jth 
Annual Report of the Aboriginal Mission at Lake 
Macquarie New South Wales 1835. 

"To The Honorable the Colonial Secretary" 
Alexr M' cleay Esquire" Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

&c &c &c" December 2d 1835. 
"Sir 

In the absence of the Venerable the Arch Deacor it 
becomes my duty, and I have the Honor to forward the 
annual report of tills Mission to you, in order to its being 
submitted to His Excellency the Governor. 

The lad Emu was shortly after released .by order of His 
Excellency the Governor and Clarke obtained no reward. 51 

(Copy) "To the Bench of Magistrates Newcastle." 

"Gentlemen" 

July 19'" 1835" 
Ebenezer Lake Macquarie." 

I feel it my duty to lay the following account before 
you for your investigation. The Blac~s have cotr~plained 
to me of one of their number havmg been killed by 
blows of a waddy on the back, which broke the back 
of Sally M' gee and caused her to die in one night 
immediately after the said blows were inflicted by 
Jack West an assigned servant of Mr Platt: The Blow 
or blows were inflicted at the upper farm of Mr Platt 
nigh to Iron-bark hill in the presence of Harry Moore 
the younger and Harry Mo<_)[e the Elder an~ Black ?oy 
[three Aboriginals] who boned her on the satd farm m a 
sandy flat near the hut. Such are the circumstances as 
stated to me by the Blacks. But a man of Mr Platt's 
was here a few days past and mentioned the murder 
having been committed by Jolm West, but before I 
could see him on the subject he had left the place. This 
man had just come from the Hospital I do not know his 
name." 

I have the Honor to be 
Gentlemen Your Obedient Servant 

L. E. Threlkeld" 

Nothing was elicited upon inquiry respecting the mode 
of her death it was said it arose from disease. 

12-19 November 1835 
Doctor Lang gratified his own disposition in a false and 

malicious representation of my concerns in missionary 
employment in tills Colony, in Ills leading articles to his 
own newspaper the Colonist of this date [see above, p. 25]. 

Report 
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In the month of February last several Aboriginal 
Natives were tried, convicted, and sentenced for 
transportation for life; One was left for execution for a 
rape; whilst the otl1ers had their sentences commuted for 
a shorter period of confmement to labor on Goat Island, 
where they are being taught to read English.52 "M~ckey,~' 
the individual to be executed was attended to durmg his 
confmement in the condemned cell until his execution 
took place, and every exertion was use~ by me to instruct 
him in the knowledge of God our Savtour. -At the first 
he stoutly denied being at the place when the crime was 



committed, and appealed to a person in proof thereof; 
Dut on enquiry it was most satisfactorily ascertained that 
he had not been in the employ of that individual to whom 
he referred. He afterwards adopted a threatening tone 
and assured me that: "If the white men hung him, all the 
blacks belonging to his and the surrounding tribes up the 
country would come, surround, and burn Sydney, together 
with the jail in which he was confmed !" Conversation 
however softened down his mind, and he wept. In a 
subsequent visit he assumed a more bold aspect, and in an 
undaunted manner declared that: "The Blacks had a much 
more powerful Beittg than the Whites had, who, he assured 
me, with English Oaths, would if he were executed, put 
out the eyes of all the Whites, and smite them with total 
blindness!" This led to a conversation on the power of 
The True God, and of his Son Jesus Christ to which he 
apparantly paid attention, and henceforth ceased to make 
threatenings. On the morning of his execution he was 
asked if he had prayed to Jesus in the night and for the 
first time replied that he had, suitable passages of scripture 
were read to him whilst the irons were being removed, 
and he repeated prayers which were also composed in his 
own language as we walked to the place of execution; he 
there knelt down joined in prayer, we then ascended the 
platform, whilst the rope was being adjusted round his 
neck he uttered a deep expression of sorrow, and with a 
becoming demeanor was launched into the presence of 
the Judge of all. Hitherto the Blacks tmder confinement 
had not been permitted to be present at the executions in 
consequence of a general order respecting all prisoners in 
the Gaol to that effect; But on my suggestion the Aborigines 
under confmement were allowed to behold the sentence 
carried into effect. Their pale visages, their trembling 
muscles, indicated the nervous excitement under which 
they labored at the melancholy sight. Some who were 
about to be brought to trial urged me to speak for them to 
the Judge, and all requested that I would ask the Jailer not 
to hang them during my absence. To use the expression 
of M'gill who was present with me, he said: "When the 
drop fell he thought that he should have shed his Skin!" 
(like a snake). Previously to this it was a matter of Joke 
amongst the Blacks their being sent to Jail, and I therefore 
submit that there should be a standing order in the jail for 
all Aborigines under confinement to be brought out to 
witness Executions. 

This painful task together with attendance at the courts 
of Justice occupied nearly six weeks at Sydney. It is pleasing 
to be able to report that no further outrages have been 
committed in the neighborhood whence these blacks 
were taken; and also that when I visited Goat Island where 
the Aboriginal culprits are confmed, that under the 
supcrintendance of Mr Langhorne they were improving 
fast in their English reading. That Gentleman informed me 
that on asking the Blacks who made all things, one of 
them immediately to his surprise replied, God! and on 
being further questioned as to his source of knowledge 
he replied it was at Lake Macquarie. 

In august last I was again subpoened to the supreme 
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court in consequence of outrages having been committed 
by the Aborigines in the Vicinity of William's River, 
when another Black named Charley was found guilty of 
murder, whilst he did not deny, even when arraigned, 
but pleaded in justification the custom of his nation 
justifying himself on the ground that a talisman named 
Mu-ra-mai (see grammar page 88) was taken from him 
by the Englishman, who with others were keeping a black 
woman, which according to their superstitious notions 
subjects all the parties to the punishment of Death: and 
furcl1er that he was deputed with others by his tribe to 
enforce the penalty which he too faithfully performed. 

It was deemed necessary for the tranquility of those 
disturbed Districts that Charley should be executed at a 
place called Dungog nigh to the scene of violence, and 
my duty was to attend him whilst under confmement in 
the Jail at Sydney and also at the place of execution. In 
this painful part of my office much satisfaction was derived 
from the great attention and submissive behaviour of the 
unhappy culprit. His dialect was a little different, he like 
the former was a perfect stranger to me, but when my 
dialect differed from his he would enquire minutely, and 
correct my language to accord with his. From him no 
murmur arose, no threat of vengeance escaped his lips, 
but only an expression of sorrow that he had listened to 
his tribe, and of lamentation that he knew no better, his 
tribe had deceived him. When urged to believe in and 
pray to Jesus Christ, he asked how was he to pray~ On 
being taught what were deemed suitable prayers in his 
own tongue, he repeated them and subsequently when 
asked if he had prayed in the night his reply was, that he 
had asked ''Jesus to cast away all his evil deeds and to receive 
his soul when the whites kill his body." Owing to some 
little confusion in the arrangement of the concerns when 
we landed at Maitland he appeared angry and with a 
lowering aspect took from his cap bread and biscuit and 
cast them with much displeasure to the Dogs. Seeing him 
agitated I informed him that this was not the place of 
execution, nor the day on which he was to suffer, he then 
gave me a slip of paper from those with which I had 
furnished him to know the days he had to live, and found 
that he had but cluec left! He then resumed his usual 
appearance. On the morning of his execution at Dungog 
after reading and prayer with him he said: "When I am 
dead, shall I make good houses and be like the Whites in 
the other world?'' This led to reference to the house not 
made with hands Eternal in the heavens, and to the 
fashioning of our mortal bodies like to cl1e Glorious body 
of Christ. The Executioner then arrived we walked to the 
fatal drop through an escort of Military, he kneeled, 
prayed, we ascended the Gallows, he stood firmly saying: 
"I am now cast away for Death" he repeated the prayer
"Lord Jesus receive my Spirit." The drop fell and Etenllty 
must develope who are the triumphs of the cross. Six 
weeks were thus occupied before I could return home 
making with the former execution a period of three 
months out of cllC present year employed in a useful 
though unpleasant part of my missionary duties. 

My first detention in Sydney afforded me a more 
favorable opportunity of hastening through the press. the 
Australian grammar, than would have been had I ret~am~d 
at the Lake, and I have much pleasure in announcmg Its 
completion, copies of which have been forwarded to cl~e 
Colonial Secretary; Owing to the arrangement by His 
Excellency the Governor, that part of the e~pencc of 
printing should be defrayed by Government bemg made 
subsequently to the printing, r.rcduded the ac~owle~ge
ment with thanks in the work Itself. The followmg subjects 
have occupied, and still occupy, my attention in the 
Aboriginal language and mission, viz: 

1. An Australian Grammar. Printed. 
2. The Gospel of St Luke. 

3. A Selection of prayers under revisal. 
for public worship 

4. A Spelling book. In manuscript. 

S. Reading lessons selected ) In progress. 
from the sacred Scriptures ) 

6. Instruction of two native youths in writing and 
reading in their own tongue. 

During the present year the Measles have been ext~emely 
prevalent amongst cl1e Aborigines, and have earned off 
several of the natives, from whom Mrs Threlkeld_ and our 
nine children caught the complaint and were latd ~P at 
one time; providentially the disease has now subsided. 
Several of the blacks belonging to this district headed by 
M'gill are travelling to Windsor, Parramatta, and Sy~ey 
in order to teach other tribes a new song and dance which 
have lately been brought down from the re~ions beyond 
Liverpool plains where my son _has ascer~amed that the 
Song exists though the Dialect ts ver~ differ7nt to t~at 
used in these parts of the Sea coast. - It ts not dtscouragmg 
to reflect that when "Knowledge shall increase" amongst 
these tribes then the same custom which promulgates the 
new Song 'will convey throughout Australia, "The glad 
tidings of a Saviour Christ the Lord." 

Having thus stated the progress of, and cir~umstances 
connected with the mission at Lake Macquane; It only 
remains for me to mention that my intention in the ensuing 
year is to endeavor to complet.e the Eleme~tary works 
for the Aborigines, and also to mtroduce thetr use when 
printed, amongst them; humbly depending on the powerful 
influence of that Holy Spirit to cause cl1ese very ~ry bones 
in the wilderness to arise and become an exceedmg great 
army to cl1e Glory of Hi~ who c~n excite "J<;!ngs to be 
nursing Fathers, and Queens nursmg. mot~ers to these 
miserable objects for whom the Messiah dted. 

Trusting cl1at the progress~ve state o~ the Mission will 
not disappoint the expectations of His Excellen~y t~e 
Governor, of the Venerable the Arch Deaco~ dun~g l~s 
protracted detention in Europe, or of His Majesty s 
government in England." 

I have the honor to remain 
Sir 

Your Most Obedient Humble Servant 
L.E. Thtelkeld 
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21-22 March 1836 

In the supreme court was tried before Judge Burton an 
action for Libel in the Colonist published by Do~tor ~ang 
against myself which he defended in person. His fnends 
informed Mr Foss my friend and Mr George Allen my 
friend and Solicitor also, in open court that there w~re 
two in the Jury box who would never give a verdtct 
against Doctor Lang. The consequence was, that on~ a 
Mr George Bowman did stick out, and the Jury .bemg 
exhausted from two days trial, besides other cases m. the 
preceeding week, and fearing to be locked up all mght 
came out saying that they could not agree. The Judge 
directed them to return, and said he would lock them ~p 
all night, they went ?u~ and after a little ti~e ~roupht m 
a verdict for cl1e Plamttff damages One forthmg. It Is true 
we did not ask for damages, but wished to have the 
opportunity of cl1rowing them up in open court .. The 
next day I went to Mr Campbell who wa~ one of the JUry, 
who informed me that when they went mto the room ~o 
consider their Verdict, that he Mr John Campbell, satd 
now gentlemen let us pair off, as at cl1e house of C?mmons, 
for the Plaintiff and for the Defendant, that eight then 
paired off for the Plaintiff, leaving Mr Cox, Mr Blacket, 
Mr Coghill and Mr George Bowman for the defendant, 
that the ~hree came over to the plaintiff leaving 
Mr G Bowman for the defendant, Mr J. Campbell then 
asked .him why he stood out, Mr Bowman replied that 
the Missionaries at Wellington Valley had been 
purchasing cattle of Mr Hassell and that D~ctor Lang 
ought to expose them and keep them to th~Ir duty -
Mr Campbell then said, well there is Mr Bettmgton h~re 
who has lately arrived from England, and kn?wmg 
nothing of parties let us hear his o_p~nion: Mr Be~ttngton 
replied that the libel was a Malictous one agamst the 
Plaintiff, and that he would propose damages 100£. To 
tills Mr Bowman would not agree, (and from another 
quarter I learned that he said he would "Eat his boots first 
before he would give a verdict _agai~Ist Doctor La_ng!") The jury 
not agreeing came out stating lt was no.t likely. that t~ey 
could agree, that on their return to constder thetr .verdtct, 
Mr Bowman proposed that a verdict should be _gtven for 
each to pay his own costs, but others pr?posed dtffercntly, 
but were afraid of being locked up all rught, and therefor.e 
came out again one part staying behind the other until 
the Sheriff fetched them, when the foreman, Mr Bloomfi~ld 
stood up and said one wished to. know whet~er a v:rdict 
could be given for each to pay his own costs. On _thts the 
Judge stating that he never heard such. a verdtct, the 
foreman then said "Verdict for the Plaint(ff Damages o~e 
farthing." I obtained from Mr John Campbell his 
permission to mentton this to the Judge, Mr Geo:ge Allen 
Solicitor being present. I went to the Judge and mformed 
lllm of the circumstance, who recommended that I should 
consult my legal adviser the Solicitor General. 0~ .ci1e 
following day I called on Mr Plunkett the Solicit?r 
General, but though he regretted the cir.cumstance he dtd 
not sec how he could bring the matter mto court - had 
lots, or anything of that kind taken place, he would have 



moved. for a new trial, but having obtained a verdict, and 
not asking for damages, we could not move in the matter. 
- It is curious that Mrs Threlkeld's Brother was on the 
list of special jury whom Dr Lang permitted to remain 
on the list. But I erased the name Mr Thomas Amdell 
lest in the event of a verdict it should be said that I obtained 
it through undue influence. The Colonist the week before 

the trial had been pnising Mr G. Bowman, who had 
subsequently purchased several shares in Doctor Lang's 
C:ollege, to the list beins struck, and we had no remedy for 
h1s removal on the day of Trial. I offered in court to 
withdraw a Juror if Doctor Lang would pay the costs, and 
leave the matter to the Judge's private decision; but this 
he refused. 

Extracts from the Journal if James Backhouse and G.W. Wa!ker 53 

27 April1836 
We lodged last night [at Newcastle) at a decent inn kept 

by a couple of the name of Kemp, enjoyed a quiet night 
on shore, & a good breakfast this morning [J.B.] We then 
proceeded to th~ house of Dr Brooks, where we met with 
our Black Guide, ~cGill, who was accompanied by a 
Country man, of nuld cmmtenance named "Boatman"· 
~ith these as our guides, we set off for Lake Macquarie: 
d1stant by the route we took, 26 miles. The road laid for 
some miles along the Hunter; it then turned into the forest 
from which we hardly emerged until our arrival a~ 
:'Ebenezer", the site of the Missionary Establishment, that 
IS of L.E. Threlkeld's dwelling - the house and land 
being his own property. [c.w.w.] 

McGill v:as dressed in a red striped cottonshirt not very 
clean; a pa1r of ragged trowsers and an old hat: he had a 
brass plate, half moon shaped suspended round his neck 
wit.h a brass chain, and engraven with his english and 
natl~e name and a declaration of his kingly dignity:54 he 
readtly offered to carry our parcels for us, in addition to a 
young puppy of his own, which he bore on his shoulder 
till .we were a mile out of town; and as we passed one of 
theu huts he pulled o.ffhi~ s~irt which he left that he might 
be l~ss encumbered m h1s journey of 26 miles. Boatman 
earned one of_ our parcels and a handkerchief containing 
a loaf and some other provisions: he was an interesting 
looking young man to appearance about 18 years of age 
and wore a ragged blue jacket and pair of trousers. The 
wives of both parties we learned were deceased: these 
men had few marks on their bodies from ornamental 
cutt~g. but h~d a few from wounds received in fighting. 
McGtll had hts nose and part of his cheeks painted or 
rather besmeared with ruddle: he is a very intelligent 
n~an,. and has b~en useful to L.E. Threlkeld in assisting 
htm m the attamment of the aboriginal tongue. [J.B.J 

Our black Companions amused themselves by looking 
out for honey, which they obtain from the Nests of two 
stin~~ess Bees, of different species, which build in the 
cavities of trees. [c.w.w.J ... the honey of one McGill 
said w~s much clearer than that of the other. [J.B.] From 
our gmdes we learned that the Blacks of this district had 
ceased to use, or as- McGill expressed it had thrown away 
fern root as an article of diet, but that they roasted and eat 
the flow~r stem~_ of the Gigantic-lily when they were but 
a~out_ 1-z ft-. high, these when supporting the head of 
Lily-like blossoms are often 10ft to 20 ft high. The roots 
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of this plant, which form a sort oflarge bulb, he informed 
us were a~so eaten by them; being first roasted, and then 
pounded mto a sort of cake. This is the process which the 
seeds of Tamia spiralis undergo; but here the cakes are 
soaked for two or three weeks in water to take out the 
bitter principle; which is not necessary in those of 
Daryanthis excelsa. [J.B.] 

!he Blacks find that bread, maize, potatoes, and other 
artiCles of European culture, are preferable to most of their 
native ar~cles of diet, and that by keeping in the vicinity 
of ~he whi~es and ~oing little jobs for them they can more 
eastly obtam a subststence then by reaching for wild roots: 
they ~herefor~ keep near to the usurpers of their cOuntry 
n~twlthstandmg the abuse and indignity they often meet 
wnh and their liability to be fired upon if seen helping 
themselves among the growing Indian corn. [J.B.J 

We had a good deal of conversation with McGill 
respecting the habits of his countrymen, and we found 
him both intelligent and able to communicate his 
information with facility, being tolerably conversant with 
th~ English language. Amongst other subjects of enquiry, 
wtth reference to the health of the blacks of these parts, 
we found that they are afflicted with the same disease 
[venereal)55 as that to which I have alluded as such a scourge 
t<? the Moreton .Bay Aborigines. McGill says, he thinks 
his people had It before they became acquainted with 
White men: and this view is somewhat supported by the 
fac~, accordmg to ~he same informant, of their having a 
na~tve rem~dy, w~ch they apply externally, in a hot and 
flmd state; It conststs of the red-gum that exudes from the 
Blood-tree, a species of Eucalyptus that abounds in the 
forests we passed through today. [c.w.w.] 

We were regaled [at the home of William Clark ten 
miles from Newcastle] with bread and cheese and rcilk; 
and after we resumed our journey, distributed some bread 
and meat that '!"e had brought with us to our guides, to 
whom such things are generally acceptable. Both McGill 
and Boatman are great smokers, and having but one pipe 
between them, they did not give it much rest by the way. 
I a.m sorry t? say that McGill has also learned to like strong 
drink, and ts too apt to become inebriated when he has 
the opportunity of indulging this baneful propensity. 
[c.w.w.J Like most of the other Blacks in the vicinity of 
~ewcastl~, he is ~ond of rum, which through mistaken 
kindness IS often gtven to them by tl1e military and other 
persons to their great injury. [J.B.] 

I observed when the sun went down McGill collected 
some bark from the trees, with which he soon made a 
torch, and carried it lighted the remainder of the journey, 
- which I have reason to suppose originated in their 
superstitious dread of travelling, or being alone, in the 
dark. The presence of fire seems to relieve them from some 
measure of tllls apprehension. It was the more striking in 
this case, because he must have known that at the period 
the sunset we had but two or three miles further to go, 
arriving there in fact, before the daylight had quite 
disappeared. [c.w.w.] 

We met with a hearty welcome from L.E. Threlkeld 
and his family: his wife, Sarah Threlkeld, and the wife of 
Jas. Gordon and of Wm. Gunn, of V.D.L. are sisters. 
After tea had been provided for our refreshment, the 
family assembled, while we read a portion of Scripture, 
and my Companion had to express something in testimony 
and afterwards in supplication. 

We were informed by L.E. Threlkeld of tl1e issue of 
the trial between him and the Editor of the "Colonist" 
newspaper of which we had heard more indirectly when 
at Newcastle. The Jury gave a verdict for the plaintiff of 
one farthing damages; the defendant to pay costs on both 
sides, by the decision of tl1e Court. Judge Burton who 
presided on the occasion, expressed his satisfaction to 
L.E. Threlkeld, as soon as tl1e trial was over, that the 
charges which had been preferred against him through 
the medium of the "Colonist.. should have been so 
completely rebutted, and his character as a Minister of 
the Gospel cleared from imputations derogatory to the 
sacred office. I believe the conviction of his integrity of 
character has been general among impartial christians; 
and had the Jury been composed of men who could enter 
into the peculiar· position of a Missionary circumstanced 
as L.E. Threlkeld has been, and who could estimate the 
injury that he has suffered in being publicly calumniated, 
I am inclined to think a different amount of damages 
would have been given, more expressive of tl1e extent of 
the injury. Perhaps the remark of Ills counsel to the Jury, 
that it was a part of his instructions not to press for a heavy 
amount of damages, but rather for a verdict that should 
exonerate his client from the imputations cast upon him, 
by recognizing Ills itmocence might have some influence 
in inducing the Jury to award such a trivial amount. 
[c.w.w.] 

28 April 1836 
The forenoon was occupied in looking over the labours 

of L.E. Threlkeld in attaining the language of the 
Aborigines .... [J.B.] 

The Mission at Lake Macquarie was originally 
commenced under the auspices of the London Missionary 
Society. . .. A grant of ten thousand acres was held in 
trust, for the benefit of the Aborigines, the appropriation 
to take place through the medium of the Society, provided 
they continued to carry on the Mission, but tills grant of 
land was to revert to the Govt. if at any time the Mission 

was abandoned before the objects for which it was set on 
foot should be accomplished. In pursuance with the 
directions of the Deputation, a house for the residence of 
their Missionary; and suitable buildings for agricultural 
operations (it1 which it was hoped the Aborigines would 
be induced to take part, and thereby learn to practise the 
arts of civilized life) were erected on the aforesaid Grant. 
The distribution of clothes and food to Blacks as a reward 
for labour it was expected would attach them to the place, 
and to the persons who thus contributed to their comfort, 
until at length they might ultimately be stimulated to 
adopt a civilized life and follow those agricultural 
occupations for their immediate benefit, and on their own 
exclusive responsibility, in which they had been thus 
gradually initiated but these measures, it was soon found, 
involved considerable expense. Labour, Manufactured 
goods, - everything British, - as well as provisions, 
were at that time high in the Colony and it was some 
years before the farm could be expected to support the 
people who were employed on it- even with the principal 
article required for daily consumption, viz. bread: The 
expenditure exceeded, considerably, the anticipations of 
the Directors, and also of those engaged in the work, tho 
they did not know how to avoid them, under the then 
existing circumstances of the mission; nor did those 
expenses so speedily become reduced as was hoped would 
have been the case: so that at the end of a few years - I 
believe about 5 years - the Directors came to the 
resolution of abandoning the Mission: their resolution 
was made, indeed, long antecedent to tllls date, but it 
was not till the end of that period that the connection 
between them and L.E. Threlkeld ceased; - on which, 
the original Grant, with all the improvements upon it, 
which were now entirely lost to the Mission, reverted to 
the Govt. 

Meanwhile, L.E. Threlkeld, seeit1g the turn that things 
were taking, and that the Mission was in danger of being 
given up by the society, had made application to the 
Colonial Govt. for a grant of land, on his own account to 
which he had an equal claim with other British Emigrants, 
and obtained a piece of ground in the vicinity of that which 
was granted to the Mission, only that it was on the opposite 
side of the Lake. Here he determined in his own mind, he 
would carry on the Mission, trusting to Divine Providence 
to afford him such adventitious aid as he might 
indispensably require. Should his own resources prove 
inadequate: For his heart being engaged in the Work he 
could not make up his mind readily to abandon it. When 
the fmal decision of the Directors obliged him, therefore, 
to leave the original Grant, he removed onto his own; 
which comprised 1280 acres, selected with reference to 
the interests of the Mission, being a place of resort with 
the aborigines; rather than as one favourable to the 
occupations of farming, the land being heavily cumbered 
witl1 timber: Had the latter been Ills primary object he 
might have made a much more advantageous selection. 
On this spot he has now conducted the Mission for upwards 
of five years. 
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Soon after his connection with the London Missionary 
Society had ceased, he received spontaneous offers of 
assistance from Archdeacon Broughton and his friends, 
on the understanding that L.E. Threlkeld, should go on 
in his undertaking, viz: the evangelization of the 
Heathen, in such way as his own conscience most approved, 
and that the principles of the parties on neither side should 
in anyway be comprised by the coalition. Tills 
arrangement was acquiesced in, L.E. Threlkeld agreeing 
to furnish a Report at least once a year to the Archdeacon; 
and in return, he received the permanent aid, for five 
years, of £150 annually, and four assigned Servants and 
their rations, to enable him to prosecute the Mission more 
efficiently - this assistance being rendered by the Govern
ment through the recommendation and influence of the 
Archdeacon. 

These remain to be the conditions on which the Govt. 
continues to assist L.E. Threlkeld, who now receives 
£36 per annum in place of the rations of the four men, 
whom he fmds in food and clothing himself, thus making 
his annual income £186. Out of this, and the proceeds of 
the farm (which however has never yet maintained the 
Establishment, even with wheat) he has to support his 
family, consisting of a wife and nine children, the four 
assigned servants before mentioned, besides six others, 
whom he employs as labourers, and also, a number of 
Blacks who frequent the place, to whom he is in the habit 
of making presents of food &c. in order to conciliate their 
good-will, or services in matters connected with the 
progress of the Mission. 

Since his removal to his own Grant, a weather board 
dwelling house, and outbuildings needful for the carrying 
on of farming operations, have been erected by lllm, and 
nearly 60 acres of ground have been cleared by cutting 
down the trees from the but, leaving the stumps in the 
ground. There is the prospect of a sufficient supply of 
wheat, should the next season be favourable, to maintain 
his Establishment; he has also reared a flock of about 400 
sheep, wlllch, with a herd of between 2 and 300 cattle, 
that are on a "government run" up the country, 
constitute his stock, and supply the Establishment with 
meat. The farming operations are chiefly carried on by 
L.E. Threlkeld's eldest son, Ills own time being occupied 
in acquiring the language, and in prosecuting the work, 
generally, of the Mission. 

The time L.E. Threlkeld has been employed in tills 
undertaking has not been lost: he has acquired a greater 
proficiency in the Aboriginal tongue than any other 
individual in the Colony: which has enabled him to 
publish: 1. Specimens of the Native Dialects, 2. A grammar 
of the Aboriginal Tongue; which must _greatly facilitate 
the acquisition of tl1e language by others who may 
hereafter engage in the work: he is now about to publish 
an elementary work, intended to aid the Aborigines in 
tl1e acquisition of their own tongue, and that of the 
English, so as to read and write in them; He is teaching 
several Native Youths both to read and write, and their 
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essays in writing are fairly executed; I have one of them by 
me, the second attempt upon paper, wlllch is a very 
creditable performance. While these youths are learning 
he has to maintain them almost exclusively himself: 
L.E. Threlkeld has also translated the Gospel of Luke, as 
well as some minor portions of Scripture, &c. into the 
Aboriginal tongue, tl1ough he forbears printing them, 
that they may have the advantage of further corrections, 
as he becomes increasingly conversant with the native 
idioms. The mass of labour, if it were only the mere 
writing, wlllch the works and attainments I have referred 
to have cost L.E. Threlkeld are a sufficient proof that he 
has been both persevering and industrious; and can 
perhaps hardly be conceived by those who know not what 
is requisite to enable a person to reduce a language to 
writing, that has llltherto been unknown, even orally, to 
Europeans. Those who have had the opportunity, and 
patience sufficient, to examine his voluminous collections 
of words and sentences, which he has had to note down as 
they were gained, in the bush, while fishing, or under other 
circumstances in which he could pick up information 
from his unsettled, even wandering instructors; will at 
least give him credit for much perseverance and assiduity 
in the attainment of his object. 

While he is prosecuting his labours in the way I have 
described L.E. Threlkeld also occupies the station of 
Interpreter for the Government, in all communications 
between them, or the Judicial Authorities, and the 
Aborigines, for whom he acts as Mediator; and in various 
ways, through his influence with the Government, and 
knowledge of their language and customs, he has the 
means of assisting and befriending these poor people which 
he endeavours to exert for their benefit. This also gives 
him great weight and influence with the Blacks, which 
he does not fail to turn to good account, both as regards 
themselves and Europeans, whose mutual good 
understanding and peaceful intercourse, he anxiously seeks 
to promote. 

It should be observed that that part of the plan which 
embraced the instruction of the Aborigines in the useful 
arts of husbandry &c. and on wlllch the Mission set out, 
was necessarily abandoned by L.E. Threlkeld, when 
obliged to depend upon more limited resources, at the 
termination of Ills connection with the London Missionary 
Society. With so large a family, and with so many claims 
on him for subsistence, he could not any longer continue 
that part of his operations; but whenever he is enabled to 
resume the practice of employing tl1e aborigines on some 
organized scheme, so as to initiate them into tl1e arts of 
husbandry, and other useful occupations, he is desirous of 
doing so, as one important means of accelerating their 
advancement. And it is worthy of remark that much that 
was effected in this way, by the partial civilization of a 
number of Aborigines, was lost to the Mission when the 
tmdertaking ceased to have the London Missionary 
Society's support in as much as those who had learned 
in any degree to maintain themselves, either wholly or in 
part by continuous labour among Europeans, or at 

European occupations; were disRersed over the Colony, 
and either returned to former habtts, or wandered to otl1et 
parts, seeking casual employment as their nec~ss~ti~s urged 
them; and these, from losing the moral dtsctplme . and 
religious oversight and instruction which they had denved 
from L.E. Threlkeld when placed immediately under 
his eye, became exceedingly deteriorated. 

Many of these very Blacks now.loiter a~out the la~ger 
towns, earning a scanty and precanous ~ubSIS~ence, chte~y 
by begging, much o~ what they o~tam hem~ spent m 
liquor, to the great mcreas.e of thetr own nusery, .and 
annoyance of the Commuruty; who, had they. remamed 
under the fostering care of L.E. Threlkeld, mt~~t have 
become not only civilized in a great degree, but It IS to be 
presumed, some of them evangeli~e~, thro' ~he same 
instrumentality; and under the Dtvme blessmg. Th.e 
frustration of this desirable work, or postponement of It 
to a later period, which has been one res~lt. of the Mi~sion 
having been given up by the London Mtss10nary SoCI~ty, 
must ever excite the regret of the benevolent nund. 
[G.W.W.] 

In tl1e afternoon we walked with our host over his 
cultivated land, and along a woody point extending into 
the lake; where some Blacks were fishing, to "':ho~ 
L.E.T. spoke a few words in reference to the Detty: tt 
seems far from true tl1at these people have no idea of a 
Supreme Being, tho' their ideas are not very definite .... 
(J.B.] 

29 April 1836 
Accompanied by Lanceolct E. Threlkeld and his son 

Lanceolet, we were rowed by three blacks to tl_1e old 
missionary station at tl1e head of Lake Macqua~te .... 
Nothing now remained to mark the spot but the rums of a 
chimney and some old woodwork, and about 30 acres of 
cleared land. [J .B.] 

It is about 4 miles from "Ebenezer" to the old Grant, 
which is contiguous to the sea-shore; L.E. Threlkeld's 
location being at the head of another branch of tl~e Lake, 
and on the side furthest from the sea. The Lake ts about 
7 miles long, in its greatest exten_t fr~m the ~ea: but in 
width it is probably, at least, 20 nules, m tl1e wtdes~ parts. 
The object for which its shores were c~o~en, as the s~te of a 
Missionary Establishment for the ab~ngmes, was this, tl1at 
fish being a principal means of subststence to the Blacks, 
and the borders of the Lake being constantly resorted to by 
them for tl1at purpose, it was presumed a considerable 
number would always be accessible to the. ~issionary in 
such a situation. In this conjecture the ongmators have 
not been mistaken. The place remains to be one of resort, 
and the selection therefore judicious. 

The first Establishment was erected on the edge of the 
Lake little more than a mile in a direct line from the Sea, 
from' which it was separated by a considerable space of 
swampy, low ground, tl10ugh the immediate site of the 
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Establishment was on a gentle elevation. The buildings 
arc all fallen down, merely the ruins remain. About 40 
acres, that. had been cleared, now present a fine herbage, 
though the soil is chiefly_ s~nd. Little more tha~ a ~unshot 
from the ruins of the Mission House, the termmatton of a 
rich vein of coal is to be seen on the shore; the vein is said 
to be 9 feet thick, and consists of two kinds, one ~f wh~ch 
is like the "Kennel" Coal of England. The contmuat~on 
of this stratum occurs on the opposite shore about 2 nules 
distant. We landed on this spot on our return; where 
there are two large upright rocks, bearing some resemb_l~nce 
to the human form, which are objects of superst.ltlous 
tradition among the Aborigines, and are referred to m the 
Australian Grammar [A.L., 51]. 

Whilst we went on shore, two of the Blacks who were 
left in the boat procured some oysters, of w~ch th~re arc 
several kinds in the bay, at least three spectes; VIZ: t~e 
large flat, or mud oyster, tl1~. r~ck oyster,,a~d a spe~tes 
called by the inhabitants the dnft-~yster,. mtermedtate 
in size between the other two, wtth an Irregular edge 
resembling the windings of a frill. They are all good 
eating .... [G.w.w.] 

The blacks bring fish and oysters for which they receive 
flour, tobacco, &c. in return: in this manner we have b~en 
plentifully supplied. L.E.T. has ceased to grow .Matze 
because it tempted the blacks to steal: he grows mstead 
Caffre Corn or chicory ... [J.B.] 

30 Apri/1836 
It was very wet; and we spent the greate~ portion of 

the day in looking over L.E. Threlkeld. s accounts, 
correspondence &c. at his. particular request, m order t~at 
we might be enabled to Judge how f~r he was d~servt~g 
of the bitter things that have been reiterated agamst ~m 
in the Colonist Newspaper, and in consequence ~f whtch 
the Editor was subjected to a prosecutton by 
L.E. Threlkeld; and tlut we might be possessed of the. 
circumstances under which the Mission was begun, and 
continues to be carried on, should we be referred to for 
information on the subject, at any future period. 

From this examination we have been led to conclude 
tl1at the Directors of the London Missionary Society must 
have acted either from misapprehension, or misinformatio~, 
in the estimate they must have formed ~f L.E. Thre~eld_ s 
character to induce them to act as they dtd towards him, m 
first dishonouring bills (which however they subs_eq~~tly 
paid with the addition of heavy c?sts) and then disrmssmg 
lllm · and advertizing in the public Newspapers that they 
wouid not be accountable for any -bills he might draw, 
when their connection with him had long before ceased 
and as if they regarded him as destitute of princip~e. There 
is nothing that has come un~e.r our observatton, that 
would at all incline us to the optruon that he deser:ed s~ch 
treatment, or that llls character for uprightness or m_tegn~y 
was at all justly impeached, in any of the transactt~m:' m 
which he has been engaged on account of the Mtsston; 



nor _does it appear _to us, that he in any one point betrayed 
glanng defect of judgment as has been imputed to him. 
We account him as deserving the esteem and confidence 
of his rel~gious friends; and are of the opinion, that, had 
they ~ec~lVed their information from persons who were 
unprejudiced, who had visited the scene of his labours 
?nd entered minutely,. and feelingly, and considerate!; 
~nto the whole of the cucumstances attending the Mission 
m the conducting o~ which he has been so freely censured; 
~ey would have arnved at a different conclusion respecting 
Ius d~serts, and would have also treated him differently -
and lll a way more becoming his station and character. 
(G.W.w.j 

W ~ ~~e a!so convinced that the natural impediments to 
the ClVthzatton of the Aborigines of N.S. Wales, and to 
the introduction of the Gospel among them, are not 
greate~ than those existing in most other barbarous 
countnes; and that the chief impediments have been, and 
are tl~e. prejudices of europeans, attributing to them 
{Abo~tg~":es) defect of capacity, on accotmt of their 
peculianttes of marmers, and their mode of life· and thro' 
not taking a comprehensive view of the effec;s likely to 
res~lt . from these things. Among the persons whose 
prej?dtces ha~e operated upon the public mind ·most 
detnmentally m respect to the Australian Blacks are the 
benevolent Captn Cook and the pious Saml. Marsden. 
(J.B.] (see above, p. 8] 

We think the charges brought against L.E. Threlkeld, 
under the head of "Missionary wool", by the editor of 
the. Sydney Colonist, since the trial with Dr Lang, in 
whtch the latter was fotmd guilty of malicious libel in 
tra~ucing the c~a.racter ~f L.E. Threlkeld, are only 
attnbutablc to nusmformatton and evil surmising· as the 
livestock of L.E. Threlkeld arc not more numer~us than 
is necessary to supply his family and servants with fresh 
meat and :a enable him to pay his just debts, and the wool 
sold by lum was only the produce of his small flock and 
th~ young rams such (being of a valuable breed originally, 
Wtth a few horned c~ttle, bequeathed to his wife) as being 
sold would enable lum to purchase two weathers in the 
stead of each ram, and this increase his means of subsistence. 
L.E. Threlkeld's stock is as follows. Grant. Two sections 
of land of 640 acre_s each_ = 1280 acres of hilly wood land 
on Coal measures, mcludmg 500 acres capable of cultivation 
when cleared at an expenditure of labour not less in value 
than £3 p. acre (which is more than land equally good, 
and naturally clear could be purchased for) 429 sheep 250 
horned cattle, 14 horses. In the course of three years his 
sales of wool and hides have amounted in gross to nearly 
·£1?0; and from the scantiness of herbage he has been 
obliged to send about 200 of his horned cattle to feed with 
those of his brother-in-law, on Liverpool Plains. [J.B.] 

We took a short walk in the latter part of the day, to 
the grounds at the back of L.E. Threlkeld's location, 
which are elevated; and the greater part of which will be 
very unproductive, from the character of the soil, being 
rocky, or stony, in some places, and gravelly in others, 
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disqualifying them for either cultivation, or sheep or cattle 
rtms - especially when thickly covered with timber 
which it would not pay to cut down. 

Many o~ the Aborigines are encamped in the vicinity of 
the Establishment from whence they obtain occasional 
presents of flour or other articles of food. They show a 
nearer approach to civilization, in some respects, than the 
Blacks of Moreton Bay. Most of them wear some kind of 
clothing;. and probably owing to cllls circumstance, they 
arc less dtsfigured with cuts and excoriations (designed by 
them ~or ornament ':hen resorted to) as when clothing is 
used, tt would obvmusly be unavailing to mark their 
persons, when the parts would not be visible to the 
observer. The women also act more modestly than those at 
Amity Is. and there is a general propriety of demeanour in 
the~r intercourse with Europeans wlllch marks them, and 
thetr countrymen, as some grades lllgher in civilization 
than the tribes which are so much further northward and 
who have had no communication with a Missionary. The 
practice of knocking out the front tooth of the youth who 
ts a?out to be admitted into the order of young men (when 
he ts allowed to partake of different food, and is entitled 
to other privileges) is nearly done away now that they 
have become more intimately associated with Europeans. 
Many have learned to value various articles of European 
manufacture, or food, and to perform little services in 
order to obtain them. The difference is also very striking 
when allusion is made to a Supreme Being, or to the 
existence of a state beyond cite grave, to which all men 
n:ust co~1e; their countenances immediately assume an 
air of senousness, they cast their eyes to the ground, and 
their whole behaviour evinces a consciousness of the 
importance and solemnity of these subjects. 

The Government has adopted the humane practice of 
causing Blankets to be issued to cite Aborigines once a 
year. The quantity is regulated by cite number of 
applicants at the respective depots where they are issued, 
of_ which a return is made in due order according to a 
pnnted form, describing cite District, number of Blacks, 
whether Adults or children, Male or Female &c (seep. 360]. 
From these returns, which are made annually, it appears 
that this year the Govt. issued 2285 Blankets to the 
Aboriginal population; and cltat 910 of these arc 
comprehended within the limits of Broken Bay, or Brisbane 
water {a short distance south from Lake Macquaric) and 
Port Macquarie about 100 miles north of it, making a 
range of coast of about 130 miles. By these returns it 
would appear that far the greater proportion of the Natives 
inhabit cl1e coast, where they more easily meet with the 
means of subsistence; and though it is not supposed that 
all who inhabit the settled parts make application for 
Blankets, yet a large proportion, it is believed a majority, 
do; hence it is pretty evident that the estimate of their 
numbers, which have been computed to be a Million, arc 
vastly wide of the truth. It is not probable from the 
criterion I have adverted to, which is tolerably authentic 
data to found a cm~ecture upon, that the whole of the 
Aborigines of New Holland amount to more than 50,000. 

I have been much struck witlt the general resemblance 
the Natives of this Continent bear to those of Van Diemen's 
Land; and though there are many local circumstances, 
and peculiarities of habit, that modify their features, and 
give them distinctive peculiarities of countenance and of 
form, respectively; and though every gradation may be 
remarked in cl1e growth of their hair from that of lank 
and long, to the short curly hair peculiar to men of sable 
complexion; I have no hesitation in pronouncing the 
inhabitants of cite two countries as originally sprung from 
the sam.e stock. [G.w.w.] 

1 May 1836 
We were present during the family worship of 

L.E. Threlkeld, who is allowed four prisoner servants . . . 
he has also two or more other assigned servants, one of 
whom is a female. These servants, L.E. Threlkeld and 
Sarah his wife with eight of their children, a young woman 
of tlte name of Mary Dalziel and her niece a little girl 
named Euphemia Brooks, with G.W.W. and myself 
constituted the congregation in the forenoon. [J.B.] 

L.E. Threlkeld went through several religious exercises 
of a vocal kind, at which we were present in the morning, 
though we took no part therein. They evinced more of 
spiritual mindedness both in regard to simplicity of 
manner and soundness of the matter expressed than is 
often to be observed on such occasions ... [G.w.w.] 

L.E. Threlkeld has generally left the devotional exercise 
of the evening to be conducted by us after our own 
manner, wlllch has been to read a portion of Scripture, 
and make a solemn pause, as Friends do in their own 
families, sometimes engaging in vocal expression and 
sometimes omitting it, as duty dictated at the time. In 
accordance with this arrangement which has been 
observed during our residence in the family, the evening 
was again awarded us on this day, being the first day of 
the week, to afford us the opportunity of expressing our 
feelings of religious concern for the individuals comprising 
the Establishment. All the servants who could be liberated 

were in attendance; besides Wm. Brooks and his youthful 
daughter; and Mary Dalziel, one of the inmates of 
L.E. Threlkeld's dwelling, and who takes charge of the 
instruction of the younger children during her temporary 
sojourn with them; also L.E. Threlkeld and his wife and 
family - which formed a pretty numerous congregation, 
and completely filled the parlour ... (G.w.w.] 

In this family cltey regularly read a portion of Scripture 
and L.E.T. prays vocally: a sense of Divine influence is 
often to be felt on these occasions and I do not doubt that 
this would be the case in a greater degree if more of a 
waiting spirit were cultivated. 

It is but seldom that any of the Blacks are present on 
these occasions, the room being too small to admit them, 
and L.E.T. not having thought it best to press them on 
the subject till he was master of their language: He is now 
anxious to build a room sufficiently large, and a few huts 
for some of those who generally remain in the neighbour
hood: he occasionally speaks to them on the subjects of 
eternal importance, which they listen to with gravity, 
though nothing like christian character is exhibited among 
them yet. (J.B.] 

2 May 1836 
We were after an early breakfast and taking leave of the 

family, rowed across a part of the Lake ... to the station56 
of a visiting magistrate named Jonn Warner of Brisbane 
on Brisbane Water. From hence L.E. Threlkeld returned 
with the boat; and we accompanied by our old guides 
McGill and Boatman proceeded to Newcastle. Our way 
laid chiefly along the road cleared by L.E. Threlkeld to 
the old missionary station, thro' an open forest co~mtry 
of hills covered with Red Gum. At Newcastle we were 
again kindly received by Geo. Brooks and his wife, and 
we rewarded our sable companions, who had been joined 
by another of their tribe on the way named Macquarie, 
with bread, tea, sugar and tobacco: in coming along we 
saw several other wandering parties of Blacks, whom our 
companions (had] collected .... (J.B.] 

Threlkeld's Memoranda Resumed 

In consequence of the Trial I wrote the following letter 
to the Directors of the London Missionary Society 

"May 11" 1836 
"To the Directors of the Ebenezer Lake Macquarie" 
London Missionary Society" 

"Reverend and Respected Gentlemen" 
Having been assailed in a public newspaper belonging 

to Doctor Lang, in several articles written by hiniself 
respecting my conduct when in connexion with the 
L.M. Society, and subsequently up to the present 
moment, I felt it my duty to allow him the opportunity 
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of proving the truth of his charges in a court of Justice, 
the result has been, that he has failed, and a verdict was 
issued in my favour with nominal damages carrying 
costs. I herewith forward copies of the trial to as many 
of the Directors, my Brother Missionaries, and other 
friends, as my means will allow. One of the Objects of 
the Libel was to provoke a newspaper defence, thereby 
affording matter for leading articles to Ills paper. Since 
the trial although Doctor Lang professed to accord 
with my desire that ill feeling should be for ever banished 
from our minds, expressed publicly in open court, yet 
his paper still continues its weekly vituperations against 



~e persona~y.- ~y mind has resolved not to gratify 
hi~ by entermg mto _the merits of that mistmderstanding 
whiCh formerly eXIsted betwixt the Directors, the 
Reverend S. Marsden, and myself, even in my own 
defenc~. I am not certain that at this time it would prove 
benefictal to the common cause of Christianity to 
pursue Such a course: But, something is required to 
stop t~e mouths of adversaries. The point at issue, and 
of which a~/ oppo?-ent may avail himself is the lUljust 
charge of Exhorblfaut and Extravagaflt expenditure" 
during the years 1824-1825-1826-1827 to 1830 o~ 
ac~olUlt ~f th~ Aboriginal Mission preferred by the 
Directors 111 ~heir resolutions against me without allowing 
an opportmuty of defence by Committee or otherwise 
at that period. To this charge I still plead not guilty 
designedly, or undesignedly; But affirm that I was bolUld 
~o act as I did in good faith, after I was involuntarily led 
~to an expensive mission placed under different 
circumstances than those under which it was first 
proposed to_ me in October 1824, namely: "That the 
Governor Su Thomas Brisbane was to provide rations 
for us and attendants, to build our house &c at Moreton 
Bay, and that only a small stipend would be required 
from the Society annually for extras." &c. &c. &c.". 
Years h_ave rolled on, and in consequence of an accuser, 
so~ethmg becomes necessary to justify my character in 
this respect, and which I wish to do without reflecting 
on the measures of former Directors: I have therefore 
reque~ted "The Friends" James Backhouse and George 
Washmgton Walker, both perfectly disinterested in the 
m~tter, w:ho have visited my Station, and entered 
nunutely m~o my accolUlts and examined fully my 
books, . recetpts &c. &c. &c. respecting the said 
expenditure from Jtme 1824 to the termination of the 
mission under your support, to whom I beg to refer you 
fo_r the result of their investigation in reference to the 
satd accounts ~d of my conduct as a Missionary, up to 
the P_resent penod: Confident that it will afford you the 
pleasmg ~pportunity of passing such a public resolution 
as shall dts~rm our opp?nents, and without prejudice to 
former Duectors, relieve me from an llllmerited 
censure, not only in Mr Hankey's communication to 
the Governor, produced by Doctor Lang on the trial; 
Bu~ recorded in the minutes of the Society against 
which I am bmmd conscientiously to protest. 

With every feeling of respect 
I remain Gentlemen 

Yours faithfully 
L.E. Threlkeld 

(Copy from the "Trvo Friends") 

"To L.E. Threlkeld" "Sydney 23• of S'" Month 1836 

"A copy of the arutexed letter has been forwarded 
by the "Platina" directed to William Ellis, Secretary to 
the London Missionary Society's house London, and a 
duplicate is in readiness to be sent by next vessel. 

In handing thee a copy of this document, we wish to 
express our desire that the Divine blessing may rest 
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upon thyself and family, and enable thee to direct the 
att~~tion of the;: blacks to the convictions of the Holy 
Spmt upon their own minds, in order to bring them to 
a sense of their own corruptions, and lead them to seek 
salvation through a crucified and glorified Redeemer. 

(Signed) 

We remain 
Thy Sincere Friends 

{
James Backhouse 
George Washington Walker. 

Copy of letter from Messrs Backhouse and Walker of the 
"Society of Friends", during their religious visit to this 
Colony, sent by them to the Directors of the London 
Missionary Society. May 2P1 1836.57 

"To the Directors of the London 
Missionary Society. "Sydney New South Wales. 

2P1 of S'h Mo: 1836" 

A copy of a letter, addressed to you, by Lance lot 
Edward Threlkeld, has been put into our hands in which 
that individual has referred to us as having visited the 
scc;:ne of his Missionary labours at Lake Macquarie, in 
tlus Colo_ny; and as being able to give an opinion as to 
the questwn; whether during the time he was connected 
with your Society, or subsequently to that period, he 
~tas, or, has not_b~enjustly chargeable with extravagance 
m the appropnauon of the funds entrusted to him, for 
the purpose of promoting the civilization and 
Evangelization of the Aborigines of New Soutlt WaleS? 

In answer to this question, we take the liberty to state, 
th~t we lately spent a few days at "Ebenezer" the 
res1dence of L.E. Threlkeld (a place a few miles distant, 
and on the contrary side of the Lake, from the Station 
on which _he formerly acted as a Missionary attached to 
your Society) where since his connexion with you 
ceased, he has been enabled by a small allowance from 
the Government, to carry forward the study of the 
Aboriginal Language until he has acquired considerable 
proficiency in it; which he is applying for the temporal 
and eternal welfare of tlte Blacks. 

We also visited the station abandoned by you, and 
examined minutely L.E. Threlkeld's accounts, and 
co_rrespondence, both with your Society, and those 
With who~ he has subsequently been connected, which 
he freely latd open to us: and taking into view the state 
of the Colony when he was in your service, and tl1e 
changes that have taken place in it, we are of the 
ju~g~rnent, that, large as was the expenditure of this 
Mtsston to the London Missionary Society, the charge 
of Extravagance was undeserved by your Missionary, 
and that such a charge must have originated in mis
conception regarding the nature of the work entrusted 
to him arising from want of acquaintance with the 
local circumstances of the Colony, or, from the 
misrepresentations of persons, who, though resident in 
this land, had not visited the field of his labors. 

I, 

The charges that have been preferred against 
L.E. Threlkeld in the "Colonist" newspaper appear to 
be equally undeserved, and evidently owe their origin 
to misrepresentation and evil surmising. 

In the correspondence of L.E. Threlkeld there is a 
keenness of expression apparantly originating in excited 
feelings tltat would have been better avoided: But his 
integrity, disinterested and persevering industry entitle 
him to the commendation and esteem of the Christian 
World, in place of the Censure that has been bestowed 
upon him. In confirmation of this view the domestic 
arrangements of the family are marked with a frugality 
and economy strongly corroborative of much other 
striking evidence, which the place where he is now 
located, affords, tl1at in making choice of such a situation 
as one that would likely ensure the constant resort of 
the Aborigines, he has been influenced much more by a 
concern for their ultimate amelioration, than by 
considerations of personal comfort, or promoting the 
emolument of his numerous family: Whilst they also 
prove their cordiality and sympathy with him in the 
work, by willingly submitting to many privations from 
which they might have been exempted had a situation 
been chosen chiefly with a view to their worldly 
prosperity. 

We cannot leave the subject without expressing 
regret, that the original mission at Lake Macquarie 
should have been abandoned, as there is reason to believe 
that considering the time it had been established, it 
promised much and that had the means of employing 
the natives in the agricultural operations of the Establish
ment, and of thus keeping them within the sphere of 
instruction, been continued, their civilization would 
have been materially advanced, and under the blessing 
of the Most High, some of them would, ere tills, have 
become imbued with the principles of the Gospel of 
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and have shewn 
among their own countrymen tl1e work of the Holy 
Spirit upon their hearts. But instead of this, when your 
mission was given up, the Blacks who had made some 
steps towards civilization, were driven to secure those 
articles of food and clothing which they had learned to 
value, by doing little turns of work for a description of 
people at distant places in the surrounding country, 
who cared not for their souls, and whose example and 
influence tended rather to lead them onwards in paths of 
destruction than of Salvation. 

We also think it right to state on Conviction that the 
prejudices of some benevolent persons, as well as of the 
community generally, in these Colonies, wlllch lead 
them to adopt the conclusion, that notlllng effectual 
could be done for the amelioration of the Aborigines of 
Australia and Van Dieman's land, and that they were 
inferior in capacity to the rest of the human race, have 
been much greater impediments to their civilization, 
titan any inherent obstacle in their natural character and 
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we think the cause of failure in the majority of the few 
instances where an effort has been made to improve 
their condition, may be easily explained on the common 
principles of human nature. 

Most of these trials have been badly directed, Christian 
principle the bond of Civilization having been little if at 
all kept in sight, whilst the Blacks on whom the 
experiments were made, have been placed in situations 
where they felt themselves looked down upon by the 
whites:- they naturally returned to their own people, 
in whose estimation they felt themselves raised by the 
superior knowledge they had acquired, and we are 
convinced from observation, that such individuals raised 
the tone of feeling in the tribes to which they returned, 
in a manner that would have displayed itself more 
conspicuously, had not the example and influence of so 
large a proportion of the white inhabitants of the land 
led the surrounding Blacks into habits of drunkenness 
and profligacy." 

(Signed) 

We arc very respectfully 
Your Friends 

{
James Backhouse 
George Washington Walker." 

No answer has as yet been received to the above (1838). 
Respecting Doctor Lang I hold twelve documents signed by 
as many different persons including General Darling the 
late Governor, besides my own declaratidn contradicting 
his assertions made by Doctor Lang respecting those 
individuals in his history of the Scotch Church published, 
some years before he became Editor of the Colonist, by 
himself in Sydney. 

Copy to the Bishop of Australia on his return. 

"To the Right Reverend 'June 15th 1836" 
William Grant Broughton D.D. Ebenezer 
Lord Bishop of Australia Lake Macquarie" 

&c. &c. &c. 

"My Lord 
Allow me, though late, yet I trust not the less sincere, 

local circumstances alone preventing my signature to 
the public address, to offer my respectful congratulations, 
on the safe arrival of yourself and family in these colonies 
thankful that the Providence of God has preserved and 
exalted you to that important situation in the church: 
My most earnest desire is, that the Holy Spirit of Christ 
may rest upon, guide, and bless your every endeavour 
to promote the knowledge, and worship of our Lord 
God and Saviour Jesus Christ throughout Australia. 

I have the pleasure in the hope of promoting. this 
object to enclose two copies of a spelling book recently 
printed, for the use of the Aborigines in this vicinity, 
and beg your acceptance of my first attempt." 

I have the honor to be 
Your Lordship's 

Most Obedient Servant 
L.E. Threlkeld" 



Received from the Bishop the following reply: 

"To the Reverend L.E. Threlkeld." 

"Reverend Sir" "Sydney gth July 1836" 

I thank you very much for your kind letter of 
congratulation on my return to this Colony, and for 
your Australian Grammar which I received in England. 
To the former I have now scarce time to reply, and 
respecting the latter I shall have several questions to 
ask when my immediate engagements are less numerous. 
For the present therefore I will confine myself to sending 
you the copy of a letter in which you may take probably 
some interest and I remain 

Annexed copy.} 

"Sir 

Your 
(Signed) 

Reverend Sir 
very faithful Servant 

William:G: Australia. 

Harrington House 
Jany. 11'" 1836. 

I have had the honor of submitting to His Majesty, 
Mr Threlkeld's Australian Grammar which was 
forwarded some time since to the Royal Library in the 
name of the Society for the Promoting Christian 
Knowledge; And I am commanded by the King to 
desire that you will take an early opportunity of stating 

to the committee that his Majesty has been most 
graciously pleased to accept tills very curious book and 
to express his approbation of this mark of dutiful 
attention on the part of the Committee." 

I have the Honor to be &c. &c. 
(Signed) J. H. Glover." 

"To the Reverend 
William Parker 
Secretary to the Society 
for promoting Christian Knowledge" 

Tuesday 15 November 1836 
Mr George Langhorne arrived hither with SIX 

Aborigines from Goat Island in order to their settling 
here, to be considered free so long as they remained with 
me. Two Aborigines came with him also from the same 
place who were to accompany Mr Langhorne to Port 
Philip ;58 M'Gill and his tribe came as guides with them. We 
received tl1em gladly, furnished them with provisions 
&c. &c. and stated to them our intention towards them as 
contained in the report. They were able to repeat the 
Lord's prayer in their own Language, and three could 
read. It was very pleasing, and I was much gratified; But 
on the following Thursday they had all absconded leaving 
their clothes behind (see p. 258]. 

The 6th Annual Report qf the Mission to the Aborigines 
LAKE MACQUARIE FOR MDCCCXXXVI59 

Ebenezer, Lake Macqnarie, 
December 31st, 1836. 

TO THE RIGHT REVEREND WILLIAM GRANT 
BROUGHTON, D.D., LORD BISHOP OF 

AUSTRALIA, &c., &c., &c. 

MY LORD, 

Your return to this Colony_ allows me again the honor 
of presenting to you, my usual report of progress in the 
Aboriginal Mission during the present year. 

In March last, I was subpoened to attend the Criminal 
Court, in the case of alleged murder of a black by one of 
his own countrymen [see p. 258]; and the question was 
raised for the consideration of the Court, in his defence, 
whether he could be put on his trial in a British Court, 
whereas, should he be acquitted, he must again stand trial 
amongst his own people~ This was overruled, and it was 
laid down by the Court, that the Aborigines arc subject 
to, and under the protection of the British Law:- But, 
it remains yet to be determined whether the Aborigines 
can be admitted as witnesses in our Courts, they having 
no form of solemn adjuration, or any description of oath 
amongst themselves. A black may be falsely accused of 
murder, by the very murderer himself; the accused might 
be able to prove an alibi by his whole tribe, with whom, 
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perhaps, he was hunting at a distance from the scene of 
crime, at the very moment in which the barbarity was 
perpetrated: yet such is the present state of the law, a 
black witness having been rejected by the Court, that not 
one of his people could enter the witness-box to speak in 
evidence, being incompetent in consequence of our forms 
of justice in the administration of oaths, although they are 
now proclaimed to be subject to, and under the protection 
of our Courts of Law! Tills anomaly requires the 
consideration of those competent to provide a remedy, 
lest impartial justice should hereafter be impeded when 
some case of considerable excitement may possibly arise 
betwixt the Aborigines and Colonists. I respectfully call 
the attention of the Judges of our Courts, of the Legislative 
Council, of the British Parliament, to the peculiarity and 
injustice of their case. 

No act of outrage against Europeans, bringing the 
blacks to trial befOre the Criminal Court has arisen tills 
year. The deplored murder of Mr. Cunningham, during 
the expedition in tl1e interior, 60 or the melancholy 
catastrophe in the destruction of the shipwrecked Captain 
with part of his companions, and forcible detention of his 
widow, by the blacks far northward in the territory, while 
they call forth the tenderest sympathies towards the 
unfortunate sufferers, occured not within the limits of the 
Colony. 

At the request of the Attorney-General, during my st~y 
in Sydney, I visited and questioned the black who was m 
custody at Goat Island, on the charge of being concerned 
in the murder of Mr. Cunningham. With the assistance of 
the Aborigines, who were under sentence of transportation 
at that place, I was enabled to understand, though a 
different dialect was spoken by the prisoner. The subject 
of our enquiry was, that:-"His own name was Pu-ri-mul, 
he resided at a place called Put-ta, that two blacks. named 
Pu-roi-to, and Wong-kai-tu-rai-to killed Mr. Cunnmgham 
that he did not kill him, nor did he see him killed, - he 
knew it not, - but was told it. - That it was men 
belonging to a distant part killed him. - That he was at 
Put-ta when he was killed, - heard that it was about an 
oppossum he was killed. - That this brother n~med 
Mu-i-yum-bai-to told lllm to go and bury the remams of 
Mr. C., two other blacks assisted him to inter the body." 
The question was put, "who ate part of him?" the reply 
was, "I did not see them, I did not sec the killing of him." 
No further information could be obtained. We communi
cated pretty freely by means of the blac~s, with .whos.e 
dialect he appeared to have become acquamted dunn& his 
confmement. The readiness with which this black gmded 
to the spot, where the remains were found, led, naturally 
to the conclusion that he must be a party concerned. The 
difficulty of understanding his broken English, added not a 
little to such suspicion; there being no evidence against 
him, he was not put on his trial, but remained in custody 
at Goat Island. 

The blacks on the island, who for depredations and 
outrages committed some two years since, had experienced 
that there is "a minister of God, a revenger to execute 
wrath upon him that deeth evil, - sent by him for the 
punishment of evil doers, and for the praise of them that 
do well", were about now to receive the effects of 
clemency. His Excellency the Governor having mercifully 
viewed their wretched state of ignorance, appointed an 
instructor, and commuted their sentences, which having 
now expired with most of them, they were all liberate~ 
and escorted by their preceptor Mr. Langhorne to thts 
place, with instructions from His Exce_liency to e~deavour 
to establish them at, or near my restdence. Wtth much 
gratification I received them, heard them repeat their 
lessons, conversed with them, proposed that they should 
live in a large hut, being then erected for the use of the 
blacks, that they should have a seine to fish, should send 
their produce salted to Sydney for their own benefit: that 
I would build a small vessel for themselves to navtgate, 
instruct them daily, and this should be considered their 
home, to all this they appeared cordially to agree; however, 
on the following day the desire to return to their own 
district, Brisbane Water, became so violent, that in the 
evening they left their clothes in the hut, and when called, 
on the morrow, to their early lessons, every individual 
had disappeared! I have since ascertained that they have 
returned to their district, one taking a wife with him. on 
his way, and are still in dread of a recapture. Thus the 
benevolent attempt of His Excellency to fix them here 
could not at tills period be accomplished, and our hopes, 

as is very often the case in missionary exertions, are, for a 
season, disappointed. But, "The husbandman waiteth for 
the precious fruit of the earth, and has long patience for it, 
until he receive the former and the latter rain," so, likewise, 
must we endure, "Until the Spirit be poured upon us from 
on High." 

The peculiar habits of tl1e Natives are serious drawbacks 
to Missionary enterprise, and to their own civil and 
spiritual advancement; for, however much they may, and 
do, become useful to Europeans in trifling employments, 
in our various Settlements, they remain 1:1ninstructed in 
Christian principles, and become by such intercourse more 
initiated in vice: the men receiving the wages of prostitution 
from those they procure, who are yearly becoming victims 
to disease. When tl1e Government donation of blankets 
was distributed to the blacks in tills vicinity, there was 
only the proportion of twenty-nine females to fifty-five 
males, and of those who profess to be man and wife, not 
above two or three had families of children. It often occurs, 
that for weeks together not a single Aborigine appears, 
and seldom excepting in Towns, could ten be found in 
one place, for by scattering, they are more easily supplied 
with food, and if they wish to assemble together, it is only 
to despatch a messenger, who sets fire to the grass on his 
route, by which means the tribes know, when, and where 
to congregate. Thus, from their natural habits they require 
no settled place to form a Village, for when danger is 
reported, they flee to our Settlements for safety, ~here 
immoral contagion tlllns their ranks, or concubrnage 
amalgamates them with the wllltes, through the over
whelming numbers of the prison population. Such are 
some of the difficulties in a mission to these barbarians, 
which call for the daily exercise of faith, patience, and 
perseverance. 

Under such circumstances, my employments vary. At 
one period of the year, during an absenCe of the blacks, I 
arranged the English words from Johnson's Dic~onary, 
rejecting useless tedmicalities, &c., to form an Enghsh and 
Australian Lexicon, the Australian to be attached as 
opportunities occur in the progress. of translation .. At 
other periods two youths, name? ~Illy J?lue and L1ttle 
M'Gill are taught to read and wnte rn thetr own tongue, 
but their disposition to wander, although well fed and 
clothed at my expense, manifests itself very frequently 
to my sad a1moyance. The latter has been now two months 
away, and the former must needs leave yesterday because 
my son went up the Country, a11d no doubt ~ill be abs~nt 
tmtil it is reported to him of his return, which not bcmg 
expected before six or seven weeks, the lads will lose much 
of what they have already attained. Their unfmished first 
attempt in copy books, I attach, as specimens just as :~ey 
left them; the books are made narrow to prevent soiling 
with their hands. 
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The elder M'Gill, from whom the lad has, according to 
their usual custom, received his name, seldom visits me, he 
displays his knowledge at Newcastle Town, where drink 
has attractions far more strong than iny study possesses at 
the Lake. 



Selections from the Old Testament, namely:- "The 
Creation of the World" - "The Creation of Man and 
Woman" - "Institution of Marriage" - "The Fall of 
Man"- "Of the Deluge"- "The Confusion of Tongues 
at Babel" - "Abraham interceding for Sodom and 
Gomorrah" - "The Destruction of Sodom and 
Gomorrah," have been translated also to form reading 
lessons, which, to the youths already mentioned, afford 
means ofinstruction in divine truth. Billy Blue, when riding 
out with my son one day in the bush, was asked what he 
thought of the account which was read to him? he replied, 
that he thought it was all gammon that master had told 
him about the Creation, for who was there who saw God 
create man! 

The Australian Spelling Book, two copies of which I 
also attach, has been completed and put to press this year, 
at an expense of £5 16s. Od. for the printing thereof, but 
the difficulty at present lies in procuring scholars, besides 
the two already ·mentioned. Little M'Gill, whilst reading 
one of the lessons in the Spelling Book, in which I was 
explaining to him, and enforcing the truth, that "He who 
made all things is God", observed, that old M'Gill knew it, 
for he had seen Jehovah! Enquiring further into this 
extraordinary assertion from a black, he said he would 
bring M'Gill to inform me all about the circumstance. 
M'Gill came, and related to me as follows:- "The night 
before last, when coming hither, I slept on the other side 
of the Lake, I dreamed that I and my party of blacks were 
up in the Heavens; that we stood on a cloud; I looked 
round about in the Heavens; I said to the men that were 
with me, there He is? there is He who is called Jehovah; 
here he comes flying like fire with a great shining - tills 
is He about whom the whites speak. He appeared to me 
like a man with clothing of fire, red like a flame. His arms 
were stretched out like the wings of a bird in the act of 
flying. He did not speak to us, but only looked earnestly 
at us as he was flying past. I said to the blacks with me, let 
us go down, lest he take us away; we descended on the 
top of a very high mountain like this pestle; (shewing me 
one that was in the study) we came to the bottom, and just 
as we reached the level ground, I awoke. We often dream 
of this mountain, many blac~s fancy themselves on the 
top when asleep." 

My present employment is translating the Gospel of 
Mark, after which, I propose Matthew and John, which 
with Luke already accomplished, will complete the 
Ev~ngeli~ts, w~en they must be compared and diligently 
revtsed, m whiCh my eldest son will be able, if it please 
God, to afford much assistance, from the superior 
!mowledge he has acquired of the aboriginal language. He 
ts again attempting to bring with him on his return, a 
youth or two from the interior some three hundred miles 
distance, whither he is now travelling, and which could 
not be accomplished heretofore.61 Should it please God to 
influence the minds of one or two of the Aborigines, 
caus~ng them to become well instructed in the Gospel of 
Chnst, they would then be valuable instruments to promul
gate the truth as it is in Jesus, from tribe to tribe, amongst 
their own coUntrymen. 
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Thus, My Lord, I have stated to you for the information 
of His Excellency the Governor and His Majesty's 
Government at Home, the occurrences and employments 
in this Aboriginal Mission for the last twelve months. 
Placed by the special Providence of God in this wilderness, 
amongst white _and black bones, but all exceedingly dry, 
our only hope ts, that the spirit will breathe in them the 
breath of life, then shall "Peace be within our walls, and 
prosperity within our dwellings," this "wilderness and 
solitary place shall be glad for them, and the desert shall 
rejoice and blossom as the rose" - for "righteousness 
exaltetl1 a nation," and "happy is that people whose God is 
the Lord." 

I have the honor to subscribe myself, 
Your Lordslllp's obedient Servant, 

L.E. THRELKELD. 

june 1837 
In conversing with the "Sugar Loaf tribe of Blacks",62 

at the distribution of Blankets, respecting Creation, and 
informing them of the Creator, A woman asked if Jehovah 
created the Moon as well as the Sun, and several enquired 
i~ the different d~scriptions of Kangaroo were all made by 
hun? After statmg the Commandments in general, the 
woman enquired if it was really true? On affirming it was 
truth, the enquiry was, how many brothers I had in 
heaven! This afforded the opportunity of addressing them 
on the ill effects of drunkenness and the consequence 
thereo£ Alluding to the recent murder committed by one 
of their tribe when in a state of intoxication. The circum
stances of the case, of which M' gill informed me were as 
follows: "The Blacks had been drinking at Maitland, One 
of them, named 'Commandant', jumped into Mr Wood's 
Garden, and broke a melon against a stump, the noise of 
which awoke the gardener who came out and seizing the 
Black's spear broke it in two, this so enraged the black 
that he took the half spear and pierced the gardener 
through the heart. The man cried out, "I am speared ! " -
His fellow servant came out and the Black escaped, But 
the unfortunate wounded man died instantly. 

The seventh report of Mission dated Dccemr 3Q1h 1837 
was forwarded to the Bishop who returned it with the 
following explanation: 

"To the Reverend 
L.E. Threlkeld" 

"Reverend Sir" 

"Sydney 27'" JanY 1838" 

Upon referring to the instructions of the Secretary of 
State for placing you in charge of the Mission at Lake 
Macquarie, and directing you to report annually to me 
an account of its progress, I find that the period during 
which I was authorized to superintend the progress of 
this attempt to Christianize these unhappy people has 
expired, and I am therefore of opinion that the report 
for this present year 1837 should not be addressed to me, 
but to the Colonial Secretary for the information of 

I ., 

His Excellency the Governor under whose sanction the 
Mission must be considered as having been carried on 
since the time limitted [sic] for my control of it has 
come to a conclusion. - I much regret that tills in
formation was not communicated to you earlier; as it 
would have spared you the trouble of altering the 
form of your report and making a fresh copy which 
will now be necessary, and for wlllch purpose I return 

ti1e original. But although these circumstances were 
mentioned by me to Sir Richard Bourke, it had escaped 
my memory that it would be necessary to make you 
the communication wlllch I have now done." 

"[ remain Reverend Sir 

Your Very Faithful Servant 
W:G: Australia'' 

7th Report 

Annual Report of Mission to the Aborigines New South 
Wales 1837.63 

"To the Honorable 
The Colonial Secretary 

&c. &c. &c." 

"Sir 

"December 30th 1837" 
Ebenezer Lake Macquarie" 

New South Wales." 

The period having arrived in wlllch I am directed by 
the Right Honorable the Secretary of state for the Colonial 
department annually to report progress, It would afford 
me greater pleasure could a more favourable statement be 
presented, consistently with Truth, respecting the 
Aborigines than the one now submitted for the year 1837. 
The disappearance of so many of the Blacks latterly in this 
district induced me to address a letter [see p. 262] to His 
Excellency the Governor stating the circumstance and 
requesting the loan of the Official returns of the Black 
natives throughout the Colony for the year 1835, 1836 
and 1837, in order to ascertain whether the decrease was 
merely local or general, and then to consider if better 
measures could be devised than those at present adopted 
to make more effectual my employment amongst the 
Aborigines. - Two modes of proceeding presented them
selves, namely: To remove to a more populous part of the 
Colony, as respects the Blacks, or to alter my original 
plan of proceedings, on which I have llltherto acted to suit 
the exigencies of the Mission. His Excellency was pleased 
to favor me with the official documents from which a 
tolerably correct general retum of the Aborigines, within 
the four divisions of the Colony, has been compiled, and is 
attached to tills report. It appears clearly from the returns 
that the decrease of the Black population is not local and 
temporary, but general and annual. The returns shew that 
the greatest portion of the Aborigines is found in the 
North and North-West district of the Colony the 
majority being within my sphere of action, whilst their 
Language differs not materially from ti1e Dialect in which 
I have made some progress. Such being the case, it seemed 
preferable not to remove but rather suspend the translation 
for the present and endeavour to render available to the 
natives the works which are finished and have been 
mentioned in last year's report. It would be very gratifying 
to possess printed copies of the four Gospels and the Acts, 
as originally contemplated, previous to any attempt· at 
oral instruction being extensively made; but, the 
unexpected great decrease of the Blacks, and the conviction 
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that a further advance in the knowledge of their tongue, 
will improve the translation, reconcile to postponement 
of an application to "The British and Foreign Bible 
Society'', for aid to print, until some future period when it 
may be found necessary to furnish the objects of our 
attention with the Inspired Epistles, wlllch are "The 
commandments of the Lord", and the Sole rule of life for 
our conduct. Having therefore deliberately considered the 
peculiar state of affairs, the only course that appears suitable 
to the pressing occasion is for me "To do the work of an 
Evangelist", in visiting the neighboring districts during 
the ensuing year and endeavour to meet at stated periods, 
or as occasion serves, the various tribes at Port Stevens and 
its vicinities the returns of which contain about 500 Blacks; 
Htlnter's river and its dcpendancies having about 300, and 
other contiguous tribes, consisting of about 200 more, 
with whose dialect I am acquainted, and orally teach them 
the "First Principles of the Oracles of God." The Dialect 
of the tribes to the Southward64 being different to those of 
the Northward, the Southward District is not contemplated 
in the present itinerant arrangement. A circumstance 
occurred recently which induces to hope that the attempt 
may not prove vain ir their behalf: At all events no posSible 
loss of time, or labor, can arise, should disappointment 
ensue on the part of the Aborigines, but good may result 
situated as we are amongst so many of our countrymen 
who do not refuse to have dispensed unto them and their 
dependants "The word of Life." An unforeseen event 
occasioned my visiting Maitland last month, and being 
requested to preach at Morpeth, I subsequently met at 
Hinton,65 the junction of the River Paterson and Hunter, a 
small tribe of Blacks who exhibited much surprise at being 
addressed in their own tongue. After a number of conjec
tures they concluded that the speaker must be the person 
of whom M' gill the Aborigine had spoken, and they 
appeared to be apprised of the nature of my pursuits. After 
some conversation they were requested to attend again at 
the same place on the next full moon to hear of "The chief 
of chiefs" whose dwelling is in heaven. Whether the refusal 
to acceed to their solicitation for money to drink may 
prevent the fulfilment of their promise to assemble the 
event must determine. I trust also to be enabled to visit 
Port Stevens and surrounding districts early in the next 
year, to make if possible similar arrangements with other 
tribes. Could my aboriginal assistant be induced to act 
with propriety and accompany me in such efforts the result 



might be more pleasing, but like Brainard's in America 
my most useful Aborigine is the most intemperate in 
drink.66 Years of painfully close application have been 
sacrificed to the injury of my sight and health in endeavour
ing to acquire a knowledge of the native language, with a 
view, ultimately of pursuing the same course which at this 
juncture it becomes necessary immediately to adopt to 
save if possible the feeble remains of the native tribes. The 
numerous disappointments and pectmiary losses to my 
family arising from the peculiar nature of my employment 
during the period necessary to be spent in Qualifying for 
such engagements, have also severely exercised my mind.
Even now we can only endeavour in patience to possess 
our Souls, and hope ahnost against hope that "In due 
season we shall reap if we faint not.'' The present decreasing 
state of the Aborigines, whilst it urges promptness in our 
measures, presents a far from pleasing prospect for Mission
ary enterprise. Their speedy annihilation being certain, 
unless it please God quickly to accompany with the 
influences of his holy spirit the means used of his own 
appointment to save them, "But how shall the[y] believe 
in him of whom they have not heard? And how shall they 
hear without a preachen" 

During this year one case only has arisen for trial in the 
Supreme Court the which I attended as Interpreter. -
"Wombarty" an aborigine belonging to the interior near 
Port Macquarie was charged with being concerned in the 
·murder of four Europeans. The Court humanely appointed 
Counsel for the Prisoner, and I visited the culprit in jail 
to ascertain his defence. The dialect spoken by him being 
·different; I could only elicit through the means of my 
assistant ·Black, M' gill, and he communicated partly 
through another Black belonging to Port Macquarie who 
was under con£nement at the time. It appeared from his 
disclosure that the Murder was committed by a strange 
tribe, which he flamed, he looking oA, in revenge for two 
blacks who were confined in a watch-house charged with 
spearing and slaughtering cattle. That the tribes were 
collecting for the purpose of further retaliation on the 
whites, but, that he only partook of the spoil. - His 
Excellency the Governor was immediately apprised of 
their movements likely to· take place in that district, that 
means might be adopted to secure the lives of the un
protected. We tlms ascertained the committal of a dreadful 
murder by parties named, elicited the occasion of such a 
Murder, and discovered designs for further atrocities: But 
when the same means of interpreting were tendered in 
open court, the Black could not be sworn with myself as 
assistant interpreter and ultimately the prisoner was 
discharged. Thus, that, just aud equitable, principle which 
declares, that: "The Aborigines are subject to and under 
the protection of British Law", becomes a mere Legal 
Fiction in consequence of means not being duly provided 
to meet the case and afford legal protection to its subjects 
in its own courts, and thus the strictness of the adminis
tration of the law becomes the height of injustice to all. 
It cannot be denied that our circumstances, as a civilized 
people in connexion with these aboriginal barbarians, 
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were never contemplated by the british constitution, but 
it remains to be ascertained whether this age of Intellect 
will provide a suitable remedy in some specific enactment, 
or, suffer, year after year, the Aborigines to be frittered 
away from the land by private vengeance for injuries 
publicly sustained, The which injuries the Executive at 
present cannot punish, but by the horrors of Martial Law ! 
Surely it is a matter worthy the prompt attention of 
Legislators belonging to a professed Christian Nation, lest 
there be found those who shed innocent blood and our 
"Heavens become brass and our Earth iron, and the rain 
of our land be made powder and dust," through the voice 
of a Brother's blood crying aloud for vengeance unto God! 
The very weakness of the Blacks forms to noble minds 
the strongest appeal to justice, nor should Equity forget 
the price of the Land of their birth, which fills the coffers 
of our Exchequer with Gold, exalts Britain amongst the 
nations; and establishes her Colonies in the destruction of 
the native inhabitants thereof, and thus presents a powerful 
claim to the tender sympathies of our Christian Charities. 
Whilst the certainty of legal punishment to the guilty 
would save the innocent, be "A terror to Evil doers", 
and ultimately prevent the increase of crime. Under present 
circumstances the Guilty escape and human justice can only 
announce the Law as it exists, which bars the door of 
Equity against the Blacks and leaves them to public 
vengeance, or, to the private revenge of injured Europeans, 
which steady to its purpose, will surely, secretly, and 
speedily annihilate the Aborigines from the face of this 
Land. Generally speaking, however there is a kindly feeling, 
a friendly disposition manifested towards the Blacks by the 
Colonists, and many of the outstations prove places of 
refuge in cases of danger, whilst other stations are dreaded 
on account of the barbarity and Violence inflicted on the 
Aborigines. A Black refused to conduct a European to 
one of such suspected stations, staring that he might be 
shot as many of his cotmtrymen had been without any 
provocation on their part. But Aggressions of the most 
irritating nature have been committed by the Blacks in the 
interior, in destroying cattle, and in the destruction of 
human life, and a severe retribution has been made: But 
the mode of surrounding a herd of cattle, the Slautering 
of the beasts, the preserving of the flesh by smoke and the 
plaiting of whips from the hides, were the lessons of a 
convict Stockman, and under such tutors, so numerously 
scattered amongst the tribes in the interior, it is not 
marvellous that tl1ey become adept pupils in such arts: 
Upwards of eighty were shot in retaliation for this affair 
[sec p. 275]. 

In accounting for the very great decrease in the Black 
population, it tmhappily occurs that the very means used 
by many to express their kindly feeling towards the 
Aborigines tends to their destruction, namely: Supplying 
their wants with ardent spirits as the wages most acceptable 
for any little service, which they are often required to 
perform. Thus a thirst for more is excited, they are then 
urged on to maddening intoxication, the besetting sin 
of this Colony, too often to the loss of human life. 

A determination from the formation of t?e mission not to 
adopt the prevalent practice, may ~e aSSign~d as a P?tent 
reason why the Missionary establish~en~ IS least ~I~ely 
to become the favourite resort of th~ mtsgm~ed_ Abon~~es 
in their Pagan state. Divine authonty .fo~btdd~ng to Do 
evil that good may come," the morufyn~g. Circumsta!lce 

f h c t desertion of the few Abongmes left ahve, o t e trequen . · 1 
from this station must be borne wit~ p_atience m t 1e 
exercise of just and conscientious prmciples. We arc 
responsible for the means we employ, we are not for success. 

Another cause of decrease amongs~ the_ tribes J?ay be 
traced to the swelling tide of Enugratwn which _has 
universally swallowed up the petty strea~ns of ~arbansm 
and the Aborigines have generally been either dnven back 
to the forests, destroyed by force o~ arms or have becom~ 
amalgamated with the overpowermg people ';,ho tlm~. 
"Multiply, Replenish and Subdue the Earth. In th!S 
C I local circumstances have occasioned the to~al 

o ony, li · b 1 1d 
destruction of the Blacks within its nuts, to e e~s rap , 
but not more ultimately certain, than _whe~e Martial force 
h b Ployed The tm-matnmomal state of the as eenem .- h 
thousands of male prisoners scattered throughout t e 
country amidst females, though of another . color, leads 
them by force, fraud, or bribery to withdraw the 
Aboriginal women from their own proper mates, and 
d. nd death are the usual consequences of such tseasc, a d" . . 

dl.ngs The Official return from one tstnct gtv~s 
~= · b dnn only two women to twenty eight men, two. oys :m 
girls! [cf. Paterson figures, p. 283] The contmued tlltreat
ment and frequent slaughter of the Black women can 
only be deplored, perhaps, without remedy. One Black 
of the number sentenced to work in irons at Go~t Is!'md 
had previously shot several females _and chopped m pieces 
others with his tomyhawk. - On his return from co~ne
ment he joined his tribe sat with them arotmd a fire m the 
bush, seized a woman, was about to ~espatch her, whe~ a 
black started up and cleft his skull With a hatchet, w~ulst 
another was buried in his heart. Frequently have [ noticed 
in the retributions which have taken place amongst ~he 
Ab rigines the fulfilment of that Divine decree whtch 
d 

0
1 . "Your Blood of your lives will I require at the ec ares. h lie f " 

hand of everyman's brother will I re9.uire t e te ~ Man. 
of the surviving culprits, it is pleasmg and not tr~evalcnt 
[sic] to state that no depredations have been ~omm~tted by 
them on Europeans since their release from Irons m Goat 
Island, for which release they are indebted to tl~e h~mane 
consideration of His Excellency the Governor. Su Rtch~rd 
Bourke. The severity of their punishment,_which_necesstty 
required, was such to them, that several dted whilst under 
confinement on the Island. 

The last, but far from least, cause t~ ~ention ~s occ~ion
ing the rapid diminution of the Abongmes of thts terntory, 
is far above the control of Mortal man, ~~ not confmed 
to the limits of the Colony. He who In~rease~ th,~ 

· " "Destroys that tl1ere should be no mhabitant, nation , or, I h h . h 
has visited the land, and the Meaz es, t e oopTI?g. cou& 
and tl1e :influenza have streched the Black VIctims m 

hundreds on the Eari:h, until in some places scarcely a tribe 
can be found. Of one large tribe in the interior, four years 
since there were 164 persons, there are now only three 
indi~iduals alive! Many suffered from the ire of human 
vengeance for alleged acts of aggression, but the most 
died by the act of God. 

At our former residence on the Lake, upwards of sixty 
Blacks lie mouldering into dust, of whom many were 
destroyed, by the effects of licenti~usness, but more . by 
the epidemic of the time. The Providence. of God havmg 
hitherto sustained us amidst many ~hscouragements, 
through evil report and good report, m humble, but, 
firm dependence on his opening a door of usefulness, and 
a small rerrmant of the Aborigines being yet preserved to 
whom the glad tidings of good things may be reported, 
we can only Hope "That a little one shall become a 
thousand and a small one a strong nation," and that 
"the Lord will hasten it in due season." 

Having thus endeavoured faithfully to report the affairs 
of the Mission to the Aborigines, and stated the plan of 
operations for the ensuing year~ which the present 
exigencies require in order to carry mto effect the benevo
lent intentions of the British Government towards the 
Blacks. It is with the highest assur~ce of r~~ect, hoped 
that the abject state of the decreasmg Abo~tgme_s of the 
Colonies may not be forgotten ~ the constderattons an_d 
gracious sympathies of Her Majesty the Queen, whose 
reign, May the Almighty God, Prolon~, Bless, Protect, 
and govern, to the happiness of the N auon, and her own 
Royal Person, to the Glory of God, and to. the Peace and 
goodwill of All. -" 
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I have the Honor to subscribe myself 
Sir 

Your Most Obedient and Humble Servant 
Lancelot. Edward. Threlkeld 

An Abstract from the Official general returns of the Black 
natives taken at the annual distribution of the Gove~~ent 
donation of Blankets to each tribe within the four divtstons 
of the Colony for the years. 1835, 1836, 1837.-



1. South and South-western District from 
to Twofold bay inclusive 5 Returns .. 

Sydney ) 
) 
) 
) 

Men, Women, and children 
422 

1835. 
1836. 
1837. 

2. Western District; Bathurst Wellington 
1 Return 

Valley. 

3. North and North-Western District from Sydney 
to Port Macquarie inclusive. 10 Returns .. 

4. Home district: Sydney and Windsor inclusive 
8 Returns 

Sum total of 24 Returns in 1835. Individuals 

Description of persons from 24 
Do ............ do ...... 15 
Do ............ do ...... 16 

Returns. 
do. 
do. 

Men 
904 
727 
735 

l 
l 

Women 
681 
461 
454 

Proportion of sexes including children 

127 

1220 

325 

2094 

Boys 
291 
225 
195 

1835. Of 2094 persons there were 75 females to 180 Males 
1836. Of 1582 .. do ...... do 66 do .... "100 do. 
1837. Of 1531 .. do ...... do 64 do .... 100 do. 

Decrease of Females in two years 15 pr Cent! 

From 11 Returns* of the most populous Males Females Boys 
Districts there were in 1835 . . 535 405 196 

From the same 11 Returns in 1837 538 343 154 

Decrease in two years 62 42 

Number of Adult Males of the ages supposed, the wOmen's not returned. 

Girls 
217 
169 
147 

Girls 
136 

120 

16 

10 years 
20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 to 20 

1835 Of 835 adult males from 24 Returns 
there were 

1836 Of 632 do. from 15 returns there were 

1837 Of702 do. from 16 returns there were 

99 

74 

129 

318 

261 

253 

249 100 63 21 

211 86 39 11 

193 65 49 10 

* The returns not being complete sets, only 11 were found to correspond for the years 1835 and 1837. 
December 30'" 1837. L.E. Threlkeld. 

Concluding Remarks 

Total 
2094 
1582 
1531 

Total 
1272 

1155 

117 

70-80 

3 

RESPECTING THE SLAUGHTER of 80 Blacks mentioned in the 
preceeding report. It was the joint act of mounted police 
headed by a Sergeant [Temple] combined with stockmen, 
and perfectly distinct from the late severe destruction of 
human life under the command of Major Nunn,67 against 
whom, it is said, the blacks stood battle and upwards of 
120 were destroyed by the police in a swamp where they 
were surrounded, or into which they were driven; But 
as this is only the current report, no doubt tlte Gallant 
Officer can give the correct and full particulars of the 
engagement in which one policeman was unfortunately 
speared through the leg. The circumstance arose from 

Police protection being demanded in consequence of the 
murder of two shepherds by blacks who, it is said, were 
fleeing from the cruelties practised against them in other 
parts, and met the unfortunate shepherds unprotected 
whom they instantly killed. The fellow servants of the 
deceased had armed themselves pursued the blacks and 
had taken and chopped to pieces the individuals who were 
fmmd with the tmfortunate murdered men's clothes upon 
them, previously to the arrival of the Police. The whole 
case appears to be one arising out of the melancholy state 
of warfare existing at the time however lamentable is the 
circumstance. I am informed by a person who was at or 
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ncar the place of retribution mentione~ in the 7th report, 
that the individual whose men were killed by the blacks, 
partly occasioned it himself, in the following. manner: 
"A Black was with them as a guide, he was desired to do 
something, to which he did not immediately atte~1d; The 
person who desired him took down .a fowlmg ptece and 
discharged its contents of small shot mto the Buttocks of 
the Black ! The consequence was that he ran away and 
joined the tribe into whose territories the Cattle P.arty of 
Europeans had for the first time penetrated, outstde the 
bounds of the Colony; The Aborigines then came upon, 
and attacked the Station, killed some of the men, and 
compelled the whole to flee for p~otection back again 
within the reach of other stock stations. If Government 
were to institute an enquiry into the conduct of some 
Europeans in the interior towards the blac~s, A. War. of 
extirpation would be found ~o have long extste~, m winch 
the ripping open of the bellies of the Blacks alive; - the 
roasting them in that state in triangularly made log fires, 
made for the very purpose;- the dashing of infants upon 
the stones; the confining of a party in a hut and letting 
them out singly through the door-way, to be butchered as 
they endeavoured to escape, together with many other 
atrocious acts of cruelty, which are but the sports of 
monsters boasting of superior intellect to that possessed 
by the wretched Blacks !68 But protection must be a~orded 
to the individuals who dare to face the murderers m that 
lawless district where combination and cruelty defy 
British law to its very teeth! - One gentleman69 has h~d 
moral feeling and the courage to depose before a. Magts
trate, Captain Wright it is said, .to outrages _cor~umtted by 
Europeans disgraceful to humaruty, and winch tf followed 
up determinately may bring to leg~l ~igh~, e~en darker 
things titan those enumerated. - lnttmtdatton ts hcl.d .out 
to drive him from his pasturage by a lawless bandittt of 
free and bond, who can readily unite in such measures 
against those who possess not a spirit so diabolical, 
murderous and ungodly as their own! [sec p. 275]. 

There is one portion of the prececding pages, alluding 
to the lamentable contention betwixt the Directors and 
their Missionaries, including my own case, that I should 
hardly feel justified in placing at your disro.sal, but f~r 
the circumstance of your presiding as a Chnsttan Judge m 
a Christian court of law, to which I felt it my duty to 
appeal in the case of libel against Doctor Lang: And the 
fact of there having been no acknowledgement from the 
Directors to my own and the letter to them from the 
two "Friends", dated May 1836 relieves me from any 
feeling of delicacy in putting you in full possession of all 
the correspondence, and leaves me at liberty to exonerate 
myself in any mode it may be deemed most prudent to 
adopt: But, Although my case in conjunction with those 
of other Missionaries, if published, would "Set a multitude" 
against the managing dir~ct~rs of the L.ondon Missionary 
Society and be very grattfymg to the mdulgence of evtl 
passions, yet the advantage tltat would be t~ken ~f such 
a measure by Adversaries to the noble cause m winch we 
are all engaged of Promoting the Knowledge of God our 
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Saviour in a world lying in iniquity, would grieve one's 
very soul; and the consideration of such result has influenced 
the minds of many missionaries to suffer wrongfully rather 
than hazard injury to what we believe to be the cause of 
Christ. In my own case, besides tlte aforementioned con
sideration, I am convinced that good has resulted to my 
fellow missionaries from the forwarding my printed 
statement to the Directors, although I myself am the 
sufferer, which is manifested, in their subsequent conduct 
towards missionaries abroad, and to those, who from 
necessity return to England in connexion witlt tlte Society: 
therefore, I am induced to suffer wrong waiting for the 
providence of God to vindicate and jus~fy, after ~tat. he 
has tried me, rather tlun appeal by a pnnted publication 
to the world at large. The sharp contentions of persons 
professing godliness, which have existed frot~l the d~ys of 
Paul and Barnabas, and which are unhapptly contmued 
through the rage, malice, and agency of the Devil unto 
the present day amongst the followers of Christ should 
be avoided as much as possible, lest, to use the Apostle's 
words: "If ye bite and devour one another take heed lest 
ye be not consumed one of another!" 

The state and condition of the Aborigines present a 
melancholy aspect for missionary engagements an:o~gst 
them, especially if the praise of Men be the latent prmctple 
in the breasts of those who profess to be the warm 
supporters of and advocates for Missions, or, if it be in
dulged in the Missionary's heart[,] "The whc:Ie need t~ot 
the Physician but they that are stck, and man s extrenuty 
is consoled by "In tlte mount it shall be seen!" And when 
missions have been abandoned by friends, the Missionaries 
have been forgotten, or vilified in their discarded state as 
"Traders", or pointed at through the press with tlte finger 
of scorn, and the lofty looks of Man have found it no 
mean mark of condescension to notice with the coldness 
of lofty pride tlte apparently unsuccessful ~issionary 
Enthusiast, it has been so overuled by our Soveretgn Head, 
as in the South Sea Islands, that when the finger of God 
was manifested, in his secret operations on the minds of 
the natives, and it was demonstrated by wtdenia~le facts 
that the success was not by might, nor yet by power, 
but by the Spirit of God; then, these Job-ite friends could 
return and unite with, the, formerly accused, servants 
of Christ, and exclaim: "What has God wrought!" -
This is no vision of the chambers of imagery; I appeal to 
our treatment in the Islands as a matter of fact, and to 
tlte almost too flattering reception of my beloved former 
Colleague The Reverend John Williams in his late visit 
to England, who with myself and others were formerly 
condemned unheard! 

During my residence in New South Wales I have sus
tained a threefold office, arising out of my employment as 
a Missionary in which I have endeavoured to act con
scientiously and justly towards my own cotmtrymen, as 
well as to the Aborigines whenever I have been thereto 
called by Duty-

1st As Protector, to which circumstances called rp.e ever 
since 1825. 



2dly As Interpreter, In many cases which unhappily 
occurred at the Supreme Court. 

Jdly As "Evangelist", In making known the Gospel to 
the Aborigines in their own tongue. 

:Onder_ tills branch it may be observed tl1at knowledge is 
mcreasmg slowly and almost imperceptibly amongst them. 
Last w~ek I was speaking to some blacks at Morpeth on 
the subject of Death, Judgement, and a Righteous God 
who punishes iniquity, when on asking if they understood 
the reply was, 0 yes! M' gill had informed them before! 
Of M'gill's_ ideas yourself had an opportunity to judge, 
when questioning him from the Bench; and no, "Innate 
deficiency of intellect," have I as yet discovered amongst 
them, but on the contrary a natural quickness of appre
hension when the subject is placed properly before them. 

We have now _M' gill and his tribe employed at a job 
of Burning off for wlllch 6 of them receive daily rations of 
Tea, sugar, tobacco, Flour and beef, with the promise of 
Clothes ':hen the work is completed: They have already 
engaged m and executed a task of a similar nature for a 
nei~hbour ~n this Lake; but as the gentleman truly observed 
then labor Is very unprofitable on account of there being 
so many idlers attached to the few who labor, and who 
must also be supplied with food. 

Of the support of the Mission it is only needful to state, 
that no pecuniary assistance is allowed from Government, 
or Missionary Societies, as other stations have for the 
support of natives around them. All the expences since 
the year 1830 necessary to attach a tribe or two in order 
to acquire the language and afford instruction, has fallen 
on my own private resources which accounts for the small 
external display made in this mission, and but for the 
proceeds of a small devised property, independant of tl1e 
Government allowance of 150£ pr year and 36£ pr 
annum for the rationing of four convict servants, I could 
not have continued the mission. 70 Thus situated I can 
only act to a certain extent, and at limited periods, in the 
unprofitable employment of the natives. My Eldest son 
now of age! is also well conversant with the native language 
and has gamed the confidence of the Aborigines, to him 
they often communicate, rather than to me. 

In the Colonist newspaper of the P 1• Scpr. 1838 the 
well known public organ of The Reverend Doctor Lang, 
the following article is published as a comment on my 
71h report of the Mission to the Aborigines: 

"In our fourth page will be found the annual report of 
the Mission to the Aborigines at Lake Macquarie, and 
we arc truly sorry to fmd any document of the kind 
presenting so entire a vacuity as it certainly exhibits. 
Mr Threlkeld speaks of his hardships, and sacrifices his 
family have experienced through his conncxion with the 
Mission to the Aborigines. This is rather new to us we 
confess. Is it a hardship or sacrifice for Mr T. and his 
family to be living at a comfortable home-stead, enjoying 
a comfortable salary, and doing even on their own 
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showing, very little or no work; While their sheep and 
cattle are grazing under the care of some third person, 
along with the Revd Mr M'garvie's far up the HlUlteri' 
These Reverend Cattle holders we abominate, one and 
all of tl1em, At the same time we are happy to be able 
to speak in very different terms of the Mission at 
Wellington Valley. It is evident from the report of it, 
which we shall publish in our next, that there is some
thing doing there by somebody or other. We had been 
induce~ ~orne time since to speak rather slightingly of 
that mtsston from the report of persons in the neighbor
hood, in whose testimony we placed reliance. We shall 
be most happy to make the amende honorable, and to 
bid the Missionaries God speed. Their report is a very 
interesting one indeed." 

The praises, or the censures of the Reverend writer in 
the Colonist arc now of little consequence, because truth 
is never adhered to whenever that writer is personally 
concern~d. The very assertion that ''Their cattle and sheep 
are grazmg under the care of some tlllrd person, along with 
the Revd Mr M' garvie' s far up the Hunter" -is a perfect 
falshood; nor am I in any way connected with that 
gentleman. - I have not a full Rock of sheep, to supply 
us with mutton; I have but the produce of 26 head of 
cattle devised to my wife some 14 years ago, which does 
not yet supply us with beef, togecl1er with a few the gift 
of_ my esteened colleague John Williams missionary to my 
chtldrcn, some 16 or 18 years since, these formed the 
nucleus of all my stock which is managed by my Son, 
for the benefit of my numerous family of nine children, 
and I have yet to learn that missionaries have not divine 
authority, "To cat and to drink", and "to lead about a 
sister, a wife", as well as tl1e apostles and the brethren of 
the Lord and the Apostle Peter, Cephas! Nay without tl1is 
assistance, which God has given me, I could not have 
continued tills mission to the present time. - It is astonish
ing t~at a _protestant writer should so far allow his passions 
to blind Ius reason as to advance in effect the Franciscan 
doctrine that the followers of Christ "Have no right to 
common or personal property, nor a power of selling or 
alienating any part of it!" but, arc to be held up to the 
world as heretical characters to be abominated !71 What 
saith _the Law of Christ, in opposition to tl1e papistical 
doctnne; or, to a professed religious newspaper, that as a 
busy body in other men's matters, revels in scandal, 
revilings, misrepresentations and falshoods, "Thus saith the 
Lord":- "If any provide not for his own, and specially 
for those of Ills own house, he has denied the faith, and is 
worse than an Infidel:" 

Acknowledging, therefore as I do, no other canon as 
the rule for members of Christ, than "The commandments 
of the Lord", contained in his Divinely inspired Epistles, 
I laugh to scorn the miserable Dogmas that arc opposed 
thereto.-

September 1J1h 

1838. 

Lancelot Edward Threlkeld 
Missionary to the Aborigines 

Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 
New South Wales 
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~ , 
J The rfh Charpter of the Gost.ef accordinu to St Luke ~ 
\ '.! :r b 1 
J Winta 15 i, 
~ ~ 
1 1. Papai ngaiya bara uwa ngikoung-kin yantin Telone ngatun yarakai willllllg ngurrulliko bon. ~ 
~ 2. NgatlUl koiya bara Pharise-ko ngatun Gramaten-ko wiyelliella; unni korc murrorong noa ~~-·, 
~ uman barun yarakai willung ngatlUl tatan barlUl katoa. 

J 3. Ngatun noa wiya barun umll Paraboli, wiyelliella. )• 

~~ 4. Ngan kore nurun kin binmg. Hundred ta Sheep ngikoumba, wakol noa ba yurea umunnun :~!t 
i- barlUl kin birung, wiya noa wunnun barun ninety-nine ta korung ka, ngatun waita noa J uwonnlUl tiwolli ko yureamatoara, karauwolli koa noa i' t. 
~ 5. Ngatun karauwolleen noa ba, wunkilleen ngaiya noa ba mirung ka ngikoung kin pitullo bo. ~ 

- 6. Ngatun uwa noa ba ngura ka ko wiya noa barlUl koti ta ngatun tarai kan wiyalin banm, = ( t~~:. kauwa emmoung katoa; ktilla bang kauwolleen Sheep emmoemba unni yurea ba ) 

- 7. Wiyoen bang nurun, yanti kiloa pitul kunnun kauwullan moroko ka ba minki noa ba wakol -
~ yarakai kan, kcawai barun kai murrorongtai tin nincty-nin tin minki korien. ' 

~ 8. Nga wonnung ke nukung plUldol Silver kan ten-ta bounnoun kin ba, yurea bountoa ba Ji 
- umunnun wakol plUldol, wiya bountoa wirrong bunnlUl kaipllllg, ngatlUl wirrilinnun ., 
j wirrilli-kan-nei to kirra kirrawolli koa bolUltoa i' 't. 
~ ~ 't, 9. Ngatun Kirrawolleen bolUltoa ba, wiya ngaiya bountoa ba koti ta ngatun tarai kan tuing ko, l 

• wiyalin, Pitullia kauwa emmoung katoa; kulla bang kirrawolleen pundol yurea bang ba uma. = 

~ 10. Yanti kiloa wiyan bang nurun, unnung ta pitul kuttan mikan ta Angelo-ka Eloi-ko ba wakol-lin ' 
~ ba yarakai willung minki kunnun. -II' 

(
~. 11. Ngatun noa wiya Tarai to kore ko yinal hula buloara ngikoemba: ):_,~ 

~ 12. Ngattm Mitti ko bullUl kin birung ko wiya bon Biyungbai ngikoemba, Biyllllg, nguwa tia 
winta tullokang kauwil koa emmoemba, ngatun tunbilliella noa baron tullokang. 

J.~:· 13. Ngatun keawai kauwolkauwol korien ta purrelUlg ka yukita, kauma noa mitti ko yenallo, ~~:.-.'~ 
~ ngatun waita noa uwa kalong koba, ngatlUl unta noa wariwari ka tullokang ngikoemba 

pitelli ngel Ia. 

~~-·, 14. Ngatun wariwari ka noa ba kirun, kauwul kakulla unta kunto korien; ngatw1 tentoa kal bo ~-'~ 
1). kakulla ngaiya noa kapiri-kan. ~ 

= 15. Ngatwl uwa ngaiya noa umulli ko kore ka ko unta ko purrai ta ko; ngatun noa bon yuka l 
~ ngikoung ka ta ko purrai ta ko nirettimulli ko Swine-ko. ~ 
\ 16. Pitul ngaiya noa kakulla takilli ko tauwil ba Swine-ko; ngatun keawai kore ko bon ngupa. I 
A ~,-. 
~ . 
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~~~;.~ 17. Ngatun noa kakilliella ba niuwoa bo, wiyclliella ngaiya noa, kauwolkauwolla umulli-kan ~j~'·.·~ 

Biyung-bai koba emmoemba koba, kunto kauwul barun ba takilli ko, ngatun ngukilli ko, 
ngatun ngatoa kapiro wirribanbillin ! 

~.~.. 18. Boungkalinnun wal bang, waita Biyungbaita ko enunoung ka ta ko, ngalun wiyenuun wal ~-··~ 
i- bon, Biyung, yarakai bang uma mikan ta moroko ka, ngatLm ngiroung kin. 't 
:ft' 19. Ngatun kcawai bang murrorong korien wiyauwil koa tia, ngiroemba yinal yitirra: umulla ~ 
~ tia wakol yanti umulli kan kiloa ngiroemba. • 

~ ~ ~ 20. Ngatun noa boungkullccn, uwa ngaiya noa, Biyungbai ta ko, Wonto noa ba katong ka ~ 
f. kauwolla kakulla, nakulla noa bon Biyungbai-to, minki ngaiya noa kakulla, murra ngaiya I_ i noa, puntimalleen ngaiya noa ngikotmg kin wuroka ngatun bumbum ba ngaiya bon. ~ 

1- 21. Ngatun ngaiya noa bon yinal-lo wiya, Biyung, yarakai bang umaleen mikanta moroko ka .f 
j ngatun ngiroung kin, keawai bang murrorong korien wiyauwil koa tia ngiroemba yinal )" 

I ~~ :* 
:U. 22. Winto noa ba Biyung-ba to wiya barun mankilli kan ngiroemba, Mara unnoa unnung 
f. murrorong upulli ngil ngatun upilla bon; ngatun upilla Ring ngikoung kin mutturra, ngatun i: 

tl~ upilla bon tungnganong yulo ka ngikoung kin; ~ 
~ ~ :U. 23. Ngatun mara tunan unci ko Calf ngiretti-matoara kipai, ngatun turulla, tamunbilla ngearun ~ J ngatun pitul koa ngeen kauwil: t 
M 24. Koito ba unni emmoemba yinal tetti kakulla yakita ngaiya noa moron katan; ngarawattileen ~~~ 
1- noa, ngatun yakita bummileen ngaiya bon, ngatun pitul kakilleen bara. e 
j 25. Unta ta Ngarro ngikoemba kakilliella upulli ngeil Ia purrai ta; ngatun uwolliella noa ba i. 
~ papai kokere ko ba, ngurra noa tukk.i ngatun ngattm untelli ta. ~ 
~ 26. Ngatun noa kaiba wakol mankilli-kan ngatun wiya minnung ban ngali tara minnaring tin~ f 
~~ 27. Ngattm wiya bon noa, unni ta uwan ngirocmba. Biyungbai; ngatun ngiroemba ko Biyungbaito \ 
, tltra Calf ngirettimatoara kepai kulla wal pitul no a ngikoung kai moron tin ka tan. ~ 

l= 28. Ngatun noa niuwara kakulla, keawai noa murrung kolang wapa; Ya ki tin noa Biyungbai 1: 
ngikoemba uwa ngatun pirriralma bon. ~ 

~ ;$ 
:U. 29. Ngatun noa bon wiyayelleen ngikoemba Biyungbai, A, kauwulkauwul la wunulla umala ~ 
f. bang ngiroung; keawai bang ngiroemba wiyelli kan ne uma korien; ngatun keawai bi tia l 
~ ngupa warea kid pitul koa tia kauwil bara emmoemba koti ta katoa: ti 
~ ~ :U. 30. Wonto ba tanoa bo ngiroemba yinal uwa ngali wariwari ka ngiroemba tullokang yarakai -i" 
~ willung koa ko ngapal loa, tura ngaiya be ngikoung Calf ngirettimatoara kipai. t 
~.; 31. Ngatun noa wiya bon, Yinal, yellawan bi emmoung kin yanti katai, ngatun yantin mull ~ 

:U. tara emmoemba ngiroung kin kunnun. f 
4 32. Murrorong ta kakulla takilli ko ngatun pitelli ko; koito ba unni ngiroemba Umbearakang ~ 
' tetti kakulla, ngatun moron katea kan; ngatun ngarawottileen, ngatun bummileen bon yakita. l 
l \. ~ j 
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October 1838 
Since the preeding pages were written my exteemed 

Brother Missionary John Williams arrived in the Colony 72 

with a body of Missionaries for the South Sea Islands; 
The Directors sent by him to me the following letter in 
reply to those from myself and the "Two Friends" Messrs 
Backhouse and Walker sent to the London Missionary 
Society [sec pages 130-31-L.E.T.]. Thus after many a long, 
painful year of trial and vexation, I have to record the 
goodness of God in terminating the contention in a 
manner most pleasing to my personal friends and I trust 
satisfactory to the true friends of the Missionary cause.73 

(Copy) 
"Reverend L.E. Threlkeld" 
"Dear Sir 

"LondonJanY 61h 1838." 

Your letter of the 11th of May 1836 together with one 
from Messrs Backhouse and Walker, members of the 
Society of Friends, who had visited your station, were 
received in the close of the same year. I have since 
received your letter of the 181

h March 1837 [seep. 259], 
with the copies of your report of the Mission to the 
Aborigines, and of your Australian spelling book for 
which I return you our grateful acknowledgements, and 
to assure you that it has afforded the Directors of the 
Society and many friends much satisfaction to be made 
acquainted with the amount of benefit which under 
many disadvantages has been effected by your mission. 

In the expectation that the Members of the Society 
of Friends would proceed to England shortly after your 
letter had been sent off the Directors deferred the 
consideration of the same till they should have an 
opportunity of conferring with them, on the subjec~ 
adverted to in their letter, and your own; but as their 
return is still delayed, I have to assure you on behalf 
of the Directors that your steady perseverance under 
many disadvantages and difficulties in promoting the 
temporal and spiritual welfare of the Aborigines, from 
the commencement of your mission amohg them nnto 
the present time, has been marked by them with much 
satisfaction, and with devout gratitude to the most 
High on your behal£ In the testimony of the Friends, 
already alluded to, that your integrity, disinterestedness 
and persevering industry entitle you "to the commen
dation and esteem of the Christian world" they fully 
concur, and they have learned with much pleasure that 
the domestic arrangements of your family are marked 
with a frugality and economy strongly corroborative 
of much other evidence that the melioration of the 
condition of the natives, rather than personal comfort, 
or the interest of your family, has been the chief object 
at wlllch you have aimed. The Directors cannot but 
commend your discretion and Christian forbearance in 
not entering into the merits of the misunderstanding 
wlllch formerly existed between themselves, Mr Marsaen 
and yourself, on the public occasion referred to in your 
letter, as they feel assured with you that it would not 
tend to the benefit of the common cause of Christianity. 
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The Directors have always regretted that disappointed 
in the amount of aid expected from other quarters, or 
not fully considering their views in regard to expences 
for purely civilizing processes, and to the many other 
claims upon the funds of the Society, you should have 
been led to incur expences in the commencement of 
the Mission to the Aborigines which to them appeared 
excessive, But at the same time they exonerate you 
from all intentional misappropriation of the Society's 
funds, they believe that in the expenditure of that period 
you acted according to what you considered to be your 
duty, and they cannot but repeat their regret that your 
view of what duty required led to the adoption of a 
course which they could not approve. This feeling of 
regret has been increased by the vigilance, activity rind 
devotedness to the welfare of the Aboriginal race which 
have distinguished your subsequent course, and which 
have excited only feelings of sincere esteem, and ardent 
desires for abundant success. 

The Directors hope you will suffer no further in
convenience from the former mism1derstandings already 
adverted to, that your resources of Domestic comfort 
will be increased, that your future course will be guided 
by Divine wisdom, bestowed in answer to prayer, that 
your past labors, more particularly in relation to the 
reduction of the native language to a regular form, 
will prove increasingly useful and that you will still witness 
the Wilderness and the Solitary place mad~ glad, and 
tribes apparently doomed to annillllation preserved with 
a name and place among the nations to be blessed in 
the Redeemer and to unite in calling him blessed. 

With sincere Christian regards to Mrs Threlkeld 
believe me, Dear Sir, On behalf of the Directors 

faithfully and Affectionately Yours 
(Signed) W. Ellis. Foreign Secretary. 



8th Report 

THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MISSION TO THE ABORIGINES 
LAKE MACQUARIE, FOR MDCCCXXXVIW4 

Ebenezer, Lake Macquarie, 
New South Wales 
December 31st, 1838 

To THE HoNORABLE THE CoLONIAL SECRETARY 

E. DEAS THOMSON, Esquire, 
&c &c &c 

Sir, 

During the present year I have attempted to carry into 
effect the plan contemplated in my last year's Report, of 
endeavouring to meet the Aborigines in the neighbouring 
districts; but the numbers are now very much reduced, 
that it is almost impossible to form any settled plan to 
assemble them at any given time or place. Sometimes two 
or three are seen, at most, half a dozen, excepting cases of 
General Assembly, to wage battle, a circumstance they 
usually carefully conceal from my knowledge until the 
business is over. Unforttmately, in tl1e majority of instances 
in wlllch I have seen the few Aborigines at different places, 
they have been intoxicated, so as to render any attempt to 
hold conversation with them nugatory. It is hoped that 
the well intended Act of Council, coming into operation 
January 1st, 1839, to prevent the supplying the Aborigines 
with spiritous liquors, &c may prove beneficial. 

From conversation with the Aborigines, it appears that 
the Christian knowledge wlllch has been communicated 
to M' gill and other Aborigines, has been the subject of 
discussion amongst the remnant of _the tribes forty miles 
distant. 

In two or three instances, when communicating what 
was supposed to be subjects perfectly new to them, they 
replied with perfect coolness, "We know it, M'gill has 
told us." But wllllst the mere knowledge of our Father 
in Heaven - his Son our Lord - future punishment, 
&c. &c. has extended in a very small degree, no moral 
influence on their habits of life has been as yet discovered. 
The still small voice of God speaking to their consciences, 
must effect this desirable change, that they may be born 
of God. 

The mere mechanical external operation of human 
instruction, is too transitory in its effects to calculate upon, 
as was clearly exemplified in the Aborigines confined at 
Goat Island, who whilst under coercive instruction, 
rapidly adv:anced in their respective attainments of reading, 
writing and arithmetic, repeating prayers, singing hymns, 
and tl1e art of cutting stone, in which they exhibited much 
skill; but when removed from under restraint, proved to 
Man, that coercive religious instruction is of no moral 
avail, however much we may deceive ourselves with 
specious appearances of success during compulsatory 
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education; nor do Christian principles authorise such 
means. "We (say the inspired Apostle Paul) persuade 
men." On requesting some of them when at liberty, to 
perform a work of stone-cutting, for which they should 
be paid, "No," was the reply, "that was our punishment; 
we cannot engage in such work now." This created no 
surprise, it being contrary to human nature for any man 
to love his punishment. 

His Excellency suggested in a conversation respecting 
the Aborigines, the trial of paying them in money for 
labor, which hitherto has been avoided, lest they should 
instantly repair to town and spend it in spirits. On my 
return to the Lake, the subject was mentioned to M' gill, 
the Aborigine, who communicated with his tribe, and 
engaged to take a job of burning off for a neighbouring 
gentleman, resident at the Lake. Tills they completed, and 
received payment according to previous agreement; but 
the employing of them is more an act of benevolence 
than beneficial to the person who engages them, there 
being so many idlers attached, who expect supplies, and 
who if not corullved at, draw away the whole party long 
ere the task is completed. Another serious drawback is, 
that time cannot be calculated on, in the completion of 
the work. 

The Tribe engaged in a similar employment for myself; 
but the task they have not finished - affairs of honor 
drew away the party, the ignorant Blacks not having as 
yet attained to that high sense of moral courage, as to 
refuse to do evil at the expense of ridicule; for, in common 
with those barbarians of another color, who practise 
manslaying, these lawless savages would also be considered 
highly dishonorable characters, and cowards too, if they 
declined a meeting. 

The Aborigines have so far advanced in the scale of 
civilization, as to choose employments most congenial to 
their own habits and tastes, in order to supply their scanty 
wants. In town they readily engage in fishing, shooting, 
boating, carrying wood and water, acting as messengers 
or guides, in which services, their numbers being so few, 
they find full and constant employ; so much so, that now 
the difficulty is to fmd a Black when required. 

The survivors of the tribe of the Lake have taken up 
their abode for the present at Newcastle, leaving at this 
place not a single resident tribe; and we are only now 
occasionally visited by the small remnant of the inhabitants 
of the Lake. 

In a very few years the race of the Aborigines within the 
limits of tills Colony, will be seen only in the same pro
portion, or less than the Gipsey race in Great Britain, 
abating therefrom the women and children. 

' _, ' 

Of those in the interior it is difficult to form a judgment, 
but it may fairly be presumed that the numbers arc con
siderably overrated, because, whenever the Blacks assemble 
in order to retaliate for some injury, real or supposed, 
which they conceive that they have received from 
Europeans, their numbers seldom are rated at more than 
a hundred or two, or four or five hundred at most; when 
it is certain that all their forces are accumulated. It occupies 
days and weeks to convey intelligence to, and collect the 
scattered people by their messengers, and when they are 
assembled, their means of subsistence (hunting) compels 
them speedily to separate, unless tl1ey supply themselves 
from the flocks and herds in the vicinity, with animal food. 

The decided steps taken by Her M~esty's Government 
to afford mutual protection, and to prevent the complete 
extirpation of the Blacks, in punishing the guilty and 
protecting the innocent, whether Aborigines or Europeans, 
may check for a season their extinction, and prevent the 
continuance of tl1e bloody warfare; but there is much to 
do, and much to suffer on both sides, long before peace 
can be permanently established. Nor is it possible for 
savages to know by intuition, the good intentions of 
Great Britain towards them, unless there be ·Institutions 
established into which the Blacks may be invited, where 
occular demonstration will manifest in the treatment used 
towards them, that when they ask for bread, they will 
not receive poison; or for their own women, and be 
answered with a musket ball. 

The present state of excited feeling on the part of those 
individuals who have suffered in their sheep and cattle, 
attended with the loss of human life, in the attempt to 
extirpate the Aborigines from their sheep and cattle runs, 
in the interior, is principally confmed to one class of the 
Colonists, the graziers, who suffer the most in consequence 
of our National measures; nor can the Aborigines be 
absolutely condemned for their resistance, they being 
placed by Britons precisely in a similar position as Ancient 
Britons were, who acted upon the same principles of 
resistence to all-conquering Rome, whose claim to the 
British Isles, was as just and right in principle as that of 
Great Britain is to New South Wales. 

But heathen Rome had her laws of war and peace, and 
would have blushed at the cold hearted, bloody massacres 
of the Aborigines in this Colony by men called Christians, 
and at those who could boast of their exploits in "popping 
off a Black tl1e moment he appeared," without regard to 
his innocence or guilt. 

The indiscriminate slaughter, which has blotted tl1e 
Colony with the foul stain of itmocent blood, has been 
committed in open defiance of the Laws of Nations, or 
of the more high authority, the Law of God; and-tl1e 
gallantry displayed in the engagement with rude barbarians 
had better been displayed in the field of honor, with more 
equal enemies, and in a much more noble and righteous 
cause. 
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On reference to the Minutes of Evidence laid before the 
Committee of the Legislative Council, on the Aboriginal 
question,75 at page 44, the list given in consists of fifteen 
Europeans killed by the Aborigines from 1832 to the 
present year, 1838; a period of six years, making an average 
of not three persons a year, who have tmfortunately been 
deprived of their lives, whilst a secret hostile process has 
been encouraged and carried on against the Blacks by a 
party of lawless Europeans, until it gained confidence, 
and unbluslllngly and openly appeared, to the loss of 
upwards of five hundred Aborigines within the last two 
years!! including the numerous massacres of men, women, 
and children, and the two or three hundred, said to be 
slaughtered in the engagement which it is reported took 
place betwixt the Horse police, commanded by Major 
Nunn, and the Aborigines in the interior.76 

If inquiry be instituted concerning the occasion of those 
fifteen murders, certain causes would no doubt be found, 
to shew they were not occasioned by mere wanton attacks 
of the Aborigines, which in that case deserve severe 
punishment, according to their own principles and practice, 
but arose from circumstances wlllch would account, in 
some measure, for such lamentable transactions. For 
instance, it is reported that at one of the places mentioned, 
a Black was taken as a guide, it being a new station about 
to be formed, the Black was ordered to do something 
wlllch he did not seem inclined instantly to perform, when 
one of the party took a fowling piece, and discharged the 
contents (shot) into the posteriors of the Black, who ran 
away, joined tl1e strange tribe, and the consequence was, 
that they came upon the two men splitting timber, killed 
and drove the party away from the intended station. At 
all times danger is attached to first interviews with savages, 
of which the above was one; but, if men will not exercise 
common prudence in their conduct towards them, when 
it is their interest to conciliate, they may expect to reap 
the fruits of their own temerity. 

The two shepherds ofMr Cobb, who were unfortunately 
murdered by the Blacks, suffered it is said, in consequence 
of the attrocities being then committed against the Blacks 
by the stockmen at another part of the country, which 
drove them towards Mr. Cobb's station, where they met 
the two shepherds, and wreaked their vengeance, in 
retaliation, on the unhappy sufferers: so I am informed 
by one who was there about the time of the catastrophe. 
Their fellow servants armed themselves, overtook or came 
upon the tribe, found some with the clothes of the murdered 
shepherds on their backs, whom they hewed to pieces with 
their hatchets, and killed Others. Subsequently to this, 
Major Nunn came and retributed on the tribes to the 
amount before stated. An official inquiry into all the cases 
would, no doubt, elicit many other facts in explanation. 

It is astonislllng tlmt more murders have not been 
committed on Europeans by the Aborigines, considering 
the deadly extirpating warfare which has so long been 
carried on against them, and the perfect recklessness with 
which the life of a Black - man, woman, or child, has 



been regarded. For instance, ~ a party of stockmen 
went out to punish the Blacks: they provided themselves 
with knives, and cut the throats of many Aborigines, 
leaving them for dead. It so occurred, that some months 
afterwards, one of the stockmen- [Evans] met a Black alone 
in the Bush, whose throat had formerly been cut, but 
not effectually, and it had healed! Alarmed at the circum
stance, the stockman passed on, but received no injury 
from the wounded Aborigine. Now, had the European 
been killed in retaliation for his former share in the cut
throat work, and the occasion thereof had not been known, 
it would naturally have been considered as a wanton act 
of barbarian cruelty, by a "Black Brute,'' on an unprotected 
and innocent European! In another instance, two 
Europeans [James Arndell and ]. T. Threlkeld] were 
pitching their tent for the night at the bank of a creek, 
near the Gwyder, when a party of armed Blacks came to 
them; one was known, and entered into conversation 
[sec p. 276]. They were asked their business, and whither 
they were going, &c. to which they vaguely replied, and 
departed. There was a stock station not £-.r distant ~ In 
a short time the tribe returned, and acknowledged that 
they had been to take away a Black Woman from the 
stockman whom he had detained, but that there were too 
many people at the hut that night. On further inquiry, 
the Black said that the Aboriginal woman was from 
Wellington Valley; that she had been brought thither by 
two bushrangers from that place; that on her journey 
they sent her down a deep gully to get water; that when 
she went down she found two Blacks, who seized her; 
that she then told them that there were two White Persons 
with her who had plenty of property, and urged them to 
go up the hill and see them; they went up, and the 
moment the bushrangers saw them, they levelled their 
pieces and shot the two Blacks dead! They then travelled 
on to this station, and gave the woman to the stockman. 
One of the present Blacks had been to the hut prior to 
their meeting, to bring away the woman, on which the 
stockman took down his gun, and threatened to shoot him 
if he did not instantly depart from tl1e door; the Blacks 
therefore now came in a strpng party to bring away the 
female Aborigine by force; but were intimidated at the 
number of persons who accidentally lodged at the hut 
that night. 

There are also White Gentlemen whose taste, when in 
the Bush, leads them to keep Black Concubines: - no 
wonder that the unhappy convict, whose state of bondage 
generally precludes marriage, should readily follow the 
ex~mple of their betters, for whose conduct no such plea 
eXIsts. 

It is not to be presumed that the guilty can approve of 
the measures adopted by Government, to prevent a 
continuation of, and to punish crime, or that any who are 
grieved that the wel£-.re of the Aboriginal Children of 
Australia should be sought, can desire that protection should 
be afforded to those beings, from whom section by 
section of land is sold, till there be no place for the 
Aborigines - that the European may be placed alone 
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in the midst of the earth! But, nevertheless, it is a mercy, 
to all parties, that Protectors are appointed, who, as 
Magistrates, are bound to afford equal protection, and 
equally to punish evil doers, whether Blacks or Whites; 
although for a season, until the nature of the office be 
mutually understood, and more generally known, the 
name will be misrepresented by designing persons, and 
the system itself be imperfect in its operations. Perhaps 
much embarrassment and delay in this department might 
be avoided, if, instead of the routine of a separate Establish
ment, each Protector communicated direct with Govern
ment. The scattered position of the Protectors in this vast 
country, requires despatch and promptness in the measures 
taken for mutual protection, to ensure success, which a 
direct correspondence will greatly £-.cilitate. Europeans and 
Aborigines will no longer dare to set at defiance the law, 
when it is surely found that a just and certain punishment 
swiftly follows crime. 

The past years of tills Colony have been fearfully tinged 
with the shedding of innocent blood; and it is to be feared, 
that much blood will yet be spilled, ere peace is established 
in the interior. But, England has been aroused from her 
lethargy; she awoke as a giant refreshed with wine; she 
has acknowledged her supineness, and confessed her guilt 
before God. May her future works towards the Aborigines 
of her Colonies praise her when she speaks with her 
enemies in the gate. 

Retaliation on the part of the Aborigines must be 
expected, and consequently guarded against. The slaughter 
of their hundreds of fellow countrymen, the inhuman 
massacre of their relatives, their wives and dllldren, 
cannot but fill the minds of human beings with desire to 
revenge their loss; and the strongest proof of their being 
but mere brutes, the wlllch some assert, would consist in 
their resting contentedly under their deprivations and 
sufferings, without an attempt to take vengeance. 

The spirit with wlllch the subject of the Aborigines has 
been publici y agitated, by a portion of the Colonial Press, 
and the indecorous language which has been used in the 
declamation, may tend to mislead the judgment of the 
inconsiderate, and encourage the guilty to persist in their 
crimes; but, divested of all such party feeling, the question 
of the Aborigines resolves itself into one of a very simple 
nature. - We arc a Christian nation, commanded to 
"love thy neighbour as thyself;" and directed that "all 
things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, 
do ye even so to them." And until these precepts be 
recognised as the governing principle of our laws, and 
acted upon by nations, churches, families, and individuals, 
there will be "envying, strife, confusion, and every evil 
work." As a Nation we have placed ourselves in a position 
that has compelled the Aborigines to become our neighbours, 
and we have worked ill towards our neighbours, because 
we, the many, dispossess the few Blacks of th[e]ir rights 
of birth, which convey to them a certain district, in which 
they seek and obtain their means of subsistence. Our might 
deprives them of tllls right, without remuneration: and 
Immigration, so beneficial to us as a Colony, in increasing 

our population, decreases in an incalculable ratio, our 
neighbours as a people, by taking away the common 
hereditary privileges which they have possessed from time 
immemoriaL The place of their birth is sold to the highest 
bidder; but the Aborigines are not included in the purchase; 
this would be slavery! They arc excluded from the soil, 
being found generally prejudicial to the pecuniary interests 
of the purchaser, and that exclusion works their death! 

If soplllstry and worldly philosophy could but succeed 
in the persuasion, that the Black inhabitants of the Colonies 
are merely Brutes, without reasoning faculties, and in
capable of instruction, the natural consequence would be 
that to shoot them dead would be no more a moral evil, 
than the destroying of rats by poison, or of the Ourang 
Outang by the fusee ! 

The £tllacies of the present day respecting the Aborigines 
are necessary to notice, in order to arrive at a sound 
conclusion respecting our treatment toward them. It has 
been affirmed that the Blacks arc "the harmless sons of 
nature," consequently iru10ccnt, which, if followed out, 
leads to the conclusion, that they require not the Gospel 
of Christ to reform their hearts, and transform them into 
children of light; whereas, they are, as described in the 
Gospel, "All gone out of the way." "Their feet swift to 
shed blood, destruction and misery are in their ways," 
and their "Places are full of the habitations of cruelty," 
both one towards another, until they are nearly extinct, 
and to others also, when the power is in their hand, and 
inclination excites them. Nor can these Barbarians long 
exist as a people, unless that Gospel which is sent to 
perishing sinners, that they may become saints in Christ 
Jesus, can be fairly and fully presented to them. A difficulty 
of considerable magnitude, yet to be surmounted: Never
theless, "The whole need not a Physician, but they that 
are sick." At present they are warlike in their habits 
according to the rude means they possess. They no doubt 
consider us as a powerful, hostile, encroaching people, 
and many an innocent person will yet suffer for the 
alleged public aggressions on either side. 

It is asserted tl1at the Sites of Missionary Stations have 
been ineligible, owing to their contiguity to towns and 
civilized society, wlllch accounts for the hitherto apparent 
want of success amongst the Aborigines: but the Gospel 
of Christ authorises no such conclusion; otherwise 
num1eries for their women, and monasteries for their 
men would have been divinely commanded to seclude 
from a sinful world the followers of the Lamb - "Go" 
says the Divine Legislature of the new Covenant, "into 
all the world and preach the Gospel to every creature." 
- I pray not, says the only Mediator, "that thou 
shouldest take them out of the world, but that thou shouldest 
keep them from the evil." - And tl1e Apostle of the 
Gentiles commands that "We should live soberly, 
righteously, and godly in this prese11t evil world,'~ that 
though we arc not to keep company with fornicators, 
yet not altogether with fornicators of this world, or with 
the covetous, or with extortioners, or with idolators, for 
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then must ye needs go out of the world. It is a perfect fallacy 
unsupported by christian authority to suppose that 
intercourse with the civilized world, however irreligious 
is a cause of the want of success. The want of subjects is 
rather one cause in this Colony, it is difficult to ascertain 
their numbers; such exaggerated accounts of the Aborigines 
being from various motives so generally given. Besides 
wlllch there has lacked opportunity of making known the 
Gospel, but to a very few of those with whom communi
cation could be obtained. 

At this Lake when the Mission was first established, the 
numbers were exceedingly overrated [seep. 85], and were 
considered much larger than after experience justified. The 
hundreds of the Blacks were soon found to diminish into 
tens, and the many thousands which were often reported 
as coming down from tl1e mountains to destroy us, and 
which caused many an anxious watchful night, degenerated 
into a few score! No Mission in the amuls of modern 
missionary 1-llstory, ever had a more pleasing prospect of 
success than this had for the first two years, in which 
many of the Blacks were employed at labor, sometimes 
to the amount of sixty daily; several lads were learning 
to read and write, in their own language, but the expenses 
necessary for their employment and the supporting of so 
large an establishment was considered by the London 
Missionary Society as encroaching on the claims of other 
heathens, much more numerous than these, together with 
the disappointment of pecuniary aid at the commencement 
of the Mission by the Local government of this Colony, 
led to an alteration, under false principles of Economy, 
which could never be overcome, and death in various 
shapes carried off the tribes, until there is barely the name 
of a few tribes left in existence in these parts; thus rendering 
the present mission the most unpromising of any in the 
whole world. 

A few individuals may yet be benefited, and an important 
use might be made of this isolated situation remote from 
stock-stations, namely, by procuring some few couple of 
young Blacks from the interior, in the hostile parts, pro
tecting and supporting them at this place, communicating 
to them religious and civil instruction; and whenever they 
express a wish to return, permit them, that they may 
communicate their new ideas to their own people, and 
thus they would become mediums of intercourse for the 
Protectors and others with the tribes in the interior, in 
the same manner as M' gill and other Blacks are to me in 
these districts. 

The Aborigines should visit Sydney, in charge of a 
person, to explain the nature of our customs, laws in our 
courts, our modes of pmllshmcnt in our jails, wlllch might 
all be made subservient to teadllng them the important 
doctrine of future judgment, and of divine punishment 
for sin. 

In these latter days, as in tl1c times of the Apostles, God 
manifests in divers mam1ers his sovereign power which 
he has not delegated to other hands "shewing mercy upon 



w~om he will shew mercy, and compassion on whom he 
wxll have compassion." - ~·so that it is not of him that 
willeth, not of him that rutmeth, but of God that shewetl1 
mercy:" Ev~n the Apostles were forbidden to preach the 
word ~. Asra, and they assayed to go into Bithynia, but 
the Spmt s~tffered them not. Whilst, "a vision appeared 
to Paul saymg come over unto Macedonia and help us." 
But, to us, God only manifests his will by his providence, 
and by the secret operation of the Holy Spirit in the hearts 
of those to whom the word is sent. When I resided at 
Raiatea in the South Seas, Island after Island renounced 
their Idols, and worshipped Jesus. In this Colony, at this 
place, the same means were used but all was frustrated 
difficulty after difficulty, disaPpointment after dis~ 
appointment, trial after trial arose, and yet no apparent 
success. So also at . the Mar9.uesan Islands, where attempt 
after attempt has _hitherto failed. Many a Mission has been 
~ban.doned_ by various Missionary societies, shewing that 
Neither IS he that planteth anything, neither he that 

wateretl1, but God that giveth the increase." 

The conversion of the South Sea Islanders can be alluded 
to in corroboration of this fact, where the Islanders were 
far sunk beneath these Aborigines in superstitition 
beastiality, lust, and cruelty, yet a handful of what th~ 
world ca!ls ignorant men, patiently abode its sneers, the 
scoff ~f mfidels, the disdain of the philosopher, as wild 
enthusiasts, for nearly twenty years. Once was the Mission 
all but abandoned by its friends, and war, and fearful rites 
were depopulating the Islands, to an alarming extent, 
w~e~ God arose, operated on their hearts by His Holy 
Spmt, and the Natives became faithful saints in Christ 
Jesus; ~nd are living witnesses to this day, that "the 
Gospel IS the power of God unto Salvation, and mightl y 
through God to the pulling down of strong holds:" thus 
clearly manifesting, ~a~, "It is not by might, nor yet by 
power, but by my Spmt says the Lord" - "For his holy 
arm has gotten him the victory." 

The Providence of God is being manifested towards 
the Aborigines of this land, and will, humanly speaking, 
end, either m theu total extinction, or, a very small 
re~~t will b~ called to the acknowledgment of the truth 
as It Is m Jesus: m the which case, "a little one may become 
a thousand and a small one a strong nation." Our religious 
precepts would lead tl1em to congregate themselves 
to~ether, they would acquire industrious habits, upon such 
prmciples which Hell itself, cannot finally overthrow. 

The fashionable philosophy of the day, speculating on 
the Intellectual powers of the Aborigines, as manifested in 
the ~umps of the ~rain,77 is a splendid specious fallacy 
leadmg away the mmd from the hope of the influence of 
God's .holy spirit re~enerating the Heart opening the eyes 
of ~heu understandmg, and turning them from darkness 
to light, from the power of Satan unto God; and instead 
?f depending as christians, on the promised divine secret 
mfluence of the Holy Spirit, this specious science, con
templates only the quantity of accumulation of matter 
in the formation of the brain, the depositions of bone in 
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tl1e various corresponding concavities and convexltles of 
the skull, sets aside a positive declaration, to assume an 
hypotl1esis, amusing in theory, but dangerous in practice. 

The miserable attempt to deduce from such a science, 
~alsely so called, that these Black human beings, "have an 
~nnate ~efi~!cncy of int:llect rendering them incapable of 
InstructiOn, would arnve at the natural conclusion that 
it would .be useless to attempt it, and consequently the 
Bl~cks be~g but a part and parcel of the brute creation, 
bcmg defictent ?f intellec~, there can be no responsibility 
attached to their destruction, more than there is to the 
extirpation of any other animal whose presence is obnoxious 
to the possessor of the soil ! 

It is to be lamented that such sentiments have most 
likely had ~heir influence on men of corrupt minds, who 
gladly avatl themselves of any specious argument to 
enable .them to gratify their love of cruelty, which has 
ended m blood, and the consequent forfeiture of life to 
Justice, in the recent execution of the wanton murderers 
of the Aborigines. Nor, have some, it is to be feared, who 
are termed well e~ucated ~ds? ~scaped the contagion 
?f the mental potson, whtch rnsidiously perverts the 
Judgment, and has led to the adoption of means and 
arguments alike discreditable to Christian honor· thus 
involving themselves until they become "Partak~rs of 
others men's sins." But the public promulgation of such 
false principles, which tend to encourage our fellow 
creature~ to. acts of violence, renders the Agent, however 
much _dtsgmse.d, or though hand joins. in hand, responsible 
to a higher tnbunal than that of man s judgment, even at 
the Judg~ent scat of Christ, where no disguise can conceal, 
no s~el~e~ng patronage can screen, no multitude of persons 
can mtmudate, no beggarly elements of tltis world will 
.~ustify.the individual in that sacred Court of Holy Equity, 
rn which every one of us shall give account of himself 
to God: "For by thy words thou shalt be justified and by 
thy words thou shalt be condemned." 

On the Economy of Missionary enterprises it is necessary 
to rem~rk, that that only is true economy, which allows 
a sufficiency of means to accomplish the desired end. 
Everr ~eviation fn~m this principle is injurious to the cause 
of. ~ISSions and d~sheartening to the agents employed in 
Mt~Sion:ry Establishments, whatsoever may be their 
des1gnat1on, or wheresoever they may be placed in the 
whole world. 

Apart from Chri~tian influence, much benefit may be 
?bserv~d .to have anse~ to the remnant of the Aborigines 
m their mtercourse wtth Europeans. All who visit the 
to~s, obtain without the least difficulty their means of 
subsistence; many there are who perform little acts of 
labor. ~or the Colonists, for wltich they receive small 
gratmues: Others there are who become good seamen, 
~Iorsemen, as stockmen, and shepherds. I am just now 
mformed by one of the Agricultural Company's Gentle
men, that they have in their employ several Blacks, as 
shepherds, stockmen, and servants in different capacities, 
many of them equal in their respective engagements to 

Europeans. It is a pity that an equal share of pains has not 
been taken to induce the Aborigines to accept employment 
by those whose local situations presented -the opportunity, 
as they have been at pains to destroy them. But tl1e facility 
with which convict labor could hitherto be obtained caused 
a recklessness of human life towards those who were not 
cared for as servants, and consequently being unemployed, 
were found to be, too often a cumbrance at the station, 
and a scare-crow to tl1e cattle! At the present moment 
the Blacks on the Gwyder will grind wheat for the sake 
of the bran, which they eat dry as a remuneration for 
their work. 

The transportation system has operated powerfully 
against the amelioration and civilization of the Blacks, 
arising in part from the Convicts monopolizing the female 
Aborigines; nor has the moral influence of that system 
which because A robs B, C shall have A's work without 
wages, tended to inculcate in the minds of the Colonists 
the equitable divine principle, that "The Workman is 
worthy of his hire." Many who have attempted to employ 
the Blacks have expected the severest labor to be performed 
for a mere trifle, else their services would exceed in expense 
convict labor; and because the Aborigines loved not our 
hard labor for labor's sake, they have been reputed lazy 
and disinclined to work! Thus whilst the mind has become 
accustomed to exercise sternness, without which it is im
possible to obtain convict labor, under the convict system, 
the fmer feelings of humanity are lost in that of self interest, 
and the once kind, generous, English Character, sinks into 
that of the merciless slaveholder whose principles arc 
boldly espoused, and expects that All, Blacks or Whites, 
will submit without a murmur to its domineering power. 

The several Aborigines now usefully employed in 
various occupations, although so scattered throughout the 
Colony, as hardly to be observed, are found equally 
trustworthy as Europeans, and shew that their intellectual 
capacities are equal to our own, when in an uncultivated 
state. Classical Rome, in her zenith of civilization and 
plentitude of military glory, when she reigned Mistress 
of the World, looked down witli similar contempt on the 
poor disarmed, dispirited, miserable Brutes, the White 
Aborigines of Albion's shore, whilst she claimed the British 
Isles for her possession, and destroyed the Aborigines as 
savage barbarians, who in cruel rites burned alive their 
victims to Demons, and were so void of intellectual 
powers as to be unfit for slaves! "The Eloquent Cicero 
in one of his epistles to his friend Atticus, recommended 
him not to obtain his Slaves from Britain, because they are 
so stupid and utterly incapable of being taught, that they are 
unfit to form a part of the hoHsehold of Attiws!" 

Such was the character of our forefathers, the White 
Aborigines, given by her darker colored conquerors, and 
invaders of her soil; recorded, lest we should forgei: our 
state, and dUnking more highly of ourselves than we 
ought to think, cease to remember when God beheld our 
nation cast out, polluted in our Blood! 
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But how hath the little one become a thousand, and a 
small one a strong Nation! England! Where are thy frail 
wicker Coracles of Skin~ - All forgotten in the splendid 
iron Vessel thundering forth her mighty powerful steam ! 
The rude rough ponderous wooden c~r, slowly creeping 
on its solid wheels, o'er ruts and rugged ways; all now 
transformed and swifter than the wind, the locomotive 
carriage glides smoothly on the even iron way ! The 
stupid vanquished White Aborigine, "Unfit to be a Slave, 

·and iucapable of bei11g taught! - How sits she now? - A 
Glorious Queen, amongst the nations of the earth, nor 
plunders humbler Queens to enforce reception for Priests 
of Blood ! The pale faced Haggard, the brutal Savage, who 
revelled in delight whilst tortured human victims were 
writhing in the flames, and without female modesty danCed 
nakCd at the midnight fires! What delights thee now? 
Promulgating from Pole to Pole "Glory to God in the 
highest and on Earth Peace, good-will toward men," 
"Liberty to the Captive," the Sons of Africa are free! 
and whilst exulting in her Christian peaceful triumphs 
over Pagan bloody rites, she diffuses widely heavenly 
knowledge to the uttermost parts of the Sea! But, 0 ! 
thou anointed Cherub, set upon the mountain of God, 
in the midest of the Seas ! "Look to the Rock whence ye 
arc hewn, and to the hole of the pit whence ye are digged," 
and in these Aborigines, of another color, view thy former 
savage image. In prostrate, proud, imperial Rome, 
humbled to the very dust, behold a warning, and avert by 
Righteousness that Fate! 

It may not be improper to state for _the information of 
His Excellency the Governor in this early stage of His 
Excellency's administration the various employments 
which have occupied fourteen years of missionary service 
in this Colony at Lake Macquatie on behalf of the 
Aborigines. 

During my residence in New South Wales, I have 
sustained a threefold office arising out of my employment 
as a Missionary, in which I have endeavoured "to exercise 
myself to have always a conscience vOid of offence toward 
God, and toward men," whether mine own Countrymen, 
or the Aborigines, whenever duty has called for an 
interference on my part. 

1st. As PROTECTOR - To which circumstances 
called me, ever since 1825. 

2nd. As INTERPRETER - In many cases which 
unhappily occurred at the Supreme Court, when 
several were transported and others hanged. 

3rd. As EVANGELIST~ In making known the Gospel 
to the Aborigines in their own language, &c. 

Under this branch it may be observed, that knowledge 
is increasing, though slowly and alinost imperceptibly, 
amongst them. The answers given by M' gill, the Aborigine, 
to His Honor Judge Burton on the Bench, in an examin
ation of the nature of an ·oath, Truth, God, and Divine 
Punishment, &c. which led to the inquiry if I had baptized 
him, evince that his thoughts had been employed on the 



subjects, and that he was not answering as a mere parrot. 
His general conduct is to be deplored with regard to 
drunkenness, and his consciousness of it as an evil, led 
him to acknowledge to a lady that he feared he should 
go to hell when he died, in consequence of his habitual 
intemperance. Thus manifesting with many Europeans 
the necessity of receiving the Gospel in the truth and love 
thereof, conforming thereto in order that they may become 
"Temperate in all things," that they made be enabled "To 
use this world as not abusing it," "For the kingdom of 
God is not meat and drink, but righteousness and peace and 
joy in the Holy Ghost." 

The following subjects have also occupied my attention 
in the Aboriginal Language:-

1. Specimens of the Language. 
2. An Australian Grammar. 

3. The Gospel of Luke. 
4. The Gospel of Mark.78 
5. The Gospel of Matthew to the 5th 

Chapter. 

6. A Selection of Prayers. 
7. A Selection of Reading Lessons from 

the Old Testament. 

8. An Australian Spelling Book. 
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Besides laboring with my hands for and with the 
natives in various occupations for their benefit whenever 
necessity required. 

Unexpected occurrences, including sickness and death, 
have impeded my itinerating operations this year. It is 
hoped that the ensuing one will afford more favorable 
opportunities of extending them to Port Stevens, such 
being the only available means of communication with 
the Aborigines in these districts. 

Many circumstances have arisen in the past twelve 
months connected with the Aborigines, which have in 
various modes been brought officially before His Excellency, 
superceding the necessity of introducing them in tills 
report. 

Supplicating the Divine favor on our most gracious 
Majesty the Queen, and on all who are in authority in this 
and every other part of Her Majesty's Dominions, and that 
His Excellency the Governor may be guided and directed 
by heavenly wisdom so to govern, "That we may lead a 
quiet and peaceable life in all Godliness and Honesty." 

I have the honor to remain, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient and humble Servant, 
LANCELOT EDWARD THRELKELD 
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Map of Lake Macquarie sketched by W. Proctor in 1841 
and lithographed by W. Baker of Sydney. 

Original in Archives Office of New South Wales. 
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Rock engravings from Point Piper, Sydney, reproduced by W. A. Miles and included in a collection of 
miscellaneous manuscripts entitled 'Aborigines', Mitchell Library A610. 

According to Miles the kangaroo was 9 feet and the two fish 25 feet and 6 feet respectively. 
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From the Published Account if Horatio Hale and James Agate 79 

December 1839 
Mr. Hale and Mr. Agate made a jaunt to the Hunter 

river, and thence to Lake Macquarie, to the establishment 
of Mr. Threlkeld, the missionary employed among the 
aborigines. 

The passage to Hunter river, a distance of eighty miles 
to the north of Sydney, is made in a steamer. The boat 
was small and ill-adapted for the sea. 

Leaving Sydney just before dark, they reached Newcastle 
at the mouth of the Hunter river, about noon the next day. 
They however, had a head wind and much sea to contend 
against. 

Among other accidents, the shipping of a sea caused much 
fright among the women on board, and threw one poor 
girl into hysterics. They were all glad to pass within the 
island of Nobboy, off the mouth of Hunter river, and to 
get on shore at Newcastle. 

The town of Newcastle is a small village of seventy or 
eighty houses, built on the side of a hill; it contains two 
taverns and several grog-shops, a jail, convict stockade, 
hospital, court-house, and a venerable old-looking church. SO 
On one of the neighbouring llllls is a flagstaff, and on 
another a windmill. The business of a coal-mine and that 
of the building of a breakwater for the protection of the 
harbour, give the place an air of life and animation. 

Our travellers put up at Rowell's "Commercial Hotel;" 
and on proceeding to make inquiries relative to the mode 
of reaching Mr. Threlkeld's, they were referred to Dr. 
Brook, the surgeon of the hospital, and a friend of Mr. 
Threlkeld. He offered them every attention, and advised 
them to wait for Mr. Threlkeld's conveyance. This delay 
gave them an opportunity of seeing something of the 
place, and the natives, as well as to make drawings. The 
view of the surronnding country from the windmill was 
extensive, overlooking the town; the Hunter river was 
seen winding through a well-wooded country, rising 
occasionally into low hills. At a bend of the river the 
steamer was seen aground, on her way to Maitland, about 
twenty-five miles farther up the river. The coast trended 
to the north, and was visible as far as Port Stephens, about 
fifty miles distant. . . . 

Dr. Brook was formerly superintendent of tllls station, 
and gave a droll account of the summary manner in which 
marriages were concluded witl1 the female convicts. If he 
saw a man who had just come in from the colllltry witl1 
a clean shirt on, he was sure he had come for a wife, and 
the event always justified his surmise. The man usually 
intimated his wish with a modest sheepish grin. The fair 
frail candidates for matrimony were paraded for- Ills 
inspection, and if he folllld one whose looks pleased him, 
he put the plain question at once, "Will you have me~" 
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He was seldom answered in the negative, for marriage 
liberates the lady from the restraint she was under. The 
banns were then announced by the parson for three 
Sundays, when the lucky swain returned to claim his 
bride. 

From the known licentious and unruly character of the 
female convicts, it is not supposed that these marriages 
can be very fruitful of happiness; but as both parties had 
been felons, they are probably as well matched as could 
be expected. 

The greatest difficulty the superintendent of a station 
has to contend with, is the management of the female 
convicts. 

Captain Furlong, commandant of the garrison, was 
kind enough to show the convict stockade; it encloses a 
prison for the convicts, and a guard-house for the soldiers. 
The convicts all belong to the iron-gang, composed here, 
as at Sydney, of those who have been guilty of some 
crime in the colony. They were kept constantly in irons, 
and are employed on the public works. They eat and 
sleep in the same apartments, and their bed is a blanket 
on the floor; to guard two hundred convicts, there are 
seventy soldiers stationed here. 

At Dr. Brook's they had the pleasure of meeting with 
Mr. Dawson, the first agent of the Australian Land 
Company, and the founder of Port Stephens, who is 
well acquainted with this colony, and has published a 
popular work in relation to it. He of course possessed much 
information, and among other opinions seemed to entertain 
the idea that no free colony can succeed, and that in all 
cases the first settlers of a new country ought to have the 
use of slave labour, in order to be successful. He argued 
that these only had realized fortunes; where they had been 
left to their own resources they had generally failed, and 
left it to their successors to reap the advantages of their 
labour. As evidence of this opinion he contrasted the 
settlements of New South Wales and Swan River. At the 
latter establishment it is well known that the first settlers 
have lost almost everything, and have struggled with 
every difficulty, and that they now desire to have the 
advantages of convict labour. This remark, however, is 
not true as respects South Australia; and its general 
accuracy would tmdoubtedly much depend upon the 
location. 

In their walks they came across a group of several 
blacks (natives) seated around a small fire; they were 
pointed out as the remnant of the tribes which about 
forty years ago wandered in freedom over the plains of 
the Hunter and around the borders of Lake Macquarie. 
Their appearance was wretched in the extreme: emaciated 
limbs, shapeless bodies, immense heads, deep-set glaring 
eyes, thickly-matted hair, and the whole begrimed with 



dirt and red paint, gave them an aspect hardly human. 
The dress (if such it could be called) of the women, was a 
loose ragged gown, and of the men, a strip of blanket 
wrapped round the middle, or a pair of tattered pantaloons, 
which but half performed their office. 

Mr. Threlkeld's conveyance did not arrive, and not 
being able to get another, they determined to walk to 
Lake Macquarie, and for tills purpose they resorted to the 
natives as guides, and by a great deal of coaxing and 
promises of bull (grog), their natural repugnance to make 
an exertion was overcome. An evidence of the pride 
wlllch characterizes these natives was shown in this 
interview. One of them, whose sobriquet was Big-headed 
Blackboy, was stretched out before the fire, and no answer 
could be obtained from lllm, but a drawling repetition, 
in grunts of displeasure, of "Bel (not) me want to go." 
After promises and expostulations enough to overcome all 
patience, Mr. Hale, tired of his obstinacy and stupidity, 
touched him slightly with his foot, telling him to get up 
and listen. He immediately arose, and seizing his spear, 
which was lying near him, turned his side towards Mr. 
Hale, and stood looking at him askance, with an expression 
of demoniac malice, as though he would have run him 
through with pleasure; but he did not speak a word in 
reply to all that was said to him. 

Friday, 13th December, the morning being chilly, the 
blacks, who arc very susceptible to cold, did not make 
their appearance till some hours after stmrise. At half-past 
eight our travellers set out in company with a troop of 
natives, headed by the two whom they had hired. The 
first of these was named ]emmy, the best-natured and most 
intelligent of all; the other was Big-headed Blackboy, who 
had got over his sulks. Jemmy refused to start wuil he 
had received a couple of shillings, which he forthwith 
converted into a loaf of bread and a bottle of grog. When 
about a mile from the town he asked permission to take a 
drink; and a cup of bark was produced from a thicket 
where it had been hidden, whereupon the contents of the 
bottle as well as the loaf were shared out among the troop. 
The two guides took no more than an equal portion; for, 
according to the custom of the natives, all share alike. The 
cup was made of a piece of the bark of the ti tree, wlllch 
resembles that of the birch, about a foot square. The ends 
were folded in and tied together, to form a cavity of 
trough-like shape. Such cups are called by them taude. 
The path or cart-road they followed, passed through a 
hilly country covered with forests. The gum trees were 
the most prevalent, and many of them were of great size, 
growing close together without any underwood. 

The gum tree, of which there arc many kinds, is peculiar 
to New Holland. It has an inner bark of about an inch 
thick, enclosed by an outer one wlllch is quite thin. The 
latter is shed every year, which gives their trunks and 
branches a peculiar appearance of many colours, from pure 
white, through all the shades of yellow, olive, and red, to 
a deep brown. These colours, showing through the green 
foliage, produce a very striking effect on a stranger, and 
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the contrast is heightened by an occasional sight of a black 
and withered trunk, from which the bark has been stripped 
by the natives to make canoes, or by settlers to roof their 
houses. 

Ten miles brought them to Lake Macquarie, but on 
the opposite side to Mr. Threlkeld's house, and they 
found themselves disappointed in finding a canoe, which 
they were assured would be met with at a settler's on the 
banks of the lake. They were thus obliged to walk ten 
miles further. The guides were here again taken with 
sullenness and refused to proceed. They were proof against 
all promises and abuse, and kept replying, "Me marry 
(very) tired, bel (not) me want to go." Through the 
kindness of Mr. Warren [Warner], the settler referred to, 
this obstacle was overcome, by his offering to send his 
son as guide, with a horse to carry the portmanteau. Tills 
offer was thankfully accepted. 

After proceeding a few miles they came upon a little 
encampment of natives, crouching around fires in front 
of their huts, wlllch were as rude as possible, made of a 
few pieces of bark laid against a stump and covered with 
bushes; they barely sufficed as a screen to keep off the wind. 
One of the women was quite good-looking, with large 
black eyes, white teeth, and small features. She was better 
dressed too, than any of the others, and the pretty half-caste 
child that was clinging to her skirts, made it sufficiently 
evident in what manner her finery had been obtained. As 
a part of the lake was said to be fordable, it was determined 
to take advantage of it, in order to shorten the route. One 
mounted the horse to pass over. Whilst they were pro
ceeding quietly along, the horse suddenly reared and 
plunged, relieving himself of his rider and load, which 
were thrown into water two feet deep, without any 
further injury than a good ducking, and the disparagement 
of the wardrobe. It was found that the horse had trodden 
upon a stingray, which fully accounted for his sudden 
gambols. It was sunset when they arrived at Mr. Threlkeld's 
station, which at first sight appeared like a comfortable 
farm-house, such as is often seen in our western country. 
Mr. Threlkeld was found busy attending to his cattle, and 
gave them a warm and friendly reception, which made 
them at once feel at home. 

As Mr. Threlkeld has occupied a conspicuous place in 
this colony, it may be well to give a short sketch of Ills 
labours in the missionary field, in order to show the 
progress he has made, and the difficulties he has had to 
contend with. I do this more readily from the feeling that 
great injustice has been done him, and that he has suffered 
much contumely and persecution from those who were 
too prone to listen to the scandalous reports of interested 
individuals. . . . 

After struggling for two years to conduct cl1e misston 
and maintain his large family, he received a stipend of 
one hundred and fifty pounds from the government, with 
the assignment of four convicts. With this assistance he 
has been able to provide for his family, and devote himself 

. f th b · · . but he has found his to the instruction o e a ongmes' l d b l . 
means inadequate to keep a number emp oyeh .a out u~ 
station, in such a manner as to overcome t eu natura 
tendency to a wandering life. . 

The consequence was, that the blacks, from the attdracthon 
held out to them of indulging in drunkenness an ot er 
. I ft his neighbourhood to frequent the towns, where VlCCS,e ... 

1
. · b 

they had been rapidly dtmtrus ung m num er. . . 
Mr. Threlkeld did not fmd the natives deficient 1_11 

. t 1li nee. but he has not been able to overcome thetr 
m c . ge to 'a clxed residence In proof of this, they aban-
avemon " · h. h h b ·1 £ 
doned comfortable and substantial huts, w tc e I U1 \ or 
them, after a few days' ~esidence, on the plea t Iat t ley 
were infested witl1 vermm. 

Pre uentl • they would all quit .him to attend . s<:'me 
. q f Yth . .b £ r war hunting or some rehgtous meeung o elf tn e, o • ' 

ny and stay away for months. ccremo , d · 
He laboured in vain against the~e disa~vantages, an ci~ 

. d.fli ult to perceive how tmposstble, under su IS not 1 IC · hit 
. stances it would be to meet with success m teac tg 

cucum • dd d th · es and converting a set of savages, so we e to elf usag . 

Mr Threlkeld's labours have, however, been turned to 
. d He has published a. grammar, and trans-some a vantage. Hi 

1 d 1 f the books of the New Testament. s ate severa o f £ 1· 
influence has been productive of a. better tol_le o ee mg 
between the blacks and the settlers than prevails elsewher.e, 
and has prevented those outrages which have occurreddm 

h ts of the country. He has been able to ren er 
ot er par . b h t the natives and essential service as an mterpreter, ot o 
government, in the courts. . · · 

Macquarie Lake communicates with the sea by a narrow 
inlet. Its shape is irregular, having sever~ long ~ar~o:V 
ba s extending into the land, and fr~m thts cause It IS ~ 
reiti much more extens~ve. th~ It appea~s. The sml 

tyd . il nd its prmctpal mgredient ts sandstone. aroun IS ster e, a f th 
The lake is surrounded by th~ so.n:bre green o e gum 
trees, and the landscape is urunvttmg. . . 

Man ant-hills were passed, each appearmg to contam 
a num~rous colony of different species of an~. Theyd arf 
of various colours, red, black, gray, and ye owl, an t 
ll . £ that of minute animalculae, to t 1at ~ a a siZes, rom . · b t 

M f th m were said to gtve pmsonous I es, wasp. ost o e . . · M f 
and those of the largest kinds had vlSlble stmgs. o~t. oh 
the snakes, small as well as large, are venomous to a ug 

degree. h d 
Mr Threlkeld, like many others in the col~ny • a. 

convi~t servants assigned for cite use of the statt~n. It .Is 
tllought almost impossible for a settler ~o manage his iffatr~ 

"th t them and it is somewhat cunous to see a c ergy 
WI OU • "th h. d . d d in daily intercourse wt t teves an man associate an . £ bl 
abandoned felons. There is scarcely a person rn co~ £rta e 
. mstances who has not derived much of his ortune ClfCU > • h fli . 

from their exertions, although not wtt out su enng, ve.ry 
ch from the constant vexations attend~nt on sue~ atd. 

~~ Threlkeld had hired a family of emigrants as rnter-
d. . . tants but he was doubtful if he had benefited me tate assts , 

himself by it. 

The difference between the two kinds of servants is 
great. The convict, on the one h~nd, is obliged to do t~e 
work his master appoints, and m the ~xac.t manner . e 
directs, but the master suffers from hts . vtces ~nd ~s
honcsty; and on the other han~, the enugran~ ts '::[ ~~ 
all Ills English prejudices: self-wtlled, an~ consctousd . 

. . r the other servants he wtll not be nven, supenonty ove • . h 
and is hardly to be coaxed into a~olpudngl.t e ncces~ary 
1 . h"ch the difference of sot an c tmate reqmres. a terattons w 1 f 1 · 

1 . ll degree the temper o a sett er m Bot 1 try, m no sma • 
New South Wales. 

At Mr. Threlkeld's, Mr. Hale saw M'gill, who was 
re uted to be one of the most intelli~ent ~tlves; and his 

!rtrait was taken by Mr. Agate. Hts phystognomy '":'as 
P uch more agreeable tllan that of the other bl~cks, bemg 
kss stron 1 marked with the peculiarities of his race. He 
was abo!t ythe middle size, of a dark chocolate colour, 
with fme glossy black hair and whisk~rs, a good fo~~hdad, 
e es not deeply set, a nose that nught be descn e as 
a y uiline although depressed and broad at the base. It w~s 
v~ e~ident that M'Gill was accustomed to teach h1f 
naJv.e language, for when he was asked the ~ar:ne o 
an thing, he pronounced the word. very dt.stmctly. 

lly bl b liable so that it was imposstble to mtstake It. 
sy a e ysy • fCh · · ·ry and 
Though acquainted with the doctrines o. . . ns.uaru . ' 

11 the comforts and advantages of ctVIhzatton, It whas 
a "bl for him to oVercome his attachment to t e 
1mposs1 e l · t leader 
customs of his people, and he is a '!'lays a prommen 
in corrobories and other assemblies. 

Mr. Threlkeld has a son, ":ho is also engaged in 
missionary labours near Darling nver, about tthhree

1 
hundred 

miles in the interior, and who understands c anguagc. 
A boy was sent down by the son for ~he father to ~ke 
charge o£ There was no differe_ncc percetved between him 
and the natives of the Hunter nver. 
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Inquiries for their implements of the chase and warfar~ 
d M 'Gill King Ben and Slllngleman, to set to wor 

cause • ' . 1 d. shields 
to furbish up their arms, me u mg spears, 
b 1 bs &c The natives are seldom seen oomerengs, c u , · ks £ 

. h t ms for they have not only to fear attac rom wtt ou ar • . Thi t un 
other tribes, but assaults from thetr ow-?-. h b h -
frequently happens; and it is not long smcc t e r':t er 
of King Ben was speared while aslee}?, for some pnvate 

d b Dismal· and it issaid that B•g-headed Blackboy, 
gru ge, Y • d d h d has comwho has already been intra uce to t e re~ er, hi 

I d d ot long smce burnt s mitted severa. mur ers, an n h 1 f hi 
mother nearly to death, in revenge for t e . ass o s 
b h 1 o died whilst under her care. TillS was not 

rot er, Wl f c · duct but 
because he had any suspicions o umatr con • 
. m 1 from one of the unaccountable customs or sup~r

SI . .P Y f tl sc people which holds the nearest relattve 
suttons o 1e • ·r- k 1 d 
of a person accountable for his death, I It ta es P ace un er 
his care. 

From the destructive influence of their o~n 1c~s, a1 
those of the community • these blacks are raptd!Y Xmf o . 
As an instance of this, Mr. Threlkeld mennone t at a 



tribe which occasionally visited the lake, and consisted at 
the time of his arrival of sixty, is now reduced, after a 
lapse of fifteen years, to twenty, only five of whom are 
females. 

During our travellers' stay, two natives of some note 
arrived: King Ben and King Shingleman. The natives had 
no distinctions of rank among themselVes, but when a 
native had performed any great service for one of the 
settlers, he was rewarded by giving him a large oval brass 
plate, with his royal title inscribed thereon. At first the 
natives were greatly pleased and proud of this mark of 
distinction, but as is the case every where, when the 
novelty was over, and these honorary medals became 
common, they began to hold them in disrepute, and now 
prefer the hard silver. 

Sheep-shearing. is performed in the neighbourhood of 
Lake Macquarie by men who make it their business. This 
operation was witnessed by some of our party, and was 
thought to be performed in a slovenly manner. It generally 
takes place in November and December. 

Some others of our gentlemen paid a visit to Peuen 
Beuen, the seat of Mr. Stevens, near the head waters of 
the Htmter river. The route was by steamboat to Newcastle 
and thence to Maitland. The riVer at Newcastle is about 
one-third of a mile across, and the distance to Maitland, 
by water, about thirty miles, although it is only about 
twenty miles by land. The tide reaches Maitland, where 
the water is fmmd to be brackish. 

The banks of the river arc extended flats. Tills is one of 
the principal agricultural districts of the colony, the soil 
enjoying the advantages of being naturally irrigated; but 
on the other hand, the crops are liable to destruction from 
heavy floods. These floods frequently occur, when there 
has been no sign of bad weather on the coast; but storms 
of rain occur seventy or eighty miles in the interior which 
raise the streams thirty or forty feet, doing great damage. 

On the way up the Hunter, a steamboat was seen 
building. The best ship-timber is said to be the flooded 
gum tree. The steamboat stopped at Green Hill, and they 
rode to Maitland, about three miles. Maitland is a widely
scattered village, with many neat dwellings, stores, and 
shops, &c., built of brick and other materials, and much 
better than could have been anticipated. Near Harper's 
Hill, a place noted for the fossils which have been found 
there, a chain-gang was seen at work on the road, with 
tl1eir attendant guard. They were generally young and 
hearty-looking men. 

Some natives were passed who were quite naked, but 
they did not attempt to approach. There are no wild 
tribes in tills vicinity. These poor creatures are becoming 
rapidly exterminated by the whites, who are not over
scrupulous as to the means. The natives have now and 
then committed a murder, but in general they are more 
sinned against than sinning. It is remarkable that they do 
not complain of their lands being taken from them, but 
confine their lamentations to the destruction of the 
kangaroos by the whites; and they think it very hard that 
they should be punished for killing the white man's 
kangaroo, (a sheep or a bullock.) 

Report 
THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MISSION TO THE ABORIGINES 

LAKE MACQUARIE, FOR MDCCCXXXIX 

Sir, 

Ebenezer, Lake Macquarie Inlet, 
New South Wales. 
December 31st, 1839. 

To THE HoNORABLE THE CoLONIAL SECRETARY, 

E. DEAS THOMSON, Esquire. 
&c. &c. &c. 

The Aborigines of New South Wales, during the present 
year, having been placed under different circumstances 
than those under wlllch they have been treated, ever since 
the Country has been taken possession of by the British 
Nation, it would be superflous to revert to lamentable 
occurences which have been occasioned by tl1e collision 
of Civilized People with Barbarians. It requires time to 
allow the measures adopted to develope their suitability 
to the necessity of the case: but prudence, patience, 
perseverance, and a spirit of independence, superior to the 
mistaken views of many, are required in the agents em
ployed to ensure success to the means in operation for the 
mutual protection of the Aborigines and British Colonists. 
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From personal observation and knowledge of facts, it is 
evident tl1at the interference of the Legislature, as a Days
man betwixt hostile Blacks and Whites, has not been 
premature, and the delay occasioned by the reference to 
England for tl1e Royal Approbation before the act com
mences, "To allow Aborigines of New South Wales to 
be received as competent witnesses in Criminal cases," will 
occasion trifling inconvenience, although, cases could now 
be brought forward, were the act in immediate operation. 
It appears, however, that this act is only one step to their 
admission to the rights of British Subjects, being special 
for "Criminal cases," and being construed strictly, precludes 
the Aborigines as Witnesses in all Civil cases! Since the 
last year's report several Blacks have been engaged as 
servants in this and other places, they conducted them
selves well for a short season, when some ultimately left 
whilst indebted to their employers, and it is not improbable 
that cases may arise in which the Aborigines may be 
discharged without that renumeration for wlllch they 
agreed to serve. In eitl1er case the Blacks could not be 

allowed in Evidence before the Commissioner of the Court 
of Requests where equity puts both Plaintiff and Defendant 
on oath,· they being proposed by the recent act to be 
admitted as ''Competent Witnesses in Criminal Cases'' only. 

Becoming, as several Aborigines are, useful in their 
respective employments in civilized life, it is presumed that 
the Legislature will complete the good work in behalf of 
the Black portion of British Subjects by admitting them 
to the full enjoyment of the privileges to which they are 
entitled by being made members of the United Kingdom. 

Not long since one of the Blacks, belonging to this 
Inlet, named Boatman, was speared by the Blacks in 
Sydney, in such a manner that he lingered, and shortly 
afterwards died of Ills wounds. He was buried by a Stock
man at Irriring [Eraring, formerly Yererung} in tills 
neighbourhood. This was a case requiring the interferance 
of Justice; but it was useless to apply to the Coroner, or 
to any Magistrate on the subject there being none but 
Aboriginal witnesses who are all now declared incom
petent until the Royal sanction arrives. Other cas.es ~f 
alleged murder have arisen amongst themselves whtch lt 
is a duty to prevent or punish if possible. "For the law 
is made for Murderers of Fathers and Murderers of 
Mothers, Manslayers &c. &c." and there be many such
like among the Aborigines of this Colony. Drunkenness, 
within the circle of Civilized society, has added to their 
natural habits of barbarity more frequent acts of cruelty, 
especially to each other, when under the influence of 
intoxicating drink. 

Some that were hired at this station, gave notice accord
ing to agreement, that they would leave at Christmas, in 
order to visit the town, for the sake of spirits, and although 
a Christmas repast was provided and spruce beer given, 
this was not sufficient, for immediately after their fill they 
hastened away to obtain their beloved maddening spiritous 
drink. On expostulating with them on the criminality of 
drunkenness in the sight of our Heavenly Father, the reply 
was, that they would only get drunk a little, but if it be 
really wicked to get intoxicated, why do the Whites sell 
rum, but that they might drink it~ Gentlemen get drunk ! 
Ladies get drunk ! ! and why should not they~ They promised 
to return again in a little time, which I am confident will 
not be religiously observed, for they know not how to 
"use this world, as not abusing it." 

Several Bushrangers have been taken in the bush and 
brought hither by the blacks, whom I sent with their 
captured prisoners to the Police Office Newcastle, where 
they delivered them up without it~ury.81 Some requested 
their Black Captors to suffer them to escape, and they 
informed me tl1at they pretended to allow them, but, 
when the two Culprits had gone a few yards, they poised 
their spears, and commanded them to return! Tills 
dangerous experiment might have proved of a sedous 
nature, leading to Bloodshed, and illustrates the necessity 
of Aborigines being admitted as competent witnesses, for 
had the matter come to extremities, and the unfortunate 
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convicts been speared, what legal evidence could have 
been obtained, but through those very blacks who are 
now declared incompetent. 

His Excellency the Governor directed that a bush 
Constable should be stationed near this place some two 
years back; but, it not being carried into effect, precludes 
the possibility of adopting the more safe measure of 
delivering up to a regular authority British prisoners. The 
Aborigines are useful as auxiliaries to the Police; but, as 
yet, ought not to have unlimited power over our own 
Countrymen, however much they may have become 
depraved. 

There is an inconvenience attached to the mode of 
paying the Blacks the reward for bringing in runaways 
&c. &c.; namely: - An order is given at Newcastle 
Police Office to receive the money at Sydney Police 
Office, a distance of more than an hundred miles! they 
applied to me on the subject, I applied for them to the 
Bench, but the rule is general, they had to proceed again 
to Newcastle making altogether a journey of 160 miles, 
backwards and forwards for ten shillings from which a 
per centage was deducted before they could get the order 
cashed ! thus reducing the trifling amonnt and discouraging 
any person from troubling themselves where there is so 
much difficulty attached, and such a drawback in obtaining 
the petty reward. 

An Aboriginal Youth of about 13 years old, from the 
Manilla River, has resided with me for some months, he 
could not speak English when he came, but can now a 
little, and is progressing in learning to read and write the 
English language; a commnnication is also opened with 
the lads' tribe, by my Son's taking up with him, to his 
Station on the Manilla River, a distance of 300 miles in 
the Interior, an Aboriginal youth brought up here and 
named Billy Blue, who is taking to himself a wife of the 
said tribe, and is expected shortly to return hither. Should 
His Excellency the Governor concur with the proposal 
addressed to His Excellency in a letter of date July 25th 
1839, requesting aid to support a certain number of 
Aboriginal youths from the Interior, who, if removed 
from their usual haunts, might be the more easily managed, 
they being afraid to associate with these tribes, and would 
remain with more certainty for instruction than in their 
own districts. The Youth mentioned does not appear 
anxious to return although he has had two opportunities 
afforded him. In a few months it will be desirable in 
order that he may communicate with, and perhaps induce 
others of his tribe, on the Manilla River, to return with 
him, but if they bring wives, civil protection must be 
afforded by Government at tills place, or, the women 
will be forcibly taken away by the tribes belonging to 
these parts, they being deftcient of the Female Sex. 

"Do not say those words, tl1ey are bad," said the 
Aboriginal lad to one of the Newcastle Blacks who 
swore, "for he who is above is angry with those who 
usc them," "Yes," replied the one reproved, "you go into 



Master's study, and he will tell you all about that, I know 
it all already!"- He was observed one Lord's day making 
the following Soliloquy, with a pebble stone in his hand 
ready to throw at a small bird in the garden: "I will not 
kill you little bird to day, because the great Master above 
will be angry, but tomorrow I will kill you!" His dialect 
is very different to that of the Aborigines in these parts, a 
comparison is attached to tills report, of languages, and if 
the Government will bear the expense of providing for 
tl1e maintenance of a few Blacks from the different 
districts, much information respecting the Dialects could 
be obtained. 

Several deaths have taken place, in the immediate 
neighbourhood of tills Inlet, during the present year, some 
natural, others have been occasioned by violence; and I am 
informed of only one Birth, and that a half -cast, con
sequently, the decrease of the Aborigines proceeds rapidly; 
in the elapse of a very few years, humanly speaking, the 
race will become extinct in these parts. 

The recent arrival of the American Squadron at Sydney, 
in the course of a Scientific Voyage, allowed the favorable 
opportunity for two of tl1e Gentlemen connected therewith, 
to visit tills station: Mr. Agate, limner, who took sketches 
of Aboriginal characters, and Mr. Hale, Linguist, who 
examined the _nature of the language of the Aborigines.82 
The latter Gentleman kindly furnished me with "Remarks 
on the Indian languages of North America, by John 
Pickering," in which are clearly manifested a very great 
similarity of construction in some of the peculiarities when 
compared, as will be perceived in the "Remarks on the 
Aboriginal language," attached to this report. The interest 
which the American Government takes in behalf of the 
Aborigines, in a general sense of the term, is highly grati
fying to the Christian mind, and a severe rebuke to those 
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who endeavour to represent America as an example of 
sternness and cruelty towards her copper colored Sons of 
the Forest, in order to excite a similar spirit, and line of 
conduct, against those Aborigines who resist tl1e progress 
of their invaders, and battle with the destroyers of their 
free-hom rights. Britannia stands not alone, America 
unites in Christian sympathies ·towards Barbarians, and 
Liberty and Slavery, that twin-headed Monster, the despotic 
Monarch whose kingly authority rules, as a Demon, the 
Southern States, must soon be hurled from his throt~e, and 
his tyrmmy abolished, in the Land of the Free. 

During the present year periodical visits have been made 
to Morpeth, distance nearly 30 miles; the Swamps, about 
15 miles; and to a neighbouring Establishment about 9 
miles off, on alternate Lord's Days, whenever circumstances 
permitted, to conduct Divine Worship, for the benefit 
of our own countrymen; but I regret that, the Aborigines 
arc not collected at any place, so as to afford me an oppor
tunity of addressing them in a body, it is only Individuals, 
to whom I can speak, and that only occasionally. 

The Aboriginal Lad at my own establishment regularly 
attends our service. Considering him a fair specimen of 
the Blacks in the interior I have no hesitation in concluding 
that they are equal in capacity to others of a fairer skin, 
and, that if means were allowed for the support ·of a 
few, from the interior during an experimental course of 
Scriptual Education, I should be under no apprehension 
as to the beneficial result in one way or other for their 
temporal, if not ultimately, for their everlasting welfare. 

I have the honor to remain, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient and humble Servant, 
LANCELOT EDWARD THRELKELD. 

A Comparison of the Language of the Aborigit~es of New South Wales in the district of Lake Macquarie lttlet, 
near Newcastle, with the Dialects ~f other parts of the Colonies, and Remarks ott the peculiarities at~d similarity 
of Constmctiofl of the Language of the Aborigit1es compared with the "Indiafl Lat~guages of North America." 

A COMPARISON OF DIALECTS OF THE ABORIGINES OF NEW SOUTH WALES 

Lake Macquarie 
Inlet 

Bul-lo-in-ko-ro 

Ngo-ro-ngo-ro 

Wuttg-t~gur-ra-pin 

Yel-len-na 

Ngu-re-tmg ) 
Tur-mr-kur-ri ) 

Kit-tung 

Yul-kur-ra 
Mil-kur-ra 

Tum-bi-ri 
Wil-ling 

Kul-le-ung 

Tuk-kul 

Pur rang 
War-ra 

Mtm-m' 

Ko-re 

Nu-ko-ro 

Ko-ko-in 
Ko-li 
Ngawa 

Wa-rai 

Tur-rur-ma 

Ko-i-yut~g 

Bi-yut~g-bai 

Kai-ta-t~an 

Biyungboi 

Ngu-kung 

Kot-tur-rir 

Mu-lo 

Pin-kun 
Wot-tol 

Wa-ri-kul 

Manilla *Swan *King George's 
River River Sound 

Tir-rir Dtowel Dtowel 

Ko-bo Moom Moom 

Tu-yul Goolat~g Goolang 

Pa-l!t Meega Meeak 

Bifl-tta Dtmga Twauk 

Toi-kul Kat-ta Ka-at 

Nge-er Mingat Mingart 

Ngai Dya To 

Nun Wardo Waart 

Tal Yobo Yama 

Mu-pul Kaburla Korpul 

Kum-bul Nanga Kindy 

Y11-rai Mamerup Ngoonger 

Mtt-m Kamp Dyogolet 

Kot~g-t~gun Moko Kyp 

Tu-ri-el-lai · Gidye Kyk 

Pa-nm Koilee 

Wi (The same word is used by) 
(the Blacks at Port Stevens) 

Yo-kit1-t1a 

Tai-t~ai 

Yokinna 

Yit~-11/r 

Pe-rir 

(Mu-ro mai 
(Tulo-mai 

Kai-mu-lo-wa 

Wa-rai 

* Dialects taken from a recent work entitled "Australia, an appeal to 
the world on behalf of the younger branches of the family of Shem."83 
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English 

The Thighs 

Black 

A Youth 

The Moon 

The Ears 

The Hair 

Eyebrows 

The Lips 

The Neck 

The Temples 

The Belly 

The Stars 

Man 

Nostril 

Water 

A Spear 

The Bommering 

Fire 

Father 

Come hither Father 

A Woman 

A Cudgel 

Thunder 

Lightning 

A Dog 



In an Article headed "Indian Languages of America" 
in the Encyclopedia Americana84 by John Pickering, it 
is stated "that there is reason to believe that some important 
modiftcations are yet to be made in our theories of 
Language." - "Of the various unwritten languages, those 
of the American continent present us with many new 
and striking facts - there appears to be a wonderful 
organization which distinguishes the Languages of the 
Aborigines of this country from all the other Idioms of 
of the known world," tllls includes "The Aboriginal 
Languages of America from Greenland to Cape Horn." 
I am indebted to tl1e kindness of Mr. Hale in presenting me 
with a copy of "Remarks on the Indian Languages," in the 
name of the Author, the Honorable Mr. Jolm Pickering, 
which enables me at once to discover a striking similarity in 
the peculiarity of construction and Idiom of the Language 
of the Aborigi"'es of New South Wales with those of the 
Indians in North America. The confined space of an 
annual report will only allow of a few brief comparisons. 

It cannot be too strongly recommended to those who 
are endeavouring to attain a knowledge of the language 
of Savage nations, the necessity of dismissing from the 
mind the trammels of European schools, and simply to 
trace out the natural rules of languages which have been 
not sophisticated by Art. The almost sovereign contempt 
with which the Aboriginal language of New South Wales 
has been treated in this Colony, and the indifference shown 
toward the attempt to gain information on the subject, 
are not lllghly indicative of the love of Science in this 
part of the Globe, and for which it is difficult to account, 
but on the ground of that universal engagement in so many 
various employments consequent to a new Colony, where 
every individual must be dependent on his own exertions 
for the necessaries and comforts of life. 

The Indians of North America have a "transitive con
jugation" expressing at the same time the idea of the 
person acting and tl1at acted upon, "which has excited 
much astonishment and attracted the attention of the 
learned in different parts of the world." The Aborigines 
of this Colony have a similar form of expression, explained 
in the Australian ·Grammar page 29, No. 3 (see A.L., 23], 
which I have denominated therein "Active, Transitive, 
Reciprocal," which constitutes "the reciprocal modifica
tion," in the Dual and Plural number, as Bun-kil-lan-ba-li, 
thou and I strike each other reciprocally, or fight, which 
would be thus analyzed; Bun, the root, to strike; kil, the 
sign of the infinitive to be, to exist; lan, sign of the present 
time and of the action being reciprocal; bali, the dual 
pronoun subject and agent cot!joined, we two; I fight 
with him would be thus expressed: Brm-kil-lan-ba-li-11o-a, 
in which balinoa means he and I conjoined fight; but to 
say he and I fight another would be Butt-tmt-ba-li-no-a, 
the olifect is understood in the letter t; an, being the sign 
of the present time, the t is derived from ta, it. 

The Cherokee usc no distinct word for the article a and 
the; but when required they use a word equivalent to the 
numeral 011e, and the demonstrative pronouns this and 
that agreeably to the original use and nature of the words 
which we call articles; so likewise the Aborigines of this 
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Colony, who use wa-kol one for a; and the pronoun 
demonstrative both of tlllng and place, as till-IIi, this here; 
wz-mmg, that there, The Delaware, according to Mr. Du 
Porceau's notes in Eliot's grammar possesses an article wo, 
or 111, which is used for a and the, but not frequently 
because the words are sufficiently understood without it. 
The Tahitians posseses an article definite Te, used for our 
The, but express a by Tehoe, one. The American Indians 
have in common with the Tahitians a Dual, beside which 
they have an Extra Dual denoting the Object and Agent 
conjoined described fully in the Grammar, page 24 and 
36 [see A.L., 17 and 28], denominated the CotUoined Dual 
case. A similarity of form is described as belonging to the 
Delaware Indians under another name denominated 
"Personal," "In which the two pronouns governing and 
governed, are, by means of affixes, and suffixes, termin
ations, and flextions, included in the same word." 

EXAMPLE, 

Delaware, K' dahoatell. I love thee. 
Tahitian. I. Ua au taua. We two, thou and I suit each other. 
Aboriginal. N.S.W. 2. Pi-tul-ba-li-ka-kil-lau. We two, thou 

and I live peaceably, or joy one with the other. 

1. Anglyzed [sic] thus: Ua sign of the present time, 
au to suit, agree, fit, &c. &c.; taua we two. 

2. Pitul, means joy, peace, delight, &c. bali the Dual 
pronoun, We two cot~oined; kakilltfu the verb to be 
in state of continuation, thus: Ka the root of the 
verb to be, to exist; ki the sign of the infinitive; 
fan, sign of continuation at the present time. 

Note.- The word Pitul in this language and Au, in the 
Tahitian arc the nearest words to express Lor,e, to Smite 
is much better expressed in both languages. The negative 
form of the example would stand thus:- Aboriginal New 
South Wales, Ke-a-wa-rJn ba-li pi-trd ko-ri-efl. We do not 
love one another, or agree one with the other. Kemvar&n, 
is the denial in the present tense, from Kemvai the infinitive 
negative. The imperative negative is Kora, as: Pi-1111-bJn
ko-ra, do not be peaceable. ban, is the present of the Verb 
to be in action. In the Delaware there is a similarity of 
construction in the negative, thus: "Matta the negative 
adverb 110, future thus; Mattatoch not. The last word in 
the Aboriginal sentence korietl, is the negative adverb Hot, 
thus there are two negatives, which are essential to express 
the negation. The Aboriginal phrase, BUnmmgbaml11g, 
I shall smite thee, shows at once the similarity of con
struction of this Aboriginal language with that of the 
Indians in America, for, though I write it separately thus: 
BUmmn bamlng, because I know the word to be the con
joined dual pronow1, yet it is pronounced as one word 
would be so considered by a stranger. If determination is 
to be expressed the particle wal must be inserted thus: 
Btln-mm-wtfl-ba-mlug. I shall and will smite thee. Analyzed 
thus: BUn, the root of the Verb to smite; mm, the particle 
denoting futurity; wal, ·denotes determination; ba, is part 
of the Verbal pronoun bang, I; The personal pronoun is 
Ngatoa, I, and mmg is the pronoun it, mlng is the Objective 
case accented to a person, without an accent to a thing. 

The Aborigines complete their Dual by carrying it out 
to the feminine in the conjoined dual case which the 
American Indians do not in the "Second personal form." 

EXAMPLE. 

Delaware dialect. K' dahoala. Thou lovest him or her. 
Aboriginal, N.S.W. Dialect. BUnmmdim11~!!· Thou wilt 

beat him. BUtmtmbin6rm, Thou wilt beat her. 

The construction is BU11, the root of tl1e verb to smite; 
111111, denotes futurity; hi the verbal pronoun thou; m1ng, 
the pronoun lllm, in the objective case, and the termin
ation 1101111 in the second example is part of bommomt, 
the feminine pronoun her in the objective case. Thus the 
Blacks carry out the Dual beyond any known language 
in the world whether Ancient, or, Modern. 

In the specimen of the Massachusetts language8S there 
are two similarities one in the "Relative" form: Eloweya 
(as or what I say) from u'dellowe, I say. Now, wi, pro
nounced as the English pronoun we, shortening the vowel 
sound, is the root of the Aboriginal Verb, to speak, to 
tell, to say, to converse, &c. according to the governing 
modifications denoted by particles attached, &c. &c. and 
in the "Relative" modification of the Verb would stand 
thus: Y &n-ti bang wi-y&n, as, or what I say. So in what tl1e 
Massachusetts term the "Social" form; Witeen or Wideetz 
{to go with) from n'da, or n'ta {I go) the Blacks would 
say, waita bali, I go with tl1ee, or we two will go now 
together; Waita bat~g, would mean, I go by myself; 
Waita bali noa, he and I go together; Waita bali botmtoa, 
She and I go together. To say I go, emphatically, meaning 
no other but myself would be Ngatoa waita uwamm; 
construed thus: Ngatoa the personal pronoun I, waita, 
to go, to depart, uwanutl the verb of motion, to come 
or to go, according as the word waita, to go; or tan an 
to come is attached to govern the meaning. The Tahitians 
have a similarity of form in the expression Haere to come, 
or to go, according as the particle mai, or atu is attached, 
thus; Haere mai, come: Haere atH, go. 

The numerous conjugations of the Massachusetts noticed 
by Mr Eliot in his grammar is remarkably exemplified in 

the dialect of tl1ese Blacks, which I have traced out to the 
same number, viz: eight modifications of the Verb as 
they are termed in the Australian grammar. Mr Zeisberger 
has divided the Delaware language into eight conjugations 
of Verbs. The tenses are not confmed simply to past, 
present, and future; but have a present denoted by the 
termination an for the verb and lin for the participle, as: 
wiyan ba11g, I speak now. Wiyelliu, speaking now, then 
there is a defmite past Wiyaketm, have spoken, this morning. 
Wiyellikeml, have been speaking, this moming; dehoted by 
the particle kerm; and an indefmitc past wiya, told, or spoke. 
Wiyelliella spake, terminating in a, besides the usual 
variations in the past tense. There is also a variety in the 
future, as: Wiyellikola11g, to be about to speak Weyelli 
from the infmitivc in regimen, wiyelliko, for to speak, 
and kolang, towards; which might be termed I11cepti~e. 
Then there is a definite future, as: Wiymmum shall or will 
speak, some time or other, which ends in tum. These 
peculiar tenses are not noticed in the Indian Languages, 
and therefore it is presumed that they are peculiar to the 
Aborigines of this Land. 

It is pleasing to discover that the plan on which was 
formed the Grammar of the Australian language is now 
found to be in accordance with the remarks of the 
Venerable Eliot made more than a Century and a half 
ago, tl1at "The manner of formation of the nouns .and 
verbs have such a latitude of use, that there needeth little 
other Syntax in the Language." But I regret to re~ord 
from information received from the two Amencan 
Gentlemen who visited this establishment, that there is 
only one Indian alive, who can read that language which 
cost Eliot so much pains; and I am fully persuaded, that, 
unless a Special Providence interfere, there will not be an 
Aborigine left in tl1ese districts, in the course of a few 
years, acquainted with the language which ~as cost ~e 
so much anxiety, and so many years of my hfe to obtam 
a knowledge thereof. 

The language of the Cherokee Indians appears to be 
similar in some of its peculiarities of construction with the 
Aborigines of this Country, as in the following specimens 
of the Dual:-

Cherokee 
(Inaluiha we two (i.e. Thou and I) are tying it 
(Awstaluiha we two (i.e. He and I) arc tying it. 

Aboriginal 
N.S.Wales 

Cherokee 

Aboriginal 
New 
South 
Wales 

Tahitian 

(Ngimlliltn bali, we two, thou and I are tying it 
(NgimlliUn bali twa, we two, He and I are tying it. 

("Kiuitawtt1 Our Father, (i.e. of thee and me.)" 
("Awkinitawtt1, Our Father (i.e. of him and me.)'' 

(Biytmgbaingaliuba, Our Father of thee and me. 
(Biyungbaingalinba bo11, Our Father of him and me. 
(Biyungbai tzgalinba boutmormba, Our Father of her and me. 
(Biyungbai ngeamnba, Our Father of us all. 

(To tau a Medua, Our Father of thee and me 
(To maua Medua, Our Father of him and me. 
(To Mato11 Medua, Our Father of us who speak. 
(To tatou Medua, Our Father of us all. 
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Cherokee habitual 
form of the verb 

("Galuiya, I tie, or am tying it, Common form. 
(Galut1gihaw-i, means I tie habitually." 

This form appears to correspond with that which Mr. 
Zeisberger in the Delaware calls "the Continuous form," 
and perfectly agrees witl1 the modification in the Australian 
grammar page 29, No. 4 [see A.L., 23], denominated 
"Continuative" thus: 

Aboriginal (Ngirulli/in bang, I am tying (it) Common 
form. 

Continuative (Ngirullililin bang, I am tying and continue 
to tie it. 

The Indians have a prefix to the Verb denoting the 
change. of perso~, which the Aborigines here have not. 
There ~s also a r~duplication to denote the plural in the 
nouns m the Ind1an language which is not observable in 
~e Australian ':hich has only a reduplication to denote 
m Verbs a continuation of the act as above described. 

Delaware 
Language 

Australian 
Dialect 

(Kooch, Thy Father. 
(Koochuwa, Your Father. 
(Koochewawa, Your Father's. 

(Biyungbai ngiroumba, Thy Father. 
(Biyungbai nurunba, Your Father. 
(Biyungbai bara nurunba, Your Fathers they. 

In the Australian Verb to die, Tetti, there is a reduplication 
for the plural besides which there is none other. 

Australian 
Dialect 

(Tetti twa, he is dead. 
(Tettitetti-bara, They are dead. 

The Tahitians have a reduplication of Verbs, thus: 

E parau vau, I will speak, tell say &c. Literally, will speak I. 
Epararau taua, We two will speak, thou and [. 
EparapararJ tatou, We will talk all of us. 

. The. peculiarity_ of the Australian in that part of speech 
m wh1ch the object of the Active, or transitive verb is 
combined with the agent, accords with that which "the 
spanish Mexican Grammarians call transitions, by which, 
one single word designates the person who acts, and that 
which is _ac~ed u.pon~" and which runs throughout all the 
persons, 1s m this dtalect confined to the Dual. A strict 
attentio~ to the Analysis of speech is absolutely necessary 
to obt~m a knowledge of the language of Barbarians, 
otherwise the language may be through ignorance de
nounced as Barbarous, whereas the genuine Character of 
their tongues is rather the perfection of simplicity, until 
debased by the introduction of foreign words and Idioms. 

' Th~ numerous dialects in this Colony are no doubt the 
occas10n of the number of names for one thing, arising 
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from the occasional intercourse of the tribes one with 
another, when a mutual exchange of terms takes place 
and in the course of time is adopted, whilst the occasion 
of their introduction is forgotten. 

The recent slaying of my beloved former Colleague, 
John Williams, Missionary, whilst endeavouring to intro
duce native teachers of the Gospel amongst the Inhabitants 
of the Island of Eromango, excites the deepest feelings of 
Christian Sympathy towards his bereaved widow, and 
surviving family; though, respecting himself, it may be 
truly said "To live is Christ and to die is gain."86 This 
melancholy catastrophe displaying the sovereign disposal 
of life by our heavenly Master, Jesus, the King of Kings, 
who holds "the Keys of Death," precludes the anticipated 
advantage we mutually hoped to enjoy of comparing 
dialects, with those of the Islands he contemplated to visit, 
had his life been spared to complete the "Exploratory 
Voyage" in the Southern Hemisphere. Deeply to be 
deplored is the "Evil Covetousness" of the master of a 
trading vessel, of one, and of another, who previously 
visited the fatal Island, and did land, and with his crew 
did drive away by force of arms, and fire upon, and beat 
off, and did kill and destroy many of the Islanders, whilst 
Sandal wood was being cut down, and other property 
feloniously taken away, belonging to the Chiefs and 
people, by the covetous Captain and his Bucaniering Crew, 
a Cargo for his Ship: thus wickedly exciting the heathen 
barbarians to wreak their retributive vengeance, whenever 
occasion served on such Europeans, however innocent, as 
might perchance, be cast unarmed within their power. 87 
Bitter must be the reproaches, within the breasts of those 
rapacious individuals, unless their consciences be "seared 
with a hot iron" when they are made acquainted with the 
sad consequences of their wolf-like ravening, "to get 
dishonest gain," in the fearful penalty enforced the Bloods 
of Williams and of Harris, victimized through them. 
Deeply tinctured with the consciousness of guilt must be 
the transitory enjoyment of that Blood-stained gain which 
will afford no comforting reflection, when the guilty ones 
shall agonise in Death;- No boldness will it excite when 
they shall stand before "the judgement seat of Christ" 
but a fearful looking for of "ftery indignation that shall 
devour" When God the Judge of all shall, at their hands, 
require "a Brother's Blood!" May those Europeans who 
thus taught these Savages to be more Savage still, soon 
feel the bitterness of true repentance, ere it be hid from 
their eyes: and may the excited misguided heathen who 
"in their anger slew a man," their truest friend, speedily 
receive tl1at Gospel of Peace to change their hearts and 
teach them to seck for pardon inJesu's Blood; "then shall 
the Wolf and the Lamb feed together, and the Lion eat 
straw like the BUllock, and dust shall be the serpent's 
meat, they shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy 
mountain saith the Lord." 

L.E. Threlkeld. 

1oth Report 

THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MISSION TO THE ABORIGINES 
LAKE MACQUARIE INLET, 1840 

To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, E. D EAS 
THOMSON, Esquire, &c. &c. &c. 

Sir, 

Ebenezer, Lake Macquarie Inlet 
New South Wales, 
December 31st, 1840 

Early in the present year a person publicly boasted, 
"that prussic acid had been administered to the aborigines 
at a station up the country, where they died about the 
place like rats ;"88 and although, upon investigation, it was 
not substantiated, yet the vaunt of that individual who 
boasted of its occurrence as a capital way of getting rid 
of the blacks without troubling the Government, showed 
sufficiently what manner of spirit he was of, whilst his 
subsequent transportation to Van Diemen's Land for horse 
stealing, will prevent for a season. tl1e exercise of his dia
bolical machination on human beings of a better dis
position than his own. 

In March last a black from the interior was committed, 
charged with murder; and whilst detained in Newcastle 
gaol I visited him, accompanied with an aborigine who 
speaks his dialect, - a lad from the interior also, who 
resided with me a considerable time. But owing to the 
imperfect knowledge he had of our language, we could 
only elicit that many blacks had been shot by the white 
people, amongst whom were shot tl1e brothers of the 
prisoner; and that other blacks had killed the European 
for the murder of whom he was charged. The lad Billy 
informed me that the blacks in the interior cat the white 
men when killed, and are particularly fond of the entrails! 
I have been also told by the aborigines here, that formerly 
some of our neighbouring tribes roasted and eat the 
young men whensoever they were killed with one blow, 
in their mode of punishment [see p. 48}. The aborigine, 
Billy, after commencing in writing and reading, returned 
to his tribes beyond the limits of the Colony. He lately 
sent me word that he will visit me again the first oppor
tunity. It is desirable that intercourse should be encouraged 
witl1 the distant hostile tribes, as it may tend to operate 
favourably on them, although it is mortifying tq lose 
hopeful youths the moment they appear to become a 
little conversant with our manners and customs; such, 
however, has always been the case, ever since the com-
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mencement of this Mission. Many a lad has promised well 
for a season, and then left us to live with some one else, 
or to serve for hire in such occupations as suited their 
dispositions and habits. Not long since a young man, an 
aborigine, who is hired at a certain weekly rate of money 
and rations, was going to Newcastle with his wife, on 
business for his master, when he was assailed by a party 
of blacks, his fellow-countrymen, who robbed him of his 
wife, forced her. away with them into the bush, and have 
detained her ever since. He com·plaincd ·to me of the 
aggression, but I had no means of assisting him, aborigines 
being at present British subjects, but not allowed to give 
evidence in any court of justice, the royal assent not having 
arrived to a Bill passed the Council, autl1orizing their 
evidence in criminal cases without an oath. To the regret 
of the employer of the black, and myself, there was no 
European witness to appear in the case; all, therefore, that 
I could do was to threaten to write to the Governor to 
withhold the donation of blankets from the guilty party. 
Subsequently to this affair, another appeal was made to 
me by the employer of a young aborigine, on his behalf; 
and on his stating the case it appeared to me my duty 
officially to interfere, as there was an European witness 
to the assault, a prisoner holding a ticket-of-leave. It was 
stated to me that a West-Indian, assisted by an assigned 
prisoner of the crown, had forcibly deprived the young 
aborigine of his wife, at a neighbouring farm on the Lake. 
On summoning the accused· to the police-office, Newcastle, 
the ticket-of-leave-holder swore that he saw no assault; 
knew nothing of the matter, and only saw the black 
woman quietly walking after the two men! although he 
had previously informed his master of the assault, and 
stated that he had received abuse for interference on behalf 
of the young aboriginal woman! Neither the black 
woman who was assaulted, nor the young aboriginal man 
with whom she was sleeping when she was violently 
forced from him, could be put into the witness-box ·as 
evidence, because of the present anomalous state of the 
British law, and thus the magistrates were compelled to 
dismiss the case ! I am made acquainted with murders at 
Newcastle amongst the tribes, and which will yet occasion 
more, but nothing can be done to prevent these acts of 
cruelty one with the other, in our present state of judicature, 
and yet they are all British Subjects, and the bench publicly 
and solenmly pronounces them under the protection of 
British law! 



Since the transactions related took place, the royal 
disallowance of the "Act to allow the aborigines of New 
South Wales to be received as competent witnesses in 
criminal cases," has been gazetted, and thus leaves them 
without any hope of redress, exposed to the violence of 
any one, excepting proof can be obtained from white 
witnesses, which is most easily avoided in tills Colony. 
I had apprised them of the expected piece of justice to the 
aborigines; I am now perfectly at a loss to describe to 
them their position. Christian laws will hang the aborigines 
for violence done to Christians, but Christian laws will 
not protect them from the aggressions of nominal 
Christians, because aborigines must give evidence only 
upon oath; though the Sovereign Head of Christian 
nations commands to "SwEAR NOT AT ALL." Thus a strict 
adherence to an anti-Christian practice, derived from 
heathen authorities, involves us in difficulties respecting 
the aborigines, as precludes this helpless people from 
due protection~ treats them not as men, but as the beasts 
that perish; permits them to bite and devour each other 
with impunity; and after all affords no stronger guarantee 
for eliciting truth than could be obtained by a solenm 
declaration in a court of justice, subject to all the pains 
and penalties of perjury: "for a good man will speak 
the truth without an oath, whilst the most solemn oath 
will not bind a wicked one;" conviction of, and punish
ment for perjury, being the only dread in the minds of 
those who regard not Him who searcheth the heart and 
trieth the reins. An appeal to the every-day practice of 
our courts of justice will too abundantly prove the 
lamentable truth of the assertion, without the remotest 
fear of contradiction. Should it be assumed, that the minds 
of the aborigines are not susceptible to ensure veracity 
in their evidence, it is evidently erroneous, for though 
they are naturally without th~ knowledge of God our 
Saviour, yet they have a secret fear of some unknown being, 
whose name they mention with awe. Tills sacred venera
tion keeps possession of them, even where some dawn of 
the light of our heavenly Saviour has shone in their 
darkened mind; for instance - an aboriginal lad, now 
named William Burd [alias Breeches], who has resided 
with me for some months, was asked if he knew who was 
the Savioun to which he replied, "Yes." The question 
was then put; "What is his name," to wlllch he answered, 
that "he did not like to mention it, because it was sacred!" 
and when further pressed, he hesitated, until assured that 
it was not irreverent to mention it with solemnity. Nor 
is this solitary instance; I have noticed a similar feeling in 
others. And yet this aborigine, whose mind is impressed 
with sacred awe at the name of Jesus, is excluded from all 
protection in our courts oflaw through a very questionable 
Christiatllzed-heathen custom of legal appeals to the 
deity! Surely a Christian nation can never intend to 
preclude her sable subjects, whom she has compelled to 
be amenable to her laws, from the pale of her humanity, 
and leave them to certain destruction! But should it be 
replied, "Teach them to swear; instruct them to observe 
our oaths, if their minds be in the state described, and then 
they will have protection." Be it so; but then it would 
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be also necessary to point out to them the authority from 
the new covenant dispensation, to instruct them from 
"the commandments of the Lord," to swear by his holy 
name, or by "Him who sitteth on the throne," and 
instantly it would become our duty to teach the aborigines 
how to swear according to the most sacred obligation of 
the law of Christ, than which there can be no higher 
authority in the universe. But what must an aborigine 
think at present of the sincerity of our profession as a 
boasted Christian nation, when not an individual can be 
legally believed, from the most exalted on the throne to 
the meanest that holds the staff of office in our Christian 
state, excepting that individual speaks under the sacredness 
of an oath? And yet we arc a Christian people, subject 
to that divine law which says, "Let your commtmication 
be Yea, yea; Nay, nay~ for whatsoever is more than these 
cometh of evil!" When tlte South Sea Islanders renounced 
heathenism, embraced Christianity, and desired of us a 
code of laws, no swearing, nor oaths of any description 
were introduced in their judicatory system; and to guard 
against false witnessing, the penalty attached tltereto, was 
whatever punishment would have befallen the falsely 
accused person through deceitful testimony, would be 
inflicted on dte guilty witness. Twenty years have now 
nearly elapsed, and no inconvenience has arisen from the 
exclusion of oaths, and why new countries like Australia 
should be encumbered with oaths, requires tlte grave 
consideration of the statesman and of the divine. 

The cases already mentioned show the pitiable state 
in wlllch the aborigines are abandoned by the disallowance 
of their evidence; nor can tlte small remnant of the tribes 
long exist to call forth sympatlty, even were they to enjoy 
every protection of British law, unless some fostering arm 
be stretched out, some special providence intervene to 
rescue them from ruin. 

Two cases only have been mentioned, because they 
came immediately under my own cognizance; in which it 
may be dearly perceived that the aborigines need as much 
protection from violence of each other, as they do from 
unprincipled Europeans, at least within the limits of the 
Colony; and without the limits it is hoped that the sanguine 
disposition which has llltherto disgraced so many in their 
brutal acts towards the aborigines, has become subdued; 
and wllllst we would gladly erase them from remem
brance any more on earth, we would fervently implore 
that they may be blotted out of the Book of Heaven. 

The blacks have nearly forsaken this Lake, having found 
at Newcastle employment suitable to their habits; some 
being engaged in fishing, some as water carriers, messengers, 
servants, and some on board the numerous vessels, accord
ing as their services are required. Thus they seldom appear 
at tltis place, the employments already stated being more 
congenial to their taste than any of an agricultural nature, 
excepting such as are connected with stock requiring 
horsemanship. Many have learned to become good 
horsemen with us, and then have gone to other persons. 

Two lads have been exceedingly serviceable, for several 
weeks past, in tracing out and pursuing, with the horse 
police, a gang of bushrangers who have plundered many 
persons in these districts in a most daring manner, and 
have ended their career in blood. One of the lads traced 
them for miles to the very place where the horse police 
found and captured their horses, though at the time the 
robbers escaped. My stated visits for preaching have been 
prevented for the last two months through these lawless 
men. 

As a proof of the dispositions and capabilities of the 
aborigines, when employed in such occupations as suit 
their wishes, it may be stated tltat at the station of George 
Imlay, Esq. at Twofold Bay, that gentleman mentions, 
"that he has two whale boats manned entirely by 
aborigines. One of the boats got five whales this season, 
the other three! The men Jive in huts with their families, 
and cook their own provisions the same as white people. 
They keep watch at night; some of their women are good 
washerwomen, and two or three have made gowns for 
themselves." If it be inquired, how is it that they do not 
employ themselves in some such manner on this Lake, 
it may be answered, that there are no similar means in 
existence here to employ them, and therefore, they 
finding their wants supplied at Newcastle, and loving 
society, tltey congregate there, and have done so for some 
time past. But it is to be deplored, that whilst they arc, 
in many instances, usefully employed, spirits too often 
are the wages for their services in that town, and con
sequently drunkenness is a daily occurrence, although 
there is an Act of Council prohibiting the supply of 
spirits to tlte aborigines. 

Many years have now elapsed in endeavouring to con
gregate the aborigines at this Lake without success; and 
as it appears that at Newcastle they not only assemble, 
but remain at that place, the distance of which prevents 
my frequent communication with them, it will be more 
advantageous to the residue of the tribes, who look up 
to me in every circumstance in which they feel themselves 
aggrieved, and convenient for myself to reside there, if 
our efforts for their becoming Christians are to be con
tinued with any prospect of success, before the tribes 
become utterly extinct. It is therefore respectfully sub
mitted, that something be done by the Government, in 
order to carry out the benevolent intentions of Her 
Majesty, abundantly expressed in a despatch to His 
Excellency the Governor from the Right Honorable the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies, in order to ameliorate 
the condition of the aborigines in these parts, re~ortirig 
principally to Newcastle. First - that a suitable building 
for instruction be erected, in which the aborigines can be 
assembled, and taught Christianity. There is an un
appropriated sum in the Estimates for this purpose, which 
I declined receiving, because the property is private on 
which the building would have been erected, and because 
the determination of the blacks to reside at Newcastle was 
becoming more and more apparent every day. If, therefore, 
a small building be erected on a Government reserve, no 
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future loss can possibly be sustained in tlte event of the 
Blacks becoming extinct. Secondly- that some provision 
be made for their habitation, as all Newcastle, the birth
place of many of the aborigines, is being sold from under 
their feet, and only the sea-beach, one hundred feet from 
high-water mark, is the place on which they may rest 
tlteir heads beneath the burning stm or pitiless storm. 
A few huts, for the accommodation of about one hundred 
persons, would be amply sufficient; could be erected at 
a small expense; and should the effort to domicile the 
blacks prove unsuccessful, could be let hereafter to the 
gain of the Government. Thirdly - boats should be 
provided for the tribes who fish, but only in the first 
instance, to furnish them with the means of providing for 
their own, by vending the produce of their own industry; 
and in soliciting this on their behalf, I am only acting 
agreeably to frequent requests from the aborigines, but 
which I have hitherto refused, hoping to induce them to 
reside at the Lake, and establish a fishery there. Two boats 
with complete gear would be sufficient for them, together 
witlt one large net. 

The expense of all these requisitions cannot be deemed 
unreasonable on behalf of the aborigines, when it is 
considered that they have never receiVed 011e farthing 
from the British Government, save one blanket a year to 
such as apply for it either at Newcastle or tltis establishment; 
whilst hundreds of pounds are received for the sale of 
single allotments in the town from which the blacks must 
of necessity be expelled, to seck for shelter on an open 
beach. 

By deed of trust a grant of ten thousand acres of land 
arc reserved in trust for the aborigines, near Reid's 
Mistake, lying waste, or at best but occupied gratuitously 
by those whose cattle graze thereon. If this portion of 
land be let by auction, the proceed could be appropriated 
for the annual expenses of repairing the 'buildings, boats, 
&c. for the aborigines of these districts assembling at 
Newcastle, as already suggested, and no heavy annual 
expense to Government would be required.89 

Thus the aborigines would have the offer of being 
enabled to live in comfort, and might be prevented from 
lying about the ways and streets, or on the sea-beach, at 
all hours, in a state of intoxication and wretchedness, a 
disgrace to a Christian land. Several of the younger 
branch might be most usefully employed as auxiliaries 
to the police, some having proved themselves very 
serviceable in tracking out bushrangers, if suitable en
couragement be held out to them for such services, wlllch 
are always engaged in at the peril of their lives. The robbers 
already mentioned, whilst plundering a neighbour some 
seven miles off. avowed their intention of shooting every 
black, lest they should track them out! providentially 
they are now taken and safely lodged in gaol. A mere 
trifle from His Excellency the Governor would induce 
the aborigines to a much greater activity in such services 
than a large donation from a private individual. 



A natural curiosity was brought under my notice in 
the person of an aborigine, a young lad, who accompanied 
the horse police in search of the robbers. He has six fmgers 
on each hand, and six toes on each foot; but from one of 
the hands, and from one of the feet the blacks have 
amputated the extra member; in every other respect he 
appears only a sturdy yotmg fellow. He comes from the 
interior. 

In residing at Newcastle, if a residence can be obtained, 
daily opportunities will be afforded of attending to the 
aborigines, as well as acceding to the wishes of several 
persons, both bond and free, who have expressed a desire 
for my services amongst them, and in thus devoting my 
time and abilities, according as God has given to me, for 
the spiritual benefit of the aborigines and my own country
men, the few remaining years of my life will be occupied, 
I trust, as a faithful minister of Jesus Christ, whose I am, 
and whom I wish to serve; and although in this wilderness 
sixteen years have rolled on under the hope of congre-

gating the aborigines at this Lake, and for which purpose 
I chose my present residence, but without effect, yet I 
trust that those years have not been spent in vain of the Lord. 

Hoping that His Excellency will feel authorized to 
sanction the pecuniary assistance necessary to carry out the 
measures contemplated, and now proposed, for the 
amelioration of the condition of the aborigines in this 
vicinity, on whom no government subsidy has ever been 
expended, save to each black the annual donation of one 
blanket; and that the measures submitted in this report 
may prove to be in perfect accordance with the avowed 
benevolent intentions of His Excellency the Governor, to 
do that which is just and right to a hitherto disregarded 
people, and for whom the Christian sympathies of the 
United Kingdom loudly plead, 

I have the honor to remain, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient and faithful Servant, 
LANCELOT EDWARD THRELKELD. 

IIth Report 
THE FINAL REPORT OF THE MISSION TO THE ABORIGINES 

LAKE MACQUARIE, NEW SOUTH WALES, 1841 

Sir, 

To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, 
E. DEAS THOMSON, Esq., 

&c. &c. &c. 
Ebenezer, Lake Macquarie, 

New South Wales, 
December 30th, 1841. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your 
communication of date, May 17th, last, in which His 
Excellency The Governor's pleasure respecting the Mission 
is thus expressed:-

Reverend Sir, 

"Colonial Secretary'.s Office 
Sydney, May 17th, 1841. 

I am directed by Sir George Gipps to inform you, 
that having had under consideration the annual Reports 
m'ade by you during the last few years, and especially 
the Report for the year 1840. It appears to His Excellency 
that no further advantage is likely to accrue to the 
Aborigines from your continued residence at Lake 
Macquarie, and that the Governor cannot accede to 
the proposal made by you, that you shall remove to 
Newcastle, and still continue to receive a salary from· 
Government, His Excellency is reluctantly forced to 
acquaint you that the engagement entered into with you 
by the Government in the year 1831, will be considered 
at an end with the expiration of the present year. 

I have the honor to be, 
Reverend Sir, 

Your most obedient Servant, 
(Signed) E. DEAS THOMSON. 
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In submitting to this decision it is impossible not to feel 
considerable disappointment to the expectations formerly 
hoped to be realized in the conversion of some, at least, of 
the Aborigines in this part of the Colony, and not to express 
concern that so many years of constant attention, appear 
to have been fruitlessly expended. It is, however, perfectly 
apparent that the termination of the Mission has arisen 
solely from the Aborigines becoming extinct in these 
districts, and the very few that remain elsewhere are so 
scattered, that it is impossible to congregate them for 
instruction, and when seen in the towns, they are generally 
unfit to engage in profitable conversation. The thousands 
of Aborigines, if ever they did exist in these parts, decreased 
to hundreds; the hundreds have lessened to tens, and the 
tens will dwindle into units, before a very few years shall 
have passed away. 

There is one circumstance which would occasion the 
deepest regret, namely: - Should the unfavourable 
termination of this Mission tend in any degree to slacken 
the other Missionary exertions in favor of the Aborigines, 
or induce Government, or private individuals to withhold 
that pecuniary assistance, without which no Mission can 
be carried on effectively. The expense of tills establishment 
to Government, has been £150 per year for my salary, 
together with £36 as an allowance for rations for four 
convict servants; but, every other expense, including 
support and clothing of natives to keep them around me, 
both for instruction and the acquirement of a knowledge 
of their language, to put into a written form the natural 
grammar of their tongue, was borne at my own charge. 

This year there have been no natives to supply with food, 
their complete independence on Europeans for their 
natural wants occasion their wandering habits, and totally 
prevents intercourse with them. 

During my seventeen years of sojourn amongst these 
tribes; cruelties have not been so numerous or extensive 
as to account sufficiently for the decrease of the blacks, 
or to alter the opinion that cl1e diminution of people, 
or of the prosperity of nations, is from the wrath of God, 
which is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness 
and unrighteousness of men. The mortality amongst the 
inhabitants of the South Sea Islands places them in a similar 
melancholy position with the Aborigines of tllis land, and 
ere a few years elapse, they likewise will become extinct, 
or amalgamated with Emigrants from European shores. 

The termination of this mission places me in another of 
those peculiar situations which have so often been my lot 
in past years. In 1814, the London Missionary Society 
accepted my services as a Missionary to the Heathen, and 
my passage was taken for Africa, the destination was 
changed, and in 1815 William Ellis and myself were 
ordained as missionaries, and embarked for Tahiti. The 
sickness and death of my first-born detained me a twelve
month at Rio de Janeiro, which occasioned the introduction 
of stated public worship amongst the Protestants, and it 
has been continued ever since in that City. 

In the following year, four Missionary colleagues touched 
at Rio on their way to the Islands, with whom we em
barked, touching at Van Diemen's Land and this Colony. 
After a short stay here, and being joined by other com
panions who were waiting for conveyance, we sailed for 
the South Sea Islands, and landed on Eimeo [Moorea, 
Society Islands], November, 1817. In 1818, the late 
lamented Jolm Williams joined me to form a first 
Missionary station at Raiatea, where for nearly seven years 
it pleased God to bless us and the united labours of the 
brethren, in the overthrow of idolatry in other islands, 
and in directing the Raiateans to walk as became their 
profession of faith in the Gospel of Christ. But, in the 
midst of unprecedented success in these modern times, 
it pleased God to remove the wife of my bosom, and I 
was left with four children in a foreign land. At this time 
the Deputation from the London Missionary Society 
consisting of Daniel Tyerman, a minister, and George 
Bennet, a private gentleman, were proceeding to New 
South Wales, and I accompanied them to Sydney, on 
my way to England, intending to return to my family 
left in the islands. 

Having married in the Colony, I was about to return 
to Raiatea, when Sir Thomas Brisbane, the then Governor, 
intimated through the Attorney-General, Saxe Bannister, 
Esquire, to the Deputation, a wish that something might 
be attempted in behalf of the Aborigines, and ultimately 
I was requested to undertake the Mission, and the Society 
would send a substitute to my station at Raiatea. I was 
promised, on the part of His Excellency, a house, rations 
for myself, family, and servants, If I would go to Moreton 
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Bay and form a Missionary Establishment, thus leaving a 
very small expense to be borne by the Society. To this 
proposal I cheerfully consented. Shortly afterwards it was 
intimated that the Government had declined to fulfil that 
which was held out as ·an inducement to establish the 
Mission, and it remained for the Deputation to determine 
whether, now that the whole of the expense would fall 
on the Society, it should be attempted or not. They decided 
in the affirmative, and ultimately Lake Macquarie was 
fixed upon as a site for the Mission, Government reserving 
ten thousand acres of land in trust for the Aborigines. 
The Mission was thus commenced in 1824, and the natives 
who assembled were taught, clothed, fed, and employed; 
but the annual expenditure accumulating to a larger 
amount than the London Missionary Society thought 
suitable with other claims to appropriate towards this 
Mission to the Aborigines, led to unpleasant correspondence, 
and our distance prevented personal explanation, which 
terminated my connection with the London Missionary 
Society. 

Having made some progress in the acquirement of the 
language, it did not appear to be my duty to relinquish 
the work, there being at that time several Aborigines 
living about our habitation; and, therefore, trusting in the 
providence of God, I continued the Mission on a grant 
of land, which I had received from His Excellency General 
Darling, on acquainting him with my intention of re
maining in the Colony, rather than avail myself of a 
passage home, which was tendered by the Society, the 
wllich grant was confirmed to me according to the usual 
existing regulations. At this period a few generous friends 
to the Aborigines kindly afforded pecuniary assistance to 
aid me in the enterprise. Shortly afterwards Sir Ralph 
Darling applied, unsolicited, to the Right Honorable the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies on my behalf, who, 
in 1831, was pleased to sanction His Excellency's arrange
ment of salary and allowance, but the Missionary Station, 
house, and improvements, reverted to the Crown, agreeably 
to a clause in the deed of trust consented to by the Depu
tation. I then removed to the very opposite side of the 
Lake, to prevent a supposition that I was personally 
benefited in any way from that which was derived from 
the funds of the London Missionary Society. The object, 
the acquiring of the native language, was steadily pursued, 
and various parts of Scripture translated, besides arranging 
a Grammar, copies of which were printed at the joint 
expense of cl1e Colonial Government and Society for tl1e 
Promotion of Christian Knowledge. His late Majesty, 
King William IV., was graciously pleased to accept from 
the Society a copy of the work for the Royal Library, 
but cl1e circulation ocl1erwise has been strictly private, 
there being no encouragement to publish in this Colony. 
It is a melancholy fact, that although much has been done 
in the way of translation, there are now scarcely any 
Aborigines left to learn to read, and the few who remain 
appear determined to go on in the broad road to destruction. 

It. has ever been my practice, regardless of results, 
faithfully to record the aspect of the Mission in the annual 



Reports, leaving the event with God. Circumstances, 
which no human authority could control, have brought 
the Mission to the present crisis, and whilst it was my 
duty steadfastly to wait for the manifestation of God's 
providence in this discouraging Mission, I could not 
conscientiously relinquish the engagement whilst the 
smallest hope of benefiting the Aborigines could be 
fairly entertained. This Mission to the Aborigines has 
ceased to exist, not for want of support from the British 
Government, nor from the inclination of the agent, but 
purely from the Aborigines themselves becoming extinct 
in these parts; and in leaving this scene of much solitariness, 
privation, and trial, it is earnestly hoped that He who 
fixes the bounds of our habitation- apparently in Sydney 
for a season - will guide our feet through life to his 
glory, and provide support for a numerous family, so 
that "the ministry be not blamed." 

Believing that the divine purpose of God in establishing 
Government is, that the Government of every nation should 
have a parental regard to the wel£1.re and interests of its 
subjects, is the apology for minutely stating past events, 
and my future prospects respecting employment and 

provlSlon. As a nuruster, with liberty of conscience, I 
trust "to be ready to every good work"; but, with respect 
to provision for myself and family, the ravens are fled 
from the wilderness - the brook has dried up with the 
stream; no widow is commanded to sustain in the city; 
yet beneath our very feet lies a coal mine, which, with 
the blessing of God, will sustain us in our duties through 
life. 

Tendering my sincere acknowledgements for every 
prompt attention from Her Majesty's Government in this 
Colony to the interests of the Aborigines, whenever duty 
compelled me to apply on their behalf, and with fervent 
prayer that His Excellency the Governor may long be 
spared as a father to the inhabitants of tills Colony -
Her gracious Majesty the Queen, a nursing mother; that 
heavenly wisdom may direct, and a divine blessing abide 
upon, the United Kingdom, with all her numerous 
Colonies, I most respectfully, and unfeignedly subscribe 
myself, 

Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

LANCELOT EDWARD THRELKELD. 

NOTES 

As THE MEMORANDA and Correspondence sections supplement the 
Reminiscences the index and earlier notes should be consulted for 
further particulars regarding many of the issues. 

1 This section -of the Memoranda (original MS, pp. 31-175) is 
headed "Australia. Mission to the Aborigines of New, South, 
Wales." 

2 Canal coal, i.e. cannel coal. Other varieties were known as 
anthracite, caking-coal, cherry-coal, and splint-coal. For 
Threlkeld's own comments on the quality of the coal at 
Lake Macquarie, see his examination before the Select 
Committee on Coal Inquiry, 8 June 1847, N.S.W. Leg. 
Council, Votes & Proceedings 1847, II, 355-362. 

3 From the original MS, L.M.S., Australia Journals, No. 2. 
These journal extracts were intended to serve as an initial 
report. The entries from October 1824 to January 1825 have 
been omitted. 

4 The Polynesian peoples readily adapted themselves to European 
church music, the 'hymeni' largely replacing the traditional 
chants and in large measure developing as a new form. 
However, the Aboriginals were not entirely deficient in the 
new harmony. Ensign Rawson, for instance, was charmed 
by the singing of the Western Port tribe: 'We concluded 
the service by singing the Halleluiah chorus in which nearly 
all the blacks joined, they having been taught it by the 
Protector, and when the sound rose on the night air & went 
echoing thro' the "forest, it filled one with greater awe and 
deeper religious feeling than I ever felt from hearing the 
finest performed service in an English Cathedral', 1 March 
1840, Journal while forming a station at Western Port 1839-
1840, National Library of Australia. 
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5 "Murder by the Native Blacks", Tire Australia11, 10 November 
1825. 

'We regret to have to state that a most barbarous murder 
has lately been committed in the district of Patrick's Plains, 
Hunter's River, by a party of blacks, supposed to be some 
of the Bathurst tribes. On the morning of the 28th ult. 
a Mr. Forsyth and a Mr. Allen called at the hut of a Mr. 
John Greig, a settler, to breakfast; and on their entering the 
hut they found Mr. Greig a corpse, lying on the ground with 
his head beaten to a mummy; and as his stockman was 
absent, and has not since been heard of, there is reason to 
believe that the poor fellow has shared a similar fate to that 
of his unfortunate master. Two other stockmen have been 
speared, and a man of Captain Pike's narrowly escaped 
being murdered by them, owing to the providential arrival 
of two men, who found him in the act of struggling with 
a native for a spear. - The settlers in the neighbourhood 
are in the greatest state of alarm, from their apprehensions 
that a general attack is contemplated by the natives, who 
for some time past have been pilfering every thing they 
possibly could, and who are rambling about the country 
in formidable parties. On the receipt of the above melan
choly tidings at Newcastle, on Thursday last, a military 
party, consisting of ten men, accompanied by some bush 
constables, was instantly despatched by the Commandant, 
Captain Allman, to the protection of the settlers in the 
distant district of Patrick's Plains, Mr Greig was a respectable 
and industrious settler, and was one of the owners of the 
brig Amity, in which vessel he arrived in this Colony from 
Scotland, about eighteen months ago.' 

6 This had also been the case in Cape Colony with the Hotten
tots until T. F. Buxton was able to get the Fiftieth Ordinance 
passed as law by the British Parliament in July 1828. Though 
this measure gave the Hottentots legal equality with their 
oppressors it was not viewed as a precedent for the other 
territories. The legal position regarding the Aboriginals had 
been set in 1805 when Judge Advocate Atkins advised King 
that 'the natives of this country are at present incapable of 
being brought before a criminal court'. H.R.A. (I), Vol. V, 6. 
This presupposed that they would only have rights on becom
ing 'Christian'. The situation did not radically change even 
with the appointment of a Select Committee of the House of 
Commons and the establishment of the Protectorate system. 
For a concise and accurate account of the legal position of the 
Aboriginal see George R. Mellor, British Imperial TmsteesMp 
1788-1850, London, n.d., 279-325. 

7 Apparently a small coastal or river vessel as the wreck does 
not appear to have been noticed in the Sydney press. A small 
barque and the Newcastle carrying coals to Sydney were 
reported missing on 9 September 1826 - S.G. 

The Monitor, 11 August 1826, p. 101. The letter is italicised 
and reads: 

To His Majesty's Attorney General, &c. 

Sir, 
I beg to inform you through this medium, that if you 

will enquire of the Constituted Authorities at Newcastle, 
you will find the Black Native captured at that Settlement, 
after being brought from the Interior fifty miles, was, by 
British Subjects, taken out and deliberately shot with a 
musket ball, of which he died. 

I am, Sir, &c. 
TRIAL BY JURY. 

See also Tl1e Monitor 28 July 1826, p. 85. For hostile views 
to the Aboriginals, see pp. 44, 59. For the shooting of three 
Aboriginals by the mounted police under Lowe, see pp. 124-5 
(1 September 1826). For the murder of two men on the 
Lethbridge property and Mrs Ogilvie's part, see Tire Mo11itor, 
15 September 1826, pp. 139-40. 

9 The Mounted Police was first established in 1825 by Governor 
Brisbane and was specially charged with the suppression of 
convict outrages. This force was initially drawn from the 
infantry regiments serving in Sydney and then consisted of 
2 officers and 13 troopers only. 

10 The A.A. Co's headquarters had been established at Port 
Stephens earlier in the year. See note 44 to Reminiscences. 

11 Bold Jack Donohoe's depredations began shortly after his 
arrival in the colony in 1825. Between 1826 and the passing 
of the Bushrangers Act in 1830 bushrangers were numerous 
in the country areas, particularly in the Bathurst district. 

12 This slander, if such it was, has persisted in accounts of 
Brisbane's administration. 

13 Sadleir's survey was carried out under the immediate direction 
of Archdeacon Scott. It was probably he who submitted the 
anonymous report to the L.M.S. entitled "Copy of a Letter 
from a Gentleman in New South Wales" (October 1826). 
He was also examined by the Committee on the Aborigines 
Question, 21 September 1838. 

14 See J. D. Lang, Narrative of tl1e Settleme11t of tlre Scots Clmrcli, 
Sydney, 1828. For Threlkeld's defence, seep. 243. 

15 The directors of the L.M.S. do not appear to have made their 
own investigations regarding the expenses of the W esleyau 
mission to the Aboriginals. Had they done so they may have 
better understood the problems facing Threlkeld. The Rev. 
G. Erskine thus wrote to Rev. J. Taylor, Sydney, 2 November 
1824: 'The Aboriginal Mission moves, although slowly, -
It is unavoidably very expensive. Indeed this has been an 
expensive year to our Mission here in geul. owing to the 
extravagant rise and rate of provisions.' M.L., n.T.M., Box 
53, 1440. Walker likewise wrote to Watson, 7 February 1825. 
'The Black Mission has cost nearly £600 the last year -
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and has taken nearly £300 out of my pockets!!! The assistant 
which I had I have sent in the interior 300 miles, where I 
mean to keep him, if £100 per ann. will do it, at my own 
expense, till the Committee may see reason to number him 
among the Assistant Missionaries'. M.L., B.T.M., Box 53, 
1469. 

16 'In New South Wales, in 1826, cold-blooded murder was 
committed under the influence of the governor's illegal 
orders.' Minutes of Evidence 14 March 1837, Report from tire 
Select Committee on Aborigines (British Settlements) ... , p. 21. 

17 In the islands Threlkeld and his colleagues had not been 
satisfied with the traditional Polynesian-type houses or huts 
and insisted on their converts building houses made from 
blocks of coral lime. The Tahitians had not been any more 
enthusiastic than the Aboriginals. The tribes between Sydney 
and the Hunter were notorious for their inadequate shelters 
or 'bark screens". See note 61 to Reminiscences. 

18 Threlkeld was frequently called to this service for which he 
received a regular fee. He believed himself inadequately 
recompensed for the inconvenience and anxiety wh~ch it 
caused him, but was aware that no one else was available. 
He used the services of M'Gill in talking with Aboriginals 
of distant tribes but was unable to secure the position for 
M'Gill as he could not be sworn. (see p. 27.) 

19 i.e. Bungaree, 'king' of the Broken Bay tribe. See biographical 
note. There were at least two of this name in the Newcastle 
district, and also at Port Stephens. 

20 As arranged by Samuel Marsden. See above, p. 23. 

21 There is a copy of the original circular, printed at the Gazette 
Office, in B.T., Box 53, pp. 1784-1801. Threlkeld was not 
an accurate copyist and the 1838 version contains minor 
alterations in punctuation, orthography, and style. Bunggaree, 
for instance, was given as Boongaree in the original. Portions 
from the original circular have been inserted in square brackets. 

22 Threlkeld, with his passion for communications, never failed 
to be impressed by the means used by the Aboriginals and 
envisaged the Aboriginal courier as a potential evangelist 
spreading the 'good news'. For a comprehensive account of 
Aboriginal messengers see A. W. Howitt, Tl1e Native Tribes 
of South-East Australia, London, 1904, 678-91. 

23 Threlkeld was in the islands when the first Polynesian native 
teachers virtually overthrew the existing heathen practices 
in such island groups as the Australs, the Cooks, Tonga, and 
the Tuamotus. By 1838 native teachers were being prepared 
to pioneer missionary work in the Loyalty and New Hebrides 
groups. 

24 For the eaglehawk see note 19 to Introduction and notes 29 
and 114 to Reminiscences. 

25 This is undoubtedly the same able-bodied Aboriginal with 
a cloven foot (referred to as 'Devil Devil'), who was charged 
before the magistrate on 30 October 1824 by Const~ble 
Rkhard Woodbury, with the 'murder of a servant of Dick
son's, in the bush'. According to the historian of Brisbane 
Water the Aboriginal 'severed the head with a tomahawk 
while the victim was in the act of stooping to the ground' 
'At his trial, the judge ruled that as "Devil Devil" could not 
understand English, he could not be charged with murder.' 
S. Swancott, Tire Brisbaue Water Story, Part III, 135. 

26 Compare this burial with that of Dismal's sister (see p. 89), that 
of Baggarra (note 135 to Reminiscences) and that of the n~an 
witnessed by Ralph Mansfield (see p. 337). See also Howitt, 
op. cit., 426-508. 

27 Actually Threlkeld had made a number of corrections to the 
printed 1828 version when transcribing. For the change in 
orthography see notes 30 and 31 to Reminiscences. 

28 Edward Eagar (1787-1866), an emancipist lawyer and merchant, 
identified himself with the Evangelical party in the colony, 
especially with the Wesleyan cmmexion, until his private life 
and sharp practices were exposed. In 1821 Pomare II was 



heavily in debt to Eagar who took out proceedings against 
Captain Samuel Henry, Pomare's agent, who was supported 
by Marsden on behalf of the Missionary Society. 

29 The Haweis was the small ship built by the missionaries at 
Tahiti, completed in 1817 by John Williams who did the 
necessary ironwork. Most of the missionaries and King 
Pomare had shares in the vessel. 

30 James Hayward had been deputed by the missionaries to 
return to England and present their grievances to the directors. 
See Introduction, p. 20. 

31 John Williams and William Ellis appear to have been the 
only L.M.S. missionaries who gave evidence regarding the 
South Seas before the Select Committee. 

32 This edited extract refers to Marsden's defence of the 
missionaries in 1819. 

33 This appears to be the only mention in Threlkeld's writings 
of the possibility of the Aboriginals working the coal seams 
at Lake Macquarie, When Threlkeld himself turned to mining 
there were few able bodied Aboriginals he could employ if 
he so desired and all the mining labour was done by assigned 
servants or miners formerly employed by the A.A. Co, 

34 The L.M.S. had stations at Batavia, Malacca, Penang and 
Singapore. The Rev. W. H. Medhurst was the principal 
missionary, resident at Batavia from January 1822 until he 
left to open the Shanghai mission in 1843. 

35 For the original see Archives, C.S.I.L. re Land 120, Reg. No. 
46/514. 

36 Marsden's reluctance to take up the matter of the disposal 
of the L.M.S. property may have been due to his own plans 
for the site. In November 1827 he had already earmarked the 
station for a Maori settlement. He thus wrote to the Rev. 
Edward Bickersteth: 'The Revd Mr. Threlkeld missionary 
from the London M.S. has lately left Lake Macquarie ... 
I think it is more than probable that this mission will be 
relinquished - You are already acquainted with the wishes 
of some of the New Zealand Chiefs, to emigrate with their 
Families to N.S. Wales, - Should the London Missionary 
Society, relinquish Lake Macquarie and the Chiefs of New 
Zealand come over to this Colony, this Lake would probably 
be a suitable Station for their Settlement, as, the Lake abounds 
with Fish, and has a communication with the Sea.' M.L., 
B.T.M., Box 53, 1779. However, Marsden was quite open 
regarding his intentions and also informed the L.M.S. of 
the possibility. 

37 The case of widow Scott (Ann Bradley, widow of William 
Scott, who died in the islands in February 1815) was a great 
grievance with the missionaries who arrived in Sydney 
in 1817. On 19 March 1817 Marsden and a committee 
formed in Sydney discussed a letter from the directors 
'respecting Widow Scott's maintenance in the Islands, in 
which they positively refuse, though not in express terms, 
to defray her expences to England'. According to Threlkeld 
(Memoranda, MS. original, p. 4) Marsden informed Mrs 
Barff and Mrs Threlkeld 'that he had received a private letter 
from a leading member of the Directors, desiring him not 
to permit any widow to leave Tahiti &c at the expence of 
the Society , .. Mr Marsden soothed our fears by stating he 
would not act on such principles'. 

38 From the original MS. M.L., A630-A632. 
39 This and the following insertion in square brackets are in 

the form of marginal notes. 
40 The new station was named Ebenezer, obviously because of 

thanksgiving, but perhaps also because of the family's close 
associations with the Ebenezer Church at Portland Head, 
Jonathan Warner demolished the mission buildings in 1833. 
Letter Book, p. 123, M.L. 

41 The caution with which Broughton reviewed Threlkeld's 
attempts is well indicated by his letter to the S.P.C.K. in 
December 1834. 
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'Although the translation of St. Luke's Gospel into the 
aboriginal language afforded a most gratifying proof of 
the industry and ingenuity of Mr. Threlkeld, and I had every 
reason to be in my own mind satisfied of the accuracy of 
the version, so far as accuracy could reasonably be expected 
in a first undertaking of that kind, I could not but be 
sensible of the impossibility of subjecting it to such a 
scrutiny and test, as would be necessary to afford general 
assurance that the work conveyed an accurate represen
tation of the original. I therefore considered it prudent to 
abstain from devoting any part of the funds entrusted to 
me to the immediate publication of this version; appre
hending that the sanction of the SOCIETY'S name should 
not be even indirectly attached to a performance which it 
was evidently possible, might be hereafter proved to be to 
a greater or less extent erroneous, And I the more willingly 
acquiesced in the delay, from reflecting that, although by 
the communications of Mr. Threlkeld, I gathered that some 
individuals among these, perhaps the most abject of human 
creatures, took pleasure and interest in having the contents 
of this book recited to them, there are unquestionably not 
any of them in a sufficient state of preparation and intelligence 
to read it if printed and put into their hands. I have accord
ingly limited my view, for the present, to a Grammar and 
Vocabulary of the Aboriginal Tongue of Australia, which 
Mr. Threlkeld has compiled during his intercourse with the 
natives; and to this object of printing a small impression 
of this work, I have directed £50 of the sum placed at my 
disposal to be appropriated ... .' S.P.C.K. Report, 1835, 50-1. 

42 From the original MS, M.L., A630-A632. 

43 The church at Carrington was a 'rough carpenter's shop' but 
Parry was able to assemble a good congregation there. Also 
in July 1833 the Rev. Charles Price, a newly arrived Con
gregational minister, moved to Port Stephens at the request 
of Sir Edward Parry to become the first chaplain of the 
Company, remaining there until the appointment of an 
Anglican clergyman in 1836. Although a clergyman had been 
appointed by Archdeacon Broughton to visit the estate, only 
eight such visits were paid in the three years before the arrival 
of Price. See James Fenton, The Life and Work of tire Reverend 
Charles Price First Independent Minister in Australia, Melbourne, 
1886, 33-59. 

44 The meeting house at Booral was 'a dwelling house', at 
Stroud another carpenter's shop although StJohn's (Stroud) 
was then under construction. 

45 No doubt based on the annual Christmas feast established by 
the early governors at Parramatta. On this occasion slops were 
issued to the Aboriginals besides Christmas rations of roast 
beef, plum pudding and beer. 

46 This appears to have been done in subsequent years. 

47 For Threlkeld's general discontent with the assignment system 
see pp. 49, 137. 

48 A more complete acconnt of this incident was given by 
Jonathan Warner to the Colonial Secretary, 24 October 1834, 
Letter Book, in M.L., MSS. 941: 

, , , on my return from Brisbane Water on the 2Jrd Inst, 
I had occasion to call at Mr Threlkelds when I was informed 
that upwards of forty Blacks of the Brisbane Water, Wyong 
and Sugar Loaf tribes were then on the hills near the house 
where they had arrived the night before, and had come there 
to kill two of the Lake Macquarie blacks, who were at that 
time in Mr Threlkelds yard - I remained about an hour. 
and left there at half past two 0. Clock for my residence (a 
distance of eleven miles by land, I had only been at home 
an hour when one of Mr Threlkelds men arrived, informing 
me that soon after I left, the blacks broke into the mens huts, 
I immediately ordered my two eldest sons, and three men 
into my boat & went with them, well armed, across the 
water (distance only four miles, but the wind being against 
us, we were about one & half hour on our way) to render 
Mr. Threlkeld assistance, but on my arrival I learnt that the 

robbers had escaped- I went on the top of a high range & 
observed from the blacks fires they were near Kurungbong 
- Mr. Threlkeld was absent[,) his men employed in the 
bush except three, and his eldest Son was afraid to fire at 
the Natives when they were running off with the property, 
having so few men on the spot, the blacks took away the 
articles named in the Margin [The list includes '5 Blankets 
16Pr Trowsers 18 Shirts 10 Waistcoasts 10 Hands. 2 Tin Pots 
4 Razors 2 Straw Hats 4 Bags' and other clothing besides 
eleven shillings in silver) threw many spears to prevent the 
men approaching the huts during the robbery, one of which 
went through the bottom part of one of the mens trowsers 
& fastened him to the ground, others were thrown in to the 
back yard, near the house - Mrs, Threlkeld was so much 
alarmed that she was obliged to retire to her chamber 
immediately after my arrival, and I remained there all night 
with my party in consequence Mr Threlkeld being at this 
time up Hunters River. 

49 Joseph Threlkeld and his step-uncle, James Arndell, obtained 
a run at Barraba in the Gwydir district of northern N.S.W. 
This was probably the Rocky Creek Run shown on Reuss 
and Browne's Map of N.S. W . ... showing relative positions 
of the pastoral runs, squattages, etc. (c. 1860), and listed as 
being held by 'John' Arndell. 

50 Clarke's own account is as follows: 
'In the Government Gazette bearing date the fifteenth day 
of December, 1834, A Reward of Ten Pounds Sterling is 
offered each for the apprehension of certain Black natives 
Ringleaders in various Robberies and other outrages which 
about that time had been committed. And amongst the 
list of names published is one Emu, a bad Character. 

I have therefore to lay before you for the information of 
his Excellency the Governor my Services in the apprehension 
of the said Emu with the view to receive the Above reward. 
On the nineteenth of May having received information of 
a tribe of forty or fifty Natives being in the neighbourhood 
of Lake Macquarie I immediately proceeded thither armed 
with a loaded Gun, on approaching the Lake I discovered 
the whole partie in Camp and on discovering the said Emu 
I rushed in amongst them at the risk of my life and took 
him and brought him to New Castle where I delivered 
him up to Mr Reed the Chief Police Magistrate of that 
district whose receipt I obtained and forwarded to your 
office. 
I have therefore to request that his Excellency will be 
pleased to grant me the proffered reward and have the , 
honour to remain Sir 

Your Most Obedient Servant 
William Clarke' 

Archives, C.S.I.L., enclosure with 35/4727 (June 1835). 

51 Clarke's application received little official sympathy. The 
marginal note reads: 'I certainly think that he is entitled to 
110 Reward', The Crown Solicitor laid the case before the 
Attorney General who instructed him 'to direct the Sheriff 
to discharge Emu from his custody,' and this was done, See 
enclosures in C.S.I.L. 35/4727. 

52 By George Langhorne, See biographical note. 

53 These extracts are taken from the originals in the Mitchell 
Library and contain considerable material not included in the 
acconnts published by the two missionaries. See MS Journal 
of]. Backhouse, II, Australian Colonies (B731) and G. W. 
Walker's Journals, I, Australia 1832-36 (B727). The extracts 
have been collated to make a continuing narrative and bear 
the initials of their respective authors. Backhouse and Walker 
had first met Threlkeld in Sydney in February 1836. See 
Extracts from the Letters of James Backlwuse, now engaged itt a 
religious visit to Va11 Diemmt's La11d, and New Sorlllr Wales. 
Accompa11ied by George Waslringto11 Walker. Third Part., London, 
1838, 47. On this occasion both missionaries W. P. Crook 
and Threlkeld, took tea with the Quaker deputation at the 
home of the Quaker druggist, J. Tawell. 
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54 Doubtless the disc presented to M'Gill by Governor Darling 
in 1829. See Introduction, p. 6, 

55 The Rev. David Mackenzie also comments on this disease. 
'Men, women, and children are affected with the ve11ereal. 
I have seen infants who were only a few weeks old, in a 
loathsome state, through this curse of heaven, infected far 
and wide on the transgressors of the divine law, I also find 
that Sturt , . , gives a similar account of the Murray tribe, 
visited by him fifteen years ago, when he says, "nor were 
the youngest infants exempt from these diseases. Indeed so 
young were some of those who were in this really disgusting 
condition, that I cannot but suppose they must have been 
born in a state of disease, How these diseases originated it is 
impossible to say. Certainly not from the colony, since the 
midland tribes alone are infected. Syphilis raged among 
them with fearful violence; many had lost their noses, and 
all the glandular parts were considerably affected." ' 

Tire Emigrant's Guide; or Ten Years' Practical Experience in 
Australia, London, 1845, 220. See also The Australia11, 27 
March 1827. 'For want of white female companions, the 
distant stock-keepers are eaten up with disease, the results of 
their connexion with the black women. The contagion is 
going through the natives with the most fatal ravages, and 
will gradually put an end to them, more certainly than sword 
or musket.' 

56 Warner's grant was at the head of the lake, on the shores 
of 'Warner's Bay'. 

57 A copy of this letter was printed together with Threlkeld's 
in the minutes of evidence taken by the Committee on the 
Aborigines Question of the N.S.W. Leg. Council, Votes & 
Proceedings, 1838, Report ... , 24-6. 

58 For Langhorne's work at Port Phillip, see E. J. B. Foxcroft, 
AriStralian Natir,e Policy. Its History especially ;, Victoria, 
Melbourne, 1941, 39-49 and footnote 176 to Introduction, 

59 This report in the Memoranda was a printed copy. 
60 'One of Sir Thomas Mitchell's men had accompanied the 

monnted police to Budda Lake, on the Macquarie River, 
and interviewed some of the blacks belonging to the tribe, 
who frankly admitted that four of their number had 
murdered a white man on the Bogan, They stated that 
about six moons previously the white ·man had come to 
them and had made signs that he was hungry. They had 
given him food and he encamped with them on that night 
- either April 29th or 30th - but during the night he 
repeatedly got up and walked about, talking to himself and 
wringing his hands, and listening as if for the voices of his 
companions, His actions so much excited their suspicions 
that when daylight came they had held a consultation, and 
determined for their own safety to kill him, since they 
thought he meant to betray them into the hands of their 
enemies. Accordingly, one man struck him on the back 
of the head with a club, and others rushed upon him with 
their spears'. 

Ida Lee, Early Explorers in Australia. From tire Log Books a11d 
Journals, London, 1925, 615-6. 

61 Threlkeld viewed his son's station on the Gwydir as a kind 
of branch mission station. It was his wish to secure young 
scholars as yet 'uncontaminated' by disease and a thirst for 
drink who could be given a good education in their own 
tongue and prepared as 'messengers of the gospel'. 

62 For the return of 'Cobbera's tribe' in 1836 see p. 368, That 
for 1837 has not been located, 

63 The 1837 Report was also printed, but is substantially the 
same. 

64 Presumably Threlkeld means the tribes south of the Hawkes
bury. In the Windsor return for 30th June 1838 (38/6664) in 
C.S.O. 4/1133-3, the Brisbane Water tribe is called Walkeloa, 
almost certainly a corruption of or mishearing for Awabakal. 
The large number for the Hunter no doubt includes the 
Wanarua tribes and all those located in the Hunter valley. 



65 Hinton was the parish centre of the Rev. G. A. Middleton 
who had moved there in 1827 and who became parish priest 
of the neighbouring district· in 1837 by licence from Bishop 
Broughton. 

66 Threlkeld was a close disciple of the life of David Brainerd 
(1718-1747), the great American missionary to the Indians, 
whose journal had been the source of his missionary in
spiration, and early in his missionary career he frequently 
looked for parallels in his own life with that of Brainerd· 
Brainerd's interpreter, unlike M'Gill, was baptized. 

67 Major Nunn's own account, addressed to the Colonial 
Secretary, dated 25 March 1838 and enclosed in despatch 
No. 67, 25 April 1838, is not without interest. At the request 
of Mr Paterson he was despatched to Jerrys Plains to enquire 
into complaints about the Aboriginals. 

'on the 31 Deer last I quitted Jerry's Plains with a Party of 
the Mounted Police consisting of Ensign Calhan 2 Serjts 
and 18 Troopers & a Black Boy named Jacky, and marched 
direct for the Namoi, on reaching that river I heard some 
very distressing accounts of the Ravages committed by the 
Gwyder Blacks on their way up, I accordingly proceeded 
in search of them on the day of arrival, and after marching 
the whole of the night we came in sight of a Party of them 
about 2 hours after day light. After disposing of my men 
so as to prevent the escape of the natives and giving positive 
orders not to fire unless in self defence it being my object 
to take as many prisoners as possible, I rode down upon 
them- I succeeded in capturing 2 Tribes of the Namoi & 
the Gwyder, I then with the aid of the Black Boy told them 
that they were charged with Spearing Cattle & with Murder 
and required them to point out the Guilty persons. Fifteen 
men were then brought forward as the perpetrators, these 
I handcuffed together and after destroying their Spears & 
other weapons of warfare I allowed the others to depart. 
About 2 hours before Sunset the horses being then refreshed 
I returned to my former Station for the Night placing the 
Prisoners under charge of a Serjt and 2 Men. Two of these 
Prisoners were pointed out to me as the Murderers of one 
of Mr Hall's men about 1! years since and I determined 
upon leaving -them in security until Mr Hall who I believe 
could ident.ify them on his arrival up the Country but 
shortly after my return these two men succeeded in slipping 
thei[ handcuffs and attempted to make their escape in 
which one succeeded but the other was shot by the Sentry, 

Nunn then took four days to reach Bell's station on the 
Gwydir 'where the ravages were stated to be greater' but 
decided to continue in pursuit of 'the other tribe of the 
Gwyder blacks.' 

In about four days I reached Mr Cobbs station on the 
Big River I found every thing in disorder, the Shepherds 
were afraid to take the flocks out of sight of the Hut, 
in fact the statements in Mr Paterson's communication 
are fully borne out, learning from Mr Lamb the Serjt 
at Mr Cobb's station that the Blacks were at some 
distance in the interior he having followed them after the 
Murder a short distance. Mr. Lamb Mr Hall & Mr Scott's 
men undertaking to accompany me, I provisioned the 
Mounted Police men for 15 Days, and determined to 
pursue them, on the fourth day I came upon a Man sleeping 
under a Tree, seeing 4 Spears leaning against it I suspected 
that others were in the Neighbourhood - I accordingly 
secured him and afterwards four others (three with their 
women). From them I learnt that the main body of the 
Tribe were at some considerable distance on other Wakes. 
Keeping the men as guides, I proceeded in quest of the rest 
of the Tribe hearing all from these respecting the Sheep 
taken. On the second Evening after taking the men I came 
up with the main body on a River called the Bogy which 
runs through a wood but so open that the men could ride 
through. I rode down upon them but no sooner did they 
perceive us than they speared one of the Troopers through 
the calf of the leg and shewed evident intentions of spearing 
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many more. I then felt it necessary for the safety of my men 
to use sharp Measures and reluctantly gave orders to fire 
& regret much to state that a few fell in consequence .... 

Nunn pointed out that articles taken from Lamb's station 
could be identified. The party returned to Cobb's station by 
a more direct route, 

I here parted with my guides after rewarding them much 
to their satisfaction & explaining to them that we did not 
wish or intention [sic] to irtiure them but to prevent a 
recurrence of the outrages that had been committed. On 
reaching Mr. Cobb's Station I considered it prudent to rest 
my men and horses three days. I then proceeded to the 
Australian Companies Station on the Peel River (which 
altho rather out of my road afforded me an opportunity 
of getting my Horses shod) and from thence to Jerry's 
Plains which I reached after 53 days duty.' 

Gipps was careful to point out that the affair took place 'far 
beyond the boundaries of location, and in a Country which 
has rarely, if ever, been visited by Europeans.' However, from 
the Surveyor General's calculations he supposed that the action 
took place 'about 300 miles to the North, and 70 to the West 
of Sydney.' 

68 The Rev. David MacKenzie, who was probably more sym
pathetic to the squatting interest than Threlkeld, possibly 
provides a more balanced picture. 

'By the squatters the blacks have generally been treated 
very kindly, and yet, in many instances, the only return 
made for this kindness was spearing our cattle and murdering 
our servants, which acts frequently led to terrible retri
bution from the whites. Happily for both parties this state 
of things is now [1845] known only in history. On the one 
hand the blacks feel themselves completely subdued, and 
on the other the whites, having no reasonable ground for 
complaint, find it their interest to live on friendly terms 
with their sable neighbours. Since the "Liverpool Plains 
[Myall Creek] Massacre" there have been some, but not 
many murders comll}itted on either side- at least tlot many, 
so Jar as the public ltave bee11 it~formed. It is said, but I cannot 
vouch for the truth of the report, that since that memorable 
event, arsenic, mixed up in damper, has been liberally given 
to the aborigines. If so, all the fiends of pandemonium in 
council assembled could not have devised a more diabolical 
scheme, and hanging would be too slight a- punishment for 
any man who would be even in the smallest degree accessory 
to such a deed.' 

After describing the horrors of the massacre Mackenzie 
continues: 

'I happened to be living within a few miles of the scene of 
the Liverpool Plains tragedy, when these seven men, the 
chief actors in it, were hanged. The excitement then, among 
whites and blacks, was very great. They lived in constant 
dread of each other. It was to me a strange spectacle to see 
two shepherds, both mounted and well armed, go out every 
morning after one flock of sheep, consisting of double or 
triple its wonted number. In one flock were 2400 sheep, 
in another 1800. I found some of my own cattle speared by 
the blacks, and lying dead within half-a-mile of the hut. It 
was evident that it was not want of food which led the 
aborigines to commit such acts; for with the exception of a 
little of the kidney fat, no part of the carcasses was cut off, 
though the cattle were very fat. A few days afterwards, 
I accompanied Mr. Mayne, the district commissioner, to a 
spot where a tribe of the blacks had camped, and where we 
found upwards of 500 young ewes dead, all in one heap. 
They had been surrounded and speared by the blacks, The 
shepherds had a narrow escape. One of them had a spear 
driven through his hat - the spear had slightly grazed the 
crown of his head. The sheep belonged to a Mr. Cobb, 
two of whose men had been previously murdered by the 
blacks. One of these two men was murdered in the bush, 
and the other was speared near his own door, when running 
for his life to get inside the house. The body of. the man 

who was murdered in the bush (woods) they cut up in 
pieces and roasted. At Mr. George Bowman's cattle station 
here, the blacks were very kindly treated; but the only 
return made by them for this kindness was, to murder two 
of his men, and spear numbers of his cattle.' 

Tl1e Emigra11t's Gllide, 235-8. 
69 Probably the squatter Frederick Foot from the Liverpool 

Plains who took the news of the Myall Creek massacre to 
Muswellbrook and Sydney, though a deposition was made 
by William Hobbs, Dangar's overseer on the Myall Creek 
run that twelve stockmen from the Liverpool Plains massacred 
a party of twenty-eight men, women and children on 10 June 
1838. The murderers were tried on 15 November before 
Sir James Dowling, obtained a (popular) acquittal; seven of 
them were indicted and tried a second time on 27 November 
before Judge Burton; they were found guilty and hanged on 
18 December. See notes 177 and 184 to Introduction. 

70 Of all the missions Threlkeld's station received the least 
assistance from government. The following table is based on 
a 'Return of the Expense defrayed from the Colonial Treasury 
of New South Wales, of every Mission to the Aborigines 
within the Colony ... to 31st December 1842 ' 

Year 

1832 
1833 
1834 
1835 
1836 
1837 
1838 
1839 
1840 
1841 
1842 

Lake 
Macquarie 
£ '·d. 
186 - -
186 - -
186 - -
186 - -
186 - -
186--
186 - -
186 - -
186 - -
186--

Wellington 
Valley 

(C.M.S.) 
£'·d. 

726 6-
433 6 8 
soo--
500 - -
500 - -
650 - -
500--
530 3 -
500--
500--
500--

Moreton Port 
Bay Phillip Cost of 

Blankets (German ('Wesleyan 
Mission) Mission) 
£•.d.£ •. d. 

etc. 
£ '· d. 

412 1 8i 
340 13 1 
442 - 6 
825 17 9' 

310 19 2 
159 7 6 
321 5 10 
494 1 4 
231 - 4 

221 11 6 904 10 -
664 11 9! 851 19 lOt 

1460 11 7i 1190 4 7 
631 18 6 1330 7 6 
795 5 961 4 -
449 14 10 847 13 6 
315 - 1 689 10 -

71 The 'Franciscan doctrine of missions' had been advocated 
in one of the annual May missionary sermons by the celebrated 
Presbyterian divine, the Rev. Edward Irving, afterwards 
founder of a pentecostal sect, the Irvingites. Irving had argued 
that missionaries should be sent out to the Pacific 'without 
scrip and without purse', His doctrine appears to have in
fluenced Lang, though Lang's own treatise on Missionary 
Operations took a more reasonable stand. 

72 John Williams arrived in Sydney in his new missionary ship, 
the Camden on 10 September 1838. He informed Sir Culling 
Eardly Smith of the success of his visit to the colony. 'The 
efforts I have made to excite an interest here in the causes of 
Christ among the heathen, have been greatly blessed; so much 
so, that an efficient Australian Auxiliary has been formed, 
and upwards of £500 donations and subscriptions have been 
already received.' E. Prout, Memoirs of tile Life of tile Rev. 
Jolin Williams, missionary to Poly11esia, London, 1843, 519. 

73 Threlkeld's reconciliation with the L.M.S. was complete and 
he soon became identified with the Society again. He was a 
committee member of the new auxiliary society in Sydney 
and he had the satisfaction of having two personal friends 
(Williams and Ellis) at the fore of the Society's affairs, Even 
the Governor referred to the Lake Macquarie Mission as a 
London Missionary Society station in his covering letter to 
the Aboriginal reports in March 1842. H.R.A. (I) Vol. XXI, 
733. 

74 The annual reports from 1838 to 1841 were printed in Sydney, 
75 That is, the committee before which Threlkeld gave evidence 

(see pp. 270-73). The list was attached to Sadleir's evidence. 
76 For Nunn's engagement (see p. 138) and note 67. 
77 The claims of the phrenologists had long irritated Threlkeld. 

See note 45 to Reminiscences. 
78 Threlkeld's original MS of the Gospel of Mark is held by the 

Mitchell Library. 
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79 This account is taken from Charles Wilkes, Narrative of tile 
U11ited States Explorilfg Expedition Durittg tile Years 1838, 1839, 
1840, 1841, 1842. London, 1845, Vol. II, 245-56. Attempts to 
locate the original journals of Hale and Agate ha"O"e been 
unsuccessful. 

80 Christ Church, Newcastle, erected in 1817. However the first 
chaplain to reside there, the Rev. G. A. Middleton, did not 
take up his appointment until August 1821. 

81 These captures were frequently made by the Aboriginals. 
One bushranger even gave himself up at the station (24 April 
1836). 'He appeared firstly at the men's huts, and the men, 
being suspicious of his appearance, sent him up to the house. 
He then posed as a groom, and said his clothes were at an inn 
at Maitland. This tale was considered to be too thin by 
Threlkeld, and the man was persuaded to confess the truth 
with a view to the mitigation of his sentence, He had run 
away from his master in Sydney, he said, in company with 
another man, who had a dog and a gun, There was no evidence 
that the man had committed any violence, and he was half 
starved and nearly naked owing to his sojourn in the bush. 
He was sent to Newcastle in charge of Threlkeld's private 
constable, who bore a letter of explanation to the bench of 
magistrates.' Retold from Newcastle Herald, 19 October 1910, 
by Ben W. Champion, R.A.H.S. ]. & P., Sydney, 1940, 
Vol. XXV, 364-5. 

82 For Hale's report see Horatio Hale, United States Exploring 
Expedition, 1838-42, Under command of Charles Wilkes ••. 
ethnography and philology, Philadelphia, 1846. Attempts to 
locate the drawings made on this expedition have been 
unsuccessful. For Agate's studies, "M'Gill", "Corrobory 
Dance" and "New Holland Boy", see Wilkes, Narrative of 
tlte Um'ted States Expedition Dmi11g tile Years 1838, 1839, 1840, 
1841, 1842, London, 1845, Vol. II, Chapter VI. A lithograph 
of "Bee-rah-bahn" (M'Gill) was published separately. 

83 This pamphlet was printed in Sydney by J. Spilsbury and 
J. M'Eachern, Lower George Street, in 1839. 

84 Tl1e Encyclopaedia America11a was edited by Francis Lieber. 
A new edition was published in Philadelphia in 1838. 

85 The "Massachusetts Indian Language" was first reduced to 
writing by the English missionary, John Eliot (1604-1690). 
In this task he was assisted by a 'pregnant-witted Indian', who 
had been a servant in an English family. It took Eliot more 
than twelve years to learn the language. In 1925 Eliot's trans
lation of Richard Baxter's "Call to the Unconverted", 
printed at Cambridge, Mass., by Samuel s;reen in 1664, ~as 
sold for £6,800 sterling, the then record pnce for an Amencan 
book. The last person to speak the language died in the mid
nineteenth century. Threlkeld's missionary career was closely 
parallel. 

86 John Williams and John Harris were clubbed to death on 
the beach at Dillon's Bay, Eromanga on 20 November 1839. 
The news reached Sydney on the 30th on the arrival of the 
Camden. In February 1840 Gipps sent H.M.S. Favourite to 
Eromanga to recover the remains. 

87 This belief was widely held in missionary circles. Indeed the 
names of well known sandalwooders were actually mentioned, 
including Captain S. P. Henry (see p. 278). Certainly ~he 
Eromangans had experienced outrages from European part1es, 
but the immediate causes of the killing of Williams were more 
complicated and not related directly to the e~peditions quote~ 
by the missionaries. Threlkeld however, like some of his 
colleagues, seized on the occasion to point a moral lesson. 

88 The boast was made by W. H. Humphries; the station was 
supposed to be that of S. A. Donaldson who denied the affair, 
see p. 279. 

89 Gipps had little sympathy for Threlkeld's plans for an 
Aboriginal Institution or his settlement at Newcastle. On 
receipt of the report he had a mem<?r~ndum drawn up out
lining the financial history of the nusston, and requested t~e 
Colonial Secretary to terminate the mission at Lake Macquane. 
(C.S.I.L. re Land, Box 120, 45/514.) 
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showing the location of the London Missionary Society Station 
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Harry Brown and Charley 
from the Lake Macquarie tribe. 
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Selected Correspondence 

THE FOLLOWING LETTERS have been selected_mainly from public collections: the Archives of the London Missionary 
Society, Congregational Council for World Mission, Westminster; the Archives Office of New South Wales, Sydney; 
and the various private letter books held in the Mitchell Library, Sydney. Several letters preserved in private hands 

have also been adde"d, as well as a number written specifically for the press. These letters and reports are intended to 
supplement those copied in the Memoranda and also those which were published by Threlkeld himself in his Statement (1828). 
Many of the letters duplicate material which is already included in the Reminiscences and the Memoranda, but their inclusion 
is useful in placing the information in the context in which it was either gathered or comnumicated. A number of official 
communications, such as acknowledgments, declarations and applications for his allowance as Government interpreter, 
have been omitted as well as his anonymous correspondence in the press. Letters relating to Threlkeld's work as Chaplain 
to the Mission for Seamen have not been included. Some letters dealing with detailed and controversial matters such as 
postal efficiency, national education and volnntaryism have also been omitted. The letters are all either to or from Threlkeld 
and, tmless otherwise noted, are complete except for the terminal, often involved, subscription and signature. 

Correspondence and Ear!J Reports relating to 

the Aboriginal Mission I82J-I84I 

1. To WILLIAM ALERS HANKEY 22 January 1825 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 20 June 1825.]1 

Sir Sydney 
... The Deputation have not left yet but have resolved to attempt a Mission to the Aborigines of 

this country. We have been a voyage to [a] place called Newcastle and have fonnd a place likely to answer 
for a Missionary settlement to which I shall bend my way as soon as matters arranged with the Govemour 
respecting the Grant of Land, in trust for the natives. There is an interest excited here in behalf of the 
poor natives and I hope the Divine blessing will accompany our attempt. The Attorney General is now 
with the Govemour respecting the land. It is proposed that ten thousand Acres be set apart in trust for 
the natives. The particulars of all this new mission have no doubt been communicated by the Deputation 
this prevents the need of my saying further on the subject. It would be well now to open an account 
for the Aboriginal Mission - New South Wales distinct from any other and I will forward from year 
to year a correct account or oftener if re:quired perhaps it would be well to begin it from Jany the first 
1825. My own acconnts will commence from there. 

[Subscribed] 

P.S. I have drawn on you in favour of Messrs Rain & Ramsay for forty five pounds which bill you will 
please to honour when due. 
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2. To GEORGE BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 2 February 1825 
(L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 20 june 1825.] 

My dear Brethren Sydney 

Although it [is] almost superfluous for me to write during the stay of the Deputation in these parts, 
yet I can not persuade myself to allow of another opportunity to pass without availing myself of it. -
In brief it is only needful to say that on the 20'h of Octr last I was united again to a partner whom 
I trust God will bless with me in tills new mission to the Aborigines of tills country - After various 
disappointments as it respects the spot where to commence the mission it is now finally resolved at a place 
called Reids mistake on the Sea coast about 40 miles from Sydney and 20 from Newcastle. Yesterday 
was finished the draft of a deed of trust for 10-000 acres of land for the use of the natives and a few 
weeks will only elapse before operations commence. In fact I am waiting now for my three dear little 
girls to come up from the Islands then I shall be ready to commence if the Surveying part is ready -
Now I have to request for the use of this Mission a supply of fish-hooks -hatchets- tools for Carpentry 
and Agriculture - The natives both men and women are perfectly naked - Clothes of any kind which 
the South Sea Islanders would despise - would be valuable to these poor forlorn creatures - Stationary 
- Medicines - Nails - It is my intention to act here upon the same plan we f01md so successful at 
Raiatea namely, Give nothing to any individual but in return for some labour for common good! 
There is nothing to flatter sanguin expectation in the beginning of this Mission - "It is a thing spoken 
against;" as impracticable, by everyone. But to the Christian who views by faith it is one of those 
mountains that shall become a plain or be cast into the sea. However, it is our privilege to be able to 
solicit at the courts of heaven where we hope you will join in urging divine blessings to be bestowed 
on the Mission to the poor Blacks in New South Wales and in due season we shall reap if we faint not. 
Government here does nothing further than grant the land and promise protection every expence must 
be born by the Society. It is needful to mention this because formerly when the question was first agitated 
there was an Idea that some advantages of a pecuniary nature would be given but there is nothing 
whatever of the kind - In some parts of tills Colony there is quite a hostile feeling against the Blacks. 
And those who ought to be their champions are silent on the subject. A Gentleman (Mr Cox) of large 
property recommended at a publick meeting in this Colony that the best measure towards the Blacks 
would be to "Shoot them all and manure the ground with them! ! !" It is a little encouraging however 
that the disposition towards them in the part where our operations commence is very different towards 
them. It is right you should know that I have received no encouragement whatever from any individual, 
in power, whether Clerical or civil save from the Govenonr, the Attorney General, and Deputy 
Commissary Wemyss. 

(Subscribed] 

LIST OF ARTICLES FOR THE .ABORIGINAL MISSION NEW SOUTH WALES 

Slops consisting of trowsers, jackets, shirts & caps for the natives, canvas & flannel cheap calico and prints 
for the women who are like the men stark naked. ·Blankets small hatchets carpenters and husbandry tools 
- nails for shingling and house use - boot nails - Iron pots. Gallon or so to boil homini for the 
natives, a few frying pans. Medicines.2 Stationery ditto ditto. A pit Saw - coop cut ditto. Forge -
small one complete. 

3. From D. TYERMAN and G. BENNET 24 February 1825 
[Printed leqflet, "Australia: Primed by R. Howe"; Statement, 6-8.] 

Dear Friend and Brother, Sydney 

A new field of labour now opens before you; and, while it affords encouragement to our hopes 
of success, to see the finger of Providence so clearly indicating tl1e Divine will, it should inspire you at 
once with confidence and with zeal in entering upon this important sphere of Missionary labour, with 
tl1e persuasion that your exertions shall not be in vain in the Lord. - While we know well that the 
success of all Missionary efforts depends upon the sovereign influences of the Holy Spirit of God, it yields 
us no small satisfaction in feeling confident that your talents, your devotedness to your work, and your 
extensive experience as a Missionary of the Cross, render you, in our estimation, a suitable instrument 
to be employed in this important engagement. 
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The novelty of an undertaking which proposes the conversion of the debased Aborigines of this 
Country to Christianity, and their instruction in the arts of civiliz~d life, will fix upon you the eyes of 
all in this Country especially, and the Christian world in general, and awaken at once a universal interest, 
and a peculiar curiosity in observing your operations, and in anticipating the results of tl1e pending 
experiment. - Being aware of this, we doubt not, that on your part, prudence, and act~vity, and 
perserverance, and patience in your great undertaking, will put to silence the ignorance of foolish men, 
and realize the hopes of the Society, and of all who love our Lord Jesus Christ; wlllle the promises of 
God, that He will give the heathen to his Son for Ills inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth 
for his possession, will strengthen your hands, and encourage your heart, in a WOrk which all will regard as 
peculiarly arduous, but which these promises encourage you to hope shall not be unsuccessful. 

The liberal promise wlllch the Government of tills Country has given of the appropriation of a 
large portion of land for the use of the Natives at Reid's Mistake, and on which you will reside with 
your family, makes the way open and removes every impediment: so that you will proceed to your 
Station there so soon as you can complete your previous arrangements and preparations. We think it 
advisable that you should take a house at tl1e Town of Newcastle for a short period, for tl1e accommo
dation of your family, while you will use your best endeavours to erect a suitable residence, for your 
future convenience on some appropriate spot within the limits of the land which has been given. 
As to the best means of building such a house, will be left to your own discretion; the ftmds . of the 
Society being responsible for the expences, you will sec it necessary to usc all the economy which is 
consistent with domestic convenience and comfort. 

As a knowledge of the language of the Natives must be regarded as essential3 to the success Of your 
Mission, you will deem it your duty, while the house is in progress, as well as after you have taken up 
your abode in it, to be using your best efforts to acquire it; while it will greatly facilitate the progress 
of your work, to make yourself familiar with their customs, superstitions, and habits. By a knowledge 
of these, you will see what the principal difficulties opposing your success arc, while an intimate 
acquaintance with their language will enable you to communicate that information, respecting the 
Gospel of Jesus, which will be the best adapted to remove the obstacles, and to ensur~ success. 

You know well the importance of condescending to the capacities, and to tl1.e ignorance, of those 
degraded beings among whom you will have to dwell; while your example will inspire them with a 
concern to abandon their debasing habits, and to imitate those of civilized society. Labouring to .cultivate 
their minds, by instructing them in the arts of reading, writing, &c. and by communicating to them a 
knowledge of the doctrines and precepts of the Gospel, and the duties which they owe to the Government 
of this Country, and mankind in general, you will at the same time endeavour to ·promote. among them 
cleanliness, decency of dress, industry in cultivating land, and building themselves houses, and a regard 
to all the duties of domestic life. Your knowledge of what has been done in these respects among the 
adults of other heathen nations, will forbid that you should despair of success among those who have 
reached the years of maturity; but your special attention will be directed to the children and to the rising 
generation, as affording the best grounds of hope. Schools, for the instruction of all, will be your first 
object to establish, and which you will superintend with indefatigable care and zeal. And while your 
best efforts will be directed to heal their mental woes, your knowledge of medicine will enable you to 
remove their bodily sufferings. A steady attention to these objects, together with a kind manner, a tender 
solicitude to promote their temporal happiness and comfort, and a glowing zeal to advance their eternal 
salvation, will not fail, we trust, to secure to you tl1eir love, confidence, and attachment. In you they 
will see what a Christian is, and be led to emulate his excellencies. 

The preaching of the Gospel being the great means which is ordained of God, to effect the conversion 
of sinners, and to promote their sanctification and meetness for glory, and to break down the vile 
superstitions which degrade the heathen world, your immediate solicitude will be, to acquire such a 
knowledge of the language of the people among whom you are to dwell, as to be qualified, as soon as 
possible, to preach to them, in their own tongue, the wonderful works of God. To accomplish· this, 
will be indeed an arduous task, but the confidence wlllch we have in your talents and diligence, and 
in that Divine assistance which you will constantly implore, enables us to anticipate a period, not very 
remote, when this will be achieved. But, when you have acquired a knowledge of the language of these 
perishing heathen, while your efforts will be more immediately to promote the welfare of those .who 
reside in your own immediate vicinity; You will not fail to embrace any opportunities which may offer, 
of preaching the Gospel to other tribes, and of promoting the welfare of other natives, to the utmost 
extent of your power, throughout this vast Island. We rejoice that Providence has ·directed you to a 
partner in life, like minded with yourself, we trust, as to Missionary views and feelings. Her intimate 
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knowledge of the natives, will qualify her to take an active part with you in promoting their welfare, 
and especially the good of her own sex, to which we are confident, to the extent of her domestic conven
ience, she will devote hersel£ While as a Missionary, your immediate and principal duties lie among the 
Aborigines of this land, and from which nothing must make you swerve, yet, when opportunities offer 
of preaching the Gospel to your countrymen, we are assured you will not fail to embrace them, and 
to endeavour to promote the salvation of those who have left their native shores, and taken up their 
abode in this Country. 

As to the means of subsisting yourself and family, it must be left to your own discretion. Assured 
thatyou will use all the economy which is consistent with your domestic comfort, we pledge the funds 
of the Society for your support, and authorize you to draw upon the Treasurer for such sums, from 
time to time, as may be necessary; at the same time, we request that, so soon as you can ascertain what 
sum will be equal to your arumal support, you will name it to the Society at home, persuaded that a 
fixed annual salary will be more agreeable to all parties. 4 

As the Society will take the most lively interest in your engagement, it will afford them the highest 
gratification to hear of your progress. You will, therefore, send a Report once a-year, at least, to the 
Secretary, containing a full detail of the state of your Mission, and all the important transactions of the 
past year. 

The objects which your Mission proposes to accomplish, being those of the purest benevolence, 
the present comfort, and the eternal salvation of immortal souls; you will feel it your bounden duty 
to avoid meddling with the politics of the Country in which you live, on the one hand; while on the 
other, you will show all due deference and respect to the Civil Authorities of the land, and endeavour 
to promote peace on earth, and good will towards men, ever demeaning yourself as a pious Christian, 
a peaceful Member of Society, and a worthy Subject of the State. 

On other particulars respecting your Missionary duties, it is not needful that we should dwell, as 
they are contained in the general instructions which you received from the Society, when you first 
commenced your Missionary career, and to which we refer you. 

During our residence in this country, we shall be happy to assist you with our advice, or in any 
other way in our power. 

4. To ANDREW BRANDRAM 14 April1825 
[B.F.B.S . .Poreign Correspondence Inwards 1825, p. 249. Received 20 December 1825.) 

Dear Sir New South Wales 

It having pleased the head of the church to place me in a new part ofhis vineyard where an opportunity 
offers of distributing the scriptures to my fellow countrymen and having had applications without the 
means of answering them, save in one instance through the Sydney Bible Society, I beg leave to request 
a few of the sacred volume for distribution gratis. The persons I have in view cannot purchase, they are 
principally prisoners of the crown sent into the Wilderness to keep their masters flocks and herds. 
Without Society, without any possibility of attending the means of grace, even were those means in 
existence among them, how much those poor herdmen need the word of Salvation to be sent among 
them! Their scattered situation prevents the last Idea of a living preacher ever visiting them. Whilst we 
feel for the Black slaves of the west and pity sends forth the message of peace in living and dead characters 
let us not forget the poor degraded White slaves, rendered so by their own depravity it is true, but send 
them the word which is able to make them wise unto salvation and teach them to suffer patiently for 
their faults. Small editions will be most convenient of a clear type. Should the society think fit to vote 
a grant for this purpose and honour me as their instrument in this work then please to direct them for 
me to the care of Robert Campbell Esqr Sydney, Merchant, and it shall be my endeavour to circulate 
them for the above [ ] giving my account annually to the Soc[iety] 

[Subscribed] 

P .S. Should the society have a version of Scriptures for the catholics, one of their own authorised versions, 
it would be a great charity to forward me a rather large grant for that class of people they being very 
numerous in this colony. An impression is on my mind that ·the Bible Society has published a version 
that is not prohibited to the catholics, if I am mistaken shall be glad of being corrected. 
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5. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 23 April 1825 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 23 December 1825.] 

Very dear and Respected Sirs Sydney 

I am now about to depart again unto the Gentiles, but cannot permit the present opportunity to 
escape without addressing you. To say anything about what will be done would be presumptuous in me. 
My trust, if my own heart deceives me not, is in the Lord. The work has difficulties and every one 
considers it as a forlorn hope save a few individuals. If it were not for what I know God hath done 
in the Islands by the instrumentality of Native teachers alone, thus corroborating the promise that it is 
not by might nor yet by power, but by my spirit saith the Lord, iny own fears would be also very 
much excited. We expect to move next week or the week after to Newcastle indeed I am most anxious 
to be at work again may it be more and more my meat and drink to do my master's will. My first 
employment will be to obtain the Language of the Aborigines without which it would be a mere farce 
to attempt anything tmder the name of a Missionary establishment. during this a house must be erected 
out in the wilderness where we shall reside as soon as ever it is fmished. after which, circumstances must 
determine the mode of action among the tribes, whether they will settle round me or I must follow them, 
it would be premature to say. The former is what I have some hopes of. My communications shall be 
half yearly unless anything more than commonly interesting should appear. January will constitute the 
yearly account as then the accounts reach home by May. I have now to purchase a horse to travel 
directly we go down as the spot is not chosen and some care is requisite to choose an eligible scite [sic] 
for the natives in the first instance. I went down a few weeks since but the weather prevented my 
travelling in the Bush (a Colonialism for the Woods), but now I hope to be surrounded by the black tribes, 
in at least a week or two. When I was down the natives asked me, Massa when you come sit down 
at Reid's Mistake, the reply was two moons [seep. 87]. No Gammon massa. they were assured that was 
my intention provided my children came from the Islands, they speak a little English and understand 
more. However, the Brutus arrived without touching at Raiatea for my children and it would be only 
a dead expence to wait here 6 or 7 months until another vessel arrives from the Islands. My word will 
therefore be kept with the natives and this will help to convince them that there is no Gammon in what 
has been said to them. (Gammon is what the aborigines usc for falsehood.) It is with much concern I 
break off to communicate intelligence the most painful this moment communicated to me by Mr Hall 
who is just arrived from New Zealand. The Wesleyan Missionaries at Wangaroa have been attacked, 
nearly killed, have escaped witl1 their lives, their property seized by the natives and a vessel the Mercury 
was seized plundered and burnt at the very spot where we (the Deputation) were in such eminent danger.S 
The Missionaries are gone to the Bay of Islands where they write they are only safe because they arc 
under the protection of the great guns of the Ships there. George the chief at Wangaroa is ill and has 
given his dying charge to the natives, a charge that will most likely be attempted, namely to kill the 
Missionaries and seize their property as a retaliation for the Death of his father who was blown up in 
tl1e destruction of the Boyd. Revenge for an injury is never forgotten in the breast of a Savage whether 
that injury be supposed or real. There were some in this colony who treated the recital of our escape 
from those very natives in that very place, with cool indifference, as though it was wished to heighten 
the appearance of danger. Sorry am I that those indefatigable truly eminent servants of Christ, the 
Wesleyan Missionaries, should be placed in such circumstances, as must prove too dearly the jeapardy 
of our lives. They will be in the Colony the first conveyance. This may be only a shaking of the dry 
bones, very alarming to one that is among skeletons, but more a mark of life than otherwise. Satan 
trembles, not only so he rages, were he not chained, not a Missionary would escape, • his kingdom 
totters and the most untoward circumstances often prove the very means of establishing the Gospel. 
I must now return again to the Aboriginal Mission and must beg of the Directors to attend to the 
following particulars in order to save the expences which otherwise must ensue if these articles are 
obliged to be always procured in the colony. Slops for the natives. In return they will give Skins, 
this will doth[e] the naked. Husbandry tools, fish hooks &c. this will feed the huugry: and when it 
pleases God to enable me to attain their rude speech and hard language then the poor shall have the 
Gospel preached to them. Further let me beg of the Directors to furnish me with a few copies of Rogues 
Essay. Why not scatter a little seed on the water for the white tribe: A good assortment of Missionary 
publications & Reports one always boutid for the Governour for the time being besides one each for the 
trustees of the Land. What harm in making known our operations to those who may be friendly in the 
Colony. I write tlms because, although I am a Missionary of the L. M. Society yet I never have yet had 
a printed report to give away to the numerous applications which I have had for them. Situated as I am 
now, by my Lord and Master I wish to have the means of forwarding his Kingdom both directly and 
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indirectly. You will pardon my mentioning these things but we ought to use all means for the cause 
of God during the short time allotted to us for work. lt was _my intention to have sent you an account 
of expenditure, but while I was- at. Newcastle to see the most likely place for the Mission some rogues 
got into the house one evening (we suspect the servant) and took away nearly thirty pounds worth of 
property and money - my writing desk, & bills &c. &c. which was found broken open on the race 
course. Mr. and Mrs. Pitman have arrived here in good health and spirits. Our friends here are highly 
interested with them both. God will I anticipate make them very useful may his blessing be upon them. 
Our good friend Mr. Tyerman and Mr. Bennett [sic] are here yet but the former has had a very smart 
attack of sickness, he is much better now. 

It afforded much pleasure to hear of the united prayers that are continually being offered up to God 
for the sUccess of Missionaries. The poor fugitive missionaries at New Zealand trembling for their lives 
will give a fresh impulse to those who solicit at the throne of grace, nor will the missionary who is going 
among the Aborigines to reside in the midst of contending parties and who have speared many an 
Englishman, but not unprovoked, be forgotten by all who love the redeemer's cause. But a few months 
since I hoped to see you in the flesh and have received a fresh impetus from the communications of pious 
friends and then return again to the charge against the Enemy but the Captain of our posts has said, no, 
he has led me to this field in his own way, he said unto his servants I am with you always unto the 
end of the world, as servauts of his, we go, and blessed be his name for employing his servant again in 
his delightful work. In doing his work there is great reward. Mr Nott has arrived from the Islands on 
his way to England pr first conveyance. Should he arrive in safety, allow me strongly to urge that an 
edition of the new testament should be printed in England under his inspection in the Tahitian language. 
And now, my dear, and highly respected friends I must conclude praying that the blessing of the Most 
High may be upon you to direct and prosper you in all that is undertaken with a view to his glory. 
May his blessing, peace and favour be on you individually in yourselves and families and with every 
sentiment of love and good will. . . . 

[Subscribed] 

P.S. My dear partner although personally unknown desires to unite with me in kindest regards to you 
and the Directors. 

P.S. It was my intention to write to Mr Lewis and several others in the Direction to whom I am personally 
known but my packing up occasions so much confusion that I must defer it [till) I am settled we expect 
to sail today or tomorrow (May 71h) but have the goodness to present my kind regards to Mr Lewis 
and all our friends. 

Will yoU have the goodness to recommend a person who can supply me with clothes for I feel 
quite vexed with the price which I am obliged to pay here in the colony. My bill is just come to hand 
and they charge for fustian trowsers to ride one pound six shillings pr pair and three guineas for one 
pair of black cloth trowsers. I feel grieved at putting the society to such an expence which might be 
saved did I know to whom to apply for clothing in England Male and female your kind attention to 
this will oblige me and save the ftmds also of the Society. 

6. To G. BURDER 25 April1825 
[L..M.S. Australia L~tters. Received 21 December 1825.] 

My dear friend and respected Brother, Sydney 

I am now about to commence operations against Satan in these parts we leave next week. It is 
pleasing to hear that the poor natives have been making diligently a great enquiry when the missionary 
is co_ming down to live among them. This intelligence has just been received by myself from a person 
that can be depended on from near the part to which I am going. Let me entreat an interest in the 
prayers of you and your congregation on behalf of this mission as well as otl1ers that God may work 
by the means you send fortl1. With respect to a comparison of work tl1e present one has much more 
perplexities attached to it than that in tl1e Islands. But as God has chosen me, for it was not my own 
seeking, I trust he will not disappoint ultimately our expectations. The Natives are perfectly naked both 
men and women living in the woods roving about from place to place careles[s] and indifferent about 
any thing save food, have frequent fights among themselves, but these fights are not general but fought 
according to a fixed principlc,6 what, I cannot inform you of at present - Some of the women have 
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the first joint of their fmger taken off, perhaps one particular tribe. Many of them have a mark burned 
on their thigh, this is done at the death of a near relation, it is about four inches long a mere [ t] scar, 
made by the application of a fire brand at several distinct periods? -My hope as it respects temporal 
things, is to excite them to bring their Skins of animals instead of eating them in barter for their clothes. 
They appear to be pleased with this Idea. The profit of such barter is not for myself but for themselves, 
for unless we can fmd something out of their own resources to clothe them, it is almost an impossible 
thing to expect charity to keep them, neither would that charity be beneficial, at least permanently so, 
like the introducing his encouragement for industry which always induces independance. We take down 
with us a few slops and other articles some will procure us a little assistance in building our house, fencing, 
&c. &c. How often God makes use of the temporal advantages of Europeans to further his Gospel among 
the Heathen many an instance of this have I observed among the Islands and trust it will be so here. 

7. To W.A. HANKEY 1 June 1825 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 21 December 1825.] 

My dear Sir, Newcastle 

I beg to apprise you of having drawn in favour of Robert Campbell Esqr Sydney one set of bills 
of exchange for ninety five pounds, one set for one hundred and sixty eight potmds eleven shillings and 
three pence and another set for two hundred and thirty six potmds sixteen shillings bearing date the zoth 
May 1825 which bills you will please to honour and place to the accotmt of the Aboriginal Mission, 
New South Wales. The particu1ars of expenditure will be forwarded through the medium of the 
Deputation. 

For the last week I have with the assistance of a native and another man been marking a road 
through the woods in order to convey ourselves to the place where we intend to reside by. land. It is 
only by chipping the bark of the trees we can at all find our way. One of the natives who speaks 
very fair english is with me and renders me essential service in obtaining the language.8 I have collected 
several hundred words already, the idiom appears precisely the same as the Taheitian but I would only 
mention this with diffidence considering the little experience I have yet in the Aboriginal tongue. 

I do not apprehend there will be need of more than one hundred or a htmdred and fifty pounds 
to set the Establishment on a firm footing, after which the expences of food and raiment with incidental 
occurrences will be the annual expenditure of the mission. The putting up of our house and clearing 
the ground for cultivation will be done we hope by the natives assisted by a European to put them in 
the proper way, furnishing our flour and Indian com for our own family and the Natives, thus con
centrating the natives by employing them and lessening the annual expenditure. Two natives have spoken 
to me already to allow them a portion of land for agriculture which is pledged to them. 

8. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 5 July 1825 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters.] 

Dear and Respected Friends, Newcastle 

I have enclosed the accounts of expenditure up to the 21st of June as well as a copy of my memoran
dums from time to time, not very interesting, but if it please God to give the increase now we have 
sown[,] this wilderness will rejoice and this dreary desert will blossom as the rose. That there is a disposition 
in the [ ]9 of the natives round about favourable towards us is a [cause of) thankfulness may it 
increase as the work goes forward. [At] present I am only, as it were, on the brink of it: when our 
house is completed and we are residents among them then we shall be in fuH action. May the prayers 
of the churches in England be poured forth for a divine blessing on this for/om [ J whilst God 
enabling your missionary will go forward [ ] that prayer and faith can overcome all difficulties. 

[Subscribed] 

P.S. The writing in red I11k must not o~ any account be put in publickation, much more might have 
been said but prudence forbids. The Deputation and myself were led to expeCt in the first Instance that 
a very small expence indeed would fall on the Society. The house, the rations for family, &c. were to 
have been supplied by the Government. But put not your trust in Princes. Amen. Amen. 
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1824 . 
Aug. 

Oct. 
20th 

1824 
to 

May 
1825 

1824 
Oct 
Dec. 

March 
1825 

May 

[Enclosures] 

Expenses in account with the L.M. Society 
New South Wales Oct 1824 L. E. Threlkeld 

To passage money from the Islands 
for self and Son. Clothing on 

£. s. d. 

arrival and incidental expenses 56 - -

To articles for the three children 
left in the Islands 10 

To Expenses of marriage &c. &c. 19 

£85 

Bills drawn on the Treasurer to defray those 
expenses. L. E. Threlkeld 

1824 
Aug. 
27th 

Oct. 
11th 

£. s. d. 
To bills of Exchange in favour of 
R. Dacre 15 -

To bills of Exchange in favour of 
R. Campbell Esq. 70 - -

£85 - -

Account current of expenditure for the Aboriginal Mission N.S. Wales 1824 and 5 

Expences incurred (Ending June 21" 1825) Bills drawn on the Treasurer 

£ s. d. 
Expenses occasioned by journeys 1825 
on account of the Aborigines as Jany. Set of Bills in favour of Rain & 
pr account A No. 1. No. 2 & Ramsay 45 - -
No. 3A £118 15 91 ditto ditto in favour of R. Campbell 98 - -2 

To Furnishing house C No. 1 £150 19 10 Feb. ditto ditto R. Campbell 30 - -
9th 

April ditto ditto R. Campbell 100 - -
May ditto ditto R. Campbell 95 - -

To .Equipment B. No. 1 £ 61 8 9 20th ditto ditto R. Campbell 168 11 3 
ditto ditto R. Campbell 236 7 3 

Expences of Rent Housekeeping £765 7 3 
&c. B. No.3 £128 5 - June 21'' 1825 Ballance transferred 4 3 10 
Sundries for the Mission C No. 3 £310 1 81 

2 

£769 11 1 £769 11 1 

1825 To Ballance brought forward · due 
June to L.E.T. 4 310 
21st 
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1824 
Oct. 
and 

Novr. 
A 

B 

c 

1825 
Jany 
14th 

Aboriginal Mission Moreton Bay New South Wales Oct 191h 1824 

l. E. Threlkeld 

Expences attached to an intended 
voyage with the Govemour on his 
tour to Moreton Bay 

Equipment of Clothing for Self & 
Son for Moreton Bay 

Ditto for Mrs. T. 
Ditto for family uses 
To furnishing house including Bed, 
bedstead, Bedding, chairs, tables, 
&c. &c. Kitchen utensils, crockery 
ware, &c. &c. to be taken with us 
to the Missionary station 

£. s. d. 

24 15 -

26 8 

26 3 9 
8 17 -

150 19 10 

£237 3 7 

The Governor apologised for want of room in the Amity 
the voyage was declined after the preparation was made 
but were to hold ourselves in readiness to proceed when 
the Amity returned. Proceeded therefore to purchase 
equipment and get the estimate of a house to be taken 
in frame with us. The same equipment serves for our 
present Mission. 

Took a house and furnished it as the same furniture would 
do [for us] at the Station. The enormous price of from 
three to four pounds pr week for furnished lodgings 
rendered it more economical to purchase at. once. The 
same furniture serves for present use and must have been 
purchased had it been delayed until our departure for 
this place. 

Aboriginal Mission Macquarie Lake N.S. Wales. Jany 141h 1825 

L. E. Threlkeld 

P' Voyage to Newcastle in company 
with the deputation to search for a 
suitable station for the Aboriginal 
Mission. 
Foraging suit of clothes 
Passage money 
Expences 

Expences at the [ ] de
frayed by the Deputation 

£4 1 6 
3 10 -
2 - -

Second Voyage in company with 
Mr. J. Arndell to seek suitable land 
for agricultural purposes for the 
Natives. 
Passage money 
Expences at Inn 
Stage coach hire & sundries 
Tobacco, fish hooks, 
hatchets for the Natives 

Kettle and Frying pan 
Fowling piece shot powder 
and appurtenances 
telescope 

£7 0 0 
20 0 0 
3 0 0 

2 1 0 
1 0 0 

11 3 10 

£. s. d. 

9 11 6 

£54 0 9! 
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When the Governour returned Moreton Bay was given 
up as unsuitable. It was therefore proposed to make 
an excursion in search of a suitable station: first in the 
neighbourhood of Newcastle and in the event of that 
failing then to proceed in the Interior over the Blue 
Mountains. A place nigh Reid's Mistake appeared to 
be most suitable but we had not an opportunity of 
seeing the spot. 

Second Voyage. 
It happened that for 17 months there had been no 

rain in this part of the Colony, but on the very day of 
our arrival it began in torrents- and so continued for 
three weeks producing a seventeen foot rise in the river, 
preventing our excursion in a great measure and con
fined us until the winds shifted at the Inn. 

Our whole dependance for food in the Woods would 
have been on our Gun as it respects animal food. 



9. To W.A. HANKEY 20 August 1825 
[L.M.S. A11stralia Letters. Received 12 April 1826.] 

My dear Sir, Newcastle 
I beg to apprise you of having drawn in favour of R. Campbell Esqr for one hundred pounds dated 

1Qth of August Inst. which you will have the goodness to honor and place to the account of the 
Aborigines. 

I have been waiting several days past the arrival of a number of natives who are assembled to punish 
a man, the description of which will be highly interesting. As they have not yet arrived shall defer sending 
any extracts of my journal until the quarter is expired next month. Suffice to say that the cottage is now 
contracted for and expected to be finished in six months from this date when we shall most glady enter 
it to be among the aborigines. Our time however is not lost at present, attention being paid to the language. 
Every day adds a little to my stock but nothing in comparison to what will be when I am more among 
them. The site of our missionary station is such that I can most easily accompany them in their fishing 
or hunting excursions such being the only plan I can conceive of to have an opportunity of hearing their 
conversation and being among them. The natives are not in this country located in any number although 
every tribe has its district the boundary of which must not be passed without permission from the tribe 
to which it belongs.lO What an honor will it be to the Missionary Society if it Pleases the King of Kings 
to say to the dominion of Satan amongst the Aborigines in our generation hitherto shalt thou come and 
no further and here shall thy proud sceptre be for ever broken. Such has been the case in the South Seas, 
such will be the case in God's own time here until the holy fire shall run from Island to Island continent 
to continent until the whole world be filled with Glory. May we all be instruments in his hand to effect 
this and to him shall be the praise. 

10. From S. BANNISTER 15 September 1825 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Enclosed with 12.] 

Dear Sir, Sydney 
I am sorry to fmd that some uneasiness has arisen in your mind in consequence of the nearness to 

you of an opening made by the Branch Church Missionary Society [see p. 189J in regard to the Black 
people. 

A meeting of the members will be soon held on the subject and I shall feel personally obliged if you 
will inform me if some benefit rather than injury, will not be felt by any proper person being in your 
neighbourhood for one year, inasmuch as he will see your system - I hope there has been some mis
apprehension on the subject and I shall endeavor to have ultimate plan[s] for this one year, settled, as far as 
rests with me after heanng from you; nothing is to be fixed permanently till after advice is heard from 
England. [Subscribed] 
Information has been collecting from various parts of the Colony. The French medical gentleman has 
confirmed his opinion of the imwte deficiency of these poor people by a careful examination of many 
heads.! I 

11. To S. BANNISTER 27 September 1825 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Enclosed with 12.] 

Dear Sir, Newcastle 
In reply to your inquiry it is with pleasure I confidentially state that it is my firm conviction, from 

experience in the Islands, that no two Missionary Stations ought to be within the easy access to each other. 
For this reason, the moment any litde circumstance, fancied, or real, arises in the mind of the natives 
to cause uneasiness, they immediately have recourse to the other station, until a similar occurrence returns 
them again. Thus playing with both. This is the real cause why we separate and form stations in the 
Islands where one Missionary alone can have the management of the mission. The natives here are 
connected in a kind of circle extending to the Hawkesbury and Port Stevens [see p. 3]. If a station was 
formed as much on the other side Sydney as we are N of it, or as much beyond Port Macquarie as we 
are on this side of it, or west of us, then some good might result, not only negatively in not clashing 
with other stations, but positively in reconciling the minds of the natives who will shortly be deprived 
of their hunting grounds by the Australian Company &c. &c. My sentiments would be the same if our 
own society had made the same movement. Every other feeling but what I conscientiously believe before 
God would be most beneficial for his cause among the Aborigines I totally disclaim. 
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With respect to seeing my system, it can be seen and knoWn in two minutes, namely, first- obtain 
the language, then preach the Gospel, then urge them from.Go~pe~ motive~ t? be industrious at the same 
time becoming a servant to them to win them to that whte_h IS r~ght. ~Ins IS the ~urn ~nd st~bstance. of 
our practice. We persuade Men. My present employment Is, gomg ;vtth the n~tlves m theu huntmg 
excursions with a book and pencil collecting words and phrases, winch the natl ves shew the grea~est 
readiness in pronot~ncing again and again not W:ithout laughing. at m~ stupidity in not. unders~andmg 
quickly. Perhaps the Aborigines think that there ts an imwte dcftciency m the bulk of whtte mens sculls 
which prevents their attainment of the native language. 

I feel exceedingly happy that the French examination ended in the head, for my business lies wholly 
and solely with an organ that has escaped their notice name~y the heart, but had they :v~n s:arched and 
found an imwte dqiciency in that organ I would then have smiled and retorted my trust ts rn lum who has 
said "A 11ew heart will I create within them". 

May their heads be more clear to see the state of their hearts at present !gnora_nt of t!le ne~d of the 
divine influence of the spirit of Christ to bring men from natures darkness mto }llS Glonous light. 

12. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 13 October 1825 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 27 May 1826.] 

Dear and respected Sirs, N ewcastlc 

It is with no small degree of satisfaction I hand you the first section of my attempt to form the 
Aboriginal tongue into a written language.l2 When you cons~der the short period of my bein.g among 
the natives, only since last May, without the least clew to gmde me to any knowledge of their spee~h, 
and with much, very much to mislead and discourage me, you will not be disposed to charge me wtth 
ostentation in forwarding my earnest endeavours. although Paucity might, in truth, be writt~n on the 
title page. I hope every three or four months to send a section, the next will be on the adjccu':'e, no~m, 
pronoun &c &c - more than five hundred sentences are already obtained. And I feel happy m saymg 
that I have every reason to hope for a competent knowledge of their tongue to enable me to set before 
them, in due season, Christ Crucified the fountain of all Morality and Civilization. A copy has been 
forwarded to the Governor, who is leaving the Colony with this conveyance. In forming the_ lan&uage 
my endeavour is to be as simple as possible combined with perspicuity tlu.t others may obtam wtth as 
much ease as can reasonably be expected the tongue of the Aborigines. I forward you a copy of a letter 
which the Attorney General has honored me with, in order that you may perceive the Ideas people have 
of the natives of New South Wales. I forbear stating the many revolting things which have been said 
publicldy in the Colony at publick meetings, in the presence of publick char~cters who ou~ht to have been 
the real Champions for such injured persons. My whole, and every effort Is now to obtam the language, 
I fed uneasy, and I bless God for that feeling of uneasiness, when. ever a":ything t~k~s up tim~ to the 
exclusion of that work. I do hope that God will provoke the white nommal Chnstlans wlto jealousy 
by a foolish nation, a people who ~1ave an in11ate defid~ncy to become c~pable ?£Instruction. I ?l~ry in th~s 
work because it [is] so much despised, so much considered as utterly unpoSStblc and I glory mIt for thts 
reason and tills alone, That the power of Christ, The Holy Spirit, may be manifeste~ in their conversion. 
I depend on nothing else, whilst steadily using tl1e means. I trust and know a blessmg must descend for 
God cannot lie. There is one tiling that grieves me namely, that so much of the sacred property of God 
must be expended in the accomplishing the work while so little can be shewn at present. But this I Pledge 
myself to, That in all my pecuniary transactions I will ever consi~er myself as a Stew~rd o~ God. to whom 
I stand accountable for all I do and all I am and with these feelmgs I know that sattsfactlon will ever be 
given to that Society with which I have the priviledgc of standing connected. Circumstances not witllln 
my control have prevented me getting the cottage completed but earnestly hope that ~ or 5. mont?s 
will place us in the nlldst of the Aborigines. It has pleased God to add to our family a lmle ?Jrl 
[Elizabetl1 Sophia] Mrs. T. was confined on the 16th of Septe~ber a?-d my fears were ~ready excited 
respecting her but she is restored now to full health. My poor little girls have not yet arnved from ~he 
Islands. Have heard from my much esteemed fellow Missionary Mr Williams who says all are gomg 
on very well in the Islands. The Deputation, I hear have. arri~ed in safety at Batavia. The very next 
vessel that sailed a week or two after them was wrecked ill golllg to the same part of the world. The 
Church Missionary Society have sent down a person [John Field] to attempt tl1e insti:uction of .tlte 
natives within a few miles of us. No communication whatever has ever been made to me on the subject 
by the members of that committee, in any; But I expressed my regret in a private letter to Mr Comnllsary 
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General W emyss' lady, who remarked on its impropriety to the Attorney General which drew from him 
the enclosed copy [sec No. 10] - since which I have been favoured with another from him respecting 
another spot 20 miles of[ f] - in answer to which I refer him to my letter seeing no reason to alter 
my opinion. This has been got up so secretly that no one knew of it till it was commenced. The Com
mandant gave me the information and expressed his surprise at the agent appointed as unfortunately 
the man's name stands in the police books fmed for selling spirits on the Lord's day without a licence 
to prisoners and no change of Character since. To be briefl forward you the knowledge of tllls but it is 
not my wish to make any publick noise on the subject. I will go on and would much rather be aggrieved 
than be the aggressor. The Colony is in a state of paper war. The Common report is that One of the 
Missionaries under the signature of Philo Umbra is making the most heavy or serious charges against 
Mr Marsden B. It is published weekly in the Gazette. I would not intrude this into your notice but for the 
possibility of that report fixing upon a missionary of the London Missionary Society. If it is a missionary, 
it is an Ex-missionary to the Blacks ofN.S.W. who has left the cross of Christ to fight under the Banner 
of Politics.l4 The Deputation can inform you who it is thus alluded to. 

My journal account will not be made up until december next being twice year - must beg of you 
therefore to consider tills letter more of a private friendly letter than an official communication and on 
this principle I would beg to suggest whether our expenccs might not be one hundred pr cent lighter 
by your kindly [ ] out to me, some persons in London where I can ob[tain] our supplies of family 
clothing, male & female by [ ] for what we want instead of being obliged to purchase here at that 
enormous pr centagc and often more. My stationery costs more even by the ream &c &c. If these little things 
are attended to and when we grow our own flour &c on the land. will reduce our expenditure very 
much, which whilst it will afford me much satisfaction, will at the same time enable the society to extend 
its operations. 

13. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY [November] 1825 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Note appended to 12 following enclosures 10 and 11.] 

Another letter came from ti1e same Gentleman [Saxe Bannister], The Clergy do not write, requesting 
my opinion of Port Stevens to which I referred him to the above letter [No. 12] having no reason to alter 
my opinion that place being only 20 miles of£ The following letter came, after seeing the book I send 
you which have the goodness to act upon. My time is so taken up I know not what to do, or I would 
send you another copy for Lord Bathurst, But what you do, Do quickly, for you are not aware of the 
artful intrigues at this place, respecting the land. The Attorney General's letter will be a sufficient hint. 
- Have ti1e Goodness to let Mr Tyerman see all these documents he can unravel the circumstances 
more than I choose at present to write but they are known to him. 

Extract of a letter from the Attorney General 

Sydney Oct 22, 1825. 

Your impression of the probability of success in reducing ti1e language of the natives 
to a grammatical precision is lllghly satisfactory - the contrary event would have been 
exceedingly strange - I have not time to give you any assistance by criticisms - but I have 
always thought that the greatest care should be taken not to apply the complications of 
Grammar as established in books to the expressions of a simple people - and perhaps your 
present pursuit, if confmed rightly to an examination of the mere actual modes of speech 
in usc here by the tmcorrupted, will exhibit a very curious and instructive stage of the human 
mind - independantly of the greater purpose we have in view for the actual improvement 
of these poor people. 

I shall like to have two manuscript copies for a friend at Oxford and one for another 
in London - and I think your society should be requested to lay one M.S. before Lord 
Bathurst - immediately - without waiting for the print - as the application for a con
firmation of the grant may go pending, the proof of your progress may be useful. &c &c 

P .S. I will attend to your opinion as to Port Stevens. 
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S. Bannister 

Your faithful & sincere servant 
S. Bannister 
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Respecting the clandestinely formed Church MissY Society to the Aborigines by the Rc0 Mess5 Marsden 
& Hill, the following is the sum of that business. The Rcvd G.A. Middleton Chaplain of tills place handed 
me the following of which is a copy. The original I keep being in an Enemy's country. 

Revd Sir, Eliza Creek 281
h Novr 1825 

I have the Honour to inform you that I Received on the 241
h a letter from the Revd 

R. Hill Sydney, and here with for~ard you a coppy of the part Relative to yourself and 
any day appointed by you and Captain Allman I will due My Self the plesure of waiting 
on you as I also forward a Coppy of the Same to Capt Allman. 

To the Rev• G.A. Middleton 
Chaplain NewCastle 

I am vour Obt Servant 
J. Field 

Tills is a copy of what he enclosed. 

For your information I subjoin the minutes of the Committee viz ... it appearing that the 
employment of Mr Field on his Farm at Eliza creek interferes too much with the establish
ment at Reid's Mistake the Secretary be directed to address a letter to Captain Allman 
Commandant and to the Revd G.A. Middleton the Chaplain of Newcastle requesting them 
to dose the business with Mr Field and to dispose of such articles as belongs to the Society 
among the Natives or Otherwise as they may tlllnk proper. 

Regretting that the first effort of the Society's should so soon terminate &c &c. 

The whole of this business was most shamefully got up even while the party was behaving most friendly 
to the Deputation without informing them. But as it is ended, I am glad that such is the case without 
a publick controversy a thing I studiously avoided and but for my contract I would have left for another 
part. 

14. L.M.S. REPORT [December 1825] 
(Priuted. Syduey] 

London Missionary Society 
Aboriginal Mission, New South Wales, December, 1852.15 

Newcastle, 

In a Mission scarcely entered upon, little can be expected for conummication; but the state of tl1e 
objects commiserated should be made known, in order ti1at the hand of Omnipotence may be acknowledged 
when tl1e effectual operation of the Eternal Spirit shall deliver them from their present state of darkness, 
error, superstition, and misery. 

It would be indelicate to describe minutely' the abject state of the Aborigines under our cognizance, 
suffice to say, tl1at the females wander about, tluough towns, or among the more scattered residences 
of the Settlers, completely naked, often intoxicated, and even when furnished with articles of clothing, 
indifferent as to using them for the purposes of decency. The men, naked, fierce, cruel to their wives, 
frequently involved in quarrels ending in blood, in the open streets vehemently pursuing any object that 
will procure them spirits, and when under its influence uttering forth oaths the most horrid, and obscene 
expressions the most disgusting. The very children partake of these deplorable evils, and boys not seven 
years old have been seen staggering under the effects of liquor! Often are the Aborigines most shamefully 
ill-used by those who pride tl1emselves on the difference of complexion; and there are stubborn £--tcts 
in existence, when the poor Aborigines have been forced to give up their hard obtained provisions to 
their more powerful white neighbours, or personal maltreatment would be the consequence of denial. 
Their girls and women have been taken from their camps at tllght, shrieking, and muskets have been 
presented to intimidate, and their heads have born the marks of the butt-end in preventing the interference 
of the males. It is not a matter of surprise that a few Europeans are yearly speared by the Aborigines, 
but it is wonderful ti1at more of the English are not destroyed, considering the numerous aggravations 
given, and the many opportunities the Aborigines have of secretly taking vengeance on them. 

The portion of land granted by Gqvernment for the use of the Aborigines, being a little distance 
from the Settlements, and affording by its local situation sustenance, so £1r as respects fish and wild animals, 
will be a means of withdrawing them from the evil influence of those who act with inconsideration; 
and the residence of one among them, willing to seek tl1eir good, may raise in their minds the impression 
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of that place becoming to them a kind of home. Although the soil is, most unfortunately, very inferior, 
contrary to the general opinion previously formed, yet the scite chosen will, it is presumed, afford 
sufficient scope to begin to turn their attention to the means of providing more permanently for their 
wants in the pursuits of Agriculture. Unforeseen circumstances have prevented hitherto the possibility 
of residing on the spot, but a few months more will, it is hoped, bring us to the future scene of exertion. 
The six months which have already elapsed, since the conunenccment of the Mission, have not been lost, 
but progress has been made in the acquirement of the Aboriginal Tongue, sufficient to excite a more 
ardent desire to proceed, and to convince that the difficulties formerly imagined are not so really great 
when detcrminately combated. One great advantage has been obtained in an Aborigine, who attached 
himself to us from the first, and whose knowledge of the English language is sufficient to render him 
highly valuable, and the pains he takes that my pronounciation may be correct, affords a convincing 
proof that they have an equal share of intellectual power with others of the human race. 

The following circumstances having arisen during our residence here, and being illustrative of the 
manners of the Aborigines, will prove, no doubt, highly gratifying to our friends, in England especially, 
and to all who feel an interest in behalf of the Aborigines of New South Wales. 

June 3. - A terrible howl among the natives announced the death of some one, and on enquiry, 
found that it was the prelude of a funeral; they asked if I would accompany them; went and found in 
the bush about thirty male and female Aborigines sitting in groups. The dead body was lying on the 
ground, wrapped up from head to foot in the bark of a tree. The mother was sitting with the other women 
around the corpse, and she presented a most horrid frightful appearance. She, as well as the other females, 
was completely naked. Her face, back, and breast was one mass of pipe-day, her eyes glared through 
black holes, that part being left unsmeared, forming the similitude of the ancient black rimmed spectacles. 
Flowing from a deep wound, inflicted by herself with an axe, in her head, streams of blood coagulated. 
in their progress on the mass of pipe-clay, and rendered the whole appearance appalling. Four women 
were employed with sticks digging a grave, and throwing up the sand with their hands. The men sat with 
apparent indifference to the scene, save one, the girl's brother; he sat down with his arms on his knees, 
holding his head on them crying. He said he was very sorry for her. The crying was performed in unison, 
at intervals. When the grave was excavated, four other women came with boughs, and strewed them 
on the bottom of the pit. An old man descended into it, the four women took up the dead body and 
gave it into his arms, who gently deposited it at his feet, and then helped the women to fill up the grave. 
They appeared to be very particular in filling in between the arms and feet, and all around, pressing the 
sand with their hands. A child crying, attracted my attention; it was an infant at its mother's breast 
screaming for a pipe to smoke; it obtained the object of its desire, but could not guide it to its own 
mouth, it was so young; being applied by the mother it actually took a whiff, the smoke coming out 
of its mouth, and then sucked tl1e mother's breast. The interment being over, a female came to me, and 
in broken English begged I would not tell any person where the body was laid. Enquiring the reasons 
of this it~unction, they replied they were fearful that white fellow come and take away her head. 
The public exposure of New Zealanders' heads for sale is, no doubt, one of the causes of their fear. 
This brings to my recollection a circumstance mentioned to me by my highly respected brotl1er 
Missionary,]. Williams, during our co-exertions at Raiatea. On his return from this Colony he touched 
at New Zealand; a medical person was applying to a Chief for a human head,- one was produced
it did not please- the tatooing was insufficient. The Chief had not another, but turning round he put 
his hand on the head of one of his slaves standing behind him, turned the man's face from side to side, 
intimating that it should be forthcoming if that would suit. The gentleman declined the bargain. 

On one occasion, I went out with a party who were going to hunt the bandicoot; eight or ten 
surrounded a grassy plot of ground, sending in their dogs amongst the high stuff; on the appearance 
of any game, the men transfixed it with their spears, or ran after it with their cudgels and destroyed it. 
Some of the Aborigines climbed the trees, others stood like statues on the stumps with spears poised 
ready for the discharge. They seldom miss their aim. Their mode of fishing is curious, sometimes angling 
with hook and line thrown by the hand as they are seated in the bark canoe, sometimes diving for shell 
fish, sometimes standing in their frail bark darting their spears into the fish as they pass, or at other times 
using hand nets forming a circle in shallow waters and enclosing the fish; but the most curious method 
is that of planting sprigs of bushes in a zig-zag form across the streams, leaving an interval at the point 
of every angle where the men stand with their nets to catch what others frighten towards them by 
splashing in the water. Their canoes are simply a piece of bark 14 or more feet long and from 3 to 
4 feet wide. They are procured by climbing a large tree, not in the usual way of notching the bark with 
a hatchet, and placing the toes in those steps, but by raising a scaffold against the tree, and chopping 
round the top at the height they want. Others cut the bottom, and it is then stripped off, tied up at 
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each end to a point; a piece of stick is put at one-third from each end, and a string secures the sides to 
the sticks so as it shall not separate; a quantity of clay is placed in the centre as a hearth, on which they 
roast the fish as thev catch them. It is miserable to sec the women naked and shivering in the cold wind 
in the chilly season' of winter toiling, and often without success. But hw1ger must be satisftcd, and the 
wild fern root roasted forms a substitute for mere nutritous food. When the frail bark needs repair, it is 
effected by the application of a bolster of soft bark on each side, and sown or rather laced across and across; 
the bark of the cabbage-tree forms the thread, the end of which is applied continually to the fire to harden 
it, the bone of a kangaroo pierces the bark instead of an awl. 

A number of the Aborigines from Port Stevens came to dance with those who reside in this place. 
By what I can learn, it appears, that some one died some time since, and afterwards appeared to a person in 
the woods, and taught him the song and movement, directing that it should be made known to the tribes 
in their various districts. Nine of them formed a semicircle round a fire which threw sufficient light, just 
to observe their movements. A stick was held in each hand, which they swang backwards and forwards, 
striking them as they swang from them in time with one who stood beating two sticks to regulate their 
movements. They held their heads downwards in a melancholy posture, and tl1e curling long black locks 
hanging over their faces and shoulders, smeared with red ochre, and striped with pipe-clay, gave a romantic 
appearance to the scene. Those who sat round the fire kept time with their hands about thrice in a second, 
the women who had cloth, used that in their hands, and two were placed stooping at the last man of the 
semicircle and striking the hollow of the knee in the same time with the others. The words were 
monotonous, and they ended by turning sharply round on the heel, throwing up the arms and striking 
with a shout. The next movement was different, green boughs of trees were woven and held by each 
one, as a garland at arms length; one stood before them chaunting a solemn strain. Their motion was 
raising the garland very slowly, up level to their heads, and down as low as they could stoop to the ground, 
bowing their bodies at the time, and all joining in the song. Tills concluded with a shout, throwing up 
at the same time all the boughs, as they turned round on the heel. The women employed themselves 
in supplying the fire with sticks to keep up the blaze. They appeared highly delighted with the exhibition. 

Messengers were despatched to the various tribes to assemble here at the putllshment of a man, who 
killed another some time since; the precise time of meeting cannot be ascertained, but it is to be soon, 
as the Aborigines from the Hawkesbury have been and delivered up the man for punishment to the party 
here, and have learned themselves a new chaunt. I was requested to accompany them on a hunting 
expedition to see them procure a small species of kangaroo. We mustered about thirty persons armed, 
with spears made of a stout kind of bulrush, pointed with hard wood, and barked with pieces of kangaroo 
bone. The spears are short pieces joined togetl1er with gum, and are about from fourteen to eighteen feet 
long; they are not thrown simply from the hand, but by means of a stick three feet long held in the ha[n]d 
hooked to the end of the spear. After travelling a few miles, we arrived on the top of a high hill, 
the party separated, some going to the bottom, while we continued on the top. A deep valley was before 
us. The men arranged themselves in different parts, on rocks or stumps, or any little eminence waiting 
the appearance of game, which the party below, women chiefly, alarmed by their shouts. Seven or eight 
animals were obtained in less than two hours. O!'J.e was killed with a young one in its abdominal pouch, 
which, when taken out, ran about seeking shelter, and when placed near its slaughtered dam, it speedily 
took reftige in the bag. We then descended and proceeded to ascend another motmtain; we halted, and 
in about a minute half-a-dozen fires were blazing around, and the party warming themselves, sides, 
backs, and fronts alternately; a few minutes elapsed, when the chase commenced again. One of the party 
carried a stick of fire; it is an universal practice. Cold does not render subjects less susceptible of its effects, 
although continually exposed to its influence. The thermometer was about 62, and no wind. 

On the 16th September, the Aborigines met to decide, by mortal combat, some disagreement, and 
unfortwutely they chose the scene of action close to our house, just at a period when quietness was most 
needed, in consequence of family circumstances. Many were assembled, and some intoxicated; their 
shouts, noise, clattering of spears and shields, with the loud wlllz of a weapon they throw in the air, 
were exceedingly annoying; but, although highly enraged, yet at my request they departed, and shortly 
after dispersed: three were wow1ded. 

On Oct. 31st, the Aborigines from the Main River, Sugar-loaf Mountain, Port Stevens, and other 
parts, assembled to punish a man; the occasion was, the supposition that he had killed a man by his 
conjuring skill as doctor. The persons who were to throw the spears were naked, painted red, their hair 
decorated with the down of the black s-yvan; they advance, pretend to throw a spear, then a crooked 
piece of wood, then brandish their bludgeons, holding a shield in their left hand, and using every art 
to rouse the opposed party who attend to see fair play. If my information is correct, this mode of ptmish
ment is a kind of retribution, similar to our ancient tournaments, which were witnessed by the fair sex 
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with so much interest; the black ladies also take a lively interest in these scenes, occasionally becoming 
a party concerned. A few spears were thrown at the man, and it afforded me much pleasure to observe 
them dispersing with 1to other injury, save the broken head of one female, upon whom her forsaken 
paramour now had an opportunity of expressi11g forcibly his displeasure. The Aborigines informed me 
of the meeting, but I told them I would not attend, as I would not countenance their fight; it was wrong, 
and I urged not to engage. Whether it had any effect in preventing a general fight, is difficult to ascertain. 

A terrible scream among the Aborigines alarmed us this evening, November 5th; ran out to sec 
what was the cause; saw a man beating his own mother most dreadfully with the cudgel; two or three 
women were endeavouring to divert his blows; I hallooed to him, but he was white with rage, foamed 
at the mouth, and was much intoxicated; he began again, struck a blow on the woman's skull that laid 
it open, a1td her on the ground; I ordered him to desist; he began again, I expostulated with him, 
threa~ened to tum him out of our fence; again he attempted to renew his unmerciful attack, the cudgel 
was hfted up ready for the blow; I told him to cease; he paused, that moment; I seized the weapon from 
his hand; and ordered him to sit down, he listened, squatted down by the fue, placed his head on his 
arms, resting on his knees, and appeared perfectly spent witlt rage. The poor woman lay stretched on 
the ground before the fire, not quite dead, but stunned; many men sat around, but not one interfered; 
had tltey, punishment would be inflicted, it is said. Enquiring the reason of into this paroxysm of fury, 
found that it arose from the death of the girl before alluded to, who was his sister, and of whom he was very 
fond; that she, his mother, not sending for him when she was at the point of death, enraged him, and this 
being the first time of seeing her since her decease, together with his being intoxicated, occasioned the 
affray. On the followittg day, his brother asked Mrs. T. if I were not very angry with the man, and 
what was I going to do to him. Mrs. T. informed him I was grieved at his conduct, and would talk to him 
~bout it. The next day after this, tlte same brother came into the room bowing very low and saying, 
1f you please, Sir, to make it up with that man this time, if you please, you know Sir, he is very sorry. 
The off~nder was requested to appear himself; he advanced, looking very much cast-down; after en
deavounng to make him understand my meaniltg, he promised to get his mother a kangaroo the next 
day, and giving each one a pipe of tobacco, they departed pleased. 

On Monday night, November 7th - The natives came to me just as the sun had changed the 
shadows blue, to see a ceremony preparatory to the knocking out of the tooth of the young men, who, 
by that operation, are rendered fit to enter the married state. They pointed out to me the doctor or priest, 
p~rhaps ~ore prop~rly th.c conjuror, as he completely deceives, pretending that he has long bones inside 
hun winch Koen giVes Ium, and which bones arc used as punches to punch out the teeth. Koen is the 
name of the being who made the first man, but what is their precise idea of this spirit, is not as yet 
ascertained. Tills mystical bone would have made its appearance out of the conjuror this cvenittg, but 
the party from Port Stevens not having arrived, it condescended to remain where it was. After the 
ceremony had been performed, an Aborigine informed me very gravely, that the korarje had many 
bones wttllln him, that he came from tlte mountains, had been up with the fire in the sky (the comet), 
in fact, was a most wonderful man. It was asked, did you ever see the bone come out of him? No, 
was the reply, he goes into the bush, and Koen gives it him. No person is ever allowed to see the 
bone make its appearance. The ceremony performed was this: - about twenty men stood at the 
extremity of a circle formed in the grass 38 feet diameter, every particle of vegetation was removed 
from within the ring, and in the centre a small hillock was raised, where the mystical bone is to be used. 
The men stood at equal distances from each other in the circle, and wheeling round on their heel as a 
pivot to each other right and left with their elbows on their lllps, but the right arm extended horizontally, 
~heir left legs swingittg over the right foot every turn. They then ran and shouted, meeting each other 
m the centre of the circle uttering a shrill scream. Their frequent running in tills manner appeared to 
increase tlte hillock of sand in the centre by the shuffling of their feet. They next ran upon all fours from 
the extremity of the rittg, barking like dogs, until they met at the centre, where a genuine howl was set up, 
wlllch would have been mistaken for real, if heard at a little distance. The next movement was re
assuming the character of men. They walked from the extremity to tlte centre, pretending to eat, one 
corn, another kangaroo, another fish, &c. &c. concludittg with a shout. Whether they thought this was 
not sufficiently characteristic of the human species, remains to be discovered, but they proceeded to give 
ano~her unerring description of the beings whom they wished to represent. The whole party scouted 
off mto the bush, where one gathered a long stalk of grass, another a twig, another a little bit of bark, 
&c. &c. They then took post at the extremity of the ring. The most menacittg attitudes were displayed, 
the_ air rang with their shouts, the sham weapons were brandished, the blades of grass were poised, the 
twtgs were ready to be thrown, aad they advanced in double quick time to the ce1ttrc, where meeting, 
they discharged their weapons in each other's face, shouting vehemently. They then formed into a 
company four a-breast, and ran and jumped, in exact time, shouting to every part of the circle, driving 
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away the enemy and exulting in victory. The whole afforded tltem much laughter and sport. The first ray 
of the ~etring sun was now barely visible in the west, and the ceremony ended. The korarje standing by 
was :pomted out to me, th~ bone was nearly out of him, they said, but would not come quite out that 
everung, a~ more ceremorues were to be performed ere that event took place. Expressittg my doubts 
on. the subj~Ct, _the reply was, massa! you know. black .fellow no tell lies! Regret arose at my not yet 
bemg able m Ius own tongue to pomt out to h1s consideration, the Fountaitt of all Truth. 

. Ab~ut 10 o~clock at night, November 16th.- Two of the Aborigines came requesting my attendance at 
a httle dtstance 1~ the ~Jttsh,_ where the two korarje were waiting to exhibit the bones, as they would brittg 
them forth that mght; m vam was the unreasonableness of the hour urged, and the request made to defer until 
morning light. No, you come massa and see it, not long, come now; it nutst be itt the dark. Most certainly, 
was my reply, l~st it should be discovered in the light. Well, massa! you no believe, you come, you sec, you 
know all about 1t then. They led the way, I followed. The moon shed its silvery light, darkened every now 
and tl~en by thick dense clouds. ~he wit1d willstled among the tops of the high trees and through the shrub. 
Tl~e dtst~nt r~ar of the ocean dashing on the sandy beach; the black naked figures stalk.ittg before me, streaked 
a httle wtth ptpe-clay, to make the blackness more visible, raised sensations pleasing, yet dull. A few minutes 
?rought us .to some fi~es briskly blazing, amidst the crackling thorns, surrounded by beings who were stand
mg. squattmg, or lymg around, warming themselves at the cheerful blaze. The numerous half-starved 
w~etched looking dogs set up a cry at our approach, and were with difficulty silenced. The men, women, 
cluldren and dogs formed a company the picture of misery. Preparations were now commenced for the cere
mony, and their few vestiges of raiment, much tattered and tom, were deposited it1 the women's nets as 
ct~mbersome to both ma!e and female. They stood, the principal part co111pletcly naked, and though English 
fnends may start at the tdea of naked females parading, it is so common in tills Colony, that it is scarcely 
n~ticed, although exhibited in the midst of towns and streets: it is an annoyance to be deeply deplored, but 
will ~ot, I a:ppreh~nd, be removed until a change of principle is effected itt the Aborigines by instruction com
~nurucat~d 1~ thetr own language. The men proceeded to the ring, which has been already described, shout
mg and smgmg. An old man held up a shield beating time ott it with a stick,- this is all the music thev have. 
and chaunting a rather pleasittg chaunt. The men capered about, chattered like monkies, ran about t~ every 
part wit_hin the circle. In the midst of a shout, in ran the two korarjes, one on all fours, the other with a stick 
supportmg hims~lf, and resting every minute with Ills dlla upon the short stick, forming when he ran a 
figm;e on threes mstead of fours. A few manoeuvers passed in the rittg, when one fell down flat on his back 
motwnless, stretched out as dead; the other placed himself on threes resting at his head; the group stood over 
him looking attentively; the old man quickened his taps on the shield, the chaunt was in a lower tone, the 
whole paused. Up starts the prostrate one; away followed after him the one on threes; the shouts and danc
ing p~oceeded; and all appeared life and joy. Again the man fell prostrate, again the same representation was 
exlubtted, a groan burst from the prostrate one, he started up, and round he went Ills mystic maze. The 
women gathered the sticks, the children lighted the fires, and the fathers were busily employed in watching 
for the bone. A third time torpor seized the man, and a louder groan burst forth. The gentle tapping on the 
slllel~ appeared to rouse him, and agaitt the dance went off with the greatest vehemence. During the greatest 
exertion the two koratjes leaped out of the ring, ran. off into the bush, and the group seated themselves inside 
the extremity of the circle. The grass and bushes collected round the outside of the rittg was now put itt a 
blaze; the whole were in expectation; the bone was coming out, but where! in the bush, and no one must go 
near_! After a few minutes had elapsed a loud blow on the ground announced, itt the bush, that they were 
commg. The group shouted and struck the ground in answer, another blow was heard, and answered again 
by the party in the ring. Every eye was directed to find out which way they would come. Here, no! there, 
no! another thump pointed out the line of approach,- the women rose, the children screamed, the dogs 
barked, and the two men were perceived at a little distance jumpit1g like frogs. The noise was made by their 
feet. occasioned by their leaping as far as they could in the frog position. All pointed out to me the bone, 
which was held between the teeth, and used as a horn puslllng from side to side as they approached the blaze. 
I saw that one was about three feet long, the other about half that length; itt appearance hke a hazle rod 
pulled and marked with black marks as though done by fire. They jumped in the frog style after the men, 
women, and children, the former et~oyittg the sport, the latter screaming and alarmed. This continued some 
minutes, and made the matter appear more a scene of hilarity than superstition. Standing on one side for 
their approach to ascertain more closely the wonderfi.tl bones, my expectation was frustrated by their darting 
?ff suddenly into the .bush w~th a loud shout! The whole party now burst out into every demonstration of 
joy, they ran from stde to stde of the circle, driving away, apparently, somcthit1g from them with loud 
acclamations: Tills ended the ceremony. I requested a sight of the bones, but was informed no one could see 
them, as they were within the two korarjes' flesh until agaitt required. Enquiring how they came first there? 
the reply was, Devil, devil gave it to them; but since have ascertained that Koen who made the first man, 
gave them the bones- devil, devil, being only an English phrase. 
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The Aborigine, who assists me in obtaining their language, informs me, that there is a being, in the 
Sugar-loaf Mountains, resembling a man but taller in stature; with arms, legs, face, and hair, very long 
on the head, but the feet are placed contrarily to the face being behind; and the body hairy, like an animal. 
The flesh is so hard in all parts of the body that it is imprenetrable, except just between the legs, where 
a spear may penetrate, but at no other part. He is fierce, devouring men, and often pursuing the Aborigines 
in the mountains. There arc females, but not many of the species. Their cry is often heard uttering 
Perrelorl-o, dwelling very long on the 0, it1 the summer time. Enquiring whether any Europeans had 
ever seen this Achilles of the Aborigines, the reply was, a soldier of the 46th heard him one night when 
he was out hunting with the natives l Query. -Do not the Aborigines of New South Wales stand on 
an equality with the Grecians, as it respects it1tellcct, and is there not as great a sign of innate deficiency 
of reasoning £"Kulty in the Greeks, believing the story of Achilles, as in the Aborigines believing the 
story of Y arho Pattegarng, the name of their Achilles ! 

Tunubuamg is the name of another being infesting the woods: -he appeared a few months back 
to a man on the road we had marked through the wilderness, but the Aborigine was so much alarmed 
when he saw him, that he ran away immediately. This being is a wild man possessing a wife, who travels 
with a sharp-pointed stick on her shoulder, and when she meets a child she impales it, and carries it so 
transfixed in triumph on her shoulder to her retreat, and there devours it! Under such impressions it 
ceases to be a matter of surprise, that the Aborigines are so exceedingly fearful to be out in the dark. 

If the customs and traditions of these people are vain; if our fore£1thcrs were led by practices more 
cruel and equally vain; and if Christianity has dispelled those gloomy clouds of ignorance which once 
darkened the understandings of our progenitors, who need despair of the same cause producing the same 
effects in reclaiming these sable sons of Adam? If we, boasting of our superior light and knowledge, usc 
no means to instruct and raise these wretched Aborigines from their depths of misery, increased by our 
residence among them, where is our vaunted characteristic philanthropy? If those, who are accumulating 
wealth in the possession of this people's land, do not devote a portion of those riches for so noble, so just 
a cause, will not the cry of a brother's blood, cocasioned too often to be shed through the thirst for wealth, 
encroaching on their native rights, ascend into the ears of hitn who has said, "For the oppression of the 
poor, for the sighing of the needy, now will I arise." "Vengeance is mine, I will repay?" and will not 
the wealthy possessors of the land, by apathy to the Aborigines, subject themselves to that imprecation 
of the Angel in the day of Retribution. "Curse ye bitterly the inhabitants thereof, because they came 
not to the help." Are there those who arc professed followers of Him who is Love, who can merely say, 
"Be warmed, be filled;" and do nothing more! who profess to be governed by that substance of all just 
law, "Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself," and yet make no effort to manifest the reality of their 
love: To the glory of England, be it said, that she has her tell thousands there, who feel the sympathetic 
glow in their breasts, and whose hands also minister to the wants of a brother's woe, without regard 
to clime or colour. May the echo soon reverberate from happy Britain's shore, that Australia too is not 
last, nor least, in this respect among the Nations of the Earth. It would be m~ust not to acknowledge 
one act of pecuniary kindness, in tills Colony, to the Aboriginal Mission established by the London 
Missionary Society, from a Lady, whose valuable present demands the tribute of thanks, which are thus 
most respectfully and sincerely presented. 

15. To THE EDITOR, SYDNEY GAZETTE [December 1825] 
(Published 5 jmmary 1826.] AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL SONG 

IMMAH, IMMAH YA, 
Gnora worrayn 11a, 
Gnah, bah, yah, 
Kummah lah rwh, 
T owwan kurrah te, 
Ure wom1a11 na, 
Undong, undong, 
Wamm, wamm nat 
Bi yah, 
Ko be to 
Ti11g gar rah, 
Undong, tmdoug, 
Wamm, wamm ua! 

L. E. Threlkeld, 
Missionary 

The second line is repeated Gnora, &c. and then the first line, and so on to the end, in the Rondo style. 
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ANOTHER 

YULO BURRAH MIRRE, 
Teue 
Turah warrah 11e 
Ah, bah, yah, 
Yah, tall do rold, 
Kore. 

This repeats at the second line Te11e, and is lower in tone than the other. The exceeding scantiness of 
my knowledge of their language precludes, as yet, an English translation.16 

L.E. Threlkeld 

16. To General RALPH DARLING 2 January 1826 
[L.Af.S. Australia Letters. 'Copy of letter to the Govemour previous to my illlerview with him.'] 

To His Excellency the Governor. 
Sir, 

At the request of the Deputation from the London Missionary Society for a grant of land, in trust, 
for the Aborigines of New South Wales, the late Governor was pleased to grant ten thousand acres, 
subject to the King's approbation, in the vicinity of Reid's Mistake where a Missionary station is now 
being established amongst the Aborigines. A few months only have elapsed since the commencement 
of the mission, during which period attention has been paid to the attainment of the language, a specimen 
of which I beg permission to present for your perusal. 

The Object of the mission is to obtain a thorough knowledge of the language in the first instance, 
and then make known to them the Gospel of Christ, which changing their principles will effect their 
habits of life, and render them worthy members of Society; as is now the case in several of the South 
Sea Islands. 

Trusting that your Excellency will approve of the infant attempt to reclaim the depraved, deplorable 
Aborigines of this country and wishing the blessing of the most High to attend your administration 

17. To THE EDITOR, SYDNEY GAZETTE 2 January 1826 
[P11blishcd 28 ]a1111ary 1826.] 

Sir, 
The insertion of the following in your Paper will much oblige your obedient Servant, 

L.E. Threlkeld 

The Wesleyan Missionaries arc respectfully requested to revise the following sentence 
in their Address to the Governor: "O~r mitllsterial labours, within the sphere of Your 
Excellency's Administration, are influenced, not by the 11arrow principles of those wlw seek only 
to gain proselytes from the Commtmio11, but by those of perfect accordance with the Clergy, &c;" 
or, they will have the goodness to state, who are those Missionaries guided by such detestable 
principles in tllls Country. 

This apparently invidious reflection against Missionaries, of other denominations, will 
no doubt meet with that disavowal, which in justice it demands, the moment the Wesleyan 
Missionaries, who signed that Address, are apprized of its pernicious tendency. Their kind 
a.nd prompt attention to the above request, will oblige,17 

L.E. THRELKELD, Missionary 
From the London Missionary Society. 

Newcastle, January 2, 1826. 

18. To W.A. HANKEY 20 January 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received ]11/y 1826.] 

My dear Sir, Newcastle 
Enclosed are the accounts for the Abbriginal Mission up to JanY 1st 1826. I hope that after the cottage 

is finished, now in hand, that by raising our own grain on the land, that expcnce will be lessened in future. 
The expcnce would have been more, but Mrs Threlkeld having a few head of cattle, we have relieved 
the society from the expence of purchasing cows, It will be necessary to purchase two broke-in-working 
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bullocks which will break in some of ours to form a team to take us out to the station after which we 
shall have the pleasure of taking upon ourselves the providing of cattle during our charge of the Aboriginal 
Mission. I have engaged a person to begin the agricultural department in March when we ~1ope to. be 
on the spot residing and endeavouring to get the Aborigines around us by employing them Ill phnt~ng 
&c. &c. The expence of freightage. now so very heavy will then be lessened and the expence of sen~mg 
16 miles to grind at the windmill, will be only then the inconvenience of loss of time. But if the society 
would send out a small flour mill even that could be remedied. Every thing now is purchased from Sydney 
save fresh provisions which is 50 pr cent dearer here. I have been thus particular in stating ?eca~s~ both 
the Deputation and myself are much deceived as it respects the expences attached to this Mtsston. 

I beg to apprise you of having drawn a set of bills in favour of R. Campbell Esqr for 45.2.0 20th JanY 
1826 which balances the account for 1825. 

19. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 20 January 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 4 july 1826.] 

My dear and respected Friends, Newcastle 

I have now the pleasure of handing you an accom1t, printed, of the Aborigines u~ to the ~nd of 1825 
[seep. 189). And although it would afford far more pleasure to ~ear of the Gospel bet~g recetve~ by one 
Aborigine yet we would not despair of ultimate success or desptse the day of small things, kno;-rmg that 
in due season we shall reap if we faint not. Two objects led me to sydney last week the one to bnng ~~wn 
two out of three of my little girls from the Islands the other to be at the feast for the Abo?gmes 
at Parramatta which owing to the late arrival of the new governor did not take place at the usual tl~e.l8 
The youngest of my little girls19 remains with Mr Williams until a ~ore favourable opporttmtty of 
sending her up. Vaia, a Raiatean, a Deacon of the church came up m charge _of the r:v.:o, an act _of 
kindness towards me of no small value especially when considered that he left his o~ wtfe and child 
to perform this office of Christian love without any pecm1iary reward. !he church at Raiatea would now 
allow his wife to come up fearful of her being ill used by the persons tn tl1e Vessel when at sea, had she 
come the other little one would have come also. 

While at Sydney Saxe Bannister Esqr the Attorney General wrote invit~g me to. call on him when 
he would introduce me to the Governor General Darling who had but lately arnved. Vata the Deacon went 
with me, and gave much satisfaction to all who saw him, he manifested much solid sense in answer to the 
numerous queries with which he was presented through my interpre~ation. Mr B-:- introduce? us also to the 
Venerable the Arch Deacon, with whom we had a long conversation. He enqmred respectmg our plans, 
support, and pecmllary means of the Society. Our plan of endeavour~g to ~bt.ain the n~tive language,_ and 
then make known the Gospel to change their principles, in the mean ttme ~ss~stmg them. m temp~ral things, 
was explained. Further that our support was drawn from the London Mtsstonary Soctety (a thmg hard~y 
known here!) but nothing further taken as a Salary from the wish of allo_wing the funds to be_ used m 
extending the Gospel of Christ to every part of the world. That the pecumary means of the Soctety was 
derived from publick subscription from persons of all religious Denominations. The Arch De~con rem:r~ed 
that the King had granted some pecuniary aid to llls care, and that he s~10uld be glad ~o _aSSist the Mtsston 
in the way of schools. If the Liturgy of the Established Church was taught many w~y, or tf It could ~e ~on~? 
My reply was, that no pecuniary aid could be accepted by me that would subject ~e or the mtss~on m 
any way directly or indirectly to the control or interference of govemmen~. That as I~ respec~s the L!tH;gy, 
as an individual I could not pledge myself to teach it. The Arch D- m reply satd that If the .so~Iety 
at home were applied to and they were to request it, how would it be attended to here~ The prmCiples 
of the Society was then explained to him, observing that no injunction from home ~auld be attend~d to 
from tltat very principle, independantly of my private views which could not subnut t<:> teac~ the l1t1~rgy 
if such injunction was ever obtained. Mr Scott further observed, that he only mentioned It as bemg 
desirable to have the liturgy in a country where it was already used, bu~ that here l~e cared no~ by whom 
the Aborigines were civilized so as it was done. He was much pleased With the spectmen of theu l~guage 
and recommended strongly the adoption of my plan of printing my attainments in parts f~om ttme to 
time, a measure Mr Bannister also strongly advises, as soon as my yearly correspond~nce ts cl~sed the 
first part will go to press. W auld a Lithographic press be of usc for this, and would It not relieve the 
very high expence of printing here if one was sent? (especially when elementary books are wanted.) 
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An act in council has been passed which I have felt it my duty to remonstrate with the Attorney 
General respecting its effects. His reply I forward in which he agrees with me in the justness of my remarks. 
I had a lo11g confere11ce with him on the subject at Sydney and Mr B promised to attend to the revisal 
of it the first favourable opportunity. The act subjects me to the payment of a shilling a head to the parson 
of tl1e parish for registering every person I baptize under the penalty of twenty dollars. So that if success 
attend the Aboriginal mission, it will form no small revenue to the parish clergyman, and no small item 
in the yearly expenditure should a similar success attend here to what has taken place in the Islands. Now I 
confess I do not like as a private individual to be obliged to pay the parson for registering my baptism 
to my own dllld tmder penalty of twenty dollars. To register in a civil court would be no hardship but 
this tribute to the parson for Baptisms, Weddings & burials is what I wish you to know tltat such things 
are beginning to exist since the arrival of the Arch Deacon. I only take the liberty of apprising you. 
Mr Bannister views it as I do as a kind of bringing others under tribute to the clergy, although he drew 
up the act himscl£ He informed me that my case was not contemplated (I believe it) and that the act 
was so framed that nothing more should be held out to Dissenters nor nothing taken from their privileges 
than there is in England. The following is the correspondence on the subject. 

Copy of my letter to the Attorney General Sydney 

Dear Sir, Newcastle Novr 14th 1825 

Having baptized my little girl a few weeks since led me to the consideration of the Act 
in cotmcil respecting Baptisms &c &c &c and as that act might be made annoying to persons, 
not members of the church of England, should such a disposition ever arise, I have taken 
the liberty of submitting to your consideration a method that would effectually prevent any 
such misconception of the intention of this act, and at the same time make the registering 
more universal. Allowing also his Majesty's Subjects residing in the various Islands of the 
Soutl1 Seas an opportunity of availing themselves of such an important advantage - The 
proposition is simply, That a Register Book should be open for the insertion of Births, 
Baptisms, &c &c of persons not being members of the Establishment. This would include 
Jews, Turks, and Infidels,' Roman Cathohcs and Christians not members of the Church of 
England. Some of whom, do not baptise at all, and others not in infancy. 

Pardon my troubling you 011 this subject; it arose in my mind from the perusal of the 
act and my own circumstances connected with it. 

To Saxe Bannister Esqr 

The following was his reply previously to my seeing him. 

Dear Sir, 

I am dear Sir, 
with every respect 

Yours truly 
L.E. Threlkeld 

Sydney 301
" Nov 1825 

I received your letter relative to Baptisms which seems to me to contain just views 
particular as to distant residents. Whenever such lllnts reach me I note them in an interleaved 
copy of the colonial acts: and at a favourable time they could be used - something ought 
to be done on several points with respect to the South Sea islands where I hear a resident is 
lately appointed. 

am dear Sir 
Your faithful servant 

S. Bannister 

I shall be glad to know what your opinion is as to the present violences of the Blacks in Hunter's 
River. (Newcastle).20 

] to send [ 

Please send me 25 copies of report. 

] the act of council, Wishing you [ blessing 

[Subscribed] 

20. From A. BRAND RAM 20 January 1826 
[B.F.B.S. Foreig11 Correspondence Imvards 1826, pp. 123-4] 

Dear Sir, British and Foreign Bible Society 
I had the pleasure of presenting your interesting application for Bibles and Testaments to our Com

mittee on Monday last and now wish to acquaint you with our proceedings upon the subject. 
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We have an auxiliary Society at Sydney, and where ever we hav~ auxiliaries it is our p_ractice to 
refer individuals applying for Bibles & Testaments to them -_I_ have 1~ conseq~tence been dtre~te~ to 
write to the Revd W. Cowper, the Secretary of the Sydney Auxthary to mfo~m him o~ your apphcauon, 
and also to announce a grant of 500 Bibles and 600 Testaments to the So~tety that ~~ may be able to 
supply your wants - And we shall hope and pray that the copies of the Scnptures :Whid~ you may thus 
distribute among the destitute persons on whose behalf you apply may be accompa~ed wah ~n abundant 
divine blessing. We shall be happy to hear again from you [should you) have any mformatton to com
municate respecting your shepherds in the woods. 

Many have been the pleasing results of the formation of Bible _Societi~s in differen~ par? of the world, 
and among them have been means of fumishing persons e~patnated ~tther for thetr cnmes or hy the 
nature of their pursuits, with copies of the sacred volume whteh otherwtse they would not h_a~e o~tamc~, 
perhaps not thought of, but ':"hich when presented to them have preserved a sense of rcl~g10n m thetr 
minds, and proved a consolatiOn to them. May the Head of the Church vouchsafe to smtle upon your 
labours in tllls respect -

21. To S. BANNISTER 30 .January 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Enclosed with 22.] 

My dear Sir, Newcastle 

Nothing would afford me greater pleasure than to render my assistance to. govern~tent for the 
purpose of qualifying an interpreter. Indeed all my knowledge of the language will be ~vatlable to any 
person as soon as I can qualify myself for such a purpose: _But at _the present ~oment .It wou~d. be the 
most consummate vanity to engage to instruct others wlulst feeling much dtfftculty m obtatmng my 
own knowledge. I could not therefore attempt to instruc~ otlters for at least two years to come: but 
should I feel con£dent of ability to engage before that pcnod, from any unforeseen event, Government 
may command my services for such a purpose. 

I am not acquainted with any suitable person for the purpose, could I engage .immediately, ~mt 
during tltat period enquiry can be made. I beg to assure y~u that in all cases every assistance I can gtv~, 
for tl1e advancement of the Aborigines, will be most readily a~or~ed to ever-yone, so long as regard lS 

paid to the avoiding of measures that would interrupt my Mtss10nary exerttons. 

22. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 30 January 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters.] 

Dear and Esteemed Friends, 

I have the pleasure of forwarding 16 copies of R:-eports of th~ ~boriginal Mission which you will 
please forward to those Fathers U: Christ as direc~ed, tf they arc still.ll~ th~ ~e~h. A few more Jears and 
we shall have the happiness of bemg numbered with those of whom It ts satd. Where are they. Ha~ah 
Kilham has forwarded me a copy of her African work2l I hope even to. send you and her sometlung 
similar of the Aboriginal tongue. Their yearly Epistle22 was enclosed and tt gave me much com~ort, the 
simplicity of its style and yet so spiritual. Could not something of the kind b~ sent year~y from the Dtrectors to 
their Missionaries to encourage us in our work, then we should be certam of hearmg, now some of us 
do not because of our individual acquaintances being so few. I am, alas ! of that number. 

The Copy on the other side [see No. 21] is in answer to a ~overmnent applic~tio~t through ~r 
Bannister to take a person to help him acquire the language as an mterpreter. I dunk lt nght to appnse 
you of these things, and yet it may not be of any consequence. 

Let me beg of you to send me several large reports and. small ones. for distribution in the Colony. 
there are a few who will be friendly if we shew ourselves fnendly. I wtsh you could attend to Br~ther 
Tyerman's plan in this colony as it respects a minister & coll.ege for itincrants.23 May the L~rd due~t 
your plans for his Glory and may the Spirit of Christ dwell 111 all our hearts to cause us to hve to hts 
Glory and Die triumphing in the Lord. 
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23. From G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 29 August 1825 
[RAHS, Threlkeld Letters, items 6 aod 7. Rereh•ed 25 A.farc!t 1826. Origi11al a11d duplicate. Extract i11 Statement, 18.] 

Dear Sir, Mission House Austin Friars, London 
Besides several communications from our esteemed friends Messrs Tyerman & Bennet we have 

also received two letters from yourself, written since your arrival with them in New South Wales [The 
letters received from you arc dated the 22d Janry and 2 Feb. the former enclosing a Bill of Mr B.H. Goss 
in £-wor of the Treasurer for £45 & advising of having drawn on the Treasurer for the same amountl 
-We naturally recur to that part of the intelligence they have transmitted, which relates to the very 
merciful and signal interposition of Divine Providence in Whangaroa Bay, by means of which so many 
lives were apparently rescued from the most imminent danger, and among the rest, so many that were 
so very dear to us, and the Christian world at large. Thanks be unto God on your behalf, and on theirs, 
with whom it was appointed, tltat you should share this danger and alarm and also the inexpressible 
joy of deliverance. We doubt not, that the impressions, which you and your fellow-travellers experienced 
on this occasion, will be indelibly fixed in your memories, and will call forth renewed praises and fresh 
acts of devotedness and labor in the service of your Deliverer during the residue of your days -

Perhaps, the interest with which our friends and yourself were received in the Colony may be, in no 
inconsiderable measure, attributed to the providential escape you experienced at New Zealand - & if 
so, tltat with which their propositions for the benefit of the Aborigines was received would, perhaps, be also 
proportionably the greater. We greatly r~joice in 111hat took place duri11g the visit of our friends at Syd11ey, as 
to that pitiable portion of the iHhabita11ts, and perfectly approPe of the sanction which they gape to your co11timta11ce 
in the Colony for the purpose of jitrtheri11g the pla11s coJJtemplated for their bemifit. VVe are i11deed, aware, that this 
part of the arraugements originated with themselPes, which is a pleasing co11sidcration to 11s, seeing that it was so 
cordially approved [of] by His Excellency, the Govemor, as well as so suitably met 011 your Ol/'11 part. We were 
uot apprized of the change, as to the part of the country in which it is ittte11ded you should reside, at the time 
the former part of our ammal Report was primed, but you will perceive that 1ve have 11oticed it in the Appc11dix.24 

The providential concurrence of circumstances, as to the scene of your probable future labors, 
naturally encourages our expectations as to the success of your Mission in New South Wales; but, they 
must, after all, rest chiefly on the divine blessing and on the simplicity, prudence, & diligence, of the 
Missionary. It has afforded us much satisEtction to ftnd that you have attained so high a place in the 
esteem of the Deputation & that they feel so strong a confidence in your qualifications for fulfilling the 
arduous duties of your new station. It will, however, be your wisdom to place little reliance on your 
own skill or capacity- be coJJfidellt in God only, and unceasingly seek wisdom and strength and success 
from him, while putting forth to the utmost the qualifications with which he hath endowed you. The great 
secret of performing great moral enterprises is to employ, without aiming at fame, and the gratification 
of personal vanity, wisely chosen means and instruments, with skill and diligence, with zeal & perseverance, in 
simplicity of faith & humble prayer, looking alone to God, through our Lord Jesus Christ, for the Holy 
Spirit to grant prosperity - Such a course cannot. be steadfastly pursued without a considerable measure 
of personal piety- it is obvious, therefore, that there is on tltis account, somewhat less reason for adding 
- "Sec that your success be not retarded or prevented by inattention to personal religion". Aware of 
the very difficult post that you will have to occupy, we shall, we hope, be enabled to remember you 
with peculiar interest in our prayers, and also to write to you as frequently as our very numerous & 
increasing engagements will allow. 

Solicitous to promote the important object, in promoting which you are probably by this time 
engaged, we have complied with your request as to the sending out tools and implements of various 
kinds [Stationery medicines &c. will also be sent.], which will be forwarded by an early opportunity 
to our excellent friend & coadjutor the Revd Mr Marsden, who will we doubt not give the necessary 
instructions for the same being forwarded to you from Sydney. 

We shall naturally be desirous to hear of your progress and of whatever may conduce to your 
personal comfort and that of Mrs Threlkeld, as well as to the future success of your Mission; with a 
description of the settlement & the various circumstances by which you arc surrounded. When the 
articles, which we propose soon sending out, arrive, please to write to inform us thereof. 

Your having, in the Colony, entered again into the marriage relation, must be our apology for not 
adverting as we should otherwise have done, in the introduction to this letter, to the severe afflictions 
wlllch you sustained not long before you departed, with your Son from Raiatca; where your place, we 
trust will be supplied by a faithful successor, should Mr Williams, in the present advanced state of the 
Mission in that island, stand in need of a fellow laborer. It has afforded us much pleasure to learn, from 
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the ~e!::~if~stjha~o t;~~e ~~~~~t~~[~~:h~h~~~i~n~~r~rn ~~ \:;gl~; ~~~d~~i~!:~Y;~u~:u::~l ha;~~e~~~ 
~;l Threlkeld will consider herself as a Missionary also, and, we trust, do alll that.llm~y be hl ~er p:w~~ 

tl £ 1 f th lation in the settlement We trust s 1e w1 e cna e soo 
to impr~~e a s~ho~Tt~ b~:d~r he~ !;~~uperintendcncc, for inst;ucting in sewing, knitting &c, &c, when 
comme d d. & . . lso 
the necessary books are prepare , in rca mg wntmg a · . f l 

With regard to the sum it will be pro~te~fo~s~~~si~~c~;~:o J~~:h;~~~htt~~ti~~r: fn ~~~i~t~h 
crln at prcse~~r~!s s~ ::~ h~a~r~r~: ~~[ Dept~ation or Me darsd~n on this su_bject? bu~ w~ p~esume, 

~~;,:~::o~ey~~:~~~g:;d:~~:~~~~;~~:~::~t:r~i~:J~~~~~;,:z:~:~(~~~~:~?i~2~d~~~~~~i~ 
currence should be obtame .d f hat it should be You will therefore please to correspond With 
able to form a pretty accurate 1 ea 0 . w . hi · • H ·n 1 well as yourself write 

him othn the sub&~ewcte&slloallbt~0i~t~~i~~n~~:~;~~ ~ l~~~lut::~~rthe s~b;~t ~~~dv~:e you [We shall ~pen a 
to us creon, li · d ] 
se arate account for the Mission under your supennten ence - · . . 

p We shall devote the remainder of the present letter chiefly to pomts tOt~ched ~tfod m the corres-

d 
f the Deputation & on which we have lately written to the brethren m the diS aln s.!Wellapprove 

pon ence 0 l · · E. & have consente t tat t te a owance 
of the measures adopt:d in refer~_ce. to t te ~t~h~a~~c~ty td~~ing the time such child shall be in the 
for ~ach cbhild£b15elongmg to ~butt:~~~Je considered it e~pedient to limit the term to ftve years, rather 
Semmary e per arumm, 
than leave it indefinite. . · d L 1 · · t · 

of th~,~~:~~:o;~,e~~ ~~~~:an/e~~;~~~~ ha~ee ~de~~:t~er~~:':u:it~f ·z;~~ :~~~~'a:£ ~~~}tvo~e~~~ 
Annual expense that may be incur~ed for this purpos:; but our vote rests on t e con tton o 
t of the Missionaries always gomg on those occastons. 
wo We a rove of the establishment of "permanent Libra:ies" in tl~e islan~s & have sent out presents 

of books fJr each. We purpose also sending a small selection of Philosoplncal Apparatus. . 
We have concurred in the plan fixed upon by ~e De_putation & Mr M~rsden as to ~e ~rawmg of 

Salaries by the brethren in the islands, this is con tamed 111 the two followmg Regulations, . 
(l) No Missionar is to draw on account of Salary, e~cept o~ the Treasurer of the Soctety 

only, howeve~ his bills may be negociated; of wluch he IS to keep a separate account, 

& regularly advise the Directors. . . . 
(2) No missionary is to draw for more Salary tltan will be due to lum by the ttme of lus 

bills reaching London. . . 
By the above arrangement tlte Deputation conceive the Treasurer will always be able to ascertam 

the state of each Missionary's Account. . . r 
We consider it probable that you will be already informed on thts subject d by !"1 Marden or the 

De utation [We mean so far as relates to the Regulations proposed for our a option. - · . , 
P We have consented to that veteran [u]seful _Missionary Mr Nott visiting Europe at the Soctety s 

expense, in case he should continue in the same mmd. - . . . 
. . 1 1 h t Mr & Mrs Ellis have arrived safe m this country from the Umted 

It wtll gtve you P easure to te_ar t ~n conse uence of the illness of the latter, more than two months. 

~~e~n:7s~r~ t~; ~~~~~Jh:al~h~:~~~whatfbeht~br for th£ v~yagf, t;; i~ :;tpl~:~ rili;~~~~ ~r~~~~~~:;~~ 
She will, now, however, have the benefit o t : est pro esstotta s , 
may render it efficacious to her perfect restoratton. - . 

h ard of the actual sailing of the Deputation for China, where we are .sorry, 

they ~ill h:~:~bt
1

::k~~;sd;C,~~po~ntm~t, as tour f~igent ~~ ~Jtpi~~~e~:~\~~:i:~~ ;~~~:a~i~~~t;la~ h;~! ~~~ 
probably em ar ror anton un nex spr · . . hi t 
deavouring to promote the cultivation of the Chinese Language & Ltterature m t s coun ry.. l 

We now conunend you and your family to the providenili &J?~ce ~f ~~~hr~J~:ke ?th;~:tg;:~~;J 
~~:·~:ey~~:r:~~e:ll~c=:.;~d, ~ ~;~:/~~~ b;t,~ }~;F~b;~1~t~i:~o~€n:dtb~~m ~~ :e ~!~~:o~ 
thfe promotionalofhis glory;-!thcl;'er:~n~·C(;s:~h ~!~~bk rememb~ance to Mrs T. (as yet personally 
o your sever. engagemen , 
unknown to us). 
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24. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 27 March 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Recci!'ed September 1826.] 

My dear Friends, Newcastle 

Your kind and encouraging letter of the 29th of August 1825 (post mark Novr zd 1825) came to 
hand only the day before yesterday. I write thus early to say that I am obliged for the contents of the 
letter and beg that the Apostle's injunction may be had in continual remembrance, namely: 'To com
municate forget not'. I have not yet received a single report or anything of whatever shape or nature 
but your kind letter 29th August and came by accident for being directed to the care of Mr Marsden it 
was lying in the post office until a friend saw it took it up and enclosed it to me. In future be pleased 
to address to me at Newcastle, New South Wales, as that is the nearest post office to me being 16 miles. 
Another reason of my writing is to say that our Dear and highly respected friend Mr Tyerman has 
favoured me with a letter direct from Canton, saying that after many dangers, since nigh falling into 
the hands of the rebel party at the Island of Java, the Javanese having rebelled against the dutch, but that 
he expected to be at Sincapore in all, December 1825.25 "Twice they, the Deputation, forced their 
way into canton and Twice were tltey forced out again." M 1 T. says he hopes to be at Calcutta February 
1826- I heartily wish you could attend to Mr Tyerman's proposal respecting an Independant Minister 
for Sydney. If one could be sent out that would act in unison with the Missionaries in the Islands and 
elsewhere, strictly regarding StPeter's advice: Not as Lords over God's Heritage much very much good 
might result, and mutual confidence would take place. But it ought to be an elderly person or that respect 
would not be paid him by the Inhabitants of Sydney which is necessary to gain attention. I am exceedingly 
glad to find you have made arrangements in tlte Islands respecting visiting the Islands independant of 
the Colony. The missionary work must be kept distinct from every political influence, It must not rise 
and fall in the estimation of the publick in proportion as a person happens to be at the head of the 
ruling party or on the contrary falling. The Cause of Christ must rest on its own intrinsic worth, on its own 
omnipotent power. You will rejoice with me in knowing that my present pursuits meet the approbation 
of the powers that be but this will not afford me the smallest satisfaction unless God over all be pleased 
and his work done. 

My confidence is alone in God as you may perceive in my letter addressed to the Governor and 
forwarded to you with other documents and our mutual confidence will not I hope be disappointed. 

Although not yet out at the spot, because the cottage is not finished, yet much has been gained by 
the delay, my whole attention has been to th~ language, and your letter came to hand just as I had 
finished arranging in alphabetical order nine hundred and seventy five words, I am just beginning to 
talk, a broken sentence, and the Aborigines and myself are more accustomed to each other. In a fortnight 
a Man and his two sons are coming to prepare for cultivation, this person willtmder my direction raise our 
own wheat &con the spot and help the Natives to cultivate. If I can persuade them to it. They promise 
well and seem pleased but I know too well the character of Barbarians to depend on all they say: My 
difficult work will be to, literally, work our way out to tlte place of our future residence: ten miles out 
of the 16 must be subject to burning, felling, dearing &c to make a road to get out and to convey 
our provisions &c and even corn to mill if we grow it. A Mill that would grind flour would save many 
a 16 miles journey. Although we have chopped the Trees and gone the marked road so often yet 
attempting it a little while back without a black guide, we took ourselves and with much difficulty 
arrived home at midnight. It was the horse found the way, we could not see but only held a stick up to 
keep the boughs from scratching our eyes. The Aborigines have been away from me tltis last week 
up the river to ptmish a Man who murdered his wife. He first beat her on the head, he then bent her back 
until he broke her spine and fmished the evil deed by throwing her into the sea near our intended abode. 
A number of spears were thrown at him, but he warded them off by his shield, another man had a spear 
through his ancle and immediately seized a cudgel and broke the head of a black and but for timely 
interference would have killed ltim. I hope to have tl1e assistance of tlte natives to clear our road or the 
matter could not be accomplished. With respect to the sum in the shape of Salary, I am not at all anxious 
about it because I cannot take more than is sufficient for a reasonable support for myself and family 
conscience will not allow a missionary to save from his salary, for if he can save he can do without that 
sum so saved and it ought to be better employed in the cause of Christ, because less than is sufficient to 
support would only prevent a person from employing themselves wholly in the cause of Christ, and 
because it is my determination to lessen as much as possible the expence on the Society's funds and have 
good reason to hope that three or four years will prove tltis satisfactorily to your minds, I mean as it 
respects what can fairly and honestly be done in the sight of all men. Lastly I should be happy to see 
my valued friend Mr Tyerman in tltree years hence as one of a deputation to see how matters go on. 
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For to be subject to the opinion or discretion of any in this colony. I ~1ev~r w~uld for a moment submit to.26 

You have no doubt by this time seen the wretched state of Reltg10n m tlus Colony by the attacks made 
in the Newspapers which remain to this moment unanswered and as such a stigma to those against whom 
they have been brought. I pray God to keep me steady to my fust purpose namely "To have nothing 
to do with the political concerns of the country in which it may please God to cause me to Labour but 
to be steadf.tst immoveable always abounding in the work of the Lord.{"] 

I must beg to decline entering into a correspondence with Mr Ma~sdcn. ~s t~tal indifference to the 
Aboriginal concern from the very fust although I repeatedly urged Ius attention m thc.prcsencc of.the 
deputation, we dined together at my house but no, not a word could I draw out: ~he Agncult~ral Sonety 
&c takes up most of his attcntion,27 and his very rece~t attempt. to form a mtsston not 8 .mtlcs ~rom us 
renders it totally inconsistent for me to solicit any attenuon from hun. In fact our Ideas are wtdely dtfferent. 
Our Object is first Christianise and Civilization will then follow. Wh~tc:er his are, they .arc not thesc. 28 

I feel it a duty to be thus plain and frank, to prevent further commumcat.lOns. o~ that subject - And beg 
in conclusion to repeat what I first observed to the Deputation when tlus mtsston w~s pr?pos~d for my 
acceptance namely "That I would not .~e responsible to Mr Marsden nor any commt~tee Ill tlu~ Col~ny 
but to the Directors alone in England. As a servant of God I stand rcsponstble to lum a~d t~s f~elmg 
will bind my action more than ten thousand inspectors and give, I am confident, more sausfacuon m the 
end to you my respected friends. 

Mrs T. and myself are anxious to be out and hope next month to begin to move. We w.ish we co~tld 
say there is the least prospect of a s~hool but our first prospect is to settle them.and ~!1ec~ t~eu. wand~n.ng 
habits. Trusting in the secret operauons of God on thetr hearts we do not dcspatr. M T. JOlllS m Chnsttan 
regards and wishing you every blessing and favour from God. 

25. To W.A. HANKEY 15 May 1826 
[L.NI.S. Australia Letters. Received 29 September 1826.] 

My dear Sir, Newcastle 
I beg to advise you of having drawn on you in favour of Robert Campbell Esqr to the amount of 

one hundred and ten pounds eleven shillings (£110.11.0) on account of the Mission dated May 15th f26 
30 days after sight which bills you will have the goodness to accept when presented. 

I hope next month to forward the Directors a specimen of the b~guage. ~t pre~ent v-:c are cutt~ng 
down the trees &c to form a road to the Station. We have been prev10usly dtsappomted m everything 
we have attempted as to time; we have lost a whole season of wheat through the wretched pos~ establish
ment of this country which caused my letters to be detained six weeks and thus the person who IS engaged 
with his two sons to cultivate came too late for this season, but grieves me much because our expences 
arc so high and can only be relieved by cultivation, which will support our family now very large at 
no distiiKt period. At present our fare is principally salt Irish pork at 1Qd pr lb or salt Beef and often 
dry bread only for tea, I mention not this in complaint, but merely to shew, that although our expences 
arc large, that it docs not arise from improper use. 

The weather has been so changeable as to prevent our cottage being completed according t<? the 
time specified it1 the contract 29 of April last but hope it will be next month. My next report wtll be 
forwarded in June if a vessel sails. We are all well, the natives dwell about us even here. 

[Subscribed] 

P.S. It did not occur to me until you mention this 45£ Dill of Mr Goss,29 which I hope he has paid, 
tlut I had lent him money on my acceptance or bills on the society: But the fa~t is t~s; When I left the 
Islands I had sixty potmds, of which twenty was a present from the Dcputatton, tlurty was presented 
by friends at Rio nine years since, ten was in gold which some good ~atured ladies gave to Mrs T. at 
different times when in England. I pitied poor Goss who was fmt cot~sm to the former Mrs ~. and t? 
save him from ruin lent him 45£ to go home with out of all I had 111 the world at tl~at pen?d. r:lns 
explanation will I trust remove any impression that might fairly arise from the transaction of tts bemg 

improper. 

26. To ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 22 May 1826 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/1893), Reg. No. 26/3003 (i11 26/3425).] 

Newcastle 
Sir, 

I am sorry to be under the necessity of introducing to your notice the following circumstance which 
is calculated to create continual inconvenience. 
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In May last, we brought from the Factory a servant, She had not been with us six months when, 
with our full approbation, she married. Application was then made for another who arrived here in 
Februa~y la.st. Sh~ represented ~o us that sJte was enga.ged to a man, now in the hospital at Sydney, 
requ~stmg, 1f posstble, that he nught be got mto our serviCe, that they would then marry and live happily. 
A w.tsh to promote their happiness, determined me to address you this day on the subject in order to 
obtam the man. But another person of this place, Jolm Thomas, has just written to me for my consent 
to marry her, Ellen !"'loore, ~nd thus. has prevented mz application on that subject. On mentioning to 
J. Thomas tl1e propncty of Ius marrymg the woman wtth whom he has cohabited for many years, and 
on my deferring to give my answer .until I had consulted the magistrates here, The reply was by both; 
That. tl1ey would have one another m spite of me. Nothing is farther from my wish than to prevent 
Mat~tmony; '! et, as we must apply for another servant and she also may in three months get married, 
the mconveruence and expence of procuring servants for such short periods would be most material. 

The object of this statement, I would beg to be most distinctly understood, is, not to impede in the 
le~st, the conne:xion intended to be formed by the parties, but to be it1formed whether any regulations 
extst, or whether any specifiC time of servitude may not be stated when another is assigned to us from 
the Factory at the expiration of which period full liberty for marriage should exist. 

27. From ALEXANDER M"LEAY 30 May 1826 
[Archives, C.S.O.L., Miscella11eorls Persons Letterbook No. 37, p. 456.) 

Rev. Sir Colonial Secretary's Office 

Your letter of the zznd Inst. relative to the Marriage of Ellen Moore, your assigned Servant, witl1 
John Thomas, havit1g been submitted. to the Governor I am directed to acquaint you, that it appears 
to the Governor a matter of the first tmportance to encourage by proper means, Matrimony; and His 
Excellency would never think of preventing it by any regulation unless the Parties were depraved vicious 
characters, 

28. To ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 5 June 1826 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/1893), Reg. No. 26/3425.] 

Sir Newcastle 

I beg to ack~owledge your official communication of May 30th. and to be allowed to explain, 
throu.gh you,. to his Excellency the ~overnor in refcr.ence to my communication which has been replied 
to as tf my wtsh was to prevent matnmony.- The stmple object of my commtmication was to ascertain 
if any regulations existed respecting the marriage of prisoners of the crown and to delicately suggest 
tl1e necessity of some regulations being made which would ultimately encourage convicts to enter into 
the married state, on just priiKiples, without subjecting families to those inconveniences, which must 
te~d. under ~h~ present syst~m to impede ratl1er than promote so desirable an object. - As a Christian 
Mtsstonary It IS ever my wtsh and endeavour to persuade the Vicious and the Depraved to marry, in 
o~dcr, that they may, in this respect, become virtuous and deserving; knowing that it is only the most 
dtshonorablc, the most depraved who need political interference. - Apprehensive that a misconstruction 
might possibly take place as to the purport of my letter it was concluded thus; "The object of this 
statement, I beg to be most distinctly understood is not to impede in the least the connexion intended 
to be formed by the. parties, but to be informed whether any specific time of servitude may not- be stated 
when another IS amgncd from the factory, at the expiration of which period full liberty for marriage 
should. exist." - I trust tlut my motives in addressing the Governor will be sufficiently clear, when the 
follo':t~g facts are made known to his Excellency. - Award that a kit1d of liberty resulted from a 
~er.m.tsston to marry, Sarah tl1e servant formerly alluded to, corresponded at the same time with three 
mdtvtduals, one of whom came with two strangers armed with muskets at midnight and alarmed our 
house. they escaped justice because the plea was the servant maid corresponded with one of them. -
Ellen Moore has borne the name of a person with whom she cohabited in Ireland and who is now in 
Sydney Hospital, Patrick Cooric. - I was actually using means to bring these two together at the 
momet~t when she and Thomas ~ave me to tmderstand in the most insolent manner that they had 
determmed to become man and wtfe. - Thomas has cohabited with a woman for years, named Styles 
and whom he in justice ought to marry. 
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29. From ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 12 June 1826 
[Archives, C.S.O.L., 1VliscellmJcolls Persous Lcttcrbook No. 37, p. 486.} 

•• s· Colonial Secretary's Offtce 
Rev tr, . 

I have to acknowledge the receipt of Your Letter of the S'h Inst~nt, relative to the _Marnage of 
Prisoners of the Crown, and in reply I am directed by tl1e Governor to tn~onn you, that Hts Excellency 
is satisfted as to the correctness of your intentions in this Matter, ~mt, that m order th_at t~ere may be_ no 
bar to the Marriage of Female Prisoners, it is not intended to rcqmre of them any spectftc time of ServlCe, 

previous to their Marriage. 

30. To ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 2 July 1826 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/1893), Reg. No. 26/4060 (ill 26/3425).] 

Newcastle 
Sir, ll ill d 

I am sorry to be again troubling his Excellency, the Governor, _but trust his Exec ency w par on 
· k If I · J hn Thomas after in vain attemptmg to seduce Ellen Moore from our my mtsta e, am 111 error. - o . 1 b d d 

service to live in town under his protection, or admit him improperly at mgh: to ~er r~om, 1as a a~ one 
her, and forbidden the banns, a tlueat he used to induce her to comp~y wttll his wtshes. - He IS now 
living with the daughter of the woman with whom he formerly cohabtted. - Another woman has been 
assigned us contemplating the marriage, and to return Ellen Moore to th~ Factory, for no f~u~t, bu~ as 
a conseque~ce of her refusing freedom at the price of vice, would be unJUSt on my part, wit out ust 
acquainting his ExcelletKy with the circumstances. - No woman co~ld have behaved bette: t?ar s~e 
has done, save in the instance of marrying Thomas rather than the pnsoner, who~ _from prmClp e s e 
ought, but the hope of freedom naturally turned the s_cale .. - I th_erefore beg permtss~on to ~uggest that, 
if his Excellency could reward a poor girl for well dom~, 111 refusmg th_e prospect of Immedtate freedon£ 
and comparitive affluence as wages of inquity, with a Ttcket of leave, tt would affor~ her the ~eans o 
continuing in well doing, and if made known to otl1ers migl_It excite them also to restst temptation. The 
matter being civil and not under the cognizance of the magistrates here, forms another apology for my 

application to his Excellency the Governor. [Subscribed] 

Ellen More from Ireland Sllip Mariner 
Captain Fatherly July 1825 from Ireland -

31. L.M.S. REPORT 21 June 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters.] 

Second Half Yearly Report of the Aboriginal Mission 
Supported by ·the London Missionary Society 

L.E. Threlkeld Missionary to the Aborigines New South Wales 
Newcastle June 21st 1826 

Being Accustomed for several past years, to address a congregati~n of from eight to twelve hundred 
native Christians, at Rai[a)tea, in their own tongue, three or four ttmes a _week, has made the present 
dry study of letters, words and phrases, more irksome than it wo~ld_ otherwtse have appeared to a [ers.on 
unacquainted with the general diversified employment of a Mtss10nary. among natives eager or II_I
struction. _ But the hope of futurity manifesting that the same Cause ';Ill produce the same effects m 
the minds of the Aborigines as has operated on the minds of ten thou_sands 1~ the. Southern_ Se.a, encourages 
one to persevere, knowing, personally knowing, that such labour IS not m vam. - I~ 1s, m a measure, 
to be regretted, that so long a period has elaps~d bef~re we arc able. to take up our restdence amon~ the 
Blacks at Btir-te-bah [The native name of tlus station - L.E.T:]. - But ~~controla~le events ave 
occurred and numerous disappointments, which individually constdered are tnfling, yet m the agweg_ate 
have occ~sioned much annoyance and delay. -Another year must. roll its course bef~re our culttv~tton 

·ll t the demands of a large family. This delay has been occasioned through the Improper dcltv~ry 
:~ le~~ecr~ which occasioned the loss of tl1ree persons' servi~cs it_I agriculture ':mtil the season ~or sowt~1 
was past, and but for the favours of a gentleman in autliOnty kmdly ~orwardmg other letters Ill a srecld 
matlller the mission would have been deprived of a steady man and Ius two sons who ~rc now emp oye 
in reparing the land for agricultural purpose. -The person enga?ed to ~ut up our residence by contract, fo! it could not be done in any other way, Mechanicks not bemg avatlable fr?m government at tl1at 

criod has exceeded his time several months, However, a few weeks more will complet~ ~he cottage 
;nd a fortnight after it is fmished we shall remove - The blacks, wh~ ~ave hitherto been livmg around 
us, and whose fires cheered the dull winter's gloomy night, have anttctpated our removal and departed 
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a few days since - Their presence is much missed as they were our guard by night. - The Blacks have 
been often enquiring how long before we move and now they are gone to our new residence knowing 
we also shall soon follow- W c have had to cut down trees and clear a way for ten miles or more through 
the wilderness of a range of mountains to allow for a team of bullocks and dray to carry out provision 
&c. twice have they been and after once upsetting and destroying much of the load, have accomplished 
the task. Hitherto the place was considered inaccessible even on horse back, and thrice have I been thrown 
from the horse with other common accidents in fmding out the present road. It will be necessary to 
remove our things by water, it would be too expensive, it would be too tedious to attempt it by land, 
although we hitherto intended it, a small craft that can go in four feet water will convey the property 
through the outlet to the sea, where often the violence of the Surf breaking across the shallow entrance 
prevents anything from entering -we had no opportunity, of conveniently seeing the place when the 
deputation were here, but tl1ose very difficulties under which we labour for the present, and will be soon 
overcome, render the situation the more desirable as a nursing place for the Blacks until they increase 
in knowledge. - The more we arc apart from unprincipled men bearing only the christian name the 
better for the Aborigines. - But few circumstances, worthy of notice, have occurred among the 
Aborigines under my own cognition, although numerous acts of aggressions are laid publickly to their 
charge. But allowing that every particle is true, were the Blacks English instead of Aborigines, I do not 
hesitate a moment to say that for every single act now committed, or said to be committed by them, 
many more would take place. - I will illustrate by facts - A poor woman lying by her fire begged 
a bit of plaister for a wound in her foot, I enquired how it was done, She replied, in broken english, 
that a white fellow asked her to fetch some water for him in Newcastle, she refused and that he threw 
a large stone at her hit her foot, and crippled her for many weeks! I could not fmd out who the 
man was, and several weeks had elapsed. - Now if the untaught husband of tills woman, who has been 
deprived of her assistance as a fisherwoman for many weeks, were to meet the cruel civilised white when 
he is isolated as a stock-keeper in the woods and take revenge would it be a matter of surprise or would 
any English man put up wich such an injury! - A man, a well known civil Black was under my care for 
nearly two months owing to a piece of wood perforating the sole of the foot and coming up slantingly 
through to the Instep. How was it done - Two prisoners night stockkeepers were in the habit of visiting 
the native camp at night, and one, an African black, amused himself by sharpening sticks like skewers 
and sticking them up in the ground round about the native camp. - The Aborigine came in the dark, 
trod upon one of them and lamed himself for weeks. - W auld it have been remarkable had the fellow 
been levelled to the ground whilst the poor Aborigine was suffering under the torture of his wound! 
- That very man not long after was seen compelling a woman to accompany llim by beating her with 
a stick and the clergyman of Newcastle [G. A. Middleton) saw the assault appeared against the man and 
he was turned into the jail gang as a punishment he justly deserved. This very man the Blacks told me 
they would spear if he did not mind himself better and at the police office I warned llim of their threat 
and urged him to be more guarded in his conduct in future. - But tills very aggressor is still among 
them untouched, unmolested although the Aborigines tell me they tllink he planted the wood in the 
ground on purpose to wound them.- Would this be the case among civilised beings, if blows had not 
ensued would there not have been the perplexities of civil law! - But it must be allowed in the fullest 
extent that there are characters among the Aborigines ferocious to an extreme, it must be so, Our fore 
fathers were the same, our mothers in a state of nudity danced before the mystic grove besmeared with 
pipe clay, and woad, and ochre, they would look into the trembling entrail of the human sacrifice, they 
could yell the murderous song to the hundreds expiring in flames. - Had they been swept off from 
the face of the land by their invaders in consequence of their savageness and brutality, w[h]ere should we 
have been with all our boasted philanthropy - or had not the principles of the Gospel directly or in
directly changed our ferocious natures, our stern, revengeful hearts, we should now have left these 
Aborigines to possess quietly their lands, or joined tl1em in their dance with frantic madness.- If, therefore, 
the Aborigines are ferocious, are cruel, are artful and cunning, how inconceivably inconsistent it is with 
those, who professing to be wise, act so foolishly, as to excite these acknowledged barbarians to acts of 
violence by supplying tl1em with spirits wllich tl1ey know not how to use witl1 propriety and in the 
usc of wlllch they become infuriated? - It is but a few weeks since, that not a night passed without my 
being obliged to interfere to restore peace among the Aborigines owing to their dnmkenness after they 
returned from Newcastle. The scene one night was more than alarming, a loud clamour of voices, 
accompanied with the sound of blows, and the clattering of the spears and slllelds, roused us, I went out 
to know tl1e cause, taking with me a lamp, that I might be seen and not speared in the dark, I per[ceived] 
a man lying prostrate on the ground covered with blood another one stood over lllm ready to repeat 
the blow, Others were crowding with poised spears and whitened shields ready to engage, - the women 
clamouring and screaming were stirring up their fires to give light, -I paused a moment, rushed forward 
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and took the weapon from the uplifted hand, urged them in broken Aboriginal to desist suc~ee~ed in 
leading them to their separate fires, and threatening that they should not stop where they dtd tf ~hey 
persisted in such conduct quietness was restored - S?mc bcg.ged me to stop or ther wo~ld be obhged 
to f1ght. - Another said you must put a stop :o tlus game 111 town, we sh~~ be kil~ed If yon do not 
- I felt my own inability to do this, ~u~ enqmrcd from whe~ce w~s the s?mts obtamed. It .would be 
invidious to mention one of the places, It ts so general. I asked If I mtght rctue to rest, they satd, - yes. 
they would fight no more, the drunkards were asleep. Scarcely had I recove~ed myself in the house from 
the agitation natural to such scenes, when a loud scream called me out a&am - Some one had thro~n 
a spear at a venture, a drunken Black, it hurt no one, although thrown 111 the dark, and. after wakmg 
in vain for the concealed enemy, we retired finally to rest. -One w.ould be tempted to dunk that there 
is an innate deficiency in tlte reasoning faculties of those who can, m t?e face of these facts constantly 
before their eyes, pursue a line of conduct that t.nust cncrcase the barbans~ of savages and who _are not 
likely to make a distinction when drunk betwixt A black head or a white one. - Another t~stance 
occurred of gross outrage upon the Aborigines in the month of December last ~lose to our residence, 
-I perceived a man beating a black most viol~ntly, .the won~e? screamed rumung t? me to c<:me to 
their assistance. I ran and saw a white man half mtoxicated stnkmg a poor old man vtolently, lm head 
was cut and he was endeavouring to defend himself, enquiring the white said he had been assaulted. on 
the road, tllls I knew to be false for I happened to sec him come and return to the black camp, askmg 
the blacks the cause, and turning round I perceived a little girl come up out of the water and found she 
had run and dived in the stream to elude the brutality of tills man. Her father took her part and for 
thus doing he was so grossly assaulted by a civilized white. This was a case, I felt it my duty altltough 
unpleasant to lay before the Magistrate to convince tlte white that th~ law p~otected the blacks. equally 
with the whites. - The man was summoned to appear and after bemg repnmanded was cautioned to 
be more careful in his conduct, this was all I requested knowing tltat gentlenes~ has a great.er ~ffect whether 
among Savages or Civilized persons than the most coercive measures. -It .Is not astomshmg, thercf<;>re, 
that men are speared in tlte bush when they become Stockmen. or ~t~1crwi~e empl~yed out of th~ Im
mediate protection of civil and military force, because the same dtspos~tton "":'ill.shew t.ts~lf "':'hether m the 
mountains or on the sea coast - and unless there be a strong goverrung pnnctplc extstmg m the Savage 
mind of the father of this girl why will he not revenge the i1~ury if ever he should meet the aggressor 
alone in the bush: - At one time we had not a single Aboriginal about us for three weeks, and the 
person who assisted me in the language was also absent, He went to the mountains with upwar~~ of 
60 spears to exchange for oppossum cord made of th~ fur, and also to engage in some s~per~uuo.us 
ceremony, the exact nature of which I could not ascertam. - It appears that Be-rah-balm _[Btraba~ ahas 
M'Gill] the above mentioned person slept with two othe~. Blacks on the grave of th~ ~trl ,mcnuone? 
in the fanner report [seep. 190], from sunsctting to sun nsmg. for the purpose of obta.unng The B?11c, 
the mystic bone used in the mystic ring, and supp?sed to be m t~1c abdon~cn of certam persons skill~d 
in curing sickness and in knocking out the teeth wtth the bone without pam to the su~ere~. -That m 
the night the spirit of the girl came to them and gave one of them The Bone. - Askmg tf he saw the 
spirit, he said no, it was in a dream, no one could sec _it but the person, who had the bon:. - Aft~r 
the extraction of the tooth, the Blacks must not eat wtld fowl and several sorts of fish unul a certam 
number of times have revolved when after anotltcr ceremony they are fully allowed to eat what they 
please.30 _ A few weeks back Be-rah-balm retur~1e.d from a ceremony performed in the mountains, 
which has initiated him into all the rights of an Abongme.3l -It appears that they burn a large part of the 
country, then hunt for kangaroos, feast upon the shank bones only, after which they pipe clay themselves all 
over and then everyone must rush at once into the water and batlte themselves clean .. They t~1en return to 
the women who arc not admitted to sec the ceremony, but who are kept at some dtstance m the charge 
of an old m~n.- The men have a great veneration for the bat, if a man were to ~ill one purposely, he wou~d 
also be killed. -They will not look at it but turn their eyes another way, neither would they tell me tts 
name, but said ifl asked the women that they would tell me. -The women have the same regard to a small 
bird like a woodpecker, and will not look at it or tell its name, .but refer t~ the ~an- ~hey say that th~~ 
are Black men and women changed into these creatures, and their presence ts constdc~ed ~ughly forumate. 
- The Bhcks have been up the river to settle a pmllshment against a murderer oflllS wtfe, who put her to 
death in a cruel matmer, -he first beat her on tl_tc head, fractur~d her skull and the~ bent her backwards 
until he broke her spine, after which he threw her mto the sea. Thetr usual place of puruslunent wa~ formerly 
dose to our present residence, but on my expressing dislike to it last October no enf?agcment l~a~ sm~e taken 
place- My own little boy [Joseph Thomas] asking Olte of the Blacks, who was gomg out to JOlll hts party, 
why they did not fight here, was it because of Masten - Ah! Who told. you that, ~as tlte answer -
I do apprehend that repeated expressions of sorrow at their fights and co~ttnued exertions to keep them 
at peace among themselves have had this effect and if so it is encouragmg. 
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When they returned I was informed that one native Black was wounded in the foot by a casualty, 
but that so many spears were thrown that no one knew who did it, however in the madness of pain he 
broke a m~n's head and would have killed him but for timely interference of other Blacks.- I apprehend 
that there I_s. a good ~eal of justice in the strictest sense, in their punishments, arising from their being 
a body pohttcally canng for each othcr,33 A woman neglecting her child, or a relation his sick relative, 
m~tst suffer punishment, and even the Doctor, if his patient die through his not using all the means they 
think lhe ought to have done. - A man was present sometime since when an outrage was committed 
on a. bnack ~f this part by a_ tribe in the interior, he happened to be there a silent spectator, and because 
he dtd ot asstst the man agamst a host, two spears where thrown at him as a punishment by the relative 
o~ the ill used Bla.ck, which spears however he warded off by his shield. -They then sat down together 
wt~ho~t furt?er dtspl~te. - A relative not careful of a sick relative or being absent from the person when 
dymg IS a cnme ~umshable by the Blacks. They are careful of their children and fearful lest they should 
be hurt by the whites, I saw a woman cry for an hour because her little boy of 5 or 6 years old went with 
our ~art to see the man ~ut firewood, after which he rambled with a stockkeeper and did not return 
speedtly. She ran about with the greatest appearance of anxiety. Another woman covered her face and 
cried most bitterly because a pig was being killed, and though the other blacks always laugh at her, when 
she does so, yet her sympathies are so strong that it has this effect upon her mind. Docs not this prove, 
that they arc above the beasts that perish, And that God has made of one blood, all the nations of the 
earth whatever may be the variation of Skin! -

Two blind persons a male & female arc out at Biddebah supported by their relatives in their helpless 
state. A poor little boy, remarkably afflicted, incapable of walking, when left by his father is cared for 
by tl1e tribe until he returns. -

I ~car there are many among us, who will stand condemned at the fmal judgment of the universe, 
~or theu w_at.tt of those. charities towards t~teir fellow creatures, which though but barely discoverable, 
like an expt~mg en~ber m a heap of ashes, m the minds of the Aborigines, ought to be seen blazing like 
resplcndant Jewels m those who possess the benefits of civilization and Christian instruction. -Would 
to God tl1at those Christians who profess to give tone to the publick mind would but take half the pains, 
half the expence, half the trouble, as they do for the animal creation, in advocating the improvement 
o~ the Aboriginal Race, instead of creating a feeling of cruel revenge, founded in most instances, upo11 
dtstorted facts. -How much more would it be to their honor and Philanthropy, indcpendant of Christian 
pri~ciplcs, than ex~iting those feelings of revenge in the minds of professing Christian[s} and which 
feelings they abommatc when acted upon by the Aborigine. But cannot more be done, cannot those 
who view our plans as visionary and enthusiastic, adopt a more rational plan and try to effect what they 
suppose cannot be done by US? Cannot each party according to their peculiar views, form their own 
plans[,] use their own i~stru~ents, :n?.as a grand army, taking heed in their movements of disordering 
themselves!- march m vanous dtvtstons to that same attack on the Kingdom of Satan? It would be 
pusill.animous in me not to s.tate plainly and faithflllly those facts, for the truth of which I pledge myself, 
at a time when some are urgtng to destruction a people irritated by continued aggressions, whose children 
have been dashed upon the rocks, not many years since, and whose wives have been shot at, that the 
race may be the sooner extinct. And who are now held up as creatures to whom mildness cannot possibly 
be shewn! Whilst tlte mu.rderer's blood should be shed whether black or white, even from the very 
horns of the Altar, But let It be The Murderer, not his wife, his children, his friends, his relatives, his race! 
If these instance[s] of outrage have occurred in the vicinity of a town, not now a penal settlement, in 
the short space of six months, unsought for, what must be the aggregate throughout the Colony and 
what must be the feelings of the Aborigine's mind against whites~ -We know what we should feel, 
happy for us that their impressions are only transient, their revenge only sudden. 

Some few weeks since, the death howl attracted my attention, it was universal, close at hand, and 
in the. dcptl1s of the thicke~, t?c sou?d denoted tltat something more than ordinary had occurred -
I enqmred at~d the blacks satd tt was m consequence of a Black having been chopped to pieces with att 
axe by a whtte. They told me his name, and said that the white had hid the body somewhere about the 
wreck of the Australi~,34 I went immediately with the informant and gave information in town, 
Constables were sent Wlth the black and the man charged with the offence was put in custody - On the 
Constables return it was ascertained that no murder had taken place, but that the persons who purchased 
the damaged cargo of the V esscl had been supplying the blacks with Rum to induce them to work 
whilst otl1ers had supplied them with rum to induce them to give a specimen of a fight. - The poo; 
black had not yet recovered from the first effect of liquor when he returned to roll the casks and being 
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farther supplied, it is supposed he fell asleep on the sand and was carried away by cite sea. Every means 
was used to ascertain the fact and the poor English man upon whom tlteir suspicion fell was released. 
- It was necessary to make the stricktest enquiry, to prevent a fellow countryman falling a victim 
to tl1eir avenger of blood. - The brother of the Drowned black must stand punis?rnent soon, beca~1se 
he did not take care of him and lead him out of the way of the sea. - A few days smce the women pipe 
clayed themselves again, attd cried, they told me it was because at that time the grass would have begun 
to grow had he been interred. - Dnmkeness here is most prevalent and disgusting, It cannot therefore 
be expected that the ignorant wild Aboriginal should be more circumspect in his conduct, than the well 
instructed civilised Europe:m, enough if those be, as these are. It has been said by an author in England 
of the Aborigines of New South \Vales, "That we have now lived among the Australians more than 
thirty years; and yet, like the North American Indians, or the Negroes of the Phillipine Islands, they 
have adopted none of our arts of life, with the exception of exchanging their stone hatchets and shell 
fish hooks for our iron ones. They t~ever will become builders, or wltivators, or meclw11ics, or mari11ers, lik<.' 
the New Zealanders or South Sea Islanders, nor indeed till they cease to be at all, will they ever be other 
than they are."3S 

On behalf of the Blacks it may be said to Europeans, have you ever attempted to make us so, 
disinterestedly so, for our own benefit, or have you not rather taught us your vices in addition to our 
own in administering the deadly potion of Spirits to inflame our passions, to mak_e our bruta~ism 
ungovernable; that we might engage itt hostility with each other, whilst you our despisers and revilers 
enjoy the bloody scene! - Or if you have bestowed upon us the washings of a rum cask, has ~t _not 
been in payment for our labour with that which costs you nothing! - forgetful of your own Rehgto~s 
precepts, which pronounces a "Woe unto lllm that buildeth his house by unrighteousness, and hts 
chambers by wrong; that useth his neighbour's services without wages, and giveth him not for his work! 
That join house to house, that lay field to field, till there be no place, that they may be placed alone 
in the midst of the Earth! - Happy for every one engaged in Evangelising the world that tl1e Judge 
of all the Earth has sworn by himself, That the whole Earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the 
Messiah, as the waters cover the great deep. - Therefore, as God says, "I will have mercy on whom 
I will have mercy, and I will have compassion on whom I will have compassion", and as it doth_not 
depend on him, who willeth, nor on him who runneth but on God who sh~weth mercy, we may contln~e 
ploughing up the fallow ground sowing itt righteousness knowing that m due season we shall reap m 
mercy if we faint not. - Happy for us that the kingdom of Messiah is not left in the hands of men, like 
other kingdoms, Nations may rise and Empires may fall, but the Stone hewn out of the mountain without 
hands shall roll majestically from pole tojole, crushing its enemies and levelling every Spiritual wickedness, 
in high places until every knee shall ben to Christ. - And whether a cruel Nero sways the Roy~l sceptre 
and sheds the torrent of Christian blood, or a Courtly Constantine wears the purple and potsons the 
simplicity of the Gospel with baneful affluence and worldly pageantry, The reign of the Messiah increases 
gathering in its subjects, from every clime, independent on the kingdoms of this World. -

If it be asked how do I obtain any insight of the Aboriginal language, I would just briefly state, that 
their rambling dispositions perplexed me much; To accompany them itt their excursions was therefore 
my only alternative. I have been with them when hunger urged them to the bush and the ftrst animal 
that they have speared, I have seen just put on the fire to scorch the hair, ripped open to warm the 
inside, and with the blood dropping from the mouths and elbows, as they have eaten the half co_nvulse~ 
trembling flesh. - Whilst my stomach sickened at the revolting sight and compelled me to retlre unul 
their repast was finished, gratitude to my God has risen in my breast, that we are not compelled to leave 
our native land without purse nor scrip nor shoes, to trust to the reception of the Sons of Peace - A 
boat, which I have purchased, commands their attendance whenever I wish, and many a sentence has been 
collected and word explained by some trifling circumstance, whilst they procured their daily food from 
the deep, often have I seen the livittg fish writhe betwixt the teeth of the angler biting out a bait for 
the hook. -A tent, kindly presented by a gentleman in the colony [Chief Justice Forbes), has remedied 
the itlCottvenience of their presence in our small dwelling among our rising generation, indeed the 
beastlyness and state of nudity render it impossible. Whilst the tent allows that freedom which could 
not be permitted it1 a house. Here we collect together the word obtained in various manners, and enquire 
and examine while the Aborigine contentedly grafts his tobacco for hours together - from 9 in the 
morning until sunset in the evenittg have we been tented togetlter for days, revising the sentences 
presented to the pubhck- We clothed several, male and female, last winter, attd had them in the evening 
in the house for the sake of the language, but soon we had the sad mortification to see them return naked, 
their clothes being sold for rum in town -
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T? ascertain the Ellipsis is the_ b~st means I find to satisfy my mind on the meaning of the particles, 
a~d Wtth~:mt the knowledge. of thts It appears very often a mere jargon. They abound in the use of it. 
~tsh me, IS all they say for Gtve me some fish, but no possible mistake can arise as with us using the nouns 
~ a verbal ~cnse. - Often has a word been put down in the full conftdence of correctness, and as often 
dtscovcred It was erroneous. A ~nan stood on the North Shore, while we were on a fishing excursion, 
! noted down wha~ the Black satd was the North Shore, using the phrase some time afterwards, 1 found 
It wa~ not so, a natlve_ came to a fire one evening and the same word was used and on paying particular 
attenti~n found _that It. was the Adverb o:er thc!c. Two prepositions, from, in English, puzzled me 
excecdmgly, until the signal for ~ vessel bemg hmsted up at the Sigtul post proved to me that it was, 
on acco_unt, or about, or concernmg, a ~css~l the ,hall was hoisted. The cutting some trees in the bush 
fu~th:r illustrated when the sa~e perplcxmg from was used and in the question shall I cut it about here 
pomtmg to the plac~. Other Circumstances arose that proved the other, from, to have the meaning, out 
of ~uch a place or. thing. I would also rem~rk here that often we thitik there is a difference in the language 
owmg to our asking the name of substantives, but we are yet in the dark about those names, a man was 
asked one day what_hc h~d got, Tahrahkul was the reply, meaning peaches, but they had no peaches 
forn~erly, what_was It denved from~ Why, to set the teeth on Edge. Now at the Hawksbury they may 
c~ll It ro~gh ~km or any other quahty, of the peach, and then would arise the idea that the Ian uage is 
different I~ different tnbes. Another instattce occurred, Kob-bah-rah [Cobbra] is the name o~head36 
so the whites say at the H~wks~ury but when I used it, my teacher says, no, no, you say Awol-long, 
so the ntatter res~ed, Shewmg him an anatomical drawing of the human frame and putting down the 
names of the vanous _parts, he came to the skull bone and then Kob-bah-rah was discovered to be the 
Skull b?n~.- !here IS no doubt a great diversity in the bnguagc in other parts but I feel fully persuaded 
~s yet, It IS radtcally the same, as much so as the Tahitian the New Zealand, the Vaihean [Hawaiian] K. 
m the South Seas. -

~Y. ~cason for continuing in this opinion was more confirmed, by my visiting a Mountain black 
now 1ll pd at N~':castle on the charg~ of murdering a white, My interpreter went with me and his wife, 
we entered the jli~ and I addr~ssed l~m as well as I could in Aborigine, he burst into a fit of laughter, 
although doubled Ironed by himself m one of the rooms of the jail, after a pause he answered me, and 
though I c_ould not make out every word, I found it was the same language - My Black companion 
spoke to lum, and I could tell that what he spoke to the man was the substance of what I wished to ask. 
---:- He was a strang:r black, from an immense distance beyond the mountains, and my interpreter said 
~s language _was dtfferent to the blacks here. The fettered black asked what was going to be done to 
hun: he was mformed by Berahbalm to be sent to Sydney, I enquired what he speared the man for, he 
replied, he had not, that he was at another fire far away when the affair happened. that it was another 
black. who had done the de~d. - ~ questioned him through My Black, whether the white man did 
anything to them first, he satd he dtd not know, because he was not there. But he said that the blacks 
ther~ were a~raid of a muske_t, that if a man presented a piece to any Black they would spear them instantly. 
My 1~press10n was from his account that he was not the actual criminal nor at all concerned in it, but 
the evidence of others may p~ove clearly to the c~rttrary.- Happy shall I be to be able by the knowledge 
of the language t<? save tl~e ~~~cent, when ptU11shment ought, in justice to our fellow creatures, to fall 
upon the truly ~mlty. Indts~nmmate punishment, or the cherishing of a hostile feeling against the whole 
race of blacks IS unbeconung the profession of a christiatt character. _ 

PREFACE 

In ~ubmitting the specimen of a dialect of the Aborigines of New South Wales, no 
speculative arrangeme~t of grammer is attempted - Out of fifteen hundred sentences and 
~pwar~s, the most satisfactory ones are selected. The English is in a separate colurmt on the 
nght std~ of the yage,. and mtderneath the Aboriginal sentences, is placed word for word, 
the English ~e~nmg Without regard to English arrangement, or grammer, to shew the Idiom 
of the Abon~mal t<:'ngue. The sentences are bracketed and numbered for easy reference, 
should any fnend_ wts~ to make any remark tending to simplify the present adopted mode. 
As _one of my objects m ap~lying to the language is to pave the way for the rendering into 
thetr tongue the sacred scnptures, every friendly hint will be most thankfully received. 
The accents are not marked generally, o~y. o~ the most important words, for want of type, 
but the last ar~an~ement of the Verb, will It IS hoped be a sufficient guide for the whole to 
those who Wish It. A table of ~he sounds being an epitome of the plan pursued in the 
Orthography of the language wtll also be sufficient, it is presumed to shew the nature of 
Syllables. It would have increased tllls report already large to an inconvenient size had it 
been further explained. 
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In presenting a copy to those, in this Colony, who are connected with other Societies, 
I beg to assure them, that whatever knowledge I may obtain of the Aboriginal tongue, shall 
be always available to them with cheerful readiness. The noble principles of our Religion 
forbidding the indulgence of any selfish motive or party feeling in those who profess to be 
the promulgators of its precepts. - An anxiety to satisfy the friends of humanity here and 
at home, that our employment is not altogether without hope as it respects attaining the 
language of the Blacks, and that success may ultimately be expected with the Divine aid, 
together with the solicitations of those in this colony who take an interest in the welfare of 
the Aborigines, induce the putting of these imperfect specimens to the press. -

One twelve-months only has elapsed, interrupted in various ways, from a steady perseverance in 
the study of the langauge, but after our removal to our settled residence, so many hindrances will, we 
hope, not take place. - Secluded more from Society here, than ever I was in the South Sea Islands, I look 
forward with the hope of making known Salvation to the Aborigines in their own tongue in two years 
from hence - to attempt to instruct, before I can argue with them as men, would be injurious, and as 
Christianity does not make its votaries mere machines, but teaches them how to give an answer to every 
one that asketh a reason of their hope; my whole time must be devoted to that single object, until I am 
competent, although it incurs a heavy expence on the Society. - But whatever may be the expence, 
whatever may be the privations of individuals, to reclaim sinners whether black or white, The remembrance 
of it will be no more, or if it exists it will excite a song of praise, when we shall behold the great 
multitude, which no man could number, of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, standing 
before the throne, and before the Lamb clothed with white robes and palms in their hands saying, thou 
hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out of every kindred and tongue and people, and nation, and 
hast made us unto our God kings and priest for ever. Amen. L.E. Threlkeld 

Government Cottage, near Newcastle June 2Pt 1826. 

[Enclosure: 'Two Printed Specimen Pages of Aboriginal Language', to which Threlkeld added, 'There 
are twenty four pages of Specimens in the press'.] 

The communications from the Directors prevent this being printed and circulated among friends 
herein hopes of raising an interest - The expence would be so great. - Every information respecting 
the Mission and the concerns thereof Mr Marsden, in whom alm1e you appear to have confidence, will 
supply, I will not allow you again this opportunity of bringing me to Death's door by reposing confidence 
in you which only meets with the most contemptuous suspicions in return.37 L.E. Threlkeld 

32. To W.A. HANKEY 1 August 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 1 March 1827.] 

My Dear Sir Newcastle 

I have to advise you of having drawn in favour of Ellis Martin Scott Esqr for four hundred pounds 
sterling - thirty days after sight, you will please to honor the said bills and place them to the Account 
of the Aboriginal Mission and you will oblige. 

[Subscribed] 

P.S. Having had frequent solicitations from the Attorney General & other friends to put a specimen 
of the language to the press. I hope to send you by this or the next vessel my second half yearly report of 
the mission - much interest is excited by our continuance in obtaining the language -Whilst Wellington 
Valley is I am sorry to say abandoned by tl1e Wesleyans after exciting the publick mind to high expec
tations, It is much to be deplored (Mr Tyennan can conceive the reason because he knows the circum
stances). The Blacks are now being much injured owing to circumstances of aggravation. One has just 
been deliberately shot, I have sent his excuse to the Attorney General and wait his answer. The black 
committed murder but without any trial he was taken and tied to a tree and fired at the next day 
deliberately by three Soldiers commanded by the Officer - However do not publish this nor notice it 
except among the Directors, as what I wish to be known I print here in my report which you will soon 
see, and what I publish is to meet the publick feeling at this time and which coming from me as my 
report, will not give tl1e same offence as it would, were I to write home and the same report be extracted 
from England it would have a very different effect - The money I now draw for is to pay for the 
Cottage &c which is to clear { ?] tl1is month. I hope it will be the last high sum and gradually decrease 
when we get out as we have now twenty acres preparing for cultivation, We are well all through Mercy. 
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33. To [EVAN JOHN] JONES 10 August 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. RccciPcd 1 March 1827.]38 

Dear Friend, . . Newcastle 

h 
You wtlld obhge me by attending to the following little commission, had I come to England 1 should 

ave arrange matters so as to know to who t l £i ll 1 · · · ~you wi~ perhaps have the goodness to aid m'; It~ tl;'!£frsr0;l:ce,\::;g:e~t1~: ~£~7,1~i:hq~{{~~yBn~ ~t'!t 
~~:i~~~:E!:~F~n~~Pat~n~~~~c:lytppl~r:~~~ ~~~ ~~::\~it\~~ i~l;a~dv~:~~~~~d atl:~pl~::e~nt~ s~~i:::!~h~~ 

e une m t1e ost as t1ey are of tmp t Tl 1 b h 
conveyance pr coach. There is one for the Revd G. Moase·3~\£h;·,·s ,·n'eLroepdorts a sohiy dtde cheape~tf 
not say ·t Ok h D • n on put s a ress on 1 

but' now 0i~ ~s encfo~d~~0~r ~:~~;s Ife~fe~e~fu~7:t the ~~rr~nt of A~tomeydwas not sent to the root~s, 
is likely to return and if Mr N [ ] . you wt P ease to orwar . Let me know if Mr Ellis 
list of articles shew them to Mr ot t ts well &c. As I know not any person to whom I can apply for 
it costs it will save doubl th Ha_nkey ani~ req,uest the money, to my account, for the purchase, whatever 

• e e pnce m t us co ony - Have you en · d f Mr N' b · h 

~a~~::~~5:~:[,!~o~~i~~r.t:r::t~:~r;~~;~:e~ r~~;i~~; ~% ;2i;!tiy:fe~~~,:~r:~:~:}:;;~~ 
d~ :~~d;;r~:~t thou~ spec~men all stuckdtogether- If the Stationery 1 fon::rly1~enti~~~d ~~en:~~~~ ~:te 

e oppymg paper an Coppying Ink powder and large wafers - ' 

ever;:a~1~i-~~iai?! ~:; ~o~::a;;; a~~e~s h~s ~~~:ks~:~d~: the0~Je~n~f ~~~al~s~lav\ sort of syhten: w~ere 
~{n~1 recetvmg 75 }ashes some little time since for an assault on me The fact w'::':sh';;'~as gb~:~~" a~ 
~::e::~~:~~~h~fa a:~d~,?~~~k:na~t~~;:d :~:~}~\~1 b~~~;:;i~;ll~~~::e ~~ ~~~:r,~mth~i;i;;:is~~n~~~ 
my coat pocket he was de ri;:~n ~:er us ~nd ~t was. only Wlder the impression that I had a pistol in 

~::~k~i~hvth;~P~~; i~~~,"~~t;{"o wl:~re v:ec :b~;in?~~e ac~~:~~~:~da~~,~~~-;~:r~~yhlrmu:n~u~ot~~ 
gang for one ea y .ll . e _was a pnsoner an was sentenced to 75 lashes and to work in a road 

~~;~~~ngis ~t~{rhi~fclu a:bd sie~Jf~~fyllt~~thc~~~in~:s fa~~~f:re:n~~ ~~a~~~~i~hl~~n~~t:na~~e Yr~~~rt, my 
m remem ranee to a w o remember me, every 

. . [Subscribed] 

Ltst of ~ruclcs to be shipped for L.E. Threlkeld Missionar . London Missionar · • · 
Macquane Lake near Newcastle to the care of Robert Campbell ~sqr Merchant S dn y ~oct~ty s h S~tiJn, 
&c - and not to The Revd S. Marsden as formerly. y ey ew. out . a es. 

Tw? broad _brim wlllte hats lined green measure round my head 23! Inches 
1 ditto - dttto - hat and two caps - for Joseph - ditto - 22! Inche~. . 
2 Beaver b?nnets ~ood and neat for 2 girls - - ditto - 23 Inches. 
2 Beaver dttto - dttto ditto dt"tt · II 
1 B d

. --- ___ o a stze sma er 
eaver ltto for Mrs T measure of head 22 All Br b . M' w d 

1 
· · own eavers. 

ontner ma e my ast and very good. 
Superf~e Blk Cloth for two coats - Button moulds &c 
Black stlk for two waistcoats - - - Blk Silk to sew 
1 Piece of twill Russia for White trowsers - n~edles to stich. 
Grey cloth for two pair winter trowsers -
~ Ptecc. of ~lue Jane something as the pattern for Jackets, trowsers, Joseph. 

1 
np~ Sult·fo lrkeady made Cloth clothes for winter for Joseph - now 4 feet 6 Inches 11 ~ece o B Stuff as pr pattern - ta · 

1 P~ece of narrow corded dimity fmc. 
2 pteces of sh~rting -. 4 pieces of sheeting Calico. -

A
Th

1 
e new fadm;Iy .recetpt ~ook, 800 receipts &c Dedicated to Dr Charles Taylor. 

so a goo ramily Cookmg Book c t · · h 1 · r 

Tl bill f I 
. I • on ammg as muc genera mrormation as possible -

1e o t 1e artie es. 

The report will come next month. I am all confusion again, moving packing up, first load tomorrow. 
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34. From S. BANNISTER 10 August 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Copy enclosed with 38, with note by L.E. Threlkeld dated 16 August 1826.] 

My dear Sir, 
I shall be very glad to see your report by your o;-rn gift - ~y peculiar duties render it necessary 

that I should communicate as seldom as necessary With the publick press -
I shall also be glad to know what the printing has cost - as if what I hear be true the expence may 

retard the progress of your grammar -
The Church Missionary Society has resolved to purchase 50 copies of the latter wor~ and i~ you 

have any doubt of going on here on the score of exp_ence .-_I rc~ommcnd y_ou not to decide hasu~y
as I will apply to the Governor to _purchase for pubhc~ d~stnbuuon 100 copies, so that the cost will be 
shared _ It is very important I think to have the begmrung made here - the reasons doubtless occur 
to yourself - I shall be glad to hear from you at any time . d 

[Subscnbe ] 

The ex pence of printing is 55£ for 300 copies and no less. a 1_1~mber done it_ being a very difficult job 
_ Half of the expence will thus be defrayed and I hope mdividuals he~e will _pay th~ expence of the 
report although they would not as yet subscribe until they see somethmg domg beside. The l~tt~r I 
forward now and the reports will come by the next conveyance as the Enormous sum for prmtmg 
checked illy progress -

The officer who shot the natives is ordered to join his regiment immediately. 

35. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 10 August 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 1 March 1827.] 

L.E.T. 
August 16 1826 

Newcastle 
Esteemed Friends, 

It is with much pleasure I hand you a few copies of my second half y~arly report and specimens 
of language, It will be gratifying to the Society and especially_ to our dear fr~:ends, the Deput~tiOn, ';ho 
may now, with me, look forward to the spread of the ~ospel m a language lutherto supposed Impo~sible 
to be attained I feel thankful to God when I look back rune months ago, to my half, nay more sometimes, 
doubts as to .my success in this respect. Nor did the flaming advertisement of the Welling_ton valley 
mission, by the Missionary there annonncing that he had translated the first chapter of Genesis and that 
in another three months he should master the language, much encourage me.40 Last w~e~, or so, the paper 
announced the abandonment of that mission (Wesleyan) and it has done no small n~Jury to ~e cause 
their preternatural excitement of the pu?lick mind. - The Attorney General has wntt~n tl_tnce to. me 
urging to put to the press, and other fnends, not many, urped t~e matter an~ I hope It will_ convmce 
tl

1
e publick here that steady perseverance will overcome difficulties. -.I believe God has dtre_cted us 

to the best spot in the Colony for a beginning. Although it is attended Wirth much expence and d1ffi.c~lty 
in the outset but that will now from this year decrease. Do send out ~ Tyerma~ and mwther Mmrster 
after he has rested a year or two. He can then judge how matters are. gomg on h~vmg seen tltem before, 
and he can drop one at Sydney. Do not let Australia be [ettered wtth bonds wtthout one Independ.ant 
Minister of Christ who will boldly stand on the Rock Chnst and plant a seed for ever amo~g the English. 
-To be explicit no Man can serve two masters, I cann.ot serve the Blacks and the Whites. I have ~at 
preached publiddy since the Deputation left here, save m my own house where. two or three Soldters 
come on the Lord's day evening - This will cease when I go out, now expected, m three or four weeks, 
to the Station. Were I to itinerate my whole time would be taken_up and t?e~ I could not get _the 
language - Mr Tyerman wrote you a plan, Do consider it and if posst~le est~~hsh It. As soon as posstb1e 
I will make this mission provide all our provision. and lessen by our little hv~g property the expence, 
but apply that saving to Mr Tyerman's plan and_ send a .~inister, on~ of sterling worth. -:-To ret~m 
to the Aborigines, my charge, They arc in an evil _case, trr~ta~e~ and tgnor~nt they commit acts. which 
allow their adversaries to take their lives - One IS now m Jail for throwmg a spear at ~ white, but 
I find by my little knowledge of the lan~ua_ge that he. was not the man, and t~at the white presen~ed 
his gun at him first - The poor fellow ts m ~ou?le 1~ons and the b~acks havmg COI_UC to ~e saymg 
they will not kill ::my more whites in tl:e mountams 1~ ~e IS released, has mduced me to gtve that mfo_r~a
tion to the Attorney General on the subject and am wattmg rerly. ~ Anoth:r Black has b.een s~ot for ~tllmg 
a white man but in a very cool, disgraceful illegal matmer, tlus subJeCt also 1s under. constderauon, pnvately 
so do not mention it in any publication- Until I have the result- I do not mention half what I know of 
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cruelties to the Aborigines, only what comes under my own cognizance and then I can face any one 
that dares to contra~ict - M' gill, the Black who inst~ttcts me in the language, told me the other day that 
he remembers a white settler (one I know, and I believe tlte fact) Shot a native who was stealing indian 
c?rn out of the fiel~ as it grew,_ he then hung him up on a tree with a cob of corn stuck between 
his teeth! and left lum there until he rotted off the branche of the Tree. No man, who comes to this 
~olony and has. ~round and cattle and Corn, can dispassionately view the subject of the blacks, their 
mterest says anmhilate ~he race. I_ do expect that there will be a great destruction among them yet before 
ever they arc brought mto the hberty of the Gospel. This is remarkable, but so it has occur[r]ed in the 
Islands before ever any of those numerous parts embraced Christianity. God will work in some unthought 
of m_anner an~ make effectual his word among them in due season all we have to do is to go forward 
nothing doubtmg and every valley shall then be exalted and every hill, shall be brought low. Two distinct 
effort[s] have failed, only since ours began.41 May God establish us and to him be praise. 

[Subscribed] 

In future please direct all letters thus [i.e. Macquaric Lake near Newcastle] or they will remain at the 
post Office Sydney if directed as formerly. Your last came pr chance! 

36. From ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 30 August 1826 
[L.JH.S. Australia Letters. Copy received by L.M.S. 1 March 1827.] 

Revd Sir Colonial Secretary's Office 

I am instructed by I:Jis excellency the Go':'"ernor to acquaint you that .this Government will be willing 
to take one hmtdred coptes of the small work m the language of the Abongines which you are printing-

I am informed that the cost of the same will be about fifteen pounds, which Sum will be paid to 
you whenever the Work is ready. 

37. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 4 September 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 1 Nfarch 1827.] 

My dear Friends, 

PruvATE 

Newcastle 

I :Will not detain any Ionge~ t~c enclosed letter. The report and specimen of the language will be 
out tlus mon~h, but the ves~el satls m a day or two. - Government has written me saying that they will 
ta~e 100 co~tes of the spectmen of language and the Arch Deacon takes 50 copies so that the expence 
will be considerably lessened to the Society and Other Individuals will help - But Alas! the blood of 
the Blacks begin to flow, we are in a state of warfare up the country here - two Stockmen have been 
spear~d in r~taliation for the 4 natives who were' delibirately shot without any trial or form whatever. 
Marttallaw ts the cry of the Settlers and there be many who are grieved that a man is come to seek the 
welf~re of the Aborigines -We move next week the Cottage is finished today- I do not intend to 
continue any longer drawing through Mr Campbell after this six months is ended in December. -I should 
have saved the So~iety 18 pr ce~t ~a~ I used my own judgement from the first. - I cannot compliment 
any man from dehcacy to any mdtvidual at the expence of 18 pr Cent while I am using every exertion 
to be~r part of th~ expence and lessen it every year - After tills year it will decrease - Our present 
Establishment consists of 5 persons in Agriculture two of wlllch arc paid by the piece work - the other 
three. are by tl:e year and the whole of our household consists of 10 persons including the three above 
men~toned bestdes a sma11 allowance to the Natives who keep about me and without whom I could not 
obtam the language - You will, with me, be thankful to God that the Government views our attempt 
with approbation - The Colonial Secretary, Mr M' deay, the Attorney General, the Judges, the Arch 
Deacon,. the D~~uty ComY G~neral Mr Wemyss and his lady (pious persons) The Revd W. Cowper, a truly 
Evangehcalnumster, have assisted and afford encouragement- However, my trust is in God, and unless 
he blesses and prospers the mission all earthly patronage will be vain - No one can tell how I am 
perp~e~ed resr.ecting .the Aborigines. - Many will be shot and if the English will be murdered in 
reta~at101:, theu land IS taken f~om them, their food destroyed and they are left to perish or driven upon 
hostile tnbes where death awaits tltem there - If I speak thus it is Why are you so busy, and if I do 
not speak then my conscience says I become accessary to their death - God will give me wisdom and 
prudence to act faithfully and he will be my refuge in time of trouble - The Attorney General told 
me last. v:eek that there were many who _would banish me from the Colony and prevent every attempt 
of a Mtsstonary nature among the Blacks tf they could - He asked my opitllon if it would be beneficial, 
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to brin Lieut Lowe to trial for shooting the Black. I urged him not as he was removed this would 

satisfy ~he Blacks an~ the other o~ly exaspedate_lh}u Settle~s ~1~~~ [}::rA;:~:;~i~b~:;l h:~s t~air1II 
he said to ~lnd my v_te':" J.f the_ su:j~~:i:;:~i~n :£\he ~~:mar that they should be shot and no further 
as s?me wk lS l tfotsay ttGios dt ~~op:evku~ws what will be the end of these things - Forget us not at a throne 
nouccta eno 1.- . · 1 A fbi kswenttoa 
of grace. We have n~ed of every support indthis Vld·led, hypocnttca chu~~~ aidcdpth~YS~ldie:~ in shooting 
f t t o days journey from us and eman e two men w o . ·r . rh:mbt:Ck. :::order to put them to death, Mrs Ogilvie, her husband was absent, succeeded m pa~J~:~ 
them by large gifts of corn & tobacco but they went elsewhere and spea~cd. twohimen dead -
· d ill b l · A fresh detachment is gone out to ass1st m t s war -. m arms an many w e s am -

38. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 11 September 1826 
[L.M.S. Amtralia Letters. Received 1 March 1827.] 

Newcastle 
My dear Friends, . . . · f 

You will be grieved to hear that war has commenced and stil~ co~tlnbes ag:;ns~~he ~~O~lg~n~~ed 
this land _ y esterda a party of 40 Soldiers were ordered to the mtenor ut o y con, e P h~ 
three fa~ilies have sJffered by the Blacks but the par~cul~rs I cann~t yehit. ascertadm ,- Leb'''Loh;:vilf be 

· · d · fi invesugauon respectmg s con uc -
:~~~~e~~;eJ~o~:ral~s tb~~~;:;ate~hereat:d p~;viously s~gned a le~tcr_ tha~iling him for his co~d~~~oil~ 
taking upon himself the responsibility of shooting his pnsoner wh~ m ~s safe ilt~otyst~nT~oth sides 
of the outrages may be traced to this and another_ ci:cumstanc~- ~dy ru~sth: col~n; at once - It is 
and the Blacks threaten to Burn the Corn &c as It npens - t s wot d l Abori ines 
pleasing that Government doth not oppose but encourage the att~mpt to do goh 9 to t lC ld co i~d it. 
I enclose a copy o_f a letter sent to me by the Governobr - My tttle !~~~~se~ir ol~:~ll~cks !e hav~ 
We are noh' movnhg, the ~rst loa;1goesb~~:~~r~;-' Mrs;!~ ~nb~~~~{g in last !eek took sulky and died 

not Sst~~Y~st e;:~~g a:o::Jr:~~h~t y ..:e must purchase a pair, though it is contrary to our intention -
however it will be the last we shall put the Society to any expence for. 

The report & Specimen of language will be out the latter end of this mdonth, hbut I ~lloubld ~ot detdaind 
il · d" 1 h nt they are one t ey Wl e torwar c 

my letters as a vessel is about to sa _Immc l~tealy, tde mo~led d G d .ll I hope bless our earnest 
_ A considerable degree of mterest IS rea y exnte an ° Wl l 

~~Je~~ours to do good- It is a mercy we did not settle at any otlter ?arx of th~OCol~ny~ 0~\fs ace we 
contemplated is the Very spot where all the outrages arc now committe not m es ro · 

39. To THE EDITOR, SYDNEY GAZETTE September 1826 

[Published 27 September 1826.] 

Sir, 
If the following account is worthy of notice in your Journal, it is at your service. 

L.E. THRELKELD 

The blacks asked me to go to see an interment of a woman who died yestcr~t_Y [cf. ~-
47] They borrowed spades to dig the grave, and when completed, pty s;.he sue s at t d 
bot~om to raise the head, and covered the whole with boughs verhy nl eat y. ree d~n s~oot 
in the rave and an old woman stooped down to the corpse, w 1c 1 was wr~ppe .. m s ec s 
of bad~· sh; 0 erred the part over the ear, and spoke to the dead body, saymg, boang-k~; 
leah bo~ng-ka-feah weah-lah ngaalmm; bulm-buhn, buhu, wonuun ugaan ~ah ~~Jte k}ploah; 
whi~h rendered i~to English, is, "stand up, stand up, speak tof uhs, hh·ss, kiss, l_ss, ~ Ienever 

' hi 1 " The corpse was then put into the hands o t e t rce men m t e grave, 
weh padss t ~ pdac,e. fiully on the green boughs amidst the howl that was instantaneously 
w o epos1te 1 care ' . d ·1 h filled 1 th b d was received by tltcm; this cry contmuc unt1 t e grave was , 
:~:J a':~: swee toit yvcr carefully with a branch. A stick with which she used to walk ~as 

::u;~, ':t~:~~~o~h:~h~~r{~~j~l,~ ~~: ~~nh~J:~· d:~.ctu~0:~~~t~h:ill'b~~h~~ r~~~~~~: 
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yet know. Many, no doubt, are buried alive, for they were binding her up in bark yesterday, 
making great lamentations; perceiving a pulsation in the neck, I requested them to desist, 
and pouring a few spoonfuls of wine down her throat, she so far recovered as to be able to 
speak, but nature was too much exhausted; she appeared starved, and in the afternoon she 
expired. Their state is most deplorable when in sickness, and many, I feel persuaded, perish 
from want, in the midst of this civilized Christian people, who are the possessors of their 
land, and the involuntary destroyers of their food. 

40. To S. MARSDEN 31 October 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Copy. Statement, 15.] 

Dear Sir, Lake Macquaric 

Your letter, together with the Directors, I received yesterday, and it puzzles me to reconcile the 
idea of Deputations being fitted out by the Directors to go out and embrace the opportunities of usefulness 
that may present themselves, whilst the Directors say that the state of their annual income require that 
they should retrench rather than increase the number of their Missions. I have expressed my sentiments 
in my Letter to the Directors on the subject of this Mission, as explicitly as possible, and request you 
to have the goodness to act upon that Letter, a copy of which I now hand you, and inform me of 
the result of your judgement on the subject alluded to. Your speedy answer will oblige, as my accounts 
must dose in December, and from the communication of the Directors, and the actual experience of 
what the cxpence will be, I feel assured that Five hundred a year will be considered by them as immoderate, 
unless you have any private instructions as to what extent of expenditure you are allowed to go in the 
Mission. 

41. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 31 October 1826 
[L.A1.S. Australia Letters. Recei!!cd April 1827. Statement, 15-17.] 

Dear Sirs, Bahtahbah, Lake Macquarie 

Your letter of the 2d March 1826 came to hand three days ago. In reply to which I must beg leave 
to say, that the new resolutions of the Directors having atmulled the instructions from the Deputation 
to me, under which I engaged, and have hitherto acted conscientiously to the best of my ability, for the 
permanent establishment of the Mission; I cannot think of engaging anew pcrmanemly under such restric
tions, and still undefined mode of action even by these resolutions which only imply condemnation 
and suspicion of my proceedings hitherto and future - I consider myself therefore now, precisely in 
the state in which I was when the Deputation urged me to take the charge of this mission. That I acceded 
to their wish appears now my misfortune, it having plunged me into difficulties unforeseen - Those 
instructions being in effect countermanded by your resolutions places the mission under very different 
circumstances, and such being the case I beg respeCifitlly to dccli11e accepting of this mission 1111der them. and 
it depends on the view Mr Marsden takes of your correspondence and my proposal, whether the mission 
will cease next month or not. In which case I shall take my passage pr first suitable conveyance to the 
Islands again -

I am confident by the spirit of your letter that you will not continue this mission at the necessary 
yearly expence. I can only state the fact, that it is impossible to be conducted under Five hmtdred pounds 
sterling pr annum at present, and that the decrease will never be for years to come of great importance 
- This includes every expence for 3 free persons engaged in agriculture and one prisoner. One woman 
prisoner and girl domestics. The Missionary, Wife, and large family, Slops, Tea, Sugar, Tobacco, Fish hooks 
for the natives who work, paying the wages for the free persons a11d prisoners, and the Missionary receiving 
Nothing but only a Decent supply of food and raiment for himself and family - No expence is calculated 
for the education of the Missionary's own children in this estimate- It is impossible to be more explicit 
as to the permanent expence of this mission whether to you or to Mr Marsden. It is for you to judge 
of the propriety of applying for a confirmation of the grant by Government at home, under the full 
conviction of being at the yearly expence of five hundred pounds or not. For my part I cannot submit 
to be a kind of machine for carrying into effect any plans but what my own judgement on the spot leads 
me to conclude would be beneficial for the mission limiting them according to the means you allow. 
If I am considered incapable of doing tills, I am unfit for this Station, and it still appears that though the 
plans were favoured by cite Deputation, or by Mr Marsden or from any other source, yet ultimately 
the mms would be on the Missionary. They would be complimented, the Missionary disgraced. -I do 
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not conceive even on reconsideration, that it would have been prudent in me, in face of the instructions, 
and other communications of the Deputation urging me to commence immediately my mission in 1824, 
to have declined, when the Society had been at the expence of sending out a Deputation to judge on the 
spot and direct accordingly throughout their travels. Had I been at all acquainted with the necessity of 
a ratification from home after the full and explicit i.nstructiom received from them, I should then 1101 have 
accepted the mission on such uncertain terms. - But supposing that I had remained still from Oct. 1824 
would the reception of your letter of March last now in Oct. 1826 a period of two years, Should I or 
Mr Marsden have been a bit the wiser respecting. 'The Scale of Expenditure'. Which in order to carry 
on the mission on the most saving, yet efficient plan, I am even now obliged to submit to you and 
wait another twelve months for an answer before operations commence. Would it have bee11 wise to 
have been at the expence of four or ftve pounds a week for the maintenance of my large family and I 
doing actually nothing. Whereas now a foundation is laid both respecting the language and station 
sufficient to encourage any Society to carry on the Mission at the atmual expence already stated. -

In reply to the resolutions you have been pleased to pass, I beg to decline acting under them. Not 
out of any personal disrespect to Mr Marsden but on accotmt of their being passed subsequently to the 
instructions under which I accepted the Mission from the Deputation; had any other person than Mr 
Marsden been appointed my conduct would be the same. A Missionary is worthy of being entrusted 
with the concerns of his Mission, or he is 110t fit to be a Missionary under any patronage or restriction. 
- But suppose restrictions necessary how utterly inefficient are your resolutions to effect them. Yon say 
"That the Revd Mr Marsden be respectfully requested to sanction the bills drawn by the Revd Mr 
Threlkeld only to such an amount as in his judgement shall appear absolutely necessary to carry on 
effectually and, with the strictest regard to economy the Aboriginal Mission at Reid's Mistake". Now how 
is Mr Marsden residing nearly 100 miles off to form a judgement, but by a reference to my judgement 
who conduct the missiot1 and reside on the spot. - Tills resolution therefore does nothing to remove 
the possibility of immoderate expenditure on my part were I disposed to act so unworthily, but only 
displays an u:nh.-mdsome, unjust reflection on me, as being unfit for future trust - I do not merit this 
from your hands. - How much more efficient would it have been had your communications said "That 
the funds of the Society will not admit of anything beyond a very moderate expenditure on a new mission 
as we are under circumstances which rather suggest the propriety of diminishing the number of our 
missions, than of adding to it". Therefore we cannot devote more than so ma11y pormds to the annual 
support of that mission. you will therefore consider whether the means are adequate if not the mission 
must be abat1doned. How different would the feelings be then betwixt the missionaries and the Directors. 
How it would unite them as though they had one interest, one object, one design; Whereas the present 
Communications are more characteristick of the Lordly Masters, than of fellow labourers in the Vine
yard of Jesus Christ.42 And how easily could this mission be translated into the hands of the Other 
Societies here who wish to engage in the work or tendered to the Government for the Arch Deacon's 
acceptation with small loss to the Society.- My impression is that if your ammal income will not allow 
of the expenditure already mentioned, that it would be prudent to abat1don the mission at once without 
incurring a fresh expenditure of so b.rge a sum. - It is better surely to make effectual a few missions 
rather than have many not half attended to. - There is no disgrace in retracing our steps when we fmd 
the annual expenditure will be more than your funds will allow considering your numerous other 
engagements. - especially as the Deputation and yourselves know that disappointment ensued in the 
support that was promised by the then Governour Sir Thomas Brisbane and which disappointment 
involved me deeply in expences which otherwise would never have occurred. - But am I at all worthy 
of blame or distrust on account of this: I catmot but persuade myself you will say no. -

Another effect produced by your present mode of management I feel it my duty to mention -
Your destroying the personal credit of your missionaries in this part of the Globe compel the whole of 
us to pay our stcrliug bills at Curmrcy prices making us pay from 12 to 20 pr cent more for every thing 
than the Wesleyan Missionaries do, such premiums being always obtained by them for their bills whilst 
ours is at par. The only one instance have I obtained a premium and that was on a 400£ bill when 
I was allowed 18 pr cent! I would recommend therefore this to your consideration as the loss of premium 
must be placed in all my expenditure to your accout1t. 

My accounts close in this December and it is for Mr Marsden to form his judgement on the propriety 
of his sanctionit1g bills to the amount of 500£ Sterling for the ensuing year, subject to my disposal for 
the Mission, or not without this I catmot remain here, nor conduct the mlssion. Your communications 
to him will enable him to decide at once, and if not the mission must be at once abandoned in the 
ensuing December, when my accounts with Mr Campbell will close on the credit of the Deputation's 
instructions. -
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I send a copy of this to Mr Mar d I 1 
Mistakes would again arise, and no mat: c~~; ~~ase c:~ot~a:~;s ~ doubl~ commm~icat~on o~ the subject. 
and the Deputation testify Not that I \VI.sllpt . bl as lll) present sttuauon Wtth yourselves 

d. . · o Impute ame to )'OU for · 1 
~xpen Iture m so short a time. For I really was surprised Ill self and h d your surpnse at t le enormous 
In l~lY !lands to vouch for the expenditure I should have dJubted . a It not been for the documents 
Chnst m a less exposed situation to suspicion. It. Happy then to serve the cause of 

P .S. An Abstract also of the whole Expence accompanies this. [Subscribed] 

[Euclosure] 

abstract of the Expences of the Aboriginal Mission from its Establishment by the Deputation in Oct 1824 to 
1826. 

Account already sent home to the Society the first six months from Oct. 1824 to May 1825 

TExp;nce~ ho~casth·oned by Jdn·ournies and various changes of destination already encountered 
o ~Umis mg ouse Sy ey 

Eqmpment of Clothing 
HOl~se rent Housekeeping &c 

£ s d 
118 15 9t 
150 19 10 

61 8 9 
Agncultural Department, tools articles for the natives Dra C 

for the mission ' Y • art, Horse, Harness, and sundry appendages 
128 5 0 

310 81 
' 

Second Six Months from June 1825 to JanY 1826 

For the general expences of the mission Including everything 

Third Six months from JanY 
For the general expence &c &c 

1826 to JU11e 1826 

£769 11 1 

£ s d 
234 19 8 

242 2 6 
Sept 1826 Paid for building the house currency £ s d 
Obtained premium on bill 18 pr cent which deduct 344 12 6 
The nett cost to the Society in Sterling 61 

Th c h 283--
. e e~pences tor t e mission up to Deer will be more than th d. 

but winch will not occur again One reason h h . e prece mg ones on account of moving fencing &c 
·d b c l · w Y t e expence IS more to the Societ ti 5 1 · b ' pat y us IOr w 1at settlers pay in produce raised 0 th . c d Y 1an to ett ers IS ecause 111011cfe is 

we . d . d n etr own rarms an they have pris h . . . 
never enjoye were It esirable to have such persons in an Est bl. I f h. oner mec antes a pnvt ege 

42. From RICHARD HILL 2 November 1826 
[Mitchell Library, A382, pp 25-7.] 

Revd Sir, 

a IS 1ment o t Is nature. 

L.E. Threlkeld 

As I am informed your intended work of th 1 f . . . Sydney 
printer, I beg leave to send you an Extract fro•n theeMa.nguagefohethAe A_bliaongmes ts in the hands of the 
h I . I ' mutesot UXl ryCh hMi · S. ere, re attve t lereto, the particulars of which I belie b ~ . urc SSionary octety 
General Saxe Bannister Esqre ve you were e ore mformed by our late Attorney 

Ext~ac! from the, 111illlltes of the Committee of "the Auxtliary Church 
!vftssw11ary Sooety for Australasia", dated Sydney, 28th Apnl 1826 

[Subscnbed] 

Resolved Th.t the Rev• Mr' Th lkeld f H ' 
Copies of Ills intended ~blicatio~l o:Ut~~~ s Ri:rer be requested to have 50 ?r 10~ additional 
distnbuted at the dtscretw! of this Comnuttee· ~:~l:~ ;anguafe pnnted b for t1us Society, to be 
MISSlOnanes, in the event of a stmilar work r'tl . ba . a Slrmbalir lreqduest e rna e to the wesleyan 

o 1e1rs entg pu s 1e . 

Richard Hill 
SecY 
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43. From S. MARSDEN 16 November 1826 
[L Ms Australia Letters. Copy. Statement, 17-18.] d ... . ~~ 

Deari ~;~eived your reply to my Commtmication, with a Copy of your Letter to the Dir~ctors. I camwt 
but observe your language in the Letter is very strong, and ! should apprehend! would gtvd tmne~essy{ 

ain and offence to the Society. It wants the meekness ~f w~sdom :hat St .. Pan reco~men s. - n t 1 s 
ietter, allow me to say, you have entertained a very unJUSt 1mpress10n aga1~st the Dtrectors. They hare 
not called our integrity in question, but they want to be prepared, as Pubhc Trustees to account to ~ 1e 

ublic for ~1e ex enditure of public money entrusted to their car~. You mus~ be aware that your .drawmg 
~pon the Societ: for £500 will not justify the Directors for paymg your Bill, unless lou make It appear 

lain and clear that it was necessary for the good of the Mis~i~n that you should o ~o ·. Yon seem to 
ihink that I had something to do with the formation of the Miss10n. I .can assure y~u tlus .1s n~t .tl1e cas~. 
It did not ori inate with me, but with the Gentlemen of the Deputatlo~. In formmg this .Mission thetr 

· g b olellt and good They frequently conversed w1th me on the subject, but they mauves were pure, enev ' · . . d b · · h · 
differed with me in opinion, on one important poult. I thought 1t waul e un~tse.m t em to giVe yhu 
unlimited Authorit to draw upon the Funds of the Society, and equally unwtse m you to accept t c 
situation on such te~ms, and this would lay too heavy a responsibi~ty up.on you. 43 Th1s measure I .n~ver 
should have consented to, at the same time I had no doubt of your mt.egnty. The ab<:b1·was nJ ~hldon, 
but the De utation were not obliged to adopt it. They acted ~n thcu own responst Ilty, a~ a ~o 
ri ht to int~rfere further than to give my opinion when they dtd me the h~mou.r :a call for It. I am still 
of the same opinion. As far as relates to your duty as a Missionary, the most ~mJhett confidence s??uld ~c 

laced in ,0 u, ou should be governed entirely according to your o.w-?- JU gement. In a~qtun~g t e 
kn ua e, ?nstru~ting the Natives, and in everything which relates to their Improvement, ! beheve ) ou are 
ful ~alif1ed for all this. On the other hand, I contend yo~t have not the necessary ex~e~t~nce a~d know
ledi'e ~0 enter upon building houses, cultivating and cleanng land. In. a coun~ry of. c.tv1hzet thle.ve~ ~t~ 
s va e Natives you must fall into errors. _You cannot be guarded ap:amst the unpostttons o unprmctp e 
t~ec~anics and labourers, such as you must employ in getting wh~t IS needful to be ~one, and you s~ould 
not have entered upon these things without the advice and sanc~to~ of some expenenced ~erstnd m te 
Colony, who should have approved, in the fust place, what b~uldmgs were necessary, w at d t~ e 
cleared and enclosed, and tl1e amount of the sum of n~oney which would be prudent to e::cpen prev10u~ 
to the arent Society sanctioning the Mission. Had thts measure bee~ adopted a great we1ght of respon 
sibility Pwould have been removed from you. With respect to what IS to be done hereafter, I am. greatly 
at a loss to know how to act to find out the true line of co~duct I should f~llow. You s~te m your 
Letter that I must sanction Bills to the amount of £500 Sterlmg for the ensumg yed, S~JeC\ to your 
d's osal This (in the unqualified sense in which you make your demand) I cannot o. ou eave me 1 

P ' c th · f y own 1·udgement and yet I am to be responsible to the Directors. In the 110 room wr e exerctse o m • . .ll U 1 
Resolution of the Directors I am merely requested by them t? sanctto~ llt s ot y to sue 1 amo~nt as 
in my judgement shall appear absolutely 11ecessary. - From tlus Resolution I t~ust£; see the n~ce£SltY of 
sanctionin an Bills before I approve of them. The Directors have drawn the lme or me. It IS 0~ rou 
to considfr w~ether you will act under such Regulation or not. I should ~e sorry to see the Mts~IOn 
relinquished, but trust you will duly deliberate ~n the s~tbject before.you deCide. I feel ~nyself atyhonsed 
to su ort it, to a certain extent, liD til further mstructtons are received from the Soetety. At t 1e same 
time }~an sanction no Bills mUess I know what they are drawn for; you must make£ oh_t a s~atlmeft tf 
the necessary expenses for a given period. If I feel myself authorised to approve o t b wd ~ e o l ~ 1~ 
demand I shall approve of it. If I do not I shall give my reasons. ~ am fully aware y hom~ 1 t us f 
rna in~olve myself with it, you, and the Directors. It will be imposstbl~ for me to meet t e ~1s 1es o 
both. Let your demand be moderate, make what statement you may tl~ pro~r th_ tl}_d_ SoCiety, bltt 
do not impose upon me a duty that I cannot discharge, nor be angry with me ~ I s ott not camp ~ 
with your demands, should they not appear necessary: the Directors are the best judges dhat funds .the) 
have to appropriate to the Mission. They evidently are alarm:d at your expenses. Shdul YJ~ contmtb, 
make them as low as you can until you hear from them agam - when a better un erstan mg may e 
established between you and tl1e Directors. 

44. To S. MARSDEN 21 November 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Copy. Statement, 18-19.] 

Bahtahbah, Lake Macquarie 
Dear Sir, . ]_ n1 my case, and whatever may 1 feel it highly needful in my present ctrcumstances, to state p at Y ld 
be the result it is a duty I owe to myself to state matters of fact, although gnevous. I wou not 
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willingly offend, but left, as I have been, from the formation of this Mission, after the abandonment of 
Moreton Bay, without any guide, direction, council, or instruction, until repeatedly solicited by me 
personally from the deputation, and obtained at last only by a written application to them bearing date 
February 22nd 1825, and after repeated attempts to obtain advice and consultation 011 the subject of the 
Mission, :md as frequently disappointed, it is highly unjust to impute blame to me now, on the ground 
of asking advice! You are mistaken in the observation wherein you say that "you seem to think I had 
some hand in the formation of the Mission, I can assure you this is not the case". I cannot conceive how 
this idea should arise in your mind, for my part, all I have to complain of is that it did not originate with 
you, in cot~unction with the Deputation; a more united interest might then have arisen towards the 
Mission. How often have I attempted to introduce the subject of the Mission in our conversation, when 
we have all accidentally met in the street at Sydney, and nothing has resulted but secret pain of mind 
to myself, to find my attempts unavailing. It was this anguish of spirit induced me to solicit that you 
and the Deputation (when we accidentally met at the corner of Castlereagh Street sometime in February 
1825) would dine at our house, professedly that the business of the Mission might be canvassed. You 
came, and the Deputation, but nothing done. When I was endeavouring to direct the conversation from 
other concerns to the affairs of the Aboriginal Mission the remark you were pleased to make, was to 
this effect, "That it would not succeed, no Missionary in the Colony would attend to the Blacks, they 
would ultimately lend their attentions to the Whites." Such being our impression, and such being the result 
of my fruitless attempt to obtain advice, &c. induced me to write the Letter, above alluded to, for the 
Deputation to give me written instructions, and however they may have honoured you with their 
consultations 011 this subject, I suffered the great injustice of not being informed or consulted at all in 
the matter. 

I would not have adverted to these tllli1gs but for the bhme you wish to throw upon me for not 
consulting with pers011s of experience. To whom was I to go, but to my instructions. Witl1 respect to 
advice, I did advise with Gentlemen accustomed to such matters, as it respects building the house Capn. 
Allman -who has built for himself and as Commandant, been accustomed to Building for Government, 
and Mr. Campbell, saw the estimate and judged it reasonable, and so it was. And with respect to Agricul
ture, I have not trusted to my own judgement, for I have none, but to a confidential free man, who has 
been known for 20 years, to Mrs. T.'s family, and who left his own little farm on the Hawksbuty, to 
carry on the Agricultural departmet1t and to assist in teaching the Natives, "I11dustry in wlti1'atit1g la11d 
and buildi11g themselPes houses" (my Instructions) at the small wage of £40 per year, and £20 per year 
for his two sons, with rations. And without such a trustworthy person, well disposed to teach the Natives, 
I could 110t remain isolated 16 miles in the woods, a prey to every rw1away prisoner or vicious lllack. 

In a word, respecting waiting for the sanction of the Parent Society from home - I have already 
replied in my letter to the Directors, which you have. I took the Instructions for my guide, not knowing 
that there was any other understanding, but that they were to be acted upon. I forwarded a copy to you 
with the rest of the Gentlemen in the trust, and the remark you now make, "That it was 1111wise for me 
to accept the Mission under such terms" would hav~ come most acceptably and seasonably at that time, 
April 1825. It might have brought a general Meeting, consisting of the Deputation, yourself, and the 
Missionary who was so closely and intimately interwoven with the success or failure of the Mission, 
and who is now obliged to bear the brunt, because other expenses met at the same time, the expenses 
of the Mission, which tl1e Society was not ready to meet and thus caused my Bills to lay over for acceptance. 

With respect to the expense of this Mission, I can say no more, I can do no more. I have given 
you an estimate of the expense of the Establishme11t, I cannot lessen it, and after the occurrence of the 
year 1820,44 I certainly shall not be angry with you if you do not sanction the Bills to that amount, 
although I must then immediately discharge our confidential Persons and retire witl1 my Family into 
a place of personal safety from these Woods. I am confident, from the much painful experience I have 
had, in common witl1 other Missionaries, respecting pecuniary concerns, that this Mission cannot be 
conducted without much expense, which will continually place in such situations as unfit my mind and 
body too, to carry on a work of such difficulty, because your sanction, even to the Bills, will not prevent 
future disatisfaction on the part of the Directors. They may again pass the severest censure upon the 
Missionary, whilst they take care to pass one highly complimentary to you, as they did in our case in 
the year 1818.45 

[Subscribed] 
P .S. I would have come up tills trip, that the correspondellCC might be brought to a specific close. I fear 
this will be too late for this trip, but it is absolutely necessary that our commmllcations be written, as 
mistakes, or misapprehensions may arise. 
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45. From S. MARSDEN 25 November 1826 
[LM.S. A11stralia Letters. Copy. Statement, 23-24.} 

Dear Sir, Parramatta 

I have received your second letter, under date November 21st, but it has in no way relieved my 
difficulty, or satisfied me how I ought to act between you and the Directors. You still fix upon a given 
sum, £500, without stating the particulars of the necessity of such a sum. I do not mean to say it is 
too much or too little, because I cam10t judge from any general statement. I want you to make such a 
Statement as the Directors can clearly Wlderstand, and see the reasonable need of, as well as a guide for 
my own conduct. I see no harm in submitting every minute circumstance to the consideration of the 
Directors, and wait for the result of their opinion. This would not be attended wich much expense, or any 
great loss of time, as you might be learning the language until we heard from Home. I think you make 
up your mind too hastily. It is a subject of some importance and demands mature consideration. I think 
you could not be justified in relinquishing the Mission merely from what the Directors have stated, until 
you have had a full communication with them on the subject. It will be more creditable, and hereafter 
more satisfactory to your own mind, to put up with a little inconvenience, than quit ycur station without 
the sanction of the Directors. When the Gentlemen of the Deputation were here, I considered them bona 
fide, the representatives of the Missionary Society, and that it would have been indelicate in me to have 
interfered with any measures which they might think proper to adopt. I do not wish to blame them 
for anything they did. Had I been placed in a similar situation I might have acted as they did and formed 
the Mission upon the same plans. But with the experience I have had I should not have formed one upon 
so broad a basis. Perhaps they had some confidence in the local Government, and thought that the ruling 
powers would aid the Mission so as to lessen the expenses - in this I should have known they might 
implicitly rely upon your Integrity of Principle, but Integrity of Principle is not always attended with 
the necessary knowledge to conduct a concern of which we have had no previous experience. 

Experience you wanted for the management of the secular affairs of the Mission, and this the 
Deputation could not give you. You mentioned you felt anxious for some time to have every arrange
ment fmally settled, when in Sydney, and invited the Deputation and myself to dine with you for this 
purpose. I recollect we did dine with you, but I do not recollect that we met for any particular object, 
or that the concerns of the Mission had been previously proposed for our consideration, at tl1at time, 
or at any other. I do not remember we ever had a meeting of the subject. I could not force a conversation 
relative to the Mission, at your table. Had the subject been discussed I should have given my opinion 
freely. It appears something was said at the time, at Table, from your last Letter. You observe I made 
a remark that it would not succeed, and I have already told you that the Mission did not originate in 
me, and that you appeared to think I had some hand in it. On this you observe, "I cannot conceive 
how this Idea should arise in your mind", I will tell you from the following remark in your Letter to 
the Directors: "Though the plan was formed by the Deputation, or by Mr. Marsden or from any other 
source, yet ultimately the onus would be on the Missionary." 

You seem hurt that I should observe that it was unwise in you to accept the situation rmder the 
condition you did. In this remark I intended no reflection upon you. I meant no more than that you 
were UlJ..1.cquainted with the characters and labors necessary in forming a new Settlement in such a Society 
as our Community is composed of. Tills would be a work attended with too much toil, anxiety and 
expense for inexperience to contend with. I thought you Wlwise to bring such a burden of Responsibility 
upon yourself, and I still think so. The Deputation left 110 instructions with me respecting you and the 
Mission. I have thought that I must have given some personal offence to you, unintentionally, as I have 
never seen you once since you entered upon your Mission. I have heard of you being at Parramatta, 
and have been at a loss to conjecture the cause why you had broken off all correspondence with me. 
I am not aware of giving you any ground of offence. If you have not confidence it1 my judgemet1t and 
experience, or in my Friendship towards you, or Christian feeling towards the Aborigines, consult any 
other of your friends, authorise them to act for you, I will meet with any person, or persons, you may 
approve of, and consult with any of them. I am anxious to do what is right, and I feel the difficulty 
of my situation to be very great. I shall not take any hasty step, and unless I can see my way clear 
I shall be very unwillit1g to move. What I should recommend would be to reduce the expense of the 
Mission as low as possible, and make a clear, fair and candid statement for the information of the Directors, 
and wait for their final instructions. Tllls would be the most prudent measure. There are many weighty 
matters to be considered relative to your Mission, all of which should be submitted to the Directors, 
as they are responsible to the public for the conduct of their Missionaries, and the expenditure of the 
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funds. For tlUs reason every difficnlty should be stated to them 1 · h 
expenses, that they may determine what ought t b d I ' everyt ung ~ at v.:ould be !ikely to involve 
many painful circumstances have occurred, whi~h ~av~ne: n my conn~ctton wtth the dtfferent Missions 
say, years of anxiety and pain, such as no considerations gfven me wee s and months, nay, I may truly 
This you catmot be ignorant of Thos d . 0 . a. temporal nature should i.t1duce me to suffer. 
of this world to contend with . and tf connecte wtth !Vf.tsslO~s have the unreasonable and wicked men 

h d. • 1ere arc many nusstonanes who are u bl 1 I 
muc tstress to those who have to do with them and at th. di nreasona e a ~o, w lO give 
etldeavours, satisfy your constituents. They catmot ;nter in t stant p~rt you cannot With your best 
as they catmot understand they conde d I . tho t le reasons or all your measures, and such 

nm, an t us must e expected. 

46. To S. MARSDEN 16 December 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Copy.] 

Dear Sir, 

Tl I Bahtahbah, Lake Macquarie 
1e etter you gave me December 4th dated Nov b I - ' 

answered long before now, but form v r; . . em er lSt 1• when I_was 111 Sydney, I would have 
in much debility. The illness of Mrs y T e ) ~enous ~~lnessd the tffects of wluch I am now labouring under 
in bed, si.tlCe my return home has r~nd. and my ': es~ aug uer, a~l confined with myself at one time 

A . . . • ere our sauat10n very trymg and i 'bl £ 
so_oncr. s It ts my mtention to appeal to the reli ious Publi 1 . ' . mposst e. or me to reply 
sull pursued by you of imputing bL1me to me or g';l tl D" c u tlmately, If the same lme of ~onduct is 
suffered for so many years I shall answ b ,· b . le trecltors towards myself, under which I have 

• er u ne y to your etter. 
In reply to the want of knowing "Tl · ] f ] 

per year, I herewith hand you atl estimate l;o ~~rttcu ;rs o t le necessity of such a sum" £500 sterling 
have personally communicated, at Sydney. lew t le reasonabletless of the demand, about which we 

You observe in your letter that "I think on m k · 
a wise mall mad when goaded on sc r I ? a ~ up y~ur mmd too ha.stily., It is enough to make 
oflabour, or wh~n looking, to a risin c f~~l~i, y/he Duec~ors unh~ndsomc conduct, to forsake the field 
in the decline of life, to seek employ~nent f~ 0t~·or 6 children, With 0?ly the prospect of being driven, 
to torment their missionaries until they camp\ tl tr supfort {such _bemg the conduct of the Directors 
in many instances. e lem to cave t le Society, proofs of wlllch may be found 

The Deputation knew there was no expectation fro G 
them to Sir Thomas Brisbane sayin th t the k d f( m overn~ent, ~nd I recollect a Letter sent by 
to reside 011 the land held in 'trust b~ tr:tstee?f~; t~c ~b n~ ~ecum~ry ~Id, but only permission for me 
build a house, and cultivate a garden &c &c N 1 f '?ngmes, a owtbng me to graze my cows, and 
on that ground. ' · · 0 P ea 0 tgnorance can e set up, or of disappointment 

Your objection of forming the Mission 011 "so broad a basis" is b" · 
I would not have tmdertaken the Mission h • not a Slt _1ect of constderation now on any ot er terms. ' 

. You say "I wanted experience in the secular Concerns of h M · · " 
pomt out one fact, where I haw erred in this respect or 1 I~ e IS-don. N~w have the goodness to 
have dotle, placed in the same situation and Wldc rh lere ~ve pat more t Ian other persons would 
strongly disposed to lend yourself to th~ Dircctorsrit ~ s~~e ctrcums~ances. I am sorry to find you so 
endeavouring to check me and weaket h d . 1 m mg fakult wtthout a just foundation, and thus 

. 1 my an s 111 my wor . 
With respect to never having aM tit 1 d' · 

endeavour to Force a conversation relat~~e :g, tr a r~g~t ar tscussion, on the subject of the Mission, I did 
alld then absorbed in other ~onversation b~ Me ~SSion a~ourTTable. It was just lightly touched upon, 
against the conduct of Mr Bennet ~s a ' b r. fehnneDt, r .. yennan and yourself. But I do protest 
. . . . · • mem er o t e eputation who could d h h ] f h 

time to VtSitlng, instead of payitlg that attention to the , f 1 . . evo_te t e ~ o e o t is 
boWld to do, and for wlllch the ublic . ~onccrns o t le MlSSion, whtch he, In duty, was 
entered more fully in many instan~es, bu;"~~~ ~~~~dbmg to h~ support. Mr. Tyerman would have 
every attempt. some con uct of Mr. George Bennet frustrated 

I will explait1 what I mean by the onus fallin h M · · 
forming of the Mission, but refers to the Com . g on .t e tsstonary. It has nothing to do with the 
passed on the Missionaries wlUlst the P d t~Ittee t'tth yourself, and the base censure the Directors 
other treatment from the 'same persoyns ,•,,sset! a omDp ~metltar]~ one on you. I have no reason to expect 

. . 1e same Irectors up wh t"ll · · d h 
spmt. In reply to your supposition that you thought "I m ha' .o are s 1 wr~ttllg ~m er t e same 
you personally, as I have never seen ou since ust ve gtv~n. some trmntenttonal offence to 
at Parramatta, and have beell at 1 y t _rou cntehred upon the Mtsston. I have heard of you being 

, a oss o conjecture t e cause why you broke off all communications 
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l . son for waiting When you summoned Field as a 
with me." To this I will very frank y gtve pmy rca tt 46 Field wa~ returned with from £40 to £60 

. cc · ·tl Dr Doualas at arrama a, . c 1 wttncss on your auatr w1 1 • .., . . Societ , to form a Mission 011 hts own Farm, tor t tosc 
worth of property, from the Church MtslsroGnary )t C ttage Ncwc::tstle his £·um not being a dozen 

1 ·b · 1 at t 1c overmnen Jo • • • ld 
very blacks w tosc tn e was ~~~ 1 me . Had I not reviously contracted for the cottage I wou 
miles from the site of our MtsslOnary excrtltons. P tl er part of the Colony rather than the 

b d d h t and uve gone to ano t • . . f 
instantly have a an one t e spo. S l b · the case 1 determined not to vtstt any o 
appearance of opposition sh~:mld eXIst on hmy [~issi~~~r ,e~:~iety, or yourself, being the Agent of that 
the members of the Committee o~ £he C ~lrC I would t~ot have called on the Revd. Mr. Cowper. 
Society, and but for subsequent m ormation, . . 1 . to pretend friendship and confidence 

. · ld have been cnnuna m me d"d 
Under such circumstances tt won l h h d arty cause to exist. This matter I I not 

. h 'h theonenort1eot er a . d.· 
by calling _on you, w e~ nelt er. dd to burthens under which you were then s~ffenng, an tt ts 
make pubhc, because I dtd not wtsh.lto _a. d . 1 tl Directors in endeavouring to tmpute blame to 
only now, since you have voluntan YhJOlll~ ~~It 1 

le to state openly the causes which existed for 
. h tl r t at I 1ee It necessary ' . d 1 

my conduct m some s ape or o le • d c . t )'OU and the Directors to my fnen s, or to t 1e 
my conduct, whilst I stand on my own erence agams 

Public at large. . 1 that "There are many Missionaries 
k. last observation name Y ' · h 

I beg to conclude, remar mg ~n your h d" th 'se who have to do with them." Now sue 
bl 1 who gtve muc tstress to o bl . . who are unreasona e, a so, l . h ld 1 rass me as an unreasona e MtsslOnary, or 

. · · 1 and tte Duectors s ou ta . 1 1 being the case, tt ts JUSt t 1at you ' h h f Chrr.st and the benefit of Hts C mrc 1, to 
b S · 1 moretote onouro •' d b" 

would it now e more cnpturfa •h . d t1 than cover their unreasonableness, an so nng 
withdraw such characters out o t e vmeyar ' ra ledr ·. h 1 ' 

h 1 1 had to o wtt ttem. 
the merited distress upon t ose w to lave. . . 1 1 tltey were rogues too and thus drive 

. d 11 · ht Mtsstonanes as t 1m1g 1 ' . · 
Besides actmg towar s a upng k f · hi hly unjust and cannot be pleasmg m 

them to other engagements, merely !for tlhtc bs~ e o ~eaceto' ','he gcause of Cl~rist could not have chosen 
1 d flllEoTettterestroe ' . f 

the eyes of t 1e Ju ge o a t 1~ ar ·d . M. . t"es cronl their engagements, titan the Duectors o 
.r l 1 f anon to nve tssionar 1' . • . · 

a more euectua p an o op:r l d b h . proceedings with many of theu Mtsstonanes. 
the London Missionary Soctety uve one y t etr 

47. To S. MARSDEN 17 December 1826 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Copy. Statement, 21-22, with 

estimate of expe11ses, Statement, 22-23.] . 
Bahtahbah, Lake Macquane 

Dear Sir, . d d it im ossible to commit to writing an answer 
My illness, and necessity of returnmg h~nnJ,. re~ ~re in ~hich you wish me to state what I and 

to your date of the 6th of December' recetve m l ney 'tf d family I enclose the general estimate 
my Friends consider just _and fair £lolr the st~tfeo~~~~ I~~:etak.-: from th~ Society's funds f~r _myself and 
and the amount of what ts the sma esdt pfo~st b . . t nd fair support for that no Mtsstonary ever 

, b the groun 0 tts emg a JUS a • . d family s support - ut on . . f l Gl b but to shew that pecuruary rewar 
yet had permanently from the ~o~iety m tlust f,~a;~~~dot~etd on ~h~~ ground. It is necessary that I should 
is not my object, and that the tlllSSton IIIIlS! ~o h d 1 1l begin from the 21st December 1826, the 

d c n salary every stx tnont s, an s 1a f h M" · draw in a vance ror my ow d .1 fmally settled. The expenses o t e Isston 
t the 21st June 1827 an so on untt matters are present year, o • ll 

may go on as usual with Mr. Campbe · 

T G BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 13 February 1827 
48. o · , l . • euclosed. Statement, 27-29. Disbursemcuts 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. ReceiPcd 23 July 1827. Statement, 26-27. Exp anatwu 

j 1me-December 1826 enclosed.] Bahtahbah, Lake Macquarie 

Sirs, Mr M d n Bills of exchange for one hundred and 
Agreablv to your resolutions, I have sent up tlo lfi ars e b Hance the Expenditure account from 

, d 1 .11. and one pemt)' la pennv to a c h 
ninety four poun s one s tt mg · h d d d' fifty pounds sterling in advance JOr t e next 
Jtme 1826 to Decemr 1826. And also fo_rltwo uhn hrcl an ldtnot carry on the Mission, and in future all 

1 d. J 2P1 1827 w1t1oUt w tc cou 1 · f 1 D" t s six mont ts en mg une . - d If "ble when a sudden reso uuon o t le tree or 
monies must be in advance, I will notre~ er n~yse b ~ilstOt·lSl d 'awn in favour of R. Campbell Esqr agree
may plunge me into the greatest difficulues. J osh 1 s hmg r It is my fixed determiuation /lOt to act under 
ably to your own resolutions you will th~drc lore onor t em. t-c of money. and the injury tlte Aborigines 

1 . I thi ear To avot t 1e necessary was • l . 1 · 1 those reso uttons a ter s Y · ' . h . t f your letter containing reso utions, w liC 1 
would receive had I thrown up the Mi_ss~on at t e lecetp o gnizance whose ignorance or dishonesty 
condemn yourselves in continuing a miSSionary un er your co 
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need such restrictions, To avoid, I observe, these things and at the suggestions of my friends here I continue 
it another year, by which time you will have an opportunity of communicating. If my conduct does 
not meet your approbation: Send out another in whom you can repose confidence and whose conduct 
you are sure you will approve and in that case I shall feel it my duty to demand a publick investigation 
into my conduct. You choosing two persons and I choosing two, and the Subscribers to the Society 
shall be umpire - It is needless to attempt to give satisfaction to you sirs, you treat your missionaries 
in publick print as Brethren in your private communications as an inferior order of beings hardly worthy 
of notice, or at least as the most suspicious characters, -It is high time that a different feeling should exist. 
The hope was cherished that the Deputation would have been instrumental in annihilating this abominable 
spirit. The cause of Christ is not prospered by such measures and many missionaries have been driven 
to act differently to what they would have done had kindness and confidence emanated from the Directors 
of the London Missionary Society. Surely missionaries who are devoting themselves, their talents, 
whether small or great, their lives to the cause of Christ, must nave the interests of the Society as much 
at heart as the Directors themselves or any other person. And surely they are not to be made subservient 
for any other cause than the cause of Christ, as an individual I will not allow myself to be so dealt 
with without remonstrance, and if remonstrance has no effect other justifiable measures must be resorted 
to for relief Whether personal application becomes necessary in England or otherwise a tacit impeach
ment of integrity in the resolutions which you have passed will never be submitted to by me. I therefore 
wish to acquaint you that in FebrY. 1828. If I am spared My mode of drawing bills will be according to 
the instructions under which I engaged to commence this mission, subject to no one in this Colony. 
But if you wish to have my accounts audited as it respects their correctness no objection will be raised. 
But if any part of the management of the mission is interfered in, It had far better be under the Arch 
Deacon at once. then there would be but one master, in the other case there would be too many. 

I have felt it my duty to give you timely notice of my cool, fmal determination of my mode of 
conducting this mission if I am continued in it as the missionary. The explanation of the cause of expendi
ture accompanies tills, and while I would wish to correspond with every feeling of respect, I am bound 
in conscience to state the offence betwixt you and me alone, in order that a better spirit may exist hereafter 
in our communications. Waiting your speedy answer to relieve me from a state of suspence as to the 
affairs of this mission which will be carried on disregarding every communication previous to receiving 
a direct one on the subject of this letter. 

[Subscribed] 

Explanation 

I T IS DUE to the members of the London Missionary Society that they should be made acquainted with the peculiar 
circumstances of this mission occasioning the expenditure an accOunt of which accompanies this explanation that both 
they and the Directors may rest satisfied as to the faithful application of the monies drawn for at different periods 

for the establishment of this Missionary Station in New South \Vales. Lake Macquarie has hitherto been unoccupied by 
British emigrants in consequence of being inaccessible by cart. or on horseback. - a bar entrance of not more than 4 or 5 
feet water through a narrow intricate channel renders it necessary that a road should be cleared, if possible, through the 
forest or the mission could not have been begun at the place pointed out by the Deputation, and reserved for that 
purpose by Government. - The tempestuousness of this coast, the hazard of the bar entrance, the expence of a boat, 
sails &c large enough for such a purpose, together with the wages and provisions of the persons necessary to navigate the 
boat, gave decidedly the preference to land carriage, when the team of bullocks could be constantly employed in ploughing 
&c on the Station. 

Twelve miles to be cleared through a tlllck wood on a range of high hills by falling trees and removing impediments 
to the conveying ourselves and provisions from Newcastle a distance of 14 or 16 miles could not be effected without 
persons being employed which consequently gave rise to expence. The natives are not in a state, so that they can be 
obtained when wanted or depended on, a moment, for assistance in any work. - Confidential persons became necessary 
to have about us in our secluded situation and the difficulties on the road continually occur[r]ing by the blowing down 
of trees or the burning of them, causing the road to be frequently obstructed and the closeness of the trees, render 
it absolutely necessary that two persons should be always with the cart and oxen when going in or coming out with 
necessaries from Newcastle. It is also necessary that we should have persons about us in our isolated situation; were it 
known that we were without, would be an inducement to Bushrangers and ill disposed blacks to watch such opportunities 
for attacking and plundering us. 

Such is the state of a Missionary Station formed. merely to obtain the language of the Aborigines in order to instruct 
them in the Gospel of Christ and such arc the necessary expences to carry into effect the plans laid down in the instructions 
to teach the arts of husbandry and civilized life whilst we are aiming ultimately, and making these things subserviant to 
their being persuaded to embrace Christianity. 
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Our object has also been to render the services of the persons employed arotmd so as to be productive of good 
in lessening the yearly expenditure - The growth and raising of our provision on the spot, by those persons whether 
Blacks or whites, appears to be the most rational and justif1ablc measure we could adopt, such has been our plan and 
next year neither corn, nor wheat, nor meat, with all its consequent expencc of frcightage &c will be required. The wheat 
only excepted having to be carried to Newcastle for grinding paying one shilling pr bushel. But if the Directors have 
thought ftt to acceed to my request made last year th..1.t a mill should be sent from England the Society would save the 
purchase very quickly. Contemplating these things and looking around the Station I have no hesitation in saying the 
mission will decrease rapidly in expence every year provided I am allowed to use my own judgement and without this 
I will not undertake it. -My own expcnces for the next year I have hazarded at 100£ instead of 272£ the cost of the 
present year, rationing myself and wife as prisoners of the crown. Our peculiar circumstances enable us to do this, but it 
must not be a precedent for your conduct to other Missionaries, it would be unjust. - and I pledge myself not to exceed 
500£ sterling for the whole mission, keeping as much under as I possibly can. The year following, I anticipate it will 
be less: perhaps 350£. but under that I sec no prospect whatever of its decreasing. Unless grazing stock is bought and 
from the produce the Mission receive its support. 

A Wife and five children myself and persons employed require a habitation, and if my attention as a Missionary 
is to be directed to the attainment of the language, a room for that purpose must be had, where I may have such natives 
as arc required and where papers &c can be deposited in safety - It was originally intended when the Deputation was 
be put up, it being considered the most economical plan - On application to the Governour himself Sir Thomas Brisbane, 
he informed me he was sorry that none could be spared, but that when a vessel arrived from England, then we should 
have one carpenter - 6 or 8 months elapsed and the peculiar circumstances of the Colony were such that no mechanics 
could be obtained either at Sydney or Newcastle Depot. To remain doing, comparatively speaking, nothing at Newcastle 
would have been construed into indifference on my part towards the mission and a change of situation to any other part 
of the Colony would have been tortured into self interest or some other worse motive. -The heavy expences of house
keeping where so many were to be fed determined that the building of the house by contract, for a certain sum, in a 
given period, was far preferable to hazarding the hiring of job workmen, if attainable, for whom provision must be 
purchased, at that time excessively high, and carried out to them according to the custom of the Colony. 

Competent judges, respecting the terms of the contract were consulted and the house, 9 months after the time 
specified was completed. My time however was not lost, it being employed in obtaining the language of the natives. 

It was necessary to support two natives and their wives, besides donations of eatables to their tribe, to insure a daily 
attendance to enable me to collect and arrange their words and ask questions. This was temporary cxpence as it regards 
any advantage being derived from their labour - but since that period they have been employed in falling and burning 
off the trees, so as to enable us to cultivate the land and grow that which now we arc obliged to purchase for their use. 
Five and twenty acres have been cleared since May last. 8 acres are in cultivation with Indian corn now nearly ripe 
and wheat is now being prepared for that we may 11ot purchase flour next year. Thus our cxpcnces will decrease hence 
forth, but Wheat at1d Corn require a place of safety, this occasions the expcnce of workmen in the present year which 
will cease in June next. 

An agency of seven and a half pr cent on all cash passed through Mr Campbell's hands adds heavily to the 
expencc of the mission without necessity. The kindness of the Deputy Commissary General William Wemyss Esqr (who 
with his Lady have shewn themselves most steady friends ever since I have had the pleasme of their acquaintance,) obtaining 
premiums of 10£ pr cent 011 a 400£ bill which being negotiated and the cash paid without charge of my commission 
by E.M. Scott Esqr who negotiated the bill demands the acknowledgement of such an act of friendship. -

It is to be feared that the high state of excitement with which the Religious Publick have been accustomed, will 
render the appearance of this mission very unpromising. There being nothing here to encourage the feeble minded, no 
moving to the tops of the Mulberry trees, no shaking of bones, but all dry, dry, very dry scattered bones in the midst 
of a waste, howling wilderness; But disregarding the feelings of the mind, it is the Duty of Christians to stat1d still, 
or sit still, or prophesy even to the winds, at the command of their Lord, Whether their personal feelings are excited 
to raptme to depressed to despair. 

To obey is better than Sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of Rams. -

It is hoped a printed specimen of the Lmguage will accompany this. 
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L.E. Threlkeld. 
Bahtahbah 
Lake Macquarie 
FebY 13'h 1827. 

1826 
May 
August 
Novr 

Sepr 

Novr 

Deer 

Oct. 

Sepr 

June 
to 

1826 
June 

to 

Deer 
1826 

[E11closures] 

[LEDGER PAGE I] 

Disbursements for the Aboriginal Mission New South Wales from June 1826 to December 1826. Sundries. 

~x_pen;:cs that w
1 

ill not incur again paid in currency and reduced into sterling mon 
a~r o oxen P ough and harrow, working bullocks ey £ s d 

Patr of oxen, ditto 32 15 2! 
To Robert Altford bullock driver 15 weeks and _

2
t a day's work 27 14 8 

at 30/- currency pr week. 

To Dat~cl Page and partner for fencing and day work 
To Damel Page and partners for ditto ditto 

Sterling 

;a Datll~l Page and ditto splitting slabs and paling for our house for kitchen and corn loft 

~dJerenuah Buffy 15 ~eeks se~vice as watchman at Newcastle at 6d currency per week sterling 
Pat to Barlow for assistance m removing from Newcastle to L k M · a e acquane &c 

Expe11ces decreasing 

Indian corn steel mill 
3000 Slllngles 
Horscshoeing 
Ploughshare, wedges, ring cl · 1 · Oars , laltl, ungcs, &c 

Job work to the Carpenters 
Boards in pbnks & washing machine 

Currency 

Tether, trace, parting and breaking in Rope for B 11 k 
Postage 1td Stat" 1 2 0 M d" . u oc s 
E 4 dlOnery ·. · · e ICines 4.0. Nurse in sickness 1.3.6. repairing Saddle 10/-

xpenses to Sy ney twiCe 

Wage
1
s ~or three I:'ersons employed in agriculture one at 40£ two at 10£ P 

£ s d 
7 4 -
113 
1 2 
8 18 

7 
12 

2 5 

2~ 
2 

9 
6 
8 

3 3 10 
4 10 10 
6 5 7t 

eac 1 1rom Apnl to Decemr er year 

Currency 
Sterling 

40 0 0 
77 3 5 

[LEDGER PAGE II] 

Disbursements frotn June 1826 to December 1826 Continued 
Brought forward 
Ind~"ln corn me....l for Stock and Natives in thei~ work Sterling 
Fretghtage of all our provisions &c pr Lord Liver 0 1 £i d 

place we convey it here by cart & Bullocks 1l ~lesrom Sy ney to Newcastle from which 
Potatoes for seed 

Willm Jones Mec_hanic engaged to June 1827 paid firom Oct 25 
S hn to Deer 25th 20/- pr week c~rrency. tcr g 

Articles for the use of the Natives who work in cultivating the land 
Sugar · 
Tobacco, part of this is sold to the o k d ffi d · 
Half of tills is in hand as well a th £ 1jen_ an ~ or s a profit earned to the accmmt 
Tea s e o owmg v1z 

Blankets 24 at 3/- each powder & shot £2.10.-. 
6 Shuts at Sf- 6 pair trowsers at 5/6 

Provisi~ns for the Persons employed as pr vouchers for the rice 
One pnsoner. A weekly ration of the following 4lb salt pork )2 lb floltr .1. lb t 11 lb 

2 oz of S 2 f T b , • 4 ea 2 sugar, 
.a lb t ~~Pl·b Soz o o acco The three free persons have weekly 46 lb flour 12 lb pork. 

19 12 2 

20 17 8i 
i 20 9 

14 0 6 

5 4 -
3 16 7~ 

2 

66 17 7;i 
£211 7 7~ 

211 7 
8 6 

7~ 
2 

7~ 
4 

19 6 3! 
3 18 2~ 

7 16 -

5 16 4 
30 15 -

3 10 -
6 2 -
3 3 -

33 3 3~ 

4 ea. '12 ugar • 
Sterling £333 4 4l: 
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(LEDGER PAGE III) 

Disbursements Continued from June to Deer 1826 

1826 
Dcc1 

1825 

A P 
.d t Robert Campbell Esqr on disbursements made through his agency From Octr 

gency. a1 o 
1824 to Dec' 1826 at 5 pr cent. 32 16 10 

To amount of commission on disbursements at this date as pr vouchcrs£657 17 9 

May 190 7 9 9 10 4 
Dec1 31 ditto ditto 
1826 278 2 4 13 18 2 
June 

48 15 
ditto ditto Currency £36 5 4 

Reduced to Sterling is 
14 7 

Dec Commission on 391.13.7 less ballance due Sterling £63 2 

1826 
23 0 

5 19 

. . b.11 f 1 ge from Feb'' 9'" 1825 to June 1826 tota11063 .. 8 
For indorseing and negottatmg 1 s o ex~ 1an. 

26 . .11..3 Currency at 2! pr cent Sterlmg ts 

Scp1 13 For ditto 2 sets of bills 239 .. 8 .. 0 at 2! pr cent Sterling £92 2 

Dec' 21" 1826 L.E. Threlkeld 

49 CIRCULAR May 1827 
[Pr:uted leaflet (Syducy) mmotated by S. Marsdcll. Draft dated April1827 in J.\Jemoranda, abolle, PP· 96-97.] 

London Missionary Society 
Aboriginal Mission, Lake Macquarie, New South Wales, May, 1827 

"d bl d 1 artl owing to my distant residence from 

AFTER SOME MONTHS' tmexpecte~ and un;vt a r~tere ~h~. R. SpicimeiiS ~j the Langllage of ~~~e Abor(~ines 
the press, and partly to the stckness o t le P 1 d ' f the kind patronage of His Excellency 
o{ New Smah ~Vales" are printed. An. ackno~ e ~etdent C: s is tendered with respectful and sincere 

the G~vernor, General DARLING, in purchasmg one un reh c~pte , ittee of the Sydney Auxiliary Church 
thanks. The same grateful acknowledgm~¥ is als? due~ t ell t~::Ufriends who have interested themselves 
Missionary Society, which ha~ purchased 1 ty coptes; an ~o athis time, some opinion may be formed as to 
in forwarding the Work. I~ ~~ natural tobs~)pose, t~~:'rh: Aborigines. I am fully persuaded, that, unless 
the probable result of a Mtsstonary Esta sflmhent . cess at all can be anticipated. The Blacks 
means are provided for the .emp~oyment o1 t e J::~v~~:~ noa:~tcprovided with flo~tr, clothing, and other 
will not associate and contmue m one P ace u J l work as they are capable of, when 
necessaries of life, for which they arc willingd to per ormh sue l'tl kindness I have had full proof of 

d b h ·n condescen to treat t em wt 1 . N 1 
superintende y p~rsons w o :VI 1 in to two distinct tribes - the one from ewcast e, 
this having at one orne nearly stxty Blacks, be on.g gd d burning off the timber of about ftve and 

, f T hk 1 h B h at work cutung own an 1 £ tl . d the other rom a a lra e~c -. . . b' bein obli ed to purchase every artie c or letr an our 
twenty acres of ground, now 111 culuvauon, ut, .g . g f Home rendered it necessary to check 

· · t nces and commumcat10ns rom • 1 consumption, pecumary ctrcum~ ~ . , h labour It must be understood, that this was on y a .temporary 
rather than encourage others to JOlll m t .e h h . bl d th tribes returned to their respective abodes, 
case, for when the ftgh~ w~s over, for whtc t ey ;~e~~d en~t for weeks together, six natives about us. 
and through not contmumg to employ them, . . , hich the promise of land and every en
Newcastle has attractions for drunkenness and prosttt1~tloSn, :' 'nnot at present overcome. The still 

1 b £ tl . own advantage at t us tatlOn, ca , . . . f 1 
couragement to a our or letr . d l . t1 e ferocious dtspostuon o t le savage, 
small voice, secretly speaking to ~he. clnscbence, a~ c unt~l~cc~mplished prior to such a permanent 
can alone effect this on moral pnnCip cs; h_t muck m~ybe b~rne by the Society, or be not deemed a 
good, if th~ e~pence .necessary to carry on t e war ca 
misappropnauon of 1ts funds. 
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31 
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6 
9! 

2 

5 

6 
8! 
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Tn such a rising Colony as this, the changes are quick and various. When this Station was formed 
it was secluded; but, as would be the case in any other part of the Colony, the moment one person forms 
an establishment, however distant or isolated, when known, others will fix their abodes in its vicinity. 
Thus the attention of the Blacks becomes divided, as they are frequently employed at new farms, and 
thus their wandering habits arc more firmly fixed. The numbers of Blacks with us, latterly, have not 
been great; for the past few months we have not had more than 20 or 30 about us; the remainder of 
the tribe, with the boys and girls being at Newcastle or Sydney. Our expectation of the Blacks from 
Port Stephens joining us has not been realized, because the Australian Agricultural Society [i.e. Company] 
settling in that part, together with the liberal encouragement they give to the natives for their labor 
(a most praise-worthy example), fix the Port Stephens' Blacks to their Settlement, thus proving the 
practicability of localizing the natives if efficient means are used. "You," say the Port Stephens' Blacks 
to our tribe, "work for rations of corn meal, but we, we have wheat flour." "Massa," said one of our 
Blacks to me, "you must give us flour too." They were informed then how to rebut the present mortifying 
laugh against them, by planting com, &c. on their owu ground, and cultivating wheat upon their own 
respective farms, for which purpose every assistance would be afforded. Tltis Station has cost me much 
anxiety ever since its commencement, wltich will continue until it is decided by the Directors as to the 
probability of its being permanently continued or not. From actual experience, I cannot estimate the 
annual expence of this Mission at less than £500 per annum, taking out of this sum only £180 a year 
for the maintenance of myself, wife, six dtildren, and domestics. Were I living in a town the expences 
of my family would amount to at least £300 a year - everything being so expensive in this Colony. 
I am fully convinced, that, though the cxpcnce of £500 a year may be decreased in proportion as produce 
is raised on the spot, yet other expences, if the Mission prove successful, will arise for school instruction, 
and other consequential occurrences, which will increase in proportion as the present ones decrease. I feel it a 
point of duty to state to the friends of Missions the probable cost, whilst the Mission is yet in its infancy, 
and if continued under my superintendence. It is a most difficult task to state plainly and £1ithfully to the 
Public the aspect of a Mission; but false hopes should not be excited, or discouragement be given to those, 
without whose aid nothing could be carried into effect. [If you notice the latter part of this Letter, and 
compare it with my observations in my letter to the Archdeacon, you will see Mr Threlkeld admits that 
the natives will not remain with him - Samuel Marsden.] The "Specimens" of the language are all 
that can be presented for encouragement at this time; a greater knowledge would have been obtained 
but for the difficulty of collecting the natives so as to associate with tl1em. Our opportunities were £1r 
more numerous whilst residing at Newcastle than ever they have been since we removed to this Station, 
and, but for the employing tl1em at a heavy expence, not one of them would have remained at this 
Station a week. I have endeavoured to persuade them to build huts, more substantial than their own 
screens, and have been out with them to encourage and direct them, but they have abandoned the two 
they began, because I would not ration them with flour, &c. &c. whilst they were employed in building 
for themselves. About ten acres of land is now being felled by themselves in order to plant corn next 
season on their own farm; but only two of the whole tribe work at it; and at present this also is 
forsaken until their thirst for liquor is satisfied- at Newcastle [which will never be- S. Marsden]. 
One has since returned, worked a day or two, but the report that His Excellency the Governor is about 
to send blanketS and slops for the blacks at Newcastle, has taken away every individual excepting two 
blind natives who are committed to our charge for sustenance, otherwise they would be also abandoned 
to [perish] in these woods. Of eight native children, boys, whom we have attempted to teach the 
alphabet of their own language, only two remain, but now, about three weeks since the commencement, 
not one is left; they are all with their friends at Newcastle, where drunkenness is as common with the 
black boys, 7 or 8 years old, as prostitution is with the other sex of the same age; but all, young or old, 
or either sex, are equally abandoned to vice. It is exceedingly grievous to the mind to perceive such things, 
and nothing but time, patience, and perseverance in the use of means, together with a peculiar coincidence 
of circumstances, ordered by the providence of God, and ltis secret operation on their hearts, will render 
any attempt eff'ectual to the conversion of the Blacks. At present they appear most likely to be annihilated 
through their own wicked dispositions, urging them to rob and murder, which, in many instances, 
bring upon themselves a just retribution, whilst drunkenness, prostitution, and disease, mark them a 
prey for total destruction. "Let us not, however, be weary in well doing, for in due season we shall reap 
if we faint not;" and wltile following the example of the inspired writer of the Acts of the Apostles, 
in endeavouring to present a faithful representation of facts, although such statement may have no other 
recommendation to public notice than unadorned truth; let us also remember "He that observeth the 
wind shall not sow; and he that regardeth the clouds shall not reap," but "we walk by faith and not by 
sight;" and "Blessed are they who sow beside all waters." 

L.E. THRELKELD, Missionary. 
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50. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 1 May 1827 
[L.l\1.5. Australia Letters. Received 8 October 1827·1 Lake Macquarie 

Dear Sirs, . f h Ab . inal Lan uage and but for the smallness of 
I ~lc;:rewith send 4 copies of the speetmdnd oSh~cld itob~g desirableg an edition could be r~m off much 

the edtuon more would have been forwa: e . d' 'b d atis to persons who take an mterest both 
cheaper in England than here.* Fifty ~optes are tstdfl uhte gr I firl"ends have suggested the propriety of 

h Tl R d Wtll Cowper an ot er rea I b 
here and at ot er parts. lC ev d £; tl se at Sydney more would 1avc een 
disposing of a few copies, forty have bJ~n ·bserJe or £ ut ~~~~~ _ A grcatc; interest has been excited 
printed but the type was obl~~ed todbe hi~s~l. u%_ ev~ry apo~{og~ I ~an offer for so small a number being 
here in the work than I anuctpate , w c ts e on Y 
sent to the Society. [Subscribed} 

£ 
0 Sterling * 273 copies printing 

31 1 

Covering & stiching 
1 0 0 

£32 1 0 

The Governor 100 copies 
29 3 4 

Church MissY So~iety 50 

Ballance due 
£12 17 8 Sterling 

Distributed gratis 53 copies d 
Left at Sydney for sale 40 copies at 3/- each or 7 for 1 po[{\·.T.] 

51. To JOHN OXLEY 14 May 1827 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. re Land 120, reg. No. 27/5191 (ill 45/514) Otl L.M.S. notepaper.} 

Lake Macquarie 

Dear Sir, . . h I am to answer the inquiries of those persons who wish 
May I beg the favour of your duecuo~ ow £; tl e Blacks of which you are a trustee. 

me to point out the bounds of the Grant .m trust liar ~ distance from the press and the circular 
I would have sent the enclosed specunen ear er ut my 

not being printed in time is my apology· 

52. To A. BRANDRAM 16 May 1827 
[B.F.B.S. Foreig11 Corresponednce [ti!Vards 1827,.Vol. 4, P· 23.] Lake Macquarie 

New South Wales 

Dear Sir . l e of a eople of whom it is said that 
I beg to present a specimen of a hith;rto ulnkno~ antgudagc,,',·ency ,?n their Skulls-" but believing 

. b\ f" . " th t'they taveanmnae ell . 
"they are mcapa. eo mstructlon - . a . 1 I leave the Philosophers to dispute about theu ~rgans, 
that the Lord wtll create a new heart :"It~ t ~em, d . tures to be translated here after into thetr own 
and hop~ to be instrumental of cau.sm~ t . e acr~h:l:~ ua e from the boys whom he is tea~h~g their 
tongue, tf not myself my son ":'hod ts pteking up h t h s tt~erto been deemed impossible. Wtshing you 
Alphabet or others may be excite to attempt w a a 
every blessing 

53. To G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 26 May 1827 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received (per H. Dallgar) 18 January 1828·1 Lake Macquarie 

Dear Sirs, . Mr Dan er Land Surveyor in the Government depart-
! beg to recommend to your n~uce the bearer ve~bal information of a temporal nature ~e will 

ment who has also been to ~mr s_tauon on sthurvey. Any 47 & & - I wrote last week forwardmg the 
most readily give _ He will ;'tsh to see e Museum c c 
Specimens of Language and circular. [Subscribed} 

H. Danger Esqr 
6 Edmund Place 
Aldergate S'". 
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54. From THOMAS HOBBES SCOTT 17 May 1827 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Copy,48 enclosed with 76.] 

Sir, Sydney 

I feel much obliged by your Kind recollection and present of an interesting work on the language 
of this Country. I have procured a few copies from the Revd Wm Cowper intending to send them to 
our Universities and Pub lick Institutions in England as the first specimen and it will give me great pleasure 
if I can be in any way Instrumental to your future progress and attempt at perfecting the undertaking. 

55. From RALPH MANSFIELD 25 May 1827 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Copy, enclosed with 76.] 

My Dear Sir, Wesleyan Mission House, Sydney 

I am directed to transmit to you the following extract from the Minutes of a Special Meeting of 
the Wesleyan Missionaries, held at Sydney on the 21st instant. -

"Read a letter from the Rcvd L.E. Threlkeld of the London Society's Mission to the Aborigines, 
dated Lake Macquarie, May 15, 1827 enclosing a copy of his work on the Native language and a printed 
circular on the details of his Missionary establishment: 

Resolved - that the thanks of this Board be presented to the Revd !'vir Threlkeld for this token of 
fraternal kindness and that he be assured of the Lively interest with which his Wesleyan Brethren 
regard his arduous and important undertaking. 

With affectionate regard to Mrs Threlkeld, in which Mrs Mansfield desires to unite 

56. From FRANCIS FORBES 23 June 1827 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Copy, enclosed with 76.] 

I remain, My Dear Sir, 
Yours most truly, 

Ralph Mansf,eld, Seery. 

Dear Sir, Sydney 

I beg to acknowledge your interesting present of specimens of the dialect of the Native tribes -
the very humble contribution, I was enabled to make of the tent, has derived a value from tl1e work 
performed beneath its shelter which nothing else could have given it - it will afford me a very sincere 
pleasure to hear of your further progress in the useful labors you have commenced - and I beg you 
will freely call upon me whenever you think I can be in any matmer instrumental in forwarding your 
benevolent undertaking. 

57. From G. BURDER and W.A. HANKEY 9 February 1827 
[L.M.S. S. Seas and West Indies Olltgoiug Letters J.]49 

Dear Sir, Mission House 
Austin Friars, London 

We wrote to you under date of the 2d & 3fd of March last year, since which time we have received 
from you the following letters; 18 October 1825- 20 January 1826- 10 Janry. 1826- 27 March & 
15 May 1826 & were glad to find that not withstanding unavoidable disappointments and delays in regard 
to your proposed location at Reid's Mistake (where we presume you are now laboring) you had yet 
been enabled to make some advances in the language, such as had qualified you for making initiatory 
attempts towards speaking it, as well as to make considerable progress in forming one of the dialects 
of the Aborigines into a written language. The two copies of the first part of your MS Grammar &c we 
duly received, but considered it proper to delay presenting the copy you designed for Earl Bathurst until 
application should be made to his Lordship for a confirmation of the Grant of Land made to the Society, 
for the use of your mission, by His Excellency the late Governor Brisbane; should such application 
ev(':ntually appear to us to be expedient. We are now daily looking for communications from yourself 
and the Revd Mr Marsden, in reply to the various inquiries on this subject contained in our letters of 
last March. 
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bl . . f our missionary qualifications, in various 
As we are disposed to cherish a very favoura e optmon o r I tter of the 27th of the month 

l · d those passages m your e . 
respects it was with t 1c more pam we pe~uds~ . . ' plj• with the wishes of the Directors m 

' . d 1 · 1 t · dicate m tsposttton to com . . I l just menuone ' w 11C 1 appear . o m . 1 1 , fi to the following; exprcsstons m t le etter 
all points, not affecting consCience. W c partlcu ar ) re er .._ 

alluded to. . . . . f in this Colon ' I never would, for a moment, 
"To be subject to the opmton or dnectl~m ~ any d y ith Mr Marsden" &c though 

, " b d 1i tenng mto a correspon cnce w . 
submit to. - I must eg to cc nde enl r long series of )'ears taken a most laudable mtcrest 

II kn I R d Mr Mars en 1as ror a very . . 
as you we ow, .t :e e.v I d d d them from time to time Important gratmtous 
in the Society's mtsstons m the Sout l Seas an ren ere ' 

services. d h should have expressed yourself as you have done, 
We are of course, still more concerne t at youd . s of two Resolutions of the Directors 

' . 1 f 1 M 1 transmttte to you copte d in as much as m our etter o ast arc 1 we · . . 'th Mr Marsden & we also requeste 
·1 · h h uld have commumcauons WI c 

which necessan y reqmre t at you s 0 
. l . I t require in order to enable him to rorm an 

You would furnish him with such inforn:auon as. ~~ mtgll l d granted for the Mission by Governor 
I d. f tl e Soctety rctammg ttc an , . d. l G opinion as to t te expe tency o 1 I d b l C 1 ni 1 Government & spcctfte 111 t te rant. 

Brisbane, with a view to the purpos~s conten~p at: ofytl~~e 2d o of ~arch, you would sec the necessity of 
We trust, however, that on perusmg our ette. . . l l R vd Mr Marsden and that you have 

. c c 1. t commurucatmg wtt 1 t tc e • d . l 
suppressmg your tormer rec mgs, as 0 

. h h · l f the Directors as conveye 111 t ut 
l 'II 1' d. llrespects wtt t ewts1eso f l l 

promptly and c teen~ .Y camp tc , m a h~uld dee 1 lament), that, alter the receipt o tle etter 
letter. On the supposltlon, however (a case we s l. P X . II comtnunication with Mr Marsden, 

· d 1 · 1 tl same fee mgs · rerusmg a c . 
in question, you contmue to c tens 1 .1C , . I 'b tl draw on the Society, in comonmty 

h. . [c th ] btlls you tmg 1t su sequcn Y d b . c d and to procure IS sanctton ror e II 1c ., · proper that you shoul e nuorme 
. · d 1 · as we as to yourse 1, 1 ts . d . d 

to the Resoluuons tran~mttte to 11~,. dif in those Resolutions, and that it ts our eSlfe an 
that we sec no reason etther for rescmdmg or mho R.y lg . ·n question were formed on what appeared 

.11 · 1 £ t them T e eso uuons t h 1. I 
expectation you wt stnct y con .arm .o 1 . l' f d t t our Constituents and not from t e s tg 1test 
to us, after serious and due ~o~stderatton, t tc ~n~c~crs l~l;o: that you were yourself strongly ~mpressed 
distrust as to your own pnnctples. Your .ow h d d and when it is considered that tlllS amount 
with the magnitude of the amount forl w.htch/~t tl a M':~::~;ies in the South Sea Islands [for] one year, 
was nearly equivalent to that of the sa anes o a 1e . t . l C lony had been commenced, and most 

' hll · · nary operauons 111 t te o ' . I and that it was drawn w e yet no mtssto . . 1 it must appear imposstble t tat we . · 1 £ nths after your arnvmg t tere, . l 
of it witlun a comparative Y ew mo f . t rtat'ned unpleasant apprehens10ns as to t te 

l · d t degree o surpnse, ene • k [ · h] should not tavc expenence a grea d l £ lt it our duty to place such a chec as mtg t 
possible amount of your future drafts! an , ~onscquent YJ [c . t] a repetition of a course of proceeding 
be within our power to interpose, wtth a vtew to guar agams 
which had given us such just ground of alarm. . 

. . h . . ish and expectation, that you will confme zour 
We also constdcr It proper to_ ~ay, t at It ts our~ of rourself and family, and for objects stnctly 

expenditure within the sum reqmsttc fo~ the Slhtppo~ . )f tnt. sst· on you will have a constant eye 
l . 1 · 1 tmg to t e arraus o your • . 

missionary; and t tat, m every tung rea d bt th t it gives us much concern to wnte to you 
to economy as well [as] efficiency. You ca~tdot ?u ' al'nk von will be persuaded, that we have not 

b. f hi b t on due canst erauon, we t 11 , . 
upon su ~~cts o t s n.ature, u ' .ll b re that although we are earnestly destrous to pro~ote 
done so wtthout suffiCient reason. yon wt e a':~ , d £ li atures as far as the means of the Society 
the spiritual and temporal well-being of oud_ bbru~ ttc ri~c~'fescr~f prudence (of the application .o~ which 
will allow, our measures must be rc~ulate y le bp fp ., best able to J'udge) and hmtted by 

l tous accounts e o nccesst y, d. I 
principles we ourse ves must, on var 1 . I 1 c( . t', Public from time to time, place at our tsposa . 
the amount of the pecuniary resources w ltc 1 t te tns tan I .,' ,[d be desirable to do but, what can 

c B [ ]tousnotlVWtiiPOI •. 
The question, tltcrewre,. must o ten seen: 1 'of the duties which we owe to our constituents, any 
ll'ith propriety be dot~e. If m the necessary dtsc targe I . b t this is no reason why the duty should 

. . d h · · , we 01ust ever atnent tt, u . d c 11 
Pain ts occastone to t e mtsstonaq • h l . · sllould act with cauuon an IO ow 

h h · 1 t one w y t te nusstonary d 
not be discharged, t oug a very wetg: Y . 

1 
tl t case we repeat that nothing caul appear 

the dictates of a considerate and ~ound dtscrctton. ~e~e a~ds~t~tried , missionary project, unsanctioned by 
to ourselves clearer than that, m rcferenc£ to r voidable expenditure should have been 
the Society whose fu':ds .were to. answer or t lC exe~:_~d~~ :elation both to the carrying the ~lan, ?n 
incurred until the Soctety s authonty hlad been first f, l tl e missionary might be allowed to go m pomt 
any scale, into effect, and to the aetna extent to w uc 1 1 

of expenditure. 
ld b . fi d to the grounds and reasons of our 

While, however, w_e arc dcsirohus you s\tou ld £ e ls~f~:tleyo:~s are in no degree excluded from our 
proceedings, we are desuous also, t at you s tou ee 
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kindest sympathies, in consequence of what has unhappily occurred to call forth our animadversions, 
we beg you will cherish no desponding feelings, nor be in any measure discouraged; and assure yourself 
that our Christian esteem for you personally, as well as our confidence in your fidelity, energy and 
persevering dilligcncc, as a missionary, arc unabated. We tmst and we pray, that whatever clouds and 
darkness rest on the Aboriginal mission, the light will at length spring forth & that it may eventually 
appear, that God hath sent you into their country "to preserve life." 

We arc fully aware, in order to your usefulness among the Aborigines, how necessary it is, that 
they should be reclaimed from their wandering habits & [fixed] in settled habitations near each other. 
In adopting measures however for these purposes it appears to us of great importance that they should 
be made clearly to understand, that the benefits you come among them to bestow, are those of instruction, 
and that, for the improvements you hold out to them, as to their temporal condition, they must depend 
solely on tlte blessing of Divine Providence on their own industry and management. It is not difficult 
to perceive that, were you furnished with the means of conferring upon them any temporal advantages, 
independent oflabour and frugality on their part; such advantages we mean, as should be suited to their 
uncultivated habits of life, they would, for the sake of sharing in them, assemble around you for a time, 
s1~f}Criug, if we may so speak, your instructions for the sake of the temporal benefit, but ready to disperse, 
the moment you ceased to dispense them. 

On reference to our sending out a Minister to Sydney, who beside discharging his ministerial ftmctions 
&c [should] act as the agent of the Society for its missions in the South Seas, we may state, that steps have 
been taken by us with that view, but hitherto without success. Since the issue of our circulars for this 
purpose, we have, however, been led to view the expediency of the measure in a rather different light, and 
to conclude that, by adopting another plan, which we caru1ot now explain, a greater measure of good, more 
truly missionary in its character, may probably be effected, at a lighter amount of expenditure, and with 
greater convenience & advantage to the Missionaries in the Islands, in reference to their supplies, than 
by means of the appointment to Sydney, previously under contemplation. As, however, this subject 
has not been as yet fully considered by the Directors, it is at present doubtful what steps may be ultimately 
adopted by them. The enlarging expenditure of the Society and especially the excess of this over the 
Income of the cllrrCIIt year, tlms far, whilst it points out to us the necessity of admonishing the missionaries 
to exercise the strictest economy in the management of their respective missions and not to enter on 
plans that will involve considerable extra expenditure, we find it necessary to be ourselves cautious as to 
adopting any mcasursc which arc likely to entail a large expenditure and especially if the object con
templated be not strictly missionary in its character and such we must consider the proposed appointment 
of a minister to Sydney not to be. Were there indeed, in Sydney, a number of respectable individuals 
of pious character and congergational principles, who would engage to provide the means for building 
a Chapel and supporting the minister we might send out, the case would assume a very different aspect, 
and the chief part of the difficulty which we now feel would be removed. 

W c have lately received several private communications, either from persons resident in France or 
who have lately visited it, of a rather extraordillary nature, and, which, as they relate in part to the 
islands of the South Seas, in the welfare of whose inhabitants you naturally feel a lively interest, we shall 
here give the substance of the information we have received. 50 

We understand that a vessel from 460 to 480 tons, whose name we have not as yet been able to 
ascertain, said to have been fitted out by an eminent banker at Paris, sailed from Havre on the 91h of April 
last, on board of which were embarked 8 or 10 Catholic Priests some of whom were to be stationed 
at Hawaii & the rest at Oahu, where Mr Ellis laboured. Her course was as follows, Rio, Lima, probably 
Acapulco, Sandwich Islands & China. 

That Le T degraphe, fitted out by a respectable mercantile house at Bourdeaux, sailed from that 
port on the 31 July last, bound to Chile & Peru. The L'Ange Guardien, Armateu Gucnin, MalaguC, sailed 
about 4 months ago from Bourdeaux and took out musical instruments, but no Priests. La Comete, 
Capt. Mansiard, of 600 Tons, belonging to the house at Bourdeaux already alluded to, sailed from that 
port on the 2d of Decem last. He has 46 seamen on board; and many passengers, among whom arc 6 or 
8 Catholic Priests. This yessel took on board one or more organs, and several cases, of which the contents 
are unknown except that two of them are declared "Ornemens' Eglisc". Beside the passengers already 
mentioned there were Engineer Officers [with artillery and ammunition], and artisans of every discription, 
Agricultural implements &c &c in short everything necessary for forming a Colony which, it is under
stood, is to be formed at Tahiti. There were also on board two sugar refiners for Oahu, with the requisite 
utensils. There was also a Cotton Press for the same place. This vessel we understand is bound in the 
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flfSt place to Lima, and will afterwards touch at Sacrcmale and the Coast of California; then proceed 
to the Sandwich, and bstly to the Society Islands. Another vessel is expected to follow to the Pacific in 
the month of May next. On board the vessels which have sailed from Bourdeanx, have been shipped, 
what we may call the paraphernalia of popery, consisting of splendid vestments, crufixes &c &c -
There is also an elegant temple or church, in frame, & a great variety of philosophical apparatus, including 
Galvanic instruments &c. The Priests, of different orders, have been selected for their imposing personal 
appearance and captivating address and are accompanied by numerous attcndaats. The immediate object 
of the expedition is supposed to be the supplanting of the Protestant Religion in the islands mentioned, 
and the establishment of popery in its stead, together with a political influence over the islanders, to be 
rendered, in the issue, subservient to commercial undertakings which there is reasot1 to believe are the 
ulterior and principal objects in view. 

The Expedition is said to be warmly patronised by the Royal Family and Ecclesiastical Dignitaries 
of France & that the King has appropriated a large sum for defraying the expenses of the papal branch 
of the enterprise. 

We write to the Revd M r Marsden by the same opportunity and shall communicate to him the 
leading particulars of the French expedition, but provided you should have an early opportunity of 
transmitting letters to the missionaries in the islands, it may not be amiss to communicate to them the 
substance of the account we have now given. 

Mr Nott, who on the whole, has enjoyed very good health since he has been in England, expects 
to sail in a vessel of our friend Mr A. Birnie in the course of about 10 days. He will be accompanied by 
two missionaries and their wives. Mr Buzacott appointed to the Hervey Islands and Mr Simpson to the 
Marquesas. They will proceed by Cape Hom, and on their way will probably touch at Pitcairn's Island, 
the settlers on which will probably, after a time, be removed to some other island of the South Seas, 
where the difficulties of subsistence are less and the opportunities of Christian instruction greater. 

The progress of our friends the Deputation, with whom you travelled from the islands to the Colony, 
you will have learnt, from our "Monthly Chronicle", which we hope, you receive regularly. We have 
no letter from them dated later than May last year, -when they were at Calcutta. It is not expected that 
they will reach England before the latter end of the present year, or the beginning of 1828, though, as 
there is much uncertainty as to the stations in India which they will actually visit; and the time they may 
be detained at each respectively, without adverting to the vicissitudes of the weather, there cannot of 
course be much precision in our calculations as to the time of their arriving in this country. 

W c shall be happy to learn that you have received the cases, 18[ ~] in number sent out in the 
Doncaster, Capt. Brown, and addressed to the care of the Revd Mr Marsden. We note your request, 
that we would send out for the use of your mission a small Flour-mill, as the com grown on the land 
of which a Grant has been made must be sent sixteen miles to be ground. We are at present quite in
disposed to add to the great expenditure already incurred for the Aboriginal mission, but on receipt of 
the letters for which we are daily looking from the Revd Mr Marsden & yourself, should the accounts 
contained in them appear to us to warrant a small further outlay, it is probable we shall again take your 
request as to the Mill into our consideration. 

In our letter of August 1825 we adverted to various important topics of Christian counsel which 
we deemed it proper to press on your attention, on your commencing a new mission where you will, 
for a time at least be without the privilege of Christian society beyond the circle of your own family 
and where you will have the beneftt of neither the counsels nor the encouragements which you enjoyed 
in the islands, from occasional conference with fellow-labourers it1 the same glorious cause. On these 
accounts you will feel the necessity the more of diligently attending to the friendly admonitions and 
directions formerly presented to your attention. If you cannot drink of the streams, you will find it 
absolutely necessary to go more frequently to the Fountain, and it surely is a most consolatory thought, 
shut out as you will be almost entirely, not only from Christian, but also from civilized society, that 
the promises of God's word hold out to you rich compensations, abundantly sufficient to satisfy you 
under every privation and perfectly to reconcile you to all the hardships of your secluded lot. Put your 
entire trust in his word & his power and fear no danger - contemplate, in faith, the promise of the 
Spirit, and tl1e efficacy of true prayer, and while on the path of duty and conscientiously and dilige11tly 
labouring in your sacred calling, confidently expect success. Should your hopes be deferred, and your 
heart begin to sink from the suspense of long-disappointed expectations, still trust to the promises and 
faithfulness of a Covenant & almighty God who will be first glorifted by our trust, and afterwards, by 
our gratitude & praises. 
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We shall not cease to bear you upon our minds & in h b fc 
Power praying that you and your dear Partn . lift our can~ e ore the Throne of Grace and 
have joined you in health and safety from the i~{-u~s e, an~ your chtldre~ who, we are happy to ftnd 
of the one and the defence & protection of the, th' may eh ectually expenence the sanctifying ittfluence 
respectively useful to the heathen around au __.:: h:r - t. at you may be. all preserved in health; and 
your neighbours exhibiting continually by c I PPY

1
Wtth e~cdh other, m peace and friendship with 

I ill ' ewre t 1em t tose ev1 ences f · 1 . . I 
~tat w prove to be the best practical commetlt on th . . 1 . ~ g~n~me c lnsttan c uracter, 
UIStruct them. e pnnctp es m winch tt ts your daily business to 

[Subscribed] 
P.S. We request on receiving the present letter, that ou w'll [i h · 1 · 
of the several items of expenditure for the amount d y b I o~t Wit l send us a particular Statement 
that for subsistence as one item separate! 'th rawn Y y~u smce_ your arrival in New South Wales, 

y, wt out entermg mto nunute particulars. 
SINCE THE ~BOVE LETTER was written we have received a [ ] f . . 
of furth~r bills on the Society to the amount of about £640 I o that. [ ] m wluch you advise 
the feelittgs of surprise with which we have r c . d h' : tlli':ould be dtffcult to find words to express 
h S . e etve t ts mte gence Th t h ld [ ] t e octety to an expenditure little short of £Z ()()() · h · a you s ou to put 

authority from home and the whole exp . ' tnl t e space of only two years and that without any 
c I • ense ts mere y preparatory m h f ror yourse f and family excepted 1·s a P c d , d easurcs, t e expenses o susbistence 

I. I 1. • ro e ure so ur remove fro t1 d. 
so 1tt e tkely to meet our approbation that we arc uite at a I m te ~r mary course of things and 
you brought yourself to acquiesce in it Were a c q f I oss t~ co~lCetve by what process of mind 

I . · rew more o t 1e SoCiety s · · · d . . 
course t le Dtrectors and other friends of it might well tre bl [i . . tmsslOnanes to a opt a smular 
you confirm the necessity of the respective resol t. m he d ob tts existence. These later letters from 
we desire you will fully conform. G.B. u tons we a een compelled [ ] all of which 

58. From E.M. SCOTT 10 October 1827 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Enclosing accmmt. Copy enclosed with No. 60. Statement, 34.] 

Sir, 

R r: . Australian Company's Office S ch 
C1errmg to my letter of the 25th . . Y tey 

1826 on W.A. Hankey London for 40~gu~t ~ctttamtmg you that your bill, dated Newcastle pt August 
to illform you that by the AlacritySl ar5veda eendproJested ford non acceptance. I have now further 
to me protested for non payment, and I now b~es~~r h:~d ro: Lon on the a~ove bill has been returned 
expenses amounting to 536 16 4 St li . high Y on the other stde, a note of the same with 
d. I . · · er ng. w c sum I expect ·11 k · d. tsc urgmg. ~ you WI ta e trnrne tate steps for 

All~w me to add, as it would be very disagr~eable to me b bli . 
legal tram, I have to request that no time ma b 1 t . r tad. e o ged to put thts matter into a 

y e os m 10rwar mg a settlement. 

The Rev• Mr Threlkeld 
Dr To Ellis. M. Scott. 

Agent for the Australian Company 

To Bill drawn on W.A. Hankey Esq' London due April 23d 1827 d. I d 
Protest 24/- Com" & E e 8~ / · ls 10nore 
lnte t h. illx . - postage 5 6 Interest 2/3. Postage to N S W 3/9 

res on t ts sum t pat in Leith, say 10 month'i a. 5 pr cent · · · · 

Premium of Exchange on 422 13 10 a. 3 pr cent 

Re exchange on 405.15.6 at 25£ pr Cent being charge on Returned bill 

Sydney 10'" Oct 1827 Sterling 
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[Subscribed] 

£ s d 
400 0 0 

5 15 6 
16 18 4 

422 13 10 
12 13 8 

£435 7 6 
101 8 10 

£536 16 4 



59. To S. MARSDEN 15 October 1827 
[L.l\1.S. Australia Letters. Copy wcloscd with No. 60. Statement, 35.] 

Caddie 
Sir, 

Having now received an actual notice of returned bill for 400£ with cxpcnces, of which the enclosed 

is a copy, I beg to address you respecting its discharge-
As some months will elapse before I can make fmal arrangements respecting the sale of house and 

improvements, I am under the necessity of soliciting your joint signature to a fresh set of bills to cover 

the said amount and expences. 
I would not presume to make this application but from the Directors' resolutions, of which you 

forwarded me a copy authorising our joint signature to bills which they promise to accept, if necessary 
to be drawn to make up the deficiency after the sale of property, should such sale not cover the amount 
of returned bills, they, however, expecting a considerable surplus; But the circumstance of the House 
and improvements being on land held in trust for the Aborigines, no sale can be effected until the land 
is given up to the crown and Government is pleased to confirm the measures already suggested. In the 
mean time the payment of the returned bill and expences occasioned thereby is absolutely needful. 
Your immediate answer is earnestly requested to prevent the unpleasantness of legal proceedings from 

the party -
Protesting against the injustice of the Directors' conduct ... 

60. To W.A. HANKEY 19 October 1827 
[L.Nl.S. Australia Letters. Recciued 24 March 1828.} 

Sir, Sydney 
I beg to apprise you of having drawn in favour of .rvtr Campbell bills of exchange, as described 

underneath, which you will please to honor, for the purpose of bringing to a conclusion the Aboriginal 
Mission at Lake Macquarie agreeably to the Directors' Resolutions duly received -

The enclosed copies of correspondence [see above} will sufficiently shew the impropriety of allowing 
biUs to be returned from non payment the effects of which will recoil upon the Directors when the 
necessary justification of a Missionary's Credit takes place, a circumstance highly deplorable. 

At present I remain in Sydney attending only to the attainment of the Aboriginal Language to which 
place your future communications can be addressed. As soon as the business of the Station can be 
arranged a correct statement of accounts shall be forwarded - [Subscribed] 

£204.17.2 Sterling 

61. From S. MARSDEN 19 October 1827 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Copy. Statement, 35.} 

Dear Sir, Parramatta 
The last six days I have been from home and your letter did not reach me until last night - I am 

much concerned that your bill has been returned dishonored - I had some hope that the Directors 
would have ordered it to have been paid, as it did not immediately come out. As the bill has been returned, 
I do not know what can be done- As you can give no title to the land or property, without the sanction 
of Government which sanction is yet doubtful, the bill cannot be retired on that precarious ground -
The Sum of 536.15.4 is a very large sum. I could not venture to make myself answerable for this amount 
following instructions which I have received from the Directors - If I put my name to the bill I make 
myself responsible. - not long since I did so for a person who was in the Colony from my respect for 
one of the Directors - which bill has been returned and I have had it to pay with all expences -
and shall never receive one penny - Tho this has nothing to do with the Society - I endorsed another 
bill for a friend for 200£ sterling that I have had to pay and have totally lost the whole amount. 
I feel it would be too m11ch for me to risk at the preseut moment until Government say what they will do, or 
rmtil I hear from the Directors, in answer to my letters to them in January last which I may daily expect 
to hear- I propose seeing Mr Campbell on Monday and shall consult with him. I am very tmeasy about 
his bills lest they should be returned which will I know distress him very much - It is an unfortunate 
business and I always was alarmed about it - and told the Deputation what were my views - It is not 
paying the money at last, that can compensate the merchant for his disappointment, should the Directors 

do this-
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62. To E.M. SCOTT 23 October 1827 
[L.M.S. A11stralia Letters. Copy. Statement, 35-36.] 

Sir, ~ In reply to your favour of the 10'" Inst respecting a bill of exchange for 400£ sterlin P S~dne~ 
~E:~:~:~~~i1s:~}~i~iapli:T,~~:~~~~i~~~:d~!~::~1r~i!ii~:~~;~t~dt :,{;;su:r!~n;~~~~:t~ 
; at I ~ust sell

1 
th~ propery. of the Society to pay cl1e returned bill, cannot be ~~~da:;;,o~cb::;.~::t~~ 

s:~~:cin ~~d ~~sisat~, 0gf:~chn: ~~~ ~0 t~~~boriyi~~: ~x~~~~i!~l~n~~~e~~JC:te /hf it •. unless Governdent 
at a loss what measures to pursue - The 25 pr cent I am in£ d b fi . e Circumstance an am 

::~;~:~:n ~d~:tr~; ~~~indec;des i~ shfuld be so. I think that the0~;ecto~s,mJ7avf~~~~L~~~h:h~o~~o 0;',a~ 
fresh set of bills fo cov~r t the s:~oounr~;ilitrhe~~u~ on a proper represe~tation of the cas~ honor my 

~!ln:;;t;r; ~~i~gl~~l£:: :c~th~/':':,~~·t~ ::t: o!pcl~~!~~~rtyl a~.J"~~:!~~ d~!h~r~~e cl~~cbms~:Jc~ 
63. From J. NORTON 26 October 1827 
[L.N!.S. Australia Letters. Copy. Statement, 36.] 

Sir, 
Mr E.M. Scott has placed in my hands a bill of exchan e drawn b Sydney 

which has been protested for non acceptance & non payme~t- y you on W.A. Hankey for 400£ 

. Thedcharges and reexchange on this draft amount to 536.16.4 to recover will 1 M S h 
mstructe me to hold yoH to bail unless the amount is provided for b - c 1 r cott as 

Mr Sc I . . Y you. 
is one of t~~~tr~:e;~e~s 1~::1~~~~~~ ~! :a;~np~ :~~h ste¥s ag~inst you fbutbas. h.is interest in the transaction 

mos rea y way o o tammg payment. 

64. To J. NORTON 27 October 1827 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Copy. Statement, 36.] 

Sir, 
I 1 beg t~ a~knowi:dge your letter of the 26th Inst relative to the returned bill of 400£ and 

- .av~ t s ay ;;rm~n to Mr Marsden for his final answer and will take the earliest~ exRences 
acquamtmg you with hts determination. _ pporttmtty of 

adop~ed.gret much the necessity of Le~al steps but Mr Scott is perfectly justified in the measures he has 

65. To S. MARSDEN 27 October 1827 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Copy. Statement, 36.} 

Sir, 

nd : beg to a~ex a copy o~~~er from M' Norton the Solicitor relative to the returned bill of Ex~h~:~y 
~he a:~eu;~e::1 t ~~~~r0~0";~~e f:~h~; ~~:~~~ Ya~~d ~~lp~~:~:U}~~~~b~~~o ::r.~~~fresh bills to cove~ 
Please direct No 20 Upper Pitt Street Sydney 

66. From S. MARSDEN 29 October 1827 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters Copy. Statement, 36-37.] 

[Subscribed] 

Dear Sir, 
I received your let d .th h Parramatta 

am at a l~ss what ans:;: ~es~~k:yt::t ~ ~r~:~h~f It~:r~~~:n~s ~~~;~i;:c:~:~efiprote}tcd ~ill and I 
do not thmk I am warranted to draw upon them for the amount of the bill i ron: t 1e Dtr.ectors I 
buch concern to see you placed in such difficulties - It will be of no use to ar~es;uestlO~. !~gives me 

ecause you have not the mea~s of retiring the bill. From the last letter I had the Dire~~ours ~:em et~~y 
the property at Lake Macquane; on the mission being given up, will when sold pay the whole or th~ 
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· 1 £ d a wron opinion - I hope when they are acquainted 
greatest part of the bill. In tlhus theilly lave! o

1
nne t gi wt·ll ve~y readily J. oin in stating them to the 

· h 11 1 · t cy w sett c t 1c amoun - . wtt a t 1e ctrcumstances, lf iblc for 50 large a sum_ 1 am afraid Government 
Directors, but I dare not venture~ t~ke my~e rt~Pt~ill prevent the s~lc of the property to any amount 
will give no title to the land at ~a e acquane, ~ 1~~t arrival direct from England when I shall be better 
_I expect to hear from the Duectors b{ the ~r Y

5 
tt will not proceed to the utmost extent of the Law 

able to judge of what can b~ done -.I lope is c~s au have no wish to evade payment or to leave 
against you. I sec no necesst~y fo\ bet dotg th ,t be ysettled without the sanction of the Directors and 
the Colony unti~ the m~tter IS sett e - t ~anna . l to m former letters - It is very probable 
which I trust will be giVen by the next arnvals, In rep y f J Cam bell as the De utation gave him 
the bill would have been paid ~ad ~t passed through t~ han~hi~ circumst;nce j should n~t have negotiated 
authority to h<:>nour all your bills m my prcsenc~ me r~iliould have known that I was not auth.orise~ to 
any of your btlls myself, had you offered dny t ' l ti I hope Mr Scott will wait unol arnvals 
take them. This might nev£ hre ohcurr hto Jou a:~~~~~ss ;~~had the means of retiring the bill -to 
from England~ a~d not go urt Ier t an ~e as to o~u· who arc concerned in it - It is the first bill that 
say the lea.st, 1t 1s a very u~pleasant bubm~~ of the Societies that I know of_ and the Directors must 
has been di~honored ~rom this Count:;' dwel to the trust reposed in them to refuse the payment of the 
have conceived, that 1t was a duty hth Y S d I will endeavour to see the Colomal Secretary, 
bill at the time they did tl~s- Wbeldl I co~el tal ) ndyi will endeavour to see Mr Scott on the subject
and learn from him if anythmg can e one wlt l t 1e an · 

67. To S. MARSDEN 1 November 1827 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Copy. Statement, 37.] 

Sydney 

Sir, . h d r · · · in the signature of fresh bills 
Your letter of the 29th I duly received in whic y~u de m~ Ja~:;~~ouring under a mistaken Idea 

of Exchange. From a pa~sage ~ your let1er -i ~~c:~~m~~t i~overy probable the bill would have been 
as to the reason of the b1lls bemg returne ~ C 0 b 11 &, & In reply to which I would beg to inform 
paid had it passed through the hands of M ami( t~ ~irc~~ors for I was not bound to negotiate my 
Y?u that this plea ca~ot be set ur ad b~lal~ills h~~e been paid anteccedently to tllls by the Directors 
b1~s through any particular C~la~e aid ot ~:s been overned by my instructions and a sense of duty 
wtthout any remark. My w 10

1 
ehcoMn .u:t l Agbort·g,·nes and if not there is a whole colony who 

d · k ffectua t e lSSlon to t1e • ' . d 
en eavo.uru~g to ma e e h . th t I should merit the treatment I have receive . 
can testify 1f there be oug t agamst me a 

68. To [J.] NISBET 31 October 1827 

[L.M.S. Australia Letters.] Sydney 

My Dear Sir, d b u thanks 
Your favour of July 31~1 182~ and the books 11:~~:df~ t~c~~=~ an II ~:1£~1\ ~f\::~~~e:~s it was, 

for the honorable mmmer m which you .hav~ ba I y minded policy of the close committee at 
so it is, and I fear, ever shall be, cmanatm

1
g. rm~ ~le n.arr~ieave the good work than all the opposition 

Austin Friars52- They do more to cause t lCtr tmsslOnane~ 0 Tl · · · a1 In Africa and Our Seas 
ll · h · h d y course of our dunes - us 1s muvers · d 

we natura y meet wtt 111 t e or mar . b t d cry day yesterday I was employe in 
1 1 I D . t rs I am now expectmg to e arres e ev ' d k - T uoug 1 t 1e ucc o . l f . l · Th Deputation requeste me to ta e 

Procuring Bail to save me from a Jail. The stmp e afct lS t ~s -, thee Islands It was an arduous under-
[ h . . h Ab igines instead o retunung o . 11 h 

the charge o t e mtss1o~l to t e or Tl l d d themselves to the Govcrnour to bear a t c 
taking. but I preferr~d lt on. tl.l~t account :- 1Cr P e r~e arin to instruct them in Christianity, and I 
expences of attemptmg to ctvilize t!le ?at~tes :lhl:~ P G~vcr!our might choose to Grant in Tmst for 
was to put up a house &c &c on t 1e an w c e d d I went to reside in the wilderness and 
the Aborigines. On the faith of this the ~over~1ohr ~·c .e - The expcnces which was incurred, is 
used my earnest endeavours to render enectua t be l ISSlton - but the Directors have returned 

b 1 S 1 to be only what was a so utc y necessary- h 
known y persons Oil t Je P0 

. • ll h d a the bill and if I cannot support t e 
me a bill of 400£ Sterling desumg me to sc. t. e pro~rty t~~ rfm~inder can be raised from Government 
mission and my family for 250£ pr year to gt~c tthup 11 .ess, I nnot sell and am therefore sued at law 
. l . l 1 N th land being in trust ror t e natives ca .d d . 
m t 11s co any. ow e f l d b.ll this will have to be dcct e m a court 
f, r 400£ the bill and 136.16.4 expences o t 1e returne t -

0[ equity and thus the expences will be increased. 
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Mr Marsden will not sign with me fresh bills and thus I am harrassed. The fact is Mr Marsden is 
opposed to tl1e Blacks and the concern not originating with himself he opposes it - I speak from facts, 
which I have hitherto kept secret, but which must soon be known to exonerate my integrity - The 
Deputation when here, through an unhappy quarrel never could unite to perform properly there office 
- Indeed Mr Bennet shwmed Mr Tyerman more than it is possible for me to give you an idea of in 
writing. Ask 1\1' Ellis if there is a probability of the truth of this- Did subscribers to the Society know 
the usage we have had from the Managers at home, I am sure there would be a change in the management 
of the Society's concerns - I am defending myself in telling you because the Directors have two years 
advance to insinuate against a Missionary before the Missionary can reply - I hardly dare think of my 
situation; A wife and six children- The disgrace of a returned bill; the prospect of a Jail, The future 
pursuits of life, Tis true they say return to the Islands but if they cannot, as they say bear the expence 
of this mission, how will they provide for increasing families in the Islands. - If the state of their funds 
is really so low, why keep out a Deputation at more than a thousand a year - Why send out so 
many new Missionaries, why form new stations, why expend so many hundreds for Philosoplllcal 
apparatus for cotton machinery &c &c. It is a mercy that I can still trust in that Lord whom I serve 
and who has said Take no (anxious) thought for tomorrow sufficient unto the day is the evil thereo£ 
As I have done hitherto so will I now even cast this burthen upon the Lord and he will sustain it. 
For I cannot - I have sent you a specimen of the language. It has cost me nearly my eyesight for 
I wrote it under a tent and the hot winds came on and have made my eyes so bad that I cannot read 
at night but witl1 difficulty and pain. 

69. To W.A. HANKEY 12 November 1827 
[Pri11ted (Syd11cy). 
studems.] 

Statement, 37-38. Copies in L.M.S. Australia Letters with covering notes to the Directors a11d the Missionary 

SIR, Sydney 
IN consequence of the resolutions from the Directors, allowing no more than £250 for the Mission 

per year, I was under the necessity of discharging the persons already engaged for secular concerns of 
the Mission, at the expiration of their period of service, on the 17th of October, and there being no 
prospect of pecuniary aid from Government together with the notice of actual protest of bills to the 
amount of upwards of £500, it was necessary to effect sales on what property could be disposed of, 
and make arrangements for the sale of house and improvements, if possible, with Government, when 
the land would revert to them on the Mission being abandoned. The first step necessary was to place 
Mrs. Threlkeld and six children where we should be safe from personal danger, which would not have 
been tl1e case could we have remained in the woods without the members of our establishment. We left 
our station on the 17th of September, leaving two prisoners in charge of the premises, and arrived in 
Sydney, after being driven back by contrary winds, on the 21st. Arrivals from Engla11d brought out a £400 
bill dishonoured by the Directors - Thus, withqut previous enquiry into my conduct, blasting my 
credit, and injuring that of other Societies and impeaching my character as having drawn tmwarrantably 
on the Treasurer. - Legal proceedings have been resorted to, as Mr. Marsden does not feel himself 
authorised to join with me in issuing fresh bills to pay the ones returned. A charge of £25 per cent, 
besides other expenses, is demanded, which must be decided by the Supreme Court of Law in this Colony, 
as these bills will be made a precedent. I am detained a prisoner, obliged to state the facts of the case 
to exonerate my character as a Missionary to my friends; this becomes public, the Deputation and 
Directors are censured, and the cause of Missions ultimately suffers through hasty acts of persons in 
authority, living 13,000 miles from the sphere of action, besides which my own health and spirits, as 
well as that of Mrs. Threlkeld•s, suffering from anxiety; friends who have assisted in the cause grieved 
and staggered; the enemies of a Mission to the Blacks triumphing; and all these things occasioned, not 
from any improper conduct on my part, but arising from tl1at tmaccountable policy which has driven 
so many Missionaries from the field, wlllch is still grieving the hearts of those now engaged in the work, 
and which is tempting others to leave the Society in disgust. The expenses attached to the injudicious 
measure adopted by the Directors, in returning the bill, are painful to calculate, the result it is impossible 
to forseee. But for Mr. Campbell cashing me bills for the support of myself and family here at Sydney, 
until final arrangements arc made, [ must have shipped myself and family on board this conveyance 
for England direct. I challenge inquiry- a_ fair open inquiry, into my conduct. I have attempted most 
earnestly, to the best of my judgement and ability, to make effectual a Mission to the Aborigines of 
New Soutl1 Wales, but instead of receiving support and encouragement from the Directors, I am 
rewarded with the stigma of a returned bill, and tl1e prospect of a gaol. 

[Subscribed] 
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Dear Friend, . d 
I do not know where the academy is since the Dea~h of Doct. Bougue53 I send you tlus to forwar 

to the Students to guard them against the trials to whtch many have been exposed. - Tomorrow or 

next day I shall be arrested. - Yours truly, L.E. Threlkeld 

To the Students intending to engage in the Missionary work under the Directors of the London Missionary 

Society 

Dear Brethren, . . 
Let me eamestl entreat you as you value your usefulness and future prospects m life - Not to 

leave England unlessy you have a ft111 clear and perfect understanding ~s to moner matt~rs. both for your 
o~ support and as to the extent to which you may be allowed to go m ydour vanou~llnubsslOnarly etndgage-d 

· · · d 'f u o you Wl e neg ec e an ments -Do not trust to foretgn Dtrectors or supennten ants 1 yo d.sh d 
perhaps driven from your work through neglect as many others have been - Be not 1 eartene as 
to the work itself trust in God but take heed and beu;are of men. 

p S To the Directors of the present year a copy each would have been forwarded but for ~1~ circumsta~ce 
of ~ot having a list or the address - A statement of the whole case from ~rst to last ts m preparlXbl~ 
and shall be sent to every member of the Society in some shape or other. Silence on my part wou 

construed into criminality. 

70. To W.A. HANKEY 15 November 1827 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 7 April1828. Statement, 38.] 

. Sydney 

Str I beg to inform you of having been arrested this day for £536 16s. 4d. the amount of tlte bill returned 

and expences -

The Sheriff's officer trusted to my word that I will be at his house tomorrow morning w~h ?ail h 
fortunate! MT Bourne and Mr Hayward were here and accepte~ as ~ail -:- but you must evtse t e 
plan how~ am to be liberated from Jail when the trial is settled whtch will be m February or March next. 

Unless missions are conducted upon better principles than they have been hither~o ~ou will lose 
your subscribers and agents, and none will have conf1dence to venture under the Society s patronage. 

71. From JOHN JACKSON 24 November 1827 
[B.F.B.S. Foreign Correspondence Outwards 1827 Vol. 2 p. 261.} 

London 
Dear Sir . . 

I have to acknowledge to you on the part of the Committee o~ our Society your v~ry mteres~mg 
th ' short letter of the 16. May last which only reached us a short ume ago. They fee\ htghly gra~ed 
byo the specimen you were so kind ;s to transmit them of the language of the pdor peop e amo~g b:_ om 

ou are em lo ed and while they trust that your labours of love and your en eavours to ~a e own 
Ytte way ofpSal:adon to them will be blessed, they hope also that the day mal not ~~ ~a~ dts~nt wren 
the rna be furnished with a portion at least of the S. Scriptures and th~s e ena e or t emsc ves 
to :ead the word of Life and Light. Any Communication which you.may th~ pr{e~ h~reafter to fa~e 
to us on tills interesting Subject connected with the progress made m th~ stu Y o t e anguage 0 t e 
natives either on the part of yourself or your Son will be received here wtth very great pleasure, &. when 
the time is arrived that a part of the S. Scriptures has bee~ translated into .it, mo~~~p~oba~ly fcljry assistadcd 
that is compatible with the rules, the objects & the Vtcws of the Society wt e c eer Y expen e 
towards promoting its more general usefulness. -

With the renewed Assurance that our Society takes an unabated interest in the prosperity of that 
important Work in which you, with so many other Servants of the Lord, are engaged, · · · 
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72. To THE EDITOR, SYDNEY GAZETTE 14 January 1828 
[Published 18 Jauuary 1828. Statement, 49-50.] 

Sir, 
The Editor of tl1e Australian Quarterly Journal,54 in his review of the Specimens of a Dialect of 

the Aborigines of New South Wales, Art. 2, has alluded to the circumstances of the mission, in terms 
which render it necessary to explain. The London Missionary Society is perfectly ignorant of my un
pleasant situation. The Directors, as a body, are uninformed of it as yet; and the Committee, who have 
taken upon themselves to act in the manner which has plunged me into the most perplexing difficulties, 
may, have possibly been misled by false representations from this Colony. 

I am not conscious of committing any unintentional error, or I would avow it, and any gentleman 
may see my accounts and instructions, to satisfy themselves on this subject. I have drawn up a statement 
for the Directors of the London Missionary Society, to be sent to each individual, demanding investigation; 
the result of which I must await, before any new arrangements as to my future employment in this 
Colony, or the South Sea Islands, can take place. 

The Committee returned me a bill of£ 400, directing me to sell the mission property and take it up; 
but, to provide for my personal safety, in the case of the property when sold, not covering the amount, 
they request the Rev. Mr. Marsden to sign with me fresh bills, which bills so signed they resolve to 
honor, and have written to us both to that effect. The house and improvements of land could not be 
sold without an arrangement with Government, as the ground is to be in trust for the natives. Such articles 
as were disposable have been turned into cash, and paid into tlte hands of my agent. But Mr. Marsden does 
not feel himself authorised to join with me in signing fresh bills to pay those returned; the consequence is, a 
law process against me to compel the Committee at home to send out the money. The Committee prohibits 
my drawing for any more than £250 per year for the support of myself, wife, and family of six children, 
and for objects strictly Missionary; and if the Government does not meet all other expenses beyond that sum 
for tlte Aborigines, I am desired to abandon the Mission, and return to the South Sea Islands. 

I had ascertained that Mr. Marsden would not sign with me fresh bills before I left Lake Macquarie. 
I had information that Government could not assist.- I had notice of the returned bills from the treasurerfs; 
and I found by experience, that the next year's expense would be nearly £500. Therefore, I do not 
conceive myself at all hasty in quitting the scene of labours, surrounded as I was with such overwhelming 
difficulties, and taking up my abode in Sydney, where my presence is required for many reasons, and 
wait until the Directors and Society arc acquainted in England with my circumstances, and apply a remedy. 

There are a few persons here who have intimated that they would subscribe annually for the benefit 
of the Aborigines, rather than the Mission should be totally abandoned. But I fear that the Editor has, 
unintentionally, by his allusions to dissetlt, prejudiced the case, which is evident he wishes to support. 
To prevent which, I will frankly avow my object, namely, to teach from the Scriptures alone 
Chri[s]tianity, independent on any human system, or human form of Church Government, leaving 
those who may embrace the Gospel, to attach themselves to any Christian church, as may be most 
consistent to their own views and consciences, guided by the word of God. Such also is the fundamental 
principle of our Society, which consist of Christians of all denominations. 

I take this opportunity of contradicting the report that I have refused pecuniary aid from Government; 
to say the least, it is a gross misrepresentation. 

Any suggestions tending to the benefit of the Aborigines will meet with prompt attention, if 
addressed to my residence, No. 20, Upper Pitt-street, Sydney. 

L.E. THRELKELD 

73. From ROBERT CAMPBELL 18 February 1828 
[Archives, C.S.l.L., re Land 120, copy enclosed in 28/1478 (in 45/514); Statement, 52.] 

Sir, Campbell's Wharf 
I have to inform you that your Bill dated Lake Macquarie Jany 3Pt 1827 for £194.1s.ld. on 

William Hankey Esqr is protested for non acceptance. - As I had remitted this in my private Acct to a 
friend in England - he was at the trouble to enquire the cause and the following is an extract of his 
letter received pr Cape Packett dated 15 Augst 1827 -

I wrote you on the 3d Inst advising Mr Threlkeld's Bill being protested but I did not then 
enclose the Protest as I waited an opportunity to learn from Mr Hankey whether the Bill 
would be paid and urged to him the probable inconveniences that the Missionaries would 
be put to if their drafts were dishonored - his reply was they will have money enough if 
they only draw through the proper chatmel and desired the Protest to be forwarded to you 
- I hope you will recover the money. 
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74. To ALEXANDER M'LEAY 19 February 1828 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., re Land 120, Reg. No. 28/1478 (in 45/514); Statement, 53.] 

Sir, 20 Pitt Street Sydney 

At your request I beg to hand you a copy of the Letter from the Honourable R. Campbell [No. 73} 
containing the reason of protest for other bills by W.A. Hankey Esqr. - I have also waited on Mr 
Norton the Solicitor respecting the proposal. The Rcvd S. Marsden yesterday informed me he had made 
to pay the 400£ bill and costs with £8 pr cent provided the matter was not brought into the Supreme 
coLUt- Mr Norton informed me that he accidentally saw Mr Marsden at the sale of Church lands and 
that he just said he had better take the sum or he would get nothing else - to which Mr Norton 
replied that they would keep me in prison until the whole money was paid on which he said no more 
on the subject. _ss 

[Subscribed] 

P .S. This Bill of £194 ls. 1d. I sent up to Mr Marsden for his signature but he declined saying there was 
no necessity for it. Mr Campbell wrote me the Revd Gentleman's answer- My letter of advice informed 
Mr Hankey of the circumstance so that no other chmel was available. 

75. To THE EDITOR, THE AUSTRALIAN 13 March 1828 
[Published 14 March 1828.] 

Sir, 

I am sorry to be under the necessity of assuring you that Doctor Lang, tmder the signature of 
Nisimachus, has again published gross misrepresentations of my concerns, in yesterday's paper (Wednes
day).56It is perfectly unnecessary for me to say any thing more on the subject in this Colony. A statement 
is in progress, addressed to the Directors of the Society in Great Britain, who, I apprehend will remedy 
the present grievances under which I labour, the moment they are made acquainted with the circum
stances of the case. -

76. To W.A. HANKEY 29 March 1828 
(L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 10 September 1828. Statement, 72. With enclost~res, 54, 55, 56.] 

Sir, Sydney 

The Revd S. Marsden has drawn on you for the amount, I believe, of the returned bill and law 
expences, he declining to join with me in signing bills of exchange according to the resolutions. -
However as the matter is now at rest, my future bills will be drawn on the treasurer without the inter
ference of agency as before st'lted. - I am now at liberty, and as the Governor has kindly allowed my 
request of four men rationed on the stores which together with the 250£ allowed pr year by the Society 
will enable me to return and pursue my endeavours to obtain the language at Lake Macquarie. -
I hasten to inform you of this circumstance - a statement will be shortly handed to every individual 
Director and Missionary of the Society.- It is private not published to the World.- I mention this lest 
it should be apprehended that my irritated state of feelings might have betrayed me to injure the society 
by a publick exposure, before the Body of Directors have had time to apply a remedy to the evils 
complained of. - I have seen your new resolutions relative to sick wives of Missionaries, in your letter 
to the Revd R. Bourne, allowing the wives if afflicted to remove for the beneftt of health, but not the 
husband to attend her on the voyage where his sympatl1ies would be the most desirable, he being 
strictly forbidden to leave his station on any accmmt, his own health excepted!- Such a Cold, Calculating, 
Cruel resolution, will, when published, prevent married men of feeling and respectable women of 
reflection, from becoming Missionaries to the London Missionary Society. - I could not teach such 
principles to the Heathen as Christian principles, I therefore enter my serious and solemn protest against 
their adoption. 
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77. To ALEXANDER M'LEAY 21 May 1828 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2045), Reg. No. 28/4304, enclosing Return.] 

Sir, 
On S d 1 1 d Lake Macquarie 

the Black a~:ti~~s ~~ Iwhicht~~ ~sof~Uo:sreceiving your letter dated zgth April requesting a return of 

1. Old Jackey's TribeS? [Subscribed] 

{hehe is 110 J?roper name for a tribe[,} all the persons returned arc related to him by 
~~~ or marnagc and therefore congregate together as one family for defence, assistance 

2. Usual Place of Resort 
Newcastle and Lake Macquarie. 

The landed [sic] bounded by S. Reid's Mistake the entrance to Lake Mac uaric N b 
~wrastle & f:Iunter'~ River, W by the five Islands on the head of Lake Macq~arie io mil:S 

o our Statton. This botmdary, about 14 miles N and s by 13 E d W · 'd d 
as their own land. · · an , ts CotlSI ere 

3. Numbers of Men - 24. Women 26. Boys 10. Girls 4. 
4
· F~~ fhe M~n itl~. For the Women Blankets. For tlte Boys Frocks & trowsers. For the 

h~~ss ~l;ardet:. ets. A few tommyhawks and hoes for 6 men who are preparing for 

~~;o~:~g~~~~:.~eh~~eT:~~e.~a:;P~~:u~~~rrif'd!,J they are occasional :sitors, as well as the tribe on clie 
they will exceed the numbers of this rct~n~c urrung a correct num er at present but do not conceive 
The names in English and Native t1 cl · d · 
[see p. 360]. on te o ter SI e IS to prevent a second issue to the same individual 

78. To W.A. HANKEY 23 May 1828 
[L.MS. Australia Letters. Received 29 December 1828.] 

Sir, 
I beg to advise o f h . d . fa Lake Macquarie 

Sterlin which will ~e:Ct c avmg rawn m vour of Robert Campbell Esqr a set of bills for £171.9.10. 
for re!oval are not yet ~en~v: ~~~~bees upd to the_ neJw com~lCnccment of the Mission, my accounts 
- I have just received a letter from the eGma e up m uned ~ en the full account shall be forwarded 

• l . l ovemor to sen m a return of the Bl k ti d 
state w Iat arttc es should be recommended to be issued' 1 , a~ n~ ves an to 
to the accounts of the Aboriginal Mission. . . Be P cased to honor the satd bills and place 

79. To W.A. HANKEY 29 May 1828 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 5 December 1828.] 

Sir, 

I beg to advise you of havin dr f b"ll f . . Lake Macquaric 
or his Order for 125£ Sterling f~r v:~ a se~ o db _so thts ~ate m £1.vour of Mr Charles Appleton 
Mission from the ztst of April 1828 to Occtr~cl~~v~828 e.:~clnb ·lt montl~s allowance for the Aboriginal 
the accounts of the Mission 011 clie n 1 1 s you will please to honor and place to ew arrangement. 

80. To W.A. HANKEY 4 August 1828 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 26 March 1829. With statemetlt of e>.pmses.] 

Sir, 

I beg to advise you of having drawn of this date in fav f Lake Macquarie 
of Exchange for one hundred and thirt s ~ d l ' . o~r 0 Mr C. Appleton or his Order bills 
expellees of the Aboriginal Mission on ~h~x JW1~s:ab~sh~~:~~llit1~ h1~_fi.ve pcnc: being the concluding 
place to the account of the mission _ I can nl b h '.w ~ Ills y~u will please to honor and 

o Y o serve t at lt arrords me smcere pleasure to draw the 
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1827 
Sept. 21 
1828 
April 21 

Deer 21 
to 
April 21 
Sept. 21 
and 
April 21 
April 26 

1827 
Novr 16 

1828 
Feby. 16 
May 23 
Aug. 4 

last bills of a Station, in which I have had no personal advantage, but, been subject to much misunder
standing, ill feeling, and hardship. - The accounts accompany this which closes the Old cancer~ to 
last April2P'- My not receivin~ my accou?"t current fro~ Mr Campbell ~ut rec~ntly (who has wntten 
declining to negotiate any more btlls) and ~emg only funushed a !cw days s_mce With my account newly 
opened with Mr C. Appleton (who has kindly offered to negotiate _the bills and be my agent _free of 
charge,) together with many other circumstanc~s delayed my c1l~smg the account and drawmg ~he 
ballance bill before. -This account for the first bill drawn May 29 on the new arrangement preccedmg 
this in point of time. 

[Subscribed] 
Expcnccs of Aboriginal Mission New South Wales from ~epr 2JS' 1827. to 
April 2P1 1828 during its suspension in consequence of bemg arres~e~ for a 
returned bill of Exchange. L.E. Threlkeld MtsslOnary. 

Ballance due as pr printed Statement of Ace's . . . 
To 7 month's board, clothing,·fuel, c.mdles, washing, servants ~a!?es for Self, Wtfe, Stx duldren 

during our residence at Sydney until the business of the Mtsston was arranged 
Schooling for 4 children at day schools 
House rent for 6 months 
Provisions for the two men left in charge at the Mission Lake Macquarie 

Expences on removal to Sydney and back again on the resumption of the Mission 

To printing statement in order to save the necessity of my Voyage to England. Mr Howe 
generously charged only the bare cxpences of material &c. 

Commission to Agent . 
To Re-purchase of Agricultural impleme~ts.' Harness, Furniture, Seed wheat & Sundrtes sold by 

auction at the abandonment of the Mtsston 

Paid for a Bail Bond when arrested 

21 2 

175 0 0 
11 5 6 
26 0 0 
11 17 2;l 

79 14 6~ 

25 0 0 
8 0 4 

92 15 10 

1 0 0 

£451 15 6~ 
By net proceeds of sale by Auction &c. for Carpenter's tools, Agricultural implements, Harness, 

Furniture, Wheat, and Sundries, Deduct 78 3 3 

Net expence to the L.M. Society 

By one set of bills o~ W.A. Hankey Esqr 3~ days sight in favour of R. Campbell Esqrr 
By ditto dmo dmo R. Campbell Esq 
By ditto ditto ditto Mr C. Appleton 

£373 12 3 

65 11 0 
171 9 10 
136 11 5 

£373 12 3 

August 4" 1828 
L.E. Threlkeld. 

81. To W.A. HANKEY 6 October 1828 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 6 June 1829.] 

S
. Lake Macquarie 
If, 

I beg to advise you of having drawn, of this date, a set of bills in favour of ~r Charles_ Appleton 
on Order for one hundred and twenty five pounds Sterling for _valu~ received .bemg one stx months 
Allowance for the support of the mission to April 2P1 1829, whtch btlls you wtll please to honor and 
place to the. accounts of the Aboriginal Mission on the new arrangement. . 

[Subscnbcd] 
P.S. A report will be drawn up- by Decemr - Flour is now £2 10 .. pr 100 lbs such is the scarcity 

in_ tllls Colony. 
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82. To THE EDITOR, SYDNEY GAZETTE 8 September 1828 
[Published 19 September 1828.] 

Sir, 

In the Pamphlet lately published by J.D. Lang, D.D. which I only had an opportunity of seeing 
two days since, the author has represented me in a manner perfectly inconsistent with truth. I beg therefore 
the favour of your allowing me the opportunity of contradicting the writer's statement. 

In the narrative of the settlement of the Scots Church, page 103, the author says thus: "It is singular 
indeed, that every degree of opprobrium which the author has met with in this Colony, in reference 
to the Scots Church, should have had its origin in the Commissary's family. He will adduce only one 
other instance of the £"lCt. About a year after the author's return to the Colony, a meeting of the Bible 
Society was held in Sydney. One of the Episcopal Chaplains was in the chair, and another happened to 
read the report. The author followed, and addressed the meeting at considerable length; he was succeeded 
by !"1r. L.E. Threlkeld, a Missionary to the Aborigines, under the auspices of the London Missionary 
SoCiety; to whom the author stood well affected, but whom he had never met with and never seen before. 
Tills Gentleman, however, had been invited to reside at the Commissary's, and had received such accounts 
of the author, and the Scots Church, as Mr. W. [Wemyss] was in the habit of giving, to those who were 
likely to make the requisite return, along with cite salt of his hospitality. 

To the author's utter astonishment, therefore, Mr. T. prefaced his observations, by informing the 
meeting, "that there were ministers of religion in this Colony, who were in the habit of giving eloquent 
addresses at the Meetings of Religious Societies, but whose conduct in other respects was altogether in
consistent with their professions." As the author was the only minister who had addressed the Meeting 
before Mr. T. and as his observations had evidently been well received, the allusion was too direct, and 
its object too palpable to be misunderstood. But as it was the first attempt which he had ever witnessed 
in this Colony, to sow discord in a religious society, and as he did not feel it requisite to disturb the 
harmony of the Meeting, by vindicating any part of his conduct from the inuendos of Mr. Threlkeld, 
he allowed this remark to pass unnoticed." Now, the whole of this passage contains a deliberate untruth. 
The Meeting to which tills alludes was some two years since, and when I addressed the Meeting, I knew 
not that the speaker who preceded me was J.D. Lang, D.D. nor did the Doctor enter into my mind, 
nor did I make any allusions to him, or utter any inuendos in any way whatever. It is a pity that 
a young minister, so very apt at Scripture did not act on the precept, "If thy brother shall trespass against 
thee, go and tell him his fault between thee and him alone," rather than suffer a supposed offence to 
rankle in Ills mind whilst nearly two years have gone down upon his wrath. So fat from this slanderous 
insinuation rcsp~cting Mr. Wemyss being correct, it was not for months afterwards that I saw a copy 
of the letter wntten by Dr. Lang, full of the most gross insults to Mr. and Mrs. W., which letter was 
addressed to the Deputy Commissary General, at Hobart Town, in wlllch the Doctor most unfeelingly 
attr~butes the death of Mr~. Wemyss' infant to a just retribution from God, as a mark of his displeasure 
agamst that Lady, respectmg tlte Scots Church!!' The Doctor has forgotten to notice this part of his 
letter in his publication. And the precept, "Be ye kind, tender hearted, full of compassion," was equally 
forgotten whilst the author was exulting in a mother's woe! 

~ pa~e_104 the writer states, "It was~ second tmprovoked interference with the author on tlte part 
of tlus M1ss10nary, th_at l_ed, thro~gh a t~am of circumstances, with which it is unnecessary to acquaint 
the reader, to the pubhcatton of this narrative at the present moment. Mr. T. had published a series ofletters 
on Popery in the Sydney Gazette,58 one of which had called forth a reply from one of the Roman 
Catholic priests, in which the Rev. Gentleman had the hardihood to hold up Luther and Calvin as 
licentious men, who had left the Ronllsh Communion, because its unsullied purity would not tolerate 
their profligate manners. So very slanderous an insinuation the author could not suffer to pass unnoticed, 
in a young Colony like this; and he therefore wrote a few remarks on the Priest's letter, in the course 
of which he not only vindicated the character of these great Reformers but produced Roman Catholic 
evidence to illustrate the character of the Roman Catholic Church, immediately prior to the Reformation. 
And as Mr. Threlkeld had gone very much out of his way, to hold up the author with his academical 
degrees and "Geneva cloak," in contradistinction to himself as a person who possessed an exclusive title 
to "Christian man," he took the liberty to add, that Mr. Threlkeld was the Missionary to the Aborigines, 
who had expended upwards of £2000 in forming a petty settlement at Reid's Mistake, and who, after 
this vast expenditure of public money, had come to Sydney to write on the Catholic question, because 
he thought £250 a-year, "the salary allowed him by the London Society insufficient for his maintenance 
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as a Missionary to the blacks." It is really painful to be .obliged to say th~t this ext~act is also replete 
with falsehood. I never held up the author or his acadenucal degrees to notice, nor did. I know that the 
Doctor possessed a "Geneva cloak," nor did I think even as the author a~rrms I dtd. !'lad not ~he 
Doctor's common sense been blinded by prejudice, and almost suffocated by Jeal?usy of Ius _acadcmi~al 
honours he would have perceived that the writer of those letters was only narrowmg the quest/On betwa:t 
Catholi~s and Protestants, by rejecting every designation but that of"Christia11," and not m~ki~g personal 
allusions to any individual in the world. But Job says truly, "great men are not ~lways wtse. Nor docs 
it now create wonder that the Doctor should make ill-natured remarks respecting the concerns of the 
Mission, when he was labouring under such a strong delusion, or that he s~ould like Paul, when 
"exceeding mad", hail to destruction those whom he ?~posed. The opp~rturuty, therefore, ~£forded 
by the misunderstanding which existed respecting the Missto?• was too ~,rectous to. be lost,. ~t;d 1t ceases 
to surprise, that the Doctor, under the influence of such feelings should render evil _for e:nl , althou&h 
such evil _existed only in his own creative fancy; this may account for the contempttb~e stlly rema.r~ m 
page 105. "The author could say much of the very it~udicious manner in which the a~aus of the ~tsston 
to the Aborigines have hitl1erto been conducted by Mr. Threlkeld; but he forbears. Now, I wtsh.for 
no forbearance in this matter. It is the duty of Dr. Lang, as an honest man, not to ~c a part.aker of cnme 
by concealment. The Directors of the Society are the fit persons to be made acquamted wtth the nature 
of his charges against their Missionary, and justice demands that a copy of such ~tatement should be sent 
to me, to prepare a defence against spec!fic charges, by the same conveyance wl~ch may c~nv~y both at 
one time to England, or a more speedy plan can be adopted, ~y the Doctors commurucatmg to the 
Rev. Samuel Marsden, who is a Director and Agent to the Sonety, all that the Doctor kn~ws on ~e 
subject. It is very lamentable to perceive so much bitterness, a~d wra0-, and anger, and evil speaking 
exist, without taking some prompt measures to check the growmg evtl. If Doctor. L~n!? do~s not take 
one or other of these legitimate steps now pointed out, to establish the truth of his msmuat1ons, some 
other means must be resorted to, for the purpose of staying his calunmies. 

Lake Macquarie, Sept. 8, 1828. 

83. To DANIEL TYERMAN 19 November 1828 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters.] 

L.E. THRELKELD 

My dear Friend, Lake Macquarie 

By this time I hope you are safely arrived in England and ended the peregrination wh~ch as to its 
beginning is now old and almost forgotten, whilst the scenes are so changed, that to publish of them 
now, would alinost bring suspicion on the truth of former facts. -I allude to th~ accounts of the Islands 
which it appears is sinking fast into the pit dug by Satan to destroy the pleasmg prosp.ec.ts fo~merly 
effected by the introduction of the Gospel59 - It is no more than must be ~xpected. A stftmg ttme -
that the truly pious may be made manifest. - I~ only shows ~atan feels l11S loss. - And I .a~ sor_ry 
to fmd that he has taken a Seat in all the Committees to sow dtssentton among them and Mtsstonartes 
-It is so with the Wesleyans they have returned bills to their Missionaries in Sydney - ~e fact is so~ne 
pretended Saim some outward professing Holy Apostle has written slanderously to the Com'?uttee respectmp 
the Missionary Expenditure. - It is the only feasible ground of attack to rout all tl~e Tub Preachers · 
The Sectarians 'form this rising Empire' we must not attack them openly but thetr expences are so 
enormous, so &c, 'that we must apprise the Committees and tltey will check them so as to leave ~he 
Missionaries without means and then we need not fear, we can compete with them! - Our Cat.echists 
can prevent their entrance into their Districts and th.e Colony will be ~holly under a. R~~pectable Eptsc?pal 
Establishment aided by A Respectable Presbytenan of the Established Scots. Kuk .. - Now thts as 
respects communications to England is. not sup~ositious. the Wesleyan C?mnnttee have frankly owned 
it and foolishly betrayed the missionanes by actmg on It. - Well wh.1.t ts the consequence 'W_hy some 
of the missionaries disgusted leave the Society others return home. -.And the ~ecret ener~m~s la~gh 
at the success of their schemes. Confidence is completely destroyed betwiXt Committees & Mtsstonanes. 
Explanations will ensue the Publick will judge righteously when informed of all the facts and the secr~t 
monuments of pretended friends and if the witnesses are destroyed for three days and a half we have tlus 
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consolation that they will rise again _to ~he confusion of their enemies. - Doctor Lang to whom Mr 
Mars~cn could lend on mortgage With mterest seven hundred pounds has written a pamphlet Called 
~he history of ~he Sc?tts Church - full of Gross falshoods and misrepresentations. - An action for libel 
IS h:ought agamst h1~ by .Eld~r60 - whom _a~ong scores of others he has attacked - I have replied 
to lum because a verdtct _oJLtbel m our pr~sent ndiculous system oflibellaw docs not invalidate the charges. 
- However he has dnvcn away the p10us_ part of his Congregation and it is lamentable that a young 
man so well suppo~ted by government wtth so fine an opportunity should disregard his prospects of 
usefulness ~o vent h~s spleen. - Mr and Mrs. Wemyss who are the burden of his song - are gone to 
England sailed I. beheve last week. Mr W. ';ill lay the matter be~ore Government at home with ~fficial 
docume~ts provmg the falshood of Dr Lang~ wo~k- he ~ave [stc] favoured me with copies so I speak 
from evtden~e. - An Independant Interest. ts bemg established at Sydney. - Mr Bourne can inform 
you the particulars. - Every Independant tf truly so from principle will assist the infant cause several 
hundred potmds are ready for the list - but not being on the spot I say no more lest I mistate.61 
- The Lady62 about whom you communicated with the Revd S. Marsden - (So he informed Mrs 
Wemyss and others)- Is lately married to Deputy CornY Moody, Hobart Town, but I have not heard 
where. Sax: .Bannister E~q r is at present. - I despise those who can betray confidential affairs in order 
to exctte ndtcule. I received. a parcel from Mr Bennet of two books which he borrowed - they came 
from 0-e Isle of France I beheve and I gladly received them again. - Looking over the letter I perceive 
I me.nttoned Mr M~rsden•s .loan but not my reason for mentioning it - namely to shew his 'Valuable 
S~rvtces to the Soct~ty' whtch requested him to sign bills with me but no, - 'he could not take upon 
himself the amount tt would be too 11111ch for him'. Vide his letters in the Statement one of which I have 
~orwarded to you. - When he was lending out money on interest to the Doctor at nearly the same 
tlme as well as to others w~om he knew were Infidels - and who have repaid him with Stings. -
I have not heard fro~ the Dtrectors for a twel~emonths past - So that I enjoy a little respite and peace 
for the present. -This has often comforted us 111 the Islands that we should be vexed by communications 
for two or three years after we had written. - But such things ought not to be. - The Missionaries 
and Director_s ought to be one and the former be encouraged by the latter to whom we should be able 
to look as fnends and Bre~hren. - I pr_ay? God the time may speedily arrive when Christ shall separate 
the chaff from the wheat 111 all the .sonettes and then they will flourish abundantly in peace; but whilst 
the wheat pay so much court to Gtlded Chaff, Offences will arise and Christ and Belial cannot coalese. 
- The Arch Dea:on is re~~ming to England - for which I am sorry, as a private Gentleman he 
possess~s many anuable quaht;tes he sympathises with me in my perplexities and spoke to the Governor 
respectmg my case -. so he informed me one day in the street and but for each of us being that day 
gomg on board he satd he should be glad of my company to dine. - As to this Colony it is full of 
Bushrangers.63- I was close on the heels of five when I went overland to Sydney to take leave of Mr 
& Mrs Wemyss. -I had one Man and a Black with me and being armed with pistols we went boldly 
on. but I was glad we did not overtake them, but had to tum off the road befor~ we came upon 
my return. A Black an American told me had a letter from Mrs T. - that he had been there - that 
the Bushr~gers had been to our house - that her Brother, whom I left in charge was in pursuit, that 
0-ey h~~ killed t~ee sheep - but unfortunately he had lost letter in the bush .- He was living at the 
1lll1 wattmg for Ius master he said - however it came out that it was all a falshood - he had been to 
o~tr place and remained .two days hav_ing decei':ed th~m with a plausible story- And was a bushranger 
hims.elf. - We are obliged to send 111 protection wtth our dray to Newcastle or it would be robbed 
com~ng out. - Set.tlers. a~e selling all their stock & farms - Merchants are compounding and this 
horn_dly dear place ts ruuung hundreds. - We arc gathering in our wheat of which there has been a 
scarcity so muc~1 so as to make flour .50/- pr 100 l?s·. -:- There are considerable doubts respecting the 
present harvest m consequence of a blight - ours IS Injured - and our land is very bad - but hope 
we shall have enough to carry us on next year without which the allowance would never hold out. 

It was under co~templation my taking a voyage to England and personally rebut and explain, but 
the expen~e, loss of tll~e •. and last not least sea sickness weighed against it- At present there is no prospect 
of my se~mg you ~gamm the flesh64- Unless you come out again in a private or publick capacity. -
Though tf I found 1t necessary to defence to visit England sea sickness nor any other consideration would 
prevent, personal inconvenience would be disregarded whenever I was satisfied in my oum mind it was 
my duty. 

, Ou~ fatnily ar~ ~ll we~ Joseph speaks fluently to the Blacks we having only six at present but are 
Advancmg Australia . Hopmg you have fotmd your dear family all well and are in health yourself in 

which Mrs T cordially unites ... 
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84. To ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 13 December 1828 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., 1828/10178 - 20 December 1828.] 

Lake Macquarie 
Sir 1 Th r . . h 

The enclosed document is from J. Wilks who is a resident at Newcast c ~ e app tcatJ.on IS s~c 
as would come under the clause in the deed of trust for a portion of land for the Fema!c _sh~ be~ng 
a descendant from a Black (the clause is aru1exed). I will thank you to obta~ the hGo~bn~r .5 mu~atlbn 
as to the view Government takes on the application of Europe~ns marrymg t e ongmes t ere Y 
entitling them to small farlllS on the grant of 10,000 acres at thts place. . 

The Black girl, or rather Creal, was formerly in the Orphan school, is vcr">: young. The Man IS 

middle aged, free, of his Character the Magistrates at Newcastle are best a~quamtc~. 
Should his Excellency decide on allowing the 30 acres to the Girl on her bet~g. mar~e~ to a E~ud_pead 

it will form a precedent and others in all probability will apply - The pecuhanty 0 t c case m uce 
1 11 Chid''65 me to lay the matter hcfore 1is Exce ency ror s ectswn. [Subscribed} 

CLAUSE FROM THE DEED OF TRUST 

'And that at the request of the chief Appointee or Appointees aforesaid, They (tl~t 
Trust) shall convey, and they are hereby empowered to co~vey, ~or term o.f year~ ~r m .ta • 
or in fcc simple, any portion of the said lands not cxceedmg thir~y. acres m .sue sttuauo:s 
as the said, Appointee or Appointees may select, t? any ~~ongmal Nauve, or to a y 
offspring of Black and white par~nts, subje~t to thts conviCtion that the same shall not 
be sold, let, or given to any whttc person. 

85. To W.A. HANKEY 25 April 1829 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 4 September 1829.] 

Lake Macquarie 
Dear Sir, E r 1 · 

I beg to advise you of having drawn of this date a set of bills in favour .of E.~. Scott .sq or hs 
order for (£125) One hundred and twenty five pounds Sterling for Value reccth_~dhbb1ig one SD\lott s 
allowance for the support of the mission from April 2P1 to Oct 2P' 1829 w tc 1 s you wt P ease 
to honor and place to the account of the Aboriginal Mission. 

86. To ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 13 July 1829 

[Archives, C.S.I.L., re Land, Box 195, Reg. No. 29/5712.] 
· Lake Macquarie 

Str, . l fi t f Iand66 to make provision 
I wish to make application to hts Excellency t te Governor or a gran 1 ~ 1 . . l . tl . t tl 

for my rising large family of five daughters and ~wo hsons the eldest ~f h:~~ \ t~a~owpro~ur~s re~~~:bl~ 
car _ The annexed is a statement of property, ror t e correctness o w . . . 

~ou~hers, if necessary, I shall be obliged by your laying the matter before hts Excellency and mstructtng 

me how to proceed. [Subscribed] 

Cattle Sheep 

3 Working Bullocks 75 Ewes now lambing 

11 Steers 46 Lambs 

31 Cows heavy in Calf 1 Ram 

20 Heifers heavy in Calf 20 Wethers 

13 Heifer calves 
Total 13 Bull calves 142 

2 Mares in foal 

91 Total 
Cash in hand 62 0 0 

Ditto now coming from 
my agent in England 45 0 0 

107 0 0 
The whole 

0
( this property is perfectly. inde~e~dant on my connexion with the London Missionary 

Society my Salary of 250£ pr annum bemg dtstmct. 
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87. To ALEXANDER M'LEAY 13 July 1829 
[Archives, C.S.l.L., re Land, Box 195, Reg. No. 29/6313.] 

Dear Sir, Lake Macquarie 

I take the liberty of explaining in a private note the necessity of my applying to the Governor for 
a grant of land, it is on account of my large family now unprovided for. - I have five daughters and 
two sons, the eldest of which is now in his thirteenth year - I have found an eligible piece to which 
attention can be paid during my residence on the Lake, the principle part of the property came into my 
hands by marriage - It is incumbent on me "to provide for my own household" whilst I would not 
wish it to it~ure my missionary employment - At present I have no land and depasture on this place 
- Should the mission be declined, we have no home, and a family cannot with propriety be taken into 
the interior - The spot I wish to obtain has the advantage of my being able to avail myself of the 
natives to pursue the translation of the scriptures &c - at present I have reached to tlte 71h Chapter of 
Luke which Gospel I hope to complete this year, if M' gill the Black would but remain more constantly 
with me - Your £'lvour on my behalf will oblige ... 

88. To THOMAS MITCHELL 29 August 1829 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., re Laud, Box 195, Reg. No. 29/7759 with chart enclosed.] 

Sir, Lake Macquarie 

Having received a notification to apply to you for a written authority to select land (Twelve hundred 
and eighty acres) for which a friend will call and pay the fee today or tomorrow, I enclose a description 
of the spot selected for your report &c. &c. 

The point of land is called Punte (narrow) by the blacks, as marked on the annexed sketch. It lies 
West of the Mission house at Lake Macquarie - The dotted lines at A shew the only run of water, a 
fresh water creek, into a salt water creek sand locked at B. The which could form a North boundary, 
and the water holes at C. running into a Salt water creek at about the part marked D. form a natural 
South boundary (sec p. iv this volume]. Barren puddingstone hills form the western, and the lake sur
rounding the whole of the point to the Eastward encloses the land selected- The supposed western 
boundary would be somewhere about the red dotted lines which encloses the whole grant. 

89. To Lieut General RALPH DARLING 26 October 1829 
[ArchiPes, C.S.I.L., re Land 120, Reg. No. 29/8689 (in 45/514) with C11Ciosures.] 

Sir, Lake Macquarie 

Your Excellency's goodness in assisting me whilst endeavouring to obtain a knowledge of tlte 
Language of the Aborigines during my residence at this place, has impressed me with the idea that it 
is my duty to inform you of any change taking place respecting this mission - The annexed copy of 
letters from the Rev. S. Marsden and the Committee will at once fully inform you of their resolutions 
and my unpleasant situation - Upwards of fourteen years have I spent in their service abroad, the best 
years of my life, and such arc the intimations I have received - But it is not my inclination to abandon 
the object of instructing the Blacks in their own language the truths of Christianity - I have proceeded 
as far as the 141h chr of Luke in a rough translation, 'which Gospel when completed will be the foundation 
of my oral instruction to them - As the Committee have determined to withdraw their support to 
this mission, I would earnestly solicit that your Excellency may be pleased to continue the allowance 
of the four prisoners on the stores to me as heretofore - Should this measure meet your approbation 
it will materially assist me to continue my employment on the land you have permitted me to select 
on this Lake. And I trust that he whom I wish to serve will incline friends in this Colony and England 
to afford pecuniary assistance to aid me in the undertaking when the case is made known. - Appre
hending it would be reprehensible my continuing to draw the Rations after the reception of the com
munications from tlte Revd S. Marsden and Committee without acquainting your Excellency, I have 
presumed to trespass [onJ your notice my prolixity, and trust to your most favourable consideration 
on the subject. 

[Subscribed] 
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[Enclosures (with 29/869- 45/514)] 

Copy of the Rcvd S. Marsden's letter to me 
Sydney 17'" Oct 1829 

Revd Sir, 
nested b the committee of the Missionary Society to for_ward the enclosed 

l 
I am req d I alyso send you the following extract from their pnbhck letter to me. 

etter to you; an 

"p · d d Mr Threlkeld without any authority from us have chosen to return toh the 

~land',~~~~~~fr:~~~l~~tl~~s~1:~ ::1~r~;~~n:a :ra~~~n;,~t~, ~ha~~~0i~eo::rd~~i~: ~h~:r::; s~;h 
cen a d b de by Mr Campbell or any other person m the colony on account 

case no a vances may c rna • 
of M' Threlkeld." 

Copy of the enclosed letter from the Committee. 

I am Revd Sir &c &c 
Samuel Marsden 

London 23• April 1829 
Dear Sir, 

d L k M · ith a view to resume the 
Understandin that you have returne to a e ~cquane "W_ 

mission under th! idea of the London Missionary s.oClety allowmg ro6 250£ pr hnnu~ 
towards the support of yourse~f andf falmilSy, :'te coannsdtdthcratlt !~ofullyt~o~~: d(~~~s~l~ti~n: 

·11 · the sanctmn o t 1e oc1e y, 'bl 
step w~ not receive d d f the JQth of May 1828. The Society cannot be responsl e 
transmttted to yo.u un er ate ~u subse uent to the receipt by you of the letter co.ntaining 
for any expe~ce mcurrcd bhai ma be qtmavoidable on acconnt of your return wt.th your 
tos~ resol~uors, dex~~~ :ish yo: to understand distinctly that we cannot authon~ekyoud 
r~:r~ :~ tl:g ;:u~h Sea Islandds, that. if you do .so .it wtl ille. Cboel~~ylel~ ap\~f~~~n~:% r~~ai~g 

d h h tld you eternlllle to remam 111 1 . 

~;;;:i1~e~!1~~i~;,;~;d~~n;o·t~~~fi;~~:~~iTi'~!~~:f.:i~~rdr~ i~i;~rd:::r~lEU~:~~:~~~li 
on your account an ' · f · t England at 
distinctly understand that if you should decline the alternative o retu~n~ o . f t1 i 

a 'Moderbte theri~' !ft~Y~:~sd~~t t~~ t~~:i~~ r~~tu~~;sb~YsJ~~c~rt~ntl~tl~~:~;; ~f y~~~ 
;~~~rtat ;ny futu:: time, which must be entirely at your own expence or that of your 

personal friends. -
We are Dear Sir 

Your faithful Servants 
W.A. Hankey 
W. Orme 

The resolutions to which they allude dated JQth May 1828 are the following. 

d n1 k db s of the Mission to the Aborigines 1 That considering the enormous an u oo e or expence l'k 1 ffj d id in the 
of New South Wales, that the Go':ermnent of the c.olony isl not t e ~ t~ :br: toa keep the 

~~;l~~~~~:r:,l: ~~:~\:~d:t~~e~nfee\h~c~:ct~::c~O:~nd:~ ~~~sc;ibe the said mission 

be fmally abandoned. -

· · d b M Tl lk ld t wards tl1e board in his late 
2 That from the dispositions evmce y r Ire e o h ld t t ther in 

r~:~~~p~~j~~~t~~l s~~;diali~? a~~p:~::::~g~~~l~~~:hl~i~c~:stl~~r~fie ;;l,~~~i~ ~::;c:~u~~ 
he not fmd a situation to his nund m the Co ony t 1e trectors w 
the return of hlmself and family to this COtmtry. 

[For Threlkeld's reply to Hankey and Orme seep. 107.] 
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90. To ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 26 October 1829 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., 26/8699.] 

Dear Sir, Lake Macquaric 
I know not what apology to make for troubling you and must therefore throw myself on your 

clemency - I have just received communications from the Revd S. Marsden and Committee stating 
that they will not even allow the sum proposed by them for the support of the Mission, but that it must 
be broken up. -They offer to pay my passage to England if I do not obtain a situation in the Colony. 
- To either of these propositions I am disinclined - I have addressed the enclosed to the Governor 
[see No. 89) to be allowed a continuance of the four men on the stores as Intended to continue the mission 
to the natives, even when unconnected with the Society, that is to say to endeavour to instruct them 
in their own tongue the Gospel of Christ, when removed to the Land which his Excellency has been 
pleased to allow me to select on the Lake - But I have not property sufficient to supply all the wants 
of a large family and some small pecuniary assistance will be necessary for which I shall trust to the 
kindness of any friend to the Aborigines so disposed and to the Christian publick to whom my peculiar 
case will be made known. - If his Excellency will be pleased to allow me for this object personally the 
the continuance of the four men rationed it will be an assistance and encouragement - At present the 
requisition is made for four prisoners servants to the L.MY Society - but as soon as Mr Marsden writes 
to inform me when I am to consider myself discharged from their services, it may be necessary to 
substitute my name in the Commisariat department - It appears to me a pity to throw away all the 
trouble I have had in the language and therefore shall venture without the patronage of any Society, 
trusting in him alone whom I hope to serve, to inRuence on my behalf 

91. To W.A. HANKEY 26 October 1829 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Received 28 March 1830.] 

Dear Sir, Lake Macquaric 
I beg to advise you of having drawn of this date a set of bills in favour of E.M. Scott Esqr or his 

Order for (£125) One hundred and twenty five pounds Sterling for value received being one six months 
allowance for the support of the mission from this date to April 1830, Which bills you will please to 
honor and place to the account of the Aboriginal Mission. 

[Subscribed] 
P.S. I am sorry to say that Mrs Threlkeld has been seriously afflicted with remittant fever, at present she 
is but partially recovering from its extreme weakening effects. -We would acknowledge the goodness 
of God in sparing, and trust he will restore her in health to our numerous family and mysel£ - I am 
proceeding (though very slowly, from many causes, but principally from the wandering habits of the 
natives) in their language, having proceeded as far as the 14th Chapr of Luke in the first rough translation 
of his Gospel. - A circular will, it is most probable, not be forwarded until the completion of St Luke. 

You will recollect perhaps some four years back I sent you a bill for 45£ payable to you from Mr 
John Goss [sec p. 202]. the which was not paid. But my friend Mr Durd of Oakhampton informs me that 
the money was paying into his hands by instalments and would be completed by the time you receive 
this when Mr Burd would pay it to you to my account. - The money, as I formerly stated is not 
in any way concerned with the funds of the Society passing through my hands- It being presents received 
years ago. - I mention this to remove any disagreable impression that might otherwise justly arise on 
the subject. - You will oblige me if you will be good enough to pay that money 45£ to my aged 
Mother who will apply to you for it - or should on her behalf a gentleman, a relation, Thoms 
Shepherd Esqr of the Banking House of Dennison and ComY apply on her behalf his receipt shall be 
sufficient. - I trust no apology is necessary for thus troubling you, in not a Missionary business, altl1ough 
I know your time is too valuable to be intruded on with trifles. - Should Mr Burd not have sent the 
money be pleased to write to him on this subject. 

92. From W. ORME and W.A. HANKEY 13 August 1829 
[L.M.S. Outgoing Letters, South Seas a11d West Indies. Received 14 December 1829.] 

Sir London 
We wrote to you mtder date of 23rd April last, informing you that your recommencement of the 

Mission to the Aborigines would not be sanctioned by the Directors, that provided you should determine 
to return to the South Sea Islands, it must be solely at your own expense or that of your personal friends, 
and also at your own risk as we had authorized no such step, that we proposed strictly to adhere to the 
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Resolutions transmitted to you in our letter of the 30th of May 1828, and that the Society could be 
responsible for no expenses which might be incurred by you in the Colony except such as might be 
unavoidable in preparing for your return and that of your family to England in cases of that being your 
determination after the receipt by you of these Resolutions. 

We have since received beside your letter of the gth of October last that of the znd of December 
in which you acknowledge the receipt of ours of the 301

h of May preceding, containing the Resolutions 
in question and avow your intention to carry forward the Mission notwithstanding the order, to the 
contrary, of those Resolutions, and that of the letter in which they arc communicated, one of which 
Resolutions directs the final abandonment of the Mission which the other intimates, in a manner 
sufficiently intelligible, though in a phraseology purposely adopted out of regard to your feelings, (however 
little your correspondence and proceedings had shown a disposition on your part to respect ours) that 
your services were no longer desired and would in future be dispensed with by the Society. 

The reasons you assign for tl1e remarkable determination to which you appear to have come, viz. 
that of still carrying on the Mission in the face of those Resolutions, are scarcely less remarkable than 
the determination itself. One of them is, that the Colonial Government has assisted in the re-establishment 
of the Missio11. Now, we think, in a very little consideration of this, you will perceive that to admit 
this reason to have force would be to make our continuance of the Mission depend on the will of the 
Colonial Government, and to devolve upon it a responsibility which assuredly it would be as little disposed 
to incur as the Directors to concede. The other reason given assumes that it does not appear to you to be 
your duty to throw away all the expenses which have been incurred, in the progress already made in the 
perplexing language, from the tenor it shews. Here you make the continuance of the Mission depend 
neither on the will of the Colonial Government nor on that of the Society, but solely, in effect, on your 
own. We apprehend you have in this instance given a practical avowal of the principle which has lain 
at the root of all the unadvised and unauthorized proceedings which have marked your career since your 
removal with the Deputation to New South Wales, viz. an indisposition, or determination to be guided 
by no will but your own. How much injury and loss to the Society, and pain and trouble to yourself 
would have been avoided had you been duly w1der tl1e influence of a Christian temper, and practically 
recognised the principles of the relation in which you stood to the Society, in your correspondence with 
it, and in your conduct and transactions as a Missionary, instead of behaving as you have done. 

As to the great waste of the Society's property which has been the consequence of your irregular 
and unwarrantable mode of activity and respecting which you have now become so sensitive, this appears 
to us a topic of just and deep lamentation to the Directors, to the Society, and even to the Christian 
public at large; but certainly it constitutes no reason for recommencing a Mission, and continuing services 
which were so closely identifted with so lamentable a waste of the Society's resources, but the contrary. 

Since, then, the grounds or reasons you have yourself assigned for the determination you have come 
to not to abandon the Mission in compliance with our positive instructions so to do, but to continue it 
in despite of them appear to be entirely destitute of force, it follows, as it were on your own showing, 
that you have done wrong, and that you should immediately proceed to adopt the course presented 
to you by our letter of the 30th of May, 1828, and the Resolutions therein contained, and which it was 
plainly your duty to have done forthwith, on their first coming into your hands. 

But even in case your reasons had possessed any force you had no discretionary powers. 
Our Resolutions were not suspended on any condition whatever. We had not said to you "provided you 
can obtain assistance from the Colonial Government and you will engage to restrict the expenditure 
within £250 per annum, you are hereby authorised to resume the Mission", but, on the contrary, our 
instructions direct the final abandonment of the Mission, and direct this absolutely without any condition 
at all. 

We may observe further, that the second Resolution (we allude to those in our letter of 30th May, 
1828) which has an exclusive personal reference to yourself is in strict accordatlCC with, and confirmatory 
of the absolute tenor of the other. 

In consequence of your refusal to comply with the Resolution in question, we have considered 
it proper, with a view to protect the funds of the Society, to direct the insertion in the "Sydney Gazette" 
of an advertisement stating that the Society has abandoned the Mission at Lake Macquarie - that the 
Directors will, therefore, no longer honor bills drawn by you 011 the Society. It is, however, by no means 
our wish, that such measure should be resorted to, unless there be a necessity for it, and instructions have 
been accordingly sent out with the advertisement, directing that, in case you forthwith proceed to 
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conform to the Resolution contained in our letter of the 30th of Ma 1828 l d · b · d Tl · h . y, , t 1e a verttsement e not 
mserte . tere IS t e greater propnet)' in the case stated that sl ld l d · b · d · I . ' ' ' • • we 1ou cause sue 1 a verttsement to 

e .mserte m t 1.e Sydn~y Gazette masmuch as you yourself had, through the same chaimel of communi-
crion ~~rmcrly ~udged lt proper (tho.ugh 1./J(' think there existed no necessity for any such step) to advertise 
t 1e pu c at S)dney of the authonty gtvcn you by the Deputation as to drawing upon the Socic . 
We trust, however, that should you not already have complied with tl1c w 1"sl1 s f tl D. ty ·n d · 1 1 1 e o te uectors you 
WI o so. wtt 1out t 1e cast further delay on receipt of the present letter, and thus supersede the ne;essit, 
for resortmg to the measure contemplated. ) 

. We cannot con~lude. this .letter :Vithout ::::pressing our deep concern that you should continue to 
i~f~~tlge a temper so little m tuuson wtth the spmt of Christianity, and even with the courtesy of ordinary 

It i~ our .constant prayer, that you may have grace sincerely to ·repent of the same and of all those 
procecdmgs, tn ~onsequcnce of which tl_1e ~ociety has so severely and extensively suffered, and which 
?re properly atrti~mtable to your determlllatton to act, not in conformity to our will as si nified in our 
lllstructwns, but m pursuance of your ow11. Thus has the Society sustained d ' f g d 
an extet1t whid t · fi 1 fi fl · d amage, o a nature an to 

. f l a.re oo pam u or re ecuon, an which it is not probable that during the whole fi t 
portion o your hfe, should you have the disposition, you will ever be able t~ repair. u ure 

93. To ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 9 February 1830 
[Archives, C.S.I.L.. Reg. No. 30/1722.] 

Sir, 
Lake Macquarie 

T~le enclosed r:n~arks may perh~ps be useful for Government to know the actual time taken in 
travellmg and descnp~on of country m respect to roads and inland conveyance of Post b h s 1i 
I have tl1ercfore submttted the enclosed, which if of no service, my best intention can only ~le:J ~P~~o;;: 

1830 

4th 

1 O.Clock P.M. 
1/4 past 4 

10 Mins past 6 

10 Min. past 
5. A.M. 

15 Min. to 8 
10 Min. to 9 
10 Min. to 10 
25 Min. past 11 

25 Min past 1 P.M. 

2 O.Clock 

40 Min. past 2 

[Enclosure] 

Left the punt at Wiseman's67 
Came to the twelve mile hollow 

being 
Arrived at Mangrove creek. William 

Jones's hut, who shewed me a bridle 
road he had just then marked up a 
mountain which if adopted will shorten 
the distance to twelve mile hollow 
one hottr and a half 

Left Mangrove creek 
Came to a creek 
Another creek. Breakfasted 
Left the creek 
Reached Bandicoot creek or 

Dale 
Raven's 

Ascended the summit of a high mountain 
called the Governor's Seat. A road 
is n~arked at the base which if opened 
av01ds the only difficult ascent on this 
line of Road 

Two trees marked each S. the branch 
road to Slades', Capes' [properties] &c 
tagara beech Sea coast &c 

Wate~ holes. the m.UY one found dry 
dunng the late drought on the line 
of road. A tree marked L.E.T. Oct 29. 
1828. Dined here. 
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hours. 

3 

1 

2 
1 

1 

2 

[Subscribed] 

Minutes 

15 

55 

35 
5 

35 

35 

40 



20 Min. past 3 Left the place. 
6 O.Clock Arrived at Dorah Creek. Stock Stations 

fresh water creek navigable to Lake 
Macquaric thence to Sydney &c &c 

5th 15 Min. past 6 A.M. Left the Hut 
~ past 10 Arrived at Punte from which place to 

Wallis's plains is about 5 hours walk. 
Newcastle may be a little less distance. 
To Wallis's Plains or Newcastle say 
hours 

From Wiseman's to Wallis's plains or 

[hours. Minutes} 

2 40 

4 15 

5 

Newcastle which at the rate of walking 25 35 
2 Miles and 3/4 pr hour is only Sevemy 
miles distance. 

The advantages of this line of Road to Wallis's Plains [Maitlandl, Newcastle[,} Port Stevens or any 
place to which it is necessary to come to the Upper part of Hunter's River are, Shortness, being only 
70 miles to Wiseman's, if the rate of walking 2i miles pr hour be correct. - Superior pasture and 
being well watered, being without immense mountains of Rocks to blast, or steep gullies and creeks 
over which numerous bridges would be required. - The distance may yet be shortened by the cut 
alluded to at Mangrove Creek made by William Jones. 

I have travelled the road four times keeping a regular account as .t:tmexcd, once in the driest season, 
the last time in a pouring rain, there was no deftciency of water or grass in the first instance neither any 
inconvenience from flooding in the latter. There catmot be a more convenient road, with a very little 
labor, for sheep, cattle or travellers depending on pasturage. But competent judges must determine what 
is at present only presumed to be well adapted for branch roads to Brisbane water, Takara [Tuggerah] 
beech, Lake Macquarie, Wollumbi, Wallis's Plains, Newcastle, &c &c - Northward. In the annexed 
account the first column contains the day of the month - the second the hours of departure, rest and 
arrival - the third the distance in hours and minutes from stage to stage. Two men walked with me 
the whole of the way. 

94. From T.C. HARINGTON 13 May 1830 
[Congregational Union t?.f New South Wales - Historical Collectiou, Mitchell Library.] 

My dear Sir, Sydney 
You will be glad to hear that on Tuesday last, the day before yesterday, Mr Cowper and myself met the 

Archdeacon by Appointment at the Corporation Office, to discuss the question of the System of 
Orthography to be adopted by you. - After talking the matter over at some length, trying some of 
your specimens in various ways, and comparing them with the systems (so far as we know them) adopted 
in New Zealand, Tongatabu and the Sandwich Islands, we came to the conclusion that it would be best 
to follow their example as closely as possible, and use here what their use had already sanctioned in the 
several Islands above mentioned. -

This you will find briefly detailed below. -
The rcasom which influenced us, in forming this opinion were I believe the following - viz: 

1. It appeared upon examination, impossible so to express the soWldS of any language to the eye, as 
to enable a stranger to pronounce it without oral instruction. - The principal object therefore was the 
securing of simplicity, with as much clearness as could be attained thereby. -
2. There appears to be a certain propriety in adopting universally, if possible, the characters to express 
the same sounds, in cotmtries which are adjacent, as Polynesia & Australia, even though the languages 
be not akin- especially when those characters have been adopted upon mature deliberation and confirmed 
by actual experience in more than one place. 

It is advisable to reduce the number of letters and accents to as small a tmmber as is consistent with 
dearnesS. 

These requests appeared to be o~tained more completely by the following plan, than by any other 
which suggested itself at the time- and it was adopted accordingly.- I hope therefore you will approve 
and fmd that it both saves you trouble in writing and exhibits the language with greater elegance when 
written -
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Sounds of the letters _ 

a - as in fall 
a - as ill father, fan 
~ - as in fatal, feign, fen 
I - as in fever, feet, fit 
o - as in pole, pond 
u - as in frugal, food, fllll 

1 - ai - as in fight 
4-oi-asinlow 
3-iu-asinfew 
2-au-asincow 
ei - as in hay, say 
aw - as in awful 
ie - as in friend 

o - only used at the commencemellt of a name 
otherwise expressed either by k or s ' 

g - alw~ys ~ard as in gig - never soft as in giant, 
which Is expressed by j _ 

q - never used 
s - always soft; as in use (substantive) never hard 

as m use ( ver?) which is expressed by z 
x - never used, bemg expressed either by ks, or gs 

or gz ' 
All others - as in English 

You will observe that the 4 apparent di htho · b 
of the elementary sounds of the sin~ple vo P 1 ngs ~r~tten Ia ave, are in fact but mere combinations 

we s compnsmg t 1em, thus, 

ai, is composed of a (ah) and i (ee) pronounced rapidly 
au. of a (ah) and u (oo) · 
i~, ofi (ee) and u (oo) 
01, of o (oh) and i (ee or i) 

No mention was made of the double consonants formed b 1 dd. · 
that you require them. - But if you do I sl ld dy t te a ~tton of h to c &c. nor am I sure 
& . h , tou recommen your usmg the it li h c tl · c:xpressmg t e sounds as under, viz; a c 10r us purpose, 

ch - as in church 
dh - as in thine 
sh - as in sheep 
th - as in thin 
zh - as in pleasure 

I take this opportunity to enclose a copy of the Tahitian M h . 
as having been the property of King Pomare and Governor Ma u ~tt e1 whtch you ~~y like to possess 
I am sorry to say, is the worst of any as you ill- . 6 anhee- t Iough the Talutian Orthography, 

w perceive y t Enc osures of my former note -

95· To A. BRANDRAM 13 September 1830 
[B.F.B.S. Fore(<!n Correspondence Inwards 1831 Vol 1 p 98 Re · d 21 u. l • · • · - cewe 1.vwrct 1831.] 

Dear Sir Lake Macquarie 
New South Wales 

I have the pleasure to inform you f 1 · j 
St Luke into the language of the Ab I? . my fiavhi~gCcomp eted the first translation of the Gospel of 
fi . I d h or gmes o t s otmtry - which aft . d" tms le on t e 10th lnst - and I would kn 1 d th er many tmpe unents was 
in continuing to support so feeble an ins:~um~:t eing~ . e good providence of t~e Lord of the harvest 
correspondence of the Arch Deacon Brou hton and his field of l~bou~. - Bemg favoured with the 
the tongue ~nto a written language has in~uced me ~t~~:J~ntleien m thts colony respecting th~ forming 
returned will be written again through . h I tp t ~e copy to the Arch Deacon which when 

d.l . • out Wlt sue 1 corrections as may be £; d d spec 1 y as circumstances and accuracy will admit. oun necessary, an as 

The London Missionary Society having Ion since ab d d tl . . . 
and my numerous family of eight child . gl an one us nusston, has left the support of it 

f Cl ren, enttre y to my own exertions as · t M' · f 
cross o uist, and but for the generous subs . f f h h • a pnva e tsstonary o the 
and other Gentlemen tmknown to myself th cnp tons o t e Arc Deac?n, the Revd Willm Cowper 

e expences necessary to continue the attempt would have 
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been to me exceedingly heavy _ Believing that my humble endeavou~ to render t~c G?spel a:ailablc 
to these depraved Blacks will be faun~ a~ceptablc to God through Chnst, and pleasmg m the stght of 

those who wish for the extension of his kmgdom [S b ·b d] u sen e 

P.S. 1 should be greatly obliged if any Gentleman wo~ld be good enough to sen~ ~ne a. set of ~l~tes 
illustrative of the Scriptures, if the Society cannot, as 1t would tend greatly to. £1ctlitate m descnbmg 
things to the Black who assists me in translatiOI_I, of which they ~an haven~ c~nceptton also a greek copy of 
the largest type, my eyes being very much dtstresscd by contmued applicatton. 

96. To ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 15 July 1831 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., re Land 120, Reg. No. 31/5527 (in 45/514.] 

Lake Macquarie 
~ · I b . 

In acknowledging the receipt of your official communication (2d lust) Announcrng t 1e_ appro 
1
fuon 

of Government 1 beg permission, most respectfully, to return my warmest thanks to H~s _Exce ency 

h G O
r for the favourable view taken of my feeble attempts to benefit the Abongmes of tlllS 

t e overn ' · H. M · ' G nment to regret Country; and hope to be enabled so to act, as never to occaston 1s ajesty s over 
the adoption of the present measures. 

97. From WILLIAM GREENFIELD 26 July 1831 
[M.L. At15(2) MS Draft.] 

Rev. & Dear Sir, 
British & Foreign Bible Society 
10 Earl Street, Blackfriars 

It was with much satisfaction that the Committee of the British & Foreign Bible Society l~arned 
£I our letter of the 13th of September, 1830, that you had for the fust time effected a translation_ of 
t~~~~spel of St. Luke into the language of the Aborigines :'fNew South Wales. _The~_cfeerfully comphel 

· h r re nest and will be happy to aid in the promotion of the good work m w tc 1 yo~ are engage , 
:1\h:~:nd~vOt;ring 'to supply the benighted & hitherto n~glec~ed natives around yot~ wtth the Wad~ 

' ernal Life. The are anxious to know in what way thts object may be most effictent y promote , 
~!it as our informa~on here respecting the Aborigines is but of a general na~u~e they would be much 
ra~ified b any authentic particulars respecting their numbers, moral & rehglOUS state, the nature & 

g f yh d. 1 ts pok n &c With my earnest prayers that our heavenly Father may prosper the 
extento te taec s e, · ' bl 11 & 1 · 1 
works of your hands, & render_ the~ eminently useful & that he may ess you persona y re auve y 
both in this world & that whtch ts to come, . 

98. To ALEXANDER M'LEAY 25 June 1832 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., 1832/4819- 28 Juue 1832 'Refilm take11 out'.] 

Lake Macquarie 

Sir, In h b f M Warner I beg to enclose a list of Aborigines supplied with the blankets (40) 
teasenceo r • • d] 

sent by his Excellency the Governor for distribution. [Return no~ locate . _ _ , 
Tl h mistake discovered too late for rectification, the articles were dtstnbuted at Mr ~~rner s, 

. -d fuohug 1 d, · ted by his Excellency _ A number of Natives are absent; but It Is most 
mstea 0 t IS pace as tree bl. 1 

robable that after the punishment of a murderer, for which t~ey are nov: ~ssem mg. some twe ve 
~les distance, that they will visit this place tlllder the expe~t~tton of obtammg blankets, the present 
return can not therefore be considered as the total of Abongmes. 

99. To W.G. BROUGHTON 1 March 1834 
[ArcMves, C.S.I.L., euclosure ill 34/1797, 18 March 1834.]68 

Sydney 
Reverend Sir, f ·u £ t1 

I take the liberty of requesting the favour of a Ream <;>f_ Paper and proportion ~ Qtu s or le 
purpose of my use in obtaining the language of tl1e Abongrnes of New South Wa es. 
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100. To ALEXANDER M'LEAY 26 May 1834 
[Archives, C.S.I.L, 34/3585.] 

Sir, Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 
In consequence of the depredations which have recently been committed by the Blacks belonging 

to Newcastle, The Swamps, and these Parts, and which arc still continued, arising from an Idea among 
tl1e Aborigines that the Constables are afmid of coming out to take them - I beg to sugge_st for the 
cotlSideration of His Excellency the Governor the propriety of the Horse Police visiting these Out Stations 
at certain periods. - I am fully persuaded that the appearance of a Horse Police-man once a fortnight 
would completely put a stop to their ill conduct, 69 and also check certain practices amongst Cattle which 
are of a very suspicious nature in these districts 

101. To General RICHARD BOURKE 18 August 1834 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2242.1) Reg. No. 34/7622 (ill 34/8123).] 

Sir Sydney 
Having so far proceeded in my progress as to be prepared for the Introduction of the Publick 

Worship of Almighty God to the Aborigines in their own language, It becomes necessary to erect a 
building suitable for such purpose; Besides which my boats used by the Natives for fishing &c require 
repair: I take the liberty therefore, of requesting that Your Excellency will be pleased to grant the 
immediate assignment of a Carpenter and a Sawyer, for these and such other purposes as may be 
required at the Missionary Establishment Lake MacquarieJO 

102. To GEORGE KENYON HOLDEN 4 October 1834 
[Archi1•cs, C.S.I.L. (4/2242-1), Reg. No. 34/7622 (i11 34/8123).] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 
I have the Honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of tl1e 1S'h Ultimo - In 

reply to which I take the liberty of stating that my object, in requesting of His Excellency the Governor 
the special assignment of a Carpenter and Sawyer, for certain repairs and to assist in building a place 
for the instruction of the Aborigines, was to expedite the business, rather than wait the usual course of 
assignment, and at the same time to avoid any publick expence in the present stage of the Mission. 
U11der these circumstances, His Excellency will, I trust, excuse my declining to send specifications and 
estimates for the Building and repairs. 

103. To F.A. HELEY 26 November 1834 
[Dixson Library, Additional MS.] 

My dear Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 
I send you a Memorandum of the unfortunate end of one of my assigned Servants according to 

some order that I cannot recollect. 
You have heard no doubt of the Blacks plurtdering us, the same party from Brisbane Water [see 

p. 120]- My Son kept them off from the dwelling house, but the Men's huts they stripped of every thing 
and danced in the Men's clothes in defiance, Challenging My Son to fire11, which he did not do, as two 
of our Men were at work in the Bush, and he properly considered that the Blacks would in their retreat 
murder the unprotected Men- I happened to be away at the time- Mr Warner has been out several 
week's past in pursuit of the Brisbane water depredators including ours. He deserves the thanks of every 
Resident for his activity. I have again urged his Excellency, in my interview with him at Newcastle, to 
send frequently Horse Police from Maitland to Brisbane Water &c as a Patrolc which would keep the 
Blacks in Check and be the means of preventing the Bushrangers making these parts their strong holds 
- The Blacks have brought the heads and offal of Bullocks killed by a Man of the Name of Cross, who 
is a Tenant at Mrs Ranclaud's Farm here at the five Islands, more bullocks arc killed there than at our 
establishment of treble the number of persons - They have a Man scouring the lake on horseback with 
them looking for Cattle. Have you had any lost, strayed &c &c &c The police are aware of the parties 
and on the look out, but we want cleverer men for a Constabulary tlun what falls usually to the Police 
service, and unforttmately the Evidence of Blacks cannot be taken, two instances of Robbery I am made 
acquainted with by the blacks but I cannot Legally move in the matte'r so it rests until a more certain, 
Legal, case occurs -

[Subscribed]· 
P.S. let me know your Brand as My Son is going to collect our cattle soon to send to an outstation 
and he may discover other Brands - Should any be seen in suspicious situations you shall then be 
informed-
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104. To ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 30 March 1835 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2270.7) Reg. No. 35/2524.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

It is with much pleasure I have the Honor to inform you of the completion of the Australian Grammar 
the printed Edition of which, containing two hundred and fifty copies (250), has been delivered into 
the hands of the Reverend William Cowper by directions from the Venerable the Arch Deacon previous 
to his departure for England. Hoping it will meet with the approbation of His Majesty's Government. 

105. To ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 20 June 1835 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2285.1), Reg. No. 35/4727, with enclosures.] 

Sir Lake Macquarie 

In answer to your letter of the 19th Inst. requesting "My report on the enclosed letter from Clarke 
claiming payment of the reward and giving an account of the capture which appears to differ from 
yours."- I have the honor to inform you that, after a careful enquiry of my own family, of the assigned 
Servants, and also of Mr James Arndell who happened to be here during the whole of the transaction, 
I see no reason to alter a single sentence of my former letter dated 22d May [seep. 121). The enclosed 
accounts from three of my assigned servants will shew that Clarkes' letter is framed purposely to mislead 
respecting the capture, and danger of the exploit, in order that he may obtain for himself the whole of that 
reward the half of which he promised to the Man Reily, who helped to capture and convey Emu to 
Newcastle. The letter is also couched in such terms as to represent that the scene of action was at some 
distant part from our residence: I have with Mr James Arndell measured the distance and fmd that the 
place of capture where the Blacks were encamped, was only 264 yards from the back door of my residence 
and only 154 yards from the Men's huts. 

The only thing necessary to state in reference to my former letter is, that when I left Home, (the 
Lake,) at noon on tuesday the day before the capture in company with Mr Gunn, on his return to Hobart 
Town, no Blacks had assembled, but I have since ascertained that they came just as we had left home, no 
particular day being appointed for those who had not received Blankets at the usual period in May last. 
Emu returned yesterday and the party who fled at the time of his capture may yet return but when it is 

uncertain [Subscribed] 

[Enclosures] 

Michael Riley my assigned Servant states that Mr Clarke the Overseer came to him promising 
that he would give him five pounds if he would go and shew him Emu the Black for whom a 
reward of ten pounds was offered, that he Michael Riley agreed to shake hands with the Black 
as a signal for Clarke to know the proper person - this conversation took place on the night 
before the capture, but that he had had frequent conversations on the subject before -
On tP.e Wednesday Morning the 20th May last Clarke came to Riley as he was sleeping 
in his berth and promised that if he would assist to take the Black who was encampi11g close 
to the Me11's hut, that Clarke would get 5£ from his Master and give to him.- Riley then 
went and when close to the camp the Overseer called out for the Ponti Blacks to come and 
get Blankets, Emu got up and as preconcerted Riley went and shook hands saying Boodjery 
you Emu, that Clarke then laid hold of the Blanket which was round Emu, on which Emu 
slipped from the blanket and escaped, Clarke then ran a short distance shouting Stop or I 
will shoot you, he then fired, and Emu fell down wOtmded. Clarke then seized him and 
brought [him} to the kitchen, and then direct to the Boat, when he was in the Boat Clarke 
tied him in tl1e Boat and made him row, promising the Black provisions and that he should 
go out a horse-back with my son Joseph when he Clarke should bring him back from 
Newcastle- On Arrival at Newcastle Clarke informed Riley that he had asked the Master for 
six pounds, but tl1at it was refused him. 

Michael Riley his mark. + 
James Castle my Assigned Servant states that Mr Clarke came to him on the Wednesday 
morning of the Capture before he was out of bed and offered him half of the reward if he 
would go and help to take Emu, but, that he Castle would not have anytying to do with it 
thinking he should not get the money. That King Ben had told him that M' Threlkeld had 
told them all to come for Blankets. 

James Castle 
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Michael Cavana~h my Assi~ned Servant, states, tl1at tl1e night previous to the capture, 
Clarke came t? htm wtth a pair ofloadcd pistols and said that he would give him what money 
was due to him from the Master and lend him the pistols if he would go with Clarke to 
take Emu-.that. he Cavanagh replied, he did not like to take him as he belonged to this tribe, 
that Clarke m Ius presence offered Riley five pounds if he would go with him. 

Mich1 Kavanagh 

!he above three men, Riley, Castle and Cavanagh have stated the foregoing statements 
m our presence and express their readiness to make Oath to the truth thereof this twentieth day 
of June 1835. 

J. Arndell. 
L.E. Threlkeld 

106. To ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 27 August 1835 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. 35/6975 28 August 1835.] 

Sir . . . Sydney 
HavmgJUSt received a communication from Mrs Threlkeld stating that Our tribe brought·intelligence 

last ~hu~sd~y that the Wa~umbai and Rav~nsdale Blacks were on the way down here to kill all belonging 
to tins distnct I take the liberty of requesttng that a constable may visit our Station about twice a week. 
[Request granted.] 

107. To T.C. HARINGTON 1 October 1835 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2270.7), enclosed rvith 35/2524.] 

~~~ Eb k . . enezer La e Macquane 
I had only two cop1cs from your office of the Australian Grammar - and you sent one or gave it 

to the _Attor~1ey General <;>r one of t~e ~rown off!.cers in the Court - I forget which - We have had 
refr~shmg rams, but no hail has fell withm some miles of our house, it was curious that the Hail storm was 
so vtole~t that tl1e horse coming from Newcastle would not face the "Pullets Eggs" whilst we had onl 
a refreslung shower - Our wheat thank God is b~auti~u~, we shall begin to cut in a fortnight or thre~ 
w~eks at th_c furthest - but the country up the nver IS m a sad state - and if more attention be not 
pal~ to agnculture on the coast where there are frequent showers than has been hitherto, a scarcity of 
gram must follow for years yet to come - Sheep and Cattle swallow up tl1e small surplus that chances 
to be ~row~ by the small settlers and the number of free emigrants who will increase and multiply, and 
replerush tlus Earth adds greatly to the consumption. 

Ep~e Brooks is abed with ~c measle~, but past the ,;risis and doing well, having had a very mild 
a~tack, God has tempered the wmd to this shorQ- Lamb - Mr Brooks is here at this moment to see 
Ius daught~r Mrs. T. _IS abed v_ery weak from her attack but I trust will do well -I acknowledge that 
mercy whtch whtlst It has. affitc~ed. all, has not allowed Death to enter in at the windows, but in mercy 
has blessed us not only with ram m the field, but given health in the House -

108. From JOHN KIN CHELA 23 January 1836 
[M.L. A165, 425-6, N.S.W. Attorney General's Office, Correspondence 1831-40.] 

~ A ' , ttY Gen s Office 

I rhave th~ honor to acknowledge the r~ceipt of your letter r~spec~g the Libels published against you, 
by J? L~g m the nu~bcr of the Colorust ~ewspaper mcnttoned m your letter and requesting that 
I nught mterfere Officially to prevent a contmuance of such publications -

In reply I _have the honor to inform you, that as I ?ave not seen t?e above Newspaper I am not 
aware of the !--1bellous Charact~r of the Paragraphs of which you complam, but even if I had seen them, 
I have at all ttmes though~ th? ~1bellous Matt~rs p~1blished in the Ne~spapers in this Colony either against 
the Governme_nt, or any _mdiv~dual, of too httle Importance to reqmre the exercise of the extraordinary 
power vested 111 me as ~s. Majest~ s Attorney General of filing Information ex officio against offenders, 
and have left the complamu~g parties to the_ rc_gular and or~inary Course of an application to the Judges 
of ~he Supr~m~ C~urt for liberty to file cnmmal Informations in my name against those Offending -
wluch application IS never refused on a proper case being laid before the court. 

[Subscribed but unsigned.] 
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109. Memorandum [to WILLIAM WESTBROOKE BURTON) 2 March 1836 
[Archives, Supreme Court Papers, 110. 1161, item 48.] 

The Aborigines of this part of the Colony are accustomed to bring to punishment thos: who are accused 
of Murder, whether from an act of Violence, or from magical influence; but death ts not always the 
result of their meetings for this purpose. The case alluded to in the affidavit, was that of a young man named 
Moses, who killed a Black of the name of Crosby, who it appears, was drunk when he was murdered, 
but owing to the Quarrelsome disposition of Crosby when in that state, only a few spears were thrown 
and Moses came away unhurt [seep. 132]. The old Women and the Old men consult tog~ther with the 
opposite party and settle the mode of satisfaction. I am informed, that near Port Stc_vens, .•f a young fat 
fellow is accused and the terms are blow for blow on the skull, the accused prcsentmg hts head for the 
first infliction, should he be killed on the spot, the party enquires of the Mother what shall be done with 
the body, to which she 11111st say do as you please, under penalty of death, when the party then ro~st the 
dead body and devour it [seep. 48]: such is my information from a Black- They.do not pumsh for 
killing the Colored [i.e. part European] children, I believe a woman at our place has ktlled ~hree or four, 
and no punishment has been inflicted - The infirm are left sometimes to perish, at o~ter tunes car~fully 
attended to - I have prevented a woman being buried alive, I have seen a Son Bunung the rcmatns of 
his Mother, and doubt much her death previous to being committed to the flames [see p. 99}. 
Supposed Magicians are often brought to Runishment under the idea .that the deceased has been ~estroyed 
by the influence of Mur-ro-kun, a Mystenous Bone, sec the Australian Grammar page 88, Purushmcnts, 
as they are termed by Europeans, are often made the mere pretext for plunder, in such cases always 
choo[s]ing the site of their courts of Justice contiguous to a corn field or mgh at hand to an unprotected 
Settler, at this moment a tribe is in pursuit of another tribe in Vicinity of the upper districts of Htmter's 
River armed with from 14 to 18 stand of arms borrowed from different individuals and when hunger 
presses them, or hurt prompts them I dread for ~he property of distant. residet_ttS ~":d the safety of females 
in the Bush, The Blacks arc in the habit of making pretenuons to pumsh an mdtvtdual, merely to decoy 
other Blacks and their females to see the result, when they overpower the weaker party and carry off 
their women. Thus although they do punish crime in a certain sense, y~~ it could be mercy, perhaps to 
them, were they placed under the protcctioll as well as porver of the Bnush Laws, and much more safe 
for the Country Resident and his family who under present circumstances, cannot prevent a murder 
in his own premises or a battle on his farm whether the weapons be the Spear or the Musket. 

L.E. Threlkeld 
Sydney March 2• 1836 

110. To ALEXANDER M'LEAY 10 June 1836 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., 36/5003 - 16 }lme 1836.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

I do myself the honor to attach a Supplementary list of Blacks [see P: 3~6] who have applied to me 
this day, and for whom there is not a supply of Blankets, and as the pnnctpal part of them were ~ls? 
dcstitude last year, they request me to write to inform His Excellency the Governor and to soliCit 
blankets for them. 

I also take the liberty of suggesting that a few blankets above the number of the Applicants should 
be sent and placed at my disposal for casualties, to be accounted for in my next annual return as the last 
year's surplus was rendered in my communication of the 3P1 Ultimo. [Request granted.] 

111. To ALEXANDER M'LEAY 17 November 1836 
[Dixson Library, C.S.I.L., 36/9558.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the Six Aborigines, brought from Goat Island by 
command of his Excellency the Governor, and conducted by Mr Langhorne to this place the 1S'h lnst 
[see p. 132]- On their arrival I explained t~ them, according to t~te information afforded. by Mr 
Langhome of the wishes of his Excellency respectmg the":l.- They were mfor~ed that they were liberated 
conditionally, namely, that tltey were to settle here wtth me, that such bemg. the case, they must not 
leave without a pass - I proposed to them to reside in a large Hut, now puttmg up for the use of the 
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Aborigines, that I would procure a net, build a small vessel, that they should catch fish, salt it, take it 
themselves, in the vessel, to Sydney, dispose of these by my agent, and bring back in return Flour, Tea, 
Sugar, Clothing &c but, no Spirits, that tobacco, we would endeavour to grow &c to all this they 
appeared well pleased, and it afforded both Mr Langhorne and myself much gratification on the prospect 
of carrying into effect a plan long contemplated, but prevented in execution by uncontrolable circum
stances. - I was about to prepare a letter of particulars, and suggestions for the notice of his Excellency; 
When this moming to our sad mortification on being called to their instructions in reading &c The 
whole had absconded, leaving part of their clothing behind, I have no doubt that they are gone to 
Brisbane Water - but not having received any official communication on the subject, It becomes only 
my duty to state the plain matter of fact for his Excellency's consideration, refering to Mr Langhorne 
himself for particulars _72 

112. To ALEXANDER M'LEA Y 9 January 1837 
[ArchiPes, C.S.I.L. (4/2367.2). Reg. No. 37/467.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 
An Assigned Servant of mine named James Castle shoemaker was sent to Port Macquarie about 

2 or 3 Months since invalided on the ground of insanity - Since which two of my men affirm they have 
seen him, spoken to him, and that he informed one of them, he was 11 days coming up from that 
settlement to this place. - We have endeavoured to capture him, but, I am at a loss to fmd him -
The Police from Newcastle has been hither, but seem to doubt the truth of the assertion. - I have 
written to Captain Crummer who has also written to Sydney, but no information has been received 
- I therefore do myself the honor to request, that enquiry be made at Port Macquarie, whether James 
Castle has been kept there in Custody, ever since he was sent down with the party of invalids, as the 
books will shew. We have taken him twice before after being weeks in the bush having escaped from 
custody at Newcastle. - His name is not in the list of runaways - We have taken two bushrangcrs 
lately, and are apprehensive of tills place forming a retreat for them, he was supposed to be one that 
escaped, when one was captured about a week or two since -

113. To WILLIAM ELLIS 18 March 1837 
[LM.S. Australia Letters. Received 6 September 1837.] 

My Dear Brother Ellis Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 
Your kind letters both official and Private of dates March 191h 1836 and March 281h 1836 came duly 

to hand November last with the Memoirs73 &c for which I return you many thanks, Mrs T. on my 
return home shewed me the portrait of Mrs Ellis without letting me see the name and I knew it instantly, 
but how far short of the original as now arrayed in the White Robes of the Lamb, are the pictures of 
our dear departed ones. I often reflect on the intelligence that we may suppose is continually being con
veyed by departing spirits to the Glorified ones above, for surely the Happy change which takes place 
at Death and of which the apostle says "Comfort one another with these words" - cannot obliterate 
events in this life or the various circumstances which come to knowledge here! but I must stop this train 
of thought to proceed with my letter. Last May I sent copies of the Trial &c of Dr Lang to you and most 
of the Directors - Also by the Platina went letters to the Directors from "The Friends" respecting the 
unjust censure [sec p. 130], all which I trust you have duly received, and am_ cxFecting replies. I now have 
sent you copies of my annual report for the present year in which there is very little highly interesting. 
My "Amwal" is not splendid, but it is a faithful account. I saw a copy of your "Ammaf" the first Vol. 
at Mr Crook's in Sydney- You ask if I regularly see the Evangelical Magazine and request me to let 
you know - I never see it, excepting by accident at Sydney. I could not say it was in existence. 
Mr Atkins who brought your letter has been to Norfolk Island and I perceive by a number of the 
Colonist74 which I happen to sec that he has come up to Sydney on his own responsibility impeaching 
the Commandant with flogging a man to death! by the account I there read I think he will not make out 
his case. he has protested against the verdict of the Jury and unless he has most undeniable witnesses to 
prove the correctness of his charge against the Com' he will be most seriously involved. as you see the 
Colonist, I need not quote it. But you must bear ill mind that Mr Bull the nominal Editor, has a very 
great spleen against the Com' from some circumstance which occurred when he was shipwrecked there 
some three years back. Therefore, a few grains of salt are necessary to be taken with either Bull's or 
Lang's assertions - Mr Manificld is the concealed Editor during Doctor Lang's absence in England. 
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At Sydney the Baptist Chapel is finished and opened and all the seats let, The Athenian people of Sydney 
are fond of any thing new. Mr Bourne who was mainly the founder of this work, does not take any 
office in that charge, but avows himself to be only a stated hearer, until an Independant Minister shall 
arrive under whose ministry he can sit -The Indcpenda11t Chapel does not fill, I regret the circumstance 
but there is something wanting betwixt the Pastor & People. 75 I am requested to be one of the trustees, 
but unless Mr Bourne is one, for I can depend on him, I do not much like to lllldertake the trust 
with strangers. Mr Jarret[t] excommm1icatcd Mr Bourne and family because, owing to misunderstanding 
and mischiefmakers there was a quarrel betwixt them. I mentioned to Mr ]. my opinion when asked, 
that I viewed it as a very unscriptural act, and perfectly unautl10rised by the Head of our church. 
My views are That no Church has any authority to make laws, but only to act upo11 that code of laws 
which are co11tained in the Epistles which Paul says are the commandments oj The Lord. Mr J did not accord 
with my view respecting Mr Bourne and I am grieved at the result. You will by this time have heard 
of Mr Yates' return, and be astonished at the charges against him, of Sodomy - and improper language 
Obscene, &c - I have copies of the minutes made at the investigation of the matter at Newcastle by 
his friends, and though the act is not proved, yet such other things came out as shews the need of continued 
dependance on divine aid to protect us from the Evil One.76 He had recourse to tmtruth in defence which 
of course only made the matter worse. Before he came my mind was made up as to his character from 
the palpable falshood which he declared publickly at Exeter Hall that no work in the Language &c had 
been engaged in before theirs. What will some men do for human applause: - Now, let us see, what 
next to tell you. Oh, the Old Gentleman, the Man of Sin, the Pope. You must know that he is very 
busy here; and the King of England and the Pope and the Governor are trying to force down our throats, 
as a blessing! the Irish System of Education, This we protestants botl1 Dissenters & church opposed by 
publick meetings and petition to the Governor in Council.71- This gave him umbrage, and a Circular 
was sent to all under government patronage desiring them to forward the views of Governt. I received 
one and saw at once this letter was a kind of intimidation, so I considered the matter very carefully, and 
consulted with my friend one "Paul" of Tarsus and found that it was not my duty to have any fellowship 
with the Man of Sin, and one John, another of my council told me not to wish him God speed nor 
to receive him, if I did I should be a partaker of his evil deeds, and tl1e Spirit said if you have ears 
to hear, hear what was said to the churches, thou Sf!fferest that woman Jezebel which calleth herself a 
prophetess to teach and seduce &c So I could not make up my 1nind to have anything to do with that 
"Woman" the mother of Harlots, and I sent and signed the petition against the measure. Several who 
have done so have been indirectly annoyed by the Governor, but as yet I have sustained no injury. 
We have an Irish Governor, Irish Judges, Irish Roman Catholic Attorney General ditto Commissioner 
of Requests - many Subalterns R.C. and one third of the Convicts are Irish R.C. The system of 
transportating [sic] Irish R.C. here has only to be continued and there will soon be a majority. If this 
is the effect of English Reform I wish all the Reformers reformed- Mr Atkins is I am informed a st.1.unch 
advocate for the Irish System of Education, do the Dissenters generally accord with that system and send 
their children to "Go in among them" the Papists? If so, I dissent from them and wish myself and mine 
"to come out from amongst them" rather than have any communion with them, the Papists. The Bishop 
[Broughton] made a firm stand and the different den0nllnations had one general meeting, but pettit [sic] 
jealousies could not allow of further meetings. The Bishop is a conscientious man, but quite a high 
churchman, and the other ministers, have not had a meeting since the petition was sent. So tl1e matter 
rests and the Governor will carry his point. The King of England will not only S1iffer Jezebel to teach, 
but will support her, pay for her places of worship being built and encourage the Ma11 of Sin as much as 
he will the Man Christ Jesus the Lord! I fear for England's Lamp- It cannot be pleasing to Our God and 
Saviour Jesus Christ. I am well aware that political casuistry can blind the eyes of the understanding of 
many who ought to be wise as serpents in these perilous times, and therefore the word of Christ ought 
to be alone the price of our council without regard to those who promising Liberty are bringing us into 
papal Bondage. There is utterly a fault amongst Independants in England, namely, the spread of the 
Gospel amongst their own Country men, abroad, What would have been the condition of this Colony 
ifleft to their mercies, wh[o] have they ever sent out, to reclaim, to teach, to form Assemblies conducted 
[ ] more simple and scriptural manner than they deem exists in the [ ] England. Religion in 
this Colony is indebted to the Establishment, and to the W[esley]ans originally also to the Presbyterians, 
for latterly sending out Scotch Ministers, but no movement made by Independants !78 Mr Jarrett or 
Mr Atkins, was not the result of measures adopted by that body in England. In this respect you are all 
asleep- Get a fork and when all the nllnisters are gravely seated round the board do as poor old Mathew 
Wilkes79 recommended a missionary's wife to do to her Husband! - Respecting the Heathen, very 
much has been done, but this is somewhat against them. My own concerns in this Mission are not such 
as I could wish, I expect God will appear in some way or other to mend the matter, at this place we arc 
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~osin~ all the blacks by one thil~g or the other, other places are opening to the Southward and in the 
~~~eno!, w~ether we shall fmd It necessary to remove is a question, and it would require much con
SI erat.ton, 1e expences would be so enormous - My last years expences paid in cash was 506£ out 
~f wluch 165£ was an old debt partly incurred when in your connection, out of which I only received 
rom Go.v~mme~t .186£ the yearly allowance. Many much more eligible situations have arisen sil1ee 

the Abofgm~l M1ss~on ~as first formed, ~ut who could foresee them? At present I am often led to view my 
rbse~t. ocalbty as mducmp a ';.aste of hfc and property too considering the very few numbers of the 

ongmes, ut my duty IS to sec how the ~~tter :Will fall". God's ways are not as our ways, not his 
~houghts las our thoughts, You and other nuSSlonanes can readily enter into the feelings of the mind 
es~ w~ ~ 10ul~ be only found mere Idlers in the Vineyard at best. Mr Nott is I hear in En land and 

M ~Ilham_s IS also I. presume. I write a few lines to both your letter will give them other in,ormation 
-}: ere Will, m?st likely call on you a y~ung Surgeon Mr Ambrose Peede my Nephew his Mother, 
M d Threlkeld s stster (the for~er) lives 45 Liquorpond street I wish them to get copies of Mrs T's likeness 

W
analmy odwn a~ your rooms, 1f they procure them you can send them out i11 your packages to New South 

es an obhge me -

b :nhour numerous fanllly ar~ well_through mercy excepting Mrs T whose health is very much injured 
Y t e eats of summer, our wmter IS now setting in and the pleasantest part of the year_ We have 

much to b~ t~unkful f?r from the God of all our Mercies who supports us in this wilderness our Establish-
ment conslstmg of thirty person:, our own family being 13 in the parlour, were the others not convicts 
half the number would be sufficient, and this shews the fallacy of Convict labour _ Mrs T unites in kind 
regardsallancd· madny thanks for your present of Books and hoping yourself and fanllly are all well remember 
me to rnen s & Brethren. 

114. To WILLIAM ELLIS 17 April 1837 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters.] 

My Dear Brother Ellis 
. Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

f l .MJ esteemed fnend Jam~s ~aty ~squire. Deputy A~sistant Commisary General has been bereaved 
0 us e~r pa~tncr ?Y the affl.ictmg dtspcnsanon of Gods Providence and is returning to his friends in 
D~von w1th his fa~y. on leave of absence, when he returns to tills colony again he will I am sure ladl 
b~g clny comm~mcatton from you. I re~er you to him for much information M r p. being well acqu~inte~ 
w1. 1. 1e local circumstances: and I wtsh you would be kind enough to shew him and famil the 
MISSIOnary Museum. I wrote fully to you and Brother Williams &c &c about a month since. y 

[Subscribed] 

P._S. The Reverend Mr Atkins docs not retu~n .at present to Norfolk Island but is doing duty for the 
Bishop on ti1e Lower Hawkesbury. The affair Is not yet investigated at Norfolk Island. 

115. To E. DEAS THOMSON 7 June 1837 
[Archives. C.S.I.L. (4/2367.2), Reg. No. 37/5473.] 

Sir 
Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

I had the Honor. to address a lette~ to ti1e Colonial Secretary dated 9th Jany last res cctin James 
Castle forme:ly an ass1~ned Servant of nune supposed to be in the Bush and lurking about L!ke M!cquarie 
hy~· l requJ.tlll~ enqtnry to be made at Port Macquarie to which place he was sent as an invalid to 
w uc 1 app !Catton no answer. has. been received - I should not trouble you on the matter, but I have 
~aso~ to apprehend that he ts sttll at large although not advertised as such from the circumstance that 

aptam Faunce met a man of his description, near us, in the Bush not very long since80 

116. To E. DEAS THOMSON 31 July 1837 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2367.2). Reg. No. 37/7140.] 

Sir 
. . Ebenezer Lake Macquarie ltd ac~bwl£dgmg the rec~tpt o~ yours of the 15th Instant, stating that James Castle is apprehended 

~c an. Wid e orv.:ard~d to lus Asstgnee, I do myself the honor to request that another shoemaker may 
e adstgne to me m h1s stead? he having in his pretended madness used dark expressions intimating 

mur er todv.:arbdls one of ~ny cluldrcn, and my great distance from police assistance (26 miles) render it 
very una vtsa e to receiVe such a character again into my Establishment. 
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117. To E. DEAS THOMSON 16 August 1837 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. ( 4/2372.2), Reg. No. 37/7643.] 

Sir Sydney 
In submission to His Excellency's commands, I do myself the honor to state that which was elicited 

from Dombarty [Wombarty] an Aborigine now confined in Sydney Gaol on the charge of Murder 
committed near Port Macquarie -

Through the intervention of two blacks, as interpreters, it appears that the tribes in that part of the 
Colony have been assembled for the purpose of attacking the Europeans, in retaliation for the confinement 
of two of their country-men in some watch-house they being accused of spearing cattle: in consequence 
of which, the prisoner states, that a strange tribe did murder the unhappy victims, but denies having 
taken an active part in the matter. - But from his conversation with the two Aborigines, I am led to 
suppose that the tribes arc still meditating the same purpose, and feel it therefore my duty to inform 
his Excellency the Governor, that Europeans may be put on their guard in that District. 

This information was not given direct to me, but to M'gill the Black through whom, I endeavoured 
to ascertain what defence the prisoner could set up on his trial at the Supreme court - neither do I 
conceive that the prisoner was aware of my understanding his communication to the two blacks. 

118. To E. DEAS THOMSON 22 September 1837 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., 37/9071, 28th September 1837.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquaric 

The Aborigines in these districts having rapidly decreased within the last few years, my return of the 
Blacks in 1828 [seep. 360] being sixty-four total, of which, at present, not thirty four are alive, and having 
reason to believe that the decrease is general throughout the Colony, I wish to obtain information respecting 
the number, sex, progeny, and age of the Blacks in their respective districts, to enable me to furnish a 
general return in the next report of the Mission, and to consider if any other measures can be resorted to 
for the purpose, if possible, of rendering more effectual my employment amongst them than it is at present. 

I therefore do myself the honor to solicit that His Excellency the Governor would be pleased to 
allow me the use of the Original returns of Aboriginal Natives taken at the annual distribution of blankets, 
throughout the Colony for the last five years, my reason, for requesting the original returns, is, to save 
trouble in copying, in the Colonial Secretary's Office, the documents shall be faithfully and speedily 

returned. 

119. To E. DEAS THOMSON 27 November 1837 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2346.1), Reg. No. 37/11349.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

I have the honor to return the documents containing the returns of the Black Natives for the year 

1835-1836-1837. Viz: 
1835. Twenty four returns. 
1836. Twenty one do. 
1837. Sixteen do. 

But, I regret to state that the deftciencies are so many as materially to prevent the general information 
that otherwise would be derived from a comparison of the Statements. The returns from the "List of 
Places to which Blankets are sent" have not been all forwarded to me, and, if, in the Office, I shall feel 
obliged in; and do myself the honor to request, an early transmission of them to enable me to complete 
tl~e calculations. The returns are required of the following dates, and from the respective places named, 

VIZ: 
Returns From the District or Station 
South and South-Western District 

Twofold Bay .......... one return of each year wanted 
Mr Thomson's .......... one return for 1836, one do for 1837 do 
Mr Htmt 
Mr Flanagan ...... . 
Ulladolla ..... . 
Narigo 
Jane Vale Murray 
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Returns of Date 
1835 1836 1837 

1 1 1 
1 1 

1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 

1 1 
1 1 1 

Upper Shoal Haven Mr Ryrie's ..... . 
Mrs Reiby's ........................................................ . 
Mount Elrington St Vincent. .. . 
Goulburn including Lake George &c .... 
Mr M'callister's ........................ . 
Inverary ... 
Berrima .. 

Batthurst [sic] 
Wellington Valley 

Western District 

[forward] 

33 Deficient Total 

4 Deficient Total 
North and North-Western District 

Newcastle . 
Lake Macquarie 
Upper William's River ... 
Brandon .. . 
Maitland .. . 
Paterson .. . 
Merton 
Invermein .. 
Cassilis 
Port Macquarie 

Burragurrang 
Stone Quarry ... 
Cawdor ................. . 
Campbell Town . 
Windsor .... 
Parramatta ... 
Sydney 

19 Deficient Total 
Home District 

11 Deficient Total 
The total number of Returns, deficient, and which are now required, is 

Returns of Date 
1835 
[ 5 

1 

1 
1 

8 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 

4 

1 

1 
1 

-3-

1836 
7 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

u 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1837 
6] 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

12 

1 
1 

2 

1 

1 1 
1 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

8 7 

1 
1 

1 

-3-

1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

5 
Sixty-seven (67). 

120. To E. DEAS THOMSON 8 February 1838 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2419.2), Reg. No. 38/1773. In Threlkeld's hand.] 

Sir . . . . Lake Macquarie Near Newcastle 
h The. dtstnct m whtch v:e. reside, La~e Macquarie, is left quite unprovided with Police protection, 

t ere b~mg no constable Withm a less dtstance than Newcastle which is ten miles to the nearest north 
extremity of the Lake, tl~e southern extremity ?f which extends upwards of twenty mile-s from north 
to south. Many ~epredations have b:en committed, and we arc subject to many annoyances in con
sequence. of t~e dtst:mc~ from the Pohce office, to prevent which, we do ourselves the honor to request 
the c~:mstde_ratmn of I:Jts Excellency the Governor to the subject; and submit that a. Bush Constable be 
appon~ted. m connection with. tl1e poli:e establishment at Newcastle, and not Brisbane water, which 
:ce IS dtstant nearly fiftJ: n~les, atroCious case~ o~ cattle. stealin~ have very recently occurred, which 

b 
_ght yet ~e brought to JUstice could we obtam Immediate assJstance, which distance alone prevents 

cmg obtamed, and culprits escape.81 
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We have the Honor to be 
Sir 

Your Most Obedient Servants 
Jnth" Warner J.P. 

L.E. Threlkeld 
wm Brooks 



121. To E. DEAS THOMSON 30 March 1838 
[Dixson Library, C.S.I.L., 3833/14.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

In January last, 1 had the honor to receive a communication from yourself stating that "The Colonial 
store keeper has been instructed to forward to your district by an early opportunity (100) one hundred 
blat1kets for distribution to the Aboriginal Natives residing in that neighbourhood &c &c" "On the 
first of May &c &c" As the period is fast approaching and no blankets have as yet arrived, I take 
the liberty of requesting that they may be sent by Steamer to my address, Newcastle, whence my 
conveyance will bring them in time to their place for delivery. 

122. To E. DEAS THOMSON 18 April 1838 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2409.2), Reg. No. 38/4250.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

Having fulfilled the terms on which a primary grant of land consisting of 1280 acres was granted 
by Sir Ralph Darling to me by document bearing date 13'" November 1829, no. 29/1869, I do myself 
the honor to request the necessary form of application to His Excellency the Governor for a Secondary 
Grant [see p. 273]. 

123. To Sir GEORGE GIPPS 7 May 1838 
[Archives, Supreme Court Papers, No. 1161, item 65.] 

Sir, Sydney 
In obedience to your Excellency's desire that I should state my opinion respecting a memorandum 

entitled "Reguhtions proposed for the formation of an Aboriginal Police Corps," dated "Melbourne 
251h October 1837" - and whether it would be desirable to attach such an establishment to a Missionary 
Station I have the honor to submit the impressions by which I have formed an opinion after attentive 
consideration on the subject. 

The first impression, arising from the designation of the institution contemplated demanding con
sideration, was the Lawfulness of the proposed employment in connexion with the Duties of a Christian 
Missionary towards Barbarians, and although no Divine precepts appear in prohibition, there are reasons 
to assign why it may not be expedient. 
1. The danger of teaching Barbarians the usc of arms before they have christian principles to guide their 
consciences in the just usc thereo£ In reply it may be stated, that the fewness of the Aborigines in this 
Colony, within the present boundary, is such as to render the danger of minor consideration, and in 
order to remove such apprehension as speedily as possible, a Missionary should at all times have free 
access to seek opportunities of impressing their minds with Christian Principles in the event of such an 
establislunent being formed by Government. The omitting of the Military Training might remove the 
objection, using the Blacks only as auxiliaries to the white Police whenever required. 
2. Another danger to be apprehended, in this part of the Colony, arises from the fewness of the Black 
Females in comparison to the Males. If the Black Police continue Barbarians, and are sent as proposed 
to "perambulate the district" they will have means and opportunity to use violence to. British Females, 
or women of other Tribes, - practices, for which, some have suffered condign purushment, because 
they must be armed, or themselves will be exposed to danger from the nature of their employment, 
which also affords many opportunities for intoxication - that I fear great difficulty will arise to ensure 
sobriety - However this may be obviated their being always accomp~nied with a steady English. Police 
man, tmtil the Aboriginal Corps have become sufficiently instructed m the fear of God to do viOlence 
to no person. -

The next enquiry, that naturally presents itself, is, would the proposed employment be congenial 
to the habits and tastes of the Aborigines~ From what I have observed of their habits and tastes, I have 
no doubt the employment would suit them; many of them have often been employed with success by 
the Police, but the reward has been so uncertain as to afford little encouragement to their exertions. -
There are several amongst the tribes, over which I have some influence, well adapted for such an employ
ment, and M' gill the Aborigine with whom I conversed on the subject gave me the names of several that 
would, he thinks avail themselves gladly of the Employment under Government, and of whose capabilities, 
I have not tl1e smallest doubt. "Make me the head of them" replied M'gill, "and not a bushranger shall 
escape my tribe''. I have therefore no hesitation as to the practicability o~ formin~ an Aboriginal _P~lice 
Corps, provided suitable European Agents can be fotmd, but, whether It be desuable to carry It mto 
effect requires due consideration. -
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In other countries where there is a dense population of Aboriginal inhabitants possessing habits 
of agriculture, or mechanical pursuits, and amongst whom Missionary stations are Established with 
adequate means for the employment of their members, strong objections would arise against the proposed 
Aboriginal Police Establish1 being formed by Government. Dut, in this peculiar Colony containing a 
very sm~ll r_enmant of Aboriginal Inha~itants, w!tho~lt habi.ts of Agriculture, or any other pursuit except 
that whtch IS calculated to prevent then formation mto Vtllages, namely hunting, any lawful measures 
appear desirable to ameliorate the condition of the Aborigines who can scarcely be placed in a worse 
position than that in which they stand at present, and if much time be lost before a remedy is applied 
their utter extinction will not be prevented. 

In reply to the last question "Whether it would be desirable to attach such an establishment to a 
Missionary Station" It depends entirely on the state of the Mission, for if the Missionary Establishment 
has not the means of employing the Natives, and they do already congregate, then the Police Establishment 
would be superfluous, and perhaps injurious by rivalry: besides agricultural pursuits are far more congenial 
to a Missionary's views than those of the Police or of a Military character, at least exposing the Blacks 
to temptation. But if no such prosperous state exists, and means arc wanting to assemble the natives for 
instruction, in that case it would be acceptable as a means by which we can make known to them the 
Gospel. - I am fully convinced after twenty years of Missionary experience amongst barbarians in the 
Society Islands and tills Colony, that the sooner we treat them as civilized men, the sooner they will 
become so, and that nothing but a reception of the Gospel of Our Lord Jesus Christ in the love thereof 
will completely change tl1e habits of the Savage, and effectually civilize the Barbarian. 

Viewing therefore "The Aboriginal Police Establishment" only as a means, in the absence of others, 
by which we may obtain access to a party of Blacks, otherwise inaccessible, for the purpose of affording 
a~. opportunity ~o~ instructi<;'n, it ought ~ot to be .rl~ced i~ such .a position as to preclude the daily 
VlSltauon of a Mtssronary to mstruct them m the Chnsttan Fatth, whtch would prevent the establishment 
becoming a mere Military Police School, or tmdue restriction on the Aborigines, which if once enforced 
would frustrate the benevolent design. On these considerations it would be best attached to a Missionary 
Station, or at such reasonable distance as to allow the Missionary a daily visiting Superintendance having 
full authority to report and prevent irregularities of every kind. 

On a general view of the case, confming my remarks to these Districts, having had no occular 
demonstration of tl1e State of the Aborigines at Port Phillip, Moreton Bay, and Wellington Valley, and 
considering the Pitiable condition of the Blacks in this neighbourhood, there being no pecuniary means, 
from any source to congregate tl1e aborigines, The proposal does appear worthy of trial and under careful 
management, with agents of a proper spirit, the Establishment may be productive of much benefit to 
the Aborigines of this part of the Colony; provided Christian Instruction be supplied without which, 
I have no doubt of its failure. -

Lastly; I take the liberty of suggesting an alteration in the name of the proposed establishment which 
besides being objectionable in the use of the term ."Police Corps", does not fully express the objects of 
the institution, which is not confmed to make them mere Policemen, But "to place them upon higher grades 
of temporal & religious knowledge, - where they will build themselves huts" - "establish a Village, 
employ their time in making gardens, or other improvements &c &c &c". I would therefore recommend 
that the denomination be thus expressed "The Melioration Institution" - supported by the British 
Government for bettering the condition of the Tribes of Aborigines in Australia in compensation for 
their land sold to, or occupied by Colonists in New Soutl1 Wales". With such a title, and the establishment 
placed under proper management, the services of the Aborigines, would be available according to their 
individual capacity in various ways, the just claims of tl1e Aborigines would be satisfied, the honor of 
the British Nation would be redeemed, and without any compromise of the Missionary character. I shall 
feel most happy to render every assistance to forward so benevolent an Institution, whilst with the present 
designation of "Aboriginal Police Corps" it is not a matter of surprise that any Missionary becomes 
alarmed at the very first mention of tl1e name and consequently averse to the formation of such an 
establishment. 

124. To E. DEAS THOMSON 21 May 1838 
1838.] [Archives, C.S.I.L., Re blaHkets iss/led to AborigiHes 1838-43 (4/1133-3), 3/85595 2 julle 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 
Enclosed are the returns [sec p. 369] of the Aborigines to whom the distribution of Blankets was 

made at Lake Macquarie. The other tribes usually supplied at this place have not appeared in consequence 
of the murder of a Black woman, by one of their party, belonging to tills district. 
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125. To Sir GEORGE GIPPS 22 May 1838 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4{2409.2), Reg. No. 5579.] 

Ebenezer Lake Macquarie Sir 
I have the honor to report the result of my enquiries respecting the murder of the Black Girl .. named 

by Europeans "Old Aaron", but by her own ?eople "Tiren", me~tioned ~o your Excellency malate 
interview. On my return to Newcastle I was mformed by the Pc:'ltce Ma~1stratc that every me~t~s had 
been used to obtain legal witnesses, but none could as yet be obtamcd. MaJOf Crummer was waitmg _to 
examine a Black youth after which the whole of the documents would be forwarded to the ~olorual 
Secretary. 1 learned from the Blacks at this place, and from the father of the. deceased that durU:g the 
fight the four sons of "Miserable Billy" seized his daughter, .and kept her m the Bush, that JUSt at 
morning dawn the tribe was awoke by her screams, and rumung amongst them, speared through the 
body, with her head also dreadfully cut with a waddy; None of then~ saw her speared, but she told them 
that King Jemmy one of the four sons, when he fotmd .she was ruru:mg away, ran after h;r, and ~peared 
her, besides beating her on the head. The parent and. tnbe then earned her to Mr Warners on thts Lake, 
where she became delirious and shortly afterwards dted. -

It further appears that King Jemmy's wife eloped last year to this place, and th;~t "En~u", one of 
the tribe to which the deceased belonged, lived with the woman, that shortly afterwards. she dted through 
the alleged influence of a "Ko-ra-je", a kind o\ Sorcerer,~2 and therfore .KmgJ~mt~y m ~evenge of her 
absconding and supposed death by sorcery, setzed th~ gtrl, who cohabtted ':lth E.mu , and speared 
her on her attempting to escape. The whole of her tnbe are much pleased Wtth the mterfe~ence of the 
Police, and the Father requested me to speak to the Governor to Hang the ~urderer of lm daughter. 
The remainder of the tribe, excepting her family, are gone to tlte races at Mattland, where they ~xpect 
to meet the opposite tribe, whom fear has prevented from applying to me for the usual donation of 
Blankets. 

126. To W.W. BURTON 29 May 1838 
[Archives, Supreme Court Papers, No. 1161, item 66.] 

Dear Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

The enclosed information was communicated to me on Saturday last, and as the last trace of the 
unfortunate women can perhaps be legally traced to the place and person, me~tioned therein, an e~quiry 
might expose practices which occasion outrages, if set on foot by legal Authonty. I have ~aken tl~e lib:rty 
therefore of handing you a copy of the st~tement now forwarde~ to the ~ovemo.r for hts constderatton. 
There is something mysterious m the busmess, as One Armed Btll gave mformatton of a murder to the 
Police at Newcastle which after much trouble proved only a hoax.83 . 

[Subscnbed] 

[Euclosurc] 
Chief Constable Rouse of Newcastle informed me on Saturday last tlte 26th lnst. that 

three Black Women, named Kitty, Yellow Mary Ann, and ;inkey, all be~ongi~g to N~wcastle, 
had been taken up the country by the Australian Company s drays to theu station at LlVerp?ol 
Plains, and have been murdered by the Blacks at that place. Thts brought to my recollecu:m 
a circumstance which occured last year witnessed by two of my Servants connecte~ '":tth 
this very case. Robert Evans, free, and Thomas Chester my assigned servant were b~mgmg 
down cattle for our family use, and on Sunday forenoon, about 11 Oclock, preceedmg the 
Races at Maitland Thomas Chester states now to me that they stopped at a place about a 
mile beyond Patri~k's Plains, where they found one, or two, of Mr Cox's ~en with Catt~e, 
and a Company's dray loaded: One Armed Bill and another man were m charge of 1t. 
There were also Kitty the Black-girl, and Yellow Mary Ann. The men asked .my two men 
to assist raising the dray whilst they greased the wheels. Kitty in the mean time rode one 
of our horses: When the dray was greased, One armed Bill ordc~ed her off the ho~se, she then 
dismounted crying, and saying she wished to go back to h:r fnends .. Chester sa1d. she could 
not go back with them, as they had cattle. One Armed !31ll then said to her, Kit you h~d 
better go with me to look for .the ~ost Bullocks; ~he re.J?lied, she would not ~o, for she dtd 
not intend to go any further w1th lum. He then sa1d, I wtll see whether you will not Madam, 
taking at the same time the end of a rope, abou~ 6 Inches rot~d, and, beat her on the b~ck 
and across the neck several times. Chester then mterfered saymg don t beat the poor Gul, 
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may be she will go with you. Bill then ran at Chester exclaiming you B .... so you 
want to take the woman away, making a blow at him on the side of the head, with his fist, 
Chester in getting away fell over a log, and then Bill kicked him in falling. Chester recovered 
himself ran to his horse and got out of the way. Both Kitty and Bill, Chester states were 
intoxicated. The man witlt Bill did not interfere and Evans defended himself from assault by 
his whip. Chester intended to complain to the bench at Patrick's Plains, but Evans persuaded him 
not lest they should be molested on the road by way of retaliation. I have enquired frequently 
after the above Black young women of the Blacks at Newcastle, and believe that they never 
returned from that period. One Armed Bill is an Assigned Servant to the Australian Agri
cultural Company, Thomas Chester is my assigned servant, But the Lad, Evans is not now 
in my employ. 

127. To E. DEAS THOMSON 18 July 1838 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4{2402), Reg. No. 38{7771.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquaric 
I yesterday had the Honor to receive your communication of the 291h Ult. requesting me to send 

my assigned servant Thomas Chester to the Police Office, Patrick's Plains for the purpose of being 
examined by the Magistrate at that Station" &c. In reply to which I have the honor to state for His 
Excellency's information, tltat on the 241

h Ult. I received a letter from Robert Scott Esquire J.P. desiring 
Thomas Chester's appearance at the court house, { therefore sent him immediately to Patrick's Plains 
a distance of 60 miles. On his return, he brought a summons from the Police Magistrate for me to attend 
at that place on the 9th lnst. When on my appearance at Patricks Plain's Court, the Police Magistrate 
deemed it necessary to send for Chief Constable Rouse from Newcastle; But I suggested the propriety 
of taking his and such other evidence as might arise out of his deposition at the Police office Newcastle, 
to save the expences attached to such long journies to private individuals. The Bench acceeded to this 
arrangement provided I would take the trouble of obtaining the depositions at Newcastle to which I 
consented. After my return home [ attended the Court at Newcastle on the 171h Inst. with Thomas 
Chester to obtain his deposition to the whole of the case which he witnessed, and which docs not appear 
in his evidence taken at the Police office Patricks Plains, also for the testimony of Chief Constable Rouse. 
The enclosed depositions will account for two of the women, and shew the practice of taking away the 
Black women from the tribes in this neighbourhood by the convict draymen, Who I am credibly informed, 
escort them to the Sly-grog-shops, where the women are encouraged, many of which places of dissipation 
arc at Liverpool Plains: But in that Lawless district it is too dangerous- for individuals to point them out, 
at least such is my information. 

Respecting the third woman "Pinkey" the information communicated by Chief Constable Rouse 
was obtained from the Blacks and is so very imperfect that I could not trace her any where.84 

128. To W.W. BURTON 20 July 1838 
[Archives. Supreme Court Papers, 110. 1161, item 74.] 

My Dear Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 
I am proceeding with memoranda85 for you; But have been hindered the last fortnight in travelling 

nearly 200 miles on account of the enquiry instituted by His Excellency the Governor respecting the 
tluee black women, two are traced alive, one we catmot account for; the whole of the depositions &c 
are forwarded by me to the Colonial Secretary this post. There will always be a difficulty in such enquiries, 
which can be perceived, I think, on a perusal of the documents, and which struck my mind most forcibly 
in relation to some otlter circumstances with which I was accidentally made acquainted with on my journey. 

It so happened that a Gentleman resident at Patricks Plains attended tlte court the day I was there, 
and he overtook me on the road on the following day. Entering into conversation he informed me that 
he knew much of Liverpool Plains, and that most foul practices were common there. Two circumstances 
he mentioned, besides the abominable Sly-grog-shop-system, which is tolerated he says by the Constables, 
for the purpose of entrapping Bushrangers, who when they have committed depredations resort to such 
places to spend their booty. - One of the circumstances mentioned was the practice of Stockmen com
bining together and going out to punish the Blacks in cases of depredation, which excites a continued 
state of warfare.86 In one instance a Stockman boasted to his master, that a bullock was speared, and 
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that he went after the Blacks with a party, but outriding them, he o_vertook tl1e blacks and _killc.d 6 with 
his own hand 1 Instead of receiving the reward he expect_cd from his ~aster for the explmt, Ius Master 
ver properly discharged lllm. The other instance mentioned was clliS: Some cattle had been speared, 
the~tockmen assembled, they went in search o~ the _Blacks, fou~d on~; they knew not _who l:t w~s, or 
whether uil or not, the took him prisoner, tied Ius hands behm~ him, and fastened lum to 1e stirrup 
of one ofthehorsemen a!d proceeded homewards. When dley arnved ncar tile hutslclle p~rtf:"Iseka~atedJ 
leavill the man to wh~m the black was fastened to ta~e lllm home to the hut; W: 1en t e ac ot~n 
himseff- alone with the stockman he hung back, on which the stockman took out hts pocket clasp kntfe, 
struck tlle Black through the throat, as he would a sheep, the Black fell down,_ t~e stockman ~ode away. 
It so happened that the Black had strength to cr~wl to Mr -, a Gentleman hvmg at the Plams, not far 
distant. The Black told lllm his tale and then exptred. 

An en uir was talked of, but the long journey to Sydney and consequent trouble at~d exp:nce 
of attendin q co~ut, where the inadequacy of the usual allowances to cover the act~al costs IS a serious 
drawback t~ the ends of justice, the loss of the services of the Stockman, toget~1er With tl1e want of legal 
evidence of the fact, operated, it is said, to prevent the gentleman prosecutmg. 

Having thus been informed of such atrocities, I do n~t.wis~l by conc:alm:nt to_ be~ome "A Part~ker of 
other Men's sins", and yet I apprehend there is no ut~ty m re~uestmg mvestigauon, there bemg_ no 
witnesses of the transaction, therefore I have not officially acquamtcd ~he Gover~or; but su~1 thm!?s 

00 
ht to be made known to Ills Excellency tl1at he may be _enabled to judge betw:txt man_ an man Ill 

tl g 1 c ·tl th Blacks and I could not rest satisfied to let the matter rest unttlmy annual 
1e unequa wartare w1 1 e ' . · d I · S d I 

re ort to ti1e Governor at the end of the year, tranquility ~ot bcmg yet attame .. Were m . y ney 
sh~uld have no hesitation to communicate personally to His Ex.cellency these things. !Jrhaps It 

1
would 

be inconvenient for you to intimate the matter to Sir George Gtpps; but of course. I _Yil state t le easel 

d B · in the bush and having no one with whom I can advise Wl excuse me as reporte to me. emg . 
trust, if out of order, ill thus addressmg you. [Subscribed] 

p S. If a strong Horse Police force, the officer acting as a visiting Magist~ate, was established, beyond the 
Piains amongst the extreme out Stations, where mutual murders mo~t e::mt, at such places as to ~dmmabd 
telegraphic stations, much bloodshed nllght be prevented on all Sides, and Busl1dnfers ~ou no~ [ 
able to remain at large in the matmer they now do at those places, nor wou t 1erc . e a nee . o 
doin a ositive evil, ill tolerating the grog-shops, that a precarious good may ~ome m entrappmg 
de r~dat!s therein. The excellent plan of His Excellency'~ ?rodain~ed for protection on th: route . to 
P!rt Phillip would only have to be extended with the addltlon of S1gnal posts at the rcspecuve Pohce 

stations il1 that part of the Colony. 

129. To E. DEAS THOMSON 24 July 1838 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2409.2), Reg. No. 38/7889 with enclosnres.J 

Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 
Sir I · · · hil 

I have the honor to state for His Excellency's informati~::m, t_he very uny easant situation m. w he 1 
I am placed through a combination of my assigned servants m tillS place. It IS necefary to pr~fhe t at 

111 
a riculture merel consists in endeavouring to raise produce for t lC u~e o my esta IS ment. 

A[ r~sent I have withy one free, well conducted Overseer and his. w_ife, One Ass1gned househol~ serv~nt, 
notimplicated and eight others assigned, seven of whose descnptton and names arb ~tta~hedd Beslies 
which there are seven my best men away with my son attending to cattle &c now rmgmg own or 
family use. Conseque~tly the eight men left here, with the exception of one, bein1 ?}d I~haracters~la~e 
been enabled to combine together, to my injury and annoyance. Four Reasons w uc 1 eg to su mit, 

occasion in a certain degree their boldness. 

The First is our distance from Police assistance, I am obliged to send to rewca~tle fo~ al Con;table 
to take them when necessary, this takes one day's journey, and one day ~ac h causmg d· e ah 0 two 
days before assistance can be obtained; then three days are often reqmre w_ en ~ten4 m~l t d:c~urt, 
tl~us three days more arc lost. Wer~ our resident magistrate J. Wan:er ~sqmre o y mt es IS ance 
across the Lake, authorised to act, tt would I presume benefit the distnct. 
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Secondly: A letter bearing the signature and published by Mr Grant Police Magistrate at Maitland, 
was brought to our Men by a stockman, and wllid1 letter I have the honor to enclose, the men have 
read, and now make a boast, at least one did, that if they were taken to court, they would go to 
Mr Grant at Maitland !87 I do not wish it to be considered that my mentioning the letter, is with a design 
to tacitly accuse that Gentleman of any desire that such should be the result of his unadvised publication, 
believing it rather to be written with the best intentions: But a very different construction, and use of it, 
is made by the prison population, than that which was intended, I apprehend by the writer, at least I 
have found it so in my small establishment. 

Thirdly. The present assignment system of assigning notoriously bad characters to small establish
ments, far from police protection. For however odious it is to our feelings, to apply for punishment, 
our unhappy necessity, and situation compel us. The Board of assignment has sent me seven men 
continuedly from August 1836 that had been assigned elsewhere, repeatedly punished and turned into 
Government, Viz: Four men in 1836, One Man 1837 who has been to penal settlements, besides other 
punishments, and Two this year 1838 who had also been ptmished at other places, and returned to 
government. Never have I had so much trouble with my assigned servants when they were assigned 
direct from the Ship as since the present assignment practice has been adopted. 

Fourthly. A General opinion among prisoners that their masters cannot have them exchanged. 
It is necessary to mention, before I state the conduct of my assigned servants, the treatment they receive. 
They are well supplied with the usual slop Clothing having pea jackets this winter, and occasionally 
extra shirts and trowsers. They have an excellent hut and each man that desires it has a vegetable garden. 
They have the usual government allowance of Beef flour &c but we add to make it in total for each man 
a weekly ration as follow: viz; BeefS lbs, Flour 12lbs, Tea 2 oz, Sugar lib, Tobacco 2 oz, soap 2 oz pr 
week each man. Vegetables from their own garden, and the use of a boat frequently to fish. Twice or 
thrice a year they are regaled with Flesh, Plumb Pudding & wine or Beer; but no spirits are allowed 
on the farm. On the first day of the week they are ordered to be clean, and requested, not compelled, 
to attend divine worship which I conduct every Lord's day, excepting my monthly engagement at the 
Green Hills. 

During my absence one Sunday it was discovered that one of my men had been absent all night 
with my boat, and when spoken to on the subject, three others of the party abused the overseer so much 
so that my little boy 12 years old ran away thinking they were about to assault him, the overseer. They 
were taken to court and two were sentenced to the cells, one for 14 days, the other for 7, The other 
two were reprimanded and sent back. On a previous Sunday I heard sawing just after service, and fotmd 
the carpenter making a cedar box, and on speaking to him of the impropriety of his conduct, and taking 
away the box and my tools, he coaly informed me that he was determined never to do me any good, 
tl1at he wished to be turned into government. From the very first day that he came in 1836 his language 
has been the same, and his conduct shews his steady determination, sometimes feigning sickness, sometimes 
pretending ignorance of a carpenter's job. In consequence of laziness, and ~hat of the others, their rations 
have been reduced to 10 lb of flour and no tobacco, but tills only seems to increase their obstinancy, 
and tl1e shoemaker who formerly made 4 pair of shoes in one week, has now reduced it to three and 
once hardly that, two pair being only girls slippers. Another who was assigned as a brass-founder, said 
that he would do jobs in Smithcraft if I would buy a forge &c and this was done, then he could not, 
or would not do the work, burning and destroying the iron, I sent lllm to a friend to be instructed as 
a smith, he came back again, was still perverse: I put him to burning off, he then wrote me a penitential 
letter, stating that he could work and did what he did awkwardly on purpose, that there were some 
who persuaded lllm to take the Bush with them &c I talked to lllm persuaded him to be steady, and 
tried lllm again, he did better for a season but the three ringleaders have again enticed him. 

Under these and many more aggravating circumstances, I addressed a letter to the Police Magistrate 
Newcastle dated the 2Q1h Inst. requesting through him to exchange two of the men, but before I could 
send the letter tl1e following occurrence took place: 

Last Saturday tl1e rations were weighed out and taken away, when in about an hour or less Hodgson 
and Sillers came back to the store with the bag of meat weighing 68 lb for eight men for one week, 
and threw it down at tl1e store door, leaving it to the dogs which were driven from it. On my sending 
to tl1e Overseer to know the reason, he stated that they informed him, that they found no fault with 
the meat, but that it was too honey for them, and that one and all they made me a present of it, as 
they could do without it! I then examined it, fotmd the weight correct, with an addition of 12 lb above 
their right, because it was a little honey being the last of a bullock from which they have been supplied 
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in common with our own family. I sent for my private constable, who said that they said one and all 
and that his meat was in it, but that another man, Creamer, knew no~hing_ of the_ matter. I thus found 
what I had long suspected that the private Constable was of little use m tlu.s no~mal offife. I £ent ;h~n 
for Creamer the other man who came he being in a different hut, and askmg hun why _1e n~ us~ 11e 
meat he sta~ed that he knew nothing of the matter, and immediately took the wor~t pth~e m t 1e ·~t 
weigillng 8! lb for his mess, the average was 8t lb pr man. On Mon~ay I sent 111 ~ IS man w~\ 1 
the cart and horse to take the meat to the Police Office, and I wrote. to ~aJo_r Crummer or a cot_1sta e 
to come out and take the men in custody (my private constable bemg tmpltcated,) and there bemg no 

constable as yet stationed at the Lake. 
This morning we went to the stores to take out some pork, part of a ~ig recentl~ sal~ed h1d to ou~ 

sur rise it was all nearly taken away since saturday night last, The lock havmg been picke · T. e genera 
co!duct of these incorrigible men, is such that I am now necessitated to turn the w~ole se_ven m ~t ~nbe 
to my serious loss, it would be too dangerous to retain them. Arson, o~ other _s:nous cnme~ mig t e 
the consequence, and they appear both willing, and capable, to commtt atroCities of a darmg nature, 
several similar attempts of robbery, having been made when I have been absent. 

Four of them combined once before, and I had to send them to court in tlte middle of harvest. 

I have the honor therefore to request that His Excellen<_:y will be pleased to aut~or_ise the assignmd~~ 
of other men to me of the same description from the new arnvals as those whose descnpttons arc atutexe 

[Subscribed] 

[Description of Assi.f!Ued Servants euclosedJ . . 
I have tlte honor to request that tl1e following descript~on of men may be assigned me m lieu of 

these men now turned in at the Police-office Newcastle; VIz: 
One Carpenter. 
One Blacksmith 
One Shoe Maker 
And four Agricultural Laborers. 

130. From THOMAS ARNDELL 24 July 1838 
[Threlkeld Papers in the possession of Mr R.C. Arndell.] 

Caddie 
My Dear Brother, . 

I can not have the particulars from the Halls, respecting the Blacks, tlte Two _young Halls that hve 
at the Hunter are hkely to give more information than any oth~r person, We recetved a le~th ~rom iJ 
Dear Sister esterday and was very glad to fmd that you are allm good health, We have a a a Co , 
Mother has ~een troubled within the last week with a Cough, but not very_ severe - Sl~e has behn much 
better tills Winter than I expected, Old Mrs More died about a ~ontl~ stnce, and M Jones t e Stone 
Mason was Uuried last T):mrsday, a great many people are unwell m thts part of the Country.- I have 
not ftnished Sowing yet, but hope to get it all in this Week, the wheat looks very bad. Sopl~e ex.rects 
to be laid up every day, she looks 11ery stout. I thought we should have had the pleasure of s:emg Stst~r, 
and ourself, this month. I sarv Miss Boumc a fortnight since, she was _quit~ wei~ she seem~ d~hghted w_Ith 
the lake or something else at the Lake. Fat Cattle & Sheep have nsen m pnce, ~lour IS hkely to _nse, 
the rowing Crops look so very bad, I have not heard from James for some time I expect, he ts at 
Live~pool. Mr Nagai, Captain Pike's relation, has put up all :he l~d to purchase, near Ja!n£s s od the 
Goulburn. I see by the Paper that Lieutenant Low has adverused ht~ farm _for ~ale, J~mes ~ ~rme m_e 
some time ago that Captain Pike would purchase _it for him, now ~s the t~me If he 1~ so mclmed. It ~s 
likely that Andersons' Farm will shortly be sold, tf you could stram a pomt to get tt, but ! expect tt 
will go high as it joins tlte common. I have _no ntore news so must con<_:lttde, Mother, Sophte, and the 
Children join witl1 me, in affecte love to Sister yourself and all the chtldren. 

131. EXAMINATION OF THE REV. L.E. THRELKELD BY THE COMMITTEE ON THE 
ABORIGINES QUESTION 21 September 1838 

[N.S. W. Leg. Council, Votes & Proceedings, 1834, pp. 19-24. Report from the Committee Oil the AborigitJes Questio11, rvit!J the 

mi11utes of eFidmce.J . . b 
· I reside at Lake Macquarie, and have done so nearly fourtc~": years, . durmg w~uch I ~tave ee~ 

en aged in acquiring a knowledge of the language of the Abongmal n_auves, and mstructm$ :hem, 
fo~ six years of that period, my undertaking was carried on under the ausptces of the London Misstonary 
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Society; but owing to the heavy expense of the Mission, amom1ting to about £500 per atutum for my 
own sup.J:lort, and that of such natives as I ~auld persuade to remain with me, for the double purpose 
of obtammg from them a knowledge of then language, and to give me an opportunity of endeavouring 
to civilize and instruct them. The Society being disappointed in tlte amount of aid expected from other 
quarters, and regarding the expense as encroaching too much upon their funds, relinquished the Mission, 
and for nearly two years I was left to my own resources, and the assistance of some friends, without 
other aid, when General Darling obtained the authority of the Secretary of State, for an allowance of 
£150 a-year, and £36 in lieu of rations for four convict servants, wlllch has been granted to me during 
the last eight years. 

The Mission has thus occasioned an expense to the London Society, for the first six years, of about 
£3000; and for the eight following years, to the Colonial Government (at the rate of £186 per annum), 
of about £1488, or about £4488 for the fourteen years, exclusive of my own outlay. 

For the probable result of the Mission, if pecuniary aid sufficient to carry out my plans had been 
continued, I beg leave to refer to the opinion of Messrs. Backhouse and Walker, who visited my station, 
as given in their letter to the Society, dated May 21, 1836 [seep. 130}. 

The native languages throughout New South Wales, are, I feel persuaded, based upon the same origin; 
but I have found the dialects of various tribes dilfer from that of those which occupy the country around 
Lake Macquarie; that is to say, of those tribes occupying the limits bmmded by the North Head of 
Port Jackson, on the south, and Hm1ter's River on the north, and extending inland about sixty miles, 
all of which speak the same dialect. 

The natives of Port Stephen use a dialect a little different, but not so much so as to prevent our 
understanding each other; but at Patrick's Plains the difference is so great, that we catutot communicate 
with each other; there are blacks who speak botlt dialects. 

The dialect of the Sydney and Botany Bay natives varies in a slight degree, and in that of those 
further distant, the difference is such that no communication can be held between them and the blacks 
inhabiting the district in which I reside. 

From information obtained from Mr. Watson of Wellington Valley, I learn that the language of 
the tribes of that district, is also derived from the same general origin, but their various di3.lects also differ 
very much, and the use of any one dialect is very limited. 

During the period of my connexion with the London Missionary Society, I generally had about three 
or four tribes around me upon 10,000 acres of land, granted in trust for the use of the Aborigines; and I 
have occasionally employed from ten to sixty blacks, in burning olf timber and clearing the land, at 
which work they would continue for a fortnight together, being the employment they appeared to like 
best; since that period, I have not been able to employ more than half a dozen at a time, having no 
funds at my disposal for their support. 

I have generally found, that they would continue at their work for eight or ten days at a time, 
when some other object called them away, and they remained absent for as many weeks. Two lads 
whom I was teaching to read and write, in which they had made some progress, remained .with me for 
six months, when they went away, and after an absence of nearly a year returned, and they are now 
at work at my residence where they will probably stay until some native custom, or report of hostile 
intention from a neighbouring tribe will again call them away. 

With respect to the advancement of the natives in civilization, I beg to state a fact wlllch OccUrred 
in May last, when I was required to attend the Supreme Court as interpreter, on the trial of an Aboriginal; 
the dialect spoken by the prisoner, v,ras different from that which I understood;89 and I could communicate 
with him only through an Aboriginal named M'Gill, who when questioned by Judge Burton, as to his 
knowledge of God- on the nature of an oath- of truth- and of future punishment; his replies were 
so intelligent, as to induce the Judge to enquire, if I had baptized him; to which I replied, that I had not; 
for although his answers were such as he had heard, the general conduct of the witness, in regard to 
drunketutess, was perfectly inconsistent with the character of a Christian. . 

I doubt whether any moral or religious impression has been made upon him, although he is better 
informed than any of the natives with whom I am acquainted. 
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About a fortnight ago, I was conversing with some ~lacks at Morpcth, respecting a fut.ure j.~dgment, 
and the anger of God at criminal practices. On asking tf they u~1derst?o~ me, t~ey reRlied, Oh, yes, 
M'Gill had told them that before." In other instances, I have received st~mlar ~eplies. Tl~s s~ows that he 
had thought on the subject, and should his mind ~ecome im~ressed wtth a smcere belief m the truths 
of Christianity, 1 should expect much good from hun as a native teacher; and there are other blacks of 
whom I might say the same. 

If I had the means (as formerly), of inducing the natives to assemble around me, and giving th~m 
employment, such as they would engage in, I ~~ that.much good would be the result of affordmg 
me an opportunity of more constant commurucauon wtth them. 

1 have at two periods put up huts for them, but they do not ~ke to d:'ell. in huts: for two reaso~s: 
_one, the accumulation of vermin; the other, the fear of other nattves commg m the mght, and speanng 
them without a possibility of escape. 

Unless the Government afford such protection as will preve":t their ferocious _attack~ u.pon each other, 
it is impossible to retain any party in one place for. a len!?th of time. c;,n requestmg M Gill to plant c_orn 
on a piece of ground which I had prepare~ for hun, Ius reply was, It w?uld be useless,. as the tnbes 
from the neighbouring Sugar Loaf Mountam, would come down and take It aw~y whe~ npe, although 
on friendly terms." the whole system of the blacks, is that of continued aggressiOns agamst each ?ther, 
which, whilst it is opposed to every effort, or exe~tion ~o civili~e them, demonstrates the necessity of 
Christian instruction, which alone can change thetr habits of hfe. 

In regard to the removal of the Flinders' Island blacks, to Port Phillip, I am ?f opini?n that there 
is no fear of their leaving the establishment, as they will be in _terror of the n:•ghbounng blacks;

90 

premising, that their dwelling at Flinders' I~land is no.t by compulston and that theu removal therefrom, 
to Port Phillip, is in accordance with their own Wishes. 

Having read the Report of the Commandant of the. establishmen~, and a":ticipating similar res~lts 
when removed, 1 have no hesitation in saying, that I tlnnk .t~te es~a?h~hment Itself may be benefietal, 
as an example to the other blacks, who will, in all probability vtstt lt. 

1 do not feel equal to giving an answer as to t~1e safety ?f the establishm~nt ~rom plunder by _the 
neighbouring tribes at Port Phillip, as I know nothing of their character; but JUdgmg from the natives 
in my own vicinity, who once attacked and plundered our huts, and amongst. whom we~e some w~10 
had been employed and well treated by myself; I should have my fears for Its safety wtthout pohce 

protection. 
In respect to the office of Protectors, I think too much is expected, in the duties whic~ arc to devolve 

on them, as stated in the despatch from Lord Glenelg, at page 3, from ~o. 1 to 8. I constdcr a Protector 
as a legal advocate to watch over the rights and interests of the natives, and_ to protect .them from 
aggression, as defined in No. 2 of tl1e despatch, which I think would be sufficient occupation for any 

individual. 
The object contemplated in Nos. 4 and 5, respecting the moral and religious improvement of the 

natives by instruction, would be more properly the duty of persons appointed specially for that purpose, 
and would fully occupy their time. 

To illustrate the subject, and show the necessity of legal protectors; I st~te the f~llowi~g circumstan_cc: 
_ 1 was directed by the Government to send a man of mine to Patrick s Plams, to gwe evtdence respectmg 
the alleged murder of three black women by their own countrymen; .1 had to attend myself, and the 
distance 1 had to travel, was 200 miles, which detained me a week. I was mformed on the r.oad [by Ev~s], 
of a murder at Liverpool Plains, which took place a year h.!;fore, when, after so~e depr~dati<;>ns comnut~ed 
by the blacks in spearing cattle, a party of stockmen went out, took a black pnsoner, tted h~s arms behin_d 
him, and then fastened him to tl1e stirrup of a stockman on horseback; .whe?- the party_ arnved near thetr 
respective stations, they separated leaving tl1e stockman to conduct lns pnsoner to lns. hut .. The blac~, 
when he found they were alone, was reluctant to proceed, and the stockman took his kntfe ~rom his 
pocket, stuck tl1e black through the throat and left him fo.r dead; the black_crawled to the station of a 
gentleman at the plains, told his talc, and expired. Another mstanc~ was_menttoned to me, o~ a stock~an, 
who boasted to his master, of having killed six or eight blacks wtth lus own hands, ~hen Ill pursmt _of 
them with his companions· for which his master discharged him. These cases alone, tf I had aut~onty 
to act, would have taken ~e some months from home, merely to investigate the matter at that dtstant 

place. 
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Since tl1e above period, I am informed of another instance, in which some blacks were decoyed 
into a hut, and then permitted (one at a time) to come out, when they were butchered instantly, until 
all were destroyed. Another instance, tl1e particulars of which I only learned last week, namely:- a party 
of blacks were cutting bark at a station, on, or near the Gwyder River; the overseer told them to go away, 
as a party were out after the blacks, and they might be killed; they did not leave, and the party of 
stockmen came upon tl1em, and killed tl1e whole of them, men, women, and children, reserving only 
two little girls, who, after being dreadfully injured, came to where my men were, who saw them in 
a shocking state, and so weak, that one fell into the fire and was severely burnt; if alive, they are probably 
still at the station on the Gwyder; but if a stir is made, I fear they would be put out of the way.91 

Thus, I am firmly of opinion, that a Protector of the Aborigines will be fully employed in investigating 
cases, which are so numerous and shocking to humanity, and in maintaining their civil rights, I am 
certain, that the duties attached to the office of Protector of the Aborigines, as stated from No. 1 to No.8 
in the despatch of Lord Glenelg, arc more than any single individual can perform. 

I have no doubt, individuals may be found who would advance into the interior, and attach them
selves to a black tribe or tribes; the £1.ct of Mr. Robinson having brought in the tribes in consequence 
of his having previously adopted that measure, proves the practicability of the plan proposed by Lord 
Glenelg. 

It would take a considerable time to obtain the means of communication with them in their own 
language, and I am persuaded it would be attended with much personal danger; but as this measure is 
strictly of a Missionary character, such dangers arc generally contemplated; should the measure be 
adopted with suitable agents, I should naturally look for success. 

I am of opinion, that it would be much more beneficial, if an establishment could be formed on 
the Moravian principle92, far distant in the interior, whence the agents employed could emanate, and 
to which they could point as a refuge for the Aborigines, and wherein they could assume settled habits 
of life and obtain religious instruction in the Gospel of Christ, without which nothing permanent for 
their amelioration, will, I am persuaded, be effected. The expense of such an establishment, would be 
considerable; but unless entered into with spirit, and full and efficient means be allowed for the employment 
and support of the natives, I am decidedly of opinion, that not only my own employment will become 
a waste of the past years of my life, as respects my own station, but similar experiments, however varied 
their titles, will end only in disappointment to the friends of humanity, of vexation to the agents employed, 
and be of comparatively small benefit to the Aborigines of New South Wales. 

132. To E. DEAS THOMSON 30 October 1838 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2409.2) Reg. No. 38/11727.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

In answer to your communication of May the gth stating: "That as your claim was not preferred 
previously to the 3P1 Decemr last, which was the period limitted by the regulations of 271

h June 1837 
for persons who had held their original grants for seven years, your application cannot now be enter
tained." I have the honor to inform you that I applied personally at the Colonial Secretary's Office last 
November, I cannot state the day, but Mr Harington recollects our conversation on the subject in which 
an opinion was given that I was not entitled to a secondary grant;93 In consequence of which I did not 
apply by letter tmtil subsequently I learned that others similarly situated with myself had obtained what 
was understood to be implied in tl1e acceptation of a primary grant, tl1at if the conditions were fulfilled, 
a secondary one would be granted. - To save Ullllecessary correspondence, I take the opportunity of 
stating that the time of my obtaining this grant was subsequent to my connexion with the London 
Missionary Society, and previous to holding my present appointment from Government. It was in the 
intermediate state when I proposed to carry on the tnission on my own responsibility, and I chose the 
two sections of land in this ineligible situation, as respects the interests of my numerous family, with a 
view to benefit the Aborigines in my missionray employment. - If therefore my case can be admitted, 
with tllls explanation, consistently with existing regulations, It becomes my duty now to apply for the 
sake of my own progeny, my eldest Son being now of age, and capable of managing a grant. Expecting 
to be in Sydney shortly after tl1e receipt of your favor, when I could personally communicate at the 
Colonial Secretary's office, caused the present delay in replying to your letter as above stated.94 
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133. To WILLIAM ELLIS 1 November 1838 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. Eucfosed with prillted 1837 Reports. Received 6 May 1839.] 

My Dear Brother 
Your letter from the Directors I duly received by my esteemed friend Mr Williams, and am obliged 

to the gentlemen composing the Direction for kind expressions of approbation at my continual 
perseVerance almost against hope. It is a very strong exercise of patience and faith to continue my present 
employ amidst the Extinction and destruction of the Aborigines, I am often at a complete loss how to 
act, how to determine, but "In the account it shall be seen", so I keep on trusting: God will work and 
then who shall let: - I was at Windsor just as poor Mr Marsden died and I followed him to the 
grave, the family took it kindly that I went95 - I always esteemed him, whilst I w.a~ dia~et~ically 
opposed to his sentiments respecting the blacks, and in some other matters too- An Auxiliary nusstonary 
society is formed at Sydney and upwards of 500£ has been subscribed, We shall get a character .at Botany 
Bay after all! An Auxiliary Aboriginal protection society is formed also96 but we wa.nt somethmg m?re 
substantial than words to assist the Blacks, they want support and I have none to giVe them exceptmg 
a few I supply when they come out of my own means. 

134. To WILLIAM ELLIS 6 November 1838 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. E11closed with pri11ted 1837 Report. ReceiPed 6 May 1839.} 

My Dear Sir 
The manuscript of this was forwarded by Mr R. Bourne Junr, at the beginning of the year; The 

extinction of the Blacks in the interior is going on at a frightful rate - we can reckon 500 that have 
been slaughtered within 15 or 18 months, whilst 15 whites only have been killed in the course o~ six 
years by the blacks - This year a party of Blacks consisting of almost 26 were at work at a statlon, 
the overseer told them to go away as the stockmen were out after the Blacks to punish them, th:y did 
not go, the stockmen came, ripped open the bellies of the blacks, killed the w_omen, took the children 
by the legs and dashed their brains out against the trees, They then made a tnangular log fire to burn 
the bodies, and reserved two little girls about 7 years Old for Lascivious purp~ses and beca~se ~hey were 
too small for them they cut them IIlith knil,es. I have incorporated this account wtth my exammatton before 
a Committee on tlte Aboriginal Question before Council, which will end in words, I fear without advantage. 

135. To W.W. BURTON 17 November 1838 
[Archives, Supreme Court Papers, 110. 1161, item 79.} 

My dear Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

I have at length accomplished the "Task" according to the memorandum with which I was favored 
by yourself, at}d beg to refer you to the table of "Contents" at the end in which I think you will at once 
perceive that all your enquiries arc fully answered - I have taken a copy, so that any reference at a future 
time can be made and explanation given if required. - Respecting the Language, besides the Chapter 
&c in the work, there arc two copies of the spelling book at the end of which there are reading lessons 
from sacred writ, to which you can refer to ascertain the subject chosen. - The english of ~he columns 
may be found nearly all in the "Grammar", a copy of which you have. - The paper ~espectmg Rurutu, 
you will fmd interesting - excuse its being soiled, it is th~ l~st one I have on t~e .subject.97 - It would 
not disappoint your expectations were you to call at the Mtsstonary Museum, Mtsston House, Bloo~ficld 
Street, Finsbury Square, London, where all the Gods are deposited, and not one of them dar~ sur f~>r 
the life of him! My former colleague the Revd Willm Ellis the Foreign Secretary to the Soctcty wtll 
feel much pleasure in giving explanations respecting the very many curious articles to be seen at the 
Society's Museum, nor will the mention of my name lessen the attention that would otherwise be shewn 
to yourself, Mrs Burton and friends who may possibly feel disposed to accompany you. 

May He in whom we live and mOIJC and have our being, who fixes the bounds of our habitation, guide 
and prosper you and yours in your contemplated voyage, and with best respects to Mrs B. 

[Subscribed] 

P.S. I also enclose a Table of Thermometer &c and forgot to mention that Mr Hayward mentioned 
page 25 [see original MS, M.L.J can give you much information, so can Mr Sadlcir -Percy Simpson 
Esquire can also, he was commandant at Wellington Valley when Harper was there. 
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136. To E. DEAS THOMSON 19 December 1838 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2409.2) Reg. No. 38/13720.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

I have the honor to enclose a Supplementary list98 of Aborigines to whom I sent the surplus blankets 
remaining after the distribution at this station by my Son at his joint station with Mr Arndell near the 
Manilla. 

The two lads marked in the list, named, David and Billy, arc both witnesses to the Atrocities which 
have been committed in that Quarter, and both must be obtained to render affectual the Evidence99 as 
the lad Billy was the Eye witness to the murders, but does not speak good English; whereas David speaks ~ot 
only good Enf!;lish, bu~, understands the language beyond the Gwider, as well as that at Liverpool plains 
down to Patnck's Plarns; he was also at the station at the time of the Murders- Their wives are the 
t1110 girls who were so inhumanly cut for lascivious purposes by the White men alleged to be the murderers, 
and who gave the two girls to those two lads to be their wives, they also should be obtained with the 
two lads to complete the chain of evidence. They were at the station alluded to, two or three months 
back and no doubt can be fom1d near those parts. 

137. To W.W. BURTON 8 February 1839 
[Archives. Supreme Court Papers, tw. 1161, item 103.] 

My Dear Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

Respecting the slaughter of the 80 Blacks [p. 136, Memoranda] it was by the horse police in con
~unction. with the s~ockn~en two of whom, Father and Son of the name of Evans, gave my son the 
~nformatton, he havmg hired the~n, after the transaction of which he was not aware, they mentioned 
1~ as a mere matter of course. SerJeant Temple who commanded the police is since dead, and Evans and 
Ius Son have left our service, but still reside at the Gwyder, at least the father doth; and if he could 
be got in the witness box and cross-examined would disclose reluctantly, many things; he it is to whom 
I all~dc in the report of t~is year, as meeting a black whose throat had been cut, he told my son Joseph 
the circumstance, my Son.ts now at the Gwyder, and will not be home until March or April, so I cannot 
learn at present more particulars; and the men are now shy of speaking on the subject.- I have no doubt 
of the truth of the statement, so many circumstances my Son and Mr Arndell, Mrs T's brother, have 
:-"itnessed in their travels in corroboration, although legal proof could not perhaps be obtained. My Son 
ts 22 years of age and therefore capable of judging. 

Respecting the ripping up the bellies &c &c [sec p. 139, Memoranda] My Son had the intelligence 
fn~m DaPey the Black, whom the Atto_rney Gener,al wishes to procure in evidence. This Davey was 
w1tl1 the party of stockmen, and had gtven to him and his brotlter, who also was with him the two 
wretched little girls, who were so inhumanly cut, both my Men and Son saw their miserable plight, 
~or they came with Davey and his brother and staid at the Station for a season. The black lad Davey 
mformed Mr Arndell and my Son at the Gwydcr of all the horrid transactions, and related that the last 
that was murdered, was an elderly woman whose throat they cut as she stood, and then let her run away, 
that the Blood spurted out, and when she fell they took her up while yet alive and cast her into the 
triangular log fire, and_ her in~ant ~hild they threw alive without any previous injury into the flames! 
The Black Davey told tt all wtth htgh glee and mimicked the struggles of the dying victims in the fire, 
th~re w~re betwixt 30 or 40 by his account butchered as described. When I related this massacre, (for 
thts particular I only learned last week from Mr Arndell) - to the Governor in Oct last he referred me 
to Mr Day expressing a hope that it was the same transaction for which the men were in jail. - I saw 
Mr Day the Police magistrate, we compared circumstances, and were both satisfied that it was a distinct 
n~assacre to the o_ne in the indictment, but c~mmitted by the same men, of this result of comparison 
I mformed the pnvate secretary. Mr Day also mformed me of the number said to be slain 500 including 
Major _Nunn's sla~ghter, and from various others I heard the same as a common report. - The Revd 
Mr Wtlton mentioned the number also to me, likewise Mr Cobb, where Major Nunn made his boast 
bef~re a large .. party of ·:Popping off with his. holster pistols the Blacks whenever one appeared from 
behmd a tree.. I have dtrected my Son to brmg down Davey and his brother if possible, and he has 
blankets for dtstribution, which will induce him to appear if alive, for Mr Amdell, who was here last 
week, states that on his recent retur~ fro~ the Gwyder he was informed by a Gentleman that DaPey 
was p11t Otlt of the way, but whether wlth hts throat cut, or only hid, could not be ascertained. The Blacks 
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communicate freely with Joseph because he speaks the language of t~ese tribe~ fluently, and it am~scs 
them to put him to rights by means of a Black who speaks both Dtale~ts. It ts dangerous to mention 
my authors, lest they should be shot in the interior, or their. cattle be dnve~ away purposely from the 
Station. The two persons in the last report [seep. 146], mentioned as cncampmg at a creek upon whom 
the armed blacks came were Joseph and Mr James Arndell, Brother to Mr Thomas Arnd~ll whom you 
see on the Jury list. Mr A. also informs me that it is supposed that. the two men ?elongmg to the.l.ate 
Macdonald's partylOO are disguised as Blacks, and ;ue wtth the ~1o~ttle bla~ks teachmg them the plattmg 
of whips, slaying cattle, the taking out of the Fat fr?1~1 the ms1de,. which has been done to 500 of 
Mr Cobb's sheep, whilst not a carcase has been taken, this IS not .the stratt f<?r:vard work ofhunwy ?lacks, 
but more the design of Europeans who can dispose of the fat wtthout susptclon to the dray which IS now 
hawking rum up there at this very time! 

However the combined office of Protector and Commissioner of lands will in Mr Main [Edward 
Mayne] be a means of putting a stop to much evil, he has had an interview with the Blacks and informed 
them of his duties, which is well. 

To shew there is a system in the warfare, even on the part of the Blacks - the~e :was a lad ~ringing a 
Bullock from one stock station to another in the hostile district, when as he was ndlllg up a hill on the 
top there stood the Blacks well armed, who had been to Mr Cobb's, The lad was ~larn:ed and was abo~t 
to flee, the blacks called out to him not to be afraid, that they were not angry wtth him, or those at ~us 
station, but with those at another station; The lad mustered courage, rode up to them converse? With 
them and passed on without injury. - Mr Arndcll also informed me of ~.murder .of a Bl~ck ,;t Su Jo?n 
Jamieson's station which with Mr Bell's station have the Cognome~ of Murdenng Statlot~ to :-vhich 
I allude in 1838 report [sec p. 146].- At one or other of these statt~ms, I am not yet certam ~hich ~ 
A man was sent to the Hawksbury, the time corresponds nearly Wlth the murder of the v:hite at Su 
Jolm's station, the man lost his way, expended his rations, and was exhausted. A black found lum, roa~ted 
an oppossum fed him and guided him home to the station. The Black went down to the creek or nver 
where a party of Blacks were. The stockmen from the hut came down upon and fired amongst them, 
the Black, the guide, came up to the hut shortly afterwards to know ~hy they fired at the Bl~cks who 
were peaceable; One of the stockmen took down his piece a.nd shot ht~ dead! M.r A had tlus from. a 
stockman less cruel than his comrades ~ Recently a person mformed him that gomg down a gully m 
search of cattle to his horror he found a heap of human bones which by the skulls he supposed amounted 

• • h b . dl to upwards of 30 who no doubt had been butchered there, nothing but t e ones rem~me · 

I was obliged to leave off to send my free servant with a bushra~ger t? Newcastle,lOl who appeared 
this morning and having only three men here, prisoners, and no police assistance ne~rer than _Ncw~astle, 
although the Governor directed a Constable to be placed at the Lake a twel:vemonth ~mce, the mtelltgen7e 
that three armed bushrangcrs were out, was not most pleasing to me wtth a family of 6 daughters. m 
this Bush, in the evening two of our men went to fish and the only man left at the hut, came run~g 
up stating there were two strange men at the hut - They were gone however when I wen: down Wtth a 
brace of pistols, but the consequence was that I was obliged to watch best part of the mght. My free 
servant not returning from Newcastle from some unknown cause. 

The men belong to the Austran Agr1 Company, and ~ot liking. ~o be sent down to the coal mines 
absconded and they generally make to this lake where no policeman VISits for months together, and to day, 
Saturday we must be on the look out for the runaways must be hungry, and no doubt will sneak about 
the place: and we have not strength to go out and look after them. H~ppy for this land when the Convict 
system shall cease, although the rich must then pay the laborer for his hire. At prese~t the poorer classes 
of settlers are obliged to pay, the assignment is so very unequal, although the regulations look p~etty on 
paper, the working of it is a mere farce. However this is a digression to return to murderous subjects. ~ 

The destruction of the 80 Blacks by Sergeant Temple is perfectly distin.ct to the n~mber n:entioned 
as destroyed by Major Nwm although I thought they wer~ the ~arne un.ttl. the Rev Mr Wtlton ~nd 
many others informed me to the contrary, the massacre mentioned 1~ also dtstt?-c~ from the one for which 
the men suffered although no doubt exists that they were the parties who d~d. tt and many other~, had 
one turned King's Evidence the most horrid transactions would h~ve been ehc1ted. As a?- Officer 1t was 
the duty of Major Nunn to preserve his detachment whateve: nught .be the .result to Ius opponents, as 
a man and a christian he should have abstained from the Vam boastmg wluch may have exaggerated 
the numbers slain, but when the tribe was driven into a swamp surrounded and fired at until de.stroyed 
and where it is said the stench is intolerable from the carcascs of the slain, the number must be considerable 
and but known to those engaged in the slaughter. 
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I thank you kindly for your friendly offer to bear despatches to my relatives in England, But I am 
alone in the Earth, all my relatives arc deceased. And to my friends I have just sent large communications 
by a friend in the Roslyn Castle, not Doctor Lang. ~ My cart which took in the annual report brought 
back your letter, it takes two days here for communications to go and return to post office Newcastle.~ 

For some months past, sickness has prevented n~y leaving home both in myself, Mrs. T, and family, 
Mrs T is still very weak at present from the Influenza and hooping cough, which has run through the 
family ~ Then my Mission does not prosper as I will it should, but it is not of him that rvilleth and I 
submit without a murmur, but often am I almost dispirited, cast down, but not destroyed, like Wellington 
at Waterloo, I am compelled from a sense of duty to stand the steady fire of adversaries who say I am 
thoroughly beaten, but will not acknowledge it, and why: because I trust that at even tide there will 
be light, and though no Prussians will appear on my behalf, whatever the German Legion may do, 
When God arises and touches the hearts of the renmant I will "up and at them". Indeed I have a sort 
of suspicion that God allows the state of the Blacks to be the most wretched, the most hopeless in order 
to shew that the work is his alone; Or Inftdels would say no wonder the Aborigines were converted, 
were they not in the midst of a civilized people and what is wanting beside? 

God has placed me here, fed as it were by Ravens, who croak, at the bread and flesh bestowed 
morning and evening, and hardly that, and my duty is to wait his providence although my encumbrances 
increase year after year through tl1e paucity of my allowance from Government, But hitherto has God 
helped me and I think that now entering into Old age and grey headed in his service he will not forsake me. 

In my annual reports I carefully state the unvarnished truth, disregarding consequences, believing 
and trusting in God's providence, knowing that he whom I hope to serve until death, needs not my 
varnish to beautify, or effect his own work, And though government be induced to withdraw tl1e 
present aid afforded me, which I expect will be the case, some other door will I trust be opened by him 
who deeth all things well. 

I wish the Bishop could have made it convenient to visit the Society Islands, where I am sure, the 
Missionaries would have received him with Christian friendship, although they could not recognise 
him in the Character of an Ecclesiastical superior, As Missionaries, we know no man after the flesh, but 
receive any man tltat brings the Doctrine of the Lord Jesus Christ. I think he would have been gratified 
with the simplicity and godly sincerity of the converts in those Islands. But I regret exceedingly the 
advantage given to the Papists in introducing those rites, not commanded in the new testament, amongst 
the Gentiles, and which have only a foundation in the church of Rome, I allude to the consecration of 
the Burial ground at New Zealand &c. ~ The Roman Catholic priests will take a very fair advantage 
of it to introduce other of their rites and then establish themselves amongst the natives; Already the 
Priests say, we the Catholics are the root, the Church of England and the Weslcyans are the corrupt 
Branches from our trunk! We kept out the Romish priests upon this principle laid down amongst the 
natives, namely that the Lord Jesus Christ is the only head of the Church, that the Church is complete 
in him and in the Commandments which he has given to the Church as our law to rule and guide its 
affairs, that no Church has power to make its own laws, but only to submit to the laws already given 
in the New testament, from which no one must take away, no one must add thereto. They were informed 
that there was a church, an apostate one, the Church of Rome, who made her own laws and did not 
submit to the law of Christ, the consequence was the Priests were not received according to the law of 
Christ, until that Royal Robber, the Most Christian M;yesty the King of the French fulfilled in part 
the prophecies that he is one of the Kings of the Earth making war against the followers of the Lamb, 
and tl1e Royal Rogue has pocketted the money, a mark, most certainly, of a liberal Kil1g J102 

But England in her conduct as a Protestant nation stands Self condenmcd. We protest against the Pope 
as the Man of sin, and we pay the pope's minions to promulgate what we call, as a protestant nation, 
"Damnable doctrines". We not only receive him into our National house, but we wish him God's speed, 
and support and encourage him in his evil deeds ! I fear God will kindle a fire in the Isles, and England 
is surely one, that will be severely felt when he overthrows his Enemies in the last battle of the Gospel 
mentioned figuratively under Gog & Magog. there is a broad distinction betwixt allowi11g civil and 
religious liberty, and supporting and encouraging Apostacy. Arc the three Sisters of Charity to be salaried 
by a protestant nation to convert our lasses into nuns in a country where the complaint is, there are too 
few females already: What limits are to be put, that we may not have another swarm of Jesuits to be 
supported, or of at1y denomination that accept of Government bounty' Should Joanna Southcott rise 
from the dead in this Bush or drop from the moon, are her votaries to be also supplied? The present 
mode cannot long exist. Wishing you a safe and pleasant voyage 
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138. To WILLIAM ELLIS 23 May 1840 
[L.M.S. Australia Letters. ReceiiN?d 3 December 1840.1 

My Dear Brother Ebenezer Lake Macquaric Inlet 
Your welcome letter by Dr Ross I duly received and now make up a packet for the Directors &c &c 

which I hope to get conveyed by some Captain to the Rooms - and will thank you to put the letters 
in the post or rather reprints in a letter form. The Printer has disappointed me some months past. 
And I am now putting to press for the year 1839 the report containing a comparison of the Languages 
with those of the Indians of North America and other Dialects &c in this Country ~ I have noticed 
therein the occasion of Mr Williams' Death, the Captain alluded to is Samuel Henry I am informed 
by Mrs Chisholm formerly Ann Bourne - the captain of the Whaler I know not I told poor Williams 
when in Sydney that he must expect a severe attack on the part of Satan in some way or other, as 
he would not allow the invasion of his kingdom without resistance, and in a conversation respecting 
armi11g the vessel I strongly recommended him to have boardi11g 11cts up whenever the vessel anchored 
in an uncivilized place, and also to have artns for defetzcc. he was doubtful on account of conversations 
with some of "the Frietzds" but, whilst I love them as a people of God, I differ entirely in their view of 
se!f defence. We are commanded not to take to the Sword by him who has said let him who has 110 sword 
sell his garment and buy one. meaning, according to my view of the case, that we should use the ordinary 
means of defence now we go out into all the world, the which was not needed, when the Disciples were 
confined to the cities of Judea, and forbidden to go out of them. however, God's will be done. we must 
submit to this painful dispensation. Whether there was not too much worldly Eclat in the whole of the 
concern in England, too little thought on the necessity of the Work of God, You can judge best. W c who 
read the accounts here without that English excitement, fear there was, attd I mentioned to several friends, 
that I fully expected there would be a great disappointment in the matter, to try the fmc weather birds, 
whether they set with us from pure principle, or only like puppets when moved by excitement. I regret 
much that years back there was not a ship to continue the work in the Islands whilst the power was in 
our hands, now the Devil has moved the Man of Sin, and the difficulties become more apparent to try 
our faith, not more real, for the Lord God reigneth - We deeply sympathize with the persecuted 
Brethren of Madagascar.l03 A good work will yet spring up there The Devil is wrath there because 
he knows that his time is short. The stronger than he hath come, and therefore his goods are not at Peace. 
In this Colony, there is much evil, and I trust there is also much good in the bud. Dr Ross is much 
liked and I am glad to hear it. Joseph heard him when in Sydney a few weeks back the Dr wrote 
me a kind letter by Joseph. Martha who is 21 next November is afflicted with imperfect intelcct, she 
does not speak plainly, nor can she commit to memory any thing with correctness. Tabitha is a stout 
healthy lass and so is Mary, who has just been a journey across the mountains on horseback with her 
Uncle of a distance of 112 miles going 35 one day 30-17 and 30 the other days then the Second Band 
consist of Elizabeth, Lancelot, Edward, Francis, Sarah and Thomas, which is all, and through mercy 
all well. Joseph is a Grazier 300 Miles up in the interior. he and his Uncle arc the persons alluded to 
in the report to whom the Blacks came at the creek. Their station is very near where all the murders 
have been- I brought a case of poisoning the Blacks with Prussic Acid before the Governor who promised 
to lltvestigate; but I have not heard any thing more of the matter lately. We are doing nothing at all, 
I requested the governor to allow the maintenance of a dozen or so blacks from the Interior which [I] 
could get for instruction here, but no answer, to the demand only an evasive one. There is a good deal 
of F!tdge nowadays about in the world, they say and do not. I am sorry to hear that your health is impaired. 
I feel that I have not half the buoyancy of spirit which I had when we drank tea together at Raiatea 
and the Natives were taking their tea out of the Frying Pan! But, I suppose this arises from being half a 
hundred and two years old next Oct 20th how old are you? respecting the Ladies we must I suppose 
be mum, but as a secret I tell you, my wife is eight years younger than I, and we have been married next 
Oct 201h 16 years! how rapidly our time passes on doing nothing. Mrs T writes in kindest regards to 
you Mrs E. and family in which all our host join and believe me yours sincerely in the Cause of Christ. 

[Signed] 
P.S. In this age of Emmigration, should you have any friends who think of comittg to this Colony, 
tell them it is of no use tmless they have a good capital to begin with say 2 or 3 thousand pounds and 
they should bring out Laborers with them and live stock as horses, mares, Bulls and Cows, with which, 
under the blessing of God, they may do well on their own account. Others who come out to work with 
their own hands without any capital, should embrace the present time of high wages, as no doubt in 
a couple of years labor will be much cheaper in preparation to the arrival of Emmigrants. The New 
Zealand concern is I think a very precarious concern - Tltis Colony is so fluctuating that these remarks 
are only for this year 1840. 
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139. From S.A. DONALDSON 16 July 1840 
[M.L. Ad. 65{9.] 

Sir 

On a rec~nt visit to the Hunter River district I learned that you had communicated to Her Majest s 
Gove~nment_ 111 M~rch last a report of some imaginary outrages to the aboriginal blacks at Bcardy plai~s 
[Arm1dale], m whteh my name had been unwarrantably made use of 

I applied to His Excellency th~ Governor immediately on my return to Town, & have been permitted 
to peruse the Correspo~de?-ce winch took place, in consequence of your report, with the Commissioner 
of the New England Dmnct:-

I take the .liberty therefore of Addressing you on this Subject; not because I have been personally 
slandered by this .report b?t because my name has been made usc of in a way which is at least excessivel 
hurtful &_ annormg - Ctrc.ulated. through the Country - and through the Government officers in ~ 
Matter With whteh I had nctthcr ducctly nor Indirectly the remotest concern. 

I a~n not aware wh~t go~d c~mld result from a communication of the kind you made last March 
~ ~erem alluded but w1ll mamtatn that, under the circumstances you had no right to usc in the most 
md1rect v:ay, the name of any r~spectable Individual whatever- and had you taken the trouble to make 
any enqu~ry you would have dtscovered your report was not only in itself false but was derived from 
a most disreputable source. 

. Mr Humphries wh?se conve~sation it would appear formed the ground work of your communication 
Wlt~ Gov~r~ment, - IS a conviCted felon - now at Norfolk Island for life - and was at that ver 
penod extstmg upon the proceeds of forgery & horse Stealing y 

lt,
1
is untrue that he ever was an Overseer of Mess. McKenzie & Donaldson _ or of either one or the 

0 1er. 

It is untrue that any ~lacks wer~ Ever seen dead in the way described at Beardy Plains _ indeed the 
are rarely seen at all m that neighbourhood - y 

It is untrue_ th~t Rum & waterl04 is given to Blacks at Beardy plains for I am credibly Informed such 
a commodity ts almost unknown there. -

It is untrue tltat I have any Station or overseer at all in the District. 

. There is not one ~oi_nt either in Circumstance or fact which is otherwise than untrue connected 
wtth the report- and It IS because I deem the use of my name in the matter at all- both unjustifiable 
and unnecessary - that I have taken the liberty to tell you so. 

140. To S.A. DONALDSON 27 July 1840 
[M.L. At15(1), item 2.] 

Sir, 
Ebenezer, Lake Macquarie Inlet 

. I have to acknowledge tlte .receipt of a letter from you dated 161h Inst in which you complain of 
bemg arutoye~ by your name bemg made use of in a way exceedingly hurtfi.11 &c &c. If such be the case 
I regret the c!;cumstance, but am not a party against whom you have any just cause to complain. y0~ 
further stat~ I am not aware w~at ~o?d would result from a communication of the kind you made 
last M~rch. - In answer to winch It IS only needful to remark, that, the good that will result is to 
know tf the re~ort be true or \alsc .. If true for the punishment of the guilty; if false, that thd p~rty 
whom ~umyhnes accused of vmsonmg the Blacks might be placed in a position to justify tltemselves. 
yo~ .mamtam that I had no nght to use even in the most indirect way, the name Of any respectable 
mdiV~dual whatever &c - I have carefully examined the said correspondence a11d do not find that I have 
used m any unw~rrantable ~anner the name of any person. You observe that "had I taken the trouble 
to make an enqmry &~. &c. - I am not a Magistrate empowered to enquire on oath in such matters 
but :'hat. became .me, tn my capacity, that I did; namely: Inform the Colonial Secretary of the repo~ 
that 1t mtght be dtscov~red whether the rep~rt was false or not. - I know none of the parties, therefore 
cannot. tell, whether dts~eputable or otherwise, save from your information. _ at the time of the in
formation Mr Humphnes and Mr Buchanan were together and both considered not disreputable, 
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excepting as Mr Humphries own declaration manifested his own disposition. It was necessary to relate 
faithfully the assertion as made by Humphries in the presence of Mr Buchanan and others in which your 
name was mentioned together with Mr M'kenzie in order to identify the person supposed to be your 
Overseer, and also to discover the locality of the place where the murderous deed was said to have been 
committed, Humphries stating that it took place at a Statio11 adjoi11i11g the 011e in which he was s11perinte11dant; 
this statement was the only clue to ascertain the truth. 

Respecting the various denials with which you have favored me, it is necessary to submit them 
to the Colonial Secretary for the information of His Excellency the Governor, the case being entirely 
in the hands of Her Majesty's Gover11ment, and I trust it will prevent your receiving any further 
annoyance through the wickedness of infamous characters; But whilst I assure you of my sincerest 
regret that you or any innocent person should suffer through the conduct of such characters as Humphries, 
I deem it also proper to tell you that the censure of any person however respectable, will not I trust 
intimidate me in my course of duty, whenever I am called by circumstances to act on those Christian 
principles which teach us not by conceahnent to become partakers of other men's Sins. 

141. To E. DEAS THOMSON 30 July 1840 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., Reg. No. 40/7516.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie Inlet 

Having received a communication from S.A. Dot1aldson Esquire respecting the report spread by 
Humphries of the poisoning of the Aborigines with Prussic acid &c &c at a neighboring station to that 
in which he was superintendant &c. I do myself the honor of enclosing a copy together with my reply 
for the information of His Excellency the Governor on the subject, and remain. 

142. To E. DEAS THOMSON 10 August 1840 
rArcl1ives, C.S.I.L. (4/2497.2), Reg. No. 40/7960 enclosed with 40/9977.] 

Sir Ebenezer 

On my Agent Mr G.A. Lloyd tendering ten pounds for licence to depasture for my eldest Son 
Mr Joseph Thomas Threlkeld in Mr Mayne's district, a demand was made of the Treasury of twenty 
pounds on the ground that it was not taken out before the pt ofJuly, when circumstances not controlabk 
prevented compliance with a law, of the existence of which, neither of us were aware, namely that 
parries who applied for a licence previously to the 1st of July should be subject to a demand of twenty 
pounds instead of ten. In May last my son left this place for his Station, but was detained several weeks 
on the road by the Floods[,] at length he reached Mr Mayne, and obtained the certificate for licence, 
tills Mr Mayne kindly forwarded to me by post dated June 151h, but from some delay it did not reach 
me by post until the date marked on tl1e certificate, I think, which I forwarded to you, on or about the 
61h of July, the date of my check for the ten pounds, which I sent to my agent, by the same post with 
the letter addressed to yourself, and I expected that a letter would be sent to the agent, to whom in the 
application reference is made to apprise him when the licence was ready; the more so because last year we 
could not obtain the licence after tendering the pa[yment] tlte p[arrie}s not being ready- not hearing of, 
nor receiving the licence induced me to write to Mr Lloyd to call in order to ascertain the reason, when 
the above demand of Twenty pounds was made. I have the honor therefore to subnllt the above explan
ation to shew that there was neitl1er intention, nor yet in fact any attempt to avoid obtaining the licence, 
the certi£cate being obtained June 15th of Mr Mayne and forwarded to you at the earliest opportunity 
after its reception the post mark at Maitland being June 23d -it then had to come to Newcastle, it takes 
two days for me to send or receive letters from tl1e post at Newcastle, to wlllch place I can only send 
once in the week, except 011 emergency and under these circumstances I trust the equity of the case will 
be considered by his Excellency the Governor, though in the strictest sense of the law no evasion has been 
attempted.! OS In addition to this, the letter of advice from my son was misset1t to Port Macquarie instead 
of Lake Macquarie leaving me witl10ut any possible means of acting otherwise than as described. 

[Subscribed] 
Agent's address. Mr G.A. Lloyd 

General Commission Agent, Sussex Street, Sydney 
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143. To E. DEAS THOMSON 20 August 1840 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2479,1) Reg. No. 40/8535. Euclosiug retums.] 

~ b . E enezer Lake Macquarie Inlet 
Enclosed ts the return of the Aborigines of this place to whom B1;u~ '- ts d' 'b d [ 370] A 5 1 1. . · IKe were Istn ute see p 

~ h; . UJ?P ementary tst wtll be forwarded as soon as I am furnished with the names of those Stlpp1~ d. 
m t e mtenor. te 

~ l_1ave also the honor to request the loan of the returns of the distribution of Blankets to the 
Abongmes throughout the Colony for the last three years viz 1838-1839-1840 · b · h · d · 

~ · C f · 1t emg t at peno smce 
an approximation to a ensus ~ the Blacks was taken to ascertain their state.l06 The documents shall 
be taken every care of, and faithfully returned as before. 

144. To E. DEAS THOMSON 2 October 1840 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2497.2), Reg. No. 40/9977.] 

Sir 
Ebenezer Lake Macquarie Inlet 

.~have t~e Honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the zpt Ultimo (this da) informin 
m~ That . His Exc.ellency the Governor regrets that he cannot sanction any departure fr~u the re u~ 
lations which requue that all such Licences shall be rellewed before the pt f J 1 · h ~ 
penalty of double Fee.'' I take the liberty of submitting to His Excellenrv that ~he ~pYr: o{tcl yearulu~ er 
has not been vi I t d. Tl G . . 1f -' 1e reg atlons 

· d o a e. , . 1e overnment routme ltse caused the delay, in requiring first an application to be 
rna e to. the Comm~ss~oner some hundred miles from Sydney. The flood detained my Son, the A hcant 
for the licence, on Ius journey to that Gentleman, so that he could not reach Mr Mayne the c P.p · ' 
until .th.e 14'h of June .al~houqh l~e left here on May the 71h to obtain Ills required signatur~.';.h:s~~~~~ 
contallllilg the ~mmmssmner s signature was sent to post, but by some delay in that department it did 
not reach Ine ttme enough by a few days ouly. The Envelope bcarm~ g M M ' · d d 15th J · d. d . • r ayne s stgtuture at1 ate 

b une, ts ~recte Port Macquane, but .er.ased to Lake Macquarie. The Post marks are indistinct. Had it 
n.ot ~en reqmred to apply to Mr CommtSSioner Mayne, the licence would have been taken out in ro er 
tn~1~ ill Sydney .. As al?ent for my Son, I could t10t apply until I received the document from the PCo~n
rsst~ne~; Tn£ung lu~ Excellency will on a review of the case see the equity thereof and the hardship 
o en orcmg a me, whtch tl1e Govern~e:nt routine in a mere matter of form caused a d~lay, for characters 
are ~nown. after a firs~ recommendation, .and placed us in a position, against the casualties of which it 
:vas I~lposstble todprovide. Every ye.ar parties may be subject to similar w1plcasantness without the sligh;cst 
mtentton to eva e the act, under Its present arrangement If the licence cot11d be obt · d · 
Srd b A '1 · . . · arne atoncem 
tl) ~ey Y. a~ g~nt •. Wit lOUt previously berng Obliged to travel an immense distance in the interior for 

1e ommtsstoner s signature, tt would be possible to avoid the fine. 

Apologising for again appealing to Ills Excellency and trusting that it will not be in vain. 

145. To E. DEAS THOMSON 22 October 1840 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2506.6), Reg. No. 40ji0738 eiJclosed with 40/10919.] 

Sir 
. Ebenezer Lake Macquarie Inlet 

The wl:g~e of tl11S part of the coui_J-try .is in a complete state of confusion. - A party of Armed 
bushran~ers well mounted fran~- the mtenor have formed their settlement in tills Lake, and with the 
present madequate means of opposmg them they will defy all attempts to capture them _ While a art 
of C?nstables were here on Sunday last they were at two of my neighbors and plundered t11em remabllt? 
fo~1x hour~ at -::;r ~?yc[e's thbey took allllls property, from Mr Hely all his arms_ They nearl~ murdere~ 
a an at r ra ~ s pro ably ~cake] the week before - The day before yesterday they beat m 
stockman to. make ln.m tell respectmg our force place &c drove away all our cows and team of bullock~ 
and sent theu comph~nents to me t?at they intended to pay me a visit, when they had time. Unless hi~ 
~xcell~ncy can send hither hor~c police for a time to remain on the lake we must all in tills neighbourhood 
eave or Newcastle. T~e pohc~ f~rcc of Newcastle constables is a burlesque on government, there is 

not ~nouglb to do duty In the dtstnct. I gave information to Major Crummer of two women whom I 
met m the ush runaways, and the answer was there were no constables to spare there not bein' enou h 
~or du~. T~~e C?}se,quence was they were at large for some time. I submit that four horse Poli!e be se~t 

own Y t ts rug 1t s steamer to Newcastle, to come out lUther to assist in the capture of the t1110 parties 
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of Bushrangers, or murder will be agaill committed. The Military cannot come up with them although 
they arc out and acting spiritedly - I send a black with them today to the place we suspect their haunt 
but I fear they will ride away and laugh at the foot Soldiers - The horse police are from Maitland, 
but will not be able to get them unless a fresh party scours the Lake and drives them back, or the other 
force them on towards us, in which case if we have strength we shall get them, let me beg of His 
Excellency to send down tl1is evening by Steamer troopers, or other prisoners will join them and the 
party will become truly formidable. Had the constable been appointed at the Lake as promised by His 
Excellency it would have assisted us much in prevention of this eviJ.l08 

[Subscribed] 

Mem0 I ought to have stated that our police force has been diminished by the resignation of Moses Carol 
at the Pass in this district joining the Brisbane Water one -

146. To E. DEAS THOMSON 29 October 1840 
[Archim, C.S.I.L., Re bla11kcts iss11ed to Aborigi11es 1838-43 (4/1133-3), 4/011054.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie Inlet 
I herewith enclose the returns for the Aborigines consisting of 102 the number transmitted to me 

with thanks for the loan of them; but regret that their imperfect state in each year renders it impossible 
to usc them as· a criterion to judge of the increase or decrease of the Aborigines, many places not being 
returned. I have forwarded with them a copy shewing the comparitivc [sic] number of the sexes, which 
is all the available service the returns could afford 

[Subscribed] 

[ Euclosure] 

Return of Aborigines taken at the respective stations 1838. 

District or Station Men Women Boys Girls Total 

Paterson 29 20 6 2 57 
Lake Macquarie 15 8 2 1 26 
Wollongong 49 25 23 27 124 
Shoal Haven. lilawara 52 38 30 19 139 
Shoal Haven. Saint Vincent and Jervis's Bay 76 51 43 28 198 
Raymond .Terrace 24 13 2 3 42 
Dungog 76 46 15 15 !52 
Stroud Port Stevens 102 76 16 12 206 
Gloucester 26 22 16 12 76 
Windsor 77 25 7 6 115 
Goulburne Lake Bathurst 24 26 9 6 65 
Penrith 19 5 7 4 35 
Patrick's Plains 51 13 -! -! 64 
Butterwick 18 12 3 I 34 
Lcahan 15 9 5 5 34 
Brisbane Water 34 12 6 3 55 
Stone Quarry 27 23 9 4 63 
Mount Ebrington 24 18 4 1 47 
Liverpool 7 6 2 4 19 

1838 Total 754 448 205 !53 1551 

L.E. Threlkeld 
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Return of Aborigines taken at the respective Stations, 1839. 

District or Station Men Women Boys 

Paterson 
Liverpool 
Twofold Bay 
Parramatta 
Raymond Terrace 
Hartly 
Bateman's Bay 
Brisbane Water 
Mount Ebrington 
Windsor 
Penrith 
Merton 
Berrima 
Stone Quarry 
Dungog 
Port Stevens, Stroud, Gloucester 
Jarvis's Bay 

1839 Total 

27 
7 

126 
22 
24 
14 
50 
35 
23 
76 
12 
40 
33 
26 
43 

171 
8 

737 

11 
6 

72 
10 
12 
15 
29 
12 
17 
17 
7 

14 
20 
26 
25 
95 
4 

392 

3 
3 

35 
15 
-! 
11 
24 
7 
3 
5 
2 
1 
8 
9 
7 

42 

175 

Return of Aborigines taken at the respective Stations, 1840. 

District or Station Men Women Boys 

Lake Macquarie 
Penrith 
Berrima 
Mount Ebrington 
Jarvis's Bay 
Paterson 
Brisbane Water 
Liverpool 
Hartley & Cox's River 
Wollongong, five Islands &c 
Shoal Haven - Total 
Wilham's River 
Erowal 
Parramatta 

1840 Total 

1840 

15 
5 

26 
22 
6 

39 
35 

6 
19 
48 
67 
22 
23 
8 

341 

7 

24 
18 
7 
4 

12 
6 

17 
22 
55 
6 

18 
12 

208 

3 

6 
10 

6 
9 
3 
9 
8 

49 
6 

13 
8 

130 

General Return according to the documents for 1838-9-40. 

Date 

1838 
1839 
1840 

Men Women Boys 

754 
737 
341 

448 
392 
208 

205 
175 
130 

Girls 

!53 
136 
100 

Total 1832 1048 510 389 

Total 

1551 
1440 
779 

Proportion of Women to Men, not quite. - 58 to 100 
Proportion of Girls to Boys, not quite. - 77 to 100 
Proportion of Females to the Males including 

Girls 

1 
5 

24 
14 
-! 
5 

14 
3 
1 
5 
2 
4 

10 
10 
9 

29 

136 

Girls 

1 

8 
4 

4 
5 
5 

11 
36 
3 

11 
12 

100 

Total 

42 
21 

257 
61 
36 
45 

117 
57 
44 

103 
23 
59 
71 
71 
84 

337 
12 

1440 
L.E. Threlkeld 

Total 

26 
5 

64 
54 
13 
49 
60 
20 
50 
89 

207 
37 
65 
40 

779 

children and adults not quite. - 62 to 100 
L.E. Threlkeld Oct 29'" 1840. 
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147. To E. DEAS THOMSON 29 October 1840 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2506-6), ct~closed with 40/10738 ill 40/10919.] 

Dear Sir 

I have to apologise for not writing on folio paper but I have not a sheet in the house and my 
supplies arc at Newcastle and have been for the last fortnight. The Bush-rangers put all into confusion. 
- they waited last week for my cart coming hither with flour, fortunately it broke down within four 
miles of Newcastle, so it escaped - The fellows amused themselves shooting at Marks at Mr Boyces 
while tea was preparing109 and fired at a large Bell to break it, when they could not effect their purpose 
by bullets they ordered it down and smashed it with an axe - they were six hours there, dining and 
taking tea and enjoying themselves. On Saturday they were about 4 miles from Newcastle stole two 
horses, and had the police come down from Sydney by that Morning's steamer they must have been 
taken, for the 4 Horse Police with one of my mounted Blacks were in pursuit from this place -, I have 
had two other Blacks, mounted, out as scouts and guides. I have one coming on horseback today from 
Newcastle and perhaps he may meet them or bring us tidings we wish to sec them, we have arms now, 
and if the horse police scour the country the chance is against the fellows, but if horseman [sic] are not out 
- They will defy all the foot force in the Colony, round this Lake unfortunately one of the mounted 
policemen's horses slipped down a precipice on the Sugar Loaf range last Sunday week whilst in search, 
and broke its neck, they were compelled to return to Maitland. The Black I sent with them has returned 
after a search, but no tidings, the Mounted Police have returned to their Quarters. The very heavy rain 
Yesterday and the day before must compel the Robbers to come out of their retreat - supposed to be 
in some of the numerous Gullies in these parts -

148. To E. DEAS THOMSON 20 November 1840 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., Reg. No. 40/11,941.] 

Dear Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

We are yet annoyed by these bushrangers, who in spite of every exertion, have committed a number 
of daring depredations, although closely pursued; this arises from the locality of their haunts allowing 
them every facility to avoid capture, also their being secretly aided and abetted, together with there 
being no reward, of any importance from Government to induce persons to betray or take them. The 
technical remark is "that they do not weigh their weight." There being no horse police station at 
Newcastle, is another occasion of their being so long at liberty, for when an outrage takes place 
Newcastle is the most convenient place to convey information thence the magistrate has to send to 
Maitland, and the robbers escape. Respecting tl1e "Weight" as it is called That might be cut up root and 
branch at once as the system docs not work well and transform it thus: Offer rewards the highest for 
the least crime: thus: if 25£ reward for a robbery then give only 20£ if Murder is permitted, and if 
a second Robbery takes place by the same party give only 20£, then the object would be to prevent 
crime in Grder to gain the largest reward whereas the present mode of Government and Individuals, 
in offering rewards tends only to encourage crime, by allowing the evil doer to continue his evil course 
until he weighs his weight. 

Then how are these rewards to be provided for, Why make the thieves pay it themselves thus: 
For every thing stolen let them repay the owner fourfold &c &c and to the Government all the expences 
of the reward, their capture, trial &c &c in this manner. Class them in gangs, let fall, burn off, and stump 
for the Plough a certain portion of land in every section of Government land open for sale and credit 
the Thieves for their labor until the property and expences arc refunded as before stated together with 
the expence of their management in the gang. Thus if they stole much, they must labor much, and so 
tl1ey would Sentence themsel!'es, than which nothing could be a greater punishment to such characters. 
We are taught this policy in the jewish Theocracy, the most just and equitable in the World. If this plan 
was tried upon all the thieves in England both honorable and dishonorable, no doubt it would lessen 
to a great extent crime, and if not the burthen would fall on themselves, other Modes might be adopted, 
for instance: a tread mill attached to a sawing machine in this country &c &c. 

Respecting the Men at Mr Boyce's and Mr Hcly's, I am fully persuaded that tl1ey were in colleague 
with the armed Bushrangers.IlO Do yon think that if your servant at Government house was set upon a 
horse with a loaded double barrelled gun and brace of pistols, and desired to go to a place as far as 
the turnpike Gate, that he might not have rode to Parramatta if he chose being alone, instead of going 
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there and then turning off to say Dr Bowman's! and then when arrived there finding one man standing 
over 8 or 9 persons keeping guard, could he not have shot him and rescued his master if he pleased: 
such was the position of Mr Boyce, and the fellow pretended he was pressed. This could be remedied 
by making the onus to fall on all assigned servants to prove that they did their utmost to prevent robbery 
or outrage on their Master's premises, at present the custom is to prove that the Assigned servants aided 
or assisted the Bushrangers, at present let them be ever so neuter they obtain hereafter their tickets of 
leave for good conduct. A negation of evil appears now to constitute a good character. It may be asked 
how will such characters be most easily induced to perform a duty' Perhaps in this way: Let every assigned 
servant, capturing any robbers or bringing to light robberies &c &c &c the moment the parties are 
committed by the Police Magistrate be instantly furnished by the committing Magistrate with an 
"Indemn!fication from Capture" or ''for Capture" thus leaving him instanter at liberty to get his own living, 
until the Ticket of leave or Pardon be granted. The necessary routine of office cause too much delay 
and thus subjects the individual to the taunts of his less fortunate companions, which this plan would 
avoid. 

Lastly in all cases of Bush robbery it should be imperative on the Mounted Police Officer being 
a Magistrate or the nearest Police Magistrate to visit the scene of depredation and take the depositions 
on the spot, where the localities and immediate enquiry of all around would often lead to a discovery. 
Which distance from the Police office and the delays occasioned by the outrage too often prevent. I was 
just about to conclude, when I received the following intelligence from Mr Heley. "My riding horse 
was taken from me about 4 miles from Maitland by the same gang of robbers that robbed me. One of 
them gave me a horse of Mr Bolton's to bring me home, but it had been ridden so much that it 
would not carry me a ;} of a mile, so that I left it saddle and bridle on the road and walked home. 
They told me it was for my going after them witl1 tl1e Military, and that they had seen us and were 
going to shoot me three times during the day. They also said if you were to keep the Military at your 
place for 12 months they would pay you a visit, if they were not shot, for such they say will be their end." 

Now it will be no benefit to either of us or to our families, that when our throats may be cut 
or Brains blowed out, or our wives and daughters violated, two of the villians did violate a wife whilst 
the husband was kept in custody near Maitland which caused the first of their breaking out, that after 
the Catastrophe has taken place a large reward be then offered for the Murderers. I am convinced that a 
larger reward for the prevention of crime would be more beneficial for Society at large, than when it is 
offered only after the misc[h]ief is done. The Military has been here for the last month, there are two 
soldiers now here, they were to have gone two days since, but I detained them in consequence of tracking 
the Bushrangers down a valley, on my return from Newcastle the other day accompanied only with a 
black boy, and before communication could be conveyed to the horse Police this second robbery on 
Mr Hely took place. Really things are in a very alarming state, and the numbers of mounted robbers 
in the Hunter District quit[e] appalling.lll 

149. To E. DEAS THOMSON 29 November 1840 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., 1841/36, 2nd January 1841.] 

Dear Sir Ebenezer 
Only tills morning had I received intelligence by Brady of the certain capture of the desperate men, 

and was about to dismiss the military, when Intelligence came from Newportll2 that yesterday Ruggy 
and Marshall were both at the hut of a prisoner named Murphy and had each a pot of tea there, one 
standing guard whilst the other drank it. That they were armed with daggers and pistols and guns! 
This intelligence was brought by the Chief Constable's party who came for rations. I immediately 
despatched "William Burd" [Breeches] armed on horseback, Brady, and the Sergeant, who was leaving 
with the two privates, to our satisfaction he has just returned stating that it is an entire falsehood, we 
feared some others had sprung up to join the gang thanks to our heavenly Saviotlr that tl1ey are prevented 
in their wicked course, and for our merciful preservation in the nlldst of danger. 

150. To E. DEAS THOMSON 19 December 1840 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., Reg. Na. 40/12,814.] 

Dear Sir Ebenezer 
As I anticipated, these daring Bushrangers are still at large,ll3 keep us all in a state of alarm, and 

robbed my neighbor on Mr Holden's Estate. One of my Blacks tracked tl1em near the place. I immediately 
sent to Newcastle for Horse-Police, expecting their movement to plunder. The Black went to town on 
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Friday night, the letter went to Maitland from Major Crummer with every despatch by steamer. On 
Saturday night the Police were on the Lake at Mr Boyce's, Sunday here, on Monday my Black directed 
them on the tracks of the fellows until they captured the horses near Harry Denny at the heads by the 
other party of police coming on the opposite side. The fellows escaped. On the next day they robbed 
Mr Osborne, and the gentleman at Newport stripping them of everything and useing most provoking 
expressions. They broke a cask of drink, gave to the Men, and asked who would Volunteer with them. 
One, an old Soldier, turned out, him they clothed, armed, and supplied with a stolen horse, thrcatetllng 
to pay the Gentleman another visit if he gave information, or followed them. The consequence was, 
I heard nothing of it, until yesterday when a prisoner named Brady, assigned to that Gentleman, formerly 
a ticket of leave holder, I trust his Excellency will reward him, Who has been with the horse police in 
search of them returned but as the fellows visited his hut with the avowed purpose to murder him for 
going after them, he came here and has gone after the Police to Maitland. Whilst I have sent to Newcastle 
to give information to alarty there. I am the last to be robbed on this side of the Lake, and though we 
use every precaution, an have two military (foot Soldiers) here, yet we, togetl1er with our unfortunate 
neighbors are all in a state of alarm. - You need not be surprised if there is a sort of insurrectionary 
movement among the assigned servants especially at the Lake. The Boldness of the Robbers begets 
boldness in others. and there is a bad spirit among the prisoners, a connivance, or no establishment could 
be so easily plundered as those of my neighbors' have been. If an investigation takes place, it may be 
discovered: But all the prisoners whether assigned or otherwise display, very naturally, great fear or them. 
Our situation is miserable. I dread the effects in England when these things are known from the sufferers 
to their friends, it will check respectable emmigration, I very much fear. - My Black has not returned 
with my horse. I am apprehensive lest the fellows meet him, he would be shot, for they have threaten' d 
their lives to Mr Boyce. If a party of Horse Police could come down secretly to Brisbane Water from 
Sydney, get a Black guide to come thence to these parts they would drive the fellows into the hands 
of those on this side, if you look at the Map you will see the necessity of something of the kind, or they 
will, as they threaten follow the horse police in their steps, and which they have done, in spite of the 
endeavors which are making to take them. 

[Subscribed] 

P.S. Since writing the above the Lad has returned and is required by the Mounted Police at Maitland. 
If I can spare him: And now within an hour the horse police are arrived, Brady having fallen in with 
them. The Aboriginal Lad must now go again in search although both Mounted Police and himself are 
fatigued, having been out ever since last sunday on the stretch and more than two months since they 
first came. The wickedness of tl1e assigned servants at Newport was such that when Brady enquired 
about them, the men put him on the route to fall in with the five Bushrangers instead of the horse police! 
My Black boy says they will have them now they have got horses again as they can be better tracked 
than when on foot. - If Commissions were granted in "The Aboriginal Corps" I certainly should 
recommend "Little Breeches" to her Majesty for one. I have named him William Burd. A plate would 
be very encouraging if his Excellency thought fit to bestow one for his services; and if I had inducements 
to hold out, no doubt many of the Blacks would be very useful as auxiliaries to the Police. The fellows 
broke in the keg and gave three cheers when they distributed its contents among the assigned servants 
at Newport. 

Sunday night -
The fellows have committed 6 robberies on the same day. A party from Brisbane water has just been 

here. A flogger a Constable of Brisbane water has joined the Bushrangers making now 6 mounted in all 
their party. They stated their determination to rob me at Mr Holden's farm- we are all upon the alert. 
My Black boy with Sergeant Lee has fallen again upon their tracks and traced them into a ceadar Brush, 
the parties are out again to search for them. I have just received a note from Mr Holden stating that his 
meil have behaved well and tl1at he has no reason to suppose a connivance. Brady's opinion was stated 
to me differently. 

151. To E. DEAS THOMSON 19 December 1840 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. re Land, Box 195, Reg. No. 40/12,815.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie Inlet 

In reference to a letter received from the Colonial Treasurer's Office of date Novr 23d stating that 
The deed of grant for 1280 acres of land. at Lake Macquarie lies ready for delivery to me or_ my agent 
&c &c. I have the honor to inform you that a very important error has been discovered by my Agent in 
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the deed, in wl~ch he ~tates that "Co_als, Copp';r &c &c &c." have been reserved to the Crown, being 
perfectly at vanance wtth the Authonty by whtch I am possessed of the property and which authority 
?ears date Colonial Secre~ary's O_ffice 1~:h November !,829. No 29f1869. and to which I beg you to refer 
1ll order to correct the satd msertton of Coals, Copper . -not being therein reserved, and that a proper 
deed may be made out.ll4 

152. To E. DEAS THOMSON 29 December 1840 
[Dixso11 Library, C.S.l.L., 41/38.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 
. In ~eference. to the Government notice of the 16th Inst a Pardon &c to any prisoner who shall give 

PX:Vate mfon:_natton &c resp~cting the Bushrangers now captured. I have the honor to recommend the 
Pnsoner Patnck Brady pr ship Ann [ & ] Amelia to His Excellency the Governor's favorable consideration 
under the following circumstances: 

Several we~ks back Bradr came to me givfl:~ private in~ormation respecting the Bush-rangers' 
cou_rse round this Lake and satd_ that he would willingly go with the Horse Police and point out the 
va~mus places w:here they were likely to resort, and that he well knowing this part of the country would 
gmde them. This occured some weeks previous to appearance of the Government offer of Pardon and 
passage to En~land, and therefore arose from the best wishes to capture the robbers without waiting 
for any pronuse of reward. - Sho:tly aft~rwar~s _Sergeant Lee and his party arrived. I informed him 
of the case he went to Brady who tmmedtately JOmed Sergeant Lee, went in pursuit and captured the 
h?rses o~ the Bush-r:mg_ers alth~ugh ~rom the localities of the Scrub the fellows escaped. Brady however 
sttll_ contmue~ steadily m purs~lt unttl the ~urderers were ~nally taken, being but a few hours behind 
owmg to th~ Jaded state of then horses causmg ~clay at Mmtland. Out of spite his hut has been robbed, 
he has been Jeered at by Bon_d and Free, for gam~ after them, and his life repeatedly threatened by the 
Bush-ran~ers who ~ent to his place to wreak their vengeance on him, but forttmately he was with the 
horse pohce at the ttme. From pers?nal_knowle~ge of his conduct, and from his private information to me, 
I was enabled so to act, and to gtve mformatton to the Police Magistrates at Newcastle and Brisbane 
Water, as to c~operate in our united movements for the capture of the desperate Gang. I have therefore 
much pleas~re _m most earnest~y reco~ending ~rady to His Excellency's consideration in the promised 
reward, believmg tl1at deservmg pnsoners requtre only to be brought forward to tlte notice of His 
~xcellenc~· !he Governor, that they may become the Objects of that Mercy which is the Brightest Gem 
m the Bnush Crown. 

153. To E. DEAS THOMSON 29 December 1840 
[Dixso11 Library, C.S.l.L., 41/37.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 
I ha~e the Honor to r;,qu~st. your ~d attention on behalf of the Aborigine, a Lad, named "Little 

Breeches , but now called Wtlbam Burd Who has been for several weeks employed by me in tracking 
th~ desperate gang of Bushrangers who have ended their career in Blood [see p. 285]. The Lad has been 
wn_h Sergeant Lee and his party of Mounted Police and traced the Robbers throughout the whole of 
thetr tortuous rou~e, round Lake Macquar~e to ~e capture of their horses. Thence through the Mountains 
up _the Wollumbt close upon th~m~ un~l t~e Jaded state of their horses compelled them to delay at 
Mattlan_d whence he returned bnngmg mtelligence of the capture of the Bushrangers. Such is his tact 
at trackmg that_when oth_er Blac~s we~~ at _f~ult, he le~,t~em in the proper course. that to use the language 
of ?ne who Witnessed his exertions: Wtlltam Burd IS able to track an Ant over a Rock!" The lad 
havmg at my ~equest ventured his life, for. the_ p~b~c good, in pursuit of the Murderers, they had 
th~eatened to kill all the _Blac~ they met which mtmudated others. I trust His Excellency the Governor 
will be pl;ased to f~nush ~m wtth a plate ~ngraved with a suitable inscription as a mark of his 
Excellency s ap-?r?batton ofhts conduct, The which pl~te I will take care to invest him with in the presence 
of all the Abongmes at Newcastle, and bestow on him such other reward as His Excellency may deem 
proper for encouragement. 
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154. To Sir JAMES DOWLING 8 March 1841 
[Dixson Library, C.S.I.L., 41/2925.] 

Sir Sydney 

In conformity to a11 order in Court, it has been my usual practice in all cases wherein I have been 
concerned respecting the Aborigines under criminal charges, to apply to the Bench for CoWlsel on their 
behalf, and which has been usually appointed some three or four days at most before the trial came on, 
in some instances only on the very day of trial, which occasioned much inconvenience. There arc at 
present three Aborigines in the Sydney Jail, charged with the Murder of Mr Stapleton {Stapylton] and 
his Man, awaiting their trial at the next Sessions. I have visited them and ascertained that it would be 
impossible to obtain any information from so distant a part of the Colony in time if the usual course 
of appointing Cotmsel for their defence be adopted: I, therefore, respectfully submit on behalf of the 
Aborigines, that your Honor will be pleased to take their case into consideration, and by an early 
appointment of an Attorney and Counsel allow of sufficient time to ascertain if any thing favorable 
for their defence can be brought forward from so distant a settlement. 

155. To E. DEAS THOMSON 23 March 1841 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., 41/3347.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie Inlet 

In acknowledging receipt of your communication of the 161
h of Feb. last stating that the Aborigine 

"Little Breeches has been ordered to be commissioner in the Police", I have the honor to inform you 
that the Lad absconded the very day after I had mentioned to him His Excellency's pleasure, the youth 
expressed dissatisfaction at the Arrangement. 

I am informed that he has entered into the service of Mr. Ecford and therefore I do not expect his 
speedy return to this place. 

SIR GEORGE GIPPS / 
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Study of activities of the inhabitants of New Holla~d~-

'A Native Family of New South Wales, sitting down on an English Settlers Farm' by Augustus Earle. 
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An Aborigine of the Coal (Hunter) River 

~~g':"'"'''"''~~p~ .•. '. 

Bungaree of the Broken Bay tribe 

• 
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Later Correspondence, 184I-I8J9 

156. From E. DEAS THOMSON 9 February 1841 
[Published Votes & Proceedings N.S.W. Legislative Cou11cil, II (1847), 361. Copy of origi11al Reg. No. 41/118.) 

Reverend Sir, Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney 

In reference to your letter of the 19th December last, representing that the reservation of coal has 
been made in the grant of your 1,280 acres of land at Lake Macquarie, which was authorised for you 
so far back as November, 1829, I have had the honor to inform you that this reservation was inserted 
in error, and an endorsement to that effect will be made on the Deed of Grant. 

157. To E. DEAS THOMSON 24 August 1841 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2535), Reg. No. 41/7887 Lithographed chart e11closed.) 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

I have the honor to acquaint you for the information of His Excellency the Governor that I have 
completed a Shaft, Tmmel, rail-way and all other necessary operations into a Seam of Coal Five feet 
thick from which cargoes are now being despatched to Sydney, and that supplies to any amount, whether 
for exportation or other consumption can be obtained by extending operations at a trifling expence, 
owing to the peculiar locality of the Seam of Coal.ll 5 The Tunnel, which precludes the necessity of raising 
the coal up the shaft to its mouth, is such, that the coals are delivered at the Water's edge to the 
Barge, and His Excellency could walk through it without the slightest difficulty, to inspect the seam 
and mining operations should it be found convenient to extend a tour to the Lake. But, owing to the 
shallowness of the channel, in places, from the Entrance of the Ocean to the Lake, it is necessary that 
Vessels drawing more than 7 feet water should anchor in 7 fathoms water close to the Bar as shewn in 
the accompanying chart. Two vessels loaded with coal rode out the late Gales in safety at the Heads, 
and others, though not generally known, have when overtaken by a Gale, sailed for and found shelter 
at Reid's Mistake. It is necessary that moorings should be laid down to shew the proper places for Vessels, 
and that a Pilot should be appointed to direct Masters of Vessels by signals &c as to the st:lte of the tide &c. 
The moorings laid down at my expence noticed in the Chart are only for small craft and my Barge 
which conveys Coals from the Mine to the Anchorage outside the Bar at the heads. The Steam dredge 
could at a future time, in a few days, clear the whole of the flats in the channel, they being only Sand, 
and thus open a Vast extent of country admirably adapted for small farms, or country residences, for public 
competition, the distance being only 48 miles from Sydney Heads. The Victoria Steamer came close to 
the Bar last week for wool shewing the safety and capabilities of the place which has to contend against 
much prejudice. I have therefore the honor to request that a Pilot may be appointed for Reid's-Mistake 
entrance to lake Macquarie and that proper moorings may be laid down where necessary in the hitherto 
overlooked Anchorage for Ships of any draught of water, or of any tonnage at the entrance to Lake 
Macquarie.I16 
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158. To E. DEAS THOMSON 24 August 1841 
[Archiws, C.S.I.L., re LaJJd, Box 195 Reg. No. 41/7886.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

The coal-works being now in complete operation, and having began yf'sterday, for the first time 
to discharge coals from the Tunnel of the Mine, it is necessary that a depot should be made for coal~ at 
the entrance of the Lake to supply V cssels for Exportation, a demand having arisen for coals for Valparatso, 
and the East Indies. But in consequence of the shallowness of the channel inside the heads to the Lake, 
vessels of larger draft than 7 feet cannot when loaded go over the flats from the coal-works. I have 
therefore the honor to request that His Excellency the Governor will be pleased to allow me the 
purchase, at the minimum price, of Ten acres of land, where huts are now erected on the unloca~ed 
portion on the South side of the entrance near Mr Boughton's grant, ~or the purpose of my f?~mmg 
a wharf and depot whence shipping of any totmage, lying at Anchor outside the Bar may be expeditiously 
supplied by Barges from the intended Depot.l17 

159. To E. DEAS THOMSON 26 August 1841 
[Archim, C.S.I.L. (4/2535.2), Reg. No. 41/7905.] 

My Dear Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 
Thinking you might wish to see a copy of the Chart of the Lake I herewith enclose you two copies 

[seep. 151]. You will perceive that the position of the land is such that twenty more shafts could be sunk 
equally near the waters edge at not more than 150£ or 200£ each entrance to the same seam of coal in~o 
which I have entered another horizontal shaft at nearly two miles distant west from the one marked m 
the map, merely to prove the existence of the coal and found the coal a few yards distant from the Beach. -
We are now entering into the proper seam which improves much in quality and appearance. The first that 
was sent up was merely surface coal and sent as such, the second of whi~h a sample. was sent to ~is 
Excellency, was from the sinking of the Shaft into the scam, and shortly I will take the hberty of sendmg 
another sample to shew the better quality as we proceed in the scam. 

160. To E. DEAS THOMSON 26 August 1841 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2522.5), Reg. No. 41/7888.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Macquarie 

Having a number of ticket of leave men in my employ at the Coal-Works, who are obliged to 
attend muster at Newcastle a distance of 24 miles, which occupies three days every tl1ree months, and 
compels the men to be at Public Houses in the town where some at the last muster spent from £6 to 
9£ each man and were drunk for several days without interference, I, the:efore, have the ?onor to 
submit to His Excellency the Governor, that I may be allowed, or my Supenntendant, ~o certify to _the 
Police Magistrate that the men are in my employ and actually engaged at the respective muster ?~e 
specified, or that some other plan as may be thought more effectual be adopted t? prevent the posltlve 
necessity of the men being at Public Houses contrary to their own expressed wtshes.l18 

161. To E. DEAS THOMSON 30 September 1841 
[Archim, C.S.I.L. (4/2522.5), Reg. No. 41/8802.] 

Sir Sydney 
. Being absent from home I did not receive your despatch of the 161

h Ins_t until yeste:day; stating: 
"That it does not appear that any of the Ticket of leave holders employed m your service were seen 
drunk in the town of Newcastle after muster on tl1e 1st July bst &c &c." In answer to which I have 
the honor to state that Samuel Kidger one of the drunken party was fined some 20S, for being drunk, at 
the police office and furtl1er that yesterday morning at about eight 0 clock, a constabl_e infor~ed me 
that the Ticket of leave holders in my employ witl1 others were then drunk at a certam pubhc house 
and not two hours afterwards my son saw others of them intoxicated at another public house, and they 
are now spending their wages at the public houses waiting for muster tot~orrow _the 1st October. 
My only object in thus stating these facts is to exonerate myself from the Imputation of needlessly 
troubling His Excellency The Governor on a subject that needed not his interference, and it was at the 
request of the men who acknowledged their depraved habit that I stated the matter. 
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162. To E. DEAS THOMSON 13 December 1841 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2579}, Reg. No. 42/51.] 

Sir Ebenezer Lake Maccjuarie 

I take the liberty of bringing before your notice the necessity of some steps being taken to prevent 
the injury to "Victoria Bay" at the entrance of Lake Macquarie by vessels discharging their ballast in 
the Bay to the injury of the anchorage &c &c. Formerly my barge took the ballast out of the vessel in 
my employ, and now having purchased a larger vessel of 48 tons I have furnished her with iron ballast 
to prevent injury to the harbor as well as to expedite the trips: - But other vessels are now coming 
weekly to the Lake over which I have no control, and unless prevented from throwing overboard their 
ballast much impediment will arise which can never be removed. 

The navigation can easily be improved and the entrance made much better by tl1e trifling labor 
of a gang of men under a suitable manager to drive stakes, and weave boughs of trees at low water, 
so as to fix the sand, and by thus narrowing tl1e channel it would become deepened and be confmed 
to one entrance which at present, owing to the shifting of the sand, is often divided into two. About 
20 chains from the Beach would be all that is required; Tills was suggested years ago by Mr Busby, 
Engineer, when he visited the place. The Bill respecting Harbors being under consideration, I have the 
honor to request that these suggestions may be laid before His Excellency the Governor [see letter 
following]. 

163. To E. DEAS THOMSON 8 August 1842 
[Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/2579), Reg. No. 42/5810.] 

Sir No 2 Harrington Street Sydney 

In reply to an application for assistance from Government respecting the Entrance to Lake Macquaric 
Reid's Mistake, I received inJanY last a communication dated the 7th (42f3) stating "His ExcellencY regrets 
that He has it not in his power to undertake any work for the improvement of the Harbor at Lake 
Macquarie." In consequence of this information I immediately employed men to form an embankment 
so as to lead the water in the channel to form a strait passage for vessels within the Bar and which 
work is deepening the channel and in the opinion of several nautical persons will when complete fully 
answer our expectations. It has been accomplished, so Etr, according to a plan recommended by Mr Busby 
Engineer some years ago when he was at the Lake in Government employment. It is simply driving 
stakes and weaving boughs of trees betwixt, which fixes the Sand and forms an embankment which 
causes the water to increase its current and carry out the Sand from the open space left for navigation. 
But it requires Stones to be laid, as is now doing at Newcastle jetty, to prevent any fresh from sweeping 
away the temporary embankment now forming. 

I have therefore the Honor to request that His Excellency the Governor will be pleased to grant 
me permission to complete the work without my being liable to the pains and penalties which a forced 
construction of the Harbor act might otl1erv:ise subject me thereto when I deposit the Ballast from my 
new vessels about to sail next week so as to protect and form a permanent embankment in the said channel. 

164. To E. DEAS THOMSON 20 August 1842 
[Archim, C.S.I.L. (4/2579), Reg. No. 42/6168.] 

Sir 2 Harrington Street Sydney 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 10th Inst stating that ''His Excellency 
the Governor regrets that he cannot undertake to sanction a work of this nature except upon the opinion 
of some competent person" In reply to which I beg to intimate that any, or every person whom, I might 
soever, employ to obtain an opinion, might be subject to the objection of incompetency, and therefore 
I respectfully request that His Excellency may be pleased to give instructions to such persons in Government 
employ, or otherwise, as may be deemed competent to survey the place and afford me the necessary 
instructions for my continuing the embankments necessary to increase the depth of the chatmel, the 
wlllch has been effected one foot by my present m1dertaking, whilst only another foot or eighteen inches 
will completely open the channel for navigation. I am perfectly willing to submit my plan to the con
sideration of any Engineer His Excellency may appoint, and to attend to any suggestion that may be given 
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165. From GEORGE PEARSE 7 April 1845 
[RAHS, Threlkeld Letters, item 9. Received 9 September 1845.] 

My dear Friend Sticklepath [near Okehampton, Devon, England] 

A few days since I was glad to receive yours of 9 November Mr Burd has just informed me that 
he intends in the course of a week to forward a parcel to you through Mr Lethbridge I therefore take 
the opportunity of inclosing some reminiscences of the late venerable Vicar of Hatherleigh [Cradock 
Glascott, seep. 16J which, ifl have not sent it to you before (&c of which I am not certain) I think you will 
be glad to receive. - Me Burd will of course inform you about Boyce, but by what I can learn there 
is no property forthcoming for him from this country; I understand he took with him all that he had, 
what was left was in the hands of his wifes brother as trustee for her, under the marriage settlement. -
I am glad to find that you continue in your divine masters service & that you have such a coadjutor as 
your write of in Mr Rowe, I apprehend he must be a son of Mr John Row of Torrington. Mr Burd 
& I received the newspapers you sent. You enquire the Tenets &c of the Plymouth Brethren & the Bible 
Xtians. The latter are a sect which originated about 30 years ago at Shebbear 8 miles northwest of 
Hather1eigh.ll9 The curate of that parish named Evans was a very zealous & pious minister, the instrument 
of much good in the neighbourhood, he was there but two or three years when he was deprived of the 
curacy. The people who became pious under his ministry united with a Mr 0 Brian, who had just then 
seceeded from the Wesleyans, and formed a new sect which has since extended to various parts of the 
kingdom. Their doctrinal sentiments and ecclesiastical polity are much on the Wesleyan model, some 
shades of difference in the latter particular. They number many thousands in society; about 100 Ministers 
or more besides local or lay preachers [All Teetotalers- G.P.]. The leading man among them is a Mr 
James Thorne, one of the earliest converts of the aforesaid Mr Evans, originally a follower of the plough, 
he is now a man of very respectable talents & sterling piety, a sort of Bishop or Arch Bishop among 
his people. There was, especially at the commencement, a good deal of wild fire among them, but they 
are now much sobered, & they have been, & are still, the means of much good, especially among the 
poor & the rural population. [0 Bryan was a wild enthusiast; they pensioned him off about 15 or 16 
years ago - G.P.] 

The Plymouth Brethren arc a sect (though the[yl reject the term) of a very opposite character.l20 
:rhey originated I believe with some pious half pay officers, & a few other gentlemen of rank & property 
at Plymouth. They profess to call no man master on earth, have no distinct pastorate or ministry (which 
they call "the one man system,') consequently no pulpit in their "Rooms" for worship, any of "the 
brethren" speak or pray, they are mostly, though I believe not all, hyper calvinists in doctrine, they are 
millinarians [sic], expecting the personal reign of Christ on earth, much of their attention is directed 
to prophecy &c its fulftlment; they do not think they arc called so much to attempt the renovation of 
the world, as of the church; they keep aloof from Bible Societies, Missionary Societies &c &c as being 
of too worldly a character, and as futile attempts to take the work out of Gods hands, their principles 
have extended to various parts of England, & to Ireland where they are called Darbyites from the name 
of the most prominent gentleman among them in that country; at Plymouth the most prominent is a 
Sir A Campbel who I underst[and] [h]as distributed a large property among the "breth[ren"] though 
they contribute not to the general benev[olent] or religious institutions, they act almost on the principle 
of a community of goods among "the brethren". 

I inclose a facsimile from the last letter written by the good old Vicar: though I believe I have sent 
it to you before: - with his pril1t likeness & funeral sermons. - Cradock is, I am told, a Pusyitel21 of 
the first water, & Tom, I fear, is not much better. -I dare say you have seen in the papers an account 
of the excitement produced throughout the diocese of Exeter by the Bishops endeavour to Lord it over 
mens consciences, & stealthily to introduce popish mumeries. The proud prelate has, perhaps for the 
first time in his life, quailed before the voice of the laity. Insidious popery prevails among a vast number 
of the clergy & the lay aristocracy; but the middle & lower classes are not as yet much tainted. 

I think I gave you a pretty full account of HathY in my last. I will deliver your message to good 
old Mr Westlake {now the oldest man in Hatherleigh) the next time I sec him. I have been confined to 
my bed-room six weeks this winter by severe illness, am now preparing to go near the sea for a few 
weeks to recruit my strength, Old age creeps on me apace, I am very deaf & my sight is failing, Oh 
that I may find the Lord to be my strength & my portion forever. 
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166. From JOHN DILLON 18 December 1850 
[M.L., A382, pp. 55-56.] 

My dear M' Threlkeld, [Sydney] 

. Do no~ sendrsoff_ your Books hurriedly, nor without careful reflection; for instance, on chatting 
jUSt n_ow With M DII_lon She sugJ?csted what an excellent person our son-in Law would be to act for 
you, 11_1 as mu~h as he IS a most fllllshed gentleman, and his Station would assure him personal access to 
the Prmcc he IS also well connected, and when I tell you that his Cousin Mr Birch122 is resident private 
& rsole Tutor to rthe_ Prince of ~al~s, Living ~ the <;1ueens Palace, and when I tell you also _ that 
M Hatch and r~ _Dtrch ~re most tntl~ate (he dmed wtth Mr Hatch & Mrs Dillon & my daughter a few 
days before M Ddlon sailed) you can judge whether he would not be a good & likely person to aid you 
[ ~d he kno~s you, ~ & of you from me)]. - he IS too, as Honorable and upright a man as ever 
li':'ed, and, With my Ltfe I will answer for Ius Zeal & Devotion in any matter coming from us for any 
fnend of mine, he is too, a rising man. 

1v1r Fairfax is a Long headed, and Clear Headed Man Consult him on this Point and shew him this 
letter all but this passage of it. 

167. To E. DEAS THOMSON 19 December 1850 
[Archives, C.S.I.L., Reg. No. 50/12245.] 

My Dear Sir Princes Street, Sydney 

Permit me. the pleas~re of presenting you with an exact copy of "The Book" printed with colonial 
type, bound ~tth colomal. leather and the subject pur.ely Colonial, entitled "A Key to the Australian 
Language &c 123 now bemg sent home for prescntauon at the great exhibition London 1851. 

168. From W.G. BROUGHTON 31 December 1850 
(M.L., A 382, pp. 71-74.] 

Sir, Darlinghurst 

I_ ~eg to convey my thanks to you for your obliging present of your recent publication on the 
Abongmal Language; ~d I shall take ~are to have a copy forwarded to the Bishop of New Zealand,l24 
who_ I am persuaded~ take a deep_mterest ~such a memorial of this very unhappy race; and it is 
posstble may. from his general acq~amtance wtth the languages of the Western islands of the Pacific, 
be. e~abled to trace out sam~ an~ogtes betwee~ them and the Australian, which may indicate a common 
ongrn and structur~. There IS stlll n~ explanatton that I have yet met with of the peculiarity which in 
1835 stru.ck the Btshop of Lo~don m your former publication: that is the extraordinary number of 
syll~bles m the words, an~ ~e_u consequent great 'length; so dissimilar as his Lordship remarked to the 
ordrnary character of a pnrmtlve lang":age. My sad apprehension is that when the people of England 
see the Book they ~ay ask, But w~ere Is the race who~e tongue it contains? and ~ know not what reply 
t? ~ake. I ha;e recetved three on7 mto the Church dunng the present year: and wtth the exception of the 
limited establishment of the Rev W. Watson at Wellington [Valley] we have no place for them to flee 
unto and no man caring for their souls. 

169. From Sir GEORGE GREY 19 May 1851 
r M.L., A382, pp. 81-4.J 

My dear Sir, Government House Wellington [Ne~ Zealand] 

I have had the pleasure of receiving your letter of the 28th ofJanuary last, enclosing for my acceptance 
a copy of ~our Key t? the Structure of the :'-boriginal.Language of a part of New South Wales._- I have 
perused th1s w:ork. wtth great pleasure and mterest. It Is now many years since your name, and the value 
of your contnbuuons were made known to me by your "Australian Grammar'' and it is with great 
pleasure tl1at I learn from your recent work that you have not abandoned your researches into the Australian 
languag~. -If you have translated any.porti~m of the Scriptures into the Australi;m_language, o~ if you 
have wntten any other papers upon thts subject, I should feel extremely obliged to you for a copy of 
such works as I cannot procure them here. - My Agents Messrs Graham & Montefiore of Sydney would 
forward them to me. -
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I have long meditated writing to you, to tell you that it was my intention t.o publish a _comp_ilation 
of Australian Grammar & Vocabularies, embracing all that has been ever publis~1e~ on tim subject.
and requesting to know whether you would have any objection to my republishing your Australian 
Grammar in such a work - it is intended solely for the learned, and I need hardly say that I expect 
to lose a considerable sum by such a publication, and merely undertook the work for my amuse_ment, 
and from a desire if possible to render my amusements useful ~ perhaps yot~ would let me know tf you 
would have any objection to ti1e republication of your 'Australian Grammar, m a work of such a form.-

You will be perhaps interested to learn that I have no~ in the. press, a work upon the ancient 
traditional poems of New Zealand.125 The poems of the natives of th1s Country ~re extrem~ly fine -
and I propose to publish a volume of from three to four hundred pages co~tatnmg a selection of the 
fmest poems which I have collected in my journeys through these Islands, "":Ith a secon~ volume con
sisting of translations and explanatory notes. - I send by the same vessel which takes tin.s l.etter and by 
a private hand _ the proof sheets of the first twe~ty four pages of this work - when tt ts completed 
I will send for your acceptance a perfect copy of It. 

170. To L.E. THRELKELD, Junior 28 May 1851 
[RAHS, Threlkeld Letters, Item 11.] 

Sydney 
My Dear Lancclot . 

I enclose the letters sent you formerly as well as what are written now, b.ut there IS no body at. home, 
for Sarah is at Caddie for the Wedding which took place yesterday,126 James ts gone up t~o, and Ehzab~~ 
is gone to Souti1-Head. I send you t~e pap~rs t? she.w you the ~tate of our ~ommumty. G?ld, Go_ , 
Gold, is all the cry, and every thing mcreasmg 111 pnce. I am losmg Gold b~. tt, b~t .??d wtll provtde 
I trust for me in my work - The Herald of today will shew you _all.1~7'J_'he Emptre IS not yet come, 
but Thomas will send one from the Office. Your return will be JU~t m t~me for t~e summer when no 
doubt an opening for you and Joseph will in Gods Providence ~r~se, Wt~hout gomg Mad after Gold. 
Ultimately it will be a blessing to the Colonies no doubt, for Milho~s wtll c~me here ~hat would not 
go to a lawless unhealthy climate and cities will rise up in the Intenor speedtly, speedily: Ma.ry has a 
Son128 and tiuough mercy is doing well. She was confmed last thursday and thr~ugh mercy IS domg well. 
All are well thank God. Sarah is much better. Reeves crawled out to Caddte a few days before the 
Wedding. he is a man that pokes his nose any where. 

The Edgar goes rather quicker than expected for t?is_ mornin~ her clearance appe~rs in the paped 
and I must be sharp to get this on board for no mail ts advertised. I hope God wtll preserve an 
prosper you, it is our daily prayer, and we tr~st his kind p~ovidence has opene~ a do~r of usefulness to 
Generations yet to come in tills colony, Agnculture &c :Vill all pay, and Gods blessmgs may be now 
en·o ed by the poor, as well as the rich and may God gtve grace to use them and noty~ abu~e the~. 
I ~i;'h you would remember the Exhibition here129 get all the curiosities ~ou can from Mtsstonanes for It, 
the opportmllty _is excellent. Your return I trust will be just in time for 1t - October next. Remember 

me to all-
I did not go to the Levee, the Apostle commands us to note such characters as ti1e Governor & his 

Sonsl30 and therefore I kept away as well as all the unpaid Mitllsters except Mr Ham whose name figures 

alone! 
The Emma has arrived but no Aunt Gordon131 nor yet any letter from her we are at a loss to conceive 

what keeps her. 
I am now going to write to Joseph. What he will do in this m~tter I know not, but I hope he will 

finish Ills engagement before he moves though it might be not qmte so profitable - the ~dn~ss }f 
Bloxham should not be forgotten - and I dare say Joseph will think s~ too. We shallloo amaous Y 
for your return, because then you and he and Thomas too may do sometl?Jlg ~or your beneftt a three-fohd 
cord not quickly Broken. Whether any of the young folks at ~addte will go or not I cannot te · 
I advise James to take the best situation that will now soon offer m Sydney f?r all ~e Clerks &c are 
running off, that is if they at Caddie do not move too. The whole face of thmgs will be changed by 

the time you return. 
Mother joins in love to you and earnest prayer to God for your guidance, safty preservation from 

all evil and a happy return 
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171. To Sir GEORGE GREY 28 June 1851 
[Sir Geo. Grey's Collectio11, South African Library, Cape TownJ 

My Dear Sir Princes Street Sydney 

I have the pleasure of acknowled[g]ing the receipt of the proof sheets of the New Zealand Poems 
together with your note of May 191h last stating your intention of publishing a compilation of Australian 
Grammars & Vocabularies &c &c and requesting to be informed if I had any objection to the republishing 
of my grammar therein. In reply to which I can only say that it is at your service, and I have therefore sent 
you a copy, nearly the last of the edition, for your acceptance for the purpose you wish. I regret that I 
have no printed translations, or I would have sent d1em likewise, the Key &c you have which is at your 
service also. The manuscript translations of Luke, &c would not be of any service, and perhaps the quotation 
in the "Key" will be sufficient for your design. I am perfectly confident ti1at in these Colonies emolument 
is out of the question in all matters of Science. The present publication will no doubt tum out a loss to 
myself, but I did not like the idea of the Language becoming lost to so many who are now taking an 
interest in such works and ti1erefore calculated that if the bare expences be ultimately covered I shall be 
lucky indeed. With thanks for the promise of a copy of your work when complete ... 

172. To L.E. THRELKELD, Junior 3 April 1852 
[RAHS, Threlkeld Letters, Item 114.] 

My Dear Lancelot Princes Street Sydney 

You will see in the "Empire"l32 a notice of the Lump of Gold and Quartz found at Louisa Creek 
supposing it to be an hoax on April fool's dav this arose from my mentioning the intelligence from 
Joseph's letter to Hayes the Jeweller. In the Afte~noon Robey stopped me to know the truth and I stated 
to him what was written, but I suppose Parkes thought that I should insert it myself if true, he has treated 
it as a hoax. Yesterday I gave it to Charles Fairfax who put the extract from the letter in the Herald: 
so that it will be seen that it is no hoax! I hope it will turn out true in the fmding. Last Tuesday 
Mother went to South-head and I stayed out at one place or another after leaving the Infirmary,133 and 
on my return home who should I find there but Mr George Turner from Melbourne, my kinsman, 
who had come up to buy Shovels, spades, and pickaxes for the market there, and can find none of con
sequence here all being sold out! He is a very pleasing young man or rather middle aged being the same 
age as Joseph he has One wife and two children. He states that Mr Shepherdl34 is still alive upwards of 
90 years old! He has brought me my mothers plated snuff box and some letters I sent to her years ago, 
one when I was sitting at the bedside when Mary was born in the Islands -We are all much pleased 
with him and so is Tabitha and Mary who have seen him Mary being at Tabithas when we called ti1ere. 
He leaves to day if he can get a passage in ti1e "Wara"tah" Steamer wlllch leaves at 5 O"Clock this evening, 
if he cannot he will leave next week by some of the Sailing craft. Mother came back yesterday improved 
with her trip; though she says Fannyl35 is not sound in health but often ailing. We are sorry to learn 
that you have been ill, and hope you have recovered, if you have not do not trifle with your health but 
leave as soon as possible. We hope Joe Lloydl36 has found employment, good out door work ti1at will 
not prey upon the mind ti1at is the only human means to cure Ills weak intelects. We are all anxiously 
waiting the news from Europe respecting ti1e revolution in France. There will be much blood-shed. 
We need be thankful for peace &c &c The Wyatts who left Turon for Alexandria [Mt Alexander]137 
have come back so Charles Fairfax told me and say that the Turon is equally prolific and they prefer 
it and so came back again. It is as Joseph says a perfect lottery every where. I applied to Mr Bailley 
to send up the books for Thomas. "Daubigne"l38 but he tells me that you have directed that nothing 
more should be sent up yet a while. So I wait some other opportunity. 

The meetings are now being held for a reform in the church of Englandl39 and no doubt Reform 
will be effected, the Bishop has permitted the thin edge of the wedge to enter and it will now be driven 
home in the course of time. Men's minds arc being awakened to their Rights, and when once the veil 
is taken from their eyes they will soon discover a remedy, May God reform us all for all the churches 
need it. We have had our time much occupied tills week I especially owing to going about with Mr 
George Turner so that I am quite put out of my regular course. It is now nearly One O'Clock and I 
have to prepare three Services for tomorrow. Mariners Church, forenoon, Board Slllp, afternoon, and 
Baptist Chapel Evening, So with Our united love to Joseph Thomas and yourself ... 
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173. From RICHARD CULL 31 July 1854 
(Threlkeld Papers in the possession of Mr R.C. Amdell.] 

Revd Sir, Ethnological Society, 23 Newman Street, 
Oxford Street, [London] 

The above Society in consideration of your able linguistic researches into the dialects of Australia 
elected you a Corresponding Member of the Society and I have great pleasure in forwarding to you 
the Diploma of the same. 

As a philologer I have singular pleasure in stating to you my high opinion of your Key to the 
structure of the Aboriginal tongues of that vast continent. 

Dr Richard King has long ceased to have any voice in the Society it is more than four years ago 
since I took the office of Hon. Secy. 

I send you some papers issued by the Society together with copies of the Manual of Inquiry.l40 

I should like to hear your name as a Contributor to our Society's Transactions and if you will write 
a paper for us it doubtless will be printed. 

What is the connexion of tl1e Kilamaroi [Kamilaroi] dialect with those of the Htmter riverf Is there 
not something of caste among the Kilmaroi blacks f 

The late Mr Miles' papers on Australia are now in issue to the Fellows in a volume of our 
Transactions.l41 

174. To RICHARD CULL 25 June 1856 
(M.L. At15(1) Item 1.] 

My Dear Sir 4 Princes Street Sydney 

I herewith send you two copies of a work lately published by the Revd William Ridley, B.A. who 
has recently been ministerially engaged amongst the tribes of Aborigines in the districts of New-England, 
Westward, and Moreton Bay, Northward of this place. His labors, commenced some three years since, 
are brought to a close for want of funds, and he is now in Sydney waiting for other engagements. 
the matter of Fact is this -The Aborigines are so few and so distantly scattered throughout this immense 
Island, added to which the difference of dialects in their respective tongues, render it, humanly' speaking, 
impossible to get at them, and however much interest may be taken in public religious meetings, or 
by private individuals, on behalf of the Aborigines ofN.S. Wales in particular, or of Australia in general, 
the difficulty remains insurmountable. The various tribes of Blacks are but the remnants of an all-but
exhausted nation, the origin of which it is difficult at present to trace. In my work entitled a key to the 
Structure of the aboriginal language, published in 1850, page 10, a reference is made to the Indtan 
Language of the north-american Indians, and to the similarity of idiom in a peculiar form of the 
Aboriginal language of Australia, for, though, we, for political purposes, divide New South Wales from 
South Australia and Victoria, yet published works on the different dialects of the Aborigines of this vast 
country shew the very great similarity of construction in the various tongues, and all having the 
peculiarity spoken of by Professor Pickering and supposed by him to be confined to the north american 
Indians and not to be found in any other language throughout the whole world. 

Another curious coincidence has lately caught my attention in a re-published review taken from 
the Leader, Novr 171h inserted in the Empire, Sydney, FebY 291h 1856, of a work called "Minnesota and 
the far West, by Laurance Oliphant, &c. Blackwood and Sons." There are certain customs mentioned 
thereih very similar to some in usc amongst the Aborigines of this part of the world worthy of notice. 
The author says: - "In the centre of the Village stood the medicine pole ... and near it a bower ... 
in which are performed those singular rites which Free-Masons affirm COIU1ect the Winnebagoes to their 
fraternity. It is certain that there is a society in the tribe, the secret of which is kept most sacred ... 
the members of this society, or medicine-men are held in very high estimation by the tribes." So likewise 
have the Aborigines here a sacred Bower in the Bush, which none but the initiated may enter, and for 
a woman to presume to satisfy female curiosity would be most surely punished with death. A common 
member of this Fraternity is discovered at once, not by the un-mentionable secret of Free-Masonery, 
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but by an occular demonstration that he has been initiated when the front tooth was deliberately knocked 
out of his jaw by one of those, what-might-be-called, Medicine-men. In my "Remiriiscences" forwarded 
to you, published in the "Christian Herald" of date Sydney, Saturday, August 191

h, 1854, page 220 
[sec p. 50]. a description is given of the visit of one of the Bone-finding men and the exhibition of the 
bone in the mystic-ring, which bone was said to have come out of the Belly of the venerated person 
for the occasion, and when the ceremony was over in the Mystic-circle the bone, it was affirmed, would 
return to its local habitation in the abdomen of the sacred individual, as more particularly described in 
the number for Sept. 2 1854 [p. 52}. My Tutor, M'Gill the Black, informed me that he slept olle night 
on the grave of a then recently buried Aborigine, in order to obtain the gift of the Bone which is supposed 
to enable the possessor to work wonders, especially in the art of the Physician. But, M'Gill was not 
favored with the gift of the much coveted Holy-Bone. The Author in the work alluded to further states:
"they enjoy this distinction by virtue of possessing the medicine-stone, which they are supposed to carry 
in their stomachs. When new members are to be initiated this stone is vomited up and placed in the 
Medicine-bag, and the candidate for admission are struck with it upon the breast, and from all accounts 
are thrown into a sort of mesmeric-sleep, during which they are supposed to learn the mysteries of the 
Society, and on awakening from which they become Medicine-men, with the stone in its proper 
locality." So likewise have our Aborigines the Medicine-stone, which they call "Mu-ra-mai", the which 
they carry in a bag-net suspended from their opposum-yarn Girdle worn round their loins. The women 
are not allowed to see the internal part of the "Mu-ra-mai," which is about the size of a Cricket-Ball, 
made of opposum-hair-yarn. The mystic-ball contains the medicine-stones, used as a talisman against 
sickness. A full description of the contents of the "Muramai" is given in my Australian Grammar pub
lished 1834 page 89 [see A.L., p. 48]. Some years since a European Shepherd was killed by an Aborigine
Black by command of the tribe to which he belonged because the Shepherd had undone the ball and 
shewn the contents to the Aboriginal woman with whom he co-habited. The woman escaped by the 
meerest accident the avenger supposing that he had killed her. I acted as interpreter at the trial of the 
Aborigine for the murder, and attended him daily in jail, and to the place of execution at Dtmgog some 
two or three hundred miles to the northward of Sydney. I thus obtained a perfect understanding of these 
things and know the certainty thereof, which is too often described from hearsay, it struck me therefore 
immediately on the perusal of the review the similarity which existed betwixt the north American 
Indians and the Aborigines of Australia not only in the peculiarity of the Language as regards the 
peculiarity of the remarkable idiom not found in any other language throughout the whole World, 
but in the customs already described. The Aborigines of this part of the world, not only of Australia, 
but of all the Islands in Australasia also are becoming extinct without exception, whether Christianized 
or heathen. In the former state the females amalgamate with the Europeans, and the customs of the latter 
are so abominably cruel that they destroy themselves by their wicked practices, and in a generation or 
two more the pure aborigines of these parts will be numbered amongst the numerous extinct nations 
of which we read in sacred scripture, whose languages arc lost there being no record preserved. 

In the copies of Mr Ridley's work he has adopted an inverted G to represent the sound of ng, it 
has a very awkward look in the pages, the only reason why he did not adopt the ng as in my grammar 
he states to be because there is no distinct character cast to represent that sound, All other publications 
adhere to the ng save the Navigators where !!. is adopted. Mr Ridley acknowledged in his public lecture 
on the Aborigines the assistance derived from my grammar and the Key to the Structure of the Aboriginal 
Language in his labors amongst the Blacks in order to acquire a knowledge of their tongue. 

Since writing the preceeding pages a friend of mine Richard Sadleir Esquire a lieutenant of the 
R.N. formerly master of the Male Orphan School Liverpool. N.S. Wales, and who previously to that 
appointment was engaged by the Government of this Colony to enquire into the state all_d- condition 
of the Aborigines in the interior, called on me and conversing with him on the subject of this letter he 
informed me that many of the Blacks both male and female educated in the Orphan-School evinced 
very marked signs of high intellectual powers. One a young female was exceedingly anxious to learn 
drawing and also to play on the piano, but it was, very unfortunately, deemed not prudent to teach her. 
Of a talent for drawing I have no doubt many of the Aborigines possess it in a high degree. On the 
high places of the Rocks there are yet remains of the engravings upon the Rocks of Birds, Beasts,_ Fishes, 
and Men rudely outlined on the flat surfaces of the Rocks which I have seen and described also in the 
"Reminiscences" already spoken of [see p. 59]. When the first steamer to tills colony came out, the 
Sophia Jane, I was anxious to have a description of the vessel, owing to my never having seen one, I 
having left London in December 1815, and I wished M'Gill to describe it to me he having been on board 
the vessel at Newcastle ncar to our residence then at Lake Macquarie. He requested a pencil and sheet 
of paper, on which he sketched a very good outline of the Steamer, I sent the sketch to the late Bishop 
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of Sydney the Rcvd Dr Broughton who requested that another one should be done by M'Gill and which 
was done and then forwarded by the Bishop to the Society for the promotion of Christian Knowledge 
as a specimen of the ability of the Aborigines of New South Wales. One of the Lads brought up and 
educated in the Orphan School grew up a very handsome young man and though black was comely 
so much so that the daughter of a very respectable settler I knew eloped with the young Aborigine into 
the Bush. They were pursued but the Black took his fair frail one across the River 011 a sheet of Bark, 
and there being no boats to follow, the Black and White pair outwitted their pursuers. Sl1e became his 
wife and afterwards they were married according to the law of the Land. There was no deficiency of 
intelect in either of the parties when they eloped together nor was there any discoverable in the conducting 
of his affairs afterwards as a respectable Black settler. 

I send this parcel through my son-in-law George Alfred Lloyd Esquire 2 Exchange Buildings, 
London, who can give you information respecting tills Land, and beg to introduce him for such purpose 
to your kind attention. I shall feel obliged if you could furnish me with a few more of the publications 
of the Etlmological Society having distributed those formerly sent me amongst those likely to take an 
interest in the objects of the Institution, any package or letters sent to Mr G. A. Lloyds office will be 
punctually forwarded to me by the earliest opportunity. I send a copy of the Key and whatever else 
I can procure illustrative of the subject of tills communication. 

175. To S.A. DONALDSON 7 October 1856 
[M.L. At 15(1) ite111 3.) 

My Dear Sir Princes Street Sydney 

Permit me to offer a suggestion which might be useful on the Hustings in the present crisis on the 
vexed land question, and which would most likely be deservidly popular, if brought forward by the 
candidates in the forth-coming election: - "It is simply tills:- that the Lands should be put up in 
suitable lots of 25 acres and upwards, as may be required, on lease for 99 years, renewable, or purchasable, 
at any time after a specific sum shall have been laid out in improvements on the £·um, at 10 years purchase 
of the annual rent. 

Such a system would most likely be beneficial in encouragitig Emigration from the mother country, 
of not mere adventurers, - would raise a11 annual certain revenue, and create a truly patriotic feeling 
in the minds of a class of men who by becoming landholders, whether by long lease, or purchase, would 
soon constitute a loyal yeomanry, having a substantial motive to uphold a progressive Constitutional 
Government without which no country can prosper. 

176. From Sir GEORGE GREY 5 February 1857 
[M.L. A382. pp 91-94.) 

My dear Sir Government House 
Cape Town. Cape of Good Hope 

In a letter which you wrote to me so long since, as the 281h of June 1851 - you metltioned tl1at 
you had a manuscript of your translation of the Gospel of St Luke into the Australian dialect spoken in 
a part of New South Wales, and some other manuscripts of your translations, ever since you wrote that 
letter I have from time to time been occupied with the dialects of Australia - and it would be of very 
great importance to me to have copies of any of your translations - I will therefore gladly pay any 
person you may select to make such copies of these manuscript translations, if you will permit this to 
be done for me - my Agents at Sydney are Messrs. Graham & Montefiore and they if you show tl1em 
tills letter will pay the cost of making such copies for me, and forward them to me via Mauritius - such 
copies should be made on good letter paper (not foolscap) and they should be strongly and handsomely 
bound - in one volume if not too large - and if you would then in your own hand certify that 
you had compared them - you would add greatly to their value - I am afraid I am asking too much 
in asking for copies of these - but I think also that you will probably be glad to see that your labors 
are appreciated and that a great value is attached to what you have done - I need hardly say that the 
copies ought to be written in a most distinct hand - Can I procure for you any works connected with 
tills country - or with its languages. If you can let me have copies of your translation - write and let 
me know that they are in preparation, as I shall feel anxious on the subject. 

[Subscribed] 

Could I now in any way procure a copy of the Australian spelling book, wlllch you published in 1836. 
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177. From Sir GEORGE GREY 14 February 1857 
[M.L. A 382, pp. 87-8.] 

M d S
. Government House. Cape Town 

y = ~ f . Cape o Good Hope 
. I add ~Ius as a postscr~pt to a letter which I wrote to you a few days since, regarding your Australian 

pmner an your trans.latwn of the Gospel of St Luke - Since I wrote that letter I find that I have 
never seen. a w~rk whtch you published in I think 1826- & which was called I believe 'Specimens of 
an Australian dtalect[,] -It is mentioned in the preface to your Australian Grammar. Can you by any 
means pro.cure me a ~opy of that work - I will gladly purchase one - from any person who will sdl 
one - It IS so essential to me to have a complete set of your works on the Australian Languages. 

178. To Sir GEORGE GREY 10 April 1857 
(Sir Ceo. Grey's Collectio11, Auckla11d Public Library.] 

My Dear Sir George 8 p · T illi" remter erracc, W am Street, Sydney 
. ~our letters of date.FebY S'h and 141h came duly to hand pr mail "Oneida" and I write by the return 

mail J~St to .say that I wdl attend to your request as soon as paramount duties will permit. This will take 
somllt~le ttme as I must C<?PY the Gospel of Luke myself to prevent mistakes into which a mere copyist 
wou . e ~ure to fall. ~ acCidentally found. at a boo~ stall ~ copy of the first specimens published by me 
some~nnf jn 1826, W~lCh was done to satisfy my fnends m the impropriety of introducing the English 
soun o . t 1e vow~ls mstead of those of the Continent in usc in the South Sea Islands. The consequence 
was t~1e mtro?uctton of so many Hs as to make it appear like a resurrection of the letter H from the 
d
1
ead mto w~tch state so many consign it. This work and the spelling book I will endeavor to send by 

t 1c next maiL 

The .Aborigines of this colony are fast passing away from this stage of existence. It is not man 
months smce I wrote ~o. the Ethnological Society L?ndon, who have kindly noticed my works in th~ 
Langua!?e ~f the Abongmes and forw_arded me a diploma appointing me a corresponding member of 
~he I ~sttt~tt<?n, and state? ~o them an mstance of my seeing the last Abor({[ille of the last tribe of the Blacks 
m t us Dts~nct. Sydney, Sittmg by the road side as a beggar at the very gate of the Honorable the Speaker 
of the Legislative A~sen~bly, where the Paralytic sits, a living picture of t11e parable of the rich man and 
Laza.rus, I do not wish It to be understood in a reflective sense on the Honorable Daniel Coo er in an 
p~stble way, because th~ Black chooses his station, and prefers his bark-hut to the Benevolet~t Asyhu~ 
w ere he. woul? be recetved and care~ for i~ he wished. But, every passer by on the South-head road 
throws hun a stxpence or so from then carnages and thus he is bountifully provided for in his native 
and fbelovcd st~te o~ freedom. All the Aborigines of the South Sea Islands, including the Sandwich Islands 
~t ~st becfnung ettller a.malgamated by marriage With European Males, or extinct from natural causes: 

1e ons o Japhet are bemg enlarged and caused to dwell in the tents of Shem. 

Praying for a divine blessing on yourself £tmily and Government believe me, My Dear Sir George, ... 

179. From Sir GEORGE GREY 10 July 1857 
[M.L. A 382, pp. 95-98.) 

My dear Sir 
Government House Cape Town 

I had -yesterday the pleasure of receiving your letter of the 1Q1h of April. It was quite refreshing to 
me to receive a lett~r from son~e one who takes an interest in the Australian Languages, but es eciall 
fron

1
1 such a veteran m the ~ursmt as yourself- also I may well term the Father of discovery in r!rerenc~ 

to t 1e Languages of Australia. 

I shall look out with great anxiety for the next mail in the hope of receiving b it _ the s ellin 
book, as also ti~e copy of the fi.rst specimens published by you in 1826, which you p;'omise to se!d m!. 
These works wtll have a great mterest for me. 

. I ha~ no intention, when I asked you to have a copy of your translation of St Lukes Gospel made 
of t~lpo.smg so heavy a tas~ o~ rou as that of copying it yourself. _ I shall now however dela th~ 
publication of the work wh~ch IS m preparation contaitllng a history of what has been done to ro~ote 
a knowledge of tl1e Australian Languages tmtil I receive tills translation _ 1 need hardly say ~at you 
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· c h d f all ,., and that it will give me much pleasure to at present are in these pursUits rar a ea o compe 1 ors, . . dd" · 1 
be the Chronicler of your deeds. The translation of St Luke will of course recetv£; a~tmnhnsc a ltiO~a 
value in my eyes from being in your hand writing.- although I shall always ee muc compunction 
when I look at it from thinking what a labour I entailed upon you. 

Can I do an thin for you here. The languages of this Country are very curious - I_ have now in 
the rcss a work ywhic~ 1 have had compiled under my own superintendence by a very emment German 
Phil~logist which describes all the SOt~th African languages. In two or three months - I shall have the 
pleasure of sending you a copy of thts work. 

180. To Sir GEORGE GREY 30 July 1857 
[Sir Ceo. Grey's Collection, Auckland Pl4blic Library.] 

My Dear Sir George 
8 Premier Terrace, 

Wilham Street 

In an interview with Sir William Denison last week he shew~d me a communication fro~ you 
res ectin the books in the language of the Aborigines and referrmg. to those. of my comp?sttlon. I 
inf~nnelhis Excellency that I had written in reply to your note last Aprtl respe~tmg t~e lranslatton;, a;d 
that as soon as it becomes possible for me to transcribe them they should be h orwr e to you. f the 
mean time I now send a few copies of the spelling-book (12) of date 1836.J l e lin~ sp~rc. co~y ? th~ 
s ecimen of dialect of the Language &c, Bound, published in 1826 to w c 1 a uston ts rna e m 
p;eface of the Grammar of date 1834 which wit~ a K.ey t~ the st~u~tu~e of e1e ~1f·u:!e ~dl~f ~~t;~:r~~ 
are bound in one volume also a copy of KamilarOl saymgs wtt Pates y I ta. . y d h' 
~ndeavoring to do good amongst the Aborigines but, circumstances took place whtch mduce tm _to 

take charge of a presbyterian congregation in Victoria.where he is more ~s~fully emplo-~ed.hTh~o~~~~i 
of my grammar are now becoming very scarce. I believe the only remam~g ones bre ·d the t 
Secretary's office here about six copies and I have only four. But, I ~end thiskcoty estl ~ ~ e one se~ 
some ear or two back to yourself which you wished to incorporate m a wor a o~t w uc you wro e .h in New Zealand I replied affirmatively to the request and sent the coptes of the Grammar :d iliee~ey through Mon;efiore & Co as directed and hope they arriv~d safely to han?. But, lest, thh.y 
should have miscarried I send these now at your service in any way whtch .Yo~ may thmk ~he~ wor1t ~ 
of attention and preservation. A pressure of duties have prevented my begmnmg to copy t d- OSJ?C h 
Luke but ho e to be able to begin next week. I send also a few Reports of mtr P,rocee mgs m t. e 
s dn~ B~thef Union, with plates of the Mariner's Chur~h n?w .in ~he course of er~cuon. Th~ cost ':ill 
b~ six!thousand pounds when completed. If there be a similar mstttutton at the Cape tt may be mterestmg 

to thein to see a copy. 
I likewise take the opportunity of enclosing copies of an Article on "Universal ~enny ~osta~e" 

which His Excellency here has referred to the Postmaster General of N ·[' ~ales ~?r ~~onst~ra~on 
and rCport.l42 I hive likewise made a communication at the Request o : an to 1f am ;1tsdn 
through the private secretary resPecting the superiority of the Island obf R~l a tea above 1 all ~h~ oth:a sr:;lt~ 
in the South acific for a coaling station for the postal steamers y t e contemp ate ana 
about Which the Governor has promised to consult the Captains of the vessels of w~r now here;~ the 
subject. No other Island possesses the advantage of entrances both to Leeiard a~d.~mdclrda ~oa&;::d 
does and then the harbor is so very capacious for any draught of vesse s. Ta t1 a~ d y d t t t 
Mat~vai-bay, exposed to the ocean, and a small entrance at papara. Raiatea is an m epen en sa e. 

Tahiti under French coercion.143 

Apologizing for my prolixity and wishing Your Excellency every blessing in your government, 
person and family I remain My Dear Sir George . . . 

181. To THE EDITOR, THE MONTH post July 1857 
[Published January, 1858, p. 34.] 

Sir, - ar h [. 11 · 
In the last number of the MoNTH, in the article on the A?~rigi.nes of Austr ta, ~ e o owmg ~a~sage 

occurs:- "The various attempts made to civilize the Abongmes have been peculiarly unsuccess u • 
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no doubt from the defective means employed to promote (?remedy) the evil" :144 and in the foot-note 
it is said- "We cannot, however, ignore the great exertion made by the Rev. Mr Ridley, on behalf 
of the civilization and Christian enlightenment of the dark children of the Australias. Amongst other 
efforts of his genius and philanthropy, he constructed a grammar of one of the most difficult dialects 
of their language, and which, we have no doubt, will some day form a fine skeleton for a large and 
perfect work on the philology of the Austral-negroes." There must be some mistake respecting the 
grammar of the language. The Rev. W. Ridley favoured me with copies of his specimens, but no 
grammar of the language. If you have a copy I shall feel obliged by a sight of it. Perhaps you have 
confounded names with the works. I, therefore, send you the following statement of facts in correction:-

The .first attempt to obtain a knowledge of the native language, in order to convey Christian in
struction to the Aborigines, was made by myself, at Lake Macquarie, near Newcastle, in 1824; and the 
first work resulting therefrom was entitled: "Specimens of the Language of the Aborigines of New 
South Wales," printed in Sydney, April 1827 - now out of print. 

The second work was "The Australian Grammar," printed and published in Sydney, 1834. 
The third publication: "A Key to the structure of the Aboriginal Language", was also printed in 

Sydney, 1850. Both these works may be found in all the public Libraries and Sydney University. 
The Gospel of Luke in the Aboriginal language is completed in manuscript, besides which there is 

now in progress a Lexicon, to accompany it, of the Australian and English, containing an explanation 
of the letters, words, and phrases occurring in the Gospel of Luke, and will be shortly ready for publication. 
The native Blacks arc so rapidly becoming extinct, that the languages must of necessity, unless preserved 
by the functions of the press, become utterly lost to posterity. 

In 1841 it was dearly ascertained that I had outlived the majority of the Aborigines in the vicinity 
where I was located, and that universally the diminution of the Aboriginal race was fotmd to be similar 
throughout the colony. My mission, therefore, terminated from natural causes, and not from defective 
means employed to remedy the evil. 

Presuming that you would not wilfully ignore seventeen years of steady perseverance in conscien
tiously and earnestly endeavouring to improve the moral condition of the Aborigines, however, much 
imperfection may have been mixed therewith, I have forwarded this statement of well-known matters 
of fact for insertion in your next publication, tl1at the public may not be misled by, no doubt, an 
unintentional misrepresentation. 

182. From R. CULL 20 October 1857 
(M.L. A382, pp. 99--102.] 

L.E. Threlkeld, 
Minister. 

My dear Sir 13 Tavistock Street 
Bedford Square London 

I called on Mr Lloyd to day, and singularly ~nough in talking of you he mentioned that it is your 
birthday and that you have completed your 73rd year. I wished you many happy returns of the day in 
which he most heartily joined. I am much obliged to you for your letter, your Key to the language of 
the Aborigines and the Kamilaroi Books. I communicated your information concernfug the Blacks by 
reading that part of your letter to the British Association for the Advancement of Science which met 
tills year in Dublin.l45 It was a large and successful meeting upwards of two thousand persons were 
assembled together. 

I am desirous of knowing about the language of the Tasmanians, who I believe are extifict in Van 
Diemen'sland, but I presume that those who were taken to Flinder's island remain well if not in a 
flourishing condition. You may remember that they were removed to Flinder's island some years ago 
by Mr Robinson who was, in consequence, appointed Protector of the Aborigines by the Government 
at an annual salary. Can you tell me anydllng about them as every piece of information will be acceptable 
to me. 

I have long been investigating the influence of climate (and all that climates includes) on Man and 
I am anxious to collect information as to the influence of the Australian climate on Europeans, and 
descendants of Europeans born in the colony. It is quite true that a sufficient time has not elapsed to 
witness very great changes, yet if Climates exert any forces at all on Man capable of changing a Caucasian 
to a Mongolian and to a Negro some of the effects of these forces ought now to be capable of detection 
on the European man. The manual of inquiry will direct your attention to the details of the question. 
Are the limbs longen Is the calf of the leg less~ Are the children taller? 
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The Ethnological Society I am sorry to say is not supported as it ought to. be, and the study of Ma~l 
is not pursued so ardently as is Mineral~gy an~ other branches of Natural H1~tory. O~lC re~son o~ .th1s 
neglect is that no money can be made of 1t and It docs not lead to any advance 111 a Mans so~tal posmon. 
Another reason is that some people think it will disturb their religious opinions, as they bel_1eve (~s I _do 
also) that God created at first the pair and that all are descended from Adam, so that all mvcst1gatton 
is deemed to be superfluous: again, should investigation prove that all are not descendc~ ~rom Ad~m 
they fear the Bible and Christianity will be upset_. ?uch person_s cannot, .o~ do n?t, sec tha_t tt IS one thing 
to have a religious belief in the singleness of ongm of Mankmd, but_ 1t IS a dtffcren: thing to h~ve the 
opinion as a Scientific deduction bound upon observation _and reasomng. These I t~un~ arc the ctrc~m
stances that prevent Ethnology being taken up as it otherwtse would be, from the dtgrnty of the suby::ct, 
by the public at b.rge. Lately however the infidels have laid ~10ld of Ethnology as a n:e~ns of attacking 
our Christianity and have given distorted views of its doctrmes, so that now the rehg10us part. of the 
educated public must, in self defence, take up the study and answer these very shallow (for allmfidcls 
arc shallow) people. 

I beg to send you a copy of or Hodges [Hodgkin] Biographical Sketch of or ~richard,l46 and also 
of a Lecture delivered by me on a very important subject. I also send a dozen coptes of the manual of 
Inquiry. 

I have resigned the office of Hon. Sec. the Ethnological So~iety after Se:en years service; I me.ntion 
this circumst..1.nce to you as it will give me more time to wnte to my fnends on matters of sctcnce. 
I have long studied a race of people about whose origin we have been entirel):' i!?norant. ~ me~n the Finns of 
Finland. I am now writing a book on them and I hope to be able to put tt m the pruners hands soon. 
I shall request your acceptance of a copy of it when published. 

183. To Sir GEORGE GREY 11 January 1858 
[Sir Ceo. Grey's Collection, Auckland Public Library. Specimen page cif St Luke attached.] 

My Dear Sir George 195 William Street, Sydney 
I enclose a copy of the report of the S.B. [Sydney Bethel] Uni~m. When Sir William T._ Denison 

asked me if I knew any thing of a person named Ridley who had wntten on the Language and tf I c_ould 
get a copy of his work for you~ I replied that I had already sent you a copy, and would send hun a 
spare copy to forward to you lest the first had not reac~ed._ I now send you one page _as a specimen 
of size paper &c of the Gospel of Luke 1. Chapter wluch IS now completed, but, as It would be a 
sealed book to all intents and purposes to you witl1out a Lexicon. I am proceeding with one to be bm.md 
with it, if not too large, so that you may be able to compare it with tlte Languages in central Afnca, 
with case. Mr Ridley has created a useless difficulty in his mode of orthography which disguises the 
language so much that it was difficult for me to discover words in his work which are precisely the same 
in mine. no one at sight would suppose that IJaiJ and ngang are the same words! 

I shall this week commence again the Lexicon and continue until completed, that is if it please God 
to keep me so long in this world, for being just the age. of this colony wh~ch i~ 70 this month I sha!l 
be the same in October next and therefore my lease of hfe, humanly speakmg ts nearly run out. Tlus 
makes me mofe anxious to ftnish the matter in hand, perhaps in March. 

May God prosper you in your sphere of actiott, for the good of the people committed to your ~barge, 
and that must tend to the Glory of God, in your own person and family and believe me to reman1 ... 

184. To Sir GEORGE GREY 10 March 1858 
[Sir Ceo. Grey's Co!lectio11, Aucklaud Public Library.] 

My Dear Sir George, 195 William Street Sydney 
I send by this post an almanack containing papers respecting the Aborigi~1cs of tills Col~ny, wl~ch 

will speak for themselves. Also a grammer of the Rarotonga language,l47 wl~teh may prove mterestrng. 
I wish all the Aboriginal languages were given in their own natural fonnatton ~~d not .dre~sed up to 
the English Grammar as I perceive this to be, and knowing well as I do the Tahltlan wluch IS the ro~t 
of tllls, I can perceive at once this defect. We should trace the natural mlcs of the language, and let 1t 

speak itself, we should then at once perceive the respective peculiarities and trace similarities much better 
than under the present mode. I am proceeding with the Lexicon for Luke which takes lon~er .than I 
anticipated, when completed the manuscript copy shall be forwarded to you for your servtce m any 
way you please.l48 I wish I could get it printed by subscription here, but there is little encouragement for 
such things in tills Colony. 
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185. To Sir GEORGE GREY 8 July 1858 
[Sir Ceo. Grey's Co!lectiou, Auckla11d Public Library. Duplicate, same collectio11. Draji M.L., A 382, pp. 105, 107.] 

My Dear Sir George Sydney 195 William Street, 

I have now the pleasure of informing you of the fulfilment of my promise respecting the translation 
of the Gospel of Luke. in~o the Aborigin~l language. It took me longer than I expected in performing 
the task, and I delayed 1t smce March hopmg to have the Lexicon ready at the same time; But, I .find that 
I shall not be able to complete the dictionary until the end of this year, or the beginning of next should 
I be preserved in health, strength, and my usual flow of spirits unto that period. The book is strongly 
and neatly bom~d an~ _I hope ~he writing ~1ough not in copper-plate style, is at least intclligible.149 
The Governor Str William Demson has seen It and desires to have a copy should it go to press hereafter 
when the lexicon is finished. So likewise Bishop Barker who saw it yesterday. If it could be done hereafter 
by_ subscription I shall be glad, because I think a memorial of the language of a nation passing out of 
eXIstence ought to be preserved for posterity. Observing in the Newspapers that the Governor of tl1e 
Cape of Good Hope is about to visit England, I have sent the Book to my Son-in-law, George Alfred 
Lloyd, the Government Agent for this Colony 2 Exchange Buildings London, with directions to wait 
on you with it. i! in England, ?r. to forward it to the Cape with this letter if any unforeseen event 
prevent your vtstt to Great Bntam. I have kept a copy, a copy press one, of the work in case of 
accident for the press should the Government here, or private friends assist to carry it through the press. 
Tt was suggested to me yesterday by the Colonial under Secretary that it would be desirable that tl1e 
Parliament Library, as well as our University here should have copies. I must endeavour to complete 
the work as speedily as possible with my other paramount duties, and then see what can be done. In the 
Lexicon every word and particle of the word will be explained so as to make it easy to be understood, 
and at the end I propose some few illustrative sentences shewing the pecuharity of the language. As I 
st~ted before the work is at your service for the purposes of science to use it in any way you may 
think the most useful. I have now much pleasure in presenting it for your acceptance and hope it will 
not disappoint your expectations. Praying that Our heavenly Father in and through the person of his 
b~essed a!td only begotten Son may guide you. by his Holy spirit in the very important position in which 
Ius provtdence has placed you and bless you m your own person and family believe me to remain ... 

186. From Sir WILLIAM DENISON 15 November 1858 
[M.L. A 382. pp. 103-104.] 

My dear Threlkeld, Govnt House 

. The Austrians ~n board the NovARA I 50 are making enquiries as to the language of the different 
nat1on~ where_ the ship touches - they have asked 'me for a vocabulary of the Australian can you furnish 
me w1tl1 a pnnted vocabulary, or any work published in the language of any of the tribes. I should be 
very much obliged to you if you would enable me to answer their enquiries -

187. To Sir GEORGE GREY 9 December 1858 
[Sir Geo. Grey's Col/cctio11, Auckla11d Public Library.] 

My Dear Sir George 195 William Street Sydney 

As I perceive by the papers that you have not as yet arrived in England where the Gospel of Luke 
awaits you at my Son-in-law's office George Alfred Lloyd, Government Agent for N.S. Wales, No. 2 
Royal Exchange, together with a letter which he was together with the book personally to present to 
Y?u ~r send it in an~ way you mi~ht appoint, I beg t? apprise you of it in order that you may give 
due~t1ons as to ho~ It shall come mto your hands by mforming Mr Lloyd whether you wish him to 
retam the work unttl yon reach England or have it forwarded to the Cape. I am proceeding with the 
lexica~ having completed a~ the _words _as to their meanings and-have now to make the first arrangement 
acc?rdt?g to the Vowels wluch wtll reqmre a second fair copy to be written before I can forward it to yon. 
Thts wtll take me some months on account of so many ministerial duties pressing on my time. I send 
on the othe~ si~e a copy of the letter sent with the Work, and wishing your Excellency the Blessing of 
the Most Htgh m your arduous duties believe me to remain with all sincerity ... 
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188. To Sir GEORGE GREY 12 April 1859 
[Sir Ceo. Grey's Collection, A11ck/and Pnblic Library. Draft, M.L., A 382, pp. 109, 111.] 

My Dear Sir George 195 William Street Sydney 

I had the pleasure of receiving your letter of gth March last together with the copies of your library 
Vol II. Parts I. II. and III.lSO in which you have been pleased to notice my attempts at recording for 
posterity the Language of the Aborigines in the neighbouring locality, and for which I return you my 
sincere thanks. The collection of all the works in the various languages will be most valuable. I notice 
at page 14 Vol H- Part I. 142, Manuscript To the Governor and his Lady the word "parnu" is used 
to designate and his. - I strongly suspect the word is very similar to our conjoined dual case used con
junctively bam~ng - p. and b. being so much alike and the nasal ng being dropped, so that the sense 
would be I the person speaking or acting dedicate to thee the Governor and thine. see grammar P. 24 
[see A.L., p. 17). I shall feel obliged if you could spare me two or three copies more of the pamphlets 
with which you have now favored me. Respecting the Lexicon, I am progressing but having to copy 
it out once more than I thought I should have to do before I could please myself in the matter, and 
so many other things pressing on my time, it will be with difficulty if I can complete the work before 
the end of the year, but as soon as possible the manuscript copy to correspond with Luke shall be 
forwarded for your acceptance. I was not aware that my works on the language had been re-published 
in America by Mr. Hale until mentioned in your list of works. Mr Hale was at Lake Macquarie with 
another gentleman of the American squadron residing with us for many days and we enjoyed their 
company much they taking considerable interest in our mission. They have in all their publications 
spoken well of our efforts, I gave them all the information in my power. Thanking your Excellency 
for the kind manner in which you have favoured my efforts in the Aboriginal Language with notice 
Relieve me to remain . . . 
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Lancelot Edward Threlkeld, 
1788-1859 

Notes to Selected Correspondence 

1 This letter to the L.M.S. Treasurer begins with a reference 
to a private financial matter, See p. 202. 

2 Threlkeld also wrote 'have the goodness to furnish me with 
the Druggist's address to get what is useful another time' 
which was scored out by the Directors with the note 'I 
presume this request should not be complied with, E.H.' 

3 This was the accepted policy of the L.M.S. and its missionaries. 
The Deputation believed that the medium oflanguage was the 
only succ:ssful means of communicating ideas to change the 
way of life of the Aboriginals (See Introduction, p. 14). 
H<?v.:eve~ they found that 'There was an ahnost unity of 
?PllllOn m the Colony (we know not one exception) that 
tt would be impracticable to obtain the language & even if 
it co?ld be obtaine~ it would be found too poor to~e of any 
usc m the conveymg of moral & religious ideas.' L.M.S., 
Home Odds, Box 10, Folder IV. The Wesleyan missionary, 
Walker, had early adopted this view: 'The Black tribes on 
this side the Mountains have different tongues in every tribe. 
Not. one scarcely ~nderstanding. t~e other. English is the 
medmm I am dectdedly of opuuon, through which the 
truths of religion must be conveyed to these souls.' W. 
Walker to Rev. R. Watson, 21 October 1822, M.L., B.T.M., 
Box 52, _1185. Walker's assistaD:t, Harper, reversed this policy 
at Wellington Valley. According to the Syd11ey Gazette in 
less t~an five months he had 'acquired the native language 
suffictently to understand, and be understood by his sable 
companions, with whom he lived as a native, accommodating 
himself to their custom and privations.' S.C., 26 May 1825. 
In October 1824 Tyerman and Bennet were shocked to learn 
from,Walker 'the nominal Missionary to these poor people', 
that he has not got a fresh word of their language these 
two years past, & who said also distinctly that he would 
never try to get another.' Lac. cit., 30 October 1824. 

4 On this section Bennet afterwards commented: 'Our know
ledge of the writer ought to have prevented this confidence, 
but. however it was only 0tended to exist for a year, or 
until he had made such a tnal as would enable him to state 
to the Committee at home what moderate amonnt of Salary 
would .s~ffice .. : [rc we pledge the fimds] To this I most 
most dtstmctly obJected, but for the sake of avoiding greater 
evil, I afterwards agreed.' Bennet's gloss to Threlkeld's 
Statement, Sydney, 1828, 7. 

5 Threlkeld had called at Wangaroa Bay in the Endeavor1r in 
July 1824 when the ship, its crew and passengers, were at the 
~uercy of Maori warriors. Threlkeld wrote up the incident 
m the first part of his Reminiscences. Another account is 
given in J. Montgomery (ed.), ]oumal of Voyages a11d Travels 
by the Rev. Da11iel Tyerman and George Ben11et, Esq., London, 
1831, Vol. II, 132-8. 

6 See note 89 to Reminiscences, 

7 See notes 13 and 14 to Reminiscences. 

8 One of the earliest references to M'Gill. 

9 The original is tom at the side. 

10 See note 14 to Introduction and notes 17 and 87 to Remi
niscences. 

11 Presumably the doctor on board Bourgainville's ship, J_.a 
Thetis. See note 116 to Reminiscences. 

12 'Part I Elements of Grammar of a dialect of the language of 
the Aborigines of New South Wales' was laid before the 
Western Committee on 12 June 1826. It consisted of several 
printed proof pages and the manuscript original entitled "The 
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Orthography and Orthoepy of ·a Dialect of the Aborigines 
of New South Wales. Part 1", Newcastle September 1825. 
It was printed in 1827 as Spedme11s oj a Dialect 4 tlte Aborigines 
of New Sot lilt Wales; being the first attempt to form tlwir speech 
into a written language. 

13 The first serious charges made in public against Marsden 
appeared in a letter written by 'Philo Free' (the Governor's 
secretary, J.T. Campbell) which appeared in the S.C., 4 
January 1817. Nine letters by 'Philo Umbrae' to Lord Bathurst 
appeared in the S.G. between 4 August and 20 October 
1825 and were particularly concerned with magisterial matters. 
It is unlikely that an L.M.S. missionary was the writer, and 
Threlkeld's speculation as to authorship was possibly correct. 

14 i.e., Rev. William Walker, Wesleyan. 

15 This first report (19 pp) of the mission was printed by Robert 
I:Jowe, <?~vernment Printer, and is copied from the only 
hsted ongmal (M.L.). Threlkeld expanded and edited this 
material when writing the early sections of the Reminiscences. 

16 'The favour of a translation of either or both the above 
Pieces, from any CLASSICAL Gentleman, will be gratefully 
acknowledged, if not libellous, by the EDITOR.' S.C., 
5 January 1826. 

17 To this Ralph Mansfield replied, 30 January 1826: 'I am 
requested by my colleagues to explain to the Rev. Mr 
Threlkeld, that the paragraph, in our Address to which he 
o~jects, was intended to express only a general proposition, 
without any local or personal allusion.' S.G., 1 February 1826. 

18 ~he annual feast at Parramatta usually took place at Christmas 
ttme. See note 45 to Memoranda. 

19 Mary, sometimes called Mary Williams, Threlkeld, afterwards 
Mrs G.A. Lloyd. 

20 See note 5 to Memoranda. 

21 Hannah Kilham (1774-1832), missionary and student of 
African languages, had joined the Wesleyans in 1794. In 1798 
she married Alexander Kilham, founder of the Methodist 
New Connexion who died in the same year. As a widow she 
devoted her life to teaching and work amongst the poor. 
In 1802 ~he joined the Society of Friends. In 1817 she began 
he~ studtes. to _reduce the unwritten languages of Africa to 
pnnt to atd m spreading Christianity. She compiled an 
elementary grammar for use in the missionary schools of 
Sierra Leone and in 1820 printed anonymously First Lessons 
in ]aloof. Between October 1823 and July 1824 she visited 
St Mary's, Gambia, and Sierra Leone, opening schools and 
promotmg the work of the Friends' Committee 'for pro
moting African instruction'. Her African School Tracts were 
subsequently published in London in 1827. She continued 
her missionary work until her death at sea several days after 
the ship she was travelling on was struck by lightning. 

22 i.e., the annual publication of the Friends' Committee. 

23 Tyerman drew up elaborate plans for an 'Australian Union 
College'. See L.M.S., Home Odds, Box 10, Folder IV. 

24 The italicised section was printed in A StatemetJt. 

25 The Deputation had reached Canton on 5 November 1825 
and returned to Singapore on 24 December where they 
'landed to spend Christmas.' For an account of their sojourn 
in the East Indies see J. Montgomery (ed.), op. cit., Vol. II, 
185-231. 



26 This and the following references to Marsden gave offence 
to the Directors and worsened Threlkeld's position with 
them. See p. 230. 

27 The agricultural pursuits of the Senior Chaplain frequently 
came under criticism. Both Marsden and Barron Field had 
taken a prominent part in the Agricultural Society. Brisbane, 
who had also commented unfavourable on Marsden's secular 
activities, confided to a friend: 'Figure the Agricultural 
Society electing Judge Field their President, a Person who 
barely knows a Plough from a Harrow!' Brisbane to Mr 
Bruce, 31 December 1823. The Brisbane Documents 1823-
1825, National Library of Australia. 

28 Marsden himself stated that ills missiot1ary policy was to 
introduce the mechanical arts before endeavouring to teach 
religious precepts. 

29 Bartholomew Haywood Goss, of Iddeslcigh, North Devon. 
Threlkeld had forwarded a note of hand for £45 drawn by 
Goss payable to the L.M.S. eight months after date (5 January 
1825). 

30 Detail such as this may have been forgotten by Threlkeld by 
the time he came to write up his observations for publication. 

31 As distinct from puberty rites. Biraban was either initiated 
as a tribal headman or as a koradji or perhaps both. 

32 See note 29 to Reminiscences. 

33 Threlkeld's appreciation of Aboriginal society was the result 
of careful observation. In April he had sensed that even their 
fights were conducted 'according to a fixed principle'. 

34 See note 7 to Memoranda. 
35 A summary of a lengthy paragraph in Barron Field's address 

to the Philosophical Society of Australia in January 1822. 
36 See note 68 to Reminiscences; also A.L., The Appendi'\:, 132. 
37 This appears to have been written on the report later in the 

same year (December 1826). 
·38 This letter is addressed to the Missionary Rooms, London. 
39 Calvinistic Methodist and itinerant preacher in Devon whom 

Threlkeld assisted when at Hatherlcigh. See Introduction, 
p. 16. 

40 See note 3. 
41 i.e., The Wesleyan mission at Wellington Valley and C.M.S. 

plans for a mission at Port Stephens or Lake Macquarie. 
42 Certainly Burder, Orme and Hankey wrote in the fashion 

of masters giving instructions to servants. Sec particularly 
Letter 92 in which Threlkeld is censured for determining 
to act 'not in conformity to our will, as signified in our 
instructions, but in pursuance of your own.' Marsden's 
comment to the Secretary of the Society for Missions to 
Africa and the East (C.M.S.) as early as 1809 is of interest 
in this respect. 'When you write to them [missionaries}, do 
not say any thing to them that will tend to raise them above 
the Situation in which the Society wishes them to act. The 
Missionaries at Otaheite always appeared to me to consider 
themselves on a Footing with the directors because they 
called them Breti1Te1l. The term is proper in a religious Sense, 
but not in a political one.' P. Havard-Williams (ed.), Marsden 
and the New Zealand Missio11, Dunedin, 1961, 26. 

43 This is confirmed by Bennet. Sec Introduction, p. 22. 
44 In July 1820 Threlkeld and his colleagues had received copies 

of resolutions passed by the Directors and dated 17 November 
1818, censuring the missionaries for obtaining 'various articles 
at Port Jackson for their own equipment to a very large 
amount after having been well and sufficiently provided for 
by the Directors before they left England.' It was also resolved 
that 'the bills drawn on the treasurer for the expences occasioned 
by Mess[rs} Barff, Bourne, Darling, Platt, Threlkeld and 
Williams at New South Wales amounting to £2227.15.11 
would not have been honored but for the signature of Mr 
Marsden whom the Directors highly esteem.' See Threlkeld's 
original of the Memoranda, p. 10, Archives, Box 1123. 
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45 The same case. 

46 This referred to the fmal case in the long drawn out battle 
between Marsden and Dr Henry Grattan Douglass (1790-
1865), formerly a magistrate on the Parramatta Bench, 
which began in August 1822 when Atm Rumsby, a govern
ment servant employed by Douglass, was sentenced to Port 
Macquarie for perjury in a case involving her alleged im
proper association with him. In August 1825 Douglass was 
brought before an official committee to answer charges of 
habitual drunkenness, illegally flogging a convict, personal 
animus towards Marsden, and immorality. Douglass was 
acquitted. 

47 Much of the material in the L.M.S. Museum at Blomficld 
Street had been sent to England by Threlkeld and Williams 
from Raiatea, especially the god figures from Rurutu. In 1891 
the material was transferred to the British Museum. Most of 
the specimens of ethnological importance were described by 
Charles H. Read in his paper 'On the Origin and Sacred 
Character of certain Ornaments of the S.E. Pacific', joumal 
of file Autllropofogical l11stitute, 1892, Vol. XXI, 139-59. 

48 This and the two following are sigt1ed 'A true Copy Joseph 
Thomas Threlkeld'. 

49 The original copies of these outgoing ktters are very difficult 
to make out. Where microfilm has failed to bring out the 
detail the scholarly examination and detective methods of 
Miss Irene M. Fletcher, L.M.S. Librarian and Archivist, has 
ensured an almost perfect transcript. 

50 Information from France usually came from Protestant 
missionary agents and colporteurs. However in 1830 news 
of Roman Catholic missionary projects was conveyed to the 
L.M.S. Home Secretary by the Irish Catholic adventurer, 
Peter Dillon. In Tahiti the news was received with con
siderable alarm and J.M. Orsmond even compiled a tract 
against 'the Jesuits'. 

51 The Alacrity brought the returned bills, and a letter to the 
Governor from the Directors of the Society dated 22 March 
1827 (see C.S.I.L. re Land 120, 45}514}. 

52 The 'close committee' at the Mission House, Austin Friars, 
was intended for the executive and London members of the 
directorate, such as Burder, Hankey, Wilks, Waugh, Platt, 
Collison, and other committee members, who virtually 
dictated the foreign affairs of the Society until about 1832. 

53 Dr David Bogue (1750-1825), a founder of the L.M.S., 
conducted a Congregational academy at Gosport. From 1801 
until his death he conducted a missionary seminary in con
nexion with the academy. It is almost certain that Threlkeld 
would have read and copied Bogue's missionary lectures 
although he was not sent to the seminary. Sec Introduction, 
p. 17. 

54 For Wilton's review sec Tile Australia~~ Quarterly ]oumal of 
Theology, Literature and Science, Sydney, 1828, No. I, 39-55. 
See also p. 349. The allusions referred to by Threlkeld are 
in the concluding remarks, 54-5. 'In taking leave of the 
Pamphlet before us we have to express our hopes, that the 
reports which have been so industriously circulated, that 
Mr. THRELKELD has been under the necessity of abandoning 
his investigations into the language of the Aborigines of this 
Colony, for want of proper funds, arising either from any 
indiscretion on his own part, or from any ill-treatment he 
may have received from the Society, which has employed 
him, are altogether unfounded. We trust that his exertions 
are merely temporarily StiSpellded. We certainly think him 
wrong in so hastily quitting the scene of his labours, and in 
taking up his abode in Sydney, where he cannot, (if he wished 
it) prosecute any further inquiries into the Dialect of the 
Natives of Lake Macquarie. If he has committed a11y un
intentional error, let him candidly avow it. If the London 
Missionary Society have (and we are informed such to be 
the fact) behaved towards him in a manner, tending to bring 
disgrace upon themselves,- upon himself as their Missionary, 

i 
'· 

--:- and upon the cause of Missions in ge11eral, let him separate 
himself from them, and let the Church and the Government 
magnanimous.Iy -~mite, to. take. him under their wing, and 
to employ hun m pursmng hts useful investigations - at 
all events, may all parties in the Colony give him their 
warmest support. For ourselves, we can assure Mr. THRELKELD, 

t~at we will stan~ pledged, to be amongst the first, to offer 
hun our annualnute towards the prosecution of his benevolent 
undertaking.' 

55 A copy oft~s letter was se~t to Marsden on1 March requesting 
further particulars. In a pnvate note to the Colonial Secretary, 
8 March 1828, Marsden stated that Threlkeld was 'very 
incorrect in his ~tatement of what passed between Mr Norton, 
a1_1d. me - and m one of his letters he give[ s 1 a direct contra
dictiOn to what I had stated.' (C.S.I.L., 45fS14 re land 120). 
Subsequently Threlkeld sent his 'respects to the Honorable 
Alexr M'cley. and begs to say that Mr Hankey has since 
honored t~e btlls protested. some ti~ne back of Ro~t Camp~ell 
Esqr- M Campbell has JUSt received the above mformat1on 
pr Asia - Friday Noon [n.d.J.' 

56 ~ang's _letter, signed _'Nisimachus', 7 March 1828, was pub
lished m The A11sfrallan on 12 March. Amongst other issues 
he referred to Th~elkeld's assumed signature 'Spectator' in 
the controversy wtth Father Therry, stated that he believed 
that the expenses of Threlkeld's ntissiot1 were a 'matter of 
peneral notoriety in Syd~1ey:. ,and referred to charges of 
falsehood, baseness, mahgmty brought against him by 

Threlkeld and the editor of the Gazette. 

57 Old ~a:key's tri~e was but one of several clans or groups of 
Abongmals making up the Awabakal speaking tribe or, more 
properly, group of tnbes. See note 14 to Introduction. 

58 See note 166 to Introductiot1. 
59 As early as 1826. a 'visionary heresy' had broken out in Tahiti. 

~ow~ver Captams Hen~y and Kent had just arrived bringing 
mtelligence of the rap1d spread of the new movement in 
the _group. See the report published in T/IC Soutlz-Asian 
Regsster, ~ydney, December 1828, No. 4, 334-58; also Niel 
Gunsm~,. An Accou~1t of the Mamaia or Visionary Heresy 
of Tahiti, 1826-1841, The ]oumal of tl1e PolytJesian Society 
June 1962, Vol LXXI, 209-43. ' 

60 ~ev. J?l_lles Elder (1772-1836), who had been a missionary 
m Ta~tl between ~801 ~nd 1810. A fanner member of the 
Se:e~sion Church m Edmburgh he h.td joined forces with 
Wllham Wemyss. According to Lang he resided at Parramatta 
'as a baker and grocer, having completely divested himself 
of his missionary char?cter.' I~1 18_23 ~e requested Lang to 
hold_ weekly Pres~ytcnan servtces 111 IllS house which lasted 
for SIX mont~s u~ttl El~er, 'growing tired of his visits actually 
pr~cun;d their d1_scontmuance.' Lang accused ltim of inter
fermg m the aff.11rs of the Scots Church. Sec A.D.B. 

61 Threlkel_d .enclosed a printed circular entitled 'An Address to 
the Religtous Public of Great Britain and Ireland, by the 
Independen~s of New South Wales', drawn up by G.M.C. 
Bowen, actmg Secretary (2 pp). 

62 Tyerman's friendship with tltis woman had bee11 the subject 
of much comment in Sydney circles. Betmet afterwards wrote 
(gloss, above quoted, p. 26): 'Two reasons prevented Mr 
T_yern~an's visiting Mr. Marsdens more frequently - first 
his bemg of the Established Church & second & principally 
be:au~e for many months he [Tyerman] was by almost daily 
ass1dmty endeavouring to win the favour of a very respectable 
Lady in Sydney. This latter reason was not however known 
to Mr B[ennet] U11til from parties concerned he learned the 
fact l This also was a reason as it proved why they did not 
le~ve the Colony sooner, nor in the mean time visit Van 
D1emans Land.' 

63 Sec note 11 to Memoranda. 

64 Indeed Tycrman was already dead, and Bennet returned 
alone to England. 
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65 Government was not sympathetic. M'Leay was asked to 
enquire 'from Mr Onslow, what the Man's Character is _ 
?r _refer t,o Capt Wr~ght at Newcastle'. It was learnt that 
t~s Ma_n s. c~aracter Is but indifferent' but, independent of 
~his, assmulatiOn was not encouraged and Threlkeld was 
mfon~1ed on 21 January 1829 that the application was 
negatived. 

66 The Governor's minute reads, 'Let him have authY to select 
two Square Miles - R.D. Augt 17th' 

67 Solomon Wiseman's ?~Wiseman's Ferry on the Hawkesbury. 
Judge Therry also vis~ted Ma~tlan~ via "Yiseman's Ferry i11 
1830_ and recorded his amusmg tmpressmns of Wiseman 
Remmi;cen~es of Thirty Years' Residmce i11 New South Wale~ 
and Vtctorza ... , London, 1863, 120-3. See also Charles 
Swancott, Wisema11's Ferry, Booker Bay, January 1965. 

68 Forwarded to the Colonial Secretary by Samuel Marsden in 
the absence of the Archdeacon. 

69 Despite so sn~all _beginnings (see note 9 to Memoranda) the 
mounted pohce mcreased to quit? a large force. By 1839 
there were 9 officers, 1 sergeant-maJor, 156 non-commissioned 
officers an~ men, 136 of whom were mounted. The officers 
v-.:er? ~naglstrates, and a~ 'Yere subject to military law and 
d1sc1pline. They dressed m light dragoon uniform and carried 
sabre, carbine and horscpistols. 

70 Ans\~ered 8 Sept~mber: 'The assignment of mechanics is not 
consi?ered expedient but any specifications & Estimates which 
he will forward shall be considered.' (34}8123.) 

71 Heley commented: 'I have heard of this before- the Nativt 
Blacks do not want shrewdness and there are those who 
make them fully sensible of the protection thrown around 
them by the Courts of this Colony.' 

72 The Go,vernor's Memo rea~s: 'Inform Mr Threlkeld in reply 
that tho I ~atnent the desertton of the Natives which he reports 
I do not g1ve up all hopes of their return. I recommend him 
to endeavour b~ messages or any opportunities that may offer 
to proct~re their presence again at his Establishment not 
repr?~chmg them for having left it unceremoniously: but 
recetvmg them well and renewing his project for their em
ployment. It was natural to expect they shd look for their 
Women and they may continue to come and go frequently 
and at last become permanent Settlers.' 

73 Po~sibly Memoir of Mrs Mary Ellis, wife C!f the Rev. William 
Eilts •.• (New York, 1836). An English edition was published 
by the Religiou~ !ract Society in 1838 followed by a revised 
and ~nl~rged editton. An engraving of Mrs Ellis appeared as 
frontlsptece. 

74 The Colonist, 2 March 1837, p. 74, described Atkins' return 
fr?~n. 'that receptacle of infallly, that modern Gomorrah', 
cnttctsed Anders?» as a 'petty tyrant', and added that 'our 
blood curd_les wtth horror whenever we think of the vices 
that are Said to be perpetrated there'. See also H.R.A (I) 
Vol. XVIII, 767-72. . ' 

15 Crook and some of the other ex-missionaries worshipped 
w~th the :x'esleyans. Hayward and Threlkeld at first wor
shipped w~th the. Presbyterians. Most of the missionaries had 
~oo? relattons wtth the Baptists. The Congregational Chapel 
m Pitt Stre:t was opened by the Rev. Charles Price in February 
1833, but Jt was not until the ministry of Dr Ross that the 
Independent factions were united. 

76 For the Yate case see Eric Ramsden, Marsden and the Missions· 
Prelude to Waitangi (Sydney, 1936), pp. 20-44. · 

77 G?vernor Bourke's educational proposals antagonised even 
Btshop Broughton, and Protestant opposition was intensified 
by llishop Folding's support of the Irish system For 
Threlkeld's later views on education see note 205 t.o the 
Introduction. 



. 78 Threlkeld was underestimating . the influence of his own 
fellow-missionaries who had made a steady contribution to 
the gelleral educational and religious ~fe of the Co~ony. 
However the Rev. Charles Price was the first CongregatiOnal 
minister to come out to work specifically in Australia. 

79 Matthew Wilks (1746-1828), minister of th~ Tabernacle an_d 
Tottenham Court Chapels, had a reputatton for eccentnc 
behaviour but was one of the directors of the London 
MissionarY Society. most revered by the missionaries. John 
Williams was from his church, and Threlkeld had been 
instructed by him. 

80 Castle had absconded from Port Macquarie in October 1836. 
He was not apprehended until3 July. 

81 The police magistrate was ordered to send a constable im
mediately and the constable from Brisbane Water was to be 
stationed closer so that they could wllte 'when Bushrangers 
come into that part of the Country'. 

82 See note 49 to Reminiscences. 
83 Threlkeld's letter to the Governor dated 29 May was forwarded 

to the Bench at Patrick's Plains for enquiry. Robert Scott 
wrote to Threlkeld on 19 June requiring the presence of 
Chester at Patrick's Plains court. 

84 Ro~se's deposition reads: ' ... some little time since I as~ed 
the Blacks of this district again if they had heard anything 
more about the two Women missing, they said they were 
killed and that another native Black woman, formerly residing 
in this district belonging to the Luskintyre Tribe, named 
"Pinkey" also accompanied the Company drays to their 
station and was killed in like manner ... '. It is difficult to 
see how the girls could be accounted for satisfactorily fr~m1 
the depositions of Constables Cook and Fawcett and a watter 
at an inn at the head of Page's River named Waites, collected 
by Scott and forwarded to the Colonial Secretary. 

85 This is the earliest reference to the Memoranda. The Myall 
Creek massacre had taken place on 10 June. Threlkeld was 
called before the Parliamentary Committee on the Aborigines 
QueStion in September. Judge Burton presided over the 
second trial o.f the murderers in November. 

86 This new development appeared to have the full support 
·of many of the squatters. It culminated in the Myall Creek 
murders. See note 69 to Memoranda. 

·87 Grant's printed letter was headed To the l11habitants t?.f the 
District of Maitla11d and signed 25 October 1837. !hrelke!d's 
copy was received in the mail in January 1838. See btographical 
note. 

88 On which the Governor commented, 5 August: 'Mr Threlkeld 
~ill have other men assi"gned to him i11 llis Tum.' The men 
listed were John Jones, assigned to Threlkeld in August 1836, 
George Dickenson, assigned in September 1836, George 
Howard Lawrence, assigned in 1833, Benjamin Sellers, 
assigned in November 1836, William Hodgson, assigned in 
May 1837, Richard Welsh, assigned in February 1838, and 
Jesse Barton, assigned in June 1838. 

89 This was the trial of Long Jack for the murder of his wife. 
Threlkeld's signed statement dated Sydney, 1 May 1838, 
is of interest. 

I, Yesterday visited Long-Jack in Sydney J~il at .t~e 
request of the Crown Solicitor, in cm_npany with _M gill 
an Aborigine through whom I obtam much asSistance 
in obtaining a knowledge of the native language, to 
assist in obtaining the Prisoner's defence, which is simply 
as follows: Long-Jack says that he carried water for 
the master· of the Public-house next to the Court House 
Maitland, that the Landlord gave a cask that had -con
tained rum to two other blacks in the afternoon, the 
sun being two-thirds high, That the two ~lacks l:"'ut ha~f 
a bucket of water into the cask, and let tt remam until 
the next day: That on the following day himself and 
four blacks with his wife the deceased drank themselves 
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drunk, they then went up Maitland town, when about the 
middle of the town his wife said to him, you go and take 
another womatt, and scattered his flour on the ground, 
which flour she had obtained for the sale of fish; That he 
then beat her, not for spilling the flour, but, because 
he was angry with her for telling him to take another 
woman, and being very drunk, he struck her f~rst and 
then another Black, when he looked round he found 
she was dead, then as he walked away the Consta?le 
took him; On the next day when he was sober he cned 
for sorrow that he had really killed her in his drunkenness. 

90 As it happened, the Flinders Island Aboriginals _did not justify 
this confidence. They early took to the bush, raided numerous 
stations in the Western Port district and killed two seamen 
for which the ringleaders stood trial and were hanged. 

91 Apparently the Myall Creek murders which took place in 
June. 

92 Moravian missions were self-supporting and taught industrious 
habits by example. Lang was a firm believer in the system 
which was adopted by the German missionaries he sponsored 
at Moreton Bay. It was Lutheran and Moravian missions 
acting on this principle in the more inaccessible parts of 
Australia which had the most success in subsequent years. 

93 On which Harington commented: 'I remember very well 
the circumstance but quite forget the date of Mr Threlkeld's 
enquiring whether I con;idered he . had any. claim for an 
additional grant when I mformed him I dee1dedly thought 
he could have notte -' (7 November 1838). For Threlkeld's 
original application see p. 264. 

94 'If Mr Threlkeld has a claim it should be brought forward 
in a regular manner, with a full statement of all the circum
stances under which he claims - but it may perhaps save 
time to inform him - that unless he can prove that he left 
England for the first time, after April 1826 - and that he 
was induced to emigrate by the advantages held out to 
Settlers in Australia by a Govt. Notice published under the 
authority of the Secy. of State in April 1826 - it will be 
quite a loss a time & trouble for him to make an application. 
G.G. Nov 11.' 

95 Marsden's other antagonist and grudging admirer, J.D. Lang, 
also attended the senior chaplain's funeral. 

96 Both these auxiliary societies were founded largely through 
the influence of John Williams (who had just returned from 
Britain after being feted by the aristrocracy), at a time when 
Evangelical influence at the Colonial Office was at its height. 
Saunders, the Baptist minister, took a prominent part in the 
proceedings. See Joseph King, Tett Decades: Tlte Attstraliall 
Celltenary Story of the London Missionary Society (London, 
n.d.), 97-107. 

97 Presumably the circular printed at the mission press, dated 
Raiatea 18 October 1821. For the substance see The Evangelical 
Magazi11e and Missionary Chronicle, Vol XXX (1822), pp 
327-30. 

98 The list containing 27 names (46 persons) is entitled 'Supple
mentary Return of Aborigines receiving of the Surplus 
quantity of the Government b~unty of Blankets, at the 
Manilla River near the Gwyder 1ssued by my Son at Mr J. 
Arndell's joint station, J~lY, 1838, ~emaini~g after the dis~ri
bution at Lake Macquane. See biOgraphical notes on Billy 
and David. On 25 November 1840 Threlkeld submitted a 
further 'Return of Aboriginal Natives taken at Manilla River 
by Joseph Thomas Threlkeld at his Station. July 1840.' The 
list contained 41 names (87 persons). The tnbal groups are 
given as M'cyntyre River, Manilla River, Peel's River, 
Montara River, and Big River. 

99 On this the Governor commented, 26 December: 'The men 
having been found guilty - or at least 7 of them - I do 
not think it is necessary to search for further Evidence.' 
The seven men were tried in Sydney on 15 November 1838, 
retried and executed in December. They acknowledged their 
guilt to the gaoler but stated 'that in destroying the aboriginals 
they were not aware they had violated the law, or that it 
could take cognizance of their having done so, as it had 
(according to their belief) been so JreqtiCIItly done in tire Colouy 
before.' 

100 Jonathan Warner occasionally mentioned Macdonald in his 
correspondence. In August 1834 he wrote that constable elect 
Moses Carrol brought before him 'Nelly, a black woman, 
whom he said could give very much information relative to 
MCDonald & his gang (bush rangers)' and stated that Carrol 
'knows MCDonald well and has been acquainted with him 
upwards seven years, and informs me that he is so well 
acquainted with the bush and passes over the Mountains at 
Barrabee and adjacent, having formerly lived with Messrs 
Crawford and Palmer in that neighbourhood that he is very 
likely to remain there as long as he can procure provisions.' 
Letter Book, in M.L. MSS. 941, 165-7. 

101 See note 81 to Memoranda. 

102 Threlkeld printed a circular addressed to 'His Most Christian 
Majesty Louis Philip, King of the French' dated 8 December 
1838 complaining of the proceedings of Captain Dupetit
Thouars, who had been ordered to Tahiti to demand 'full 
reparation' for insults to French citizens (namely Marist 
priests). The indenmity of 2,000 Spanish dollars imposed on 
the Tahitian government was met by three English residents. 
See Threlkeld's letters to Ellis dated 12 December 1838 and 
8 January 1839 with enclosures in L.M.S., Australia Letters. 

103 In 1835, four years after the baptism of the first LMS converts 
in Madagascar, an edict was proclaimed by Queen 
Ranavalona I suppressing Christianity. The first of numerous 
Malagasy martyrs, a woman named Rasalama, was beaten 
and then speared to death in August 1837. Persecution was 
particularly severe in 1840 and was to continue until the 
Queen's death in 1861. 

104 i.e. bull; see note 62 to Reminiscences. 

105 'The Applicant himself says he did not apply before May 
- the case is therefore not one in which I can remit the 
double fine G :G Aug 15.' Threlkeld was informed 21 August. 

106 'I have no objection; but it is intended in the next Census 
to have one of the Aboriginal inhabitants.' August 1831. 

107 This appears to have been the notorious 'Jewboy gang' under 
Edward Davis who had moved south from their former 
haunts in the New England district. In November they 
visited Newcastle, Pilcher's farm on the Hunter, and the 
Williams district. They moved down to Wollombi in 
December. The flamboyant appearance of the bushrangers 
was a subject of comment: 'Their attire was rather gaudy, 
as they wore broad-rimmed Manilla hats, turned up in front, 
with abundance of broad pink ribbons, satin neck-cloth, 
splendid brooches, all of them had rings and watches. One of 
them (a Jew, I believe) wore five rings. The bridles of the 
horses were also decorated with a profusion of pink ribbons.' 
Sydney Herald, 10 December 1840. 

108 Major Crummer was immediately ordered to 'take the most 
strenuous measures in his power to restore order', to 'swear in 
the Ticket of Leave Holders - and make a requisition on the 
Settlers for assistance in Men & Horses', reporting to the 
Governor 'the names of the Persons who may either afford 
assistance or withhold it.' Crummer reported on the 29th 
that he had 'reason to believe that the above Party left this 
District some days past and have joined other Bushrangers 
in the neighbourhood of Maitland and that the Constabulary 
and Mounted Police of that Quarter are in pursuit of them.' 
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109 Another account of this incident and the visit of the bush
rangers to Lake Macquarie was published in letter form in 
the Sydney Gazette, 3 November 1840. The sentiments are 
similar to those expressed by Threlkeld. 

On Sunday, October 18th, while Mr. B[oyce] (whose 
residence is situated at no great distance from Lake 
Macquarie) was catechising his children, after Divine 
service, three bushrangers entered the room, one of 
whom presented a gun at Mr. B.'s breast, telling him 
that he had not 'long to live.' The three young children 
naturally clung round their seemingly doomed parent, 
and to their doing so, it is more than probable that Mr. B. 
owed his escape from personal injury. One man having 
Mr. B. under cover of his firelock, enabled the other 
two to rummage the house and to secure the servants, 
one of whom is a free man! The servants were in their 
huts, and suffered two men to make them march from 
their huts to their master's house, where they remained 
neutral spectators, under custody of one man, whose 
trepedation was so excessive that he seemed more terrified 
than any one of those placed in his custody. 
The two villains compelled Miss B. to open the different 
boxes and trunks pointed out to her, from which they 
selected as much as filled three sacks; four watches were 
amongst the articles selected by these worthies. 
Miss B. was then desired to make tea for the party, which 
she did. She remonstrated with them for taking a watch, 
which she said was highly valued by her as a keepsake 
from a friend. The watch was restored to her, and she 
was told that if there were any other articles of jewellery 
about which she might be particularly anxious she 
should have them. 
The booty having been packed up, two of the wretches 
carried it away, and then returned to the house, where 
they remained a considerable time amusing themselves 
by firing at a mark. 
Upon taking their departure, they· compelled one of 
Mr. B.'s servants to accompany them as a guide to 
shew them the way to Mr. Heely's establishment, 
where they arrived; and although there were rio less 
than six assigned servants at Mr. Heely's, they suffered 
themselves to be bailed up· by three men, without offering 
the slightest opposition. 
I leave you, Mr. Editor, to judge whether there must 
not have been a tolerably good understanding between 
the bushrangers and the servants. 
I am not accustomed to write letters for publication, 
and therefore request you will pardon all faults. 

I have the honor to remain, 
Your obedient servant, 

A SE'ITLER. 

P.S.- I forgot to mention that Mr. Heely keeps several 
fine dogs at his establishment; these animals are celebrated 
for their ferocity, and yet when the bushrangers came 
near them, instead of flying at them, or even barking, 
the dogs ran to them and caressed them as old acquain
tances. 

110 See letter quoted above which makes the same claim. 

111 On this letter the Governor commented (3 December): 
'There are some suggestions in this that are good - and 
the whole subject of Rewards requires early attention. 
Mr Threlkeld however seems to think that the Labour of 
Prisoners can be made more profitable than I fear it ever can.' 

112 Newport, a shortlived township on Lake Macquarie, con
tiguous to Reid's Mistake at the ocean entrance, had come 
into being when land was sold there by auction in Sydney 
in July 1840. The principal resident was Henry Worley, 
a constable appointed to the area. See The A11stralian, 4 Feb
ruary 1841. Threlkeld's coal ships subsequently sailed from 
Newport. 



113 J'he movements of the bushr:mgers under Edward Davis are 
well documented for December 1840. After raiding the 
properties of Messrs Chapman, Walker, and Timothy 
Nowlan, they went to Paterson, robbing the Settlers Arms 
there before crossing the river. After numerous adventures 
in the Wollombi and Maitland area they arrived m- Scone 
on 21 December. On this day they killed for the first time. 
They were tracked over the Liverpool range to their old 
haunt at Doughboy Hollow, near Murrurundi, by Captain 

Day on the same day, and captured in the evening. They were 
all hanged in Sydney on 16 March 1841. See George F. 
Bergman, 'Edward Davis. Life and Death of an Australian 
Bushranger', Australian ]ewis/1 Historical Society, ]&P, Sydney, 
1956, Vol. IV -5, 205-240. 

114 The Governor's minute reads: 'There ought not to have 
been any reservation of Coals. An endorsement may be 
made on the Deed to that effect. G.G. Jan 27.' This ruling 
was then applied to all others in a similar situation. See p. 291 

Notes to Later Correspondence 

115 After receivmg notice in May that the Aboriginal Mission 
would no longer be supported Threlkeld turned his attention 
to the coal potentials of his property. See Introduction, p. 28. 

116 Gipps at least showed some interest in the plan, requesting 
Colonel Gibbes to look into the possibilities of employing 
the Prince George at the Lake, but it was not possible to do 
anything 'to riteet Mr Threlkeld's wishes.' (Feb. 20 1843.) 

117 'Inform·Mr Threlkeld that I regret it is entirely out of my 
power to give Land to anyone at the Minimum price -
or at any other price without exposing it to public com
petition - but that his Letter shall be handed to the Surveyor 
Genl with directions to take into consideration the propriety 
of bringing forward, as soon as may be convenient, some 
Land for sale in the locality pointed out by Mr Threlkeld. 
G:G Aug 29.' 

118 Major Crununer was immediately asked if he had 'any 
knowledge of the men being drunk - and if so why their 
Tickets were not cancelled.' Crummer asserted that Threlkeld's 
men had not been seen drunk in Newcastle on the 1 July, 
and suggested that they had 'stopt at some intermediate 
place between New Castle and Ebenezer' or 'kept themselves 
concealed in .some house at New Castle.' Four other ticket 
holders had_ been sentenced to a :pecuniary fine. Gipp's f111al 
minute read: 'So long as the present regulations respecting 
Musters remains in force I cannot exempt Mr Threlkeld's 
men from attendance. Observe to the Police Magistrate that 
I cannot but teet greatly surprised th:l.t Ticket of Leave Holders, 
who are drunk on the day of Muster should be punished only 
by a fine. Their Tickets Should invariably be suspended at 
least six months. G:G Sep 10.' 

119. William O'Bryan (1778-1868) founded the first society of his 
new commUnity at Shebbear in 1815. The Australian mission 
Was founded in 1850. 

120 The Plyrilou!h Brethren owed their g"reat incrCase to the work 
of John Nelson-DarbY (1880-18S2), formerly a clergyman, in 
the vicinity of Piymouth in the 1830s, hence their alternate 
name of Dar:byites. Both movements developed in the area 
where Threlkeld and his colleagues had cOnducted their 
itinerant ministry. 

121 Puseyite was the label ~sed in the mid-nineteenth century 
to distingt#sh the forerunners of-the; Oxford movement or 
Tractarians- named from the high Anglican, Edward Bouverie 
Pusey (1800-1882). 

122 The Rev. 1-I:M. Birch, humanitarian and theologian, was the 
first tutor -of Prince Albert Edward, but lost favour with the 
Prince C~:u~sort. The Prince's parting with Birch was regarded 
as _a 'deep·---p_~~sonal tragedy' fo;r_,!he ten-year-old prince. 

123 Threlkeld''ttceived numerous letters written- between 17 
December"-~1850- and July 1851 acknowledging receipt of 
copies of A Key, from Governors' secretaries; institutions, and 
private persons including Sir Everard- Home. See M.L., 
A 382, passim. 
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124 The Right Rev. George Augustus Selwyn. 

125 This was Ko uga Moteatea me uga Haki-rara o nga Maori, 
published in Wellington in 1853. Grey subsequently published 
Ko nga Mal!inga a nga Tupu11a Maori in London in 1854 
which in translated form became the Polynesia11 Mytlwlogy, 
a classic of its kind. He published more Maori verse in Cape 
Town in 1857. 

126 This was the marriage of Mrs Threlkeld's niece, Jane Elizabeth, 
daughter of Thomas Arndell of Caddie, with George Loder 
of Singleton, on 27 May 1851. 

127 The S.M.H. for 28 May 1851 carried three reports on the 
gold fields near Bathurst. 

128 Mary Williams Threlkeld and George Alfred Lloyd were 
married in 1842 and had nine children. The sons were George 
Alfred, James Comrie, Arthur Tidman, Lancelot Threlkeld, 
Charles F.W. and Benjamin Kayser. 

129 In May 1851 the first of the great industrial Exhibitions was 
opened in London, and lasted until October. The small 
exhibition referred to by Threlkeld was probably inspired 
by this event, as was the large-scale exhibition held in Sydney 
in November 1854 in anticipation of the Paris Exhibition 
of 1855. 

130 Threlkeld's views of Sir Charles FitzRoy were similar to those 
of his old rival J.D. Lang whose serious charge that the 
'moral influence' emanating from Government House was 
'deleterious and baneful in the highest degree' was supported 
generally by the Evangelical party in the colony. 

131 Mrs Threlkeld's sister, Elizabeth Eiiiily, wife of James Gordon, 
police magistrate, formerly Naval Officer at Hobart. 

132 The celebrated Kerr's Hundredweight had been found at 
Louisa Creek by an Aboriginal shepherd in July 1851. The 
Empire of 2 April 1852 carried the following report: 

TJm HUNDRED WEIGHT ECLIPSED. - It was rumoured 
yesterday in tOwn that a block of auriferous quartz, of 
the enormous weight of 40_0 lbs., and of immense value, 
had been discovered at the Louisa Creek, in the claim 
occupied by Mr. Lang, on behalf of the Company. As 
this iS the loc~lity where the celebrated nugget was 
found, it- is not imprObable that extraordinary specimens 
may yet be brought to light. How far yesterday's having 
been the 1st of April may have to do with the origin 
of the rumour it is impossible to say, but as there is no 
authentic foundation for the report that we can ascertain, 
it may only be the coinage of some mischievous April fool. 

The story of the 'fmd' was evidently never confirmed. 

133 For Threlkeld's visits to the Sydney Infirmary see Introduction, 
p. 28. 

134 Presumably Threlkeld's relation, Thomas Shepherd, of the 
banking house of Dennison & Co. See p. 249. 

135 His daUghter Frances, married- to Captain Richard Siddins. 

136 Presumab~y a m~mber of the Jones Lloyd family, into which 
Threlkeld s family had marned, and not the missionary's 
grandson. 

137 The principal goldfields in N.S.W. and Victoria. 

138 ].~. Merle d'Aubigne's H!~slory of the Rt;{ormatioll of the 
Srxteent/1 Celltruy was published in Paris in five volumes 
between 1835 and 1853. It was a best-seller and widely read 
in translation by the Evangelical clergy. 

139 Broughton's rejection ~f l?cal or voluntary action was 
opp?sed by a strong mmonty at the clerical conference in 
Ap~l: se~ T~re Empire 2 April 1852. For Threlkeld's own 
parttnpatton m the controversy see his letters to The Empire 
20 A~ril, 11 May_1852, and the S.M.H. 24 April, 10 May 1852. 
ror hts general VIeWS On voluntaryism See his COrrespondence 
Ill The Christian Herald, 1854, pp 245-6, 277-8, 285-6. 

140 This :was ~ Manual of Ethnological Inquiry, based on a list of 
9uesttons ISSued by th_e Paris Ethnological Society. At Ipswich 
tn 1851 a sub-conumttee of the British Association for the 
Advancen~ent of Science, consisting of Cull and Dr Hodgkin, 
was appomted to prepare a new edition of 'the questions 
concerning the human race'. See note 47. 

141 'How Di~ the Natives of ~ustralia become acquainted with 
the Dem.tgods and Daemorua, and with the Superstitions of 
the Annent Races? And how have many oriental words 
been incorporated in their dialects and languages?' ]oumal 
of tile Etlmological Society of Londou, 1854, Vol. III, '4-50. 

142 For Threlkeld's printed circular on Universal Penny Postage 
see Archives, C.S.I.L. (4/3360) 57/2711. In some respects the 
Post Master General believed that Threlkeld 'taxes the Public 
more than they are taxed at present'. 

143 Threlkeld persisted in his attempts to preserve the Leeward 
Islands as a British sp?e.re ~f influence. For his earlier attempts 
to thwart French actiVIty m the Society Islaiids sec note 204 
to the Introduction and note 102 above. 
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144 'The Aborigines of Australia: Ethnologically Considered' 
The Month, Sydney, 1857, Vol. I, 299-303. ' 

145 A note 'On the present condition of the Natives of Australia 
~n a Letter to R. Cull, F.S.A. B'y the Rev.]. [sic] Threlkeld; 
IS re~err~d to, 'Notes and Abstracts of Miscellaneous Com
mumcauons t.o the Sections', p. 154, in Report of tire Trvellfy
Ser1el_lfll Meetmg of the British Association for tile Advancement 
of Scrence; held at Dublin ill August and Sentember 1857 London 
1858. r • , 

146 Memoir .of Dr Prich:1.rd by Dr Hodgkin, read before the 
EthnologiC~} Society of London on 28 February 1849. James 
Cowles Pnchard (1786-1848) was regarded as a pioneer of 
ethnology with his Natural History of Man (1843) and his 
Manual of Sciemijic Enqrtiry (1849, revised as a Manual of 
EtJmvlogy). 

147 This was Te akataka reo Rarotonga Or Rarotongan and English 
Grammar .b?' the Rev. Aaron Buzacott. Rarotonga, printed 
at. the MISSion Press, 1854. It is listed in The Library of . • , 
S1r George Grey (see note 51), Vol. II, p. 78, as item 167. 

148 T_his beautifully presented manuscript was illuminated for 
Str George Grey by Annie Layard, daughter of Sir A.H. 
Layard, the explorer of Nineveh. It was first published by 
Dr John Fraser in _Ar~ Awtra~ian Langt~age ... , Sydney, 1892, 
PP· 128-~4. For bibhographtcal descnption see the Addenda 
to Part I m ~art I!I (1859) The Library '!f .. .. Sir George Grey, 
p. 14. Greys copy was the fourth rewritten revisal of the 
work. See also note 4 to Reminiscences. 

149 See Karl von Scherzer, Narrative '!f the cirwmnavigation of 
tire globe by the Austrian frigate Novara ... , 1857 1858 & 
1859, London, 1861-63. ' 

150 Tire Library of His Excellency Sir George Grey, K.C.B, PIJi/ology, 
[Cape Town] 1858-9. This was sold by Trubner & Co., 
~ondon. and F.A. Brockhaus, Leipzig. Vol. II was entitled 
Australia and _Polynesia' and divided into 4 parts. Threlkeld's 

work was nottced in Part I Australia between pp. 21 and 41, 
and P.1rt III, p. 14. 



APPENDIX I 

Biographical Notes on Threlkeld's Contemporaries 

T HESE NOTES attempt to relate individuals to Threlkeld or themes developed in the narrative. 
The entries are in lieu of reference notes; they do not profess to be even summary biographies. 
Where biographies arc contained in the Australian Dictio11ary of Biography much detail which 

would otherwise have been of interest has been omitted and the reader is referred to the Dictionary. 
Particular thanks are due to the General Editor and his staff for allowing me access to their files 
and Biographical Register. Much material has also been gleaned by Mrs Diane Dickson who 
searched for some of the more elusive characters. 

List of Aboriginals 

Most Aboriginals possessed two names. -The European names are given as they were more 
consistently used and as the Aboriginal names were frequently changed. The designations arc listed 
alphabetically but 'surnames' and epithets have been treated as secondary names in instances where 
the person concerned was more frequently known by a 'Christian' name or by two names. 
Additional information has been obtained from the Blanket Returns. See pp. 360-70. 

Billy or Kuimunga (b. c1824), of the Peel River tribe, 
was married and was apparently an eye witness to the 
Myall Creek murders. 

Billy Blue (b. c1822) of Lake Macquarie, called Wirrinde 
in 1828, Wirrinti in 1835-6, and Kullatara in 1840. 
He was given as a son of Purcell or Bo-ah-la-rah in 1828. 

Biraban sec M'Gill 

Black Boy or Yuroi (b. c1800), of the 'Sugar Loaf 
tribe'. There was also a Big Black Boy or M6kon, 
of the Lake Macquaric tribe, given as being 38 in 1836. 
Another Big-headed black boy [Mo-kon] was listed 
as being 30 in 1836 while Big headed Blackboy [Mokun] 
in 1840 was 37. 

Boatman, Little Boatman or Mokonbi (1809/15-1839) 
of Lake Macquarie, was one of the guides who assisted 
Backhouse and Walker. Backhouse recorded a sub
sequent meeting, 8 May 1836, Extracts (III), 67. 

Our black guides, M'Gill and Boatman, from 
Lake Macquarie called, to sec us. They are in town 
in consequence of the trial of some aborigines, 
to whom, on behalf of the government, in con
junction with L.E. Threlkeld, M'Gill acts as inter
preter. We gave them some articles of clothing, 
with which they were much pleased. These poor 
creatures called upon us several times afterwards, 
during their stay in Sydney. They were mostly in 
a state of excitement, from taking strong drink, 
which having acquired a liking for, tl1ey are easily 
persuaded to take. . . . 
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Boatman's name was occasionally written Boardman. 
His likeness was taken by W.H. Femyhough. 

Bob Barret(t), of Lake Macquarie. Together with 
M'Gill and Jernrny Jackass he was taken to Port Mac
quarie by Capt. Allman in 1821 to serve as a black
tracker and bush constable. 

Breeches, Little Breeches or Kut-ti-run, of Lake 
Macquarie, listed as a boy at the station in 1833. Though 
given as being 9 in 1836, he was probably 19 in that 
year. Threlkeld named him after his friend William 
Burd. 

Brown, Harry Brown (b. 1820), of Lake Macquarie. 
His Aboriginal name could not be mentioned in 1828 
because of a death. His father's name was Moses or 
Ngo-ah-ko-ro. He was absent from the station in 1833. 
He accompanied Leichhardt on his first expedition in 
1844 and again on his abortive second expedition in 1847. 
Brown's Lagoons were named after him; also Brown 
and Charlies' Mount. He was living in 1855. 

Bullie, of Lake Macquarie. His name was given as 
Pauwullang in 1835 and Pauwa.lla in 1836. His age was 
given as 22 in 1835 and 32 in 1836 after acquiring a 
wife and daughter! There may have been others of 
the name. Old Bullie of Kurungbong was absent from 
the blanket muster roll in 1833 and Old Blind Bullie 
or Kor6ng was at tl1e station in 1836. 

Bumblefoot, or Devil-Devil. For his murderous repu
tation see note 25 to Memoranda. 



BUltllllary see George Bummary. 

Bungaree (d. 1830), 'King of the Blacks' and 'chief' 
of the Broken Bay tribe, was leader of the Sydney 
Aboriginal community. Though a somewhat pathetic 
and ridiculous figure, his natural powers of mimicry 
and his assumption of full regal honours on behalf of 
his people assured him considerable popularity. His 
likeness and that of his wife 'Gooseberry' were taken 
by such artists as Rodius, Femyhough and Augustus 
Earle. He died on 24 November 1830 and was buried 
at Rose Bay. There were several others named Bungaree 
at Port Stephens and in the Hunter region. See A.D.B. 

Cannabay[a]gal. Caley, the botanist, met this celebrated 
'chief' at Stonequarry Creek in February 1804. He 
believed that Cannabayagal and his tribe were 'quite 
a different race' to the Cowpasturcs and other south
eastern tribes 'not only by the features but in size; 
their hair was black and in height they were about 5 feet 
10 inches and very stout made.' Their only clothing 
was 'a belt to fix the Mogo.' 'They were of gigantic 
stature in comparison with the rest; their hair being 
long flowing upon the shoulders, and their features in 
general gave them a frightful cow1tenance, though I 
must own that Cannabaygal had something pleasant 
in his while I was conversing with him' (Caley to 
Banks, 12 March 1804). Tills was the first time the 
'mountain chief' had seen Europeans and his subsequent 
fear of them amused the coastal Aboriginals as 'according 
to superstition he is invincible and more than mortal.' 

Charley, of the Upper Williams River, was found guilty 
of the murder of Alfred Simmons. See p. 371. The 
Charley mentioned in the earlier reports belonged to 
the Broken Bay tribe. 

Commandant or Kulliwarawara (b. c1806), of the 
'Sugar Loaf tribe' at Lake Macquarie, was listed as 
being married in the 1836 blanket returns, but had no 
children. 

Daniel or Moowattin, · of the Parramatta tribe, was 
befriended by Caley, the botanist, and was the ex
plorer's only companion on many of his excursions. 
He was responsible for Caley's discovery of the cataract 
of Carrung Gurring. On 3 November 1808, when 
Daniel was speared and badly hurt, Caley wrote to 
Banks: 'I can place that confidence in him which I 
cannot in any other - all except lllm are afraid to go 
beyond the limits of the space wlllch they inhabit ... 
I hope he will recover - I should much like to bring 
him to England'. He accompanied Caley to England 
in 1810, but Banks insisted on his being sent back to 
Sydney with George Suttor. He was executed for rape 
soon afterwards. 

David, Davey or Yintayintin (b. c1820), of the Peel 
River tribe, was married, and was a stockman on 
Dangar's Myall Creek station at the time of the massacre. 

Dirty Dick, ? of the Broken Bay tribe. 
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Dismal or Bwnborokan (b. c1796). In 1836 he was 
given as belonging to Newcastle. His wife was Natmy 
or Yuhl-lohn, but there was no child (1828). 

Emu (b. c1820), of Lake Macquaric, was absent from the 
station in 1833. His Aboriginal name was given as 
Nguringban in 1835, as Ngo-roin-ban in 1836, and as 
Ningnga in 1838 and 1840. 

George Bummary murdered another Aboriginal, Pat 
Clary, on the Richmond road on 21 December 1835 
'because Captain killed his Brother'. Threlkeld in
formed the attorney-general that on 6 February 1836 
'Bowen Bungarrcc requested me to inform the court 
that both he and his tribe wish the two prisoners, 
George Bummery and Jack Congo Murrill to be tried 
by the English for the murder of his Brother in Law 
in Windsor, at or about the time of Christmas, the 
deceased was known by the name of Pat-Clcary' 
(Arclllves 1161, 24, item 41). Judge Burton's celebrated 
ruling was that 'the aboriginal natives of this Colony 
arc answerable to the laws of the Colony for offences 
committed within it against the persons of each other 
and against the peace of our Lord the King . . .'. 
Bummary was found guilty on 19 February. 

Gorman, described as a chief of the Pambalong tribe 
in 1833. Probably the same as the Gorman known as 
Eo-win-bah in 1828 and Kua-mun in 1836, born about 
1806. His wife's name in 1828 was Nanny or Wil-le-kah, 
but there was no child. 

Harry Moore 'the Elder' and Harry Moore 'the 
younger'. Harry Moore or Purrul was listed as being 
26 in 1836. Harry Moore '2nd' was listed as belonging 
to the Pambalong tribe in 1833. 

Hobby, a leader of those Aboriginals robbing the settlers 
in the Lake Macquaric and Brisbane Water district 
in 1834. Warner informed the attorney-general (16 
June 1835) that Hobby 

altho' quite a young lad is one of the most ad
venturous and has been an active leader amongst 
the Blacks in the robberies. There arc two others, 
brothers to "Hobby", equally so, and from their 
knowledge of the habits of the wlllte People, 
together with their activity and general manoeuvre, 
have not as yet been captured. (Letter Book, p. 216.) 

Jack Congo Murrall was acquitted of killing a drunken 
Aboriginal named Bill Jabinguy on the Richmond 
road on 21 December 1835. See under George Bummary. 
The Windsor returns for 30 June 1838 listed a Jack 
Congo-Marnell, aged 45, of the 'Lower Branch Tribe'. 

Jemmy Jackass, given as 'The King of the District' 
in 1828, with the Aboriginal name W e-rah-kah-tah. 
In 1821 he had accompanied M'Gill and Bob Barrett 
to Port Macquaric to act as bush constable for Capt. 
Allman. His wife, who was insane, had evidently 
remained there. He may have been the same as the 
King Jemmy at the station in 1838. Another name 

appears to have been Currinbong Jemmy which suggests 
that the Kurungbong or Sugarloaf division of the tribe 
was more important than thr;- Awabakal division. 

Joe. Perhaps Old Wallabie Joe, given as belonging to 
the Pambalong tribe in 1833 or Wallabie Joe 2nd. 
No others arc listed between 1828 and 1840. 

King Ben or Kungkamama[i] (b. 1800/1807), chief' 
of the tribe at Lake Macquaric in 1835-40. Perhaps the 
same Den given as Ko-rohl-uhm-bah in 1828 married 
to Garner or Kah-ta-ung. A Ben was listed as being 
chief of the Kurw1gbong tribe in 1833. 

King Jemmy. See Jemmy Jackass. 

Kitty, Yell ow Mary Ann and Pinkey. According to 
Constable William Rouse, Kitty (black) and Mary 
Ann (half caste) both belonged to the Newcastle tribe, 
and Pinkey belonged to the Luskintyre tribe. Another 
Kitty, described as a copper-coloured girl, was said to 
ride with 'One Armed Tom' on the A.A. Co's drays. 
She was stated to be living at W arrah, the Company's 
station at Liverpool Plains, with a man named Gordon, 
after the rumours of murder. 

Long Jack. See note 89 to Selected Correspondence. 

M'Gee sec Sally M'Gee. 

M'Gill, John M'Gill or Biraban (b. c1800), 'a chief' 
of the Lake Macquarie tribe and Threlkeld's principal 
assistant, spent his early years as an officer's servant in 
Sydney. In 1821 he accompanied Capt. Allman to 
Port Macquarie as a bush constable. He had returned 
to Lake Macquaric when Threlkeld arrived there and 
was married to a woman named Patty or Ti-pah-mah-ah 
with one son Francis or Y c-row-wa, born about 1823. 
His own name was We-pohng, and presumably he did 
not assume the name Biraban until admitted into the 
full rites of the tribe. Although Governor Darling 
honoured lllm as king of the tribe at Lake Macquarie 
he does not appear to have had the same tribal status 
as King Ben. Thomas Chester referred to him as 'Chief 
of the Black tribe at Newcastle' in 1838. There are 
drawings of M'Gill by Browne (before 1821) and 
Agate (1839). He died before 1850. See A.D.B. 

M'Gill (2), Little M'Gill or Young M'Gill (b. c1820), 
of Lake Macquaric, docs not appear to have been 
related to Old M'Gill, unless by adoption. He was 
absent from tl1e station in 1833. His Aboriginal name 

was Nin[n]oai in 1835-6, but in 1838-40 it was Biraban 
also. According to Warner, he and Little Nobody 
(aged 10) were 'most active in killing the fowls' when 
Hobby's mob raided Mr Jacques ofWyong in July 1834. 

Macquarie or Kiingkara (b. c1813), of Lake Macquarie. 

Mickey or Mickie (d. 1835) of 'the Newcastle tribe'. 
His likeness was taken by W.H. Fernyhough. He was 
not listed in the- blanket returns although there was an 
Old Mick listed for Pambalong in 1833. He was executed 
for rape at Goat Island (see p. 121); the official list 
states that he was given a life sentence to Van Diemcn's 
land. 

Miserable Billy. Perhaps meant for Old Blind Bully. 

Moore sec Harry Moore. 

Moses. There were several of tills name at the station; 
tl1ree were listed in 1828. See Returns, pp. 360-70. 

Murrall sec Jack Congo MurraH. 

Old Aaron or Tillin (1826-), of Lake Macquarie, was 
daughter of Paddy and Bogey, belonged to the Broken 
Bay tribe. 

Prentice or Francis. M'Gill is listed as having a son 
Francis or Ye-row-wa, aged 5 in 1828. 

Puree![!] (d. 1828), of Lake Macquarie, had the name 
of Bo-ah-la-rah in 1828. His wife Nanny (Kah-ta-ang 
or Kuttew1g) was aged 30 in 1835. Another of this 
name was listed as belonging to the Pambalong clan 
in 1833. 

Sally M'Gee (b. c1813), of Lake Macquarie, was a 
daughter of Kogin (Ngah-tong-kahn) and Molly. 
Her Aboriginal name was Kur-malmg in 1828. She 
was reported to have been murdered in 1835. In 1836 
there was a Sally M' gee aged 30 at Lake Macquarie 
whose Aboriginal name was Ttmtakara. 

Shingleman (b. c1820), of Lake Macqaurie, was a son 
of Jerry (Ko-ro-ki-bah) and Mary (Balm-di). His 
Aboriginal name in 1828 was Bur-rah-bun-dc but was 
Mirritea in 1835 (Miritea, 1836) and Pirritea in 1840. 

Whip-'em-up, of Lake Macquarie. In 1828 his Aboriginal 
name was Waw-bah. 

Wombarty, of Port Macquarie, was discharged by the 
Supreme Court on 16 August 1837. He had been charged 
on 15 March with the murder of three Europeans at 
Cogo, near Port Macquarie. 

List of Civil and Military Officers, Clergy, Visitors, Settlers and Convicts 

Agate, Alfred T. (1812-1846), portrait and botanical 
artist on the United States Exploring Expedition under 
Capt. Charles Wilkes, was the son of English parents 
in New York state, and trained as a miniaturist. In 1832 
he became an associate of the National Academy· of 
Design. His studies of the Aboriginals at Lake Macquaric 
included a portrait of M'Gill. He died at Washington, 
D.C., in January 1846. See D.A.B. 
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Allen, George (1800-1877), solicitor and prominent 
W csleyan. He was on intimate terms with the families 
of the former L.M.S. missionaries, Bourne, Crook and 
Threlkeld, and for a time was secretary of the religious 
meeting which developed into Pitt Street Congre
gational Church. See A.D.B. 

Allman, Captain Francis (1780-1860), commandant at 
Newcastle from December 1824 w1til the office was 



abolished two years later. He had previously been 
commandant at Port Macquarie where he employed 
M'Gill as a black-tracker. See A.D.B. 

Appleton, Charles, draper and haberdasher, opened a 
branch of his Hobart business in Sydney in 1825. He 
became the first treasurer of the Independent or Cottgre
gational cause. In October 1827 Lang spoke of his 
'sterling honesty' and described him as 'a man of genuine 
piety and . . . highly prosperous in his business.' In 
1830 he returned to London leaving his business in the 
care of Robert Bourne. In London he took into partner
ship the ambitious David Jones who proceeded to 
Sydney in October 1834 to take over the business on 
the expiration of Bourne's partnership at the end of 
1835. Alarmed at David Jones's policies, Appleton 
returned unannomKed to Sydney in April 1838 and, 
after a stormy scene, the partnership was dissolved by 
mutual consent in June. William Wemyss is said to 
have been Appleton's silent partner. 

Arndell, James (1802-1877), agriculturist at the L.M.S. 
mission at Bataba, was Mrs Threlkeld's younger brother 
and accompanied Threlkeld to Lake Macquarie. He 
took up 400 acres at Reid's Mistake and in 1828 had 
cleared 12 acres and ran 180 horned cattle. He later 
took up a station with Joseph Threlkeld in the Gwydir 
district. On 25 July 1833 he married Elizabeth, daughter 
of Captain Pike. He died 24 August 1877. 

Arndell, Robert. Sec Evans. 

Arndell, Thomas (1753-1821), surgeon, was Mrs Threl
keld's father. A scion of the Arundells of W ardour he 
changed his name to Arndell on marrying Esther 
Foscari, described as 'a beautiful Jewess' who -lied 
before he left England. Arriving in the colony wnu 
the first fleet he carried out hospital duties until 1792 
when he devoted all his energies to farming at Caddie 
on the Hawkesbury. His total acreage was only 750 
acres. Converted to Evangelical religion he encouraged 
the cause of Calvinist Dissent in the Hawkesbury 
region. Regarded as a champion of the small landholders 
he was also a magistrate. He died on 2 May 1821. His 
widow nee Elizabeth Burleigh remained at Caddie 
until her death on 31 January 1843. Sec A.D.B. 

Arndell, Thomas (1799-1865), farming settler at Caddie, 
was Mrs Threlkeld's elder brother. On 6 January 1824 
he married Sophia Loder, whose sister Jane had married 
another missionary, the Rev. Jolm Youl, and was 
mother of Sir James Arndell Youl. In 1824 he applied 
for an additional grant of land on the Hunter. In 1828 
he had 545 acres, 100 of which were cleared and 70 
under cultivation. He died at Caddie 25 February 1865. 

Atkins, Reverend Thomas (b. 1800), Independent 
minister, was appointed chaplain at Norfolk Island on 
the recommendation of the L.M.S. After a brief term 
of office (November 1836-January 1837) he complaiued 
against the rCgime of MaJor Anderson, the command
ant, and resigned in April. Broughton sent him to the 
lower Hawkesbury as a catechist but shortly afterwards 
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he went to Calcutta. In 1841-43 he was again in Sydney 
serving with Congregational and Presbyterian con
gregations but returned to Calcutta in 1843 where he 
was ordained deacon by Bishop Wilson. He quarrelled 
with Lang over the voluntaryist principle though in 
other respects he shared the Evangelical horror of 
Catholicism. He spent his later life in New York and 
England where his memoirs were published. See A.D.B. 

Backhouse, James (1794-1869), Quaker missioner, was 
admitted a mini~ter in the Society of Friends in 1824. 
He accompanied G.W. Walker on a missionary tour 
of south eastern Australia in 1832-37. In 1843 he pub
lished A Narrative of a Visit to the Australiall Co[ouics 
which gives details of colonial life. He continued to 
take an active interest in religious affairs until his death 
at York on 20 January 1869. See A.D.B. 

Bannister, Saxe (1790-1877), first attorney general 
appointed to N.S.W., arrived in the colony in the same 
year as Threlkeld (1824). Highly critical of the manage
ment of affairs under Brisbane, his complaints regarding 
his salary were accepted as his resignation, and he left 
Sydney on 22 October 1826 bitterly aggrieved at his 
treatment. He continued to complain about the treatment 
of the native races of the Empire. Marsden, who admired 
his sincerity wrote of him as the 'most childlike man 
[he] ever knew', and in November 1825: 'He is a most 
worthy man, I shall regret his Loss'. See A.D.B. 

Barton, Jesse~ government servant assigned to Threlkeld 
as a farm labourer in June 1838, arrived in 1836 with 
a seven years sentence. 

Bates, Edward or Edmund (executed 11 April 1825), 
was indicted for the wilful murder of his wife Julia 
at Kissing Point on 25 December 1824. 'We understand, 
that Bates, Mrs. Bates, and one Williams, became 
dreadfully intoxicated on Christmas-day, Williams fell 
asleep; and Bates turned to, and beat his wife to death. 
When the horrid event was discovered, and the alarm 
given in the neighbourhood, Williams was so over
powered with the quantity of liquor he had drank, 
as to render every effort to awake him impossible. 
Such are some of the awful effects of drunkenness!' 
S.C., 30 December 1824. 

Baxter, Alexander Macduff (1789-c1836), was attorney 
general of N.S.W. from 1 August 1827 to 24 January 
1831. A somewhat mlstable civil officer his remaining 
years in London were spent in alcoholism and debt. 
See A.D.B. 

Bell, William, of Patrick's Plains. Probably William 
Sims Bell, son of Archibald Bell {1776-1837). See 
A.D.B. Another son, Archibald (1804-1883) grazed 
1,000 acres (Corinda estate) near Singleton. 

Bennet, George (d. 1841), Sheffield businessman, was 
appointed member of a Deputation to visit the missions 
of the L.M.S. in the South Sea Islands 'to ascertain their 
state, and also to suggest plans for the furtherance of 
the Gospel, and for the promotion of civilization among 
the natives', by Board Resolutions of27 December 1820. 

Together with the Rev. D. Tyerman, Bennet sailed 
to the Society Islands in May 1821. After a long sojourn 
in the South Seas they reached Sydney on 20 August 
1824. They then proceeded to the East Indies and 
arrived in Calcutta in April 1825. Bennet did not 
return to England until June 1829. He died in London 
13 November 1841. 

Bettington, James Brindley (1796-1857), merchant and 
landowner, was appointed magistrate in 1829. He had 
an estate at Piercefield, on the Hunter river, in 1835. 
In 1839 he was recommended to assist in inquiring into 
the deaths of Aboriginals. He was a representative 
member of the legislative Council 1851-1853. 

Bidmead, George (b. c1808), government servant 
assigned to Threlkeld in May 1833. He arrived by the 
Nithsdale in May 1830 and was described as being 
5'8-i-'', of ruddy complexion, freckled and pockpitted, 
with sandy hair, brown eyes, and a woman and G.B. 
tatooed on his right arm. He was a native of Gloucester, 
married, with one son; Protestant, and could read. 
A clothworker, he had been sentenced to 14 years for 
stealing cloth (October 1829). 

Blacket(t), George?. Perhaps the superintendent of 
government stock of that name, qualified to serve as 
a member of Parramatta's Grand Jury in 1826. 

Boughton, John Herring, settler in the Hunter river 
district. In the 1830s he had a salt works at the entrance 
of Reid's Mistake which he visited from Patterson's 
River once a fortnight. 

Bourke, Sir Richard (1777-1855), governor of N.S.W. 
from his arrival in December 1831 until his resignation 
in January 1837. A graduate of Oxford and military 
man he had successfully administered the Cape of 
Good Hope 1826-1828. His policy of assimilation and 
other liberal measures regarding the Aboriginals were 
never fully implemented although he encouraged 
missions. He lived -in retirement in Ireland tmtil his 
death in August 1855. Sec A.D.B. 

Bourne, Reverend Robert {1794-1871), draper and 
haberdasher and formerly Threlkeld's colleague in the 
Society Islands, arrived in Sydney in January 1827 
and remained until 1829. He was highly commended 
by Marsden. On 13 July 1829 his connexion with the 
L.M.S. was dissolved. In 1828 he had entered the business 
of Charles Appleton & Co. and iu 1831, followiug a 
visit to England, he managed the Sydney business until 
1835 when the partnership expired. He was prominent 
in philanthropic concerns, and with Crook and Hayward, 
took a leading role in establishing the Pitt Street Con
gregational Church. After conducting his own business 
for some years he moved to Brisbane. In 1859 he was 
secretary of the Board of Public Education. He died 
in Brisbane on 1 June 1871. 

Bowman, James (1784-1846), surgeon and pastoralist, 
held the post of inspector of hospitals. In 1824 his 
estate, Ravensworth, between Singleton and Muswell
brook, exceeded 12,000 acres. See A.D.B. 
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Bowman, George (1795-1878), prominent Presbyterian 
landholder, built his own church at Richmond in 1845 
and later presented it to the Presbyterian Church of 
N.S.W. See A.D.B. 

Boyce, Mr, settler in the Hunter river district. 

Brady, Patrick, govemment servant assigned to Mr 
Osborne in the Hnnter river district. He was one of 
several prisoners who received life sentences for burglary 
and robbery at Dublin iu February 1824. Then aged 
twenty-five he was described as being 5'9", and having 
hazel eyes, dark hair, and a swarthy complexion. He 
arrived on the Ann & Amelia in January 1825, and his 
conditional pardon was approved in October 1841. 

Brandram, Reverend Andrew (1790-1850), curate of 
Beckenham, Kent, and secretary of the British and 
Foreign Bible Society from 1823 until his death at 
Brighton in 1850, 'worn out with many labours, with 
much travelling, with pastoral and domestic duties'. 
He was formerly at Oriel College, Oxford, and gradu
ated M.A. in 1815. 

Brisbane, General Sir Thomas (1773-1860), was 
governor of N.S.W. from his arrival in November 
1821 until December 1825. He made the mistake of 
putting too much faith in his subordinates. That his 
reputation was fixed early in his administration is 
suggested by a letter from missionary Hayward in 
August 1823: 'Sir Thomas Brisbane, many here think, 
feels but little interest in the good of the country. He 
resides at Parramatta, comes to Sydney but once in 
the week, and returns home - the same evening. He 
lives a more retired life than his Predecessor, and is 
much less popular than he was'. Despite his own 
Evangelical sympathies he fell out with most of the 
Church leaders in the colony. Marsden wrote in 
February 1825: 'The Governor is a very amiable private 
Character, but totally unfit to govern such a Society 
as this', an opinion Lang would have endorsed. On 
his return to Scotland he became Sir Thomas Mak
dougall Brisbane, Bart., of Brisbane and Makerstoun. 
See A.D.B. 

Brooks, George (1797-1854), medical officer at Newcastle, 
was appointed colonial surgeon in 1819 and in .1822 
took over the post at Newcastle. On 2 September 
1828 he married Mary Stephenia, daughter of the 
Rev. William Cowper. 

Brooks, William, of Dalziel, Patrick's Plains, brother 
of George, came to Australia with capital of £1,300 
and took up land in the Hunter district. During 1827 
he was employed as a catechist in the district by Arch
deacon Scott. His sister-in-law, Mary Dalziel, was 
governess to Threlkeld's children. His daughter, 
Euphemia Janet, was born 2 July 1827. Both he and 
his brother were members of the various philanthropic 
and Evangelical bodies in Newcastle. 



Broughton, Very Reverend William Grant ( 1788-
1853), archdeacon of N.S.W., arrived in Sydney on 
13 September 1829, with a reputation for scholarship. 
He returned to England on leave in March 1834 and 
while there, on Bourke's suggestion, was appointed 
first bishop of Australia. He arrived back in Sydney 
on 2 June 1836. Though a moderate High Churchman, 
he had good relations with his Evangelical clergy, and 
was sympathetic to missionary work. He died in England 
in February 1853 while investigating constitutional 
measures for the Church of England in Australia. See 
A.D.B. 

Brown, William, acting deputy governor of the A.A. Co. 

Brown(e), Captain Hutchinson Hethersall, superin
tendent of the Sydney Water Police, was appointed 
in 1841 and earned a reputation for diligence 'in putting 
down smuggling and illicit Distillation.' Though his 
office was abolished in 1843 he was reappointed Water 
police magistrate in 1847 with reduced salary. A member 
of the Orphan Committee at Sydney and other philan
thropic bodies, he would have been well known to 
Threlkeld. 

Buchanan, William, probably the Buchanan who came 
out in 1825 as clerk to E.M. Scott. A William Buchanan 
was deputy postmaster and superintendent of public 
works at Newcastle in 1830. 

Buff(e)y, Jeremiah (b. c1790), government servant, was 
a Stafford labourer sentenced to 14 years in August 1812. 
He was S'Sf', of dark ruddy complexion with light 
brown hair and hazel eyes. In 1816 he was acquitted 
of pig-stealing. He married Mary Thorp, 30 April1817. 
In February 1818, with William Wallis, he received 
the death sentence for 'a robbery in a house belonging 
to John Harris Esq.'. In August 1820 he and Thomas Till 
were acquitted on a charge of highway robbery, but 
he and his wife were sentenced to Newcastle for seven 
years 'for having property in their possession knowing 
tl1e same to have been stolen'. His ticket of leave was 
dated Newcastle 29 'April 1826. When Threlkeld's 
assigned servant, he was nearly decapitated by the 
Aboriginal Bumblefoot. In 1828 he was stockkeeper 
to William Scott of Bango, Argyle county. 

Bull, Henry (1805-1837), editor and joint proprietor of 
tl1e Colonist, was the son of William Bull of Caterham, 
Surrey. He had intended settling as a planter on Tahiti 
but the ship was wrecked at Norfolk Island. When he 
returned to Sydney, he accepted the editorship. He 
died at Dunmore, Paterson's River, of 'pulmonary 
consumption' on 10 October 1837, leaving a wife and 
two surviving children. 

Burd, William, of Goldburn, an itinerant preacher in 
the area between Hatl1erleigh and Okehampton in 
South Devon, was Threlkeld's most intimate friend in 
England. For his early correspondence with the mission
ary see M.L., A 381 (South Sea Missions) and Threlkeld's 
papers in R.A.H.S. 
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Burder, Reverend George (1752-1832), secretary of 
the L.M.S. from June 1803 until 20 April 1827, was 
successively Congregational Minister at Lancaster 
(1778), Coventry (1783), and Fetter Lane, London 
(1803). He published numerous religious and 'education
al' tracts and was editor of the Evaugelical Magazine 
for twenty years. His views on missions were fixed 
and moulded by Revival principles. 

Burton, William Westbrooke (1794-1888), judge of 
the Supreme Court ofN.S.W., took up his appointment 
in 1832 after serving at the Cape of Good Hope. A man 
of strong religious sympathies, he took a great interest 
in all attempts to 'Christianise' and 'civilise' the 
Aboriginals, and was vitally interested in the Pro
tectorate and other experiments in the Port Phillip 
district. b1 1844 he was appointed to Madras though 
he returned to Sydney in 1857 and in 1858 was president 
of the Legislative CounciL He died in England in 
retirement. Sec A.D.B. 

Busby, John (1765-1857), mineral surveyor and civil 
engineer, had heen at school with Alcrs Hankey, L.M.S. 
treasurer. He arrived in N.S.W. in February 1824 
with his son James (1801-1871) and together they took 
up grants totalling 2,000 acres on the Hunter River. 
John Busby was occupied with engineering projects 
such as managing the coal mines and the problem of 
Sydney's water supply. In 1826 he reported on the coal 
deposits near Newcastle for the A.A. Co. He retired 
to the Hunter in 1838 and died there on 10 May 1857. 
James Busby was put in charge of the Orphan School 
Estate 'there to cultivate the vine with the boys of the 
Institution,' and in 1825 published A Treatise on the 
Cultivation of the Vi11c. In 1826 he was successful in 
changing the grants on the Hunter finding the original 
sites unsuitable for 'a common Pastoral and Agricultural 
Establishment.' Although his school appointment was 
terminated in 1826 he held other official positions in 
the colony until 1832 when he was appointed resident 
of New Zealand, and his fortunes were bound up with 
that country until his death in 1871. See A.D.B. 

Campbell, John (1802-1886), merchant, politician and 
churchman. He was a son of Robert Campbell. See 
A.D.B. 

Campbell, Robert (1796-1846), leading Sydney merchant 
and Evangelical churchman. A friend of Marsden he 
was entrusted with much of the L.M.S. business. He 
was a member of the Legislative Council from July 
1825 to January 1843. Sec A.D.B. 

Carrol (1), Moses (b. 1795), police constable at Cooranbong 
for the Brisbane Water district, had been appointed 
through Warner's influence in 1834. A native of 
Wexford, he was described as being 5'6t'' tall, of 
fresh complexion, dark brown hair and blue eyes. 
His most distinctive mark was 'a large scar across the 
nose above his nostrils'. He had been transported for 
life, arriving on the Regalier in 1826. He worked on 
Simpson's Eraring rm1 (of which he had charge at 

one stage) until the arrival of his wife to whom he 
had been assigned. He was well acquainted with the 
local bushrangers and had captured six before his 
ap~ointment. In April 1838 he contracted to convey 
mail between Maitland and Brisbane Water once a 
week for the sum of £100 per annum. 

Carter, William, grazed 9,000 acres at Piercefield on 
the Upper Hunter. In 1825 he was chairman of the 
bench of magistrates in Sydney. In 1826 'in consequence 
of the reports in circulation, in reference to several 
skirmishes having occurred between the military and 
the aborigines in the vicinity of Hunter's River, His 
Excellency has been pleased to despatch William Carter 
Esq, on another embassy to that settlement, in order 
to enquire into the circumstances, and report to the 
Government accordingly. Mr Carter, whose life appears 
to be one of incessant toil for the public service, left 
on the Darling schooner on the everllng of Monday, 
though the weather was forbidding. However we have 
little doubt that the vessel gained Newcastle in a few 
hours.' S.C., 20 September 1826. In 1827 he reported 
on Mackaness's duties as sheriff, and in January 1828 
he was appointed sheriff. He became registrar-general 
of the colony in 1844. He was a committee member 
of the auxiliary C.M.S. from its inception in 1825. 

Cartwright, Reverend Robert (1771-1856), colonial 
chaplain, ministered first at the Hawkesbury moving 
to Liverpool in 1819, and in 1825 added the duties of 
the Male Orphan School to his other concerns. In 1836 
he moved to St James's, Sydney, and in 1838 to the 
Yass district where he carried on an itinerant ministry 
until his death at Goulburn in 1856. An earnest Evan
gelical, he was dedicated to civilising and Christianising 
the Aboriginals, but his plans for systemised Aboriginal 
settlements were regarded as impracticaL The Wesleyan, 
Walker, regarded him as 'a sound Divine' and one 
'eminent for piety'. See A.D.B. 

Castle, James (1805/6-1837), government servant assigned 
to Threlkeld in 1835, was a native of Surrey and sen
tenced for life at Maidstone in 1828 for his part in a 
warehouse robbery. At Lake Macquarie he was em
ployed as a shoemaker. Whilst 'appropriated to the 
service' of the Department of Worlcs in October 1836, 
he escaped from a boat proceeding up the river Hastings. 
He hanged himself in the Watch House, Sydney, on 
Sw1day 27 August 1837. 

Cavanagh, Michael (b. c1813), government servant, 
was a native of Jolm's To\Vll, Kilkenny. Sentenced to 
seven years in July 1833 he arrived by the Pamela and 
was immediately assigned to Threlkeld on 17 March 
1834 as a farm labourer. He was described as being 
5'6!", of ruddy complexion with light hair and hazel 
eyes. On 11 April 1835 he was sentenced to 100 lashes 
for insubordination and insolence, and again on 5 August 
1836 to 50 lashes for the same 'and absconding pretending 
to go to Hospital.' However on his application for a 
ticket of leave, in December 1837, Threlkeld wrote: 
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'Respecting these punishments as his conduct since has 
been pleasing, and having exerted himself very much 
when we were nearly burned by the bushfirc, I would 
beg respectfully to solicit the Bench for as slight a 
remembrance of the above cases against him as may be 
consistent with the regulations.' Altl10ugh the reply to 
the bench stated that Cavanagh was not entitled to 
apply until 1 March 1840, a ticket was finally granted 
in April 1839 'at the earnest request of Cavanagh's 
Master.' 

Chester, Thomas (b. c1807), government servant 
assigned to Threlkeld, received a life sentence at Devon, 
21 July 1823, and arrived on the Asia in 1825. 

Child, Mr, probably William Knox Child who arrived 
in the colony in 1840, purchased land, and was ap
pointed a magistrate in 1842. 

Clarke, George (1798-1875), C.M.S. catechist and master 
of the Aboriginal school at Black Town, arrived in 
Sydney in October 1822. The Aboriginal settlement 
was originally called Clarke To\Vll. He left for New 
Zealand in March 1824 and remained there as a mission
ary until his death in July 1875. His wife was the daughter 
of a Congregational minister, and his son George 
(1823-1913) was afterwards a Congregational minister 
in Hobart and Chancellor of the University of Tasmania, 
1898-1907. 

Clark(?), William (b. 17881), was Threlkeld's overseer 
at Reid's Mistake. He was probably the William Clark 
sentenced to Newcastle for fourteen years 'for receiving 
stolen goods, knowing them to be stolen' in February 
1821. His letter to the Colonial Secretary re his appre
hension of natives witl1 a view to receiving the reward 
is not dated, but listed as 35/4311-lOth June 1835. 

Clarke, William, settler at the northern end of Lake 
Macquarie in the region known as the Swamps, had 
been a member of the Life Guards but emigrated for 
his health's sake. Perhaps the same as William Clarke 
(1784-1842), ofLemongrove Farm, who died in Decem
ber 1842. In January of that year he shot his brother 
John, who had just arrived from England, in mistake 
for a bushranger. 

Cobb, John (b. 1801), grazed 2,000 acres at Anambah 
at Luskintyre on the Hunter river. He and his wife 
arrived on the Francis in 1823. In 1825 he was a member 
of the jury and also a committee member of the C.M.S. 
Like Threlkeld he opposed Bourke's policy of intro
ducing the Irish National School system. His brother 
James also had land in the Hunter valley. 

Coghill, Mr, probably John Coghill who was appointed 
a magistrate in 1844. 

Cowper, Reverend William (1778-1858), colonial 
chaplain, took part in most philanthropic and Evan
gelical activities during his long ministry in N.S.W. 
and at one time was secretary of at least six societies. 
He had real concern for tl1e Aboriginals and fully 
supported Threlkeld. In November 1821 Walker wrote 



that Cowper was 'a very pious man, but not extra
ordinary as a Divine'. He corresponded with a number 
of the older missionaries at Tahiti. He refused to accept 
magisterial responsibility giving his full time to Church 
affairs. In 1842 he was given an honorary doctorate of 
divinity by the archbishop of Canterbury and_ in 1848 
he was collated archdeacon of Cumberland. Sec A.D.B. 
His son, afterwards Sir Charles Cowper (1807-1875), 
premier of N.S.W., was elected a member of the 
Legislative Council in 1843 and then of the Legislative 
Assembly. He formed two ministries during the fifties. 

Cox, William {1764-1837), contractor and pastoralist' 
grazed 2,000 acres near Bathurst. Apart from his callous 
attitude to the Aboriginals he was regarded as a man 
of unimpeachable character. See A.D.B. 

Creamer, -, government servant assigned to Threlkeld. 

Crununer, M~or James Henry (1791-1867), police 
magistrate and superintendent of convicts at Newcastle 
and Raymond Terrace from 1837 until January 1844, 
was a native of Ireland, with a distinguished military 
record and administrative experience with the forces 
of occupation in the Ionian Islands. He arrived in 
N.S.W. with the 28th Regiment in 1835, but sold his 
commission when the regiment was ordered to India. 
In 1841 he was appointed Court of Requests Com
missioner, Newcastle. For six years he continued as 
magistrate at Newcastle without pay until his re
appointment to the public service in 1849, serving at 
Maitland until 1858 and at Port Macquarie until 1864. 
He appears to have been Evangelical in his sentiments 
and a supporter of philanthropic activities. In 1836-7 
he was president of the Newcastle Bible Association 
in which office he was succeeded by Threlkeld, and in 
May 1838 he subscribed to the intended building of the 
Newcastle Mechanics' Institute. He was also a member 
of the Association for obtaining permission to import 
coolies from India to N.S.W. (1842). He died at Port 
Macquarie on 29 December 1867. 

Cull, Richard (c1808-1892), 'ethnographical philologist', 
was an active member of various scientific and learned 
societies in London in the fifties and sixties. His pub
lications, mainly of a linguistic and etlmologicalnature, 
are distributed evenly over the period 1840-1873. He 
was el'ected Fellow of the Etlmological Society of 
london in 1845 and was its han. secretary 1849-1853. 
He was elected member of the British Association for 
the Advancement of Science in 1851 and at the 1851-2-3 
meetings organised the etlmological programme of the 
Section of Geography and Ethnology. He was elected 
a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society in 1859 
arid of the Society of Antiquaries in June 1865. He 
ceased to be active in these societies in the seventies 
and died in London on 12 January 1892. Threlkeld's 
letter, 'On the present Condition of the Natives of 
Australia,' was read by him at tl1e 27th meeting of the 
British Association in 1857. 
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Cunningham, Richard (1793-1835), botanist, and brother 
of the explorer Allan Cunningham, was killed by the 
Aboriginals near the Bogan River about 15 April1835. 
See A.D.B. 

Dalziel, Mary, governess in the Threlkeld family. Sec 
under William Brooks. 

Dangar, Henry (1796-1861), assistant surveyor of Crown 
lands in N.S.W., arrived in April 1821. In 1822 he 
was sent to the Hunter River district to prepare for 
free settlement and was responsible for laying out the 
township of Newcastle, tl1en Kings Town, in 1823. 
In 1824 he marked the road from Newcastle to Wallis 
Plains (Maitland), and opened up new districts in the 
Upper Hunter. In 1827 he was dismissed for using his 
public position for private gain and returned to England. 
Alclmugh he had the support of Oxley his appeal was 
unsuccessful. However, in London he published Index 
a11d Directory to Ivfap of the Country Bordering Upon the 
Rumer River the Lands of the Australian Agriwltural 
Company with the Ground Plan and Allotmems of Kings 
Town New South Wales ... , in 1828, which drew 
him to the attention of the A.A. Co. who appointed 
him surveyor. He arrived at Port Stephens in April 
1830, and after surveying land for the Company at 
Liverpool Plains, he retired to his property near Singleton 
in June 1833. He took a prominent interest in affairs 
as a magistrate and member of tl1e Legislative Council 
until his retirement in 1851. He appears to have been 
Evangelical in his religious views, supporting Threlkeld 
both in his missionary labours and afterwards on the 
General Committee of the Sydney Bethel Union (see 
Archives C.S.I.L. (4/3377), No. 58/1044). On the 
other hand, he was firmly committed to the squatting 
interest, resenting the publicity given to the abuses on 
his Myall Creek run in 1838, and supporting trans
portation and the use of coolie labour. He died in 
March 1861. See A.D.B. 

Darling, Major General Ralph (1775-1858), governor 
of N.S.W. from his arrival in December 1825 until 
October 1831. Despite his administrative ability he 
was unable to find favour with many of the colonists 
owing to his endeavours to silence the press. On leaving 
Australia he continued his military career, was knighted 
in 1835, became general in 1841, and died in April1858. 
See A.D.B. 

Dawson, Robert (1782-1866), chief agent of the A.A. 
Co., arrived in N.S.W. in November 1825. He selected 
the area between Port Stephens and the Manning 
River, and by mid-1826 had established headquarters 
at Carington, Port Stephens. An enlightened magistrate 
he was also interested in the welfare of the Aboriginals. 
He opened up new areas, but was accused of using the 
company's resources for his own ends and was finally 
dismissed in January 1829 by which time he had returned 
to England. His book, The Present State of Australia ... , 
was published in 1830. He later returned to Australia 
to farm his estate on the Upper Hunter, 1839-1862, 
and died in England in 1866. See A.D.B. 

Day, Captain Edward Denny (1801-1876), police 
magistrate, was sent in June 1838 to arrest those re
sponsible for killing about 28 Aboriginals at Myall 
Creek. He served for a short time at Muswellbrook. 
He was the officer responsible for the capture of the 
Jcwboy gang of bushrangers under Edward Davis in 
December 1840. See A.D.B. 

Deake, Mr, settler at Wollombi robbed by 'The Jew 
Boy Gang' in 1840. 

Denison, Sir William Thomas (1804-1871), governor 
general of the Australian colonies from his appointment 
in September 1854 tmtil January 1861 when he left to 
take up an appointment as governor of Madras. He 
had previously been lieutenant governor of Van 
Diemen' s Land. See A.D.B. 

Dickenson, George, government servant, assigned to 
Threlkeld in September 1836 as a carpenter. He arrived 
in April 1829 with a life sentence. 

Dillon, John, civil servant, was postmaster at Newcastle 
in 1824 when presumably Threlkeld first met him. 
In the thirties he held a clerical position in the attorney 
general's office. 

Donaldson, Stuart Alexander (1812-1867), landholder 
and parliamentarian, had a station at Deardy Plains 
(Armidale) in the New England district. He was after
wards colonial treasurer and first premier of N.S.W. 
He was knighted in 1860. 

Dowling, Sir James (1787-1844), chief justice of New 
South Wales from August 1837 to August 1844, came 
to Sydney in February 1828. He was regarded as pains
taking, conscientious and sensitive. On 15 November 
1838 he presided at the original trial of the M yall Creek 
murderers. See A.D.B. 

Dunlop, Mrs Eliza Hamilton (1796-1880), songstress, 
was wife of David Dtmlop (1794-1863), police magis
trate and protector of the Aborigines at Wollombi 
and Macdonald River from 1839 to 1847. Her literary 
connexions in the British Isles, and her collaboration 
with the 'Hebrew melodist' Isaac Natl1an, earned her 
the reputation of a minor poet. She was one of the 
few persons to take a cultnral interest in the Aboriginals, 
assiduously collecting linguistic material and trans
literating Aboriginal verse. See A.D.B. 

Eager, Richard (b. c1807), government servant, arrived 
by the A11dromeda in March 1833 and was assigned to 
Threlkeld. He was at Lake Macquarie in the 1837 muster. 
Probably the Richard 'Eggar' sentenced for seven years 
at Southampton in 1832 in the Andromeda indents, aged 
35 in 1833. 

Ebsworth, James Edward (1804-1874), assistant to the 
commissioner, A.A. Co., Port Stephens, arrived by the 
Edward in 1827. His brother, Thomas Lindsey (b. 1809) 
arrived by the Mauglesey, and was also employed 'by 
the A.A. Co. 

Eckford, Mr, probably Henry Eckford, son of William 
Eckford of Wallis Plains (1767-1833). Other sons were 
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John, William and James, all born in the colony. William 
Eckford had been the first pilot at Newcastle. Warner 
complained that they had neglected to muster and 
brand their large herd of cattle which was depasturing 
on the Crown lands near Cooranbong and Lake 
Macquarie. 

Ellis, Reverend William (1794-1872), missmnary 
colleague of Threlkeld, foreign secretary of the L.M.S. 
from 1833 to 1841, and editor of the annual, The 
Christian Keepsake. Between 1825 and 1831 Ellis acted 
as travelling agent for the society in England. He was 
afterwards Congregational minister at Hoddesdon, 
Herts, and missionary in Madagascar. 

Evans, Mr, settler at the Gwydir, and his son, Robert 
Evans, described as a lad in 1838. Perhaps Robert Evans 
alias Arndell who, according to Threlkeld (C.S.I.L., 
366/661, 21 January 1836), was 'in no way related to 
our family although assuming the name of Arndell', 
and who was 'an overseer in Mr William Dell's employ 
at Hunter's River on some of his stations at Liverpool 
Plains'. A Robert Arndell (b. 1797), farmer at Lower 
Portland Head, and his family were listed in the 1828 
Census, but was not acknowledged as a relation by the 
family of Thomas Arndell. 

Fairfax, Johu (1804-1877), proprietor of The Syd11ey 
Morning Herald and leading Congregationalist, first 
arrived in Sydney in 1838. Until 1841, when he pur
chased the Herald with Charles Kemp, he was librarian 
of tl1e Australian Subscription Library. In 1853 he 
became sole proprietor. Threlkeld had several ties with 
the Fairfax family. His daughter, Tabitha, married 
James Reading, Mrs Fairfax's relation, and his daughter, 
Elizabeth Sophia, married John Fairfax, a cousin of his 
namesake. 

Fauuce, Captain Alured Tasker (1808-1856), police 
magistrate at Brisbane Water from October 1836 until 
November 1837 when he was appointed to Queanbeyan, 
remaining there even after the office was abolished 
in December 1842. While at Brisbane Water his auto
cratic behaviour and general severity involved him in 
considerable litigation. See A.D.B. 

Field, Barron (1786-1846), judge of the supreme court 
in N.S.W. between February 1817 and February 1824. 
A man of literary connexions and taste and strong 
Evangelical sentiment, he became the crony of Marsden 
but the bitter opponent of Brisbane who had offended· 
the Church party by his policies. Although he took an 
active interest in philanthropic and missionary ventures 
it is very probable that his pessimistic views regarding 
the Aboriginals were the result of Marsden's influence. 
He composed an ode to the L.M.S. Deputation visiting 
the islands. He was afterwards chief justice in Gibraltar. 
Sec A.D.B. 

Field, Johu (b. 1798), district constable, had 300 acres 
at Eliza Creek. He was appointed a juror for the Hunter 
River district in 1826 and was agent for the A.A. Co. 



Forbes, Francis (1784-1841 ), first chief justice of N.S.W. 
from 1823 until he returned to England on leave of 
absence in 1836 and resigned in 1837 after receiving a 
knighthood. He had 2,560 acres on the Upper Hunter. 
His liberal views impressed Brisbane but brought him 
into conflict with the diehards of the Parramatta bench 
and afterwards with Darling. His Evangelical sympathies 
may be judged by the fact that 'for many months prior 
to his decease, he would admit no book, but the Sacred 
Scriptures, as the solace of his hours of suffering.' 
He died in Sydney on 8 November 1841. See A.D.B. 

Foss, Am.brose, dentist and druggist and prominent 
Congregationalist, bought the leading apothecary's 
business in Sydney from the convict poisoner, Jolm 
Tawell, for £14,000. He was one of the Dissenting 
members of Scots Church who left to found the Pitt 
Street Congregational Church with Hayward, Bourne 
and Edward Hunt. He was intimate with Threlkeld. 
In November 1842 he was elected councillor for the 
city of Sydney. 

Franklin, Lady (Jane) (1792-1875), the accomplished 
second wife of Sir Jolm Franklin, governor ofT as mania 
from 1837 till 1843. Taking a great interest in the 
nature of the country in keeping with the explorer 
instincts of her husband, she spent much time in 
travelling. In Apri11839 she visited Melbourne and then 
proceeded overland to Sydney. She subsequently visited 
South Australia before returning to England. See A.D.B. 

Gipps, Sir George (1790-1847), governor of N.S.W. 
from October 1837 to July 1846, had previously had 
a distinguished military career, besides proving himself 
an efficient public servant in the West Indies and Ireland. 
His educational and land policies brought him into 
conflict with the influential classes earning him un
popularity. However, his policy towards the Aboriginals 
was not as enlightened as that of his predecessor Bourke. 
While he deplored the inhumanity of the general 
squatting interest, his attitude towards the civilisation 
of the Aboriginals was sadly negative, and most govern
ment support of missions ceased owing to his reports. 
Though there were obvious reasons, economic and 
social, for this retrenchment, it was an expediency 
which reflected efficiency rather than foresight. His 
deatl1 took place several months after his return to 
England. See A.D.B. 

Grant, Patrick, police magistrate at Maitland, was 
appointed in 1837 by Lord Glenelg (whose sister he had 
married), shortly after the execution of Hitchcock and 
others for rebelling against Major Mudie, magistrate 
at Castle Forbes, Patrick's Plains. He arrived in tl1e 
same year and immediately issued a printed statement 
or 'proclamation', dated 25 October 1837. Whilst 
urging obedience to masters the statement was obviously 
a warning to unjust masters - 'But should there be 
any such, I shall of course gradually get acquainted 
with their names, and I shall certainly not hesitate in 
reporting my opinion as to the unfitt1ess of those parties 
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to manage Government Servants; whether that unfitness 
proceeds from badness of heart, or infirmity of temper'. 
He intended particularly to enquire into bad rations as 
'a great source of complaint and of crime.' His re
forming zeal led him to issue a pamphlet in 1843, 
Ou au Iuquiry into the Causes of the Present Monetary 
Depression of the Colony of New South Wales, 111ith the 
Suggestiou of a Remedy, which one reviewer found 
beyond his comprehension but proof that Grant was 
'a very amiable man, desirous to do good', however 
unrealistic his schemes. In 1843 he proceeded to India 
with a guarantee of re-employment. In 1846 he presented 
a petition from the people of Maitland against the 
revival of transportation. In 1847 he was a member of 
the Select Committee on Coal Inquiry. 

Greenfield, William (1799-1831), superintendent of the 
translating and literary department of the British and 
Foreign Bible Society from 1829 until his sudden 
death in 1831. He had previously edited many texts 
including Bagster's Comprehensive Bible, and had a 
remarkable command of languages. 

Grey, Sir George (1812-1898), colonial statesman, first 
came to Australia on an exploratory expedition in 1837, 
and soon developed an interest in the language and 
culture of the Aboriginals which continued throughout 
his life. His 'report on the best means of promoting 
the civilization of the Aboriginal inl1abitants of Aus
tralia' (1840) was circulated to tl1e governors of the 
other colonies by the Colonial Office. He was successively 
governor of South Australia (1841), New Zealand 
(1845), Cape Colony (June 1854), and New Zealand 
(1861), and returned to England in 1868. He retired to 
New Zealand in 1870 and was premier, 1877-1879. 
In 1894 he again returned to England, dying there in 
September 1898. See A.D.B. 

Gunn, Captain William, was Threlkeld's brotl1er-in-law. 
On 1 August 1829 he had married Frances Hannah 
(1808-1887), youngest daughter of Thomas Arndell, 
and was stationed in Van Diemen's Land. 

Hale, Horatio Emmons (1817-1896), etlmologist on the 
United States Exploring Expedition under Capt. Charles 
Wilkes, was early interested in tl1e study of linguistics. 
From his researches on the expedition between 1838 
and 1842 he compiled the volume on Ethuography and 
Philology (Vol. VI of the Report of the Expedition, 
1846). Much of the Aboriginal language material was 
gathered from M'Gill and Threlkeld. Hale firmly 
believed that language held the key to etlmological 
problems. He was later engaged in a law practice in 
Canada but continued to publish linguistic papers. 
He died on 28 December 1896. See D.A.B. 

Hall, Henry, officer of the A.A. Co. 

Hall, William (1778-1844), C.M.S. catechist in New 
Zealand, spent some time in N.S.W. after his arrival 
in 1810. He left New Zealand in 1825 and was placed 
in charge of the New Zealand Seminary. However, 

when his health precluded him from returning to the 
mission he was placed in charge of the Native Institution 
at Black Town in January 1827 under the control of 
the Church and School Corporation. There were nine 
Aboriginals and four Maoris in the school. In 1828 he 
grazed two horses and 161 horned cattle. In July 1831 
he was still acting as catechist at Black Town, though 
complaining of his severe attacks of asthma. He died 
at Parramatta on 6 March 1844. 

Ham, Reverend John (d. 1852), succeeded Rev. John 
Saunders as Baptist minister in Sydney in December 
1849. Originally from Cornwall he preached in various 
parts of England, settling at Birmingham in 1823. He 
migrated to Australia for reasons of health and became 
the first regular Baptist minister in Melbourne in 
December 1842. He had close relations with the In
dependents, particularly with Dr Robert Ross who 
preached his funeral sermon on 22 March 1852. 

Hankey, William Alers (1771-1859), second treasurer 
of the L.M.S. from 1816 to 1832, was a prominent 
Congregational businessman. Educated at the University 
of Edinburgh, he became head of the banking firm of 
Hankeys & Co. He was also (1820-1845) a treasurer of 
the British and Foreign Bible Society which he helped 
to found in 1804, an officer of the Religious Tract 
Society, 1801-1808, and a committee member of other 
Evangelical societies. He died in London in March 1859. 

Harington, Thomas Cudbert (1798-1863), assistant 
colonial secretary, became a magistrate in February 1825. 
For a short time he was secretary of the local committee 
of the A.A. Co., but rejoined the public service in 
May 1826. His position was not recognised by the 
Colonial Office, and he also earned the displeasure of 
the governor. He resigned in 1841. He had large estates. 
SeeA.D.B. 

Harper, John (b. c1802), assistant missionary and school
master, was the son of an army captain and had himself 
served as a midshipman at St Helena. He came to 
Sydney with John Campbell (J.P., of Btmgarrabee) 
on the Castle Forbes. In October 1824 he was employed 
as assistant to the Rev. William Walker and sent to 
investigate possibilities of opening a Wesleyan mission 
at Wellington Valley. Twenty thousand acres were 
appropriated and he remained there for about two years. 
His claims of success were regarded as gross exagger
ations. Late in 1826 he explored the south coast with a 
view to establishing a new mission. Pending a decision, 
he worked in the Windsor circuit. On 30 January 1827 
he married Charlotte Stiles, a native of the colony. 
Harper returned to schoolteaching and in October 1830, 
when he applied for land, he conducted a private school 
at 37 Upper Pitt Street. In September 1838 he was 
examined before the Committee of the N.S.W. Legis
lative Council on the Aborigines Question. He believed 
that the mission would have succeeded if it had been 
'properly supported from Home.' 
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Hayward, James (1769-1850), L.M.S. missionary, fmally 
settled in N.S.W. in January 1823. Marsden placed him 
as tutor in the family of Nicholas Bayly. He became 
an elder in Lang's Scots Church but left when Lang 
publicly criticised Threlkeld, and from then on worked 
towards the establishment of a Congregational Church. 
He became depositary for the Bible and Religious 
Tract Societies, and died in Sydney on 5 November 1850. 

Heley, Frederick Augustus (1794-1836), principal super
intendent of convicts in N.S.W., was appointed in 
January 1823. He received 1,340 acres at Narara, Brisbane 
Water, and established a citrus fruit orchard. In 1829 
he held more than 4,000 acres, much of which was in 
Ourimbah and Tuggerah. He was superintendent of 
police in 1827 and held many public positions. He died 
in Sydney in September 1863. See A.D.B. 

Henderson, John (1782-1835), first colliery manager of 
the A.A. Co's works at Newcastle, had been manager 
of Lord Elgin's coal mines, and was highly recom
mended. He arrived by the Artstralia in 1827, and died 
at Newcastle on 19 April 1835. 

Henry, Captain Samuel Pinder (1800-1852), Islands 
trader, was a son of the L.M.S. missionary, William 
Henry. In 1821 he was made sole agent of King 
Pomare II of Tahiti 'for the disposal of his cargoes in 
Sydney'. In 1822 he was involved in a law suit with 
Edward Eagar. He was subsequently engaged in the 
sandalwood trade in Fiji and the New Hebrides and 
frequently visited Sydney. 

Hill, Reverend Richard (1782-1836), colonial chaplain, 
arrived in Sydney in June 1819, and from 1824 until 
his death was parish priest of St James. On almost as 
many philanthropic and Evangelical committees as 
Cowper, Hill was less inclined to compromise with 
Dissent. His partisallship was early noted by William 
Walker who wrote in January 1822: 'Mr Hill is the 
SeerY of the Native Institution, of a bitter calvinian 
spirit, and he feels it to be his duty to depreciate all 
attempts of usefulness when he and Mr Marsden are 
not at the head.' Although a founder of the New South 
Wales Society for promoting Christian Knowledge 
among the Aborigines, and a secretary of the auxiliary 
C.M.S., he was inclined to share the pessimistic views 
of Marsden. See A.D.B. 

Hodgson, William, government servant assigned to 
Threlkeld on arrival in May 1837 as a shoemaker m 
place of Castle. He had a life sentence. 

Holden, George Kenyon (1806-1874), private secretary 
to the governor from 1834, was born in Worcester. 
An attorney and solicitor he had been private secretary 
to the great statesman Sir James Mackintosh. He arrived 
in Sydney in 1831 and was stipendiary magistrate at 
Campbell Town in 1834. In 1837 he became crown 
prosecutor, but retired as this was considered an office 
for a barrister. In 1848 he was appointed secretary of 
the commission to enquire into and report upon the 



Constitution and the course of practice of the Supreme 
Court. According to Judge Therry, Holden was 'in 
educational and intellectual attainments one of the 
most distinguished members' of the Legislative Co~mcil 
in which he sat 1861-3. In 1862 he was appomted 
examiner of titles. 

Humphries, William Henry, was tried at Sydney _for 
forgery on 1 May 1840 and sentenced to transportation 
for life. See Australian 28 January, 2 May 1840. 

Icely, Thomas (1797-1874), Sydney merchant, first 
arrived in the colony in 1820, and earned on a tra?e 
in cedar wood and spirits. He received a substantt~l 
land grant in the Bathurst district, and by 1831 his 
estates had been augmented to 15,000 acres. T~ese 
'indulgences' were to compensate him for his pecwuary 
claims against the government .. In. 1843 he _was a 
nominated member of the Legtslauve Counctl. See 
A.D.B. 

Imlay, George (1795-1847), of T~ofold Bay, arrived as 
surgeon superintendent of conviCts 111 February 1833. 
He joined his broclm Peter (see A.D.B.) at Twofold 
Bay in 1835. The Imlay brothers controlled their 
pastoral and whaling activities from Bega, and in 1844 
held 1,500 square miles of the colony's best land. 

Jackson, John, assistant foreign secretary of the B:itis~1 
and Foreign Bible Society, served from 1823 until hts 
retirement in 1850. 

Jamison, Sir John (1773-1844), was regarded as 'one 
of the first landed proprietors in the Colony.' In the 
1830s he had grazing runs on the Namoi and Richmond 
Rivers. Besides his 'model property', Regentville, at 
Penrith, he had about 11,000 acres at Bathurst and over 
18,000 acres at Capertee. See A.D.B. 

Jarrett, Reverend . William, . Independent minister, 
arrived in Sydney m 1833, and m May formed d1e firSt 
Congregational fellowship in the Pitt Street. Chapel 
which Price had already opened. The members mduded 
Hayward, Crook, Boutne, F?ss, an? seve~ others. 
The Colonist referred to Jarrett s habitual mtldness of 
manner' and attributed his troubles to the 'undue 
ascendancy of men of an improper spirit' and the fact 
that he was (in Romaine's words) 'the dependent 
minister of an independent congregation'. He was 
active on most of the Evangelical committees and was 
joint secretary with G~orge. Aile~ o~ the_ Australian 
School Society. Followmg hts resignation m February 
1838 most of his congregation worshipped with the 
Baptists until the arrival of Dr Ross. 

Jones, Evan John, a director of the L.M.S., from .1814 
to 1817, and minister of Silver Street Congregational 
Church, London, 1803-27. 

Jones, John, government servant, arrived in 1834 wi~h 
a 14 years sentence and was assigned to Threlkeld_ m 
August 1836. His trade was brassfounder and snuth. 

Jones, William (b. 1797•), probably the government 
servant employed as shepherd by William Co~ in the 
Hunter River District, who came by the Isabella m 182~. 
However, there were others of the name at Patrick s 
Plains. 

Kemp, Simon (1791-1867), innkeeper at Newcastle, 
arrived with his family on the Elizabeth Ill 1826, as 
servant to the A.A. Co., Port Stephens. He died at 
Newcastle on 5 February 1867. 

Kidger, Samuel, government servant. 

Kinchela, John (1774-1845), attorney general of N.S.W. 
from 4 August 1830 to 16 April 1836, was ~ man. of 
high principles but greatly handicapped .by t~creasu~g 
deafness. He was retired and given a pmsne Judgeship 
in Hobart in April 1836. He died at Liverpool on 21 
July 1845. See A.D.B. 

King, Captain Phillip Parker (1791-1856), com~ussioner 
of the A.A. Co., which office he assumed m 1839. 
The eldest son of Governor King, he served in the 
navy from 1807 until 1826, making his repu~ation as an 
explorer of the Australian coast. He was appomted to the 
Legislative Council in 1839 and was an elected member 
in 1851. See A.D.B. 

Lang, Reverend Dr John Dunmore. (1799-1878), 
Presbyterian minister, arrived in Sydney m ~a~ 1823. 
The foundations of his Scots Church were latd m July 
1824, but he was in England when Threlkeld ~nd the 
L.M.S. Deputation arrived in the colo~y. Best~es hts 
political interests Lang took a great m~erest _m the 
missions in the islands, his correspondents mcludmg the 
Churchman, William Henry, and the Dissenter, J.M. 
Orsmond. He was savagely critical of Marsden, though 
he subsequently became indebted to h~m ~or assistance 
with the Scots Church and actually patd lum the com
pliment of attending his funeral though_ ~hey ~a.d not 
been on speaking terms. He took a positive dtshke to 
Threlkeld whom he also accused of undermining his 
schemes to establish a college for the sons ~f missionaries 
in Sydney. His brother Andrew had land m the Hunter 
valley. Sec A.D.B. 

Langhorne, George, missionary to the Aborigin~s, 
arrived in August 1832 and was accepted as a cated~st 
for the C.M.S. mission. He was first secretary (wtth 
Richard Hill) of the revived C.M.S. auxiliar~ before 
taking up his first appointment at Goat Island m 1836. 
In January 1837 he arrived in Melbourne .to commence 
the new government mission there, retunung to Sydney 
in August to marry Mary, the eldest daughter of the 
Rev. R. Cartwright. Early in 1838 Langhorne took 
temporary charge of the native police c~rps, and the 
mission was carried on by the overseer until Sept~n:bcr. 
Despite the migratory movements of the Abongmals 
there was a small core of permanent workers "":h~ were 
successfully engaged in agriculture. on plans stmdar to 
those of Threlkeld at his firSt statiOn. Backhouse and 
Walker were impressed by the mission on their visit 
in November 1837, but by 1838 Lang had condemned 
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it along with other missions as 'a grazing establishment'. 
Although Langhorne approved of Bourke's policy of 
assimilation he also believed that the Aboriginals should 
be kept together in one place where they could be 
prevented from wandering and where they would be 
completely dependent on the Europeans for protection. 
Continually thwarted in his plans both in Melbourne 
and Sydney, Langhorne decided that his task was 
hopeless and resigned in mid-1839. He then joined his 
brothers Alfred, Wtlliam and Edward who had already 
been engaged in overlanding and had acquired con
siderable pastoral leases. However 'the want of mercan
tile success he regarded as a punishment for neglect of 
duty' (wrote James Bonwick) and he renewed his 
studies for holy orders, and became an Anglican priest. 

Lawrence, George Howard, government servant 
assigned to Threlkeld from the Andromeda in 1833 as 
a farm labourer. 

Lee, John, sergeant in the Mounted' Police stationed at 
Invermcin, was involved in Major Nunn's 'collision' 
with the Aboriginals, and gave a deposition at the 
inquiry in 1839. 

Leichhardt, Friedrich Wilhelm Ludwig (1813-1848), 
explorer, visionary and botanist, was a native of Prussia. 
He showed considerable interest in the Aboriginals 
staying with the German missionaries at Moreton Bay. 
He took two Aboriginals with him on his overland 
expeditions, one of them the boy Harry Brown from 
Threlkeld's station. On his first journey he reached 
Port Essington from Moreton Bay in December 1845. 
In 1847 his attempt to cross the continent from Brisbane 
to Perth proved abortive. In February 1848 he made 
another attempt but the party was lost somewhere 
beyond the Barcoo River. See A.D.B. 

Leigh, Reverend Samuel (1785-1852), Wesleyan 
missionary, arrived in N.S.W. in August 1815. Although 
his principal missionary interest was the conversion of 
the Maori people of New Zealand it was largely his 
interest in the Aboriginals which led to the appointment 
of the Rev. William Walker as their missionary. See 
A.D.B. 

Livingstone, Captain Alexander (b. 1798/1800), ship
master. On 1 July 1826 he married Mary Ursula Dillon. 
Besides his property of 2,070 acres at Darling Harbour, 
he had another 2,500 acres on the Hunter at Patterson's 
Plains. 

Lloyd, George Alfred (1815-1897), merchant and 
parliamentarian. He arrived in March 1834, and was a 
storekeeper in the Hunter River district until 1840 
when he became an auctioneer in Sydney. On 1 July 
1841 he married Threlkeld's third daughter, Mary. 
By 1850 he was a successful general merchant and 
moved to England in 1855 where he was agent for the 
colony. He returned to Sydney in 1860 and was elected 
member for Newcastle in 1869. He was successively 
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postmaster general and colonial treasurer in the 
Parkes ministry, 1872-1875, and minister for mines in 
Sir Henry Parkes' cabinet in 1877. He lost the Newcastle 
scat in the elections of 1877-8. Besides his other business 
interests (insurance and coal mining), he took a promi
nent role in the affairs of Pitt Street Congregational 
Church and the Sydney Bethel Union. 

Lowe, Lieutenant Nathaniel, officer in the 40th Regi
ment. For his trial see H.R.A. XIII, 179; S.G. 21 May 
1827. 

Macdonald, -, bushranger, made his headquarters in 
the Brisbane Water district after escaping from Maitland. 
Although recaptured by Constable Robert Chitty in 
June 1834 he escaped between Cooranbong and 
Warner's station, and continued to trouble the district. 
For virtually all that is known of Macdonald see note 100 
to Selected Correspondence. 

M'Garvie, Reverend John (1795-1893), Presbyterian 
minister, was a graduate of Glasgow University. He 
was minister of the Ebenezer Presbyterian church at 
Portland Head from his arrival in May 1826 until 
1830. Tills was the churd1 where the Arndell family 
worslllpped. In 1832 he commenced a second Presby
terian congregation in Sydney. Besides taking a promi
nent position in church life M' Garvie wrote regularly 
for the press. Sec A.D.B. 

McKay (McKey), Duncan Forbes? (b. 1792), was a 
farmer at Mclbee, on the first branch of the Hunter 
River. He arrived free by the Orpheus in 1826 and by 
1828 had 340 acres, 20 of which were cleared, on which 
were run 70 horned cattle. 

M'Kenzie~ Mr, of Williams River. Perhaps George 
M'Kenzie who had land on the north side of the 
Manning River. The Rev. David Mackenzie was living 
'within a few miles of the scene of the Liverpool Plains 
tragedy' (Myall Creek), when the perpetrators of the 
deed were hanged. 

M'Leay, Alexander (1767-1848), colonial secretary, 
arrived in Sydney in January 1826, and was appointed 
a member of the executive council. Although an in
dustrious official he was virtually forced into retirement, 
in 1836, by Bourke, to make way for the younger man, 
Deas Thomson. He was sympathetic to the various 
philanthropic and Evangelical activities in Sydney 
frequently taking the chair at public meetings. From 
1843 to 1846 he was Speaker of the Legislative Council. 
He died after a carriage accident on 19 July 1848. 
SeeA.D.B. 

Manning, John Edye (1743-1870), registrar of the Court 
of N.S.W., was appointed in 1828, and received a 
maximum land grant on his arrival in May 1829. A 
careless official, he was suspended from office in 1842. 
See A.D.B. 

Mansfield, Reverend Ralph (1799-1880), Wesleyan 
missionary, arrived in Sydney in September 1820 and 
became secretary of the auxiliary Wesleyan Missionary 



Society as well as editor of The Ar1straliau Magaziue. 
After two years in Van Diemen's Land he returned to 
Sydney in June 1825, but following disagreements with 
the British committee resigned in October 1828. It was 
apparently he who edited the South-Asian Register under 
the pseudonym of Dr Roger Oldfteld (see p. 351). 
In January 1829 he became joint editor of the S.C. 
with Robert Howe, and was sole editor from February 
1829 till June 1832. He prillted the Gopemmeut Gazette 
in 1831, and between 1831 and 1839 contributed articles 
to the Colonist. lt1 1841 he became editor of the Sydney 
Momiug Herald for Charles Kemp and John Fairfax. 
He held many secular positions but remait1cd active in 
the church and educational life of the colony, and was 
the first secretary of the Baptist Church. He died at 
Parramatta on 1 September 1880. See A.D.B. 

Marsden, Reverend Samuel {1764-1838), colonial 
chaplain and agent of the L.M.S., forged a place for the 
Church in what was primarily a military and penal 
colony during his long ministry at Parramatta. Though 
he had much business acumen and dogged determination 
he lacked organisational ability. He fell out with most 
governors and their officials, and his magisterial status 
and other worldly-seeming activities irritated the 
missionaries who came within his direction. Few 
serious historians have done justice to his role in the 
infant colony. For his views on Aboriginal missions 
see p. 347. See A.D.B. 

Marshall, John (executed 1841), bushranger and member 
of 'The Jew Boy Gang'. See under Ruggy. 

Mayne, Edward, protector and commissioner of Crown 
lands, was appoit1ted in 1838 but removed from office 
in 1843 for irregularities. 

Middleton, Reverend George Augustus (1791-1848), 
colonial chaplain, arrived in Sydney in January 1820 
and moved to Newcastle it1 December. He claimed to 
have introduced 'a degree of order' into the moral state 
of the town, but preferred to itinerate amongst the 
settlers, botl1 free and emancipist. Accordit1g to Jolm 
Bingle, he was also 'an especial favorite with the blacks'. 
Refusing to move to Port Macquarie in 1827 he retired 
to his extensive property at Paterson's Plains, though 
he continued to itinerate. Although he took a Jreat 
interest in the Aboriginals, some of his views di not 
find favour with the clerical establishment. On his 
arrival it was rumoured that he was 'a great Gambler' 
and Marsden thought him 'a Stranger to religion, but 
well read'. According to Rowland Hassall he was 
'like Ephraim's cake that wanted turning'. See A.D.B. 

Miles, William Augustus (1798-1851), police magistrate, 
was born in Hampshire. According to his epitaph his 
'Parentage was derived from Royalty.' He was ap
pointed superintendent of police, Sydney, in 1840 and 
commissioner in 1845. In August 1842 he was appointed 
an alderman of t~e first city council. He was also 
secretary of the Australian Society. He took a great 
interest in ethnology and was a corresponding member 
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of the Ethnological Society, the Statistical Society, and 
the Museum d'Histoire Naturel, Paris. His drawit1gs of 
the rock carvings at Middle Head, South Head and 
Point Piper, arc preserved in the Mitchell Library. His 
paper, 'How did the Natives of Australia become 
acquainted with the Demigods and Daemonia, and 
with the Superstitions of the Ancient Raccsr and how 
have many oriental words been incorporated in their 
dialects and languages~', was edited and published 
posthumously in the Joumal of the Ethnological Society 
of Lo11do11, 1854, Vol. III, 4-50. He died on 24 April 
1851 'neglected & in Poverty' as recorded on his head
stone, Camperdown cemetery. 

Mitchell, Major Thomas Livingstone (1792-1855), 
surveyor general of N.S.W. from May 1828. In Feb
ruary 1827 he was appointed deputy under Oxley, and 
in March 1828 was placed in charge of the departmeat 
owing to Oxley's ill health. He was distinguished as 
an explorer, but, also sat as an elected member of the 
Legislative Council in 1844. In 1853 he made his second 
visit to England on which occasion he patented his 
boomerang propeller for steamships. See A.D.B. 

Moodie, Affleck. assistant commissary general, Tasmania. 

Moore, Ellen, government servant, arrived in the 
A1ariner from Ireland in July 1825, and was assigned 
to Threlkeld. 

Moore, William Henry {1788-1854), acting attorney 
general, arrived in Sydney in January 1815. He was 
selected as solicitor for the colony by Judge Brent but 
was dismissed from the public service in July 1818. 
On Bannister's departttre he was appointed acting 
attorney general until Baxter's arrival. In August 1829 
he became crown solicitor, having been reappointed 
to the public service in 1828. Both Darling and Bourke 
had little f.1.ith in his competence and in January 1832 
he was suspended largely because of his inattention to 
public duty. He continued to practice as a solicitor and 
held several directorships. See A.D.B. 

Morrison, Reverend Robert (1782-1834), L.M.S. 
missionary in China from 1807. His translation of the 
New Testament was published in 1814, his Dictiouary 
of the Chi11ese Laugua,~c in 1815-22 in six volumes, and 
his Grammar in 1815. 

Nagel, Mr, of the Windsor district. Possibly Charles 
who was appointed a magistrate of tllC territory in 
1840. 

Nisbet, James {1785-1854), London bookseller and 
publisher, noted for Sunday school work and distri
bution of Evangelical literature. 

Norton, James (1795-1862), solicitor, was born at Hastings 
at1d arrived in Sydney in 1818. His father arrived and 
took up land at Mulgoa in the following year. Marsden 
was early numbered amongst his clientele, and by 
1830 he was described as 'a solicitor of great respecta
bility and the Registrar of the Archdeacon's court.' 
In 1826 he was appointed a director on the ftrst board 

of the Bank of Australia. His property in 1828 consisted 
of 2,400 acres, 230 of which were cleared and 70 culti
vated. He ran besides 11 horses, 500 sheep. 

No~t .• Henry {1774-1844), pioneer missionary at Tahiti, 
VISited Sydn_ey in May-September 1812 and again 
between Apnl 1~25 and February 1826. He was highly 
;egarded as a fnend by Marsden who wrote in 1826: 
I vene.rate. the Bl."ln more than you can conceive: in 

my. estm~a.uon, he is a great man: his piety, his sim
phctty, Ins. meekness, his apostolic appearance, all unite 
to make lum great in my view, and more hot10urable 
t~an ~ny of the £·uned heroes of ancient or modern 
times. 

Nowlan, Timothy (d. 1856), landholder and wool 
~anufactur~r, from Ireland, was invited to N.S.W. 
m 1822_ to 11~prove the quaUty of wool, and settled in 
Van Diemen s Land. By 1828 he had an additional 
6,5~0 acres 011 the Hunter at Luskintyre, Patterson's 
Plam~ .. Nowlan apparently had good relations with the 
Abongmals who had a ceremonial ground on his 
proper.ty._ It was he who introduced Threlkeld to Lady 
Fran~lm 111 May 1839. He was then living in Van Die
mans Land and told Lady Franklin that he was thinking 
of exchan$0-g his property on the Hunter for another 
at Port Ph~lhp_. She ~escribed him as an 'elderly, ruddy, 
stout man :With a fixed staring look'. A hard master 
he suffered mdigni_ties from 'The Jew JJoy Gang' who 
put a. saddle on Ins back. He got into debt with the 
I~1penal Government and legal proceedings were 
dtrected a$ainst bin~ for the r~covery of the debt by 
levy on his Australian properties. However in 1844 
the proceedit1gs of the Treasury were ;uspended' 
although the claims were later to be ret1ewed ~ 
November 1874. 

Nunn, Major James Winniett, 80th Regiment, of the 
mounted pohce. In 1836 he ordered an attack on a 
partY. of 'Black Natives'. In September 1837 he was 
~ppomted commandant of the Mounted Police Estab
lishment, Headquarters Division, Cumberland, Cook 
and Camden Com~ties. An ensuing 'collision' between 
the J?~mnted police under his command and the 
Abongmals led to at1 official investigation in 1838, con
ducted at Merton. No further proceedings were thought 
necessary, t,he G_~vernor adop~ing the view that as Major 
Nmm was a Mtlttary man actmg under Military Orders 
and tl1at he knew there was still assembled before him ~ 
large body ?f the People, whose aggressions he had been 
sen~ 300 mtles to repel, it may not be deemed extra
ordmary tl1at he should have considered it his dut 
to disperse ~hem.' In 1840 Nunn was sent to take com~ 
mand of Lteut. Sayer's district. 

Ogilvie, Lieutenant William (b. 1782), his wife, 
~ary, and their dnldren were free settlers in the Htmter 
dtstn~t. well known for their good relations witl1 the 
Ab~:mgn~als. After thirty years in the navy, Ogilvie 
arr~ved m Sydney in 1825 and took up land. By 1828 
theu grant at Merton consisted of 9,000 acres. Ogilvie 
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was residen.t m?gistratc at Patrick's Plains, and a member 
of.the ~egtslauve Council from 1832. In 1826 he in
quu~d mto the shooting of Aboriginals in the district 
~nd 111 1839 he was recommended to assist it1 an inquiry 
m~o at~other sla.ughter. In 1841 he supplied the Council 
With . I.nformauon concerning the employment of 
Abongmals. 

Oliver, Mr, probably Andrew Oliver (1800-1841) who 
arnved _m Western Australia in 1830 and settled in 
~ydney 111 1831 as an actuary. He spent eighteen months 
m England, 1837-8, and died 29 March 1841. 

One Armed Bill, more correctly 'One Armed Tom' 
~ove~n~nent servant assigned to the A.A. Co., engaged 
m dnvmg the company's wool drays. 

Orme_, Reverend William (1787-1830), Congregational 
mn~ster and foreign secretary of the L.M.S. from 1828 
until May 1830. He was minister at Perth Scotland 
from 1807 until October 1824 when he a~cepted th~ 
pasto~ate _of Cat~berwe~. Green, Surrey. Well known 
for Ins bi?graphtcal wntmgs itt nonconformist history 
he also prmted ~ ~clebrated refutation of the missionary 
schem~s _of the VISionary Edward Irving whose 'Orations 
for Miss~o?-s after the Apostolical School' was delivered 
?s a M!ss!onary sermon. He likewise replied to the 
calttmrues of the Quarterly Re1'icw. He died on 8 M 

1830. ay 

Osborne, Mr, probably Archibald Osbome (1815-1851) 
settler and J.P. at Wallaroo Creek, who died sudden!; 
fro1 t~ a hea

1
rt seizure on 28 November 1851, or his 

re atton, Jo m Osborne of Wallaroo Park. 

Owen, Lieutenant T.H., of 3rd Regiment, was com
mandant at Port Macquarie. 

Oxley, John Joseph William Molesworth (1783-1828) 
surveyor general of lands in N.S.W. from Januar; 
1~12, n~ade a nu~nber of exploratory expeditions 
d~scover~. the Bnsbane River in 1823. It was th~ 
dtscovenes tn the Moreton Bay district which led t 
the c?~sideration of the area as a place to open a~ 
Abongm?l mission. His subsequent bad health led to 
the appomtment of Tl~om~s Mitchell in his place in 
March 1828, and he dted m the following May Se 
A.D.B. . e 

Par_ker, Henry 'Yatson (1808-1881), private secretary to 
Su George Gtpps, was bom at Lewisham, Kent. 
Educated for the law, h~ arrived with Gipps in 1838. 
In. May 1846 he was appomted to the Legislative Council 
?f New South Wales, and evet1tually became premier 
Ill 1856. He was knighted in 1858. He subsequently 
returned to England where he died at Richmond on 
~February 1881. His wife Emmeline, whom he married 
m 1843, was a daughter of John Macarthur. 

Parry~ Sir William Edward (1790-1855), was com
~ISSioncr for the AA .. Co. in N.S.W. from his arrival 
Ill 1829 until March 1834 when he was succeeded by 
Col. He~ry Dumaresq,. and returned to England. He 
held vanous naval appmntments until his death at Ems 



on 8 July 1855. A man of Evangelical sympathies, in 
1833 he engaged the Congregational minister, the Rev. 
Charles Price, as chaplain to the A.A. Co. Sec A.D.B. 

Paty, James, described by Threlkeld as assistant deputy 
commisary general, was listed in the N.S.W. General 
P.O. Directory for 1833 and 1835. 

Pearse, George, of Sticklepath, South Devon, was a 
friend of Threlkeld from his itinerating ministry under 
Rev. George Moase. 

Pitman, Reverend Charles (1796-1884), L.M.S. mission
ary in the Cook Islands, was stationed at Rarotonga 
from 1825 until he withdrew to Sydney in 1854. 

Platt, John Laurio (c\782-1836), settler, took up 2,000 
acres on the Hunter at Iron Bark Hill in 1822. Sec A.D.B. 

Ranclaud, Mrs Susannah, widow of Captain James St 
John Ranclaud (d. 1832), farmed her husband's two 
grants at Teralba or Five Islands adjoining William 
Brooks' ruh at the northern end of Lake Macquarie. 
The properties passed from the family in 1839 and 1842. 

Ridley, Reverend William (1819-1878), Presbyterian 
minister and missionary to the Aboriginals, was born 
in Essex and a graduate of the University of London. 
He was brought out by Lang as a language master at the 
Australian College, but soon entered the Presbyterian 
ministry. Between 1853 and 1857 he conducted a 
mission to the Aboriginals in northern New South 
Wales, assisted by the German missionary Gottfried 
Haussmann. In 1856 he published Gurre Kamifaroi 
(Kamilaroi Sayings), the first of numerous scientific 
and linguistic works relating to the Aboriginals. 

Riley [Reilley], Michael (b. c\806), government servant, 
was sentenced to seven years' transportation at Dublin 
in December 1824 for stealing clothes. Described as 
quiet; he was 5'4", of dark sallow complexion, with 
brown hair and dark grey eyes. He arrived on the 
Sir George Webster in 1826 and was 'disposed of' to 
James Styles of Argyle Co. as hut-keeper. He was 
Threlkeld's assigned S<:,rvant in 1835. 

Robey, Ralph Mayer, hardware merchant of 427 
George Street, Sydney, purchased the Ebenezer Colliery 
and grant of 1,280 acres formerly belonging to Threlkeld 
at 'Derarbarnbah or Puntei'. He was issued with the 
first grant for the land on 28 February 1846. His partner 
appears to have been Ebenezer Bourae, son of Threlkeld's 
old colleague. 

Robinson, George Augustus (1788-1866), protector of 
Aborigines, was celebrated for his mission to the Tas
manian Aboriginals, the remnant of whom he settled 
on Flinders Island. In 1838 he was appointed Chief 
Protector in the Port Phillip district but the office was 
discontinued in December 1849. He returned to England 
in 1853 where he died on 18 October 1866. See A.D.B. 

Rouse, William, chief constable at Newcastle, was 
appointed 1 January 1837. 
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Ruggy (executed 1841), bushrangcr in the gang of 
Edward Davis (1816-1841), 'The Jew Boy', whose 
headquarters were in the ranges south of Dtmgog. 
Their raids were carried out in the Maitland and New 
England districts, in the Hunter Valley and as far south 
as Brisbane Water. There were seven members in the 
gang in December 1840 whenJolm Shea shot an English 
store clerk in the back at Scone. The gang were pursued 
and captured ncar Murrurundi by Captain E.D. Day, 
and hanged in Sydney in March 1841. Ruggy's identity 
has been disputed. According to Charles White he was 
the bushranger identified as Shea who shot the clerk. 
According to Frank Clune he was an eighth member 
of the gang. A more likely candidate is James Everett. 

Sadleir, Lieutenant Richard (1794-1889), catechist and 
Master of the Male Orphan School at Liverpool from 
1829 until 1851. In 1826 he was granted 265 acres in 
the Hunter River valley. He was also appointed catechist 
for the Upper Hunter district. He conducted a survey 
of the Aboriginals in 'the interior' for the Church and 
School Corporation. In later life he engaged in politics 
and pamphleteering embarrassing the Church authorities 
by his Low Church and Evangelical zeal. He worked in 
close association with Threlkeld on many committees, 
especially those concerned with temperance and 
voluntaryism. 

Scott, Ellis Martin (1799-1829), merchant of George 
Street, Sydney, arrived in cl1e colony by the Tritoll in 
1825. He was appointed magistrate in September 1827. 
He received a grant of 2,000 acres at Patrick's Plains 
on the Hunter River and bought 1,500 acres on the 
Williams River. He was on the committee of the 
Chamber of Commerce, a member of the Agricultural 
Society and a director of the Bank of New South 
Wales. He died on 3 November 1829. See A.D.B. 

Scott, Robert (1799-1844), landholder, was appointed 
a magistrate in 1824. The combined property of his 
father and brothers on cl1e Hunter River near Singleton 
totalled 10,000 acres. Scott took an active part in attempt
ing to reduce the ravages of Aboriginals and bushrangers, 
but in 1838 went too far in defending the Myall Creek 
murderers and was removed from the bench. He died 
unmarried in July 1844. See A.D.B. 

Scott, Very Reverend Thomas Hobbes (1782-1860), 
archdeacon of N.S.W., arrived in Sydney in May 1825. 
Having been in cl1e colony as secretary to the com
mission ofJ.T. Diggc, he was familiar wicl1 its educational 
needs, and drew up plans which led to the creation of 
the Corporation of Clergy and School Lands. As 
archdeacon he did not get the co-operation he expected 
from Brisbane and other officials. He also antagonised 
the other church groups. In January 1828 he resigned 
and returned to England where he continued as rector 
of Whitefield until his death on 1 January 1860. Though 
High Church he was sympathetic to the work which 
Threlkeld was carrying on at Lake Macquarie. See A.D.B. 

Sellers [Sillers ], Benjamin, government servant, arrived 
in 1834, and was assigned to Threlkeld in November 
1836 as a farm labourer. 

Silk, James (b. 1789), government servant with a life 
sentence, arrived by the Ann & Amelia in January 1825, 
and was assigned to Threlkeld at Lake Macquarie where 
he was stockman. His religion was stated as Catholic. 

Simpson, Lieutenant Percy (1789-1877), commandant 
at Wellington Valley, emigrated to N.S.W. in 1822 
and obtained 2,000 acres. He had formerly been a judge 
advocate and governor of the Ionian Islands. In 1823 
he undertook to form an agricultural settlement at 
Wellington Valley where wheat was grown. Brisbane 
instructed him to give every 'support, encouragement 
and assistance' to John Harper in his missionary work. 
Although his appointment ceased in Jtme 1826 Simpson 
was still claiming his remuneration as commandant in 
1846. In June 1828 he was appointed assistant surveyor 
and was still in the surveyor general's department in 
1834 when Bourke commended him for 'zeal, assiduity 
and ability'. Simpson acquired large holdings at Cooran
bong and Eraring in the Lake Macquaric region, and 
was Threlkeld's earliest neighbour (1826). For his 
general career sec K.H. Clouten, Reid's Mistake ... , 
37-50. 

Stapylton, Granville William Chetwynd (1800-1840), 
surveyor and explorer, was murdered 'by a large party 
of blacks southward of Moreton Bay' on 31 May 1840 
(A11stra/ian, 25 August 1840). See A.D.B. 

Temple, Sergeant (d. 1838) was in charge of a number 
of the sorties of the Mounted Police. 

Thomas, John, there were several of the name in the 
Hunter district. Warner informed the colonial secretary 
(3 April1834) that one of this name was 'a small settler 
of indifferent character' with a 'sneering, quarrelsome, 
and insolent manner', Letter Book, pp. 136-7, M.L. 

Thomson, Edward Deas (1800-1879), colonial secretary 
of N.S.W., was appointed to the office in January 
1837, a position he owed to the governing hand of Sir 
Richard Bourke. Brought up in Edinburgh and educated 
at Harrow and Caen, he had travelled in America before 
accepting the position of clerk to the N.S.W. Legislative 
and Executive Councils, a position he took up in Decem
ber 1828. He proved an admirable public servant. 
Subsequently a member of the Lesiglative Council he 
continued there until his death in July 1879. In his 
latter years he was also vice-chancellor and chancellor 
of the University of Sydney. See A.D.B. 

Threlkeld, Joseph Thomas (b. 1817), the missionary's 
eldest surviving son, was educated in the Society Islands 
and at home. In the 1830s he took up a station in the 
Gwydir district with James Arndell, his step-uncle. 

Threlkeld, Lancelot Edward, junior (1827-1882), 
the missionary's second son, was born at Reid's Mistake 
31 January 1827. He was an auctioneer in Sydney in 
partnership with G.A. Lloyd and on 23 March 1854 
married Lloyd's sister, Esther Jones Lloyd. 
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Threlkeld, Sarah (1796-1853), wife of the nuss10nary, 
was born 7 January 1796, daughter of Thomas Arndell. 
In 1834 she filed a claim to '150 acres of land, promised 
by Governor Macquarie on 161h January, 1818, to 
Thomas Arndell as follows: known by the name of 
Macquarie Retreat, situate near to Cattie, on the 
Hawkesbury River' etc. (Govemme11t Gazette, 16 April 
1834). This was land previously claimed by her mother. 
She died in Sydney on 20 December 1853. 

Tyerman, Reverend Daniel (d. 1828), Congregational 
minister, had a church on the Isle of Wight when 
appointed member of cl1e L.M.S. Deputation to visit 
the South Seas by Board Resolutions of 6 March 1821. 
He sailed with George Bennet in the following May. 
During his stay in Sydney he preached frequently, 
mainly in the Methodist chapels. He had the distinction 
of being the first Dissenter to officiate at a burial in 
Australia, even before Dr Lang. Whilst visiting the 
Society's mission in Madagascar, Tyerman died suddenly 
at Antananarivo on 30 July 1828. He was much more 
sympathetically disposed towards Threlkeld than his 
colleague. 

Walker, George Washington (1800-1859), Quaker 
missioner, first joined the Society of Friends in 1827. 
In September 1831 he accompanied James Backhouse 
on a missionary joumcy to Van Diemen's Land. They 
subsequently visited the settled districts of Australia, 
leaving for a tour of south Africa in February 1838. 
In September 1840 Walker returned to Van Diemen's 
Land where he opened a drapery business. in Hobart 
and also engaged in educational and temperance pursuits. 
He died in February 1859, Sec A.D.B. 

Walker, Reverend William (1800-1855), Wesleyan 
missionary appointed 'to the black natives of New 
South Wales in August 1820, became superintendent 
of the Female Orphan School during the administration 
of Brisbane against the wishes of his own society. 
Archdeacon Scott quarrelled with his management of 
the Orphan School but received no support from the 
governor. Walker resigned as a missionary in April 
1826 and concentrated on farming his property of 
2,000 acres at O'Connell Plains. Although regarded as 
'a clever man', if not the 'best educated man in the 
colony', Walker's approach to mission work was 
pessimistic and inadequate. See A.D.B. 

Warner, Lieutenant Jonathan (d. 1837), magistrate at 
Brisbane Water, had been an officer in the army since 
1808. In September 1825 he was transferred as Lieut 
in the N.S.W. Veteran Company and in 1828 he was 
assistant surveyor of roads and bridges having im
mediate charge of parties on the Newcastle road leading 
to Hunter's River. In 1831 he obtained permission to 
dispose of his commission to become a military settler 
in N.S.W. He was one of Threlkeld's near neighbours 
on lake Macquarie. See K.H. Clouten, Reid's Mistake 
. .. , passim. 



Watson, Reverend William (1793-1866), C.M.S. 
missionary to the Aboriginals, was ordained in 1831 
and arrived in Sydney with his wife in May 1832. 
He joined the Rev. J.C.S. Handt who had arrived in 
June 1831 and they proceeded to the govemment 
mission station at Wellington Valley. On Bandt re
moving to Moreton Bay in 1837, Watson was joined 
by the Rev. James Gunther. In 1840 Watson broke off 
cotmections with Gunther and founded a separate 
mission which he cot1tinued until 1855, while the 
government venture was abandoned in 1842. Watson 
itinerated amongst the settlers in the neighbourhood 
as far as Molong and Dubbo until 1857, and died in 
July 1866. 

Welsh, Richard, government servant, arrived in 1833 
and was assigned to Threlkeld in February 1838 as a 
farm labourer. 

Wemyss, William (d. 1862), deputy commissary general, 
arrived in Syd11ey in May 1821. His policy of depreciation, 
pursued in conflict with the Bank ofN.S.W., earned him 
considerable criticism. He took a keen interest in church 
affairs. The W csleyan, Benjamin Carvosso, wrote in 
August 1821 that W cmyss had 'engaged to Cash our 
Bills for us at any time.' 'Both Mr W & his Lady are 
great friends of religion.' If ardently Evangelical, 
Wcmyss was also keenly partisan and worried Brisbane 
by heading a Presbyterian faction with 'many Officers 
of the Buffs.' Though Brisbane believed him honourable 
he regarded him as 'full of weakness, caprice, & malevo
lence,' an opinion which Lang undoubtedly shared. 
Although a founder of the Scots Church, W emyss fell 
out witl1 Lang and united witl1 other Dissenters in joining 
the Independent Church which he supported until he 
returned to England in November 1828. He was active 
in various philanthropic societies. It is believed that he 
was a silent partner in Appleton & Co. He died in 
Edinburgh in 1862. See A.D.B. 

West, Jack, assigned servant to J.L. Platt. 

Westmacott, Captain Robert Marsh, coal mine 
proprietor, received the deed for land 'without the 
usual reservation of coal' at Bulli it1 the Illawarra district 
in 1839 though the land had been promised in 1825. 
In 1840 it was reported that his mine had been opened. 
'A Steam Navigation Company has been formed by 
a party connected with Captain Westmacott; and one 
of the Hunter River Steam Vessels has been purchased 
to run between Sydney and tl1e Township of Wollon
gang [sic], which is about nine miles from the Mine. 
It is intended that the Mine shall supply her with Coals.' 

Wilks, J. A Joseph Wick (b. c1802) arrived by the]. Barry 
in 1819 (7 years) and was herdsman for Mr Wells, 
Miranga, G[oulbum] Plains in 1828. A Jacob Weeks 
(b. c1802) was at Annandale, Petersham also in 1828. 
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Williams, Reverend John (1796-1839), the most 
celebrated of the L.M.S. missionaries in the Pacific and 
Threlkeld's colleague at Raiatea, had spent three 
months in Sydney from December 1821. Brisbane gave 
him some stock for the mission and made him a magis
trate for the islands. In 1838 Williams again visited 
Sydney on the new mission ship, the Camden, and 
addressed large gatherings on his work in the ishnds. 
He was instrumental in establishing a local Aborigines 
Protection Society and in founding an auxiliary of the 
L.M.S. In the following year he was clubbed to death 
when landing on the island of Eromanga. Threlkeld's 
close relationship with Williams was remarkable con
sidering botl1 missionaries were men of strong will. 
See A.D.B. 

Willis, John Walpole (1793-1877), judge of the Supreme 
Court of N.S.W. from November 1837, and resident 
judge at Melbourne from March 1840 until his recall 
in 1843. A man of ungovernable temper he jcopardiscd 
his position by his quarrels with the Chief Justice and 
his harangues from the bench. The Colouist newspaper, 
it1 1838, branded him as an Anglican bigot. He died 
in England in September 1867. See A.D.B. 

Wilton, Reverend Charles Playdell Neale (1795-
1859), Anglican clergyman, was the last chaplain 
appointed to Newcastle in 1831. A man of scholarly 
interests, he was also active in all local affairs. He was 
the first president of the Newcastle hospital, and was 
secretary of the Newcastle Bible Association when 
Threlkeld was president. He died it1 office on 5 June 
1859. Sec A.D.B. 

Wood, John?. John Wood, overseer to John Hook at 
Bonogo, Hunter's River, appears to have been a res
pectable settler by the 1830s. However, a number of 
persons named Wood are recorded for the Newcastle 
district. Lieutenant John Wood was appointed catechist 
in the Hunter Valley about August 1829 and acted 
until 1834. He was married and had a grant of forty 
acres. 

Wright, Captain, probably Captain Samuel Wright, 
formerly of the 3rd Regiment (or Buffs) who served 
as an officer for twenty years. He sold his Captain's 
commission on 26 December 1826 and selected 'four 
sections' on the Hunter River. He was magistrate and 
Superintendent of Police at Newcastle. 

Yate, Reverend William, C.M.S. missionary, arrived 
in N.S.W. in 1827. During his stay in Sydney he was 
a popular preacher, but in January 1828 he moved to 
New Zealand. In 1830, and again in 1833, Yate visited 
Sydney to supervise the printing of books for the mission. 
In 1836 he was again in Sydney ministering at StJames's 
but returned to England in December when charges 
against his moral character made it impossible for him 
to remain. See D.N.Z.B. 

APPENDIX II 

The Reverend Samuel Leigh's Account rif the 
rif New South Wales, Sydnry District (written c. 

Aborigines 
October I 821) 

THE NATIVES OF NEW SOUTJI WALES are far from 
being ~ stout people; they are very slender and of 

. the mtddle Stature, their limbs are very small, 
~hetr arms and legs are very thin, the cause of the deficiency 
111 muscular strength is tl1e great want of food· it is true 
that th?se w!10 live on the Coast by fishing 'are much 
better m their appearance than the natives who live in 
the interior by hunting; the food of the former is more 
to be depended upon; the food of the latter is always 
casual and uncertain. 

An observer will soon perceive that the arms and legs 
o~ th~ men are very long this arises from the custom of 
cl~mbmg trees after the flying Squirrel Opussum and 
w~ld honey - They ascend the loftiest trees and bra11ehes 
With the greatest speed and ease, they cut with their Stone 
hatchets notche~ in th~ bark of the tree large and deep 
enough to recetve their great toe, their toe is placed in 
the first note~, the tree embraced by the left Arm, a 
seco11d_ no~ch IS cut at a proper distance from the other 
on whtch IS placed the right toe, in tills manner they will 
ascend a lofty tree in a few moments. 

The feature~ of these natives are very unpleasant to a 
European, _thetr eyes are ~unk in their head, their eye
brows _ProJect. m_nch, theu noses are flat with nostrils 
very ':Ide, the1~ s1ght however is very good, their mouths 
are wide and hps thick, their teeth are white sound and 
even. The women have more pleasing features than the 
men, and some of t~1em have ~e appearance of modesty, 
the men are mu~h d~sfigured with their bushy black beards 
and a reed wh1ch IS thrust through the cartilage of the 
nose of many of the young men. 

. Boti: men a11d women, rub their bodies all over with 
ml, tius they say is a preventative agaitlSt the bite of the 
musquitoes and ~ies, but this produces such unpleasantt1ess 
as _to prevent thetr near approach. It is not all nncommon 
thing to see entrails of fish frying upon their heads by 
the ~1eat of the Sun till the Oil fUllS down their faces and 
bodies, and this is considered to be of such importance 
that their Children arc taught the lesson before they are 
thre~ years old. Tl~e natives frequently ornament their 
bodies and necks With fish bones, birds feathers, slips of 
wood, and the teeth of tl1e Kangaroo. 

~t the time of battle tl1cy will mark their bodies with 
whtte and red day, they will draw a line round each eye 
down each rib, and in different parts of ti1e body, but th~ 
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greatest ornament they have is the scars upon their breasts, 
arms o_r legs, they produce these scars by cutting the 
~esh wtth sharp shells and keep the incision open for some 
time, the flesh grows up on each side the incision and 
aft~r some time skins over and becomes a large scam 
wluch seam is COIIsidered as a badge of honour. 

!he women undergo when children the operation of 
~osmg two Joints of the little finger on the left hand, tills 
Is pe~forme~ by tying a hair round the Joint, which stops 
the c~rcul~tton, when the part falls off in collSequence of 
mortification, all those who do not suffer tills loss arc 
treated with contempt. 

The. co_lour of the natives is quite black, when first born 
the skin IS red, but in a few days turns to the colour of 
the adults, but this may be the effect of the clrild being 
rubbed all over with oil and charcoal. The t1ew born 
~fant is carried about for some days by the mother on a 
ptece of ~of~ bark, as soon as the child has acquired strength 
~nough tt 1s set upon the shoulders of its mother witl1 
Its legs round her neck and lays hold of the hair of her 
head to keep itself up - the children are named after 
some bird, fish or beast - at an early age they are taught 
the customs of their own tribe. 

The native men have a ceremony amongst them of 
ex_tracting the right front tooth, the PersollS who perform 
tlus :-rork come fr?m a distance - they approach the 
appom~ed place bemg armed with Shields, Clubs and 
Th~owi_ngsucks, and painted according to the custom of 
thetr tnbe. - The spot of ground being fixed on, and 
ma_de known to all concerned, the performers having 
arnved take their stand at one part of the cleared spot 
a~d from ten to twenty boys are placed on the opposit~ 
stde. 

The cere~ony _tl1~n begins, the persotlS bearing arms 
approach wi~h smgmg and beating their shields and 
spears, and WI~h their feet kicking up the dust to such a 
degree as to htde tl1e boys compleatcly from their sight. 
One of the armed men steps forward takes one of the 
la~s t~pon ~is back and conveys him to the party who 
hatllum wah a great shout; in tills way the whole of the 
lads are taken and placed on one side of the ring which 
has been cleared for ~hat purpose, every one being placed 
upon the ground wuh Ius legs crossed under lllm. 

The natives w_cll know that the operation of taking 
out the tooth will cause much pait1, they therefore en-



deavour to impress upon the minds of the lads who are 
to undergo the ceremony, the great honour which will 
be given them when they are admitted among them as 
equal in rank. 

After they have gone through various ceremonies, the 
first lad is placed upon a mans shoulder, the gum is lanced 
with a bone made sharp at one end, after the gum is cut 
the bone is placed upon the proper place of the tooth, 
and after three aims are taken the blow is struck and the 
tooth falls out perfect and clear, the lad is removed by 
some of his friends who are appointed to dress him 
according to their custom, which dress sometimes consists 
in a girdle, a wooden sword, and a band round his head -
the first day he IS not suffered to speak to any person or 
eat the least piece of food, and his left hand must be 
kept upon his mouth until Sunrising. If the lad endures 
the operation without complaining he is thought to be 
brave, an addition to the lads name is given which IS 

the name of the person on whose shoulders he sat. In 
this matmer they proceed until they have performed the 
operation upon all who were appointed thereto. 

The men arc very expert in fishing, they spear the fish 
with their fish gig which is about twelve feet long -
and is lengthened by Joints according to the depth required; 
at the end of the Spear they have from one to four barbed 
prongs with a hook made of bone. 

In the Summer time a man will lay across his Canoe 
with his face near the water, with his Spear in readiness 
to dart, and in this manner they watch for their Prey 
and seldom miss their object - The women arc engaged 
in fishing with lines made from the bark of trees - the 
poor females arc Seated in the Canoes which are not 
more than six Inches above the water - the young 
Children are placed in the laps of their Mothers and in 
this way they arc obliged to continue until they have 
caught fish more or less - The fish when taken are 
broiled upon a fire just as they ate taken out of the water. 
It is not uncommon for the men to compel the women 
to catch and dress the fish while they sleep. -

The manner of taking birds among the natives is as 
follows. In the heat of the Sun a man will lay himself 
down as if asleep holding out both hands full of fish, 
the bird seeing the food seizing on the fish when the 
man secures his Prey. 

For want of Razors the men frequently singe the beard 
which is of course a very painful operation. These natives 
are not destitute of ingenuity for various figures have been 
found on the flat parts of large Stones representing them
selves in various attitudes and likewise figures of fish, 
canoes, and animals, when it be considered that the tools 
with which these representations were performed were 
of course very rude we may conclude that even the 
degraded natives of New Holland are not destitute of mind. 

There are numbers of New South Wales natives who 
have no habitation whatever, some have dwellings made 
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of one piece of bark bent in the middle and placed upon 
the ends, under one piece of bark several natives will 
sleep having a fire at one end. In this situation the natives 
will sleep so sound that they are frequently burned, and 
it has been known that the Infant Child at the Mother's 
breast has been burned to death before the Mother could 
awake to its help. 

The natives who live upon the shore sleep onder pro
jecting or hollow rocks, these dwellings are much more 
comfortable tlun -those which are made of bark. 

At the entrance or near each Rock under which the 
natives arc accustomed to sleep is to be found large beds 
of shells, these they have carried from time to time from 
the Sea to these places of abode whereat they have feasted 
on their Prey, and thrown the Shells on heaps. These 
Loads of Shells have proved very beneficial to the European 
who have burnt them into lime, some of which is of the 
best quality. 

These people are divided into £.-millies and acknowledge 
one authority - the Senior exacts obedience from the 
other, each family or tribe has a place of residence though 
they seldom remain long in one place and from the place 
of abode is derived the name of the tribe. 

Astronomy is very little known among tills race of 
people, The Sun they believe returns by tllght to the 
place from whence it came in the morning. 

The reverence and respect they pay to tl1e aged and 
infirm is worthy of imitation by every Christian. If an 
old man or woman be blind no person is pernlltted to stand 
before tl1em, and when rowed in a Canoe the rowers arc 
obliged to sit belllnd them. If these children of nature 
know the Lord who has brought them may we not 
suppose equal knowledge and refmcment would possess 
their minds with many civilized nations~ 

The natives who have been accustomed to reside among 
Europeans wear Cloaths, but all who wander in the 
interior are without any cloathing whatever, but it is 
hoped that from tl1e benevolence of British Christians 
the naked will soon be cloathed. 

Among their various weapons are Spears, Throwing 
sticks, Shields and Clubs, but for some time past they 
have been forbid to enter any Town or Village with any 
of tl1eir weapons. 

The ceremony of giving to the young men 
power over the dog 

The young men who arc appointed to undergo the 
ceremony of having power given them over the dog are 
placed upon the ground altogether, all the aged men wh? 
have to act in the scene run round the youths upon theu 
hands and feet in wlllch posture they very much resemble 
the native dog, to represent the tail of this animal a wooden 
sword is fixed in the girdle upon their lllnder part, wlllch 
forms a great likeness of the object they wish to represent 

- In tills posttlon they run round the young men and 
as they pass their front they throw sand and dust into their 
faces with tl1eir hands and feet - The boys continue 
unmoved and silent appearing to be quite unconcerned 
about tl1e manner in wlllch their Superiors proceed -
After the ceremony is over the youths are considered to 
have power over and endowed with the excellent qualifi
cation which the dog is supposed to possess. 

The ceremony of giving to the· young men 
power to kill the Kangaroo 

The young lads are placed together upon the ground the 
best man among them approaches with a Kangaroo made 
of Grass upon Ills shoulders another man appears with a 
load of brush wood upon his back - a number of natives 
are seated at a little distance from them who are engaged 
in singing and beating time to the march of the two 
loaded men who appear to be much fatigued with their 
burthens - with much apparent difficulty the two men 
approach the youths and throw down their loads at their 
feet and then return to the crowd of natives who arc 
assembled within a short distance of the yotmg natives -
By this ceremony of the representative of the Kangaroo 
power and authority is given to the young men to kill 
that species of animal, and the brush wood carried by 
one of the natives is to represent its retreat or place of resort. 

The ceremony of giving to the young natives 
good sight and power to fight well 

The boys to the number of ten or twenty are conveyed 
from one place to another upon tl1e shoulders of men, 
and are placed together in a standing posture with their 
heads hanging down and their hands together, several 
men retire out of sight for a few moments to give direction 
and prepare for the business in hand. -

Before the lads which were placed together stands two 
men one being seated upon an old tree having another 
man upon his shoulders with the arms extended - behind 
these two men are a number of persons lying with their 
faces towards the ground and as near to each other as 
possible.-

The boys are then conducted towards these persons they 
no sooner arrive than the men begin to move themselves 
from side to side, putting out their tongues as far as they 
can, staring with their eyes, and disfiguring their faces 
with all the horror imaginable; after wlllch they are led 
over the bodies lying on the ground, at which time the 
men on whom the lads walk begin to move and appear 
to be in the greatest agony, and crying out with sotmds 
like unto thunder. - After the lads have walked over 
all the bodies they walk from the place and the ceremony 
ends - All the boys who have gone through tills part of 
discipline are considered to be qualified to join the fighting 
men, having received the power of seeing and fighting 
well. 
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Their belief in Apparitions 

The natives describe the approach and appearance of a 
spirit or Apparition as coming to them with a great noise 
and will seize hold of the first person it comes near by the 
throat. - In its approach it comes slowly along with the 
body beaut and the hands clenched together on a level 
with its face. In tills manner it moves on till it secures the 
party or person wlllch it has in view. 

The remedy against the power or influence of the object 
they dread is according to their relation as follows -

They believe that by sleeping at the grave of a deceased 
friend or person they would from what takes place at the 
grave be freed from all future apprehensions respecting 
Spirits for during the time of Sleep the Soul of the deceased 
would come to them, take hold of their throat and open 
the body take out their bowels wlllch would be replaced, 
and the body closed up. 

In the time of darkness they arc much afraid to move 
and on tills account few have courage enough to lay by 
the grave a whole night, but all who do go through the 
form are placed among the brave & honourable. 

If a Star shoots something of great moment is expected 
to come to pass - They are much terrified by Thunder 
and Lightning, but they believe that by repeating some 
few words and breathing with all their power they can 
prevent it doing them any damage, and that both the 
thunder and lightning will soon cease. · 

They think it dangerous to dress fish or any kind of 
food after daylight has disappeared, they believe if they 
should broil fish in the dark that the wind will blow a 
contrary way to what they desire or will be necessary for 
their fishing excursion the day following. 

The natives have a notion that if any of them whistle 
while they remain under the rock, where they have 
retired to sleep it will fall upon them - this tl1ey o;ay 
was the case with a number of natives at a certain place, 
one of which contrary to custom wlllstled the rock fell 
and crushed them all to death. 

The natives of New South Wales are capable of forming 
friendship and of feeling sorrow - It is true their grief 
does not continue long - At a funeral of a child the father 
will weep much and appears to be much affected with 
deep Sorrow of heart but as soon as he has retired from 
the grave all appearance of grief is fled away, and he 
resumes his former appearance. 

There is no doubt but this race of people may with 
kindness and humanity be made a uSeful people - they 
have the tallent of emulation, several have been- already 
very serviceable to the Settlers in acting as Stock-Keepers 
and Rowers, in these departments they have been on an 
equal if not Superior to many Europeans. -



The natives never think of providing for tomorrow. 
All the food they procure at one time they eat before they 
remove from the place, after they have eaten their fill they 
lay themselves down upon the grass and sleep, and in 
this situation they remain tmtil hunger rouses them to 
activity. 

Funeral Ceremonies 

Observe first that the Aborigines of New South Wales 
consign all who die young to the grave, but all who die 
after they have passed the middle age are burned - when 
a youth is buried a number of natives with women and 
children visit the Corpse with much lamentation -
The body is covered with broad leaves or long grass, 
and the friends of the deceased continue with the body 
near the grave all night - They cannot be prevailed upon 
to enter the dead at any other time but at Sun rise -

The people continue until day light begins to appear 
in perfect silence then the leader of the ceremony procures 
all the implements which belonged to the dead person 
which generally consist in a Spear, a Throwing-Stick, and 
a Line the body is placed upon a piece of bark, and the 
above articles are placed upon the youth - the father is 
a silent observer however manifesting great sorrow of 
heart - then the brother & sister of the deceased arc 
brought forward to take the last view of their brother 
this part of the ceremony is very effecting - the body is 
taken up with the piece of bark and laid in the grave -
the father points to the Corpse and then to the Skies in 
belief that his child is gone above the clouds - great 
attention is paid by placing the body that the Sun may 
look at it when he pass, being put on the right side with 
his head to the N.W. The grave being covered several 
shrubs are placed thereon in a half circle on the South 
Side - when they retire under an engagement not to 
eat that day. Two natives sit up to watch the grave for 
two nights - the name of the deceased is never to be 
mentioned after interment. 

Weapo11s 

The following are correct Descriptions of the W capons 
&c of the Natives of New South Wales as represented 
above.-

(a) four different kinds of Spear or Lance. -

(b) The mootin or fish Gig 

(c) The Nulla Nulla, a wooden club used in close 
Combat. 

(d) The Wamareen - This Instrument or Weapon is 
made of heavy wood, and is intended to disperse a Crowd, 
the skill which they have acquired in throwing it is truly 
wonderful - The thrower places himself in a particular 
position & seems to take aim at some object, but the 
moment it is discharged from his hand, it takes a horizontal 
direction about four feet from the ground, and with a 
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whizzing noise takes a circular direction of wide extent, 
cutting and maiming those with whom it may come in 
contact, and ultimately returns to the spot from whence 
it was first discharged. 

(e) The Nett which the married women carry - This 
Nett is curiously made from the fibres of the bark of the 
Carrajong Tree, and contains their worldly Treasure -
consisting of old Rags, Red Stones which they rub together 
and produce a Powder with which they paint themselves; 
Pipe Clay; Shells; materials for making Netts & lines; 
pieces of Glass &c &c &c provisions if they have any 
left from their last meal, - which seldom is the case -

(f) The Illaman or Shield - with which in their com
bats they defend themselves with great skill. 

(g) The Conguwa Nett - This Conguwa is a kind of 
living fungus, which at certain seasons they detach from 
the Rocks on the Sea Shore - it is of a red colour and 
looks like Gutts of some animal, when roasted it has not 
an tmpleasant taste, is nutritious, and is no bad substitute 
for better food. 

(h) The Wamra or Throwing-stick- with which they 
discharge their Spears with great force. 

(i) The Waddy - a wooden weapon made usc of on 
similar occasions to that of the Nulla Nulla. 

(k) The Water Basket - Tills is composed of a thin 
kind of bark tied up at each end, and a handle placed at 
each extremity. - Some of these will carry two or three 
Gallons - others less as occasion may require. 

(I) The Fislllng line made from the bark of the 
C[ urrajong) Tree - the hook a piece of shell - the 
women always usc the line, and are very skilful in catching 
fish-

(m) The Water Cup- formed by nature on the Bark 
of the Gum Trees - a kind of Knob or excresence pro
jecting from the Bark wlllch they detach with shells or 
flints whilst green, and when hard and dry makes a very 
good vessel for drinking out of. 

(n) The Gulla Gul - a wooden Instrument which they 
hold in the left hand when fighting with the Waddy or 
Nulla Nulla, and defend themselves from the blows with 
great skill and agility, receiving the blows on the Gulla 
Gull which otherwise would descend with fatal effect on 
the Heads or Limbs. 

(o) The Paddles used in navigating their canoes -

(p) The Canoe. Their Canoes arc the most simple in 
the known world yet answer all the purposes of their 
no less simple owners - it is composed of the Bark of 
a tree called by the Europeans the stringy bark - they 
make or cut of sufficient depth two circles round the tree 
- (the Trunk of which is straight and even) at almost 
ten or twelve feet distance, - and from these circles 
they run a perpendicular cut from one to the other. 
Then with shells or stones, they slip off the bark all round, 
which is easily detached and whilst soft and pliant tie it 
up with Currajong, or Vines at each end - and spread 

it open at each end by means of two sticks of sufficient 
length like the thwarts in a boat - and thus in a few 
hours their Canoe is made, but is not fit for usc for a 
few days, until the Sun evaporates the Sap with which 
it abounds, it then becomes tight and is no more liable 
to imbibe too much moisture. - It is wonderful to sec 
these people as I have often done sitting calmly fishing 

in their little Vessel in a rough sea, altho in the middle 
the Canoe is not more than three or four inches out of 
the water; nevertheless I have seen their Canoe upset, 
wlllch they imediately abandon, and as they arc all skilful 
swimmers (Men, Women and Children) they soon reach 
the Shore - where their first thought is to replace the 
loss they have sustained. 

[Leigh Correspondence 1819-1824, M.L., Uncat. MSS. Set 197 item 1; Letters dated 24 October, 16 and 18 November 
1821, M.L., B.T.M., Box 52, 961-76; 1004-5, 1010-3.] 

APPENDIX III 

Reverend Ralph Mansfield's Description of an Aboriginal Funeral, 
Sydnry District (June I82I) 

FRIDAY, 22 [JuNE 1821) - Early this morning I went 
to witness the funeral of one of our degraded 
aborigines. There was not that curious ceremony 

which I had been given to anticipate. I first visited the 
low bark hut in wlllch lay the corpse. A rude coffin 
composed of slips of bark tied round the body, leaving 
the feet visible, lay upon the ground, surrounded by a 
number of men, women, and children, who poured 
forth their dismal lamentations. On asking them the 
cause of their excessive grief, they told me, in melancholy 
accents, their respective relations to the deceased. When 
I strove to comfort them, by assuring them he would 
come to life again at a future great day, they hung down 
their heads in incredulity and dejection. From the hut 
I walked to the spot selected for the burial ground, which 
was in the center of the small copse of low trees and wild 
creeping shrubs. There I found two blacks busily employed 
in digging the grave, whilst another was carefully tending 
a fire at the head of the cavity. They diligently perservered 
in digging, till they had descended to the depth of about 
five feet, when they proceeded to hollow the grave on 
either side: tills, they told me, was intended to keep him 
from being hurt, "when auy body walk ot,er him". When 
the grave was entirely finished they threw in several 
withered branches of trees, and dried leaves, to which 
they set fire; and when these were consumed, they jumped 
in to feel if it was warm enough; but not being satisfied, 
they continued to add fuel till the arrival of the corpse. 
I enquired, "What for you make firer" "To keep poor 
dead black man warm", they replied. - The body was 
carried to the place of interment by two men, and followed 

by a train of women and children, weeping and crying 
aloud. It was committed to the earth, and the grave f11led 
up, with no remarkable ceremony. Dut when this was 
accomplished, they looked at the sun, and having traced 
the particular direction of his beams, cut away the trees 
and shrubs which intercepted them from the grave, that 
they might communicate their full warmth to the deceased 
black. - During this process, I put many questions to 
them relative to the soul of the deceased, and the resur
rection of Ills body; but they were excessively reserved, 
and would scarcely reply to any remark. They seemed, 
however, to have some notion of his coming back. It was 
formerly a custom, when any of their number died, to 
receive a challenge from another tribe to go to war, to 
vindicate themselves from the imputation of having been 
the cause of Ills death. - but now, they usually attribute 
their visitations from death to the influence of wlllte men. 
However unjust this may be to their white neighbours, 
it is certainly a blessing to themselves, as it saves them 
from many a desperate and bloody conflict. - I should 
before have observed, that during the interment, they 
expressed deep despair at the frequent deaths which 
occur in their ranks. "Black-man die fast, more white man 
come. Old Black men uigh all go11e. Soon 110 blackman, all 
tuhitemall". Indeed, it is generally thought, that in tills 
gloomy presentiment they are borne out by fact; their 
numbers seeming evidently on the decline - How loudly 
does their moral and social degradation call for Missionary 
help! How strange, that the Christian world has never 
yet sent to them a messenger of peace! 

[Mansfield Correspondence, M.L., Uncat. MSS. Set 197 item 1 - 23 November 1821.] 
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APPENDIX IV 

Information Regarding the Aboriginals if N.S. W. 
Collected by the L.M.S. Deputation (1824) 

Hunter's River 
(18 September) 

FROM A GENTLEMAN who has resided three years at the 
Coal-river (where there are many natives) we have 
received the following information concerning their 

habits and customs. When one dies a natural death, the 
corpse, shrouded in pieces of bark, is laid on the ground, 
and four small fires are lighted at the head and feet and 
on either side: a grave is scratched up in the ground and 
another fire lighted in the hole, which is allowed to burn 
out; the body of the deceased is then laid upon the ashes, 
with any -little property which belonged to him, - his 
club, his spear, his clothes, - and the earth is heaped over 
all. But if the person fell in war, or his blood was shed 
by murder or chance-medley, his body is not buried, but 
burnt to dust. Like all savages, the New Hollanders use 
their women cruelly. They get their wives by violence, 
seizing them by storm, or springing upon them from 
ambush - when, if the unfortunate female makes any 
resistance, her uncourteous suitor knocks her down with 
his waddy (a tremendous cudgel) and carries her off, on 
his shoulders, in a state of insensibility, with the blood 
streaming from the love-tokens which, he has inflicted 
on her. Ever afterwards she is his slave; at meals she and 
her daughters sit behind her husband and her sons, picking 
up the bones or gorging on the refuse of the garbage 
with which the lordly sex appease their gluttony, and 
which are occasionally thrown to them, as dogs are fed 
in a poor man's family in England. Their cross, deformed, 
and diseased children are often killed out of the way, but 
they arc very fond of those whom they rear. 

From the quick and eager exercise of their eyes, m 
seeking for their prey, they are exceedingly keen-sighted, 
and discover birds in the trees, or venomous reptiles in 
the grass, where Europeans see nothing. Of serpents they 
are much afraid, and flee from them as from death. They 
are proportionately skilful in tracking the kangaroo, the 
emu, or any other animal over the grass, which might 
seem, to our eyes, as undisturbed as though Virgil's 
Camilla herself had passed over it, without bending a 
blade or shaking the dust from the blossom of a flower. 
They follow the trail of their country men, with equal 
sagacity and confidence, for leagues together, through 
woods and over wilds apparently as printlcss as the air; 
and when once they have seen the footmark of a European 
they never forget it, but can instantly recognize the 
faintest vestige of the same. ' 
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They arc inveterately idle and unwilling to work, or 
even to stir without a motive like compulsion. A colonist, 
not far from hence, had quitted a cottage to dwell in a 
more commodious house which he had prepared for 
himself and his family. A few of the savages took possession 
of this, during the rainy season, as a place of most luxurious 
shelter. But, rather than go a few steps from the door to 
collect firewood, they pulled the house to pieces, as they 
had occasion, till, from the thatch on the roof to the last 
stake in the wall, they had burnt the whole tenement, 
and left themselves bare to the inclemency of the elements, 
which they had sought to avoid. They were then fain to 
flee into the bush, and cover themselves with shreds and 
patches of bark. 

On some ·occasions they perform certain ceremonies 
which seem to be of an idolatrous nature. A European 
had an opportunity of witnessing the following. A whole 
tribe retired into an unfrequented place in the forest, 
where there was some open ground. Here they cut a path 
through the grass, as tl1ough it had been finely mown, 
nearly two hundred yards long, following a line perfectly 
straight. At the farther end of this, in an area, were dis
played (in hke mallller cut amidst the thick grass) figures, 
which, though rude in shape, were easily recognized, to 
be of the kangaroo, emu, oppossum; and every other 
animal which tl1ey are accustomed to kill for food. Beyond 
this hieroglyphic table (if such it may be called) the path 
was continued forward to the foot of a large tree, in the 
stem of which notches were made like those by which 
they ascend to gatl1er fruit. The evil spirit, they said, 
climbed up and down that tree. This labour being ac
complished, the women were assembled under the boughs, 
but were not permitted to look up among them, on pain 
of death. A man who represented the devil then came 
down from the top of the tree by the notches, and walked 
off; whereupon tl1e females retired, and the boys went 
through the same ceremony, but not till each had one of 
his front teeth knocked out. The girls did the same, but 
though, on such occasions, they are not condenmed to 
lose a tooth, they arc more barbarously mutilated by 
having the first joint of tl1e fore-finger of the left hand 
chopped off at a certain age. The meaning of these rites 
has not been well made out; but little doubt, however, 
need be entertained that they are, by some virtue or 
another attached to them, intended to secure good hunting, 
fowling, and fishing - that is, abundance of their usual 
food. When they go to war they paint their bodies and 
faces most hideously, with white lines on the black skin, 
to represent men and animals - whether for beauty or 
terror we need not inquire. 
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They are said to have a tradition of the deluge, when 
the waters overtopped the Blue Mountains, and two men 
only escaped the devastation, in a kobort noe, or large ship. 
They entertain some crude notions of a good spirit as well 
as an evil; but the former they disregard, and pay all their 
homage of fear - a fear which hath torment - to the 
latter. They are ridiculously shy of being out, or alone, 
in the night. In company with a European they will 
venture, taking always a light with them. Three natives 
once conspired against a white man, whom they murdered. 
Being told by another white man that the spirit of the 
deceased would haunt them in the night, till it had killed 
them, they were so affected that the hours of darkness 
were hours of the most distressing consternation to them, 
and within a short time all three pined away and died. 
Some trace of the doctrine of transmigration has been 
discovered among tl1em. They imagine that the white 
men are their ancestors come to life in new bodies; and 
sometimes, when they see one of these with the scar of 
a wound on the face, tl1ey will say, he is such or such a 
person, who had been murdered at some particular place, 
in memory or tradition. All painful disorders tl1ey attribute 
to possession by a foul fiend. A man who had a distracting 
pain in his head was found lying on the ground, and his 
wife standing upon the afflicted part with both her feet, 
to drive out the devil-devil - the reduplication of the 
term signifying the great devil. 

Moret011 Bay 
(15 October) 

We met with an Englishman who was wrecked near 
Moreton Bay, in lat. 27° 5' 1511 S., and had lived two 
years among the black natives in that neighbourhood. 
These, he says, are more numerous, and of a superior 
order, to the wretched vagrants here, who are degraded 
below their original wretchedness by their unhappy 
intercourse with Europeans. He tells us that those among 
whom he sojourned are comparatively stout and well
proportioned in their persons; they wear little or no 
clothing, and lodge in huts made of the bark of trees. 
They subsist principally on fish, which they catch in tl1e 
river (now called Brisbane) and the bay aforenamed. 
They also cat a root found abundantly in the marsh land. 
In their wars, which are mere family quarrels, they seldom 
kill each other, throwing dubs and spears reciprocally, 
which they are as quick in warding with tl1eir shields as 
they are true in taking aim. When this person came 
away, an old man presented him with a fishing-net, 
saying, 'You will want tills to provide food for yourself 
where you are going'. And, just as the boat was pushing 
off from the shore, the same kindly - considerate old man 
plunged into the wate-r after it, and gave him a basket, 
saying, 'Take this also, and, when you have caught fish 
in your net, you can put them into this basket, to carry 
them home to your hut'. 
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Sydney district 
(21 October) 

A singular mode of punishment, among the natives, was 
carried into execution against a fellow who had murdered 
one of his countrymen. Several tribes met, in an open 
field, near Sydney. The criminal stood alone in the midst, 
naked, having a wooden shield in one hand, and in the 
other a stout !itaff. On eitlter side of him, at a little distance, 
stood a friend, and a select number of impartial individuals 
were stationed near, to see that fair play was shown to 
him and by him. His sentence was, that he should be 
speared; and tills was the manner of it: - Two of the 
relatives of the murdered man threw each a spear at the 
murderer, with great accuracy of aim, but he readily 
turned these aside with Ills shield. Two others almost 
instantly stepped into their places, and threw at him with 
similar ill success; the destined victim not only foiling 
the strokes, but throwing the missiles back to his adversaries, 
though not with an intention of wounding tl1em. Two 
by two thus successively assailed lllm with the same kind 
of weapons, till a hundred and fifty spears had been 
hurled at him in vain; some of which missed altogether, 
a few were broken, but most of them he warded off 
from his body with the shield, exhibiting wonderful skill 
and dexterity in that passive kind of defence. He was 
then released from this 'wager of battel', to use an old 
English term for an old English mode of deciding the 
guilt or innocence of persons charged with the same 
offence. The whole ceremonial was conducted witli tl1e 
most rigid justice and publicity; nor was any evil passion 
or disposition to commit further outrage manifested 
against the defendant, or by his backers on his part against 
his antagonists. 

(14 December) 

In the course of the two preceding months we have 
made sundry excursions in the neighbourhood, particularly 

' to Emu plains, and obtained whatever information we 
could concerning the aborigines, and the best human, 
as well as spiritual means of doing them good. -

Towards Christmas the natives come, in great numbers, 
to Sydney and Parramatta, from their haunts, to obtain 
the baneful boon, which had far better be withheld, 
of ardent spirits, or the means of purchasing the pernicious 
beverage, from the ill-bestowed hospitality of the 
colonists. Many of these intoxicated and infuriated savages, 
therefore, are seen daily in the streets, naked and filthy, 
shouting and reeling, quarrelling and fighting, from the 
effects of unaccustomed good cheer - as they deem 
bad rum, and any offal meat that falls in their way. 
Going down to Botany Bay, a few days since, we found 
three of these unfortunate creatures, sober and hungry 
enough, boiling some maize in an iron pot. Tills mess, 
without any savoury addition, they greedily devoured. 
The pot seemed all their worldly property, for they had 
not a rag of dotlllng about their persons, and we found 
that they were conscious of a poverty tl1at we did not 



suspect. Being all three of the rougher sex, we asked 
them where their jins (wives) were, when they answered, 
with great simplicity, 'We are poor men; we have no 
jins.' Wives, it seems then, are treasures among the New 
Hollanders; but they certainly do not prize them as other 
people, barbarian as well as civilized, do their treasures; 
j i11s might be the mire under their feet, they spurn and 
despise them so habitually. 

One evening we had an opportunity of witnessing the 
manner of fishing used by the natives here. Having 
prepared long torches of the dried fibres of triturated 
bark, which they bound together with a running plant, 
gathered from the beach, when it was sufficiently dark 
the two partners equipped themselves for the venture, 
and while one watched upon a rock the other remained 
in their boat, each having a lighted flambeau in one 
hand, and a spear, with four prongs, in the other. The 
fish, attracted by the blaze, rushed into the snare, and 
were struck, with almost in£1llible dexterity, by the man 
on the water, or his comrade on the shore. They catch 
fish (which, indeed, is a main part of their provision) 
with nets also, but we have not seen this practised. 

(28 December) 

This being the anniversary of the landing of Governor 
Macquarie, the event has been commemorated, as usual 
by a feast, given to the natives. Families from all the 
tribes, within the utmost limits to which colonization 
has found way, tl1rong to Parramatta at this time. In the 
morning these dark-visaged strangers in their own land 
(for such they arc here) assembled in the market-place, 
under their respective chiefs; old and young, amounting 
to four hundred. This, we are told, is the greatest number 
that has ever been known to come together on a like 
occasion - a circumstance which proves how thinly 
peopled these immeasurable regions are, and at the same 
time shows that little actual wrong has been done them 
by the unpurchased and even tl1e unasked occupation of 
such tracts of their native wildernesses as arc now held 
by European settlers. The wretched beings - for, though 
it was a festival-day to them, their degraded condition 
made our hearts ache to look upon them - sat on the 
ground in companies, according to tl1eir clans; every 
man having his wife behind, and his children around him. 
Most of them were partially clothed, - some having 
skins of kangaroos or opossums, and some rags of European 
dresses, sufficient to hide their nakedness. Their personal 
appearance was exceedingly mean and meagre, for the 
most part; though a few of either sex were less disagreeable. 
Several of the men were shaved; but the greater number 
wore their beards; and all had long, but not woolly, 
black hair. Many had beautified their faces with red-ochre, 
others with white clay, in streaks and circles about the 
eyes. The principal ornaments worn by the men were 
necklaces, composed of small joints of a reed strung 
together. The dangling locks of tl1e women were tagged 
all round the head with kangaroos' teeth; they had also 
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necklaces of the same. Some of the more ostentatious 
of the gentle sex were distinguished by a piece of reed, 
three or four inches long, thrust through the gristle of 
the nose, across the face. 

A notorious character, known by the name of Saturday, 
appeared, among the rest, at the head of his tribe, who 
had long been at war with the settlers in the country, 
of whom he confessed, or rather boasted, that he had 
killed fifteen with his own hand. On some understood 
assurance of good treatment, he has ceased from his acts 
of violence, and arrived to-day to make his submission; 
for which purpose, and that it might be done with due 
solemnity, he rode into town upon a horse, bearing an 
olive branch in his hand. On presenting himself to the 
governor he was graciously received and forgiven, on 
condition that he would never again offend in like manner. 
This, as a matter of course, he promised, and the treaty 
of peace thus concluded is likely to last as long, and be 
kept as faithfully, as more magnificent things of the kind 
are, between 'high contracting parties', on tl1e other 
side of the globe. During tl1e late hostilities, whatever 
havoc may have been made among the settlers, the latter 
are said to have cut off about a hundred of the savages. 

At noon the whole company are served with roast 
beef, plum-pudding, bread, soup, and other substantial 
fare, of which they ate as much as they could on the spot, 
and stowed away as much more in their bags. The pro
visions were carried about on large trays, and the feast 
was conducted with as much decorum as could be ex
pected. About half a pint of grog was afterwards distributed 
to each adult person. Towards evening they all dispersed 
into different parts of the forest to lodge according to 
their tribes. 

Five Islands 
(6 January 1825) 

One of the deputy-surveyors here informs us that the 
natives, are, comparatively, numerous in the vicinity of 
the Five Islands, and, being less debauched by intercourse 
with the worst class of white men than in some otl1er 
pans of the colony, they have preserved more of their 
primitive character and manners. They come from the 
interior, to the above-mentioned quarter of the coast, 
to obtain fish, oysters, water-fowl, grubs, &c. He speaks 
on tl1e whole, favourably of them, except in respect of 
the hard usage of their wives, whom they compel to 
fish for them, and, when they are unsuccessful, cruelly 
beat them. They have not many children; but tl1ere is 
no reason to suspect that they destroy any of them, either 
from indolence or hard-heartedness; indeed, they appear 
fond of their offspring with the instinctive attachment 
of all animals to tl1eir young, whether human or brute, 
in a wild state. They bury tl1eir dead in the ground, 
marking the place (and, probably, their name and the 
time of their decease) by certain hieroglyphics on the 
bark of neighbouring trees; besides which, in honour of 
distinguished persons, tl1ey cut the rude figure of a man, 

with his legs stretched out, on each side of the grave. 
They have a notion of the rights of real property, the lands 
which particular families occupy being marked out and 
bequeathed from the father to his children. Like all savage~, 
whose subsistence is precarious, they can go long without 
food, frequently fasting for several days together; but, 
when they have abundance, gorging enormously. They 
rarely think of the future, so as to provide for its necessities; 
yet in one instance they show singular sagacity even of 
this kind. They get the limb of a large tree, the thickness 
of a man's thigh, and plant it in the water. Presently a 
certain kind of grub bores into this stake, where it thrives 
and multiplies so rapidly that, in no long time, the wood 
becomes like a honey-comb, full of cells, containing these 
delicacies. The natives then take it out of the water, cleave 
it in pieces, and riot on its animal contents. - They 
throw the spear witl1 amazing precision and force, often 
killing wild-ducks, herons, and other birds on the wing. 

They generally broil their fish or flesh slightly, by 
laying it upon the fire before they eat it, and (which is 
very remarkable) reject any food that is tainted, however 
little. Their smell in detecting this is exquisitely acute. 
The same may be said of their sight and hearing, from the 
nicety and intenseness with which they have occasion 
to exercise those senses. A short time since some property 
had been stolen from a house in the country: certain 
natives were employed to discover the thieves, when, 
though the latter had taken a very circuitous range of 
the forest to secure their escape, the pursuers f0llowed 
the gang of bush-rangers (for such they proved) to the 
very place where they had deposited their booty, though 
the white constables, who joined in the chase, could not 
perceive the traces of footsteps or passage on the grass 
or through the underwood. When they discover a kangaroo 
feeding, one, expert at the practice, steals upon it by slow 
marches. The animal generally sits upon its haunches, but, 
when it feeds, stoops down with the head and short 
fore-legs to crop the grass. While in that position, the 
black man creeps gently towards the spot, and the moment 
the kangaroo raises its eye from the ground, he stands 
stock still. Appearing, probably, to the creature like a 
dark-coloured stump of a tree, of which there are many 
in the woods, it continues to feed, without fear - he 
always moving a few steps while it is looking down, 
and becoming motionless as soon as it looks up. He tlms 
gradually approaches, and at length comes within the 
cast of a spear from his victim. Its fate is then almost 
inevitable. 

The Interior 
(20 March 1825) 

Mr. Dunlop, the government-astronomer, an intelligent 
gentleman, who has seen much of the aborigines during 
his residence here, and on his excursions into the country, 
has given us some curious accounts of their notions and 
practices. He says that they have a superstitious idea of 
a being whom they call Tiau, who made the sky, and tl1e 
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land, and the black men - who made the whites they 
know not. Tian appears to be a good genius, since he 
was the autl10r of all the productions of the earth and 
sea, animal and vegetable, on which they subsist. But 
they also believe in the existence of an evil spirit, to whom 
they pay far more homage, from fear of being harmed 
by him, than they do to the beneficent Tian from gratitude 
for all the good he docs them. The former, they imagine, 
is always going about seeking whom he may devour, 
like his great prototype. If a child is lost, this demon has 
stolen it; and, 'Yhatever calamity happens, nobody hesitates 
to lay it to his charge. 

Some time ago a man dreamed that he had been speared 
through the body, and died in consequence of the wound. 
When he awoke, and found that it was but a dream, 
he was so terrified lest it should be something more ere 
long, that he came to Mr. Dunlop, told him that he was 
going to die, and begged a little water. A jug-full being 
given him, he poured the whole over his head- probably 
as a peace offering to the evil spirit. Tea and food were 
offered him, but he refused to taste anything, and went 
away disconsolate to his haunt, at a- short distance from 
the government-house. Mr. Dunlop, calling upon him 
the next day, found him very ill - dying, absolutely, 
from fear of death. He had chosen the place where he 
would give up the ghost, and the spot where he was to 
be buried. Nearly a week elapsed, during which be would 
take no food, grew worse and worse, and it was plain 
that nature could not hold out much longer. Two priests, 
or rather sorcerers - for it cam10t be ascertaine'd that 
the New Hollanders have any other kind of priests, 
having, in fact, no religious worship - came to do what 
they could for him with tl1eir enchantments. By tl1eir 
order he was carried down to the side of a running water, 
and tumbled into the stream, where it was pretty deep, 
head foremost. When taken out, he was rolled in the 
sand, till his body was quite cased with it. This again 
~as washed off, by pouring water over him. Meanwhile 
a young woman of the company was perceived platting 
a cord of kangaroo's hair, which, when completed, was 
bound round his chest, and a knot, very curiously im
plicated by one of the operators, was placed over that 
part of his side into which the spear of his dream had 
entered. From this knot a line was passed to the young 
woman who had prepared the bandage. This she drew 
through her mouth backward and forward (as children 
sometimes do with a piece of pack-thread) till she began 
to spit blood, which was said to be sucked by that process 
from the would in the sick man's side. There, it was not 
perceptible tl1at, from whatever cause, a considerable 
swelling had risen under the knot. Towards this one of 
the sorcerers began to stroke the man's flesh from all the 
adjacent regions of the back, belly, and chest, as though 
to force the blood thither. He then applied his mouth 
to the swelling, and, with hideous noises, sometimes 
sucked it with his lips, sometimes pressed it violently 
with his hands, till forth came the point of a spear, four 
inches in length, which he presented to the astonished 



spectators and the expecting sufferer, as verily extracted 
from the man's side ! Then he applied his mouth again 
to the swollen part, from which, though there was no 
visible wmmd, he appeared to draw blood and corrupt 
matter, stains of both being soon seen on rhe surrounding 
skin. At length, with distended cheeks, as though he had 
filled his mouth with the abominable matter, he ran about, 
anxiously looking for a fit place to discharge it upon; 
but, affecting to find none, he crossed the water, and 
deposited the nauseous extract behind a bush. The poor 
man's hopes revived, and he now believed that he should 
get well again. Mr Dunlop thereupon sent him some tea, 
which, however, he would not drink, but requested that 
it might be given to the sorcerer, and, if he drank it, 
then it would do himself (the patient) good. He was 
deceived, disappointed, and died. 

The dreams of these people are often deemed oracles; 
and as such, when a man has been visited with a prophetic 
vision, as soon as he awakes in the morning he forms it 

into a song, which he chaunts forth to those who arc 
about him. These, learning both the words and the melody, 
repeat them exactly to others, by whom they are again 
published, in like manner, at a distance, till they are 
communicated to tribes that speak different dialects, 
among whom, nevertheless, all who learn the mysterious 
"trains preserve the original sounds and cadences, though, 
perhaps, they understand not a syllable of what they arc 
singing. But the air, whatever be the sense, is known by 
the name of the tribe from which it originated. At their 
coroberies, or dances after a battle, each warrior signs 
his own achievements in his own song; and no Achilles 
in New Holland is likely to be forgotten for want of a 
Homer; though, among a people so utterly illiterate, not 
Homer himself could either give immortality or gain it. 
Yet they have a notion of immortality by way of trans
migration, formerly alluded to; namely, that when a 
black man dies, he goes into the earth, where he is buried, 
and, by some marvellous process, comes out in a distant 
cmmtry a white man. 

[From James Montgomery (ed.), Joumal of Voyages and Travels by the Rev. Daniel Tyermm1 and George Bennet, Esq. Deputed 
from the London Missionary Society, to visit their various stations in the Solllh Sea Islauds, China, India, &c., betUJee/1 the years 
1821 and 1829, London, 1831, Vol. II, chapters XXVI and XXXVII.] 

APPENDIX V 

Notes on the Habits rif the Aborigines rif New South Wales 
(Anonymous Memorandum for Judge Burton, 1838) 

Governmeflt 

N ONE: the cleverest men in the tribe arc attended 
to in their consultations, but nothing of any 

~ consequence is determined upon by a tribe, without 
a general meeting of all its members, who give their 
advice, and that which appears best is adopted: so exact 
are the natives in these meetings, and in their subsequent 
arrangements, that each member of the tribe is apprised 
of the movements of every other individual belonging 
to it, and can at any time tell where all the others are. 

Religion 
None, except an indescribable superstition which causes 
them to be afraid of dark11ess: they have vague ideas of 
evil spirits, but none of any good spirits: this of itself 
would shew that all such ideas among them are the effect 
of fear: They have names which they apply to these 
evil spirits, and will describe them hideous monsters 
with feet behind & before, Janus heads &c: but they will 
all make these very spirits the subjects of their merriment 
in the day-time, or when in numbers arotmd their fires: 
but they are all afraid of darkness, and dare not go at 
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night except when they are in numbers; unless they are 
necessitated to do so by a night attack of a hostile tribe, 
when their fear of human enemies totally overcomes 
their superstition, and they go without hesitation through 
any part of the bush. 

Stature, Appearance 

Generally the natives are well-proportioned: in fact none 
but robust children could survive the hardships which 
they have to endure even in childhood: from the moment 
of their birth they are exposed to nightdews, hot sun, 
rain, cold weather, and frost in winter with no other 
covering than a few opossum-skins now & then thrown 
over them. For these reasons they are also a short-lived 
race; attaining manhood at 15 or 17 years of age, and old 
age at 40: their old age being much accelerated by rum
drinking. There is one native in Maitland (taken when 
quite an infant) who is now, at the age of 18 years, no 
more advanced in appearance than others, who are exposed 
to the climate are at 26 or 30 years of age, he has been 
brought up as white children arc, and knows nothing of 
the habits of his countrymen. 

' Habitations 

None: in rainy weather they sometimes prop up pteces 
of bark with sticks, for shelter. 

Mode of living 

Itinerant: they seldom remain in one place for any length 
of time: they easily procure food sufficient for their wants: 
the opossums arc very numerous: they obtain birds, 
kangaroos: and frequently fish. They are very expert in 
tracking and killing their game. 

Courtship 

The violence described by travellers is undoubtedly 
sometimes practised by the natives in obtaining their 
wives: but not often, as the women generally follow 
their lovers without compulsion: if they are reluctant 
to go, they are ill-treated: but the brutality described by 
Collins & others as a necessary concomitant of their 
courtship, is anything but common, being only resorted 
to, in case of the young lady's refusal, which is naturally 
rare, as they well know that the blows, kicks &c described 
by Collins would be the consequence of their non-com
pliance: indeed, if a gin refused to go witlt a native, he 
would without doubt, kill her rather than leave her 
triumphant. 

The women therefore generally yield, unless having 
another lover or husband, they resist, in the hope, if he 
is near, of obtaining his assistance; or at least of proving 
that they did not voluntarily forsake him: as the deserted 
husband would most surely revenge himself by killing 
his fickle spouse, and also her lover, if he thought himself 
able to do so. Sometimes a woman leaves her husband 
by mutual consent of both parties, and marries into another 
tribe: (marriage is with them, nothing but cohabitation, 
as they have no nuptial ceremony) and if at the time of 
separation the woman has any children, she is bound to, 
and always does take care of them till they can run, walk, 
and live without her: when they are returned to their 
father the woman's original husband: the children being 
considered to belong to the tribe of the father, and not 
to that of the mother: she having no claim to the child, 
unless she be of the same tribe as the father & lives in it. 

If a black offends a neighbouring tribe, he suffers punish
ment, by being made to stand in front of a number of 
the offended party, who endeavour to spear him, while 
he, being provided with a shield wards off the spears, 
if he can: sometimes he is speared: if not, tlte ordeal ceases 
after a short time and all parties are friends again. 

If a black offends an individual of his own tribe they 
fight with waddies, giving alternate blows, till one falls: 
but sometimes in the heat of anger, they quarrel and give 
blows at random. 
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Ceremony of Initiation of Young men: 
knocking out the tooth 

A correct description of tills is to be found in Collins: 
the boys are taught particular songs, wlllch women and 
children never hear; and are allowed to eat kangaroo &c. 
(at different ages they are allowed to cat different food: 
very young children having few articles of food permitted 
to them; one by one all animals are allowed to them till 
the ceremony of knocking out the tooth, when they are 
considered men): these restrictions being of course made, 
because the boys, being young are not able to procure 
this food, and are not to be furnished with it at the expense 
of the labour of the tribe: the boys if offered any forbidden 
article of food by a wlllte man, would refuse it. I never 
heard an instance of a native, young or old disobeying 
the laws which arc traditionally established among them. 
The boys arc instructed at this ceremony in a peculiar 
manner of woeying and answering which women never 
are allowed to hear, and do not understand. The boys 
arc also shewn a transparent stone or crystal, wlllch the 
natives carry about with them as a charm; in lumps about 
the size of a hen's egg generally; the natives; when unwell, 
swallow the powder which they obtain by scraping this 
stone, thinking that it will cure them. The women are 
never allowed to see this. (The disturbances on the Williams 
River were occasioned by 2 shepherds shewing one of 
these stones (wlllch tltey had obtained by theft) to a 
black woman: the natives discovering the occurrence, 
killed the native woman, and subsequently destroyed the 
2 shepherds, upon which the police were sent against 
the blacks). If a black man were to shew one of these 
crystals to a gin, both the gin and himself would be 
killed by the rest of the natives. 

Funerals 

When a native dies, Ills opossum cloak (or his clothes, 
·if he has any) are carefully wrapped round his body, and 
confined by means of his opossum belt: his body is 
stretched at full length & bound so: the tribe make a 
mournful howling and crying at intervals during the 
whole of the ceremony: Ills wooden calabash (for holding 
water) if he had any is bumt carefully: no native would 
use or touch it, his tomahawk, flint for sharpening spears, 
and any small article which he may have had when he 
died, are collected & tied up by the wife or nearest relative 
of the deceased. The grave is made about 4 feet deep 
if possible: the men proceed to the dead body, and com
mence howling in unison with the other members of the 
tribe who are at their fires around. During this part of 
the ceremony tears flow down all their cheeks ! the stoutest 
man cries like a child: their tears are dried up in an instant 
& the body is placed on the heads of two men, and carried 
to the grave, which is previously lined with green boughs 
on which the corpse is deposited: another layer of boughs 
is then placed on the body, and then pieces of bark to 
prevent the earth from going to the body; the grave is 
then filled up and pains taken to make the hillock regular: 



the grass is pulled up round the grave and the ground 
made smooth. When the body is first deposited the wife 
or nearest relative who had collected his various items of 
property gives the bag which c011tains them, to the man 
who is most active in the burial: he takes it, and asks 
in a loud voice and with a furious and excited manner, 
recapitulates all the articles one by one: the woman 
replies to each interrogatory in the same excited manner 
in the affirmative. The dead man's implements of war 
arc also placed in the grave with him: and his name is 
never mentioned afterwards. If a man dies in battle, his 

interment is generally more honoured, and his friends 
cut their heads with tomahawks till the blood streams 
down their bodies. 

Civilization 

The natives at present existing in N.S. Wales will I think, 
11ercr be civilized: restraint or work would make them 
pine and die. If taken when infants, before they can speak, 
it is of course easy to teach them anything: as then their 
ideas are formed from seeing and doing as white people do. 

[Archives, location no. 1161, Supreme Court Papers 24 're Blacks', item 85. The handwriting is the same as that recording 
the replies of the Rev. James Gunther, Wellington Valley.] 

APPENDIX VI 

Anorrymous Account of Initiation Ceremorry, Sydnry District 

I 
SHALL NOW PROCEED to speak of a rude ceremony. 
I believe it exists in every tribe, the ceremony of 
Initiation, conferring upon the Aboriginal youth, the 

privileges of Manhood. This ceremony was called by the 
Sydney Blacks Yoo-lahg-erah ba-diahng-Gna-noong, 
meaning when translated (a Ceremonial ground oval 
shaped- with the earth thrown up on the edge, for the 
purpose of knocking a tooth out of the youths intended 
to pass through the ceremony.) In some tribes this 
Ceremony is called the Bod. - In Queensland different 
tribes have different names for this Ceremony. I shall 
now give a description of this Ceremony as it was followed 
out by the Blacks about Sydney in the early days of the 
Colony. The first portion of the Ceremony was com
menced by the assembling of the leading men of the tribe, 
- the principal hunters and warriors - at a camp formed 
near the Yoo-lahng. -The youths who were about to 
pass through the Ceremony, were taken from their 
friends, a11d conducted to the Yoo-lahng - being seated 
next each other, with their hands clasped, and their heads 
looking on the ground, their legs crossed tmder them -
they had to sit in this position until the pt part was over. 
One of the men who was regarded in the tribe and supposed 
to be gifted with certain powers of charming such as in 
cases of sickness, and driving evil spirits away commenced 
by throwing himself on the ground and appearing -
from the contortions of his body and face, to be suffering 
great pain - after some time spit a bone out of his mouth, 
which bone was intended to be used in the latter portion 
of the Ceremony, & the attendants dancing and singing 
around him - and at intervals - beating him on the 
back, as if to cause him to spit the bone out, and free 
him from pain. Having spit the bone out, he arises from 
the ground. Immediately after he had risen, tills form was 
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gone through by - three others, who all pretended the 
same as the first, to be suffering great pain and to spit a 
bone out of their mouth. They have the bone concealed 
in their hair or girdle, previous to the Ceremony. The 
object of the men appearing to suffer great pain was to 
give the youths courage, as they were told the more pain 
the men suffered, the less they would during the operation 
of knocking the tooth out. This form being over, the 
youths were placed together in a conspicuous part of 
the Y u-lihng, the performers proceeded after each other 
shouting, and making a hideous noise, to imitate a dog 
howling; they proceeded on their hands and feet, each 
time as they passed the youths, they threw the sand or 
dirt at them - the youths remaining quiet and not ap
pearing to take any notice. Tills form gave them power 
over the dog, endowing them with keen sight and great 
speed. Tills form being over, - one of the performers 
proceeded to the Camp and returned with an inlltation 
Kangaroo made of grass, which he laid down in front 
of the Boys at their feet - All tl1e performers then left 
the Y u lalmg - and fastened tufts of grass - in their 
girdles in imitation of the Kangaroo's tail, they returned 
and proceeded to move around the Yoo lalmg imitating 
the Kangaroo feeding, tl1ey were followed - by three 
men who pretended at intervals they were going to 
spear them. This form was emblematical of the future 
exercise of hunting the Kangaroo - and of their power 
to kill him for food. The next form. The performers 
moved a little distance, and suddenly returned, each man 
seizing a boy, & placing lllm on his shoulder - retiring 
a short distance and placing the boy on the grom1d with 
his hands clasped, head down resting Ills chin on his 
chest, each man doing the same - until all the youths 
were seated together. 
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They remained a short time seated in this way, when 
they were led forward in front of a Blackfellow, who 
was seated - with another Black - on his shoulders, 
both men extending their arms out and at a little distance 
two more Blackfcllows seated in the same way, a number 
of Blacks were laying on the ground close to each other, 
with their faces turned to the ground, and the back of the 
4 men who were seated in the front[,] the Boys were 
then told to pass slowly between the men who were seated. 
As they passed between them they made hideous faces 
at the Boys. Having passed, they proceeded to pass -
over the bodies of the men who were laying down on 
the ground, having all passed over the man on the ground 
they returned and stood in from of the men who were 
seated. The men on the ground making a mournful noise. 
This form was to make brave men of them - so that 
they m~ght stare and gaze - eye to eye with any enemy 
they mtght meet - and should they kill any one in battle 
- that they might not be alarmed or apprehend any 
danger from walking over his body. 

The youths returned again to the Y oo lahng and were 
seated next each other - the men standing in front of 
them forming a half circle - the principal performer ill 
the Ceremony standing with his stick in one hand, and 
I~ is gnaling nulla in the other, striking the stick & keeping 
tnne; the men pointing their spears - and touching the 
centre of the shield, at every third strike the leader with 
his gnaling nulla. This form introduced the youths to 
the privilege of using the spear. 

[From MSS notes for a lecture on the Aboriginals, n.d., 
M.L., B 244, 22-30.] 

GOOSEBERRY 
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The operation of striking the tooth out was now com
menced, the youth being placed on the shoulders of a man. 
The bone which had been produced before in so singular 
a matmer was now used for the purpose of lancing the gum. 
It was made sharp and very fine at one er1d and when the 
gum was considered to be sufficiently lanced, a stick was 
placed with a sharp end as high up on the tooth as the 
gum would admit force being used by striking the end 
of the stick to knock the tooth out. After this operation 
the youth was handed over to Ills friends, when they 
closed the gum, placed a girdle around his waist, and a 
band arotmd his forehead. He was not allowed to speak, 
or eat, during the day that he underwent this operation. 
During the time the youths were undergoing the Oper
ation of having their tooth extracted, the men attending 
make a hideous noise in their ears, to attract the attention 
and drown any cries they might make. Though it was a 
general rule for the patients to submit to this cruel torture, 
the blood that flowed from the gum was not wiped away 
but allowed to dry on the chin and breast. After having 
gone through the various forms of tills ceremony the 
youths were termed Kebarri - the teeth extracted were 
held sacred, and preserved by a particular person appointed 
f~r the purpose. This ceremony is looked upon by every 
tnbe - I may say, in their rude way, in the light of a 
solenu1 obligation. In Queensland they do not knock out 
the tooth. 



APPENDIX VII 

Judge Barron Field's Observations on the Aborigines rif N.S.W. (1822) 

J
UDGE fiELD's PRINCIPAL ARGUMENT was that ali the Aborigines of Australia belonged to the 

"Ethiopian" or Negro variety of the human race as designated by Professor Blumenbach, 
and that none of them belonged to the "Malayan" variety as Blumenbach inferred. Field 

attempted to show that, unlike the "Malayans", the "Ethiopians" had no aptitude for civilization. 

THE INFERENCE TO BE DRAWN from the above analogies 
is certainly, that the Australians will never be 
civilized, and that the South Sea Islanders will; 

and experience is everyday fulfilling the reasoning. We 
have now lived among the former for more than thirty 
years; and the most persevering attempts have always 
been made, and are still making, to induce them to settle, 
and avail themselves of the arts of life; but they cannot 
be fixed nor is it possible by any kindness or cherishing 
to attach them. They have been brought up by us from 
infancy in our nurseries, and yet the woods have seduced 
them at maturity, and at once elicited the savage instincts 
of fmding their food in the trees, and their path through 
the forest, - propensities which civil education had 
only smothered.* They have been removed from their 
native country, and in a foreign land have they robbed 
and run away from their fosterer and only protector.** 
They have quick conceptions, and ready powers of 
imitation; but they have no reflection, judgement, or 
foresight. They have no wants but such as arc immediate; 
and they have therefore never become either builders, 
or cultivators, or mechanics, or mariners; nor had they 
ever any civil government or religious superstition, like 
the Otaheitans, tl1e Sandwich Islanders, and the New 
Zealanders. They are the only savages in the world who 
cannot feel or "know that they are naked," and we are 
taught in the Scriptures that the eyes of man cannot be 

opened to what we call a civilized or artificial life, knowing 
good and evil till he acquires a sense of (perhaps false) 
shame or "fear", as it is called in the Dible .... Now in 
Australia they are both naked, the man and his wife, 
and are not ashamed, with the exception on the part of 
the women of the sitting posture, mentioned by 
Labillardihe. And it is therefore I am of opinion that our 
savages will never be other than they are. An intelligent 
and experienced member of the committee of our Native 
Institution (the Rev. Mr Cartwright) feels this impediment 
to their civilization so strongly, that he would compel 
them not to come into our towns naked; but I doubt 
the practicability both of the means and the end. True, 
"without black velvet breeches, what is man~" but how 
could they be "whipt from tithing to tithing," because 
their breeches are black epidermis~ Modesty is an innate 
feeling, that no human power can inculcate -no govern
ment and general order legislate. Yet not for this cause 
let us relax our efforts in their favour; nor let us ever 
deny them a compensation for the game which we have 
scared from the confmes we have usurped - "the native 
burghers of this desert city." ... Let us continue to them 
the chance of receiving the comforts of civilization and 
the blessings of religion, as an indemnification for the 
new vices and diseases which they imbibe from us too 
readily. 

[From "On the Aborigines'of New Holland and Van Diemen's Land", an address read before the Philosophical Society 
of Australia, on 2 January 1822, in Field's Geographical fivfemoirs of New South Wales; By Various Hands ... , London, 
1825, 244-8.] 

* The Rev. Mr Cartwright is my authority for this fact. The same is said of the North American Indians by Dr Falconer, 
"On Mankind", p. 263. 

** This happened to the Rev. Mr Marsden, at Rio de Janeiro. 
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APPENDIX VIII 

Reverend Samuel Marsden's Report to Archdeacon Scott 
on the Aborigines of N.S.W. (2 December 1826) 

I HAD THE HONOR to receive your letter of the 1st instant, 
relative to the Aborigines, and am happy to learn 
that His Majesty has been graciously pleased to take 

into his Royal consideration the destitute situation of these 
miserable people. It must be admitted that we have no 
accounts of any savages that have ever been found in so 
low and degraded a state as they are; at the same time 
they have a just claim to the humane consideration of the 
British Government for the loss they have sustained by 
the Europeans settling in tl1eir country. Wherever a 
Settlement is formed the Aborigines are deprived of their 
support and clothing, the former of which was principally 
animal food, and the latter Kangaroo skins. The Kangaroo, 
Opossum, and other quadrupeds, are either destroyed, 
or driven into the interior, in every place where the 
Europeans ftx their settlements, in consequence of which 
the Aborigines suffer much at certain periods of the year, 
for the want of both clothing and provisions. A few 
blankets, and a portion of maize, would greatly relieve 
tl1eir wants in sud1 seasons of distress. 

With respect to the civilization of the Blacks, it appears 
to me almost an hopeless task, as far as my own observation 
and experience go. 

I consider the following to be the principal difficulties 
to their improvement in the art of civilization: 1st, They 
have no wants, nor is it in our power to create any which 
will benefit them, their only desires are for spirits and 
tobacco, they put no value upon the comforts of Civil 
Life, hence they catmot be induced to form any industrious 
habits to obtain them. 

2nd. They appear to have no reflection, no forethought, 
they never provide for tomorrow, they have neither 
Store-house or Barn, they independently range the Woods 
in tl1e day, like the fowls of the air or the beasts of the 
field, and he down in the Bush wherever night overtakes 
them. When I say they have no reflection I do not mean 
to say they will not reflect upon an injustice done them, 
this they will do for a long time, and whenever an oppor
tunity offers they will revenge it, but they never reflect 
upon means by which they can better their conduct, 
by which they can provide for their future wants, if 
they obtain any kind of food for the day, whatever it 
may be, a snake, or grub, &c, &c. they arc perfectly 
satisfied with it. 
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3rd. They appear never to form any real attachment 
to any European, however kind they may be to them. 
They have been known to murder those with whom 
they have long lived upon the most intimate terms, and 
who have never done them the smallest injury, which 
proves tl1at their savage mind is under no control whenever 
they meet with any enemy or evil. 

4th. They have no regular government, no Chiefs, 
no subordination, every man does what is right in his 
own eyes. I may here observe that it is a very remarkable 
circumstance that I have not known a single instance of 
one of the Aborigines adopting tl1e _customs and habits 
of Civil Life. 

The Native Harry, whom you know, lived in my" 
family, 30 years ago, for a considerable time. He learned 
to speak our language, and while he was with me behaved 
well. I entertained very great hopes that from conversing· 
with him upon the comforts of Civil Life, the nature of 
our Religion, and such subjects as I thought were best 
calculated to enlarge his mind, he might become civilized. 
But at length he joined the Natives in the Woods, and 
from that time to the present, has only paid me occasional 
visits, when I generally advert to the time when he first 
lived with me, and what he would have enjoyed if he· 
had continued in my £.-.mily. Harry hears- all I have got 
to say, with the utmost indifference, and he never seems 
to think that he lost anything by living in the woods. 
I might mention many other individual natives, who have 
acted exactly as Harry has done, were it necessary, to shew 
that the civilization of the Aborigines is a very difficult 
experiment. For the last 33 years the Europeans have 
lived amongst tl1em, they have made no advance in clte 
arts of civilization, whilst during the same period they 
have contracted our diseases and learned our vices. I am 
persuaded unless some measures can be adopted to restrain 
cl1eir drunkenness, and other vices, tl1ey will gradually 
die off, as the Europeans extend their settlements in the 
country. In several of the oldest districts, in which I 
remember there were formerly many Natives residing, 
there is not now one remaining. 

The Aborigines do not want for talents, they arc not 
a heavy stupid race, but shrewd and keen in their observ
ation for cl1e moment, but, as already stated, they have 
no reflection, no wants, no attachment, no subordination 



or government, which are all necessary to Men in Civil 
Society. If under present circumstances no good can be 
done to the Adults further than relieving their occasional 
wants of clothing and provisions, something may probably 
be done for their children, if their parents will give them up. 
Black Town, in my opinion, will be the best school to 
try the experiment with the children. If hereafter any 
protest should open to benefit the adults, in any other 
part of the Country, by instructing them in Agriculture, 
or any other useful knowledge, we are bound, as Christians 
to make the attempt. I will now state a few facts which 
will throw some light upon the extraordinary character 
of these savages. 

Bermelong, was the first Native who was admitted to 
the late Governor Phillip's Table. This circumstance 
occurred shortly after the establishment of the Colony. 
He continued to live with the Governor until 1792, 
when the Governor returned to Europe and took BeiUlelong 
with him. He remained with Governor Phillip until 1793, 
when tl1e late Admiral Hunter was appointed to the 
Government at the time the Governor left England. 
Bennelong accompanied him to N.S. Wales. After his 
arrival he continued to live at the Government Table 
for some time, where he behaved with the greatest pro
priety. At length he tluew off all his clothes and all his 
acquired civil habits, and took to the Bush, where he 
remained to the day of his death. I have often seen him 
wandering about in his former degraded state, submitting 
voluntarily to all the filth and privations of his tribe, and 
appeared in every respect what he was when Governor 
Phillip first took notice of him. There was another Native 
belonging to Parramatta, whom I knew from a boy, 
his English name was Daniel, he was a very fine youth, 
Caley, the Botanist, took him to live with him. He was 
with Mr Caley for some years, when Mr Caley returned 
to England Daniel accompanied him. He remained in 
England for some considerable time, as Mr Caley was 
employed by Sir Joseph Banks. Daniel was introduced 
into the first Society in London. At length he returned 
to the Colony, and the first time I saw him after his 
arrival he was sitting, naked, upon the stump of a tree in 
the woods about [ ] miles to the North of Parramatta. 
I expressed my astonishment at seeing him in that state, 
and asked him why he had cast off his clothes and taken 
to the Bush again. He replied "Me like the Bush best." 
Not very long after this Daniel met a young woman 
who had come from England, about 3 miles from Parra
matta, as she was returning to her f.<tther's house, and 
committed a Rape upon her person. For this crime he 
was apprehended, tried, and executed. Another instance 
I shall mention. More than 20 years ago there was a 
Native named Musquito, living on the banks of the 
Hawkesbury River, where there were some European 
settlers. Musquito was a great savage, and committed 
several robberies and murders in that Settlement. He was 
apprehended, lodged in Gaol, and banished to Norfolk 
Island, and put into one of the working gangs. He remained 
there some years, cut off from his own people, and when 
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that settlement was removed to Van Diemen' s Land, 
Musqnito accompanied the Settlers. Some time after his 
arrival he took to the woods, joined the Aborigines of 
that Island, was guilty of many robberies and murders, 
and was at length taken, tried and executed. From the 
years he had been cut from all communication with his 
own people, one would have supposed he would have 
made some progress in civilization and formed some habits 
of civil life; but he appears to have lived and died the same 
character he was when I knew him on the banks of the 
Hawkesbury, almost 30 years ago. I could mention many 
other instances which have come to my knowledge, of 
Natives who have enjoyed every advantage that would 
tend to promote their civilization, and who have not 
apparently derived the smallest benefit from these ad
vantages. I state these facts, not with a view to discourage 
any benevolent attempt to promote tl1eir improvement, 
but merely to shew tl1eir extreme degradation, and the 
difficulties that must attend this undertaking. I believe 
they have never been higher in the scale of human beings 
than their present state, that this is their original state, 
from which tl1ey have not risen or sunk one step in Civil 
Life, but as to their moral state they are slmk down many 
degrees in vice and immorality below what they would 
possibly be before the Europeans settled amongst them. 
From us they have suffered infinite loss in their provisions 
and clothing, and from us they have contracted the most 
painful and fatal diseases, under which many of them 
hourly suffer until death relieves them, and from our 
example and excitements they arc sunk into the deepest 
moral corruption in every respect. I conceive, as a Nation 
professing Christianity, we have much to answer for on 
their account to the Judge of all the Earth. The utmost 
one can do for them will only be a small atonement, 
a triRing return for the permanent injury they have 
sustained. 

I shall rejoice much to see His Majesty's gracious in
tentions come into effect. Their civilization and im
provement, if it can be accomplished, can only be done 
by the powerful aid of Government. 

The Church Missionary Society have, for the last 10 
years, expressed a readiness to cooperate in this benevolent 
work, but as Agent to that Society I never felt mysdf 
authorised to enter upon so expensive and difficult an 
undertaking, unless the Colonial Govenunent would have 
united to second the efforts of the Society, and this support 
it has never been in my power to obtain. The Wesleyan 
Society has made the attempt, and must have expended 
a considerable sum, but have done nothing. The London 
Missionary Society have also entered upon the same work, 
and am sure they will not succeed unassisted by Govern
ment, but at an unknown expence. 

As the success of the undertaking must be long doubtful, 
it is more than probable the Directors of the Missionary 
Society will not feel themselves warranted in risking the 
funds of their Society, beyond a limited sum, in support 
of their Mission. 

The prospect must always be very discouraging to a 
Missionary in tl1e neighbourhood of any European settle
ment. The influence of the settlers and their Servants, 
will counteract in great measure all the efforts for the 
good of the Natives. 

This remark is strongly exemplified in the general 
conduct of the Aborigines, who reside in, or near, our 
principal towns and Settlements, many of whom have 
been brought up in tl1e midst of the Europeans from their 
infancy. Some of them can tmderstand and can speak our 
language well, arc acquainted with our customs and 
manners, and to those who have occasionally lived in 
Pious Families, the nature of our Holy Religion has been 
explained. They know why we observe the Sabbath 
Day, they understand what we mean by future rewards 
and punishments. The knowledge of these tl1ings has 
gradually forced itself upon the lmdcrstanding, as the 
light of the Sun forces itself upon our senses. But none 
of them have made any use of tills knowledge. It has 
been rendered tmavailing by the influence of the immoral 
example, and corrupt language of a vile polluted popu
lation, who have ever taken Satanic pleasure in rendering 
the Aborigines more viciated and degraded than what 
they were in their original savage state. 

Wherever Settlements are formed the Colonial Govern
ment should provide for the instruction of the Aborigines. 

The Missionaries who are supported by their respective 
Societies, should attend to the Natives in situations where 

no European Establishments are made. This measure 
would afford some hopes of benefitting the Natives 
eventually, if it should be fOlmd possible to make any 
impression upon their minds. 

The want of reflection upon their past, present and 
future, which is so strikingly apparent in tl1e whole of 
the conduct of the Aborigines, opposes in my mind tl1e 
strongest barrier to the work of a Missionary. We can 
only rely upon the Wisdom and Power and Goodness 
of the Supreme Governor of the Universe, to bless our 
labours, and depend upon His faithful World of Promise 
that some of every nation, kindred, tongue and people 
shall be found in tl1at great multitude at the last Day, 
which no man can number, who have washed their 
robes and made tl1em wlllte in the Blood of tl1e Lamb. 
It is our duty to sow the seed, and patielltly to wait, like 
tl1e Husbandman, for the fertilizing showers from Heaven, 
which alone can make it vegetate, and finally to bring 
forth the fair fruit of Righteousness. 

The above observations contain my views on the subject 
in question. Perhaps there may be some who entertain a 
different opinion of the Aborigines, from what I do. 
Should, however, tl1e remarks I have made suggest to 
you, or my ideas which will assist you in forming your 
Plan for carrying into effect His Majesty's instructions, 
it will give me much pleasure, and I shall at all times be 
ready to render what assistance may be in my power to 
promote this benevolent object. 

[L.M.S., Australia Letters, Papers relating to Rev. L.E. Threlkeld. Cf. Marsden to Dumont D'Urville, 12 December 1826, 
in Voyage de Ia Corvette L'Astrolabe .. . , Paris, 1830, Vol. I, 522-5.] 

APPENDIX IX 

Reverend Charles P.N. Wilton's Views 
on Civilizing the Aboriginals (1828) 

EVERY ATTEMPT TO CIVILIZE the black population of 
Australia should be hailed with delight, and warmly 
supported. To relax - to abandon the exertions 

in such a cause were a disgrace to the name of Briton -
not to assist in such an undertaking were a disgrace to 
him, who reaps pecuniary advantages from the soil -
the natural property of the Aborigines - and who, let 
him never forget, is a descendant of those, who were 
once so low in tl1e scale of human being, as the Native 
of New Holland. It is the Providence of GOD alone that 
makes him to differ from the mllettcred heathen - other 
savages, and, amongst tl1em, the proud Briton himself, 
have had written languages given them; and have gradually 
approximated to a state of refmcment, and; why should 
the Native of Australia be passed over - merely, because 
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he may be inferior to other savage nations in intellectual 
powers, and because therefore a greater length of time 
would be necessary to accomplish his civilization. It is 
surely no slight reflection upon our Church, and we 
speak it with regret, that the only attempt to form a 
written tongue for the Aborigines, has been undertaken 
by a Dissenter, and that so many years have elapsed, 
without her setting on foot a Mission for a similar purpose. 

The method, the most likely to succeed in the civilization 
of the Blacks, appears to us to be the following. In any 
new Settlement, formed either by the British Government, 
or by any body of men, denominated a Company, the 
Natives should be encouraged to work, and to be localized, 
by giving them a suitable allowance of food and dress, 



and by the promise of a certain quantity of land, to be 
laid out for their own future cultivation. A proper person 
should be appointed, who would endeavour to make 
himself so far acquainted with their language, as to converse 
with them - to give them a Grammar, and in process 
of time, the Holy Scriptures. They should be instructed 
with care and diligence in the nature of the Christian 
Religion, the Being of a GOD, the atonement of a Saviour, 
and the necessity and advantages of morality and purity 
of conduct; be warned with sincerity and earnestness 
against copying the vices of the Colonists, (the indulgence 
of which has hitherto proved the most formidable barrier 
against their civilization) and more especially against the 
most odious crime of drunkenness. If such be not the 
case - if the Natives in any new Settlement be not re
strained from imitating the English in the use or rather 
in the abuse of ardent spirits, we are confident of one 
thing - that, as it has happened with the North American 
Indians, and with the Blacks in the neighbourhood of 
Port Jackson, their morals will be so far from being 
improved, and religion instilled into their minds, that their 
very existence, as distinct tribes, or as a people, must in 
a very short time be destroyed. 

On the supposition then, that such a plan, as we have 
proposed, could be carried into effect, we have no hesi
tation in affirming, that we should have the heartfelt 
pleasure of witnessing the Natives, of the next generation 
at least, enjoying the numberless blessings of civilization 
- possessing a written language of their own, and, what 
is of infinitely greater importance, the knowledge of a 
GOD and Saviour, and the danger, to which they arc 
exposed by the practice of any known crime, and the 
indulgence of their natural passions and habits. 

We have lately visited the School at Black Town, which 
is supported, under the direction of the Trustees of the 
Clergy and School Lands, for the civilization of the 
Aborigines of this Country. There are at present in this 
Establishment two Native boys and three girls, besides 
three other girls, who are half caste, with the addition 
of five New Zealanders, .maintained by the Church 
Missionary Society. Upon inquiry, we were informed, 
that the Blacks, the eldest of whom was probably from 
15 to 16 years of age, had not been yet broken of their 
natural propensity to thieving, and that in £-.ct, it was 
found necessary to keep every article in the house with 
the greatest strictness w1der lock and key. It appears, that 
the greater part of these children were formerly placed 
at other Sd1ools in the Colony, where, being mixed with 
a great number of the children of the whites, they did 
not probably receive that individual attention and watch
fulness, which their peculiar character demanded. -

Hence; their natural bad habits, had already taken root, 
before they were removed to Black Town. We were, 
however, gratified in hearing them read in the English 
N~w. Testament,* and in seeing the girls engaged in 
kmttmg - and were at the same time informed, that 
th~ boys conducted themselves very steadily in company 
wtth the New Zealanders, both in working in the garden, 
and in l?oking after ~he stock of the Institution. In mixing 
the Nattve Blacks wtth the New Zealanders, we consider 
that tills one good result at least is likely to follow, that 
from observing the natural acuteness and superior per
seve~ance of the latter, and the t:nerited approbation, they 
recetve, the former may be stimulated to follow their 
example. 

To overcome in future that innate principle of thieving 
in the Aboriginal Natives of Australia, we would suggest, 
that children from three to six years of age should (if 
possible) from the neighbourhood of Port Jackson at least, 
be obtained from their parents, and admitted into the 
school at Black Town. No coercive measures however 
should be exercised - but the motives, which lead to 
their being taken away, and the sincerity of those, who 
undertake their instruction, should be carefully explained 
to their parents or friends. These children, placed under 
the charge of a master and mistress of well-known morality 
of conduct and zeal. tempered with discretion, being at 
the same time members of the Church of England, should 
be watched with the greatest strictness - be taught to 
speak and read the English language- be duly instructed 
in the nature of any guilt committed, and punished accord
ing to its magnitude: and, as they grew up to years of 
maturity, the advantages of domestic comfort should be 
constantly set before them. By adopting a method, such 
as we have proposed, we are of opinion, that one favourable 
point at least will have been attained - that these little 
ones would not, a.t so early an age, have imbibed the bad 
principles, and conduct of their Parents, and that con
sequently the Teacher would have to contend merely 
with the 11atural disposition, independent of the acquired 
and increasing habit. By the adoption of such a plan, 
many of the Natives, especially the females, might be 
rescued from their degraded mode of living, and eventually 
become moral, and useful members of society. 

To attempt to give the adult Natives in tl1e neighbour
hood of Port Jackson a written language of their own 
dialects, we consider, an unnecessary trouble, since their 
tribes arc so greatly reduced in numbers, and at the same 
time understand the English language. We would confine 
all exertions on that point to the new Settlements, where 
the tribes are more numerous, and uncontaminated by 
the bad example of the whites. 

[From a review of Threlkeld's Specimens of a Dialect, in The Australian Quarterly journal of Theology, Literature attd Science, 
Sydney, 1828, No. I, 48-54.] 

* We were much pleased in observing a similar circumstance a short time ago at the National School at Windsor, in the 
case of an Aboriginal boy, in the service of A. Bell, Esq. J.P. of that town; who manifested a- degree of acuteness, 
superior to what we have hitherto witnessed in any other Native. 
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APPENDIX X 

Account of the Aborigines of N.S.W. 
Ascribed to 'Dr Roger Oldfield' {1828) 

THE ABORIGINAL INHABITANTS, in New South Wales 
are colloquially termed - black fellows; an 
appellation which they accept in good part; and 

in return entitle us - white fellows. At the first settlement 
of the Colony, according to Collins and others, the Blacks 
were seen in great numbers; they assembled together in 
the vicinity of Sydney with regularity and an appearance of 
system, frequently exhibiting their customs and ceremonies, 
evolutions, dances, and mock engagements. Such is not 
the case now. They dance occasionally, it is true, but the 
miserable stragglers form a group very dissimilar from 
the pictures we are amused with in the books alluded to. 
While they arc reeling in the streets, and quarrelling, an 
individual or two will frequently begin dancing, from the 
heartless excitement of bad liquor on an empty stomach. 
But, whatever may be the cause, the Blacks here, as 
elsewhere, wither at the approach of civilization - they 
pine, sicken, and die away, as if to contradict our theories 
of what is proper to preserve the mental and physical 
health of the human frame. W c are told, that the savage 
is very wretched for want of civilization; as if we were 
to believe, tl1at God had left his poor sable child witl10ut 
a home; and had given lllm the scenes of nature and Ills 
own native hatmts, without their affording a charm to 
endear his existence. The delusions of prejudice or ignorance 
are comfortable to the Blacks, as well as to tl1e Whites, 
and when got rid of by assault, which is dangerous, they 
require the substitution of something equivalent. When 
we open a baker's-shop and a grog-shop to tl1e Blacks, 
we destroy their untutored relish for the mere provisions 
of nature; they have therefore no incitement to seek them; 
but sit down, of course, before the good things we have 
made them acquainted with, and are compelled to solicit 
our charity, or to earn what they get by means, which 
we, or tl1ey, deem ignominious. Thus they pass a hankering 
life of discontent, shortened by inebriation and disease. 
We have seen some of these victims of civilization, who 
had become mere lumps of misery; their legs and arms 
shnmk like anatomical preparations; their eyes fixed in 
a state of insensibility, and looking altogether as if they 
were waiting to give up the ghost. They have very few 
children, and their numbers arc consequently fast dwindling 
away. The various tribes hitherto discovered, all live in a 
wandering state, having neitl1er village nor hut; but 
each tribe retains its peculiar province, under the juris
diction of a petty cllle£ The number of men and women 
in each tribe, seldom exceeds a hundred, and they occupy 
a territory of perhaps 3 or 400 square miles -from wlllch 
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a strong inference may be drawn, of the sterility of New 
Holland. In each of the tribes adjoining Sydney, the 
number of souls, at present, does not average 30, and the 
succeeding generation, it is probable, may be tl1e last. 
The creature, Homo, will not long inhabit any place, -in 
which his instincts or f.1ncies are molested; for, he either 
becomes dull of heart and ceases to breed, or he is driven 
to forsake such a scene of outrage, for one less exposed. 
It is the same with the chief animals of the brute race; 
and, from the general fact, a deduction may be made of 
considerable importance to those who seek, - and all 
men whose faculties have a god-like bearing do seek, 
- the wel£-.re and reproduction of their kind. The Blacks 
of Van Diemen' s Land arc woolly-headed, generally 
well-made men, and many of them upwards of six feet 
high. The Blacks of New South Wales have seldom 
woolly heads, but their hair is dark and curly; some have 
long lanky hair of a jet black, like the Malays; others 
have it ropy, like the thrums of a mop, with the claws 
or teeth of the Kangaroo fastened to the extremity of 
each thrum; an ornamental device, which is principally 
sought by the females, and renders them admirable, no 
doubt, more or less. The countenances of the tribes adjacent 
to Sydney, are between the American and African -
tl1ey have wide nostrils, and where the nose joins the 
forehead, there is a considerable depression; they have 
large lips and protruded jaws. It is said, their skin acquires 
a copper colour when it has undergone repeated washings, 
but with the usual oxide, it looks of a much darker hue. 
From the nature of their food, or perhaps still more from 
the want of any ablution, they smell like the Houhinhuns 
whom Gulliver came to in his travels; not so sweet as a 
cow. The tribes in the vicinity of Sydney, are particularly 
filthy in this respect, as a consequence of which, they are 
often subject to a cutaneous eruption in the form of 
erysipelas - called in the Black tongue djeeball. In 1789 
the coast natives, were attacked with a smallpox, termed 
by themselves, Galgalla, which proved fatal to great 
numbers: but neither this, nor the erysipelas was ever 
communicated to the whites, though there were several 
white children in the colony who visited tl1e blacks when 
ill of the small pox. It is remarkable, that this disorder 
is yet unknown to the Whites of New Holland. The 
Sydney tribes have been allowed, till very recently, to 
parade the streets without "the troublesome disguises 
which we wear;" and at the other towns and settlements, 
they are still allowed that indulgence. But in the Metropolis, 
(as it is termed in the Government Gazette), they arc 



re9.uired to observe a certain degree of decorum, which 
With the females has become a general habit. Some have 
been fiunished from the Commissariat store with blankets 
which they gather round the neck mantle-wise, but frm~ 
being worn night and day without washing, they add no 
gr~ce to the per~on. That they are not proud, is very 
evtdent from their dress; and so far, they might be cited 
as virtuous examples, by those in England, who are 
learned in the article of dress; who say, that, as it was 
our sin, it is our shame, and we ought not to glory in it. 
On the contrary, these simple creatures, even the females, 
are unconscious of any impression of fmery beyond what 
a string of teeth affords, worn round the head. In the 
same group, we sometimes see a man with only a pair 
of trowsers, another with a shirt, another a jacket without 
any other sub-tegument; or a female wearing a full 
b~dicd-go_Wit with flounces; another wearing only a skirt 
wtth a fnlled cap stuck on her hair obliquely; another 
~as perhaps a r.ed or yellow jacket over a skirt; every one 
m short weanng what the humour of individuals has 
bestowed, no matter how motley and fantastic. Btmgaree, 
the chief, often receives cast-off clothes from naval and 
military officers; but they are generally too valuable to 
be long ret~~ned, when his exchequer is empty. Every 
one that vmts Sydney, knows Btmgaree, who is the 
Be~long of the present time, though a more hybrid 
spectes of savage, and therefore less interesting. He has 
not the attention shown him which was paid to Betmilong; 
who frequently sat at table with Governor Philip, and 
accompanied him to England in 1792, whence he returned 
with Goverr~or . J:Itmtcr in 1795. Bennilong was always 
the sav~ge; his v~stt to _Englan~ only produced a temporary 
suspens10n of hts native habtts, which by degrees were 
resumed, and fmally, he took to the woods. Bungaree 
accosts any gentleman he meets, quite in a familiar manner; 
but if the intercourse extends beyond a passing compliment, 
he always avails himself of it to make a serious request -
for the loan of one dump, (1s 3d.) His tribe are also fond 
of .~orrowll;,g _silver, but in lieu of that, they will accept 
of coppers , If they amount to the value of a loaf, which 
to them is the lowest standard of computation. The 
familiarity of their address is sometimes taken to be 
impudence. We saw a Sydney black meet one of the fme 
muscular Chiefs of New Zealand walking in the streets, 
to whom he went up with "How do you do, shake 
hands;'' but the Chief only smiled at him without stopping. 
This of course mortified the black, and he bestowed on 
him sundry abusive epithets belonging to the English 
tongue, which they are accustomed to apply to each otlter 
when angry; their own language not being sufficiently 
copious to admit these flowers of speech. They find no 
difficulty in procuring liquor, or bull as they call it, but 
a small quantity affects them with intoxication; indeed, 
even _water in :'hich a suga~ mat_has been rinsed is generally 
sufficient. Wlule they arc m tim stupid excitement, some 
attempt to dance and sing; others quarrel; and there is 
a confused utterance of English vulgarisms, mingled with 
the sweet reiterations of the motlter tongue - Ah ah 
- wah, allah allah, wah-gha ghoo ghoo! gha ghoo ghoo l 
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From this state of delirium perhaps someone sinks down 
insensible, and then that dear creature, "anxious lovely 
woman" forsaking the rest, turns to attend the partner 
of all her weary vicissitudes; she raises his head, watches 
his countenance, and if there be no sign of resuscitation 
leans over him howling and weepi.ttg. "Ah !" she will 
appeal to a bystander, "Ah! it's my man, - give him 
some waten ah ah !" 

Most of their quarrels and broken Kobbaras, are ascribed 
by themselves to jealousy, the fierce distemper of suspicion. 
But the female tongue is never vanquished in tltis attack; 
she either retorts the charge upon her accuser with peculiar 
aggravation, ?r r~pels it indignantly as a slander, though 
perhaps there IS a little attendant of a pale olive complexion 
running at her heels. When two of either sex quarrel, 
they lay hold of sticks or clubs, and the ftrst beats the 
second with repeated blows, till it is intolerable; then 
the first stoops the head and allows equal satisfaction to 
be given. Their cranium, at the occiput, is usually a 
quarter of an inch dUck, as if it were a special provision 
of nature for extraordinary defence; or, it may be adduced 
in justification of the good old adage, that God tempers 
the wind to the shorn lamb. Neither Bungaree nor his 
tribe sleep in Sydney, but at sunset retire into the bush, 
carrying a lighted stick with which they kindle a ftre; 
choosing a place where the trees arc thickest, or one of 
the hollow rocks with which the coves of Port Jackson 
abound. Macquarie, who is called the father of the colony, 
- a title, which appears to grow stronger with time, 
made several attempts to benefit the blacks: perhaps he 
thought tltat some recompense was due to tltem, for the 
privation and injury which the colony inflicted. If he 
thought that it was an act of primary justice to miss10nize 
his neighbour, and not leave him when passing in the road 
whc~c h~ had fallen among tllleves, all that we shall say 
of him Is - he was singularly christian-like. 

At a place called Elizabeth Bay, adjoining Port Jackson, 
and only two miles from Sydney, tltere is a plot of good 
ground rising gently from a sandy beach, and sheltered 
from the south wind by a declivity of rocks. In this pretty 
nook, Macquarie invited Bungaree to become a settler. 
He caused several rude huts to be erected, and covered 
them with sheets of bark; he laid the ground out in 
gardens, and assigned the chief a servant victualled from 
the store, to assist in the cultivation. But the scheme proved 
abortive. The materials of the huts, in a short time were 
used for fuel: the sheets of bark, were taken to Sydney 
to be exchanged for bread and drink; the gardener's 
sinecure was abolished, and nothing remains of what was 
called Elizabeth Town, but the local denomination. 
Tills place is now granted to Mr Mc'Leay, who has 
converted it into an excellent garden, with a prospect 
of erecting a Grecian villa contiguous. As Bungaree 
showed no great penchant for settling, Macquarie presented 
him with a boat, wlllch was infinitely more congenial 
to Illm and his "vagrant trai.tt". In this they frequently 
make excursions, and row into the open sea; employing 
themselves in catching ftsh, which they cook over a fire 
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that is carried in the boat, and as they often catch more 
titan they want, the surplus is brought to town for barter. 
A sailor's life would suit these blacks more than any other 
except a gentleman's. Some individuals of the Botany 
Bay tribe have been on whaling voyages, and had their 
lay with the rest of the sailors: one told us he had received 
£20 from his voyage. A few have also recently been 
apprenticed as sailors from the Orphan School, and will 
probably do well. Previously to tills attempt on behalf 
of Dungaree, in December, Macquarie instituted an annual 
feast at Parramatta for all the chiefs who chose to attend, 
along with their tribes. This feast is still commemorated, 
and the last year it was attended by 160 blacks; being 
most probably as many as there are, on tills side the 
mountains, between Broken Bay and the Five Islands. 
At this feast, the Governor usually attends, and holds a 
conference with the chiefs. We will here mention a 
trifling incident that occurred previously to one of these 
conferences, which shows the part Macquarie took to 
ingratiate the blacks. A fine fellow of the name of Kogec, 
chief of the Cow Pastures, with the naive independence 
of one who was conscious that he was "born to be no 
man's slave," walked up to Government House, and 
caused himself to be am10unced; an order was given for 
Ills admittance; and he entered the drawing-room, ac
companied by his three wives, one of which, we are 
assured was an engaging woman. Macquarie shook 
hands with the dllef, and turning to Capt Lockyer, who 
had recently returned from India, "Capt Lockyer," said 
he in his usual tone, "allow me to introduce Kogee to 
you, a chief in whom I have great confidence, and am 
under obligations, for Ills services in taking bushrangers 
- tills is Kogee's head-wife - Kogee take a glass of 
wine" - After the wine was handed, Kogee and his 
wives retired. 

In the year 1814, Macquarie founded a school for the 
education of the blacks, at a place 12 miles northwest 
of Parramatta. A little hamlet arose there in consequence, 
which received the name of Black Town, but it is now in 
ruins, totally abandoned by it's tenantry. Over tills 
"deserted village", this withered form of it1fancy, our 
Australian bard, as Mr Thompson is termed, poured 
forth Ills elegiac strains (quoted in the preceding number) 
which evince a just feeling upon the subject. Several 
causes may be pointed out, as contributing to hasten the 
downfall of this establishment. The unequal or scanty 
number of the children of each sex; tlms limiting the 
competition of every pursuit, and the means of youthful 
amusement, besides presenting many obstacles in the way 
of matrimony. Also the badness of the land attached to 
the establishment; which, as it would never repay the 
cultivation, must have made agriculture appear a wretched 
occupation, to the children of a race who had always 
been accustomed to live in luxurious i.ttdolence. Perhaps 
we may also add without seeking farther, the instability 
of the Colmllal Govenunent, wlllch tempts every Governor 
to signalise his administration by commencing new acts. 
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Our account of the Aborigines so ("lr, relates principally 
to those who live on the coast of New South Wales. 
We shall now turn inland, and describe them generally, 
as they are in the primitive state; for it is itt the interior 
alone where they at present appear to any advantage as 
savages. They are ca1led savages by custom, as the Greeks 
called the people of other nations, barbarians; but it is 
very rarely tbat they have any thing brutal or ferocious 
in their physiognomy; and, but very rarely in their 
actions, without provocation. If we could place a general 
representation of these blacks, in contrast with the common 
class of European labourers, and the desperately wrought 
mechanics, we imagine that an impartial observer would 
pause a little, ere he decided which were the most brutal 
in their conceptions. One or two of the royal dukes of 
the noble house of Brunswick, have the most expansive 
visages of good nature and comfort, which we ever saw, 
until we came in contact with the clllefs of New Zealand; 
but they, savages as they arc, struck us physically, as being 
the sort of men that lived in the golden age. 

The savages of New Holland however are not so 
princely, but more hardy, like the produce of a leaner soil. 

In a progress which we made, some time ago, through 
the interior, we fell in with a tribe of forty men, who 
were crossing the mountains. They were all armed, 
either with spears and wummaras, or waddles and muskets. 
We slackened our pace as they came forward, not that 
there was much to fear, but we wished to observe them. 
They were a set of fmc healthy looking men, some of 
them very grave and thoughtful, but none of them sad; 
two or three in the group were evidently cut out to 
perform the comedy of life for the amusement of the rest: 
tbe gait and the costume which they had were burlesque; 
their knotted locks hung down the face, and when they 
shook them on one side to look at us, their eyes sparkled 
with fun and good humour. As we met, a middle-aged 
man accosted the foremost of us, and the following 

'parlance took place - "Good morning sir - Good 
morning to you, where are you going? - Going to fight 
the Kumnaroy blacks - Rather you would ftght them 
than us - Ha! ha! ha! could you give us some pow den 
- have you any~ - Very little, only enough to charge 
our own pistols - Good bye master, where you set 
down (sleep) - At Kola if we can reach there, how 
far is iu" - This was a foolish question, but the blacks 
after looking up to the sky for a moment, gave it an 
answer - "You be there before sun-down, good day 
master". Very soon after leaving them, we came to the 
place where they had bivouaqued; there were the remains 
of scanty fires, some bushes propped up adjoining, and 
a few sheets of bark fixed in the form of a gable roof, 
as it had rained in the course of the night. These fellows, 
had notlllng to cat with them, and there were no signs 
of supper or breakfast where they encamped: and yet 
they were cheerful, and were going to fight. Tills is 
strange. When an emigrant settler sleeps "in the bush," 
he kindles a f1rc fit to roast an ox; has a supper of tea, 
meat, bread, and grog, - wraps himself up in one or 



two blankets, rises to a good breakfast, and begins the 
next day's journey, evidently thinking that he can rough 
it as well as any other_ man, if not provoked. 

Without assigning any reason, these men were going 
to fight the Kumnaroy blacks; whereas when an English
man goes to fight the French, it is because he knows 
there is a reason, and he acquires glory by fighting the 
battles of his country. Such is the difference between the 
savage state and the civilized. 

h1 the course of our progress along the Hunter, we 
engaged a black fellow to be our guide, in which capacity 
the blacks are of most essential service. A map and a 
compass, are useful; but the local maps, which are obtained 
directly or indirectly from the Colonial Surveyors, have 
very few natural boundaries laid down, for the guidance 
of a stranger; and the compass, is a very uncertain benefit, 
when standing on the margin of an extensive morass, 
or when fixed in the dilemma of a thicket. But the blacks, 
with a perspicacity of vision which appears almost preter
natural, track footsteps over bare rocks, and in the darkest 
or most unfrequented parts of the forest. Our guide led 
us through what is here called, a thick brush; on entering 
which, he took off his shirt and trowsers, to avoid their 
being torn. As we passed along, he trod down the long 
runners of the wild vine, lifted up the lianas which arc 
as strong as packthread, sometimes went head first through 
a small opening, and sometimes feet first; but he was 
never at a loss which way to take, though we could not 
determine in which direction the sun laid; and around us, 
it was an iriextricable maze of matted ramifications. On 
coming from this to an open part by the river side, he 
went to a tree and stood some moments viewing its bark; 
we asked what he saw, and after repeating the question, 
he answered: - "Black-fellow killed here, murry long 
while ago." - During this excursion, one of our party 
lost a bunch of keys, which he discovered just as we 
were going to recruit the fatigues of the day with a good 
dinner; the guide, after a little persuasion, set off to look 
for them, and in about an hour returned back, and took 
the keys from his belt, with an air of indifference- had he 
found them in a swamp which we crossed. In the course 
of the day, when passing through the forest, we encoun
tered a few natives; the two first were young women of 
perhaps five and twenty; with plump and rather ruddy 
cheeks. This apparent suffusion of the cheek was occasioned 
probably by the circumstance of meeting strangers armed, 
as they gave a sudden shriek; but presently shook hands 
with the utmost good humour. They wore short cloaks 
of kangaroo or opossum skins, with nets slung over their 
shoulders, and spears in their hands. An old wrinkled 
woman followed, leaning on a staff, with a bundle of tl1e 
soft bark of the tea-tree on her head; borne, no doubt, 
as an auxilliary of repose. She received no manual greeting, 
but in a feeble querulous tone asked us for tobacco; 
which, to our mortification, we were unable to bestow. 
That unfortunate weed; as we have heard it called, what 
a lenitive it is found to possess, to the little comforted 
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soul of old age or of misery! Shortly after these, we met 
a strong muscular man of the age of forty, armed with 
a long spear or fizgig, having several barbs - "Good 
day, master," said he, to the foremost of us, "where you 
set downr" and when told in such a place, where he 
would soon sec corn growing; he replied, "Aye, aye", 
with the usual intonation - and walked on about his 
business. From our observation, the interior tribes consider 
tl1e whites, as a strange plodding race, for the greater part 
slaves, obliged to get their Jiving by constant drudgery 
every day. Whereas, for tl1emselves, their wants being 
few and easily supplied, "they toil not, neither do they 
spin;" but, wild men of the woods as they are, they may 
be said to lead a life the prototype of that simplicity, which 
stoics and visionary zealots have pronounced to be the 
duty of man. When a child is born, the silky folds of the 
tea tree furnish it with swaddling clothes, in which it is 
carried by the mother, till able to sit across her neck and 
hold on by her bushy hair; and it soon learns to walk 
without the incipient process of leading-strings. The girls 
are kept with their mothers, and are taught obedience; 
they generally have two joints of the little fmger on the 
left hand amputated, as the old people say, to give them 
facility or luck when fishing. It is remarkable, viewed in 
connection with this rite, that the males of Tonga and 
the Friendly Isles, have the little finger of the right hand 
amputated; and they also undergo circumcision. 

The boys of each tribe associate together, and follow 
the men. They are instructed from infancy in the use of 
the HJt/1/tmera or throwing-stick, with which they can 
throw a reed ten times as far as a white. At Htmter's 
River, a lively little boy was exhibiting feats of this kind 
before us, and being flattered with our attention, he came 
to where we stood, and asked with a smile, "A'n't I a 
fnu!jerry fellowi'" Our reply was, "murry budjerry;" he 
then began to amuse us with the aboriginal dance, in 
which they cut with the knees instead of the feet. After 
this, "Now," said he, turning his toes out, "the white 
fellow's dance" - which he imitated very well. 

On entering the stage of manhood, a front tooth is 
knocked out, and the septum of the nose is bored, the 
aperture being kept open while fresh, by a quill, the 
performance of these ceremonies is attended with certain 
stupid mystical rites, the import of which seems very 
dubious. It is rather strange, that the aperture in the 
nose, is rarely, if ever, afterwards made use of for any 
ornamental appendage. After passing through these 
painful customs, which are probably the reliques of a 
superstitious ordinance, the youth assumes the privileges 
of a man. He is then allowed, if able, to take a wife from 
an adjoining tribe; as the Romans did from the Sabines, 
by force of arms. To accomplish this purpose, he steals 
upon the women when they are alone, seizes on the 
object of his fancy, intreats her consent with a cudgel, 
and nolenfes volentes drags her away. Thus they avoid the 
evil of intermarriage, and the suspense of long courtship; 
their wives also, happily, cleave to the destiny which 
befals them. 
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The passions of the aborigines, are violent, but short
lived, except that of revenge. On the other hand, those 
inordinate appetites which we denominate sensual and 
brutal, are more rare amongst these barbarians, than 
amongst the inhabitants of European towns. The decency 
of their behaviour is irreproachable. 

They not only endure hunger with a patient countenance, 
but when one of them obtains food, after long abstinence, 
he eats it witl1 decorous moderation; and, if his comrades 
are present, hands them a share. If an individual kills a 
kangaroo, he carries it to the rest of the tribe - instead 
of attempting -

"To cloy the hungry edge of appetite, 
By bare imagination of a feast," 

they mortify that propensity when it is importunate, 
in a more summary and decisive manner. Most of them 
wear a belt of either kangaroo skin, opossum, or bandycoot, 
in tl1e folds of which they generally carry the waddy; 
and when all the wolf arises to devour, they exclaim, 
"belly jumps!" - and, merely draw the belt tighter. 

Cannibalism, as practised in New Zealand, is unknown; 
but there has been sufficient evidence, we believe, of the 
occasional anthropophagism, of one or two of our remote 
tribes. 

The usual food of the aborigines, are the animals of the 
brute creation. A species of piscivorous worm forms a 
staple article of subsistence, and is called by them kobbara, 
a word which also signifies the skull. This worm is 
common in the East Indies, has a scaly head formed like 
an augur, and perforates the stoutest ship, unless it be well 
sheathed with copper. Here, the same description of worm 
is abundantly fom1d in dead trees, lying on the banks of 
rivers where the water is fresh; it is often as thick as the 
little finger, and eight or ten inches in length. Sometimes 
the holes are drilled so close in sound hard wood, that 
the interstices arc not thicker than a wafer. In appearance, 
it is made up of white gluten, like the fat of an oyster, 
and the Blacks account it delicious eating. We observed 
a boy who had a quantity of these luscious worms, tied 
up in a sheet of bark, and enquired what they were for 
- "To patter," said he; and immediately "to suit the 
action to the word," he let a few glide down his throat. 
\Ve drew back witl1 signs of nausea, but he only laughed, 
and said they were murry good for black-fellow. In 
fact, nothing comes amiss to his stomach. He spears 
every bird and beast in the forest, and has an epicurean 
relish for vipers. \Vhcn the opossum runs up a gum tree, 
the bark of which is as smooth as paper, and perhaps 
80 feet without a branch, its remorseless pursuer knotches 
holes to put his toe in, and fetches it down. Such is the 
fortuitous provision on which they rely; on which they 
attain a vigorous manhood, and produce their kind. 
They have no apothecary's shop, no oil and pickle shop; 
they gather no herbs to create an appetite, and yet they 
survive. Those dreadful catalogues of disease, published 
in England, the bare reading of which produces infection, 
can have no corresponding translation in their language. 
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With them, the business of life is to bask in the sun or 
wander about; to fight, dance or procure food. Much 
labour of body or mind is evidently deemed tmprofitable, 
degrading, and foolish. Hence, having no reflections to 
harrass their leisure, they lie down stretched on the earth 
for hours togetl1er, musing, perhaps, a little. They see that 
the woods are always green, and unchangeable; that the 
sky, the water, and the hills, are the same as they always 
were, producing what they have ever done - therefore 
why should they be troubledr And as the soft air of the 
climate fans their cheek, thought subsides into feeling, 
the mere feeling of existence; that mildest form of sen
suality, in which there is not any perception of fatigue. 
What available benefit can civilization offer, superior to 
this soothing enjoyment of listless indolence, or, to that 
uncontrolled independence in which they liver 

On enquiry, we fmd that the religion of the Aborigines, 
or rather their superstition, is very absurd; but they 
regard the observance of its rites, more as a matter of 
custom authorised by tradition, than as an essential duty 
enforced by fearful apprehensions. It is usual for each 
tribe to have a Karrady or doctor, who combines in his 
person the functions of a priest; he cures the body and 
also saves the soul. In what manner so much skill is 
acquired, we have sought in vain to discover; but it is 
an advantage, we must allow, to these blacks, on the 
score of economy, as well as in limiting the agency of 
imposture. 

When a patient is put under the doctor's hands, the 
latter pretends to be affected with an inward movement 
from a supernatural cause, which ends in producing a 
bone or stick as the instrument of healing; or, he draws 
his fmger down the middle of his breast, taking this to be 
virtually an incision, to which he applies his mouth and 
infuses a certain number of respirations; the breast is then 
closed in a moment, the patient is well; or, if he dies, 

, he was bewitched. They do not consider the doctor to 
blame, but some others, who have glanced on him with 
an evil eye: therefore the friends of tl1e deceased, call 
upon those suspected to give satisfaction. This challenge 
is usually accepted, and the accused stand to have several 
spears thrown at them, which they are allowed to ward 
off with a small shield of wood. We are told by an authentic 
witness, that such recontres arc sustained with an astonishing 
tact and science, a ready eye and alert movement. 

When they die, these blacks go to the dibble, as they 
say for a short time only, being quickly taken by the 
Karrady into Warredya or heaven, a place far above 
Narrawan, which is the blue sky. From this they trans
migrate to some remote earthly region and become 
white men, or assume a different fashion of humanity. 

They have not, that we can learn, any definite notion 
of hell, the evil deeds which they do, are usually deemed 
to be avenged by the spear and the waddy; therefore as 
far as regards the living, there is no retribution required. 
Whatever misfortLmes they suffer, are owing they conceive 



to the Dibble-dibble, a malignant apparition, which roams 
abroad after dusk and haunts new made graves. On this 
account they formerly never travelled after sunset; but 
from the impunity of our example, they are now much 
less scrupulous. 

Thus, like the uncultivated and degraded amongst 
mankind, of every nation, tongue, and people, they arc 
more disposed to propitiate a Manichean god, - to seek 
deliverance from the imaginary powers of darkness, than 
to rise into the preception, that there must be some 
beautiful Intelligence presiding over the Universe, very 
great and very good, whom it is desirable to worship, 
though unseen and unknown. From whence the aboriginal 
superstition has been derived, we know not; we do not 
know whether it has been transmitted by Bramha or 
Pythagoras. As Europeans, we may conjecture that it is 
of an origin, antecedent to either; or that it is coeval 
with the North American belief in a land of souls. 

What we have stated of their apparitional faith, has 
been gathered from the first writers on the colony, and 
from our personal enquiry; but while we admit its 
authenticity as far as regards the notion of an evil spirit, 
to which they give various names in their own language, 
and Dibble in ours, we are disposed to think that in other 
respects, it has been supplied from their intercourse with 
the whites. The black doctor, shuns all enquiry into the 
subject, as a profane meddling with mysteries, not to be 
revealed. When a funeral ceremony takes place, the rites 
attending it, fully indicate a long accustomed conviction 
of the existence of spirits. The followers of the corpse 
take tufts of grass, and wave them in the air, looking 
about as if they discovered the presence of invisible beings, 
which might injure the unconscious form, before it could 
reach the security of the grave. They always avoid observ
ation in this ceremony, and make the place of interment 
in an unfrequented part. The grave is strewed with grass; 
bushes and grass are laid over the corpse, as if they wished 
the earth to lie lightly on his breast; his arms, and whatever 
belonged to him, are buried with him. While this is 
doing, the women cry aloud._. wailing in every note of 
sorrow; but the men remain silent: - sometimes a short 
dirge is chanted at the close. The name of the deceased, 
they make a point of not mentioning again; his friends 
paint white streaks or lines over the body, which adhere 
for a length of time, and are no doubt the symbols of 
mourning. When an old person dies, the body is frequently 
burned. The aborigines have no poetry that we have 
heard of; they make no fme speeches like the North 
American Indians. Several of them can speak English 
fluently, and pronotmce the th, which more polished 
foreigners find so difficult. They could be taught good 
English; but as the prisoners and remote settlers with 
whom they generally come in contact, accost them with 
the common ellipsis of negroes and mounseers, mixed 
with slang, they form a patois between them, of which 
it is at length difficult for either to get rid. The aboriginal 
language contains numerous dialects, but what radical 
distinction they have, we know not. In sound, it is much 
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less uncouth than Dutch, Russ, Irish, Welsh, and some 
other barbarous tongues. Like the general language of 
the nations and islands south of the Tropic of Cancer, 
it has a rythmical, alliterative character and a vowel 
termination. As we go northward from the Tropics, it is 
for the most part, compounded of ongs, d1aws, kiches, 
esses, or other harsh consonants: - arising probably 
from rheumy obstructions of the lungs and other organs 
of speech. We are wuble to affiliate the different languages 
of the globe, which we may deeply regret, as from thence 
we might trace the course of emigration by which it has 
been peopled. For the benefit of those, who may be in 
a search of documents connected with tllls object, we 
will subjoin the most important aboriginal words which 
we have collected viva voce. The A is sounded as in Ah, 
the Y as in Yes, the G as in Good, the rest is common 
English pronunciation. 

Sun 
Moon 
Stars 
Clouds 
Sky 
Heaven 
Sea 
Water 
Man (black) 
Man (white) 
Woman 
Woman (old) 
Man (old) 
Boy 
Child 
Head 
Skull 
Hair 
Nose 
Good 
Bad 
Much 
Little 
Yes 
No 
Dead 
Kangaroo (large) 
Ditto (small) 
Watermole 
Emu 
Duck 
Dog 
Fish 
Albatross 
Laughing Jackass 
Rock 
One 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 

Panyal; going; dugong; dunna 
Yalunya, yennada; kawang; dilluk 
Manyi, birrong 
Yarayl; karahgoro; bullabunang 
Narrawan; burra; ura 
Warredya 
Yamita; karregerang; tankalay 
Kokohn; bado 
Koray; mulla; narugi 
Korambala 
Nugang; napal; kowal; djin; wungt 
Narrugyan 
Narrugi; guoyanayong 
Wanyi; goree 
Kerang; koroong; wmmi 
Wallung; gogra 
Kobra 
Burrang; tetang; dewarra 
N ogro; nogul 
Murrorong; marong; budjerry 
Y arraki; weere yakrina 
Kowwol; murray 
Gnarrang 
A; moremy 
Bayal 
Tatta, Tattaballabay 
Pattagorang 
Y alpine; walliba; kari 
Yapay 
Gungerrong; marayong 
Yuranny; yurrongi 
W orrekol; tingo; terreakara; co yay 
Makro 
Yennada 
Go gaga 
Kcba 
Wokul 
Bullora; bulla 
Nurro; brewy 
Gawoy 
Kawol 

Six 
Seven 
Eight 
Nine 
Ten 

Kawol wokul 
Kawol Bullora 
Kowol Nurro 
Warrunbang 
Beunbang 

The words put first, are what we have hear? as m<_lst 
generic; the others arc either synoni~n.es or radtcal vana
tions; tl1ey are partly from our cnqumes, and partly from 
the collections of Collins, and of Mr Threlkeld. 

We shall now name the equipments of a New Holland 
savage. 

A SPEAR, with one barb, or two or four; witl1 this they 
can strike an object seventy yards distant. 

FIZGIG, a spear with prongs. 
WuMMERA, a stick three feet long, with one end broad 

and the other hooked, by wlllch they throw the spear. 

SmELD, of bark or hard wood carved. 

BUMMERUNG, a wooden sword. 

WADDY, or club, also carved and polished. 

STONE HATCHET, with which they notch holes in large 
trees to catch the opossum, and exhibit in their ascent 
and descent, the most astonishing and unparralelled 
dexterity. 

NETS of fmer or coarser workmanship, according to the 
tribe b'ut thev are made unlike ours, having 110 knot to 
form' the mesh. 

They also make their own fishing lines with pearl 
hooks, unbarbed; they make cloaks of skins with neat 
sewing, and canoes of bark stitched up at the ends. The 
bow and arrow, as a weapon, is unknown. 

Ever since the foundation of the Colony, there have 
been at intervals skirmishes with the Aborigines. The 
mor~ enlightened part of the white population, alw~ys 
endeavoured to avoid any cause of offence, rather seektng 
to propitiate tl1eir good will. But the outposts of the 
Colony, are held by poor or wretched individuals, on 

whom the blacks are tempted to retaliate from ~heir 
inroads their weakness, or their wanton aggressions. 
Their ~etaliations became more frequent in 1823 and 
1824, when many cattle were drive~ away, and about 
twenty stockmen speared or cut to pteces. 

The reports of these outrages we:e so horrid, that ~ir 
Thomas Brisbane was at length mduced to proclatm 
martial law in the disturbed districts, the chief of which 
was Bathu;st. This was accordingly done in July 1824, 
and before the close of the year, tranquility was restored. 
While in operation, however, ample vengeance w~ tak_cn 
by either party, and the newspapers teemed With dtre 
relations of barbarian atrocities. Those who had land or 
cattle at stake in tl1e warm zeal of the moment, advocated 
their present ~xtermination; ~hat such a _se~ of idle, pilferi~g, 
irreclaimable vagrants, havmg no religton, no mo:ality, 
the descendants probably of Cain, were only a musance 
on the earth and not fit to live. Their colour, "the burnished 
livery of the silver sun," was alleged against them as ~e 
mark, recorded in Genesis. More would have been satd 
of their heathenism and gross sin, had the Colony possessed 
a chosen breed of fanatics, such as were in New England; 
for tl1ey could see in the Indian savages, the fu~ess of 
iniquity, and that it was therefore their duty to anse and 
utterly destroy them. But in this Colony, some to~k the 
other side of the question; and stated, that our clatm. to 
the country was not exclusive, as. the bl~cks !la~ rnor 
possession, and owned separate portions of tt _as mdivtdual 
property; that as they received wrongs and msult~, from 
our servants, their sufferance was, on Shylocks plea, 
"by Christian example - revenge", that they did not 
make themselves; and, if they were black they had souls, 
perhaps not discolored more than ?u~s, t~ou~h not 
fraught with the powerful and splendtd illurrunattons of 
hieroglyphical knowledge. 

At present, we shall not give a decisive o~inion on the 
treatment which the aborigines ought to recetve. We shall 

'conclude this article, by merely adding, that since 1824 
they have been generally peaceable, till ver:y ,recei_Itly, 
when a large body (200), at the he~d of Hunters River, 
have manifested symptoms of hosuhty. 

S d J 1828 No 2 101-15 The editor writing as Dr Roger Oldfield, was probably [The Sot~th-Asian Register, y ney, anuary, , · , · • 
Rev. Ralph Mansfield.] 
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APPENDIX XI 

Saxe Bannister's Observations on 
the Aborigines rif New South Wales {I8Jo) 

T HE NATIVES OF NEW SOUTH WALES, although a kindly 
disposed race, are probably farther removed from 
civilization than any other people upon earth. 

They require, therefore, to be led with the greater care 
from their uncivilized state, and to be the more shielded 
from our ordinary injustice than any other barbarous 
people. On the contrary, however, they have been, and 
they arc now in the highest degree, oppressed, through 
the founding of a convict colony among them, and 
through their utter destitution of property. They offer, 
in regard to commerce, no motives for the consideration 
of private traders. Their position is such with respect to 
other Europeans, and they are so weak, that no political 
inducement exists for the government to conciliate them: 
and missionary bodies wisely go to scenes where the 
obstacles to success are less formidable, and the objects 
of their zeal more numerous. Justice towards them on 
our part has never been thought of. It is impossible to say 
that any attempt is making to afford them an equivalent 
in any shape for the land which we are seizing in every 
quarter. The amount of exertion by His Majesty's govern
ment does not deserve notice; and what individuals have 
done has failed for want of support, proportioned to the 
requisites of the case. 

The English rules of evidence, the absence of interpreters, 
and the ill-conduct of the people (both settlers and convicts, 
with special exeptions,) render it exceedingly difficult to 
cause the law to be put in . force against murderers and 
other heinous wrong-doers towards the natives; and 
when, by any concurrence of favourable circumstances, 
conviction has been obtained, the government has sym
pathized too much with the oppressing class, and too 
little with the oppressed, to permit justice to ha,ve its 
course. 

About 1799 several white people committed a murder 
of an aggravated character, near Windsor, on the Hawkes
bury, and were convicted. The case, however, was referred 
to England, and the culprits ultimately escaped the punish
ment due to crime. 

In 1812, a committee of the House of Commons, in a 
report upon transportation, noticed the unequal dispensing 
of justice between white people and natives. 

Governor Macquarie once caused a white man to be 
executed for murdering a black native, a constable, whom 
the white man resisted and killed, and the law of juris-
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diction in the Colonial Courts was well settled. Neverthe
less, in 1826, as foul a murder as is possible to be conceived 
was perpetrated upon a little native boy at the Myall 
River, near the Australian Company's settlement; and the 
conviction of three men was secured, through the integrity 
and right feeling of a private individual, Mr Pennington; 
yet the men are said not to have been executed. In the 
same year a black man was shot in cold blood at a stake 
by the soldiers upon Hunter's River; and other outrages 
of a like nature in the same district were necessarily 
stimulated by the illegal proceedings of the Governor of 
the Colony. The administration of the law being then 
also, in a great measure, taken out of the proper channel, 
the natural consequence was, the commission of the 
most cruel barbarities by inferior persons. The whole 
transactions relative to the military execution on Hunter's 
River, in 1826, and the trial in 1827, of Lieut. Low, ought 
to be laid before Parliament, in order to this subject being 
seen in its true light. The Hottentots at the Cape have 
found friends; and the natives of an English colony should 
not be without them. 

With such practices prevailing, in regard to the highest 
order of crime, towards the natives, it is not surprising 
that in all other relations of life they should have found 
our convict settlement not only t;npropitious to their 
improvement, but fatal to their existence even in these 
more enlightened days. We are, indeed, fast destroying 
them in a manner deeply revolting. 

There is a public body in tills country especially bound 
to consider the case of the aborigines. In the House of 
Commons, as long ago as 1826, a very foolish but a very 
wicked attack was made upon the Australian Company 
through Sir Charles Forbes. The Under-Secretary of State 
repelled the charge; and Mr Jolm Smith claimed credit 
for Jar better motives in regard to his com1ection with 
this company, thau the hopes ofjust gain. What special objects 
existed either for advancing free emigration to New South 
Wales, or otherwise, was not stated; but he, and every 
individual concerned for the best interests of that colony, 
will admit that to do justice to its aboriginal inhabitants 
is one of their first duties. To such persons, therefore, 
especially, as well as his Majesty's government, I would 
submit the following passages from recent publications. 

The case happened on the Myall, as already mentioned 
in this note; and having been the public prosecutor of 
the men proved in two trials to have been murderers, 

I can venture to assert that a more unmitigated case was 
never presented to a court of justice than the first trial 
displayed, which I conducted mysel£ The second took 
place after I had quitted Sydney, when more of the accused 
were apprehended; and as a conviction was obtained in 
it, the guilt of the parties is to be presumed to have been 
equally clear upon that occasion. Nevertheless, it is said 
no execution was done on the murderers; and if all the 
subsequent £1cts are correctly stated in these two passages, 
they present four points of the greatest importance to 
every reflecting mind:-

1st. That the natives have a keen sense of justice. 

2d. That if assured of justice being done by us, they 
will repress their dispositions to do it in their 
own way. 

3d. That by activity and firmness justice may be 
carried into effect. 

4th. That the partial influence of local white feelings 
prevents the execution of justice by us. 

The passages alluded to arc as follows:-

"A constable had killed a principal native near Port 
Stephens. The sawyers appeared dreadfully alarmed, 
saying that vengeance would be taken. They asked for 
firearms to protect themselves. To this I did not agree, 
as I believed my influence over the natives, and the power 
I possessed to send off the offender, would satisfy them. 

"I began by saying I was sorry that poor Tong [Tom] had 
been killed; that I had sent two white fellows off to be 
hanged, for killing little Tommy* of the Myall; that I 
would have the constable hanged too." - Ms. quoted 
in the Wcstminister Review, for January 1830, p. 184.** 

Second Passage 

"In April, 1827, a considerable sensation was excited 
amongst the Company's servants, by one of our shepherds 
having been speared by a native black. I therefore felt it 
my duty to usc every possible effort to have the offender 
secured and punished; more especially as three convicts 
were at that time under sentence of death for the murder 
of a native on the Grant; and as these men had, in the 
first instance, been committed by me, and were ordered 
to be executed at Port Stephen, I felt it necessary to 
shew that, in the important station it was my lot to fill, 
:-~s the Company's representative, protection should, to 

the utmost of my power, be extended to all classes, and 
justice equally executed upon all offenders, whether 
black or white. I accordingly took a party of the military, 
and such native guides as I could depend upon, and went 
amongst the distant tribes on the Myall River, where the 
criminal was known to have fled:" -so far well, but this 
gentleman proceeds, - "having previously written to 
the Governor, to beg he would suspend the execution 
of the three offenders till tl1e result of my pursuit should 
be known. We searched unsuccessfully for a fortnight. 
Two objects, however, were gained: - 1st. That of the 
salutary terror with which our vigorous pursuit inspired 
the natives. 2nd. The confidence established by it in the 
minds of our people, that, whether convicts or otherwise, 
no pains would be spared to punish any outrages that 
might be committed upon them. I received, in answer 
to my report of the proceedings, the thanks of the Governor 
for my exertions, and also the gratifying intelligence that 
the liPcs of the white men hat'e been spared." - The same 
Magistrate's Statement, 1829, p. 36. 

Upon the face of these papers the pardon of the murderers 
is without the slightest justification; and the case is a 
remarkable proof of our unjust conduct in New South 
Wales. Here was a magistrate claiming credit, and not 
improperly, for his kind consideration of the natives; 
and a very large estate belonging to proprietors in England, 
amongst whom are some of the most active philanthropists. 
On the spot, consequently, there is less of mere self
interest opposed to the natives than in any part of New 
Holland; and the wealth of the Company removes the 
ordinary cause of exasperation when needy settlers are 
pilfered of a few cobs of maize, or a lamb. Yet in such a 
case of really frightful atrocity, the humane magistrate 
sets up the plea of expediency, and the governor yields 
to it, and pardons murderers in a way that in England 
would at once cause universal remonstrance. . . . 

At the Swan River there are no convicts; and the natives 
have already shewn us the friendliness we usually meet 
with upon first settling new countries; and difficult as 
the task unquestionably is to combine our interests with 
theirs, no fair observer of them elsewhere will deny their 
capacity, or their good feeling. - It is, therefore, exceed
ingly to be hoped that at least an attempt will be made 
to save them, through the means which at Sydney the 
London Missionary Society tried with considerable effect 
in 1826, in defiance of extraordinary obstacles. 

[From Appendix No. 5, in Bannister's Humane Policy; or Justice to the Aborigines, London, 1830, ccxxxix-ccxliv.] 

* Little Tommy's case is that mentioned in p. [358] above. 
** The author of the Ms. was a Magistrate in New South Wales in 1826. 
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APPENDIX XII 

Full Particulars from Returns Available 
for Lake Macquarie and Newcastle I828-184o 

[From Threlkeld's 'Return of the Black Natives belonging to Lake Macquarie and Newcastle', 
21 May 1828. C.S.I.L. (4/2045) Reg. No. 28/4304.] 

English Name Aboriginal Proper Name Age Relationship 

M Jemmy Jackass- We-rah-kah-tah Wife is insane at Port 
The King of the District Macquarie 

M OldJackey Kah-ling-te-ah Tllls old man has two 
WIVeS 

F Mary Ngu-wah-be 1 wife 
F - Nool-luu-kun 2wifc 

M Moses Ngo-ah-ko-ro No wife 
M Brown His name must not be men- 8 Son 

tioned a person being dead 

F Kitty Ko-tuug 14 Daughter 

M M'gill We-pohng 
F Patty Ti-pah-ma-ah Wife 
M Francis Ye-row-wa 5 Son 

M Kogin Ngah-tong-kalm 
F Molly Mah-rah-kah Wife 
F Sally M'gce Kur-mahng IS Daughter 

M Walker Muu-nuug-kahl 
F Moll Kul-mo-te-ah Wife 
F Kitty We-ah-ro 5 Daughter 

M Robert Ba-re 
F Long Nauuy Mo-rah-ya-ah Wife 
F Mary Auu Mul-li-yah 5 Daughter 
F Infant white 7 weeks Daughter 

M Moses Pu-ah-ye-ah 
F Mary Yah-luug-kah-rah Wife 
M Yebi Wal-nah 7 Son 

M Jerry Ko-ro-ki-bah 
F Mary Bahn-di Wife 
M Singleman Bur-rah-buu-de 8 Son 
F Kitty Kah-ne 20 Daughter 

M Purcell Bo-ah-lah-rah 
F Nauuy Kah-ta-ang Wife 
M Billy Blue Wir-rin-de 6 Son 

F Crankey Yal-bur-re No husband 
M Crosby Ra-en 4 Son 

M Botowong No wife 
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English N arne Aboriginal Proper Name Age Relationship 

These have no children although mostly yotmg couples: 

M Boolabin Mir-rung-bahng 
F Mary Po-ro-yo-ro Wife 

M Dismal Bum-bo-ro-kahn 
F Nanny Yuhl-lohn Wife 

M Jackey Tir-tir-bah 
F Mary Yuhug-ko-e-ye-ir Wife 

M Crosby Pir-ring-kah-reyn 
F Nanny Yir-bah Wife 

M Gorman Bo-win-bah 
F Nanny Wil-le-kah Wife 

M Darkey Kun-kun 
F Pry Pun-tan-tab Wife 

MJemmy U-mo-bah 
F Nanny Tohl-wa-ah Wife 

F Kobang Yu-lohn No husband 

M Ben Ko-rohl-uhm-bah 
F Garner Kah-ta-uug Wife 

M Mr A' gin Mah-ko-wa-ah-uhm-bah 
F Mary Yu-nah-pah-ka Wife 

M Anthoney Ahn-kah-ruu-bah 

M Tower Mu-ta 

M Whip'em-up Waw-bah 

M Moses Mah-ro-ba-rah 14 Orphan 

M M'kevah Kah-be-te-mah 14 Orphan 

M Mr Innis Nge-ro-un 12 Orphan 

M lllibarng Mo-kum-be 12 Orphan 

Number of Men, 24; Women, 26; Boys, 10; Girls, 4; Total, 64 
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[From J. Warner's 'Nominal Return of Natives present at the issue of Blankets at Lake 
Macquarie, and Names of those absent in the District', 1833, C.S.I.L. (4/6666.3) Reg. No. 

33/3623.] 

Names 

Women Present 

Old Mingen 
Sally McGee 
Co bung 
Old Mary Nobody 
Sally Curnning 
Betsey 
Warkin 
Nanny Bullie 
Old Mrs McCarty 
Molly Morgan 
Gin-Gin 

Tirrell 
Currangy 

Old Mary 
Mungay 
Young Kitty 
Bowyere 
Nanny Boyce [I Boyes] 
Mune 
Mollbirrong 
Dinging 
Cumbaray 
Maria 
Birraway 
Kitty Pucker 
Cangallymoorbanda 

Miler 
Burraware 
Blue Water 
Curry-Bare 

Old Mammy 

Girls Present 

Bandicoote 
Sally 
Pi tty 
Pullare 
Kitty Warrow 
Susan 

Timy 
Betsy 
Mary Ann 
Louisa 
Charlotte 

Tract of Country from which 
the Tribe Derive their 

Designation 

Lake Macquarie 

Lake Macquarie 

Swamps 

Newcastle 

Kurungbong 

Swamps 

Lake Macquarie 
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Place or District to which 
they Most Frequent 

Lake & Dist. Newcastle 

Dist. Newcastle 

Kurungbong & Lake 

Dist. Newcastle 

Lake & Dist. Newcastle 

I 

I 
li 

~ I 

Names 

Women Absent 

Nelly 
Yellow Nelly 
Black Kitty 
Poky 

Peggy 

Dorockatare 
Tandeream 

Men Present 

McGill (chief) 
Tower 2nd 
Old Bungaree 1st 
Long Buttie 
Old McCarty 
Cockatoo 

Gorman (chief) 
Coleman (chief) 
Long Jack 
Old Wallabie Toe 
Old Mick . 
Cockey 
W allabie Joe 2nd 
Jack 
Old Morang 
Boatswain 
Bar barry 
Pussy 
Old Barraway 
Old Bungaree 2nd 
Harry Moor 1st 
Harry Moor 2nd 
Fussell [ 1 Purcell] 
Jimmy 
Bruder [•Binder] 
Tom 

W allungull (chief) 
Bungaebung 

Big Blackboy 
Macquarie 
McKee bar 
Little Blackboy 
Mungaroo 
hmiss 
Long Boatman 
Old Mr Cottoo 
Kangaroo Bullie 
Little Boatman 
Nobody 

Tract of Country from which 
the Tribe Derive their 

Designation 

Newcastle 

Swamps 

Kurungbong 

Lake Macquarie 

Pambalong (Swamps Dist. & 
(near Newcastle 

Ash Island 

Lake Macquarie 
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Place or District to which 
they Most Frequent 

Newcastle 

Dist. Newcastle 

Kurungbong & Lake 

Dist. Newcastle & Lake 

Dist. Newcastle in various places 

Dist. Newcastle 

Dist. Newcastle & Lake 



Tract of Country from which 
Place or District to which Names the Tribe Derive their 

they Most Frequent Designation 

Old Daddy Kurungbong Lake & Kurungbong 
Old Constable Threlkie & Kurungbong 
Jimmy 
Charles Mirth 
Jacky Boodawar 
Tommy Kudchadnggy 

Old Ned Lake Macquarie Dist. Newcastle 
Boolloowoolloo Swamps 

Men Absent 

Old Charley 
Mr White 

Lake Macquarie Lake & Dist. Newcastle 

Young Moses 
Tom Jones 
Shingleman 
Emu 
Billy Blue 
Brown 
Blind Jacky 

Old Bullie Kurungbong Threlkie & Kurungbong 
Ben (chief) 
Stockman 
Darrabingare 

Wallis Dist. Newcastle Newcastle & Lake 
Fisher 

Boys Presetlt 
Tom Swamps Dist. Newcastle 
Young Billy 
Buring [ 1Beering] 

Innisk Kurungbong Kurungbong & Lake 
Quart Pot Lake Threlkie & Kurungbong 
Breeches Lake & Dist. Newcastle 

Boys Absent 

Little Jimmy Lake Macquarie Lake & Dist. Newcastle 

Little Pinkin Swamps Dist. Newcastle 
Young Tommy 

Little Nobody 
Little McGill 

Lake Macquarie Lake & Dist. Newcastle 

Number of Men- Present 47, Absent 15; Women- Present 31, Absent 7; Boys (from 2 to 10 years) 
-Present 6; Girls (from 2 to 10 years) -Present 11; Grand Total- Present 95, Absent 22. 
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[From Threlkeld's 'Return of Aboriginal Natives, taken at Ebenezer Lake Macquarie on May 13th 1836'. C.S.I.L. (4/2302.1) Reg. No. 36/4548.] 

Place or 
Probable Designation District of 

English Names Native Names Age Wives Children of Tribes Usual Resort 

M Nobody Koi-ti 39 King Ben's Lake Macquarie 
M Emu Ngo-roin-ban 23 
M King Ben Kung-ka-ma 35 1 
M Breeches Kut-ti-nm 9* 
M Charcoal Ki-ro-ung 8* 
M Dickey Tul-lum-bin 10 
M Gorman Kua-mun 30 
M Fisherman Tun-kur-rir-ka 40 1 1 son 1 dau 
M Brazer Murrur-urni 22 
M Old Daddy Kurrabawari 45 1 2 sons 2 daus 
M Old Daddy Wuruwaie 60 1 1 son 
M Cockatoo KotOngbing-a 45 1 3 sons 2 daus 
M Charley Kau-i-kul 60 4 sons 
M Jackey Burrurburrur 50 
M Old Blind Bullie Kor6ng 60 
M Coleman Bumborokan 35 1 1 dau 

"' M Jack Kurreawomy 32 1 
"' "' M Harry Potubor6n 33 1 

M Dickey Tullumbi 12 
M Tommy Tulokun 15 I King Ben's Lake Macquarie 
M Jemmy Mllnkoro 22 1 
M Jemmy Bikimun 35 1 
M Bush Tommy Mul-ba-ra 35 Mangrove Creek 
M Little Nobody Kate 18 1 Lake Macquarie 
M Jack Kin-ta-ti-a 32 1 
M M'gill Biraban 40 
M Dismal Bumborokan 40 Newcastle 
M Innis Bir6ba 25 Lake Macquarie 
M Boatman Mokonbi 27 
M Big Black Boy Mok6n 38 Newcastle 
M Kuntorin Muntorin 38 1 1 dau Ash Island 
M Stumpy Yinik 12 Lake Macquaric 
M Shingleman Miritia 25 
M Tommy Jones Klingkurra 28 1 
M Bullie Pauwalla 32 1 1 dau 
M Billy Blue Wirrinti 18 
M Old Ned Mirawara 31 1 

*Scored through in original. 

---------------------i~-

"' ~ 

English Names Native Names 

M Wallice Wulumil 
M Little M' gill Ninoai 

F Kobung Muntu 

F Sally Tuntakara 

F Mary Burakutti 

F Old Aaron Tillin 
F Sally Kurrintai 

F Mary Ann Petti 

F Purruntia 

F Mary Kibua 
F" Maria Murrung 

F Mary Butung 
F Granny Koraka 
F Mary Wati 

F Betry Bitti 

F Jenkin Bilkumbea 
F Takkun 
F Tori 
F Betsy 
F Betsy Turoma 

F Jane Tene 

F Nanny Kutteung 

F Old Betty Kaoiwo 

M Wollungkul 
M M'carty Murramai 

M Bib headed black boy Mok-kon 
M Stock keeper Kor6ng 

M Harry Moore Purrul 
M OldJaek Mirung 

M Taiamunte 

M Donnelly 

Probable 
Age Wives Children 

33 
16 
28 
30 
50 
10 
35 
16 
50 2 sons 
30 
28 
38 1 son 
45 
32 
10* 
30 
9* 
7* 

25 
27 
4* 

35 
34 
40 
44 
30 
28 
26 
38 
18 
10* 

* Scored through in original. 

2 daus 

Designation 
of Tribes 

Ash Island (half cast) 

King Ben's 

Place or 
District of 

Usual Resort 

Newcastle 
Lake Macquarie 

Newcastle 
Lake Macquarie 

26 Blankets distributed, 43 Brought forward, 69 Total distributed. . . . 
50 Blankets received from Newcastle May 4th 1836, 19 Blankets left from last year's distribution there having been Seventy two sent for distnbunon 

last year and but fifty this year. L.E. Threlkeld. 

Total: 69 



"' "' 00 
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['Supplementary list of distribution of Blankets to the Blacks at Lake Macquarie on July 29th 1836'. C.S.I.L. (4/2302) Reg. No. 36/4548.) 

English Names 

MJemmy 
M Black Boy 
M Commandant 
M Paddy 
F Nancy 
M Dickey 
F Nelly 
F Mammy 
F Kitty 
F Maty 
F Mary 
M Constable 
MJohn 
F Kitty 
MJemmy 
F Kitty 
M Pantaloon 
F Maty 
M Jackkeva 
MJemmy 
M Tommy 
M Jack 

Native Names 

Ngiilumi 
Yuroi 
Kulliwarawara 
Teibin 
Tinkin 
Pebung 
Warai 
P6r6ng 
M6rrong 
Yinnatoroi 
Ngabea 
Kiirba 
Merin 
Tittin 
Yiramma 
Poiyir 
Bauwon 
Nguwin 
Mtmtulkun 
Poitte 
Warara 
Kuttinm 

Probable 
Age 

30 
36 
30 
28 
6* 

38 
18* 
50* 
28* 
26* 
40* 
50 
24 
28* 
28 
26* 
28 
28* 
55 
24 
18 
21 

Wives Children 

I 

Designation 
of Tribes 

Cobbera's Tribe or 
Sugar Loaf Tribe 

Memorandum: One blanket remaining from last year was issued making total number 22. 
* Scored through in original. 
* Scored through in original. 

L.E. Threlkeld 

-----------------t 

Place or 
District of 

Usual Resort 

Sugar Loaf Lake 
Macquarie Swamps 
and Surrounding 
Neighbourhood 

[From Threlkeld's 'Return of Aboriginal Natives, taken at Lake Macquarie on 21st May 1838'. C.S.I.L. (4/1133-3) Reg. No. 38/5595.) 

English Names Native Names 

M King Ben Kung kamai 
M M'gill- Old Biraban 
M M'gill -Young Biraban 
M Emu Ningnga 
M Old Charley Buttan 
M Fisherman Milliama 
M Cockatoo W ollung bullecn 
M Donnelly Warara 
MOld Daddy Korumba 
M Little Nobody Koitti 
F Bandicoot Murcing 
.MOld Daddy Woiye 
M Tommy Jones Woima 
MJimmy Momoaba 
M M'ckeva Pan tara 
F Mary Ann Pitti 

Probable 
Age Wives 

31 1 
30 
19 
20 
59 
46 1 
49 1 
11 
50 1 
16 
25 
59 1 
29 1 
35 1 
21 
17 

Children 

1 son 1 dau. 

1 son 

Designation 
of Tribes 

Lake Macquarie 

Place or 
District of 

Usual Resort 

Lake Macquaric 



"' <:l 
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[From Threlkeld's 'Return of Aboriginal Natives, taken at Lake Macquarie on 1st May 1840.' C.S.I.L. (4/2479.1) Reg. No. 40/8533.] 

English Names 

M King Ben 
M Billey Blue 
M Emu 
M Shingleman 
M Little M' gill 
M Cockatoo 
M Fisherman 
F Mary Aun 
M Tommy Jones 
MOld Daddy 
M Geeson 
M Billy 
M M' gill Senior 
M Bigheaded Blackboy 
F Kobung 
M Big Tom 

Probable Designation 
Native Names Age Wives Children of Tribes 

Kungkiimai 33 1 Lake Macuaqrie 
Kullata:ra 22 
Ningnga 21 1 
Pirritea 21 
Biraban 20 
Wollungbulleen 51 1 1 son 1 dau. 
Milleama 48 1 
Pitti 19 2 sons 
Woima 31 1 
Worirr 60 1 
Burriwa 9 
Williga 12 
Biraban 38 
Mokun 37 
Munta 32 
Warara 36 

Men 15; Women 7; Boys 3; Girls 1; Total: 26. 

APPENDIX XIII 

Aboriginals Committed for Trial, !824-1843 
[Based on a MS listing for 1824-1836 in Archives, 1161, Supreme Court Papers 24, item 49, 

and a printed Return of trials 1837-1843 in Despatch No. 68, 21 March 1844.] 

Name Offence Where Committed Tried Verdict 

Devil Devil Violent assault Supreme Court 3 June 1825 Guilty 

Tommy alias 
Jacky Jacky 

Murder Supreme Court 24 Nov. 1827 Guilty 

Breger Murder Supreme Court 20 Aug. 1830 Guilty 

Not guilty 

Place or 
District of 

Usual Resort 

Lake Macquarie 

Sentence, etc 

Not sentenced 

Executed 

Executed 

Little Dick 
Whip em up 
Monkey 

Guilty } Death. Life to VanDiemen's 
Guilty Land 

Charlie Muscle Stealing in dwelling 
Little Freeman house and putting 
Leg gamy in fear 
Major 
Curriubong Jemmy 
Tom Jones 

Leg[g]amy Highway robbery 

Little Dick Stealing in dwelling 
house &c 

Mickey Mickey 
}Rape Charlie Myrtle 

Toby Stealing in dwelling 
house &c 

Little Freeman Stealing in dwelling 
house &c 

Hobby& Stealiug in dwelling 
Maitland Paddy house &c 

Charley Murder 

KaJtera Jacky & } Murder 
emmy 

Jack Congo Murral & Murder [of two 
George Bummary Aboriginals J 

Supreme Court 11 Feb. 1835 

Supreme Court 12 Feb. 1835 

Supreme Court 5 Aug. 1835 

Supreme Court 22 Aug. 1835 
Supreme Court 6 May 1836 

Supreme Court 13 May 1836 

}N"''~ 
Guilty Death. Life to V.D.L. 

Guilty of 
larceny 

Guilty 

Guilty 

Guilty 

Guilty 

Not guilty 

Guilty 

Transported for 7 years to 
V.D.L. 

Death. Life to V.D.L. 

Death. Life to V.D.L. 

Death. Life to V.D.L. 

Death 



Name Offence Where Committed Tried Verdict Sentence, etc 

Jackey 
} Murder Old Parker Port Macquarie, 10 Feb. 1837; Supreme Court Not guilty 

Charley 

Murphy Stealing Maitland, 3 Feb. 1837 { Bill ignored 
Wombarty Port Macquarie, 15 March 1837; Supreme Court ~ischarged; no 

rnterpreter 

Lory Jack Murder Maitland, 21 Feb. 1838; Supreme Court Guilty Death 

Jacky Beramble Murder Port Macquarie, 6 April1838; Supreme Court Discharged by proclamation 

Captain Assault Bathurst, 8 April1838; Supreme Court Discharged by proclamation 

Big-nosed Jack Murder Sydney, 8 May 1838; Supreme Court Escaped 

Franky Murder Wellington, 14 May 1838; Supreme Court Not guilty Discharged 

Mooney Mooney 
Bunia Logan 
Mainga 
Murrem Murrem 

Killing sheep Melbourne, 15 May 1838 Bill ignored 
Bee! 

"' Murry or Poen tj 
Jack Sloe 
JinJin 

Hangmoon Murder Geelong, 9 June 1838; Supreme Court Discharged by proclamation 

Sandy 

}R®~> Billy 
Jemmy Muswellbrook & Namoi river, Supreme Court Guilty 10 years' transportation 
Cooper 23 April1838 
KingJackey 

Myall Tommy Cattle stealing Wellington, 4 June 1839; Quarterly Sessions Not guilty 

Mary Ann Shooting vvith intent Muswellbrook, 21 June 1839; Supreme Court Not guilty 
&c 

Charley Horse stealing Patrick's Plains, 29 Aug. 1839; Supreme Court Not guilty 

Jimmy 
} Stealing Jackey Muswellbrook, 16 Oct. 1839; Quarter Sessions 

Billy 

Toby 
} Robbery Maitland, 22 Oct. 1839; Quarter Sessions Murphy 

Talboy alias Jackey Murder Cassilis, 3 Feb. 1840; Supreme Court Guilty Death 

Name Offence Where Committed Tried Verdict Sentence, etc 

Blucher 
} Assault Yass, 4 March 1840; Quarter Sessions 

Discharged "being in a 
Charley dying state" 

Gilderoy larceny Bathurst, 12 May 1840; Quarter Sessions Guilty " one day's i~frisonment 
and 50 lashes 

Billy alias Neville's Murder Yass, 14 June 1840; Supreme Court Guilty Death 
Billy 

Humpy George Stabbing &c Windsor, 16 June 1840; Quarter Sessions Escaped from prison 

Merridio 
} Murder Stapylton Nengavil Moreton Bay, August 1840; Supreme Court Guilty Death. Bunmalloo died in 

Bunmalloo 
and Tuck] 

hospital 

Dundore 

}',.~•=' Tommy Poker 
Wellington, 29 Aug. 1840; Supreme Court Not guilty Benjamin 

Jemmy 
Tommy Ban Ban 

W oenaburnee 
} Murder Melbourne, 28 Sept. 1840 Tried at Port Phillip 

"' 
Kongbomamee 

C:l Sullivan 
} Spearing cattle Peel's River, 23 June 1841 Bill ignored 

Cumbo J ackey 

Wellington Spearing cattle Peel's River, 18 Oct. 1841; Circuit Court Guilty 10 years' transportation 

Joey alias 

} Murder 
Cudgenmolly Bathurst, 18 Nov. 1841 Circuit Court Guilty Discharged by proclamation 

Jaco alias 
Carrajomblay 

Fryingpan Spearing cattle Peel's River, 10 Jan. 1842; Circuit Court Not guilty 

Jerry Murder New England, 9 May 1842; Circuit Court Bill ignored 

Melville Murder [supposed Paterson, 13 Mar. 1843; Circuit Court Bill ignored 
murder of an 
Aboriginal] 

Melville 
} Murder Maitland, 25 Mar. 1843 Circuit Court Guilty Death 

Harry 

Fowler } . h. Port Macquarie, 12 June 1843; Circuit Court Guilty Death S h. h d J Assault wit mtcnt 
ore-t 1g e emmy to kill 

Jacky Jacky 

Therramitchie Murder Port Macquaire, 24 July 1843; Circuit Court Guilty Death 
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Sydney: Printed by Stephens and Stokes, "Herald Office," Lower George-Street, 1834. 
Republished by Dr Fraser in An Australian Lauguage, 1892. 

An Australian Spelling Book, in the Language as spoken by the Aborigiues, itt the vicinity of Hunter's River, 
Lake Macquarie, New South Wales. Sydney: Printed by Stephens and Stokes, "Herald 
Office," Lower George-Street, 1836. 

A Key to the stmct11re of the Aboriginal Language; being an analysis of the particles used as affixes, to form 
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pewliarities of the language spoken by the Aborigines in the viduity of Hunter River, Lake 
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Sydney: ... Printed by Kemp and Fairfax, Lower George-Street, 1850. Republished 
by Dr Fraser in An Australian Language, 1892. 

'Reminiscences', The Christian Herald, and Record of Missionary and Religious Intelligence. Conducted 
by a Committee of the Synod of Australia in Connection with the Clwrch of Scotland. Sydney, 
26 February 1853-28 April 1855. 

Specimens of a Dialect of the Aborigines of New South Wales; Being the first attempt to form their speech 
into a written language, Sydney, Printed at the Monitor Office, 1827. Republished by 
Dr Fraser in An Australian Language, 1892. 

A Statement chiefly relating to The Formation and Abandonment of a Mission to the Aborigines cif New 
South Wales; Addressed to the serious comideratio11 of the Directors of the London Missionary 
Society, ... , Sydney, 1828. 
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Other Works Relating to Threlkeld 

'An Australian Grammar.' The Saturday Magaziue, Vol. Vlll, 6 (2 January 1836); Vol. IX, 237-8 
(17 December 1836); Vol. X, 14-5 (14 January 1837). 

Au Australian Language as spoken by the Au,abakal The People of Awaba or Lake Macquaric (Near 
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by L.E. Threlkeld. Re-arranged, condensed, and edited, with an Appendix, by John 
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Lexicon to the Gospel according to Saint Luke 'now for the first time printed', from the 
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Champion, Ben. W., 'Lancelot Edward Threlkeld. His Life and Work. 1788-1859.' Royal Australian 
Historical Society, Joumal & Proceedings, Sydney, 1939, Vol. XXV, 279-330, 341-411. 
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INDEX 

Aboriginal words are printed in italics. Biographical references are shown in heavy type. 

AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL REFERENCES 

Aboriginal tribes: (see also ceremonial exchange; 
messengers); conflict between: 26, 41, 60, 67, 120, 
144, 159, 165, 189, 191, 226, 265-6, 354; contact 
between: 42, 5'5-9; locations: 3-5, 7, 30, 128, 134-5, 
144, 159, 161, 165, 167, 186, 191, 226, 241, 262-3, 
271-2, 338-42, 351-3, 360-70; see also individual 
locational and tribal entries; social organisation: 
334. 

Adoption, by Europeans: 6, 10-1, 342, 346-9. 
Alcohol: 6, 9-10, 14, 26, 33, 53-4, 60, 70-1, 75, 85, 

91-2, 96-7, 99, 104-5, 119, 124, 127, 133-6, 144, 150, 
156-7, 159, 167, 189, 191, 205-6, 258-9, 267, 279, 
310, 339-40, 347, 351-2. 

Amputation: 44, 72, 86, 168, 182-3, 333, 338, 354. 
Annual conference/feast, Parramatta: 6, 72, 174, 340, 

353. 
Appearance: 3, 5-7, 14, 44, 46, 98, 129, 155-7, 190-1, 

333, 339-40, 342, 351-3. 
Art: (see also dance; music & song; body decoration); 

drawing: 59-60, 299-300; rock engraving: 59-60, 
65, 154, 299, 334; shield/bark decoration: 42, 68, 
340. 

Ash Island tribe: see Awabakai-Sugar Loaf tribe. 
Astronomy: 334. 
Awabakai-Sugar Loaf tribe (Awabakal language 

group): location & tribal boundaries: 3-4, 30, 72, 
76; origins: 3, 30; neighbouring tribes: 3, 5, 30; 
clan groups: 30, 134, 360-70. 

Baiame: 3, 7, 27. 
Bandicoot: 54, 90, 190, 355. 
Bark, uses of: 2-3, 31, 45, 47-8, 50, 53-4, 57-8, 60-1, 

67-8, 74, 76-7, 80, 89, 100, 125, 156, 190-1, 214-5, 
300, 333, 336-8, 340, 352, 354. 

Blanket returns: 30, 128, 133-5, 137-8, 241, 254, 253, 
262-5, 275, 281-3, 330-70. 

Blind people: 207. 
Body decoration: 47, 56, 63-4, 71, 73, 89, 98, 100, 128, 

183, 190, 333, 338, 340. 
Boomerang: see material culture. 
Breast plates: 6, 124, 158, 286-7. 
Broken Bay tribe (see also Bungaree in General Index): 

4, 6, 76. 
bull: see alcohol. 
Burial: see rituals. 
Burrawang: see food plants. 

Cannibalism: 4, 8, 48, 74, 99, 165, 258, 355. 
Canoes: 5, 54, 64, 76, 156, 190-1, 334, 336-7. 
Ceremonial exchange: 6, 42, 57, 61, 206. 
Ceremonial sites: see sites of significance. 
Civnising attempts: by E-.:ropeans: vi, 5-6, 8-14, 23-6, 

35, 42-4, 109, 128, 133, 157, 347-8, 352; views on: 
1, 8-13, 27, 66, 69, 109, 126, 131, 179, 196, 202, 
219, 231, 264-5, 273, 344, 346-50, 358. 

Class system: 3, 5. 
Ceremonial objects: bone: 41, 50-3, 75, 192, 206, 

258, 299, 344-55; quartz: 5, 31, 51, 299, 343. 
Children: 10-12, 14, 23, 46, 48, 53, 62-3, 68, 77, 

86, 89, 91, 96, 98, 105-6, 121, 133, 137-9, 156, 174-5, 
189-90, 193, 206-7, 227, 241, 258, 274-5, 282-3, 
333-4, 336-8, 340-3, 348, 350, 353-4. 

Cloak, skin: 53, 61, 340, 342-3, 347, 354, 357. 
Coastal tribes: see Aboriginal tribes, locations. 
Colonial Administration: Aboriginals: 6, 8-12, 14, 25, 

95, 104, 121, 136, 158; see also Law & Justice 
British. ' 

Conguwa: see food plants. 
Convicts, contact with: 4, 9, 44-5, 49, 57, 85, 92, 121. 
Corroboree: see dance. 
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Cremation: 48, 99. 
Cross-cultural comparisons: vi, 8-9, 42, 55, 59-60, 65, 

68-9, 351' 354. 
Culture contact: {see also race relations): 8-9, 57, 

97; cultural change: vii, 69. 

Dance: 45, 51-3, 56-9, 73, 88, 123, 191-3, 351. 
Daramulun: 3. 
Death: 47-8, 63, 77, 89, 157, 160, 190-2, 207, 214-5, 

258, 335, 337, 339, 342, 355. 
Depopulation: 4, 14, 26, 49, 97, 99, 135-7, 144-5, 

147-8, 157-8, 160, 168-70, 262, 303, 347, 351. 
Diet (see also food plants): traditional: 3, 5, 44-7, 

53, 55-6, 65, 67, 73, 85, 98-9, 124, 127, 175, 183, 
189-90, 206, 208, 259, 333-6, 338-41, 343, 347, 355; 
introduced: 4, 7, 44, 55, 66-7, 76, 98, 98, 104, 124, 
127-9, 136, 149, 155, 174, 178, 183, 213-4, 224-7, 255, 
259, 276, 339-40, 352. 

Disease: 4, 10, 26, 41, 99, 123-4, 137, 174-5, 227, 
339, 348, 351. 

Dogs: 47, 51-5, 67, 100, 190, 334-5, 344. 
Domestic utensils: see material culture. 

Eagle, Eagle Hawk: 3, 5-7, 31, 48, 64, 66, 78, 99, 172. 
Education, European: 11-4, 23, 25-6, 28, 42, 60, 98, 

105-10, 115, 118-20, 126, 133, 147, 348, 350, 353. 
Employment by Europeans: 6, 8, 10, 12, 26-7, 49-50, 

53-5, 57, 66, 69-70, 90, 95, 105-6, 109, 117, 125-7, 
131, 133, 140, 144, 147-9, 159, 165-7, 172, 224, 226-7, 
264-5, 271, 335, 353; payment for work: 144, 165. 

Fear of dark: 62, 125, 335, 339, 342. 
Ferns, edible (Biechnum): see food plants. 
Fighting skills: 41-2, 61, 68-9, 191, 335, 343, 352. 
Fire: 41, 44-6, 48, 51, 54, 56-7, 61-2, 66-7, 86, 98-100, 

125, 133, 174. 
Fishing: 3, 5, 42, 44, 46, 53-6, 67, 69, 86, 97, 167, 

190-1, 208, 334-6, 339-40, 352-3. 
Food: see diet. 
Food plants: 5-6, 42, 55, 67, 124, 191, 335, 339. 

Games: 56-7, 68. 
Grass-tree (Black-boy): see also food plants: 42, 

54, 61, 67, 77. 
Grubs: 55, 340-1, 347, 355. 
Gum: 2, 54, 61, 67, 191. 

Honey, wild: 67, 124, 333. 
Housing, European, for Aboriginals: 12, 14-5, 69, 96, 

129, 133, 157, 167, 172, 227, 272, 352-3. 
Hunting: 42, 44, 46, 53-4, 56, 90, 97, 122, 145, 157, 

185-7, 190-1, 208, 334, 338, 341, 343. 

Imprisonment: 49, 92-4, 99, 105, 116, 121-2, 133, 133, 
165, 209, 212, 258-9, 262, 288, 348, 371-3. 

Infanticide: 8, 258, 338. 
Initiation, the initiated: see rituals. 
Intelligence: European views on: vi, 6, 12, 50, 66, 

70, 98, 125, 147-50, 157, 160, 174, 228, 347; see 
also 'French philosophers' in General Index. 

Interior tribes: see Aboriginal tribes, locations. 
Inter-marriage: 9, 12, 246, 300-1. 
Intoxication: see alcohol. 

Kamilaroi: 3, 32, 77, 298, 302-3. 
Kangaroo: 45, 47, 50, 54-5, 63, 65, 73, 85-6, 88, 158, 

191-2, 203, 333, 335, 338, 340-1, 343-4, 347, 351, 
354-5. 

Kon (also spell Koen, Koin, Koun): 3, 5, 41, 62-3, 
77-8, 192-3. 

Koyorowen (Tunubuarng): 61-2, 74, 77, 194. 
Kurungbong tribe: see Awabakal-Sugar Loaf tribe. 

Lake Macquarie tribe: see Awabakal-Sugar Loaf tribe. 



Land cultivation: 9, 12, 27, 54-5, 66, 96, 106, 196, 241. 
Land dispossession: 57, 97-8, 158. 
Language (see also bible tr'anslations, linguistics under 

L. E. Threlkeld in General Index): 2-4, 42, 46, 58-9, 
72, 96, 99, 100-1, 105, 117, 119-20, 123, 132, 141-2, 
160-4, 172, 194-6, 209-10, 214, 271, 298, 307, 356-7. 

Law and justice, British: 2, 4-5, 26, 49-51, 57, 66, 
71, 91-5, 97, 104-5, 116, 120-2, 132-3, 136-9, 145, 
148, 158-9, 165-6, 174, 209, 237, 256-9, 262, 267, 
284, 288, 358-9. 

Law, traditional: 5, 8, 51, 58, 60-1, 71, 94, 98-9, 105, 
122, 145, 156, 174, 182, 186, 191-2, 201, 206-B, 258, 
308, 339, 343. 

Lily (Doryanthes exce/sa): see food plants. 

Material culture: traditional: 2-3, 5, 41-3, 46-8, 51-4, 
56-7, 60-1, 64, 67-9, 71, 89-90, 99-101, 105, 121, 
156-7, 190-3, 201, 205-6, 266, 299, 333-7, 338-42, 
343-4, 352-4, 357; introduced: 6, 14-5, 46, 54, 56, 
67, 69-70, 81, 96, 128-9, 133, 157, 167, 174, 178, 181, 
183, 185, 215, 217, 225, 227, 241, 255, 272, 352-3; 
technology: 54. 

Medicine & medicine men: v, 5, 31, 41, 47, 50-2, 60, 
62, 74, 89, 124, 191-3, 207, 258, 266, 299, 341-3, 
355-6. 

Messengers: 41, 48, 71, 98-9, 133, 145, 166, 191. 
Middens: 64, 334. 
Mourning: see rituals. 
Music & songs: 5, 45, 52-3, 56-9, 73, 86, 88, 123, 171, 

191, 193-5, 342. 
Mystic ring: see sites of significance. 
Mythology: see religion. 
Newcastle tribe: see Awabakai-Sugar Loaf tribe. 
Nose piercing: 98, 333, 340, 354. 

Ochre: 63, 68, 73, 1 00, 156, 191, 340. 
Old age: 41, 47-B, 52, 73, 89, 99-100, 258, 275, 334, 

354, 356. 
Origin, theories of: 3, 8, 298. 
Pambalong tribe: see Awabakai-Sugar Loaf tribe. 
Part-Aborigines: 12, 156, 160, 246, 258, 332, 350. 
Pipe clay: 47, 64, 68, 71, 73, 89, 100, 190-1, 193, 

206, 208, 340. 
Poetry & poets: see music & songs. 
Population: see also depopulation: 43, 45, 60, 72, 

128, 135, 137, 145, 147, 168, 340, 351. 
Possum: 42, 51, 56-7, 61, 64, 206, 299, 333, 340, 

342-3, 347, 345-5. 
Prostitution: at Newcastle: 96-7, 119, 133, 226-7. 
Protectors & Protectorates: 5, 7, 26, 139, 146-7, 149, 

272-3. 
Punishment: 41, 58, 60-1; 71, 98-9, 105, 122, 137, 

157, 170-1, 191. 
Race relations (see also Myall creek massacre): 2, 

4-5, 7-11, 13-4, 19, 26, 44, 49, 57, 66, 91-3, 95, 126, 
136, 138-9, 145-7, 157, 165, 170, 178, 189, 197, 
205-B, 210, 212-4, 255, 257, 262, 268, 272-6, 278-80, 
287, 299, 340, 343, 348, 357, 359. 

Rations: 12, 54-5, 69, 96, 119, 128, 140, 165, 225, 227, 
269-70. 

Religion (see also ritual, ritual objects, sites of 
significance): beliefs & mythology: 3, 5, 7-9, 26-7, 
41, 44, 46-8, 50-1, 61-6, 73, 77, 88, 99, 128, 157, 
191-4, 206, 335-9, 341-2, 355-6; ideas of Christian: 
134, 144, 149-50, 159-60, 166, 271-2, 347, 349. 

Religious conversion: 10-11, 27, 98, 117-8, 121-3, 144; 
resistance to: 9, 12, 26-7, 134, 157, 168. 

Reserves: 12. 
Ritual objects: see ceremonial objects. 
Rituals: burial & mourning: 2, 47-8, 71, 80, 86, 89, 

99-100, 190, 214-5, 258, 335-8, 340-1, 343-4; 
elicitation of ceremonial bone: 52-3, 192-3, 206, 
299, 344; initiation: ceremony: 5, 42, 334, 344-5; 
the initiated: 51, 55, 63, 345; tooth evulsion: 5, 42, 
50-1, 61, 63, 128, 192-3, 206, 299, 333-4, 338, 343-5, 
354; circumcision: 61, 354. 

Schools: 11-4, 28, 42, 105, 117-9, 200, 202, 348, 350. 
Shellfish: 3, 55-6, 64, 127, 190, 334, 336, 340. 
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Shields: see material culture. 
Sites of significance: vi, 51-3, 63-6, 298. 
Snakes: 55, 338, 347. 
Songs: see music & songs. 
Sorcerers: see medicine & medicine men. 
Spears: see material culture. 
Sugar Loaf tribe: see Awabaka\-Sugar Loaf tribe. 
Swamps tribe: see Awabakai-Sugar Loaf tribe. 

Technology: see material culture. 
Throwing sticks: see material culture. 
Tobacco: 6, 44, 46, 48, 85-6, 89, 93, 124, 127, 129, 

190, 192, 214, 225, 259, 347, 354. 
Tooth evulsion: see rituals. 
Trackers: 6, 27, 57, 99-100, 284-8, 338, 341, 354. 
Trading: see ceremonial exchange. 
Tuggerah Beach tribe: 94, 96, 226, 241. 

Waddies: see material culture. 
Wanarua: 3-5, 175. 
Wandering habits: B, 27, 42, 96, 109, 118, 133. 
Weapons: 2, 41-2, 54, 60, 64, 67-9, 157, 191, 206, 

333-4, 336, 339, 341, 345, 353-4, 357. 
Whistling, 'trill': 61, 77-8, 335. 
Wiradjuri: 3, 7. 
Women: 88, 91, 98-100, 116, 137, 146, 159, 189-92, 

206, 266-7, 298, 333, 336, 340, 343, 346, 352, 354; 
amputation of little finger: 44, 86, 182-3, 333, 338, 
354; mourning: 44, 47, 86, 89, 100; marriage: 338, 
343, 354. 

Worimi: 4-7, 30, 56-7. 
Yams: see food plants. 
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